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COMMISSION 
OF THE 
EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
Directorate-General 
for Information, 
Communication and Culture 
Brussels, 27 April 1987 
INFORMATION PACK ON THE LARGE MARKET 
These two information packs start with a list of contents and directions for 
use followed by three chapters of background information, bringing together a 
collection of documents, many familiar, others specially picked or written. 
The informatfon pack on the large market is intended first for heads of 
Community information offices and suboffices and their staff and second for 
any of their clients who are planning, say, a major campaign on the subject 
and, of course, are capable of using this material. A UmHed number of 
copies of this pack are being sent to you for this purpose. 
These information packs are written mostly in French. You can replace 
documents by the other language versions from your own documentation centre or 
give your clients the choice between English and French once you receive the 
missing English translations, i.e. from May onwards. There are no plans to 
translate the documents into any languages other than French and English. 
We will be sending you any other documents you need over the next few months. 
You are asked to keep these information packs up to date for your own and your 
clients' use. 
A limited number of copies have been sent to the President's cabinet, to 
Lord Cockfield and to Mr Ripa di Meana. A few are still available from the 
Documentation Division in the Directorate-General. 
Provllional addren: Rue de la Loi 200, B-1048 8"'81811-Tetephone 2351111 - Telegraphic addrea: HCOMEUR Bnaet1H 
Telex: HCOMEU B 21877" 



DIRECTIONS FOR USE 
This information pack on "the large market: the general picture" is intended 
to help you understand the mechanisms and implications of building a large 
internal Community market. In its White Paper on the subject, the Commission 
of the European Communities set a target date of 31 December 1992 for 
completing a genuine market without frontiers. 
The "background documents" paint a detailed picture of the situation in the 
Community today, including not only past achievements but also the aspirations 
nurtured by the large market. The fresh impetus imparted by the Single Act 
should make it possible to keep to the schedule set out in the White Paper, 
despite the delays. 
The "illustrations" explain the everyday impact of the measures affecting 
European citizens, financial circles or technology. 
The "speeches" by the Commission President and Vice-President express the 
political will of the entire Commission to attain the objectives set. 
"To convince you" sets out a detailed analysis of this will. It catalogues 
the advantages of the large market within the Twelve. But there are still a 
host of barriers for the Commission to remove, if need be with the help of the 
Court of Justice of the European Communities. 
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I. EUROPE - A MOTIVE FORCE 
The European Community is thirty years old. What was the grand design 
when the Treaty of Rome was signed? 
It was in fact a dual one: political and economic. 
Europe was emerging from World War II. Erstwhile enemies had to be 
reconciled and made to realize that, despite events of the previous 
decades, what they had in common outweighed what could ever divide them; 
something had to be done to ensure that such a conflict could never happen 
again: "no more war between us". Today the idea of a war between the 
countries of the Community is surely as absurd as it is unlikely. 
Europe had an ideal of peace. There was also a certain pragmatism: 
to take on board common interests, but also to strive relentlessly 
to strengthen them: 
- by stimulating economic activity through the expansion of trade, 
thereby remaining true to its vocation of forum and marketplace, 
from the great fairs of the Middle Ages down through the centuries 
to the common market; 
- by uniting its forces to forge a successful future. 
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* What in fact did Europe look like in 1957; and what does it look like today? 
Let's recap a little: 
• The trade boom 
Since the signing of the Treaty of Rome, trade between European countries 
has expanded at a prodigious rate. Between 1957 and 1986 it has 
increased sevenfold; at the same time trade with the rest of the world 
has trebled. This growth has led to a corresponding increase in wealth 
for the countries of the European Community; its citizens have seen 
their purchasing power surge spectacularly (per capita GDP has virtually 
doubled in thirty years; the increase in the United States over the 
same period was only 70%). Here we must remember the revolutionary 
abolition of customs duties between the Community countries and the 
parallel removal of many technical barriers: a refrigerator was subject 
to a 15% customs duty on entering France and 23% on entering Italy; 
these costs were naturally passed onto the consumer. And the technical 
barriers would sometimes give rise to complicated wrangling over, say, 
the rules for packaging margarine . 
• A stronger and more closely woven industrial fabric. 
e 
e 
e 
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Besides the successes that everyone knows about, such as the European 
Airbus or Ariane, which show just what Europeans can do when they decide 
to pool their skills and resources, most industries have extended their 
links and cooperation. In the car industry, examples are legion: 
the joint development of the new Fire 1000 engine by Fiat and Peugeot, 
the joint development of a new type of automatic transmission by Renault 
and Volkswagen, the supply of Volkswagen transmissions to British Leyland 
and gearboxes to Renault, to quote but a few. 
The productivity of European industry generally has tripled between 
1957 and 1986; that of the United States over the same period has barely 
doubled • 
• Green Europe: the world leader in agriculture 
In 1957 Community agriculture was marked by underdevelopment and large-scale 
product deficits. Today, the Community is the world's leading agricultural 
power and more than self-sufficient. Its potential has doubled in thirty 
years, while its labour force has shrunk by half. 
This thrust, boosted by technological advances, has resulted in excessive 
surpluses for some products, as world consumption has failed to keep pace. 
True, we now have to regulate the surpluses but don't let's forget the 
original deficits and the strategic potential of a powerful agriculture 
capable of satisfying Europe's requirements. 
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• Blue Europe: the Community fisheries policy 
Here the Community has developed a highly-integrated policy, the only 
one of its kind which makes it one of the world's major fishing powers. 
The policy consists of the joint management and conservation of resources 
and the negotiation at European level of fishing rights in non-Community 
waters • 
• Energy: joint response - joint success 
In 1973, before the first oil shock, imported oil accounted for 62% 
of total Community energy consumption. It has now been reduced to 
31% and the vulnerability of Europe's economies diminished accordingly. 
How did the Community react? 
In 1968, it prodded Member States into building up buffer stocks 
(today equal to 90 days consumption). 
After 1973, it sustained the Member States' energy policies by setting 
objectives now attained: 
- energy saving: energy efficiency increased by more than 25%; 
- development of alternative energy sources, etc. 
e 
e 
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- The convergence of economic policies 
It was not long before the growing degree of overlap between the economies made 
it necessary to coordinate economic and monetary policy, particularly in view 
of the collapse of the international monetary system, a collapse which eventually 
prompted the setting up of the European Monetary System. This has acted as a 
stabilizing influence in a monetary climate unsettled by the uncontrolled 
fluctuations of the dollar and has led the European governments to adopt and 
pursue anti-inflationist policies. 
X X X 
These developments have been brought about by the European Community in 
collaboration with the Member States, businesses, and, of course, with the 
people of Europe. The Community has been the driving force, both through 
its own initiatives and through the knock-on effect created by the framework 
which it set up. 
• And now? The large European market without frontiers; 
a vast area allowing European citizens and businesses greater freedom and 
scope for development. 
* Why a large unified market? 
Because there are still a number of obstacles to trade and cooperation within 
the European Community which hamper economic growth, employment and business 
coapetitiveness. 
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It will provde firms with access to a market of 320 million consumers, 
the largest in the world. 
By 1992, the date set by President Delors and now enshrined in the 
Treaty of Rome, as amended by the Single European Act, the large market 
will be a reality. 
The benefits to firms will be immediate. To quote a few examples: 
- lifts: a European group specializing in this field has estimated that 
the costs generated as a result of the difference in technical 
standards from one country to another account for between 8% and 10% of 
manufacturing costs; 
- telephone exchanges: the absence of European standards means that 
costs here are 8% higher than in the United States, simply because of 
the large number of cumbersome procedures for testing and type approval; 
cellulose: a major French firm has estimated that the abolition of 
frontier formalities and associated insurance costs alone would 
increase its turnover by almost 1%, more than its current profits; 
- small businesses: a survey of 320 German small businesses confirms that 
costs arising from frontier formalities correspond to 1.3% of turnover, 
a figure roughly equivalent to profits. 
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* Greater freedom and scope for development for European citizens and 
businessnes through: 
• the opening-up of public procurement, which in some areas continues 
to be highly protected, resulting in differing technical standards for 
advanced technology equipment; these contracts represent 10% of 
Community GDP; 
. the alignment of VAT rates; all the European countries have now 
adopted the same system of indirect taxation - no mean achievement 
in this particularly sensitive field; 
a European company law, making it easier to set up subsidiaries, and 
facilitating consolidation and mergers; 
• complete freedom of establishment for hairdressers, railway workers 
and lawyers as well as firms; 
• in addition, the complete liberalization of the capital market enabling 
us all to borrow, invest and enjoy a complete range of banking and 
financial services throughout the Community. 
* The Community is working towards the large market every day. The Commission 
has produced 300 draft measures to that end. In the space of one year, 
almost a quarter have been adopted. With five years to go, the countdown 
continues. 
* 
* 
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II. HIGH-TECHNOLOGY EUROPE 
No single Community country has all the scientists, all the research 
workers, in all fields of science, nor all the financial resources 
necessary. 
But together we have all the expertise and resources we need to put 
us in the forefront in most fields if we put our minds to it. 
Nevertheless we are lagging behind in some sectors and will have to 
mobilize all our forces if we are to catch up. On the other hand we lead 
the field in some areas, and here we must maintain and improve our position 
even further. 
That is where the key to prosperity and employment in tomorrow's world 
lies. It is vital for the success of the large internal market and 
essential if we are to be masters of our destiny in the future. 
The course set by the Community 
From the very outset the Community recognized the importance of research 
and technology. But the rapidly gathering pace of technological advance 
forced us to embark on decisive action. 
A choice had to be made: it was decided to concentrate efforts on the 
most critical aspects and to involve the people directly concerned by 
encouraging them to cooperate with one another, rather than to impose a 
bureaucratic management system. 
Information technology, telecommunications, new materials, energy, 
biotechnology - these are all covered by Community programmes which 
have already produced some impressive results: 
:. 1, 
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Information Technology 
The 201 current Esprit projects, which were launched relatively recently, 
have already produced impressive results, for example: 
- in microelectronics: gallium arsenide components to be used in the 
development of the next generation of supercomputers and a novel 
method for designing complex and more reliable chips for compact 
disc players; 
in software: the PCTE project is providing an answer to the major 
problem of incompatibility affecting software tools; the PCTE 
provides a kind of "universal joint" for software engineers; 
- in expert systems, where the USA enjoyed a monopoly until recently, 
two high-performance systems have been implemented under the OMEGA 
project; 
- in integrated office systems, a new standard for the mixed voice-
text-image electronic document of the future has been developed 
under the Herode project; this standard has been taken up as the 
starting point for ISO standards, while a number of major European 
companies are already implementing it. 
Optical Computer 
In a project under the "stimulation action", eight laboratories from 
five Member States (Britain, Germany, France, Belgium and Italy) have 
developed digital devices and circuits for a future optical computer. 
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Telecommunications 
The Race programme, organized on the same lines as the Esprit programme, forms 
part of a strategy designed to help Europe maintain its lead in the field of 
telecommunications, defining the structure of the future European broadband 
network which will form the main artery of the new communications media. 
Industrial technology 
Four industrial laboratories belonging to leading automobile and aerospace 
manufacturers from Britain, France, Germany and Italy have combined under the 
Brite programme to develop lasers for sheet welding. 
Materials 
Under the "stimulation action" and the Euram programme (new materials>, forty 
European laboratories have linked up to develop permanent supermagnets based on 
an iron-neodymium-boron alloy. 
in numerous applications. 
Controlled thermonuclear fusion 
These supermagnets will replace electromagnets 
In the latest experiments on JET, the largest tokamak (fusion reactor> in the 
world, temperatures well in excess of 100 million degrees Centigrade have been 
achieved, representing a further step towards demonstrating the scientific 
feasability of fusion. 
e 
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Geothermal energy 
In a so far successful project in Cornwall under the non-nuclear energy 
R&D programme, tests are going on to exploit hot dry rocks. The 
technique used involves injecting cold water into the rocks from which 
it emerges at a high temperature. 
Biotechnology 
Under the biotechnology research programme, research workers from three 
laboratories in Ghent, Leyden and Cologne have achieved a world first in 
transferring foreign genetic information to a class of plants including 
cereals Cmonocotyledones). 
Concerted action, cooperation, complementarity, cohesion are the four 
pillars on which European technological advance rests. There are 
500 teams involved in Esprit, comprising over 2 000 research workers in 
all, while 1 400 national teams are collaborating in the Community 
coordination programme on medical research. All twelve Member States 
are involved, Ireland and Greece, as well as Germany and Italy. 
,,__ The Co11aunity is the meeting Point, it provides the sti11Ulus, shows 
the way. 
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III. EUROPE IN EVERYDAY LIFE 
"You can't fall in love with the large market" (Jacques Delors>. 
A European area without frontiers; technological advance; these are essential 
objectives but they must be made to serve the people of Europe - that is, to 
respect their individual identity and values. Besides, the success of these 
objectives surely depends on the support they are able to muster. 
* A balanced ~nvironment in which to Live 
In thirty years, European agriculture has become highly efficient; with the 
aidofthe Common Agricultural Policy this has been achieved without any 
alteration to the nature of rural Life and the countryside; an agricultural 
structure based on the continuation of family farming has been preserved in a 
more efficient form. Eleven million farmers have stayed on the land, Local 
life goes on, tourism has developed in the countryside and other activities 
have taken root there. 
The preservation of our environment also involves a whole series of practical 
measures which can be meaningful and fully effective only if applied at 
Community level. The Community has adopted over a hundred instruments in 
such fields as pollution of water and the coastline, combating atmospheric 
pollution and noise, waste management, the protection of wildlife, research 
into ecological problems and public information. 
e 
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* Solidarity 
- The principle of equal rights for men and women is embodied in 
the Treaty of Rome. The Member States have thus been obliged to 
bring their legislation into line with a number of Community 
directives. Equal rights are now guaranteed as regards pay, 
employment, vocational training, working conditions and social 
security. 
- Rules on the protection of workers' rights are also laid down in 
Community directives on social and industrial relations (collective , 
redundancies, guaranteed rights in the event of transfer, payment 
of salaries in the event of bankruptcy, etc.> and on health and 
safety: the use of asbestos, lead and benzene is controlled, 
noise levels at the place of work are subject to limits, etc. 
Every year the Community, through the European Social Fund, provides 
support for vocational training for two million people, most of 
them young. 
- Solidarity also means reducing disparities in the level of 
development between the regions and providing aid for the 
redevelopment of declining industrial regions. 
This is where the European Commission comes in with its structural 
funds; combining their action under the Integrated Mediterranean 
Programmes, it has introduced a form of direct dialogue with the 
regions to develop the infrastructure they need. 
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Universities are also involved in Europe. 
- The ERASMUS programme will allow thousands of students to go and 
study for a time at a university in another European country 
belonging to the Community. 
Over 600 higher education establishments are already cooperating in 
the development of this joint programme. 
- The COMETT programme will enable thousands of students at the end 
of their studies to undertake training in industry in another 
Coamunity country. 
* Consumer protection 
One of the benefits of the common market has been to offer the consumer 
a wider choice of products; and this choice will become wider still 
once the single market has been completed. 
But the Community also has rules governing free competition: competitiveness 
and rivalry within Europe is not the same thing as cut-throat competition 
at the expense of the consumer. 
Sell-by dates for frozen and other food and the compulsory listing of 
ingredients: these are requirements imposed by Co•unity legisl-ation, 
as are rules on the composition, manufacture and designation of honey, 
fruit juices, chocolate, jam, mineral water, etc. 
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The Community was respons;ble for banning certain hormones, additives 
and colour;ng matters, prohib;t;ng the sale of children's pyjamas 
containing flammable or carc;nogenic fibres, and providing every 
c;tizen with the right to challenge misleading advertising. 
So every day every one of us uses products bearing the seal of 
the Commun;ty. Yet how many of us are really aware of the fact? 
How many of us are aware, for example, that 60% of national regulations 
on measuring instruments, cars and agri-foodstuffs, are imposed by 
ColllRUn;ty law; or that all regulations on the labelling of chemical 
products and on electr;cal goods derive from Co11111Unity legislat;on. 
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IV. EUROPE - A BALANCING FORCE IN THE WORLD 
*The European Community is now the world's leading trading power; its 
share of world trade is greater than that of the United States and twice 
that of Japan. 
Far from being closed off to the outside, it applies one of the lowest 
customs tariffs in the world - less than SX fof industrial goods. 
Protectionism is not in its makeup. 
In international trade negotiations it is the Community - represented by 
the European Commission - that speaks for and in the place of its 
Member States. 
The Community lends extra weight to its Member States in a world dominated 
by major economic powers: it is impossible to imagine each individual 
European country negotiating with the same force and the same effectiveness; 
they would find themselves in a highly unfavourable position. 
*Not only is the Community a respected negotiator with the other major 
powers, it is also the Third World's closest and most important partner in 
terms of trade and development aid. 
The percentage of GNP that the Community of Twelve devotes to this aid is 
twice that of the United States. 
Cooperation extends to such areas as energy, trade promotion and training. 
While placing increasing emphasis on aid to rural development and the 
encouragement of self-sufficiency in food, the Community supplies countries 
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in difficulty with food aid in the form of cereals <nearly 1 400 000 tonnes 
in 1985), milk powder <nearly 109 000 tonnes> and other products. 
When crisis, disaster or famine strikes, the Community is the first to 
coae to the assistance to those affected. It was first on the scene to assist 
the victims of the famine in the Sahel, in Sudan and Ethiopia, and following 
the disasters in El Salvador, Colombia and Mexico. Its emergency aid team 
is available day and night, on weekdays and we~kends. 
At a time when the purse-strings of public spending have been tied ever 
tighter, the Community has increased by 60% its aid to the 66 African, 
Caribbean and Pacific countries with which it signed the Lome Convention. 
Under this Convention, these ACP countries are allowed to export their 
products to the Community free of customs duties; Lome also provides a 
unique system for guaranteeing these countries' export earnings and offers 
technical and financial assistance for the development of infrastructure 
projects. 
Generally speaking, the Co11111Unity's aim is to act as a partner to the 
developing countries within a clearly defined contractual relationship: 
no missionary zeal, no attempt at paternalism or hegemony, but instead the 
desire to act as a centre of balance in North-South relations. 
It benefits the Third World countries and ourselves as well; our exports 
to these countries represent three million jobs in Europe. 
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V. WITH EUROPE, THINGS ARE SIMPLER AND MORE EFFICIENT 
Is it better: 
* 
* 
* 
* 
to have, as we had in 1957, twelve different indirect taxation systems 
or, as now, a single VAT system in all twelve countries? 
to have, as we had in 1957, a multiplicity of different customs tariffs 
or, as today, no customs tariffs between Member States and a 
common tariff on imports from outside the Community? 
to have 70 different customs forms 
or, as will be the case from next year, a single document for 
intra-Community trade? 
to have to fill in police forms and queue up at ports and airports 
when entering a Community country 
or, as a Community citizen, to be exempt from such formalities? 
Is it better: 
* 
* 
to have to take out special car insurance to travel to another 
European country, as we had to in 1957, 
or, as is the case today, to have the green card insurance system 
which provides automatic cover throughout the Community? 
to have to pay for health care if we fall sick or have to go into 
hospital in another Community country 
or to be reimbursed as happens today? 
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to be refused the right to live or work in a neighbouring European 
country 
or to have this right recognized by Community law, albeit to a 
limited extent in the case of some professions but for all 
shortly <1992)? 
to be subject as an exporting company to massive and unpredictable 
exchange rate fluctuations 
or to enjoy the stability offered by the European Monetary system 
and to have the opportunity of borrowing in ECU (now the third 
most widely used denominator of loans>? 
Is it better: 
* 
* 
for research into cancer and AIDS to be carried out independently in 
a number of widely dispersed centres 
or for research to be coordinated under Community programmes 
pooling human and financial resources? 
to wait for change offices to open when you are short of money in 
another Community country 
or, as will be the case in 1992, to be able to use a magnetic 
card to obtain cash from automatic dispensers throughout the 
Community? 
to have twelve different sets of rules and technical standards for 
television 
or to have a European-level organization which will shortly 
enable us to receive other countries' television signals by 
satellite, thereby ensuring broader diffusion of the cultures 
of the Community? 
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* to have, as we do today, five different and mutually incompatible 
radio-telephone systems 
or to have, as we shall do in 1992, a single harmonized Community-wide 
system enabling calls to be made from one country to another. 
* * * 
Do we want Europe or not? 
Is it simpler to have one set of rules or twelve contradictory sets? 
Is it more efficient to combine to invest 12 ECU in a joint project or 
for each country to invest 1 ECU in one of .twelve competing projects? 
* * * 
Is the European bureaucracy inefficient? 
Do you know that: 
- the Community employs fewer staff than the city of Birmingham, half 
the number employed by the city of Paris and no more than work in the 
Belgian Ministry of Finance? 
- there are 24 Community officials investigating 60 cases of infringement of 
the competition rules a year as compared with 550 civil servants working 
on the same number of cases in the United States? 
·e 
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- the budget for technological research programmes handled by a single 
Community official is four times that handled by a national civil 
servant working on equivalent programmes. 
With Europe things are simpler and more efficient. 
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THE SINGLE ACT 
Reforms which lay down new objectives 
for the Conununity 
The Single European Act is evidence of the Conununity's 
capacity to adapt. It introduces a major reform of the 
Treaty of Rome, and at the same time brings cooperation 
on foreign policy, which had evolved independently, within 
the scope of the Treaties. 
A SYMBOL OF RENEWAL 
The title 'Single Act' may seem rather obscure to the layman. 
However, it symbolizes the wish of the Member States to lay 
down in a single legal instrument the conditions for greater 
interaction between economic, social and monetary affairs 
on the one hand and external policy on the other. The fact 
that the economic Conununity, the European Monetary System 
and political cooperation, which are to form the cornerstones 
of a future European Union, have been kept within one insti-
tutional system should be seen in retrospect in terms of the 
major setback which would have been suffered had, as was once 
feared, the legislative basis for European integration been 
dispersed among separate treaties and institutions. 
- E2!!!9n-E2!!£Y-~ng_~~£~!!iY 
The Single Act's provisions on foreign policy are based on 
the principle of consultation between the Member States. 
We may hope that the legal expression thus given to their 
resolve to implement a European foreign policy will be 
reflected in a new trend towards adopting joint positions 
- perhaps even taking joint action - on the main international 
issues. At the same time provision is made for the first time 
in an instrument which has treaty status for closer coopera-
tion between the Member States on security. In particular, 
the Member States undertake to "maintain the technological 
and industrial conditions necessary for their security". 
- !_IDQ~2-2ft~£t!Y~-~QmID~ll!tY 
The provisions of the Single Act which amend and supplement 
the Treaty of Rome in order to make the Conununity more 
effective are also an innovation. They will enable the 
Conununity to take on a new dimension and the decision-making 
powers needed to match its aspirations. The reforms are 
principally designed to ensure that a close link is maintained 
between more effective decision-making and the setting of 
well-defined goals. 
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- The cornerstone of revival 
--------------------------
The main aim is to enable measures to be adopted more 
easily in the areas which, as Jacques Delors has put it, 
constitute the "cornerstone of revival": the completion 
of the large internal market by 1992, the development of 
research and technology, the implementation of a social 
policy and the strengthening of cohesion between the Member 
States. A breath of new life has been given to one section 
of the Treaty of Rome in the hope that it will have a knock-
on effect. The Community has acquired the means of stepping 
up the pace of its activities in several spheres without 
upsetting the fundamental balance between the institutions 
or the balance of power between the Community and the 
Member States. 
WHY THE SINGLE ACT? 
In response to numerous initiatives, particularly from the 
European Parliament, the Milan European Council in June 1985 
decided to convene an intergovernmental conference to revise 
the Treaty of Rome. Following the conference, agreement was 
reached at the Luxembourg European Council in December 1985 
and finalised in the form of the Single Act. 
The Commission, anxious to avoid futile quarrels during the 
institutional debate on the respective jurisdictions of the 
Community and the Member States, was guided in its proposals 
to the Intergovernmental Conference granting powers in new 
areas not by a desire for hegemony but rather by the princi-
ple of subsidiarity. The only tasks devolved to the Community 
are those that are better tackled by the Community than by 
the individual Member States. The Single Act endorses this 
approach by giving the Community concurrent rather than 
exclusive powers. 
Also on the basis of the Commission's proposals, the Single 
Act opens the door to gradual integration, allowing some 
Member States to advance more rapidly than others towards 
the goals set by the Treaty, within a framework accepted by 
all. There is express provision for such differentiation in 
the articles on research and technology 
Defining ·p·reci·s·e· goals 
The provisions of the Single Act reflect the desire to create 
by 1992 the large internal market which alone will enable 
the Twelve to keep pace with their two main competitors, 
the United States and Japan. This is the centrepiece of the 
strategy to revive the European integration process, proposed 
by the new Commission when it took office in January 1985. 
.1 
I 
e 
e 
-
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In conjunction with the revision of the Treaty of Rome 
so as to meet this target date of 1992, a number of 
policies were evolved which are either necessary for the 
creation of the large market (social policy, economic and 
social cohesion) or depend upon the large market for 
their own success (technological research and development, 
monetary policy). 
Completing· the large internal market by 1992 
The aim is to create, between now and the end of 1992, 
"an area without internal frontiers in which the free 
movement of goods, persons, services and capital is ensured". 
The reforms highlight the crucial importance of completing 
quickly (in less than seven years) a single market of 320 
million consumers. Today there is no longer, as it was in 
1958, simply a means of achieving gradual interpenetration 
of the economies of the Member States: it represents above 
all an opportunity for Europe's industries to regain their 
place on the world market in the face of American and 
Japanese competition. 
The European dimension, which is vitally important to firms, 
has taken on a new meaning: it is no longer simply a ques-
tion of enabling the traditional economies of scale to be 
made in order to increase demand, but also of ensuring that 
the supply matches that demand in terms of innovation, 
financing and cooperation between firms • 
• 
- An area without frontiers 
-------------------------
The aim of creating a unified market is not merely to offer 
firms a bigger market on which to operate, but also to engen-
der a feeling among Europeans of being part of a larger 
unit, within which they enjoy freedom of movement without 
.formalities, freedom to study or work wherever they choose. 
This concern for the needs of the individual, the European 
citizen, explains the reference in the Single Act to an 
"area without frontiers", which goes beyond the concept of 
a common market. 
The fact that a precise date (1992) was set fits in with 
the programme and schedule set out by the Conunission in its 
White Paper on completing the internal market. voting by a 
qualified majority will apply only to about two thirds of the 
measures contained in the White Paper. Unanimity will still 
be required for measures relating to the free movement of 
persons and tax harmonization - especially bringing VAT 
rates clo~er together, which at present make numerous 
border controls necessary. 
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The most important c6ntribution of the reforms towards 
completing the internal market by 1992 is the changeover 
to voting by a qualified majority in relation to Article 
100, one of the key provisions of the Treaty of Rome, 
which concerns the approximation of laws. To prevent standards 
being lowered, provision is made for a Member State, subject 
to checks by the Conunission and the Court of Justice, to 
continue to apply more stringent national provisions 
relat:t.ng to health. al'ld the protection of the environm~nt 
or the working environment, even after the adoption of a 
Conununity harmonization measure. 
Strengthening economic cohesion 
- E!~Y~~E!~g_lh~_!!g~~!~g_g!_f~g!g~~!_g!2E~~!l!~2 
The completion of the internal market may pose problems 
for countries whose economies are unable to sithstand the 
impact of the total removal of trade barriers between now 
and 1992. The creation of a large markey will not benefit 
all parts of Europe unless it is accompanied by policies 
designed to ensure that the disparities within the Conunu-
nity, which are already considerable, do not widen further. 
- Reform of the structural Funds 
~-----------------------------
Cohesion, according to the Single Act, implies that any 
Member State which has endeavoured to conduct its economic 
policies with a view to convergence with its partners can 
count on the support of the Conununity. The spirit of soli-
darity which underlies the notion of cohesion is reflected 
primarily in the assistance given by the structural Funds, 
in particular the Social Fund and the Regional Fund. But 
the way in which the Funds operate at present is far from 
satisfactory, as their ability to correct imbalances has 
been gradually erected and they instead redistribute budget 
resources on the basis of the pernicious logic of the "fair 
return". At the Conunission's instigation, therefore, the 
Single Act embodies the principle of a comprehensive review 
of the structure and operation of the structural Funds with 
a view to concentrating their activities. The aim is to set up 
a system along the lines used for the integrated Mediterra-
nean progranunes, making for greater coordination between the 
various forms of assistance being given to the least-
developed regions on the basis of Conununity criteria rather 
then national priorities. This should ensure that the Conunu-
nity contribution is not merely an afterthought added on to 
national progranunes. 
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Developing social policy 
- Hs[IDQD!!s£!QD_Qt_~Q[t!ng_£QU9!£!QD§ 
The Single Act fills a large gap in the Treaty of Rome by 
making it possible for the Community to introduce social 
legislation to improve working conditions. This is the reason 
for the powers devolved upon the Council to take decisions 
by a qualified majority to harmonize minimum requirements 
relating to the working environment. 
- !h~_!2~!e!_g!e!22~~ 
The aim of creating an economic area without frontiers calls 
for parallel action to harmonize legislation in the social 
sphere. It is essential that any distortions in this sphere 
which are liable to impede the completion of the internal 
market be eliminated. The Single Act contains a specific 
provision relating to the dialogue between management and 
labour at European level. This could lead to the establish-
ment of contractual relations which would act as a base for 
Community legislation. 
A change· o·f pace on research and technological development 
A unified internal market will not ensure economic revival 
unless it enables Europe to keep pace with the current tech-
nological revolution, particularly in the field of telecommu-
nications. There are a number of reasons why Europe is current-
ly lagging behind: the shortage of financial and manpower 
resources, duplication of effort, the lack of an overall plan 
and the very abstract role of the European market as an 
element in business strategy and a force for bringing firms 
closer together. 
- ~-l!~2~2t~_i2,_£22e2;2~!2n_e~t~~~n_£2Bnt;!~§ 
The Single Act provides the Community with a framework within 
which it can promote cooperation between the Member States, 
firms, research institutes, international organizations and 
non-member countries. The aim is to give firms the go-ahead 
to undertake research in the areas to which the Community 
wishes to give priority in terms of financing, cooperation 
agreements, dissemination of knowhow, common standards and 
opening up public procurement. 
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The Community policy is designed not to replace national 
measures but rather to supplement them. The aim is not to 
dictate the course of research in Europe, particularly in 
view of the proximity of resources made available to the 
Community (2% of the total of national public expenditure), 
but to contribute an increment to national activities, 
pinpoint priorities and ensure as high a degree of coordina-
tion as possible. 
To attain these objectives the Single Act makes provision 
for flexible decision-making procedures which revolve around 
three interconnecting types of programme: 
- a multiannual framework programme to be adopted unanimously, 
which defines the scope of Community activities (e.g. 
biotechnology or telecommunications), laying down the 
general objectives, the financial contribution from the 
Community and how it is to be shared out among the various 
activities; 
- specific programmes adopted by a qualified majority, 
defining specific objectives for each activity (e.g. along 
the lines of the Esprit programme), technical content, 
timescale resources and details of implementation; 
- supplementary programmes which involve only certain Member 
States, which provide financing subject to participation 
in the programme. 
- ~9~!!2!~~ 
The implementation of the various programmes should be all 
the more effective since the Community possesses a whole 
series of appropriate instruments, ranging from shared-cost 
actions to joint enterprises and the provision made in the 
Single Act for other structures to be set up, possibly in the 
form of agencies. The idea of supplementary prog·rammes paves 
the way for a technological Community "A la carte" based on 
guidelines accepted by all. This will provide a framework 
for certain intergovernmental projects such as those connected 
with Eureka, and enable the problem of the shortage of 
Community own resources to be overcome. 
e 
--· 
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Monetary cooperation 
The fact that the Single Act contains provisions on 
monetary cooperation is indicative of the changes going 
on within the Community. The advisability of giving the 
emergence of a European currency formal status in the Treaty 
of Rome was the subject of some controversy at the Inter-
governmental Conference, with a compromise being reached at 
the last moment by the Heads of State or of Government. 
The issue was whether the currency depended upon the conver-
gence of economic policies or vice versa. In the view of most 
of the Member States, the creation of a large market went 
hand in hand with monetary union, which would be the vehicle 
for greater cohesion, since it would impose stricter disci-
pline particularly in relation to exchange rates, and for 
genuine solidarity through the creation of a European Monetary 
Fund and the development of the ECU into a reserve currency. 
But Germany, supported by the United Kingdom, insisted that 
any extension of monetary cooperation, or even maintenance 
of the status quo, should be made subject to complete 
freedom of capital movements and the adoption of more 
stringent economic policies by the other Member States. 
The compromise which was reached confirms the status quo, 
i.e. the European Monetary System, with the exchange rate 
discipline which it imposes, and the ECU. The latter, in 
theory at least, is still merely a reference instrument 
although in practice it has come close to being a medium of 
payment owing its success on the private markets. 
Finally, the Single Act makes provision for institutional 
changes in the field of monetary cooperation, including 
setting up a European Monetary Fund, but makes this subject 
to a further revision of the Treaty. 
IMPROVED DECISION-MAKING 
- Y2t!ug_!n_th~-~2~us!! 
The strengthening of the Council's decision-making capacity 
is based entirely on the replacement of the unanimity requi-
rement by qualified majority voting in relation to the 
internal market, cohesion, social policy and research. 
However, some exceptions are made to the qualified majority 
rule for the internal market (in particular taxation), and 
it is confined to implementing decisions in the areas of 
research (adoption of the specific programmes) and cohesion 
(operation of the structural Funds). 
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But it is not enough to lay down the principle of qualified 
majority voting, which already applied to some 30 decisions 
under the Treaty of Rome, including decisions on africultural 
policy. Voting by qualified majority still has to be put into 
practice; in other words, the Council must actually proceed 
to a vote and break away from the practice of seeking consen-
sus even on the details of a decision. The Treaty of Rome, 
even as amended by the Single Act, does not impose voting 
deadlines on the Council. The Milan European Council proposed 
that the Council should proceed to a vote when called upon 
to do so be several Member States or by the Commission. 
This is an essential procedural change, if only to ensure 
that the aim of creating an area without frontiers by 1992 
retains its credibility. However, a reform of the Council's 
Rules of Procedure - which can be passed by a simple majority -
would appear at present to be fraught with more difficulties 
than the revision of the Treaty of Rome itself. 
Moreover, the "Luxembourg compromise" remains intact: it is 
still open to a Member State at any time to invoke its vital 
interests in order to oppose the adoption of a decision by a 
qualified majority. Paradoxically, the hotly disputed provision 
made by the Single Act for derogations allowing Member States 
to maintain higher standards reduces the risk of their invoking 
vital interests in areas such as health or the environment, 
which continue to be sensitive. 
If qualified majority voting is actually introduced, its 
implication must be seen in the light of the weighting applied 
to the votes of the Member States, calculated approximately 
on the basis of their size and population. The weightings 
laid do.wn in the Act of Accession of Spain and Portugal are 
as follows: 10 votes for the largest countries (Germany, 
France, Italy and the United Kingdom), 8 votes for Spain, 
5 votes for the medium-sized countries (Belgium, Greece, the 
Netherlands and Portugal), 3 votes for the smaller countries 
(Denmark and Ireland) and 2 votes for Luxemburg. Adoption by 
a qualified majority requires 54 votes, while the minimum 
needed to block a decision is 23 votes. 
- Parliament 
----------
While Parliament's democratic legitimacy had been beyond 
dispute since its election by universal suffrage, its powers, 
except in relation to the budget, remained very limited, with 
the result that it had become something of a talking-shop 
where Community issues and wider global problems alike were 
debated. The Single Act takes Parliament out of this purely 
consultative role in order to bring it back fully into the 
Community system, though it does not grant Parliament what 
it was seeking, i.e. the power to take decisions jointly 
with the Council. 
e 
··::!'. 
e 
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Parliament has been accorded amending powers of a kind in 
the new spheres to which qualified majority voting now 
applies. These take the form of a very sophisticated pro-
cedure known as the "cooperation procedure", which in broad 
terms means that Parliament's assent is required before the 
Council may adopt a Commission proposal by a qualified 
majority on the first reading. If Parliament proposes any 
amendments, the Council has to proceed to a second reading. 
Where the Commission incorporates Parliament's amendments 
into its proposal, unanimity is required for the Council 
to reject it. 
- !h2-£2IDID!!!!2!! 
The Single Act extends the Commission's executive powers in 
relation to instruments adopted by the Council. It provides 
for a rationalization of the plethora of different kinds of 
committee which the Council had imposed on the Commission 
for the adoption of implementing decisions. In particular, 
the advisory committee is to play a leading role in the 
adoption of the countless implementing and administrative 
measures required if the large market without frontiers 
is to be completed by 1992. 
X X 
X 
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A DYNAMIC COMPROMISE 
The Single Act represents the most comprehensive review 
of the Treaty of Rome in thirty years. It lends the Community 
a new dimension and increases its decision-making capacity. 
Its main effect should be to pave the way for the rapid adop-
tion of the measures essential to implementation of the 
Community's new strategy on the internal market, cohesion, 
research and technology, social policy and monetary integration. 
Opinion is divided on these reforms. For some, they are too 
modest, while others feel that they represent the maximum 
which the twelve Member States can currently concede. 
The Single Act in fact represents a compromise of what was 
possible which now has to be made into something dynamic. 
e 
MONETARY CAPACITY 
Paradoxically, it took disorder on world money markets first to bring to light 
the monetary dimension of the European Co1111unity. 
It will be recalled that establishment of the European Monetary System (EMS) 
in 1978 was a direct response to the instability created on world money 
markets, even then, by the sharp slump in the dollar. From the moment the USA 
decided to abandon the fixed exchange rate system in the early '70s, it became 
increasingly apparent that the US dollar could no longer serve the distinct 
objectives of US internal policy and of orderly growth in international trade 
in goods and financial services both at the same time. The long-term aim of 
the European Monetary System looks far beyond stabilization of exchange rates: 
it includes establishment of a European Monetary Fund to offer greater 
stability both inside and outside the Community. 
After seven years in operation, the EMS has proved highly resilient, despite 
mounting disorder on world money markets since the early 1980s. In practice, 
it has created an area of genuine monetary stability in Europe. It has made 
it easier for each Member State to carry through the adjustments now, by and 
'-' large, complete. It has made healthy, vigorous, lasting economic growth 
possible in Europe today. 
In the process, even without explicit support from the Community, the EMS has 
triggered a vigorous boom in use of the "private ECU", which has climbed to 
fifth-placed currency denomination on the international financial markets, 
from being unplaced altogether at the start of the '80s. 
These are the facts behind the "monetary capacity" of the European Community, 
to borrow the phrase coined by Jacques Delors in September 1985 when he 
proposed addfog a new chapter on the subject to the EEC Treaty. After two 
months' ground work by an intergovernmental conference, the Heads of State 
adopted this chapter to mark the primordial importance of monetary cooperation 
as a means of coordinating the policies of the Member States: 
(i) first, by assigning it the general role of serving the twin objectives of 
economic balance and rising employment throughout the Community (a 
reference to Article 104 of the EEC Treaty>; the original Treaty linked 
monetary cooperation to ~t .of ttebalance of payments; 
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Cii) by setting the ambitious long-term objective of achieving economic and 
monetary union; although this objective featured in the Werner report 
in the early '70s, no mention- of it was made in the Treaty; the newly 
added reference to it links progress on aonetary cooperation with 
"further development of the Community" with a view to European 
integration; 
Ciii) finally, by laying down rules for expanding monetary cooperation, in 
the form of a step-by-step approach based on "the experience acquired 
in cooperation within the framework of the European Monetary System 
(EMS) and in developing the ECU" (Article 102 AC1)). But before this 
progress threatens to impinge on national sovereignty - for example, if 
a European issuing bank were planned to assume some of the prerogatives 
of the national central banks - the prior approval of all the national 
parliaments would be needed following the procedure set out in 
Article 236 of the Treaty of Rome (Article 102 AC2) of the Single Act). 
e 
RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT 
Mastery of new technologies is one of the fundamental preconditions for 
boosting industrial competitiveness and, hence, economic growth and 
employment. 
The economic cr1s1s has necessitated far-reaching, often painful, 
restructuring. Against a background of mounting unemployment and industrial 
decline, Europeans discovered that they were lagging behind their leading 
rivals - the USA and Japan - in several key fields. We know all too well that 
Europe was late to react in the electronics and computer fields. But there 
are also many other branches of industry where Europe must score points 
urgently. 
For example, Europe's dependence on foreign suppliers is reaching alarming 
proportions in the case of information technology, which will provide some 
4 million jobs by the end of the decade and affect between 30 and SOX of all 
other jobs in the medium term. More specifically, the Community imports half 
of the microprocessors it needs, 70% of its video tape recorders and SOX of 
its microcomputers. The time has come to make stimulation of new technologies 
at the heart of the EC's industrial strategy. 
It is not a question of "Europeanizing" research for its own sake. It is a 
matter of facing the facts: the existence of the Community and of its common 
policies, particularly to complete the large market by 1992, the experience 
gained and, above all, the size of the Twelve, provide a Community framework 
conducive to the closer scientific and technical cooperation which Europe 
badly needs if it is to remain master of its fate. 
This is the purpose of the subsection of the Single Act entitled "Research and 
technological development". It adds eleven new articles to the Treaty of Rome 
calling for the adoption of a multiannual framework programme to be 
implemented by the appropriate combination of Member States, undertakings and 
research centres. Cooperation with third countries and international 
organizations is also provided for. 
This new European policy will lay the foundation for developing a joint 
research strategy far surpassing the efforts which the Member States can make 
on their own or even with the aid of ad hoc bi lateral cooperation. An 
alarming gap has been opening up between the research potential of the 
Member States and the results attained. Fragmentation and dissipation of 
effort bear much of the blame for this state of affairs: all too often the 
human and financial resources available across Europe are squandered on 
duplication of effort or lack of resources severely hampers achievement of the 
set objectives. 
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What is more, the flexible procedure for conducting the research programmes at 
the appropriate level will ensure that the Community research policy acts as a 
catalyst encouraging undertakings, laboratories and universities throughout 
Europe to develop new products and techniques in response to existing or 
potential market demand. Consequently, it is not basic research which the 
programme has in mind but joint action on the precompetitive phase of 
technological development. Thereafter, it will be up to the undertakings to 
take charge of production and marketing in the more competitive, more dynamic 
environment created once the internal market is completed. 
Finally, the Community is well aware of the other parallel technological 
cooperation schemes (Eureka, CERN, European Space Agency, etc.>. The 
Community's policy must have a place, nothing more nothing less, in this quest 
for more efficient allocation of financial and human resources in a bid to 
build up the requisite critical mass. 
TB.ECCJM.NICATIOOS Nf> THE ~E OF B.RCPE 
New telecamu,icatioos technologies will change the face of the wrld by the year 20D. This 
vigora.isly expanding industry will detennine Europe's ecxn:nic fub.re. 
By the year 20D, telecamu,icaticns' share of gross cbnestic prodJct fonnatia, in the <:amu,ity 
is expected to ac:Ml'lCe fran 2% to 7%. This is an eromas leap, particularly !crowing the stra,g 
nultipl ier effect of the investments forecast in this field. Qie mill ia, invested in 
telecamu,icatioos infrastructure prcd.lces an overall increase in activity of 1.5 millia,, it has 
been estimated. This ratio is every bit as favoorable as the ratio for the building ird.lStry. 
ttiwever, technological imovatia, inevitably brings l.1)1,eaval to the markets. Ind there is a 
danger that this cruld wrk to the disadvantage of f.urope if f.urope reacts too late. 
Fragmentatia, of the tallll.nity market is a.,rope•s greatest weakness in this respect. The 
ComLnity has almost as ma,y systems as it has Menter States. It is ro coincidence that it has 
to iqxrt over D of the electra,ics caip:Jients for its new terminals. 
llt:Jdemizatia, of telecama.nicatia,s systems is essential to keep European Uldertakings 
caq.)etitiw f!l'lOI..V\ to rise to the twin challenges of the mass irwsia, of their home market by 
foreign (particularly US) 5'.R)l iers and of capturing new markets for themselves. Rising to these 
challenges is a,e of the surest routes to fresh industrial growth. Ellt first, f.urope nust 
seize·. i1scha,ce. The ELropean Caml.nity can play a key role in this process by breaking cbn the 
barriers between the natiaial markets and ~ing cooperatia, between ird.lStrial ists hesitant 
to irniest in research in proclicts which need to be extremely widely marketed in order to repay 
the cost of the research. 
a.rilding a technology f.urope rec::JJires closer coordinatia, of natiaial and tamulity policies, 
foll<M!d by c:oordinatia, of all those policies with the Eureka progranne. 
E1.reka brings together 19 COU'ltries, incll.ding the r.ama.nity Ment>er States, with a view to 
extending their cooperatia, to new partners, new forms of finaice and new methods of na,agement. 
This progra11ne can provide a useful ac:tlitia, to the ca-.nity's prograne, notably by encouraging 
irdstrial cooperatia, a, the developnent of new hi~echnology proclicts. 
e 
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ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COHESION 
The structural differences within the twelve-member Community are far wider 
than those between the Six thirty years ago. In the absence of effective 
structural measures to counter these imbalances, there is a danger that they 
might increase. 
In practice, establishment of a genuine large market between the Twelve will 
have greater repercussions for some regions, sectors of activity and income 
groups in the Com•unity than for others. 
Against this background, the objective of an integrated economy without 
frontiers is inconceivable without, at the same time, a degree of 
"redistribution" to allow more harmonious development of the Community as a 
whole. 
Consequently, stronger economic and social cohesion is a "sine qua non" for 
the other policies mapped out in the Single Act. For this reason, the 
Single Act adds a new Title V to the Treaty of Rome. 
Economic and social cohesion will have to be based on: 
Ci) economic integration stemming from implementation of Community policies 
and coordination of national economic policies; 
(ii) Community solidarity exercised through the Structural Funds. 
In the specific case of the Structural Funds (particularly the European 
Regional Development Fund and the European Social Fund) the Single Act calls 
on the Commission to review the operational rules of the existing Funds and 
propose to the Council any amendments necessary to make the Funds more 
efficient and coordinate their activities with the operations of other 
Community financial instruments. 
With budget resources so extremely limited, it is essential to review 
operation of the Community's Structural Funds, both in letter and in spirit, 
and to mould them into instruments up to the demands of a genuine European 
structural policy providing the cohesion needed by a twelve-member Community 
with the added dimension of a single market. 
SOCIAL POLICY 
To boost the competitiveness of European industry, to transform the common 
market into a genuine area without frontiers and to spread new technologies: 
in order to attain these three objectives, and reap the potential benefits, a 
dynamic social policy, formulated by the dialogue between management and 
labour, is clearly needed in order to gain a firmer grip on these changes. 
At a time when existing industrial relations are being tested by the economic 
crisis and by the need to adapt European economies to the changing 
international scene~ fast as possible, it is no easy task to promote dialogue 
between the two sides of industry at European level. But everything possible 
must be done to overcome the obstacles and to rise to the twin challenges 
facing Europe: the industrial challenge and the social challenge. 
The quality and efficacy of industrial relations is one of the factors 
determining international competitiveness. The objective of building an 
economic area without frontiers also implies actively seeking to stimulate 
dialogue between the two sides of industry at European level. 
The Single Act explicitly acknowledges the need for such a dialogue and 
entrusts the Commission with the job of promoting it. 
The Single Act adds to the Treaty of Rome the objective of improving the 
working environment and of doing more to protect the health and safety of 
workers. To achieve this, the Single Act empowers the Community to adopt 
Directives to harmonize "conditions in this area, while maintaining the 
improvements made." 
Such directives will lay down the "minimum requirements" and may be adopted by 
a qualified majority within the Council, the sole condition being that they 
must in no way hold back the creation and development of small and 
medium-sized undertakings. 
,_ 
e 
AN AREA WITHOUT INTERNAL FRONTIERS 
1992 target: free movement of goods, services and capital throughout an area 
of 2 250 000 square kilometres with a population of 320 million European 
citizens. 
Articles 13 to 19 of the Single Act deal with completion of this large market. 
They amend and supplement the provisions of the Treaty of Rome concerning the 
establishment of the common market. 
But surely the Treaty of Rome made provision for free movement of goods ••• 
Judge for yourself: 
TAX SPREAD AND PRE-TAX PRICES IN THE COIIIJNITY 
Exaaple: 1.3l Ford Escort at June 1985 prices 
F FRG B I DK I s GR IT LOX N.. I p 
Pre-tax price for I I I I 
I 
I 
OK 
I 
a new car (French 100 101 931 85 I 1011 104 113 93 851 991 1361 
price= 100) 
Tax take <as% of 33 14 I 251 173 I 311 156 18 14 sol 391 2sl 
pre-tax price> I I I I I 
A ter-tax pr, ce 
(pre-tax price in 133 115 1161 232 1401 266 133 106 I 1271 1381 1701 
France = 100) I I I I I 
So much for the tax barriers obstructing the free movement of goods. 
Then there are the technical barriers to trade, i.e. all sorts of national 
public health and product safety and quality standards. In the absence of 
harmonized (or at least mutually recognized compatible> rules, these standards 
prevent free movement within the Community. 
Not to mention the "physical barriers", i.e. frontier checks which cost far 
more than just the administrative expense. It is more than just red tape when 
a French trade representative has to haggle for two hours with the Belgian 
authorities because his demonstration leaflets were printed in Germany and 
should, therefore, have been declared on a separate form. It has been 
estimated that the administrative costs and hours wasted at frontier 
check points swallow up almost 4X of the Community's GDP. This is without 
counting the growth opportunities lost by thousands of small industrial firms 
which are deterred by the jungle of legislation in the Community and prefer 
the security of their own national market. 
I 
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And then there is the segregation of public contracts in each country. 
Purchases by the public sector, public undertakings and public authorities 
account for almost 20% of the Community's GDP. Yet only a tiny fraction of 
this amount is put out to tender to producers from all over Europe. This has 
curbed the development of European industry capable of competing on world 
markets in high-technology products requiring heavy initial investment. The 
economies of scale allowed by a large market are a decisive factor in the 
telecommunications, modern transport, energy or medical equipment industries. 
Services: the Treaty of Rome gives far firmer guarantees of the establishment 
of a common market in agricultural produce and in industrial goods than of 
free movement of services. Yet for the last thirty years the services 
sector's contribution to the European economies has been growing vigorously. 
This trend has led to a gradual shift of economic activity in the 
Member States from the sphere where freedom of movement is guaranteed (even if 
not fully implemented) to the sphere where freedom of movement has, in 
essence, yet to be introduced. 
·---..__ At a time that steps are being taken towards a world capital market, financial 
integration within Europe is lagging well behind. 
The contribution made by the Single Act 
As regards completion of the large market, the key provision of the Single Act 
is Article 18, which amplifies Article 100 of the Treaty of Rome, laying down 
the provisions concerning harmonization of legislation. 
In future, a qualified majority will be enough for most Council decisions to 
approximate national provisions as a move towards establishing and operating 
the internal market. 
However, a number of areas have been exempted, notably taxation. 
In a twelve-member Community, there will always be someone somewhere who would 
prefer not to change his own rules, even if only out of force of habit. 
One of the great merits of the Single Act is that it acknowledges that the 
objective of establishing a large market is unattainable without greater 
recourse to majority voting. 
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His Majesty the King of the Belgians. 
Her Majesty the Queen of Denmark, 
The President of the Federal Republic of Germany, 
The President of the Hellenic Republic, 
His Majesty the King of Spain, 
The President of the French Republic, 
The President of Ireland, 
The President of the Italian Republic, 
His Royal Highness the Grand Duke of Luxem-
bourg, 
Her Majesty the Queen of the Netherlands, 
The President of the Portuguese Republic, 
Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, 
Moved by the will to continue the work undertaken 
on the basis of the Treaties establishing the Euro-
pean Communities and to transform relations as a 
whole among their States into a European Union, 
in accordance with the Solemn Declaration of 
Stuttgart of 19 June 1893. 
Resolved to implement this European Union on the 
basis, firstly, of the Communities operating in 
accordance with their own rules and, secondly, of 
European Cooperation among the Signatory States 
in the sphere of foreign policy and to invest this 
union with the necessary means of action, 
Determined to work together to promote demo-
cracy on the basis of the fundamental rights rec-
ognized in the constitutions and laws of the 
Member States, in the Convention for the Protec-
tion of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms 
and the European Social Charter, notably freedom, 
equality and social justice, 
Convinced that the European idea, the results 
achieved in the fields of economic integration and 
political cooperation, and the need for new deve-
lopments correspond to the wishes of the demo-
cratic peoples of Europe, for whom the European 
Parliament, elected by universal suffrage, is an 
indispensable means of expression, 
Aware of the responsibility incumbent upon Europe 
to aim at speaking ever increasingly with one voice 
and to act with consistency and solidarity in order 
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more effectively to protect its common interests and 
independence, in particular to display the principles 
of democracy and compliance with the law and with 
human rights to which they are attached. so that 
together they may make their own contribution to 
the preservation of international peace and security 
in accordance with the undertaking entered into by 
them within the framework of the United Nations 
Charter, 
Determined to improve the economic and social 
situation by extending common policies and pur-
suing new objectives, and to ensure a smoother 
functioning of the Communities by enabling the 
institutions to exercise their powers under condi· 
tions most in keeping with Community interests, 
Whereas at their Conference in Paris from 19 to 21 
October 1972 the Heads of State or of Government 
approved the objective of the progressive realiza-
tion of economic and monetary union; 
Having regard to the Annex to the conclusions of 
the Presidency of the European Council in Bremen 
on 6 and 7 July 1978 and the Resolution of the 
European Council in Brussels on 5 December 1978 
on the introduction of the European Monetary 
System (EMS) and related questions, and noting 
that in accordance with that Resolution, the Com-
munity and the Central Banks of the Member States 
have taken a number of measures intended to 
implement monetary cooperation, 
Have decided to adopt this Act and to this end have 
designated as their plenipotentiaries: 
His Majesty the King of the Belgians, 
Mr Leo Tindemans, 
Minister for External Relations; 
Her Majes(I• the Queen of Denmark, 
Mr Uffe Ellemann-Jensen, 
Minister for Foreign Affairs; 
The President of the Federal Republic of Germany, 
Mr Hans-Dietrich Genscher, 
Federal Minister for Foreign Affairs; 
The President of the Hellenic Republic. 
Mr Karo/es Papoulias, 
Minister for Foreign Affairs; 
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His Majesty the King of Spain, 
Mr Francisco Fernandez Ordonez. 
Minister for Foreign Affairs; 
The President of the French Republic, 
Mr Roland Dumas, 
Minister for External Relations; 
The President of Ireland, 
Mr Peter Barry, TD, 
Minister for Foreign Affairs; 
The President of the Italian Republic, 
Mr Giulio Andreotti, 
Minister for Foreign Affairs; 
His Royal Highness the Grand Duke of 
Luxembourg, 
Mr Robert Goebbels, 
State Secretary for Foreign Affairs; 
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Her Majesty the Queen of the Netherlands, 
Mr Hans van den Broek. 
Minister for Foreign Affairs; 
The President of the Portuguese Republic, 
Mr Pedro Pires de Miranda, 
Minister for Foreign Affairs; 
Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, 
Mrs Lynda Chalker, 
Minister of State, Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office, 
Who. having exchanged their full powers. found in 
good and due form, have agreed as follows: 
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TITLE I 
Common provisions 
Article l 
The European Communities and European Politi· 
cal Cooperation shall have as their objective to 
contribute together to making concrete progress 
towards European unity. 
The European Communities shall be founded on 
the Treaties establishing the European Coal and 
Steel Community, the European Economic Com· 
munity, the European Atomic Energy Community 
and on the subsequent Treaties and Acts modifying 
or supplementing them. 
Political Cooperation shall be governed by Title III. 
The provisions of the Title shall confinn and sup-
plement the procedures agreed in the reports of 
Luxembourg (1970), Copenhagen (1973), Lon-
don (1981), the Solemn Declaration on European 
Union ( 1983) and the prac,tices gradually establish· 
ed among the Member States. 
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Article 2 
The European Council shall bring together the 
Heads of State or of Government of the Member 
States and the President of the Commission of the 
European Communities. They shall be assisted by 
the Ministers for Foreign Affairs and by a Member 
of the Commission. 
The European Council shall meet at least twice a 
year. 
Anicle 3 
/. The institutions of the European Communities, 
henceforth designated as referred to hereafter, shall 
exercise their powers and jurisdiction under the 
conditions and for the purposes provided for by the 
Treaties establishing the Communities and by the 
subsequent Treaties and Acts modifying or supple· 
menting them and by the provisions of Title II. 
2. The institutions and bodies responsible for 
European Political Cooperation shall exercise their 
powers and jurisdiction under the conditions and 
for the purposes laid down in Title III and in the 
documents referred to in the third paragraph of 
Article 1. 
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TITLE II 
Provisions amending 
the Treaties establishing 
the European Communities 
Chapter I 
Provisions amending the Treaty 
establishing the European Coal 
and Steel Community 
Article 4 
The ECSC Treaty shall be supplemented by the 
following provisions: 
'Article 32d 
I. At the request of the Court of Justice and qfter 
consulting the Commission and the European Par-
liament, the Council may, acting unanimously, 
attach to the Court of Justice a court with jurisdiction 
to hear and determine at first instance, subject to a 
right of appeal to the Court of Justice on points of law 
only and in accordance with the conditions laid down 
by the Statute, certain classes of action or proceeding 
brought by natural or legal persons. That court shall 
not be competent to hear and determine actions 
brought by Member States or by Community insti-
tutions or questions referred for a preliminary ruling 
under Article 41. 
2. The Council, following the procedure laid down 
in paragraph I. shall determine the composition of 
that court and adopt the necessary adjustments and 
additional provisions to the Statute of the Court of 
Justice. Unless the Council decides otherwise, the 
provisions of this Treaty relating to the Court of 
Justice, in particular the provisions of the Protocol on 
the Statute of the Court of Justice, shall apply to that 
court. 
3. The members of that court shall be chosen from 
persons whose independence is beyond doubt and 
who possess the ability required for appointment to 
judicial office; they shall be appointed by common 
accord of the Governments of the Member States/or 
a term of six years. The membership shall be 
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partially renewed every three years. Retiring mem-
bers shall be eligible for reappointment. 
4. That court shall establish its rules of procedure 
in agreement with the Court of Justice. Those rules 
shall require the unanimous approval of the Coun-
cil .. 
Article 5 
Article 45 of the ECSC Treaty shall be supplemen-
ted by the following paragraph: 
'The Council may, acting unanimously at the request 
of the Court of Justice and after consulting the 
Commission and the European Parliament, amend 
the provisions of Title III of the Statute. ' 
Chapter II 
Provisions amending the Treaty 
establishing the European 
Economic Community 
SECTION I 
Institutional provisions 
Article 6 
I. A cooperation procedure shall be introduced 
which shall apply to acts based on Articles 7, 49, 
54(2), 56(2), second sentence, 57 with the exception 
of the second sentence of paragraph 2 thereof. I 00 A, 
JOO B, 118 A, 130 E and 130 Q(2) of the EEC 
Treaty. 
2. In Article 7, second paragraph of the EEC 
Treaty the terms 'after consulting the Assembly' 
shall be replaced by 'in cooperation with the Euro-
pean Parliament'. 
3. In Article 49 of the EEC Treaty the terms 'the 
Council shall, acting on a proposal from the 
Commission and after consulting the Economic 
and Social Committee', shall be replaced by 'the 
Council shall, acting by a qualified majority on a 
proposal from the Commission, in cooperation with 
the European Parliament and after consulting the 
Economic and Social Committee. · 
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4. In Article 54(2) of the EEC Treaty the terms 
'the Council shall. on a proposal from the Com-
mission and after consulting the Economic and 
Social ( 'urnmittce and the Assembly.' shall be 
replaced by 'the Council shall, acting on a proposal 
from the Commission, in cooperation with the 
European Parliament and after consulting the Eco-
nomic and Social Committee,' 
5. In Article 56(2) of the EEC Treaty the second 
sentence shall be replaced by the following: 
'After the end of the second stage, however, the 
Council shall, acting by a qualified mqjority on a 
proposal from the Commission and in cooperation 
with the European Parliament, issue directives for 
the coordination of such provisions as, in each 
Member State, are a matter for regulation or admi-
nistrative action. ' 
6. In Article 5 7 ( I ) of the EEC Treaty the tenns 
'and after consulting the Assembly' shall be repla-
ced by 'and in cooperation with the European 
Parliament'. 
7. In Article 57(2) of the EEC Treaty, the third 
sentence shall be replaced by the following: 
1n other cases the Council shall act by a qualified 
majority, in cooperation with the European Parlia-
ment' 
Article 7 
Article 149 of the EEC Treaty shall be replaced by 
the following provisions: 
;4rticle 149 
/. Where, in pursuance of this Treaty, the Council 
acts on a proposal from the Commission, unanimity 
shall be required for an act constituting an amend-
ment to that proposal. 
2. Where, in pursuance of this Treaty, the Council 
acts in cooperation with the European Parliament, 
the following procedure shall apply: 
( a) The Council, acting by a qualified majority 
under the conditions of paragraph /, on a proposal 
from the Commission and qfter obtaining the Opi-
nion of the European Parliament, shall adopt a 
common position. 
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(h) The Council's common position shall he com-
1111111icated lo the Europ,,,111 P11rli11me111. The Council 
and the Commi.~.~ion .~hall i11/or111 th,• Euro{'«'tlll 
l'arliame111Ji1/~1· ,!f'tht· rt·a.wns which led the lim11dl 
to adopt its common position and also of the 
Commission s position. 
ff, within three months of such communication, the 
European Parliament approves this common posi-
tion or has not taken a decision within that period, 
the Council shall definitively adopt the act in ques-
tion in accordance with the common position. 
( c) The European Parliament may within the period 
of three months referred to in point (b), by an 
absolute majority of its component members, pro-
pose amendments to the Council's common position. 
The European Parliament may also, by the same 
majority, reject the Council's common position. The 
result of the proceedings shall be transmitted to the 
Council and the Commission. 
If the European Parliament has rejected the Coun-
cils common position, unanimity shall be required 
for the Council to act on a second reading. 
( d) The Commission shall. within a period of one 
month, re-examine the proposal on the basis of 
which the Council adopted its common position, by 
taking into account the amendments proposed by the 
European Parliament. 
The Commission shallforward to the Council, at the 
same time as its re-examined proposal, the amend-
ments of the European Parliament which it has not 
accepted, and shall express its opinion on them. The 
Council may adopt these amendments unanimously. 
(e) The Council, acting by a qualified majority, 
shall adopt the proposal as re-examined by the 
Commission. 
Unanimity shall be required for the Council to 
amend the proposal as re-examined by the Com-
mission. 
(!) In the cases referred to in points (c), (d) and 
(e), the Council shall be required to act within a 
period of three months. If no decision is taken within 
this period, the Commission proposal shall be dee-
med not to have been adopted 
(g) The periods referred to in points (b) and (f) 
may be extended by a maximum of one month by 
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common accord between the Council and the Euro-
pean Parliament. 
3. As long as the Council has not acted, the 
Commission may alter its proposal at any time 
during the procedures mentioned in paragraphs I 
and 2.' 
Article 8 
The first paragraph of Article 237 of the EEC 
Treaty shall be replaced by the following provision: 
'Any European State may apply to become a member 
of the Community. It shall address its application to 
the Council, which shall act unanimously after 
consulting the Commission and after receiving the 
assent of the European Parliament, which shall act 
by an absolute majority of its component members. · 
Article 9 
The second paragraph of Article 238 of the EEC 
Treaty shall be replaced by the following provision: 
'These agreements shall be concluded by the Coun-
cil, acting unanimously and after receiving the assent 
of the European Parliament, which shall act by an 
absolute mqjority of its component members. · 
Article JO 
Article 145 of the EEC Treaty shall be supple-
mented by the following provision: 
·- confer on the Commission, in the acts which the 
Council adopts, powers for the implementation of the 
rules which the Council lays down. The Council may 
impose certain requirements in respect of the exercise 
of these powers. The Council may also reserve the 
right, in specific cases, to exercise directly implemen-
ting powers itself. The procedures referred to above 
must be consonant with principles and rules to be 
laid down in advance by the Council, acting unani-
mously on a proposal from the Commission and 
after obtaining the Opinion of the European Parlia-
ment.' 
Article I I 
The EEC Treaty shall be supplemented by the 
following provisions: 
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'Article /68 A 
I. At the request of the Court of Justice and after 
consulting the Commission and the European Par-
liament, the Council may, acting unanimousb·. 
attach to the Court of Justice a court with jurisdiction 
to hear and determine at first instance, subject to a 
right of appeal to the Court of Justice on points of law 
only and in accordance with the conditions laid down 
by the Statute, certain classes of action or proceeding 
brought by natural or legal persons. That court shall 
not be competent to hear and determine actions 
brought by Member States or by Community Insti-
tutions or questions referred for a preliminary ruling 
under Article I 77. 
2. The Council, following the procedure laid down 
in paragraph /, shall determine the composition of 
that court and adopt the necessary adjustments and 
additional provisions to the Statute of the Court of 
Justice. Unless the Council decides otherwise, the 
provisions of this Treaty relating to the Court of 
Justice, in particular the provisions of the Protocol on 
the Statute of the Court of Justice, shall apply to that 
court. 
3. The members of that court shall be chosen from 
persons whose independence is beyond doubt and 
who possess the ability required for appointment to 
judicial office; they shall be appointed by common 
accord of the Governments of the Member States for 
a term of six years. The membership shall be 
partially renewed every three years. Retiring mem-
bers shall be eligible for reappointment. 
4. That court shall establish its rules of procedure 
in agreement with the Court of Justice. Those rules 
shall require the unanimous approval of the Coun-
cil .. 
Article 12 
A second paragraph worded as follows shall be 
inserted in Article 118 of the EEC Treaty: 
'The Council may, acting unanimously at the request 
of the Court of Justice and after consulting the 
Commission and the European Parliament, amend 
the provisions of Title Ill of the Statute. · 
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SECTION II 
Provisions relating to the foundations and the 
policy of the Community 
S•bsection I - Internal market 
Article 13 
The EEC Treaty shall be supplemented by the 
following provisions: 
'Article 8 A 
The Community shall adopt measures with the aim 
of progressively establishing the internal market over 
a period expiring on 31 December 1992, in accor-
dance with the provisions of this Article and of 
Articles 8 D, 8 C, 28, 57(2), 59, 70(1), 83, 99, IOOA 
and JOO B and without prejudice to the other provi-
sions of this Treaty. 
The internal market shall comprise an area without 
internal frontiers in which the free movement of 
goods, persons, services and capital is ensured in 
accordance with the provisions of this Treaty. • 
Article 14 
The EEC Treaty shall be supplemented by the 
following provisions: 
'Article 8 B 
The Commission shall report to the Council before 
JI December /988 and again before 31 December 
/990 on the progress made towards achieving the 
internal market within the time limit fixed in Article 
BA. 
The Council. acting by a qualified majority on a 
proposal from the Commission, shall determine the 
guidelines and conditions necessary to ensure balan-
ced progress in all the sectors concerned ' 
Article 15 
The EEC Treaty shall be supplemented by the 
following provisions: 
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'Article 8 C 
When drawing up it.1· propo.l'a/s with a view to 
achieving the objectives set out in Article 8 A. the 
Commission shall take into account the extent of the 
effort that certain economies showing differences in 
development will have to sustain during the period of 
establishment of the internal market and ii may 
propose appropriate provisions. 
If these provisions take the form of derogations, they 
must be of a temporary nature and must cause the 
least possible disturbance to the functioning of the 
common market. · 
Article 16 
/. Article 28 of the EEC Treaty shall be replaced 
by the following provisions: 
'Article 28 
Anv autonomous alteration or suspension of duties in 
th~ common customs tariff shall be decided by the 
Council acting by a qualified majority on a proposal 
from the Commission. ' 
2. In Article 57(2) of the EEC Treaty, the second 
sentence shall be replaced by the following: 
'Unanimity shall be required for directives the im-
plementation of which involves in at least one 
Member State amendment of the existing principles 
laid down by law governing the professions with 
respect to training and conditions of access for 
natural persons. ' 
3. In the second paragraph of Article 59 of the 
EEC Treaty, the term 'unanimously' shall be repla-
ced by 'by a qualified majority'. 
4. In Article 70( l) of the EEC Treaty, the last 
two sentences shall be replaced by the following: 
'For this purpose the Council shall issue directives, 
acting by a qualified majority. It shall endeavour to 
attain the highest possible degree of liberalization. 
Unanimity shall be required for measures which 
constitute a step back as regards the liberalization of 
capital movements. · 
5. In Article 84(2) of the EEC Treaty, the term 
'unanimously' shall be replaced by 'by a qualified 
majority'. 
II 
6. Article 84 of the EEC Treaty shall be supple· 
mented by the following paragraph: 
'The procedural provisions of Article 75( I) and ( 3) 
shall apply. · 
Article 17 
Article 99 of the EEC Treaty shall be replaced by 
the following provisions: 
'Article 99 
The Council shall, acting unanimously on a propo-
sal from the Commission and after consulting the 
European Parliament, adopt provisions for the har-
monization of legislation concerning turnover taxes, 
excise duties and other forms of indirect taxation to 
the extent that such harmonization is necessary to 
ensure the establishment and the functioning of the 
internal market within the time limit laid down in 
Article 8 A.' 
Article 18 
The EEC Treaty shall be supplemented by the 
following provisions: 
'Article JOO A 
1. By way of derogation from Article JOO and save 
where otherwise provided in this Treaty, the following 
provisions shall apply for the achievement of the 
objectives set out in Article 8 A. The Council shall, 
acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the 
Commission in cooperation with the European Par-
liament and the Economic and Social Committee, 
adopt the measures for the approximation of the 
provisions laid down by Jaw, regulation or adminis-
trative action in Member States which have as their 
object the establishment and functioning of the in-
ternal market. 
2. Paragraph 1 shall not apply to fiscal provisions, 
to those relating to the free movement of persons nor 
to those relating to the rights and interests of em-
ployed persons. 
3. The Commission, in its proposals laid down in 
paragraph 1 concerning health, safety, environmen-
tal protection and consumer protection, will take as 
a base a high level of protection. 
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4. If. after the adoption of a harmonization mea-
sure by the Council acting by a qualified majority, 
a Member State deems it necessary to apply national 
provisions on ground~ of major needs referred to in 
Article 36, or relati11x to protection ,!{ the environ-
ment or the working environment, It .fhall not(fy the 
Commission of these provisions. 
The Commission shall confirm the provisions invol-
ved after having verified that they are not a means of 
arbitrary discrimination or a disguised restriction on 
trade between Member States. 
By way of derogation from the procedure laid down 
in Articles 169 and 170, the Commission or any 
Member State may bring the matter directly before 
the Court of Justice if it considers that another 
Member State is making improper use of the powers 
provided for in this Article. 
5. The harmonization measures referred to above 
shall, in appropriate cases, include a safeguard 
clause authorizing the Member States to take, for 
one or more of the non-economic reasons referred to 
in Article 36, provisional measures subject to a 
Community control procedure. ' 
Article 19 
The EEC Treaty shall be supplemented by the 
following provisions: 
'Article JOO B 
J. During 1992, the Commission shall, together 
with each Member State, draw up an inventory of 
national laws, regulations and administrative provi-
sions which fall under Article 100 A and which have 
not been harmonized pursuant to that Article. 
The Council, acting in accordance with the provi-
sions of Article JOO A, may decide that the provisions 
in force in a Member State must be recognized as 
being equivalent to those applied by another Member 
State. 
2. The provisions of Article JOO A( 4) shall apply by 
analogy. 
3. The Commission shall draw up the inventory 
referred to in the first subparagraph of paragraph I 
and shall submit appropriate proposals in good time 
to allow the Council to act before the end of /992.' 
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S11bsectio11 II - Mo11eta,:,, ,·apadty 
Art/de 20 
I. A new Chapter I shall be inserted in Part 
Three, Title II of the EEC Treaty, reading as 
follows: 
'Chapter I 
Cooperation in economic and 
monetary policy 
(Economic and Monetary Union) 
Article /02 A 
I. In order to ensure the convergence of economic 
and monetary policies which is necessary for the 
further development of the Community, Member 
States shall cooperate in accordance with the objecti-
ves of Article /04. In so doing, they shall take 
account of the experience acquired in cooperation 
within the framework of the European Monetary 
System (EMS) and in developing the ECU, and 
shall respect existing powers in this field 
2. In so far as further development in the field of 
economic and monetary policy necessitates institu-
tional changes, the provisions of Article 236 shall be 
applicable. The Monetary Committee and the Com-
mittee of Governors of the Central Banks shall also 
be consulted regarding institutional changes in the 
monetary area. · 
2. Chapters I, 2 and 3 shall become Chapters 2, 
3 and 4 respectively. 
S11bsectio11 Ill - Social policy 
Article 21 
The EEC Treaty shall be supplemented by the 
following provisions: 
'Article II 8 A 
/. Member States shall pay particular attention to 
encouraging improvements, especially in the working 
environment, as regards the health and safety of 
workers, and shall set as their objective the harmoni-
zation of conditions in this area, while maintaining 
the improvements made. 
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2. /11 order to hdp achieve• tlw oh;,•,·tive laid down 
in Ill<' .first /l<lfllJ./Tll/lh. the < 'mml'il. 11,·tillR ~•· 11 
qual(lled 111ajorl(1· 1111 11 pr11p11.1·al .f r11111 tht• ( 'ommls-
sion, in cooperation with the European Parliament 
and after consulting the Economic and Social 
Committee, shall adopt, by means of directives, 
minimum requirements for gradual implementation, 
having regard to the conditions and technical rules 
obtaining in each of the Member States. 
Such directives shall avoid imposing administrative, 
financial and legal constraints in a way which would 
hold back the creation and development of small and 
medium-sized undertakings. 
3. The provisions adopted pursuant to this Article 
shall not prevent any Member State from maintain-
ing or introducing more stringent measures for the 
protection of working conditions compatible with this 
Treaty.· 
Article 22 
The EEC Treaty shall be supplemented by the 
following provisions: 
'Article I I 8 B 
The Commission shall endeavour to develop the 
dialogue between management and labour at Euro-
pean level which could, if the two sides consider it 
desirable, lead to relations based on agreement. ' 
Subsectu,11 IV - Economic and social cohesion 
Article 23 
A Title V shall be added to Part Three of the EEC 
Treaty, reading as follows: 
'Title V 
Economic and social cohesion 
Article /30 A 
In order to promote its overall harmonious devel-
opment, the Community shall develop and pursue its 
actions leading to the strengthening of its economic 
and social cohesion. 
In particular the Community shall aim at reducing 
disparities between the various regions and the 
backwardness of the least-favoured regions. 
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Article /30 B 
Member States shall conduct their economic policies, 
and shall coordinate them, in such a way as, in 
addition, to attain the objectives set out in Article 
130 A. The implementation of the common policies 
and of the internal market shall take into account the 
objectives set out in Article 130 A and in Article 
130 C and shall contribute to their achievement. The 
Community shall support the achievement of these 
objectives by the action it takes through the structural 
Funds (European Agricultural Guidance and Gua-
rantee Fund. Guidance Section, European Social 
Fund. European Regional Development Fund), the 
European Investment Bank and the other existing 
financial instruments. 
Article 130 C 
The European Regional Development fund is inten-
ded to help redress the principal regional imbalances 
in the Community through participating in the deve-
lopment and structural aqjustment of regions whose 
development is lagging behind and in the conversion 
of declining industrial regions. 
Article 130 D 
Once the Single European Act enters into force the 
Commission shall submit a comprehensive proposal 
to the Council, the purpose of which will be to make 
such amendments to the structure and operational 
rules of the existing structural Funds (European 
Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund. Gui-
dance Section, European Social Fund. European 
Regional Development Fund) as are necessary to 
clarify and rationalize their tasks in order to contri-
bute to the achievement of the objectives set out in 
Article 130 A and Article 130 C. to increase their 
efficiency and to coordinate their activities between 
themselves and with the operations of the existing 
financial instruments. The Council shall act unani-
mously on this proposal within a period of one year, 
after consulting the European Parliament and the 
Economic and Social Committee. 
Article 130 E 
After adoption of the decision referred to in Article 
130 D, implementing decisions relating to the Euro-
pean Regional Development Fund shall be taken by 
the Council, acting by a qualified mqjority on a 
proposal from the Commission and in cooperation 
with the European· Parliament. 
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With regard to the European Agricultural Guidance 
and Guarantee fund, Guidance Section and the 
European Social Fund. Artide.~ 43, 116 and 127 
remain applicable respectively. · 
Subsection V - Research and technological 
development 
Article 24 
A Title VI shall be added to Part Three of the EEC 
Treaty, reading as follows: 
'Title VI 
Research and technological development 
Article 130 F 
I. The Community's aim shall be to strengthen the 
scientific and technological basis of European indus-
try and to encourage it to become more competitive 
at international level. 
2. In order to achieve this, it shall encourage 
undertakings including small and medium-sized 
undertakings, research centres and universities in 
their research and technological development activi-
ties; it shall support their efforts to cooperate with one 
another, aiming, in particular, at enabling underta-
kings to exploit the Community's internal market 
potential to the full, in particular through the opening 
up of national public contracts, the definition of 
common standards and the removal of legal and 
fiscal ba"iers to that cooperation. 
3. In the achievement of these aims. particular 
account shall be taken of the connection between the 
common research and technological development 
effort, the establishment of the internal market and 
the implementation of common policies, particularly 
as regards competition and trade. 
Article 130 G 
In pursuing these objectives the Community shall 
carry out the following activities, complementing the 
activities ca"ied out in the Member States: 
( a) implementation of research, technological deve-
lopment and demonstration programmes, by pro-
moting cooperation with undertakings, research cen-
tres and universities; 
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(b) promotion of cooperation with third countries 
and international organizations in the field of 
Community research, technological development, 
and demonstration: 
(c) dissemination and optimization of the results of 
activities in Community research, technological deve-
lopment, and demonstration; 
(d) stimulation of the training and mobility of 
researchers in the Community. 
Article 130 H 
Member States shall, in liaison with the Commis-
sion, coordinate among themselves the policies and 
programmes ca"ied out at national level. In close 
contact with the Member States, the Commission 
may take any useful initiative to promote such 
coordination. 
Article I 30 I 
I. The Community shall adopt a multiannual 
framework programme setting out all its activities. 
The framework programme shall lay down the scien-
tific and technical objectives, define their respective 
priorities, set out the main lines of the activities 
envisaged and fix the amount deemed necessary, the 
detailed rules for financial participation by the 
Community in the programme as a whole and the 
breakdown of this amount between the various 
activities envisaged. 
2. The framework programme may be adapted or 
supplemented, as the situation changes. 
Article I 30 K 
The framework programme shall be implemented 
through specific programmes developed within each 
activity. Each specific programme shall define the 
detailed rules for implementing it, f,x its duration 
and provide for the means deemed necessary. 
The Council shall define the detailed a"angements 
for the dissemination of knowledge resulting from 
the specific programmes. 
Article I 30 L 
In implementing the multiannual framework pro-
gramme, supplementary programmes may be deci-
ded on involving the participation of certain Member 
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States only, which shall finance them subject to 
possible Community participation. 
The Council shall adopt the rules applicable to 
supplementary programmes, particularly as regards 
the dissemination of knowledge and the access of 
other Member States. 
Article 130 M 
In implementing the multiannual framework pro-
gramme, the Community may make provision, with 
the agreement of the Member States concerned, for 
participation in research and development pro-
grammes undertaken by several Member States, 
including participation in the structures created for 
the execution of those programmes. 
Article I 30 N 
In implementing the multiannua/ framework pro-
gramme, the Community may make provision for 
cooperation in Community research, technological 
development and demonstration with third countries 
or international organizations. 
The detailed a"angementsfor such cooperation may 
be the subject of international agreements between 
the Community and the third parties concerned 
which shall be negotiated and concluded in accor-
dance with Article 228. 
Article 130 0 
The Community may set up joint undertakings or 
any other structure necessary for the efficient execu-
tion of programmes of Community research, techno-
logical development and demonstration. 
Article I 30 P 
I. The detailed arrangements for financing each 
programme, including any Community contribution, 
shall be established at the time of the adoption of the 
programme. 
2. The amount of the Community's annual contri-
bution shall be laid down under the budgetary 
procedure, without prejudice to other possible me-
thods of Community financing. The estimated cost 
of the specific programmes must not in aggregate 
exceed the financial provision in the framework 
programme. 
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Article 130 Q 
J. The Council shall, acting unanimously on a 
proposal from the Commission and after consulting 
the European Parliament and the Economic and 
Social Committee, adopt the provisions referred to in 
Articles I 30 I and I 30 0. 
2. The Council shall, acting by a qualified majo-
rity on a proposal from the Commission, qfter 
consulting the Economic and Social Committee, and 
in cooperation with the European Parliament, adopt 
the provisions referred to in Articles I 30 K, I 30 L, 
J 30 M. J 30 N and J 30 P( I). The adoption of these 
supplementary programmes shall also require the 
agreement of the Member States concerned. ' 
S•bsection 'YI - Environment 
Article 25 
A Title VII shall be added to Part Three of the EEC 
Treaty, reading as follows: 
'Title VII 
Environment 
Article 130 R 
I. Action by the Community relating to the envi-
ronment shall have the following objectives: 
(i) to preserve, protect and improve the quality of the 
environment; 
(ii) to contribute towards protecting human health; 
(iii) to ensure a prudent and rational utilization of 
natural resources. 
2. Action by the Community relating to the envi-
ronment shall be based on the principles that preven-
tive action should be taken, that environmental 
damage should as a priority be rectified at source, 
and that the polluter should pay. Environmental 
protection requirements shall be a component of the 
Community's other policies. 
3. In preparing its action relating to the environ-
ment, the Community shall take account of 
(i) available scientific and technical data; 
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(ii) environmental conditions in the various regions 
of the Community; 
(iii) the potential benefits and costs of action or of 
lack of action; 
(iv) the economic and social development of the 
Community as a whole and the balanced develop-
ment of its regions. 
4. The Community shall take action relating to the 
environment to the extent to which the objectives 
refe"ed to in paragraph I can be attained better at 
Community level than at the level of the individual 
Member States. Without prejudice to certain measu-
res of a Community nature, the Member States shall 
finance and implement the other measures. 
5. Within their respective spheres of competence, 
the Community and the Member States shall co-
operate with third countries and with the relevant 
international organizations. The arrangements for 
Community cooperation may be the subject of 
agreements between the Community and the third 
parties concerned, which shall be negotiated and 
concluded In accordance with Article 228. 
The previous paragraph shall be without prejudice to 
Member States' competence to negotiate in interna-
tional bodies and to conclude international agree-
ments. 
Article I 30 S 
The Council, acting unanimously on a proposal 
from the Commission and after consulting the 
European Parliament and the Economic and Social 
Committee, shall decide what action is to be taken 
by the Community. 
The Council shall, under the conditions laid down in 
the preceding subparagraph, define those matters on 
which decisions are to be taken by a qualified 
majority. 
Article I 30 T 
The protective measures adopted in common pur-
suant to Article I 30 S shall not prevent any Member 
State from maintaining or introducing more strin-
gent protective measures compatible with this 
Treaty.' 
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Chapter Ill 
Provisions amending the iteaty 
establishing the European Atomic 
Energy Community 
Article 26 
The EAEC Treaty shall be supplemented by the 
following provisions: 
'Article 140 A 
I. At the request of the Court of Justice and qfter 
consulting the Commission and the European Par-
liament, the Council may, acting unanimously, 
attach to the Court of Justice a court with jurisdiction 
to hear and determine at first instance, subject to a 
right of appeal to the Court of Justice on points of law 
only and in accordanve with the conditions laid down 
by the Statute, certain classes of action or proceeding 
brought by natural or legal persons. That court shall 
not be competent to hear and determine actions 
brought by Member States or by Community insti-
tutions or questions referred for a preliminary ruling 
under Article I 50. 
2. The Council, following the procedure laid down 
in paragraph J, shall determine the composition of 
that court and adopt the necessary adjustments and 
additional provisions to the Statute of the Court of 
Justice. Unless the Council decides otherwise, the 
provisions of this Treaty relating to the Court of 
Justice, in particular the provisions of the Protocol on 
the Statute of the Court of Justice, shall apply to that 
court. 
3. The members of that court shall be chosen from 
persons whose independence is beyond doubt and 
who possess the ability required for appointment to 
judicial office; they shall be appointed by common 
accord of the Governments of the Member States for 
a term of six years. The membership shall be 
partially renewed every three years. Retiring mem-
bers shall be eligible for reappointmenL 
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4. That court shall establish its rules of procedure 
in agreement with the Court of Justice. Those rules 
shall require the unanimous approval ,f the Coun-
cil.· 
Article 27 
A second paragraph shall be inserted in Article 160 
of the EAEC Treaty, worded as follows: 
'The Council may, acting unanimously at the request 
of the Court of Justice and qfter consulting the 
Commission and the European Parliament, amend 
the provisions of Title Ill of the Statute. ' 
Chapter IV 
General provisions 
Article 28 
The provisions of this Act shall be without preju-
dice to the provisions of the Instruments of Acces-
sion of the Kingdom of Spain and the Portuguese 
Republic to the European Communities. 
Article 29 
In Article 4( 2) of the Council Decision 
85/257/EEC, Euratom of 7 May 1985 on the 
Communities' system of own resources, the words 
'the level and scale of funding ofwhich will be fixed 
pursuant to a decision of the Council acting unani-
mously' shall be replaced by the words 'the level and 
scale of funding of which shall be fvced pursuant to 
a decision of the Council acting by a qualified 
majority after obtaining the agreement of the Mem-
ber States concerned· 
This amendment shall not affect the legal nature of 
the aforementioned Decision. 
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TITLE Ill 
Provisions on European 
cooperation in the sphere of 
foreign policy 
Article 30 
European Cooperation in the sphere of foreign 
policy shall be governed by the following provi-
sions: 
/. The High Contracting Parties, being members 
of the European Communities, shall endeavour 
jointly to formulate and implement a European 
foreign policy. 
2. ( a) The High Contracting Parties undertake to 
inform and consult each other on any foreign policy 
matters of general interest so as to ensure that their 
combined influence is exercised as effectively as 
possible through coordination, the convergence of 
their positions and the implementation of joint 
action. 
(b) Consultations shall take place before the High 
Contracting Parties decide on their final position. 
(c) In adopting its positions and in its national 
measures each High Contracting Party shall take 
full account of the positions of the other partners 
and shall give due consideration to the desirability 
of adopting and implementing common European 
positions. 
In order to increase their capacity for joint action 
in the foreign policy field, the High Contracting 
Parties shall ensure that common principles and 
objectives are gradually developed and defined. 
The determination of common positions shall con-
stitute a point of reference for the policies of the 
High Conracting Parties. 
( d) The High Contracting Parties shall endeavour 
to avoid any action or position which impairs their 
effectiveness as a cohesive force in international 
relations or within international organizations. 
3. ( a) The Ministers for Foreign Affairs and a 
member of the Commission shall meet at least four 
times a year within the framework of European 
Political Cooperation. They may also discuss fo-
reign policy matters within the framework of Politi -
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cal Cooperation on the occasion of meetings of the 
Council of the European Communities. 
( b) The Commission shall be fully associated with 
the proceedings of Political Cooperation. 
(c) In order to ensure the swift adoption of com-
mon positions and the implementation of joint 
action, the High Contracting Parties shall, as far as 
possible, refrain from impeding the formation of a 
consensus and the joint action which this could 
produce. 
4. The High Contracting Parties shall ensure that 
the European Parliament is closely associated with 
European Political Cooperation. To that end the 
Presidency shall regularly inform the European 
Parliament of the foreign policy issues which are 
being examined within the framework of Political 
Cooperation and shall ensure that the views of the 
European Parliament are duly taken into considera-
tion. 
5. The external policies of the European Com-
munity and the policies agreed in European Politi-
cal Cooperation must be consistent. 
The Presidency and the Commission, each within 
its own sphere of competence, shall have special 
responsibility for ensuring that such consistency is 
sought and maintained. 
6. ( a) The High Contracting Parties consider 
that closer cooperation on questions of European 
security would contribute in an essential way to the 
development of a European identity in external 
policy matters. They are ready to coordinate their 
positions more closely on the political and econo-
mic aspects of security. 
(b) The High Contracting Parties are determined 
to maintain the technological and industrial condi-
tions necessary for their security. They shall work 
to that end both at national level and, where 
appropriate, within the framework of the competent 
institutions and bodies. 
( c) Nothing in this Title shall impede closer co-
peration in the field of security between certain of 
the High Contracting Parties within the framework 
of the Western European Union or the Atlantic 
Alliance. 
7. ( a) In international institutions and at interna-
tional conferences which they attend, the High 
Contracting Parties shall endeavour to adopt com-
mon positions on the subjects covered by this Title. 
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(b) In international institutions and at inernational 
conferences in which not all the High Contracting 
Parties participate, those who do participate shall 
take full account of positions agreed in European 
Political Cooperation. 
8. The High Contracting Parties shall organize a 
political dialogue with third countries and regional 
groupings whenever they deem it necessary. 
9. The High Contracting Parties and the Com-
mission, through mutual assistance and informa-
tion, shall intensify cooperation between their re-
presentations accredited to third countries and to 
international organizations. 
JO. ( a) The Presidency of European Political 
Cooperation shall be held by the High Contracting 
Party which holds the Presidency of the Council of 
the European Communities. 
(b) The Presidency shall be responsible for initia-
ting action and coordinating and representing the 
positions of the Member States in relations with 
third countries in respect of European Political 
Cooperation activities. It shall also be responsible 
for the management of Political Cooperation and in 
particular for drawing up the timetable of meetings 
and for convening and organizing meetings. 
(c) The Political Directors shall meet regularly in 
the Political Committee in order to give the ne-
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cessary impetus. maintain the continuity of Euro-
pean Political Cooperation and prepare Ministers' 
discussions. 
(d) The Political Committee or, if necessary, a 
ministerial meeting shall convene within forty-eight 
hours at the request of at least three Member States. 
(e) The European Correspondents' Group shall be 
responsible, under the direction of the Political 
Committee, for monitoring the implementation of 
European Political Cooperation and for studying 
genera! organizational problems. 
(f) Working groups shall meet as directed by the 
Political Committee. 
( g) A Secretariat based in Brussels shall assist the 
Presidency in preparing and implementing the 
activities of European Political Cooperation and in 
administrative matters. It shall carry out its duties 
under the authority of the Presidency. 
I I. As regards privileges and immunities, the 
members of the European Political Cooperation 
Secretariat shall be treated in the same way as 
members of the diplomatic missions of the High 
Contracting Parties based in the same place as the 
Secretariat. 
I 2. Five years after the entty into force of this Act 
the High Contracting Parties shall examine whether 
any revision of Title III is required. 
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TITLE IV 
General and final provisions 
Article 31 
The provisions of the Treaty establishing the Euro-
pean Coal and Steel Community, the Treaty estab-
lishing the European Economic Community and 
the Treaty establishing the European Atomic 
Energy Community concerning the powers of the 
Court of Justice of the European Communities and 
the exercise of those powers shall apply only to the 
provisions of Title II and to Article 32; they shall 
apply to those provisions under the same condi-
tions as for the provisions of the said Treaties. 
Article 32 
Subject to Article 3( I), to Title II and to Article 31, 
nothing in this Act shall affect the Treaties establish-
ing the European Communities or any subsequent 
Treaties and Acts modifying or supplementing 
them. 
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Artirle 33 
/. This Act will be ratified by the High Contrac-
ting Parties in accordance with their respective 
constitutional requirements. The instruments of 
ratification will be deposited with the Government 
of the Italian Republic. 
2. This Act will enter into force on the first day 
of the month following that in which the instrument 
of ratification is deposited ofthe last Signatory State 
to fulfil that formality. 
Article 34 
This Act, drawn up in a single original in the 
Danish, Dutch, English, French, German, Greek, 
Irish, Italian, Portuguese and Spanish languages, 
the texts in each of these languages being equally 
authentic, will be deposited in the archives of the 
Government of the Italian Republic, which will 
remit a certified copy to each of the Governments 
of the other Signatory States. 
In witness whereof. the Plenipotentiaries have signed 
this Act. 
Done at Luxembourg, 17 February 1986, and at 
The Hague, 28 February 1986. 
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Final Act 
e. 
Tl,e Ct111fere11C"e ,~f tl,e Representalfre., qf the Govem-
me11b ,!f tlw Mc•mber Stat,•., c·1111v,.,,eJ 111 /,1tn•111-
bourg on 9 September /985, 
which carried on its discu.,sions in Luxembourg and 
Bntsse/s and which met at the end thereqf in Luxem-
bourg on /7 February /986 and in The Hague on 
]8 February /986, has adopted the following text 
I 
Single European Act 
II 
At the time of signing this text, the Conference 
adopted the declarations listed hereinafter and 
annexed to this Final Act: 
l. Declaration on the powers of implementation of 
the Commission 
2. Declaration on the Court of Justice 
3. Declaration on Article 8 A of the EEC Treaty 
4. Declaration on Article 100 A of the EEC Treaty 
5. Declaration on Article 100 8 of the EEC Treaty 
- 6. General Declaration on Articles 13 to 19 of the 
Single European Act 
7. Declaration on Article ll 8A( 2) of the EEC 
Treaty 
8. Declaration on Article 130 D of the EEC Treaty 
9. Declaration on Article 130 R of the EEC Treaty 
10. Declaration by the High Contracting Parties 
on Tide III of the Single European Act 
. 
11. Declaration on Article 30( 10 )( 9) of the Single 
European Act. 
The Conference also notes the declarations listed 
hereinafter and annexed to this Final Act: 
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I. Declaration by the Presidency on the time limit 
within which the < ·ouncil will give its opinion 
lollowing a lirst reading ( Article 149( 2) of the EEC 
Treaty) 
2. Political Declaration by the Governments of the 
Member States on the free movement of persons 
3. Declaration by the Government of the Hellenic 
Republic on Article 8 A of the EEC Treaty 
4. Declaration by the Commission on Article 28 of 
the EEC Treaty 
5. Declaration by the Government of Ireland on 
Article 57(2) of the EEC Treaty 
6. Declaration by the Government of the Portu-
guese Republic on Articles 59, second paragraph, 
and 84 of the EEC treaty 
7. Declaration by the Government of the Kingdom 
of Denmark on Article l OOA of the EEC Treaty 
8. Declaration by the Presidency and the Commis-
sion on the monetary capacity of the Community 
9. Declaration by the Government of the Kingdom 
of Denmark on European Political Cooperation. 
Declaration on the powers of implementation of 
the Commission 
The Conference asks the Community authorities to 
adopt, before the Act enters into force, the princi-
ples and rules on the basis of which the Commis-
sion's powers of implementation will be defined in 
each case. 
In this connection the Conference requests the 
Council to give the Advisory Committee procedure 
in particular a predominant place in the interests of 
speed and efficiency in the decision-making pro-
cess, for the exercise of the powers of implemen-
tation conferred on the Commission within the 
field of Article 100 A of the EEC Treaty. 
Declaration on the Court of Justice 
The Conference agrees that the provisions of 
Article 32d( 1) of the ECSC Treaty, Article 
168 A( I) of the EEC Treaty and Article 140 A( I ) 
of the EAEC Treaty do no prejudge any conferral 
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of judicial competence likely to be provided for in 
the context of agreements concluded between the 
Member States. 
Declaration on Article 8 A of the EEC Treaty 
The Conference wishes by means of the provisions 
in Article 8 A to express its firm political will to 
take before I January 199 3 the decisions necessary 
to complete the internal market defined in those 
provisions, and more particularly the decisions 
necessary to implement the Commission's pro-
gramme described in the White Paper on the Inter-
nal Market. 
Setting the date of 31 December 1992 does not 
create an automatic legal effect. 
Declaration on Article 100 A of the EEC Treaty 
In its proposals pursuant to Article l 00 A( l ) the 
Commission shall give precedence to the use of the 
instrument of a directive if harmonization involves 
the amendment of legislative provisions in one or 
more Member States. 
Declaration on Article 100 B of the EEC Treaty 
The Conference considers that, since Article 8 C of 
the EEC Treaty is of general application, it also 
applies to the proposals which the Commission is 
required to make under Article I 00 B of that 
Treaty. 
General declaration on Articles 13 to 19 of the 
Single European Act 
Nothing in these provisions shall affect the right of 
Member States to take such measures as they 
consider necessary for the purpose of controlling 
immigration from third countries, and to combat 
terrorism. crime, the traffic in drugs and illicit 
trading in works of art and antiques. 
Declaration on Article 118 A(2) of the EEC 
Treaty 
The Conference notes that in the discussions on 
Article 118 A(2) of the EEC Treaty it was agreed 
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that the ( 'ommunity docs not intend, in laying 
down minimum requirements for the protection of 
the safety and health of employees. to discriminate 
in a manner unjustified by the circumstances against 
employees in small and medium-sized undertak-
ings. 
Declaration on Article 130 D of the EEC Treaty 
In this context the Conference refers to the 
conclusions of the European Council in Brussels in 
March 1984, which read as follows: 
'The financial resources allocated to aid from the 
Funds, having regard to the !MPs. will be signifi-
cantly increased in real terms within the limits of 
financing possibilities.· 
Declaration on Article 130 R of the EEC Treaty: 
Re paragraph 1, third indent 
The Conference confirms that the Community's 
activities in the sphere of the environment may not 
interfere with national policies regarding the exploi-
tation of energy resources. 
Re paragraph S, second subparagraph 
The Conference considers that the provisions of 
Article 130 R( 5 ), second subparagraph do not 
atfect the principles resulting from the judgment 
handed down by the Court of Justice in the AETR 
case. 
Declaration by the High Contracting Parties on 
Title III of the Single European Act 
The High Contracting Parties to Title III on Euro-
pean Political Cooperation reaffirm their openness 
to other European nations which share the same 
ideals and objectives. They agree in particular to 
strengthen their links with the member countries of 
the Council of Europe and with other democratic 
European countries with which they have friendly 
relations and close cooperation. 
Declaration on Article 30(10)(g) 
The Conference considers that the provisions of 
Article 30( IO)(g) do not atfect the Decision of the 
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Representatives of the Governments of the Member 
States of 8 April 1965 on the provisional location 
of certain institutions and departments of the 
Communities. 
Declaration by the Presidency on the time limit 
within which the Council will give its opinion 
following a first reading (Article 149(2) of the 
EEC Treaty) 
As regards the declaration by the European Coun-
cil in Milan, to the effect that the Council must seek 
ways of improving its decision-making procedures, 
the Presidency states its intention of completing the 
work in question as soon as possible. 
Political declaration by the Governments or the 
Member States on the free movement of persons 
In order to promote the free movement of persons, 
the Member States shall cooperate, without preju-
dice to the powers of the Community, in particular 
as regards the entry, movement and residence of 
nationals of third countries. They shall also coop-
erate in the combating of terrorism, crime, the 
traffic in drugs and illicit trading in works of art and 
antiques. 
Declaration by the Government of the Hellenic 
Republic on Article 8 A of the EEC Treaty 
Greece considers that the development of Commu-
nity policies and actions, and the adoption of 
measures on the basis of Articles 70(1) and 84, 
must both take place in such a way as not to harm 
sensitive sectors of Member States' economies. 
Declaration by the Commission on Article 28 of 
the EEC Treaty 
With regard to its own internal procedures, the 
Commission will ensure that the changes resulting 
from the amendment of Article 28 will not lead to 
delays in responding to urgent requests for the 
alteration or suspension of Common Customs 
Tariff duties. 
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Declaration by the Government of Ireland on 
Article 57(2) of the EEC Treaty 
Ireland. in confirming its agreement to qualified 
majority voting under Article 57(2), wishes to 
recall that the insurance industry in Ireland is a 
particularly sensitive one and that special arrange-
ments have had to be made by the Government of 
Ireland for the protection of insurance-policy hol-
ders and third parties. In relation to harmonization 
of legislation on insurance. the Government of 
Ireland would expect to be able to rely on a 
sympathetic attitude from the Commission and 
from the other Member States of the Community 
should Ireland later find itself in a situation where 
the Government of Ireland considers it necessary to 
have special provision made for the position of the 
industry in Ireland. 
Declaration by the Government of the Portuguese 
Republic on Articles 59, second paragraph, and 
84 of the EEC Treaty 
Portugal considers that as the change from unani-
mous to qualified majority voting in Articles 59, 
second paragraph, and 84 was not contemplated in 
the negotiations for the accession of Portugal to the 
Community and substantially alters the Community 
acquis, it must not damage sensitive and vital 
sectors of the Portuguese economy, and, wherever 
necessary, appropriate and specific transitional 
measures should be introduced to forestall the 
adverse consequences that could ensue for these 
sectors. 
Declaration by the Government of the Kingdom of 
Denmark on Article 100 A of the EEC Treaty 
The Danish Government notes that in cases where 
a Member State is of the opinion that measures 
adopted under Article I 00 A do not safeguard 
higher requirements concerning the working envi-
ronment, the protection of the environment or the 
needs referred to in Article 36, the provisions of 
Article I 00 A( 4) guarantee that the Member State 
in question can apply national provisions. Such 
national provisions are to be taken to fulfil the 
abovementioned aim and may not entail hidden 
protectionism. 
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Declaration by the Presidency and the Commis-
sion on the monetary capacity of the Community 
The Presidency and the Commission consider that 
the provisions inserted in the EEC Treaty with 
reference to the Community's monetary capacity 
are without prejudice to the possibility of further 
development within the framework of the existing 
powers. 
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Declaration by the Government of the Kingdom of 
Denmark on European Political Cooperation 
'lbe Danish Government states that the conclusion 
of Title III on European Political Cooperation in 
the sphere of foreign policy does not affect Den-
mark's participation in Nordic cooperation in the 
sphere of foreign policy. 
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The Single Act: A new frontier for Europe 
6 
Introduction 
The signing and forthcoming entry into force of the Single European Act 
and the accession to the Community of Spain and Portugal (following that 
of Greece in 1981) have brought with them fundamental changes in the 
structure of the Community and the obligations of the Member States. 
The Single European Act improves significantly the institutional system 
and sets new objectives for the Community, notably the completion of the 
internal market by 1992 and the strengthening of economic and social 
cohesion. The realization of these two objectives will also respond to the 
hopes and needs of the countries which have just joined and which rightly 
expect that their involvement in the Community should underpin their 
development and help raise their living standards through a combination 
of their own efforts and support from their partners. 
In order to succeed in its new responsibilities, the Community must first 
complete the reforms it has started, especially since 1984, with the aim of 
adapting its old policies to the new conditions: the reform of the common 
agricultural policy to take account of new production and trade conditions, 
the reform of the structural funds to make of them instruments of economic 
development, and the reform of the financing rules to ensure a budgetary 
discipline as rigorous as that which the Member States impose upon 
themselves. 
Once these reforms have been implemented, the Community will have to 
have the resources needed to be in a position to achieve the objectives of 
the Single Act. 
By amending the Treaty of Rome in this way, the Member States have set 
a new frontier for European integration. They have made a qualitative 
leap forward which must be turned to good account to equip our economies 
so that they can meet the challenges from abroad and return to more 
vigorous economic growth trends, creating more jobs. 
For this reason, the Commission feels that it should set out the conditions 
that must be met if this great venture is to succeed. This is the thinking 
behind the proposals it is laying before the Council and Parliament, and 
these have a medium-term context, looking towards 1992 as the date by 
which the large market, without internal frontiers, will be complete. 
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I - The conditions for success 
Before examining the reforms already under way 
or that have to be undertaken in order to 
implement the Single Act, it would be useful to 
review briefly the prospects before us and the 
conditions governing success. It is hardly necess-
ary to point out that this 'new frontier' entails 
the simultaneous implementation of the six poli-
cies highlighted by the Single European Act: 1 
the establishment of a large market without 
internal frontiers, economic and social cohesion 
(in other words greater convergence as regards 
both the methods used and the results obtained), 
a common policy for scientific and technological 
development, the strengthening of the European 
Monetary System, the emergence of a European 
social dimension and coordinated action relating 
to the environment. It is easy to show that these 
policies have to go hand-in-hand if the single 
economic area is really to be achieved, which is 
the only outcome compatible with the overriding 
idea of European Union, as formally restated in 
the preamble to the Act. And our efforts will 
never be crowned with success unless we also 
have a common, strong and coherent external 
policy. 
A - A common economic area 
In political terms, this is not a new idea. Article 
2 of the Treaty of Rome provides that the Com-
munity should promote 'throughout the Com-
munity a harmonious development of economic 
activities, a continuous and balanced exp~ion, 
an increase in stability {and] an accelerated rais-
ing of the standard of living'. 
In economic terms, it is self-evident that a large 
market without internal frontiers could not be 
completed or operate properly unless the Com-
munity had instruments enabling it to avoid 
imbalances interfering with competitiveness and 
inhibiting the growth of the Community as a 
whole. 
Let us be quite dear. This does not mean trans-
ferring all powers in the fields of economic and 
social policy to the European level. But experi-
ence has shown that it is impossible to achieve 
freedom of movement of persons, goods, ser-
vices and capital without a common exchange-
rate discipline and without increased cooper-
ation between national policies. The recent diffi-
culties of the European Monetary System are 
proof enough of this, if proof were needed. 
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In other words, the ship of Europe needs a 
helmsman. The large market without internal 
frontiers cannot, on its own, properly be respon· 
sible for the three main functions of economic 
policy: the quest for greater stability (the fight 
against inflation and external imbalances), the 
optimum allocation of resources to obtain the 
benefit of economies of scale and to stimulate 
innovation and competitiveness, and the bal-
anced distribution of wealth allowing for indi-
vidual merit. 
Thus it is, for example, that the Community 
will this year take the final step as regards the 
liberalization of capital movements. The 
implementation of this step implies strengthen-
ing the European Monetary System in such a 
way as to enable capital markets to be regulated 
and imbalances to be corrected. Likewise, it will 
be necessary at the same time to ensure, for the 
purpose of fair competition, that the basic rules 
regarding banking legislation and supervisory 
standards are harmonized. Lastly, national mon-
etary policies should be mutually compatible so 
that this common financial area is as stable as 
possible. 
A further example drawn fromiast experience: 
the economic integration brou t about by the 
large market will entail consi erable economic 
benefits. However, all regions of the Community 
ought to be able to share progressively in these 
benefits. It is no easy matter to bring the fruits 
of progress to all, whether as regards technical 
progress, the effect of competition in bringing 
cheaper and better quality goods and even as 
regards the financial innovations that are essen-
tial for investment and development. It is for 
this reason that the 'transparency' of the large 
market should be facilitated by supporting the 
efforts of regions with ill-adapted structures and 
those in the throes of painful restructuring. 
Community policies can be of assistance to these 
regions, which in no way absolves them from 
assuming their own responsibilities and from 
making their own effort. The Commission has 
conceived the 'structural' policies in this spirit, 
firmly resolved that they should have a genuine 
economic imf act and that they should not con-
sist merely o budget transfers, which would be 
far too costly and inadequate as well. 
To put it plainly, Community instruments must 
cease to be seen as mere elements in a system of 
offsetting payments. Their role is the central one 
of bringing about the convergence of national 
economies alongside and in harmony with 
national and regional policies. 
1 Supplement 2/86 - Bull. EC. 
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Community action must be more closely related 
to real economic circumstances and there must 
be closer cooper.ation between nation~!. policies: 
it is on the basis of these two cond1t1ons that 
we can hope to reap all the benefits-for all 
concemed-,>f a large market without internal 
frontiers. But in striking to the heart of the 
problem, i.e. by leaving the fullest scope for 
decentralized measures, the 'new frontier Com-
munity' has greater need of selective incentives 
and schemes than of any further proliferation 
of intervention and regulations. Common sense 
dictates and the large market demands that it 
be so. 
If Community action and decentralization are 
to be effectively reconciled, a number of adjust-
ments are proposed. These include: 
(i) as regards the large market, the most impor-
tant measures should be selected to ensure that 
the necessary impetus is provided, such as ~he 
liberalization of public contracts and capital 
movements. The principle of mutual recognition 
of standards and rules should be adopted in 
the place of an endless and fruitless search for 
agreement on common standards and rules; 
(ii) as regards the control of national aid 
schemes and the objective of cohesion, the 
necessary steps should be taken to ensure that 
the conditions for fair competition are met, and 
in this context to take account of the level of 
development of the regions to show the flexi-
bility necessary to take account of the evaluation 
of the local context; 
(iii) the concept of 'programme' should 
replace, for the most part, that of 'projects'. 
Rather than being responsible for the manage-
ment of thousands of dossiers, the Commission 
would fix its attention, as is the case with the 
integrated Mediterranean programmes, 1 on 
supplementing the effons of the multiannual 
programmes drawn up by backward regions and 
regions undergoing restructuring; 
(iv) social policy should be concentrated on 
one or two maindriorities and the Community 
should now avoi a wide scatter of individual 
schemes born of a plethora of objectives and 
criteria. But these priorities should become the 
building blocks of Europe and effective sources 
of innovation, and should be perceived as such 
by their beneficiaries and by public opinion. 
What is the central issue, the most harrowing 
problem that faces us?-unemployment. The 
Community must show through the implemen-
tation of two major policies that it is able to help 
solve this problem; on the one hand, throuldi a 
specific policy aimed at helping young peopfe to 
find their first job and, on the other hand, by 
8 
taking measures to tackle actively long-term 
unemployment. 
B - More vigorous economic growth 
The Commission is not afraid of disequilibria 
which the introduction of the large market could 
entail. But it has been studying the Community's 
short history-with its successes, but also its 
failures, with its ambitious ideas, but also the 
obstacles which have hampered their implemen-
tation-and its conclusion must be that a back-
ground of weak economic growth has severely 
inhibited progress. This is one of the reasons 
why a cooperative growth and employment _.., 
strategy was proposed in 1985 enabling more 
rapid development of activity and employment 
to be achieved throughout the Community, 
through the specific contributions of each 
country. 
This strategy is still relevant, given the rather 
disappointing results achieved by our econom-
ies, despite the stimuli from the fall in oil prices, 
and, initially, the decline in the dollar. The 
strategy is needed all the more because it would 
make it possible, as a result of the additional 
wealth created, to provide substantial assistance 
to each country in carrying through the necess-
ary adjustment to the large market and the new 
world economic pattern. 
This is not a question of legislation, although 
the Council's decision of 18 February 1974 on 
convergence will have to be reviewed. 2 This 
decision, it must be recognized, has not lived up 
to the expectations of its authors. Indeed, it has 
got bogged down in routine and sterile pro- __., 
cedures. What is really at stake is political will 
and economic imagination. Are the member 
countries really determined to go beyond their 
short-term view of the situation and outdated 
concept of independence with regard to econ-
omic and financial decisions? Will they be 
reasonable enough to discern and accept the 
network of interdependence of which their own 
activities form part and will they be in a position 
to tum this situation to best account by a sort 
of 'positive sum' game? 
In addition, the slowdown in world trade over 
the past decade makes it more necessary than 
ever to exploit the internal potential for growth 
within the Community. This is what is at stake 
in the effort to achieve completion of the large 
internal market. 
1 OJ L 197, 27.7.1985; Bull. EC 7/8-1985, point 2.1.106. 
2 OJ L 63, 5.3.1974. 
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C - Greater effectiveness on the part 
of the institutions 
The word 'routine' was mentioned in the con-
text of the 'convergence of economic policies'. 
This word can be applied to Community life in 
all its aspects, Europe takes the wrong decisions 
too late and is rarely able to implement effective-
ly what decisions it takes. And this has spawned 
a paralysing and over-interventionist process of 
bureaucratization. 
The Single Act sets out to remedy these short-
comings. Even so, the will must be found to 
implement it in the right spirit. Failing this, 
Europe will never recover from its congenital 
disease: a succession of good resolutions that 
sink into the sands of long drawn-out and some-
times inconclusive deliberations. In order to 
escape from the morass, the Council should 
make full use of qualified-majority voting, the 
Commission should at last be given the powers 
that it has been denied so far and Parliament 
should assume full responsibility as co-legislator 
in the cooperation procedure. 
Indeed, the true interests of Europe demand that 
one should go even further in improving the 
effectiveness of the institutional triangle compo-
sed of the Council, Parliament and the Com-
mission. This is particularly true as regards the 
budget, if revenue and expenditure are to be 
brought under greater control, thereby fulfilling 
the objectives of the Single Act whilst ensuring 
that the European taxpayer's money is put to 
the best possible use. The Commission is making 
a number of proposals as regards budgetary 
discipline which should not reactivate the insti-
tutional squabble. In other words, it does not 
wish, for the moment, to add to the difficulties 
of 'le grand rendez-vous' on the implementation 
of the Single Act, but it is convinced that the 
day will come when the provisions of the Treaty 
will have to be revised to enable the Com-
mission, in the manner of the 'cooperation' pro-
cedure, to assume fully its initiative-making role 
and to involve the Council and Parliament as 
equal partners at every stage of the budget pro-
cedure. 
However, the Council should, without delay, 
tackle its own internal workings in order to put 
right what has to be recognized as the disinte-
gration of the decision-making process. To 
return to the question of the budget-there is at 
present no arbitration body within the Council, 
which is one of the reasons for the failure of 
the budgetary discipline procedure adopted at 
Fontainebleau in June 1984. 1 Each Council is 
at liberty to adopt its own positions and its 
own measures. The Agricultural Council has a 
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relatively free hand as regards its policy and the 
expenditure that results therefrom. The Council 
of Ministers for Economic Affairs and Finance, 
for its part, determines the maximum level of 
expenditure ... but it is the Budget Council that 
is responsible for actual implementation in an 
acrimonious and often not very dignified quarrel 
with Parliament. No political entity can operate 
properly under such conditions. 
D - Strengthened budgetary 
discipline 
These last considerations lead on directly to 
what is for the Commission another major con-
dition to be met if the Single Act is to be properly 
implemented: strengthened budgetary discipline. 
At a time when, rightly or wrongly, the member 
countries are keen to reduce their budgetary 
expenditure and cut public deficits and, in some 
cases, to lower taxes, it is no easy task to per-
suade public opinion that the Community needs 
more money. It is true that the EEC is growing 
fast and therefore needs practical policies to 
reach the new frontier proposed by the Single 
Act. It is true that the substitution effect is 
important - what is spent by the Community 
often represents sums saved from the national 
budgets. More than this, every single ECU which 
is well spent jointly by the Twelve can yield 
more than equivalent national expenditure. It 
can easily be shown that this is the case at 
present for the common agricultural policy and 
for research, and will be the case in future for 
transport and major infrastructures. 
These are points which must be emphasized, for 
much of the unjustified criticism of the Com-
munity budget is born of a curious attitude held 
by some observers who are all too apt to treat 
Community finance as if their countries were 
not in fact members of the Twelve. 
The inconsistency would be even more obvious 
if, having signed the Single Act, the authorities 
refused to allocate the resources to implement 
it! 
But the Community- that is to say the Council, 
Parliament and the Commission - must, as a 
counterpart to acceptance of the new responsi-
bilities conferred on the member countries under 
the Single Act, manage its budget in the spirit 
of the 'prudent citizen' and ensure the best poss-
ible use of the resources allocated to it. This will 
depend on the quality of the policies implement-
1 Bull. EC 6-1984, point 1.1.9. 
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ed, on their effective execution, and on a spirit 
of rigour, which must prevail everywhere. 
By presenting this new plan for budgetary disci-
pline, the Commission is drawing on the experi-
ence gained from 1985 to 1987 and correcting 
the defects of the present system: the disinte-
gration - already noted - of the decision-
making process; the lack of control over com-
mitment appropriations and the difficulty in 
getting agricultural expenditure under control 
(while acknowledging, on this last point, the 
major role played by an entirely unpredictable 
external parameter: the extreme volatility of the 
dollar). 
The new budgetary discipline is a sort of fiscal 
contract for the Community: the assurance that 
before 1992 the European tax charge will not 
exceed a ceiling fixed at 1.40% of the Com-
munity's gross 'national' product, the adoption 
of tighter rules concerning agricultural expendi-
ture, and the optimum allocation of resources 
to the other policies which arc essential to the 
success of the Single Act. 
E - A common and strong external 
economic policy 
The European Community is the world's leading 
trading power. As such, it is sometimes courted 
and sometimes criticized. Courted, because it 
represents a formidable potential in terms of 
purchasing power and because it is in a position 
to play an even more important role in stimulat-
ing multilateral trade and commerce. Criticized, 
because other countries feel that it is not open 
enough to their products and because it has fully 
exploited its agricultural potential. 
First and foremost, it must be underlined that 
the Community is, in fact, the most open trading 
unit in the world. Although the Commission 
believes that the Community must go further on 
the road to helping the developing countries, it 
10 
can only reject attacks from elsewhere. 
Especially from countries whose protectionism 
is sometimes not even disguised. 
Of course, the Community's political position 
would be stronger if it could take promptly the 
initiative required to solve the problems of world 
currency disorder, the inefficient allocation of 
financial resources or the quite inadequate 
growth of world trade. But all hope should not 
be lost. The positions adopted at the outset of 
the Uruguay Round, the exemplary measures 
implemented under the Lome III Convention or 
in connection with food aid, and the proposals 
for the adaptation of the roles played by the 
IMF and the World Bank are all points on the 
credit side of a Community acting with a proper 
sense of responsibility. But this is obviously not 
enough. 
How are we to explain to our farmers that they 
must adapt to a world situation in which the 
excess of supply over demand is structural in 
character, if other agricultural powers are not 
making the same effort ? 
How are we to assert the need for technical 
progress to sharpen our competitive edge and 
boost employment, if we are incapable of meet-
ing threats from elsewhere? 
How are we to state effectively the case for 
better relations between the North and South if 
wa haggle endlessly over a few tens of millions 
of ECU in trade advantages or aids for countries 
suffering the direst poverty? 
One thing we have got to realize is this. There 
will be no tangible progress in European inte-
gration if the Community does not speak clearly 
to the outside world, with strength, courage 
and magnanimity. In fact, this is an aspect of 
Community life which is all too often neglected 
or even ignored. Let there be no mistake about 
it, the Community will prove its mettle, also, in 
the way it resists, now and in the future, the 
wrong kind of pressure, but yields to those in 
real need. 
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II - Reforms needed 
A - A common agricultural policy 
adapted to the world context 
Closely dovetailed into the rest of the economy, 
agriculture is, for the Community, a sector of 
fundamental economic and strategic import-
ance, not only as a supplier of essential raw 
materials but also as a purchaser of a wide range 
of inputs. It is therefore vital for the Community 
that this industry should go forward on econ-
omically sound bases, so as to provide real pros-
pects for those who depend on it directly or 
indirectly, and that the common agricultural 
policy (CAP) should allow for and adjust to 
change. 
The factors which, in the early 1960s, led to the 
formulation of the CAP still hold good, as do 
its basic principles of Community preference, a 
single market and financial solidarity. 
On the other hand the general economic context 
and the situation on agricultural markets have 
changed radically: growth has slowed, unem-
ployment has increased, extraordinary progress 
in productivity and advances in biotechnology 
have led to surpluses on world markets, currenc-
ies are fluctuating and there are budget diffi-
culties. 
The Commission has, therefore, repeatedly and 
emphatically stressed the need for progressive 
efforts to bring about changes in agriculture in 
order to eliminate surpluses and check the steady 
increase in the budget burden to which they 
lead. This is all the more necessary as, given the 
present circumstances of structural imbalances 
between supply and demand, difficulties have 
emerged in reaching the desired objectives of 
stabilizing market prices and supporting farm 
incomes, even though the amount of money 
committed to this has been rising steadily. 
Similar efforts have also had to be made in other 
major industries in the Community. This is 
essential if Europe is, in the long term, to main-
tain its competitive edge and thus its standard 
of living. This does not mean that we can ignore 
the special features of the agricultural sector-
especially the fact that most farms are family 
enterprises and the role of farming in protecting 
the countryside. The Commission consequently 
intends to see that efforts are undertaken at the 
same time to help rural development. 
It is therefore up to agriculture to join in the 
common effort which is vital for the future of 
all the countries of Europe and of which the 
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citizens of Europe will have to bear the conse-
quences, whether it is successful or not. 
In its previous communications, and especially 
the one made following the consultations for 
the 'Green Paper', 1 the Commission clearly 
indicated the approach it intends to adopt in 
seeking better balance on agricultural markets. 
This involves: 
(i) a restrictive pricing policy, 
(ii) more flexibility in guarantees and inter-
vention mechanisms, 
(iii) a greater degree of producer co-responsi-
bility, including recourse to quota systems. 
If the Community cannot manage to give market 
prices a greater role in the interplay of supply 
and demnd, the CAP will sink ever deeper into 
a morass of administrative measures and rules 
for the quantitative regulation of production. 
This will provoke resistance from consumers 
and the development of substitute products, and 
will in addition cut off agriculture from the 
potential for developing industrial and food out-
lets through exports. 
The Community must continue to try to bring 
intervention back to its original role of short-
term market adjustment. Intervention must no 
longer be seen as an artificial supplement to the 
market, automatic and permanent, ironing out 
all market effects and preventing any action to 
bring supply into line with demand. 
Since 1985 a large number of proposals have 
been put to the Council and Parliament in pur-
suit of this approach. The decisions so far taken, 
in particular those of April and December 1986 
on milk and beef, 2 have been in the right direc-
tion and have set in train the process of adjust-
ment which is required. Through the disposal 
programme implemented since last year, which 
the financial decisions adopted by the Council 
on 9 and 10 February will make it possible to 
accelerate, stocks may be brought down to more 
acceptable levels. 
Thus, in its proposals for future marketing 
years, the Commission intends to give clear sig-
nals to producers, by freezing or even reducing 
prices, in the light of the situation for each 
product concerned. 
The Commission also intends to continue 
adjusting intervention mechanisms for the prod-
ucts where the major problems arise, especially 
by limiting buying-in to certain periods of the 
Bull. EC 12-1985, point 1.2.1 et seq. 
Bull. EC 12-1986, point 1.2.1 et seq. 
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year or, as recently proposed in the milk sector, 
by altering the arrangements when quantities 
delivered exceed certain limits. The Commission 
also intends to reinforce measures to guide pro-
duction towards those qualities which the mar-
ket really requires. The general aim is that farm-
er should gradually be induced to take greater 
responsibility for their choices of types of prod-
uct and for finding unsubsidized outlets. 
Particular attention will be paid this year to the 
oils and fats sectors, where the prospects for 
balance have been greatly modified by the 
enlargement of the Community to include Spain 
and Portugal. This sector is also affected by 
erratic developments on the world market due, 
at least in part, to monetary factors independent 
of agriculture. The Commission's proposals here 
will be aimed at stabilizing production, by 
means of definite quantitative objectives, and 
stabilizing consumer prices on the basis of the 
underlying trends on world markets over pre-
vious years. The Commission thus intends to 
see that the growing budget burden of this sector 
is shared fairly between producers, consumers 
and taxpayers. 
The Commission also wishes to give all our 
agricultural regions the possibility of developing 
products in which there is a shortage, in order 
to contribute to more harmonious development 
of the different regions. 
In order to promote the ratipnalization of the 
various CAP mechanisms and to improve their 
mutual consistency, the Commission also 
intends to propose changes to the agri-monetary 
system, in order to bring the 'green' currencies 
progressively into line with general monetary 
arrangements and also to prevent the elimin-
ation of monetary compensatory amounts 
(MCAs) stimulating inflation and, through an 
artificial increase in prices when expressed in 
national currency, offsetting some or even of the 
effect of the measures adopted at Community 
level. 
In formulating its proposals the Commission is 
none the less aware that the changes required in 
the CAP will be brought to bear on an agricul-
tural situation which, in a Community of Twel-
ve, is extremely diverse. There are great differ-
ences in natural and structural conditions of 
production and in the impact of agriculture on 
socio-economic balances and on the environ-
ment. The measures taken will bite more in the 
case of those farms which are economically and 
structurally weaker. Their consequences will be 
of varying impact for society in general depend-
ing on certain regional characteristics. 
The action the Community is to take must allow 
for these facts; at the same time it must also 
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avoid any tendency to sideslip into national or 
Community measures which may lead to unfair 
distortion of competition within a single market. 
Over the last few years the Commission's pro-
posals and the decisions adopted by the Council 
have differentiated measures to take account of 
the special situations of some farmers or some 
regions. For example, the milk levy has been 
varied. Aids have been introduced for small 
grain farmers, and the special features of certain 
regions or countries have been adopted as cri-
teria in deciding on production quotas. In its 
proposals for the next few years the Commission 
intends to continue along these lines, ensuring 
that small farmers have a future. 
It would be foolish to imagine, however, that 
this will solve all the problems arising in this 
area. In particular, such differentiation cannot 
go beyond the limits imposed by a policy of 
improving the allocation of resources in the light 
of the comparative advantages enjoyed by each 
country and region. 
In order to achieve greater balance between 
the imperatives of the market and the need for 
solidarity, the Commission therefore takes the 
view that there must be, at Community level, a 
supplementary mechanism for supporting 
incomes. In addition, schemes operated by the 
member countries must be brought within the 
same framework. If restricted to economically 
weaker holdings, accounting for only a limited 
share of Community output, two-pronged 
action along these lines could well enable the 
socially unwelcome consequences of such a 
Community policy to be reduced. This could be 
a decisive factor in putting such a policy into 
effect and successfully completing it in the time 
available. 
To this end the policy as regards national aids 
in agriculture will have to be supplemented by 
a strict framework for income supports, setting 
out precise limits at Community level. We must 
ensure that any national aid granted does not 
distort competition or have the effect of cancel-
ling out the Community effort being made to 
achieve a balance between supply and demand. 
Account must also be taken of individual Mem-
ber States' financial capacities, in order not to 
increase existing disparities. 
In addition, regional measures-included in the 
three Community support programmes 1 -
would complement existing instruments such as 
1 Sec what is said on 'structural' policies in the next 
chapter. 
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the compensatory allowance for mountain and 
hill and less-favoured areas. 
The measures envisaged will, together, lead to 
more balanced Community action, with a better 
distribution between market support and 
income support. This should make such support 
fairer as between the different categories of 
farmers, thus making a considerable contri-
bution to the Community's social and economic 
cohesion. It will also serve the need to make 
greater allowance, in the process of adjusting 
the farm sector, for constraints regarding the 
management of the countryside, the environ-
ment or the general economic development of 
outlying regions. It will entail better coordi-
nation between the different policies at Com-
munity level and with national measures in this 
sphere. 
The Community economy is part and parcel of 
the world economy. This is true for all indus-
tries, and agriculture is no exception. The Com-
munity is the world's largest importer of farm 
products and its second largest exporter. The 
Community is not alone in facing a growing 
imbalance between supply and demand and ever 
larger stocks which it is difficult to dispose of. 
Only through concerted action with our partners 
can the Community hope to deal with the prob-
lem of erratic prices on world markets, aggra-
vated by monetary factors which lie quite out-
side agriculture and therefore cannot be handled 
by agricultural policy measures alone. 
The Community must therefore vigorously 
maintian its right to pursue and develop an 
agricultural policy meeting the requi:ements of 
economic efficiency, solidarity and management 
of the countryside. It is also entitled to ask for 
more consistent behaviour on the part of its 
trading partners. It must, however, also resist 
the lure of protectionism. The rate of growth of 
the Community economy is largely dependant 
on trends on world markets. Any approach 
ignoring this fact will be of little benefit, even 
from the point of view of the farming sector 
alone. There would inevitably be a reaction 
which would be harmful to our agriculture, 
whose future depends not only on European 
policy decisions but also on developments in the 
world at large. 
B - Community policies with real 
economic impact 
It is not the purpose of the Community's struc-
tural policies merely to serve as compensatory 
devices. Together with national or regional poli-
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cies, they should bring the weight of European 
solidarity to bear in encouraging greater compe-
titiveness and more convergence between Mem-
ber States in paving the way for the future. This 
is already the purpose of the current policy of 
scientific and technological development and it 
is what lies behind the reform of structural 
instruments and the new transport and environ-
ment policies. 
A common policy for the development of 
science and technology 
In clearing away obstacles to the large internal 
market, the Community is providing oppor-
tunities internally, but it is also opening Europe 
to the outside world. Under these circumstances, 
'to strengthen the scientific and technological 
basis of European industry and to encourage it 
to become more competitive at international 
level', as the Single Act states, will be a Com-
munity requirement of prime importance. 
Brought together in a framework programme 
for research and technological cooperation, 
Community policies should concentrate on 
essentials, i.e. on measures which are sure to 
have a multiplier effect. Policies should thus aim 
to stimulate cooperation between undertakings 
and research institutes in different countries, to 
facilitate pooling of resources and the definition 
of common standards at the stage of pre-com-
petitive research. Finally, these policies should 
encourage the mobility of academics and scien-
tists. 
Activities conducted through the 
structural Funds 
The Community's structural policies will in 
future pursue a limited number of simple, clear 
objectives. They stem from the Single Act and 
are expressed in terms of needs felt by European 
citizens. They illustrate the political determi-
nation of the Community to reinforce its econ-
omic and social cohesion: 
(i} achieving growth and adaptation in 
regional economies showing structural back-
wardness, so that they can be fully integrated 
into the Community area (Objective No 1); 
(ii} converting declining, sometimes devas-
tated, industrial regions, by helping them to 
develop new activities (Objective No 2); 
(iii) combating long-term unemployment, 
which is now affecting all age groups of Europe's 
working population (Objective No 3); 
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(iv) integration into employment of young 
people, especially first jobs (Objective No 4); 
(v) speeding up the adjustment of agricultural 
production structures and encouraging rural 
development in line with the European social 
modd, with a view to the reform of the common 
agricultural policy (Objective No 5). 
By giving priority to these five objectives, aids 
or loans for structural purposes will reach the 
threshold for effectiveness at Community level; 
they will serve to reinforce the macroeconomic 
growth policies required for cohesion. They will 
increase their effectiveness by facilitating the 
optimum allocation of resources, by preventing 
excessive disparities in growth rates between 
regions, and by fostering balanced distribution 
of saving at Community level. From these vari-
ous viewpoints, the Community's structural 
policies form part of an ambitions macro-
economic growth strategy with an eye to 1992. 
The Commission is proposing that the budget 
funds committed via the structural Funds to the 
achievement of these five objectives should be 
doubled in real terms by 1992. The resources 
deployed must be consistent with the stated 
aspirations, and in particular with the main 
objective of enabling the less-favoured regions 
to catch up. 
Enabling the less-developed regions to catch up 
is an objective of paramount importance 
Among the objectives selcted, that of aiding 
regions which have fallen significantly behind in 
terms of structure to catch up is the real crux 
when it come to cohesion, as the Community 
is nowadays more heterogeneous and therefore 
more vulnerable than before. Two figures are 
sufficient to indicate the extent of this change: 
before Spain and Portugal joined, one European 
in eight had an annual income 30 % below the 
Community average--the figure now is one in 
five. 
That is why the reform of the structural Funds 
entails a significant effort to concentrate Com-
munity budget funds in the least-favoured 
regions, i.e. all of Portugal, Ireland and Greece, 
some parts of Spain, the south of Italy, Northern 
Ireland and the French overseas departments. 
The reform of the Community's structural 
instruments centres around two principal ideas. 
Firstly, it is programmes which will constitute 
the central plank: the aim is to make sure that 
the Community's support for the Member 
States' efforts and initiatives is located at the 
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right level. As opposed to action through pro-
jects, programmes will combine the following 
advantages: 
(i) they will associate effectively the specific 
intervention operations conducted by the vari-
ous subsidy and loan facilities, each having its 
own responsibility and experience as regards 
regional development, employment policy and 
agricultural techniques; 
(ii) they will lead to decentralization of Com-
munity action by giving maximum scope for 
local or regional initiatives, which are the most 
effective for investment and employment. Pro-
grammes will involve contracts between the 
Community, the Member States and the regions. 
They will involve joint preparation, monitoring 
and assessment, and they will thus lead to a 
fully-fledged partnership. 
The same principles will hold good for the 
regions which are undergoing conversion, which 
will thus be able to draw on the technical assist-
ance and financial solidarity of the Community. 
For this purpose it will be necessary to adopt a 
new approach to the structural Funds. 
Eligibility for structural instruments will take 
two distinct forms, either on the basis of geo-
graphical criteria as regards the first two objec-
tives, or irrespective of geography and open to 
all the Member States as regards the last three 
objectives, which relate to the policies on 
employment and rural development. 
Thus Community aid will be able to adjust to 
different aims, some of which will be naturally 
limited at regional or local level while others 
will run throughout the Community. 
These guidelines determine the new operating 
rules particular to each of the structural instru-
ments. 
European Regional Development Fund 
(ERDF) 
The ERDF will be the main instrument for 
achieving the first two objectives. There will 
have to be a significant increase in its capacity 
to intervene, together with the other structural 
instruments. The reform of the ERDF is the 
continuation of the movement which started in 
1984 and takes advantage of experience.gained, 
particularly in the implementation of the inte-
grated Mediterranean programmes. 
To achieve the objective of helping regions lag-
ging behind structurally to catch up, ERDF 
funds will be concentrated on them to a greater 
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extent. The amounts set aside for those regions 
may be up to 80% of the total. 
As regards the second objective, the ERDF will 
represent a 'European presence' in depressed 
areas particularly affected by the decline of a 
dominant economic sector. 
ERDF action will come within the framework 
of Community programmes providing backing 
for development or conversion. Such rro-
grammes, which will be multiannual, wil be 
based on proposals initially put forward by the 
national or regional authorities at the relevant 
geographical level. The experiment in regional 
development programmes stemming from the 
reform of the ERDF in June 1984 will thus be 
continued and extended. 1 
Part of the Fund's resources will continue to be 
set aside for Commission initiatives. It will be 
used in particular to develop technical assist-
ance, foster cooperation between regions and 
promote European regional development across 
national fronteirs. It will also enable funds to 
be allocated harmoniously, offering recipients 
the necessary guarantees of fairness and provid-
ing the vital incentive for quality and effort. 
The ERDF's rates of contribution to expenditure 
for investments in the poorest regions will be 
raised, in compliance with the general rules on 
competition and without affecting the natural 
complementarity between loans and subsidies. 
As regards the control of aids and the objective 
of cohesion, the Commission will ensure that 
the conditions for fair competition are met and, 
in this context, take account of the level of 
development of the regions and show the flexi-
bility necessary to take account of the evaluation 
of the local context. 
European Social Fund (ESF) 
One side of the ESF's activities will follow 
regional eligibility rules, and thus contribute 
towards objectives 1 and 2 in the framework of 
integrated programmes. 
The second side, of a horizontal nature, will 
give priority to two main aims: combating long-
term unemployment (Objective No 3) and inte-
gration into employment of young people, 
especially first jobs (Objective No 4). 
Community action in these two fields will be 
formulated at the stage when the employment 
policies of the Member States are being drawn 
up and will take place in the framework of 
programmes. The allocation of funds will take 
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maximum account of the seriousness of prob-
lems of unemployment and the emrloyment of 
young people. Quality criteria wil be defined 
precisely when the guidelines of the ESF are laid 
down each year. Innovations will be encouraged 
and, if successful, applied throughout the Com-
munity. 
EAGGF Guidance Section 
The existing regulations are to be amended 
around the two main aims covered by Objective 
No 5, namely supporting rural development and 
encouraging the adaptation and diversification 
of agricultural production throughout the 
regions most affected by the reform of the com-
mon agricultural policy. 
Guidance Section management rules will be 
amended to facilitate its application within pro-
grammes also involving the other structural 
Funds. 
The Guidance Section will thus make a direct 
contribution to the aim of enabling regions with 
a structural lag to catch up. In particular, aid 
for investment in processing and marketing will 
be redirected to these regions; Guidance Section 
aid for infrastructure projects (except irrigation) 
will be transferred to the ERDF. 
The idea of a limit on expenditure over a five-
year period will be replaced by an organizational 
outline laying down three-yearly guidelines con-
sistent with the multiannual framework of agri-
cultural policy. 
An overall proposal will be put to the Council, 
under Article 130 D, setting out the details for 
the reform of the three structural Funds. This 
proposal will include the necessary transitions 
between the present situation and the organiza-
tion which the reform is to achieve by 1992, in 
particular the Funds' contribution to the inte-
grated Mediterranean programmes. 
.. 
Just as the structural Funds represent experience 
peculiar to the Community, so the loan instru-
ments may contribute effectively to achieving 
the same structural priorities. 
This is particularly true for the European Invest-
ment Bank, which accounts for almost 75% of 
Community loans. It concentrates on financing 
infrastructures or productive investments (in 
transport, telecommunications and energy, and 
in new technologies and small and medium-sized 
1 OJ L 169, 28.6.1984; Bull. EC 6-1984, point 1.3.1 et seq. 
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undertakings), allocating more than 50% of its 
loans for regional objectives to regions where 
development is lagging behind. 
In accordance with the relevant provisions of 
the Treaty, the Bank will continue to play a 
major role in the development of such regions 
by providing financial aid of an excer.tional 
quality, attracting private finance as wel. 
Similarly, ECSC loans and those of the New 
Community Instrument (NCI), which was 
renewed by the Council in December 1986, 1 
will continue to play an active role in some 
declining industrial regions or in the financing 
of innovative investments in small and medium-
sized undertakings. 
The innovatory role played by the NCI in influ-
encing loan policy objectives in the light of econ-
omic needs should be remembered. The Com-
mission must retain the possibility of taking new 
initiatives along these lines. 
Thus the Commission will in due course forward 
proposals to the Council with a view to setting 
up a financing instrument fully adapted to 
investment needs in regions lagging behind in 
development or whose industry is declining. 
.. 
A real single economic area cannot be achieved 
without major progress in the policies for trans-
port and infrastructures and for the environ-
ment. 
T ranspon and infrastructures policy 
Complete freedom of movement of goods and 
persons can make full economic sense only if 
transport policy makes substantial progress 
towards a genuinely competitive system 
enabling unit costs to be reduced significantly; 
travel within Europe must be made easier, while 
maintaining high quality and safety standards 
and adequate welfare rules. 
But action in the area of competition will not in 
itself offset handicaps affecting some areas and 
regions, either because they are far from com-
munication routes or-the opposite evil-
because they are congested by excessive traffic. 
This raises the problem, alongside the com-
pletion of the large market, of creating certain 
infrastructures (roads, railways, ports and air-
ports) which have already been identified (med-
ium-term European transport infrastructures 
programme 2 ), the financing for which will have 
to be found by greater mobilization of private 
money. The Community, which is responsible 
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for .identifying such vital projects, could decree 
that they are of European significance and play 
the part of financial catalyst, in close relation-
ship, if necessary, with its development or struc-
tural support programmes. 
A Community policy for the environment 
Europe's environmental policy is based on a 
system of high standards, and it must live up to 
public expectations. The quality of the environ-
ment may not show up in any balance sheet, 
but it is none the less a gain both economically 
and in well-being. 
A single economic area is by definition the very 
dimension in which environmental problems are 
posed, either because nuisances and pollution of 
industrial origin or from energy consumption or 
production ignore national frontiers (as made 
obvious by recent events, such as the Chernobyl 
catastrophe or the accidental pollution of the 
Rhine), or because full freedom of movement 
must entail the positive harmonization of 
national rules relating to pollutant emissions 
and dangerous waste. 
In real terms this means that the measures in the 
new five-year programme for the environment 3 
will be tackled constructively and in a spirit of 
solidarity, in accordance with the provisions of 
the Single Act (Article 130 S), which states that 
the Council 'shall define those matters on which 
decisions are to be taken by a qualified 
majority'. 
C - Sufficient, stable and guaranteed 
financial resources 
The Community's own resources currently 
break down into about one third 'traditional' 
own resources (customs duties and agricultural 
levies) and two thirds the VAT call-in, on which 
there is at present a ceiling of a 1.4% rate of 
VAT for each Member State. 
These arrangements were decided upon at the 
European Council in Fontainebleau in 1984 4 
and their limits have now been reached. It will 
not be possible for 1987 expenditure to be finan-
ced in full within these limits and at some stage 
the Commission will have to take the steps 
needed to bring expenditure down to match the 
resources available. 
Bull. EC 12-1984, point 2.1.4. 
Bull. EC 11-1985, point 2.1.227. 
3 OJ C 3, 7.1.1987; Bull. EC 12-1986, point 2.1.178. 
4 Bull. EC 6-1984, point 1.1.9. 
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There is no reason to be surprised at this: only 
by resorting to various makeshifts, such as the 
storage of agricultural produce, the carryover of 
appropriations and the time-lag between com-
mitment and payment appropriations, has it 
been possible, artifically, to keep the budget 
within the ceiling. Since 1983, there has been a 
deficit in the Community budget, disguised by 
bad accounting practice. 
Budgets approved and real costs 
1983 
1. Expenditure set in the budgets approved2 1.00 
2. Expenditure not in the budget: 
(a) Current deficit3 -
(b) Non-depreciation of agricultural 
stocks 0.13 
(c) Cost of the past 0.09 
3. VAT ceiling required for financing (1 + 2) 1.22 
4. Overrun not covered by own resources and 
non-reimbursable intergovernmental ad-
vances 
(a) expressed as VAT rate 0.22 
(b) expressed in million ECU: 
(i) per year 3.02 
(ii) accumulated from year to year 3.02 
Estimate. 
This is brought out clearly by the following 
comparison between the budgets as adopted by 
the budgetary authority and what the true 
budgets should have been, with the expenditure 
which should have been allocated to each year 
actually being so allocated. The table shows that 
at the time when the VAT ceiling took effect in 
1986 the VAT call-in rate necessary for sound 
financing was already in excess of it. 
(as % of VAT rate necessary for financing) 
1984 1985 1986 19871 
1.14 1.23 1.40 1.39 
-
- 0.10 0.23 
0.08 0.08 0.10 0.03 
0.06 0.09 - -
1.28 1.40 1.60 1.65 
0.20 0.17 0.20 0.25 
2.95 2.67 3.56 4.8 
5.97 8.64 12.20 17.0 
Incorporating, for the relevant period, rhe cost in terms of VAT rate of the compensation to correct budgetary imbalances made in the 
form of a reduction in VAT payment and the incidence of intergovernmental advances. 
EAGGF guarantee deficit and shortfall in traditional own resources for 1986 and 1987. 
The Commission takes the view that neither in 
the short nor in the medium term is this situation 
tenable and that the Community must have a 
system of own resources which is adequate, 
stable and guaranteed, giving it a long enough 
period of 'budgetary security' to allow it to 
plan its own development, especially while the 
internal market is being completed. 
Recent and current developments in expenditure 
show that the present system of own resources 
is inadequate and this has disrupted the conti-
nuity of Community activity and forced it into 
stop-gap expedients. · 
The Community has, however, recently entered 
into major policy commitments, formally adopt-
ed by its institutions and ratified, or soon to be 
so, by each Member State. 
The Community must thus be consistent with 
itself. 
In fact, political commitments which the Com-
mitments which the Community is to enter into 
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under the Single Act are reflected in the follow-
ing main hypotheses with regard to the develop-
ment of expenditure: 1 
(i) the maximum growth laid down for the 
EAGGF Guarantee Section by the policy of 
budgetary discipline would lead to a budget 
share, in 1992, of slightly over 50%, as against 
60% at the present time; 
(ii) in real terms funds for the improvement of 
structures would double by 1992, in appropri-
ations for commitment. They would come to 
represent about 25% of the budget, compared 
with 16% at the present time; 
(iii) expenditure on research, on the basis of 
proposals for the next framework programme, 2 
would represent 3% of the budget, as against 
2.5% at present; 
1 Cf. Chapter 11.B.: Community policies with real econ-
omic impact. 
2 OJ C 275, 31.10.1986; Bull. EC 7/8-1986, point 1.2.1 et 
seq. 
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(iv) a margin is provided for new policies; 1 
this would increase progressively up to about 
5% in 1992. 
It is thus clear that the 1.4% ceiling is already 
outdated. Even raising the rate to 1.6% would 
offer no lasting solution to the financial prob-
lem. The retention of this system of financing 
would mean perpetuating improper practices in 
order to conceal a deficit which now has a 
structural character. 
Also, maintenance of the present policies alone 
requires new resources, without which the poli-
cies that have already been agreed could no 
longer be properly executed. 
Accordingly the Commission proposes that the 
Community should be assured of adequate, sta-
ble and guaranteed own resources at least until 
1992 in order to restore 'budgetary truth' and 
put an end to unacceptable practices. 
The Community cannot progress by lurching 
from financial crisis to financial crisis. The alter-
ations to the systems of own resources in general 
presuppose ratification by the national parlia-
ments. Such procedures ought not to be unduly 
frequent. 
The proposals made as regards budgetary disci-
pline and management would ensure that a per-
iod of 'budgetary security' was dearly given to 
the Community. 
From the point of view of stability, the present 
system has a key defect: the basis of the resources 
is gradually being eroded, and the decline in the 
resources available under the present ceiling has 
a structural character. This is because: 
(i) traditional own resources (customs duties 
and agricultural levies) are steadily diminishing 
as a result of multilateral tariff reductions and 
the Community's growing self-sufficiency in 
farm products; 
(ii) the VAT base itself is increasing more 
slowly than economic activity in the Com-
munity, because of a decline in the share of 
consumer expenditure in the GNP. Thus, at a 
time when the main beneficiaries of Community 
policies (such as farmers and inhabitants of less-
favoured areas) are, quite rightly, comparing 
their situation with those in other sectors of the 
economy, financing of these policies has run into 
trouble; 
(iii) the Fontainebleau correction mechanism 
has reduced the resources available in so far as 
the VAT ceiling applies to the Member States 
financing the correction and not to the Com-
munity as such. 
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The existing revenues provide neither the vol-
ume, nor the stability, nor the flexibility which 
the Community needs now and in the future. 
Accordingly, the Commission proposes use of a 
fourth resource in addition to customs duties 
(the arrangements for which would be slightly 
altered), agricultural levies, and VAT (1 % of 
the basis described below) to cover the whole 
of the budget. 
The basis of this supplementary resource would 
be provided by the difference between the GNP 
of each country and the basis of assessment of 
VAT. It would cover economic aggregates such 
as investment, part of public consumption and 
net exports. It would thus adjust the impact of 
the VAT system by referring to the Member 
States' actual ability to pay. 
If it is to provide the Community with the secur-
ity it needs in the medium term, the own 
resources system must also provide proper safe-
guards for the Member States, and must there-
fore have a ceiling. 
Reflecting a tendency in the Member States, the 
Commission proposes that this ceiling should 
take the form of a 'maximum rate of the compul-
sory Community levy', and should be fixed by 
reference to the Community GNP. This would 
be the safeguard given to the citizens of Europe 
and to the Member States. For this purpose: 
(i) the quantity of resources is related to the 
most representative indicator of economic 
activity. This practice is being followed more 
and more in the member countries, which define 
their budgetary objectives by reference to GNP: 
The Community would be aligning itself on this 
practice; 
(ii) the decision to allocate to the Community 
a given volume of budgetary resources would 
become more 'transparent' and more reliable in 
that it would no longer be exposed to the erosion 
effects or to the instability besetting the present 
own resources; 
(iii) it will no longer be necessary to set ceilings 
by type of resource. A single ceiling will suffice. 
The Community will thus enjoy greater stability, 
but also greater flexibility in the composition 
and the allocation of the resources financing the 
Community budget. 
The Commission proposes that the ceiling on 
available resources should be set at 1.4% of 
the Community's GNP, a figure which should 
I The expenditure on development cooperation would 
rise very sharply at the end of the period if the Seventh 
European Development Fund is included in the budget. 
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suffice until at least 1992. It emphasizes that this 
ceiling is certainly not too high, since it does 
not give the Community an expenditure growth 
capacity beyond that which it has enjoyed dur-
ing the 1980-87 period, although the Community 
must clear the backlog of costs and stocks of 
agricultural products that has built up. 
The Commission's aim is to ensure the provision 
of the funds needed to implement the common 
policies, especially those provided for by the 
Single Act, to restore sound conditions as 
regards the present situation (agricultural sotcks 
and commitments still to the settled) and to 
give the Community a long enough period of 
'budgetary security'. 
The resources available within 1.4% of the 
Community GNP break down as follows: 
(i) customs duties; 
(ii) agricultural levies, 
with the following adjustments for these two 
resources: 
(a) the 10 % reimbursement to the Member 
States to be discontinued, 
(b) allocation to the Community of customs 
duties on ECSC products; 
(iii) the VAT revenues which would accrue by 
a 1 % levy on the basis actually subject to VAT. 
As the link between the Community and those 
engaged in economic life would become more 
direct, the 'own resources' character of VAT 
would be reinforced. The basis constituted by 
zero-duty products in certain Member States 
would also be subject to the same 1 % levy; 
'v (iv) a fourth resource: a levy on the 'sup-
plementary basis' as additional resources to 
cover the whole of the budget. This would come 
from a financial contribution from the Member 
States obtained by applying a uniform call-in 
rate to a basis defined as being the difference 
between the GNP and the actual basis of VAT 
used for the 1 % levy; 
(v) Lastly, the Commission wishes to retain the 
possibility of adding a further resource between 
now and 1992 to those indicated above, within 
the ceiling of 1.4% of GNP. 
This fifth resource is to be provided for in the 
basic decision creating the new own resources 
arrangements. Its implementation would require 
unanimous endorsement of the Member States 
and ratification by their parliaments. 
The Commission emphasizes that its proposal 
for new resources would ensure, overall, that 
the contribution to the financing of the budget 
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matches more closely relative levels of prosperity 
in the various countries. 
* 
The European Council at Fontainebleau, in 
1984, accepted the concept of a 'Member State 
sustaining a budgetary burden which is excessive 
in relation to its relative prosperity'. It also 
adopted a standard system on the revenue side 
to measure this excessive burden. 
The Commission would point out that the idea 
of a budget excess or shortfall is inconsistent 
with that of the own resources of the Com-
munity. Nor can the budgetary benefit (or disad-
vantage) a country may draw (or suffer) from 
its membership in any circumstances reflect, 
much less measure, its interest in belonging to 
the Community. Also the European Council 
expressly referred to expenditure policy as a 
means of solving in the longer term the problem 
of budgetary disequilibria. 
The Commission also takes the view that the 
origin of budgetary disequilibria must be asses-
sed in the light of the nature of the expenditure 
and the way it changes. A considerable share of 
the budget (but one which will be contracting) 
goes to the financing of guarantee expenditure 
under the common agricultural policy, the only 
type of expenditure which is wholly borne by 
the Community. 
Expenditure designed to promote greater econ-
omic and social cohesion and expenditure on 
new policies will be accounting for an ever larger 
proportion of the budget, and this is a factor 
which is highly relevant for the future. 
For the moment, analysis of the budget outturn 
shows that EAGGF guarantee expenditure, and 
its financing, are the main sources of disequi-
libria. The problems also have a structural 
character, connected with the nature and struc-
tures of agriculture in certain countries. 
This applies particularly to the United Kingdom, 
where agriculture, although very efficient, 
makes only a modest contribution to GNP. 
There is thus a very large gap between the 
UK's share of Community GNP and its share of 
agricultural guarantee expenditure, which 
entails a specific burden which it is very difficult 
for a country whose relative prosperity is only 
slightly above the Community average to bear. 
The other categories of Community expenditure 
have to be looked at differently. For instance, it 
is reasonable that the most prosperous countries 
should make a full contribution to financing 
structurai policies which are aimed mainly at 
supporting the economic and social develop-
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ment of the less prosperous countries, with a 
view to economic and social cohesion. In the 
same way, any offsetting mechanism in the man-
agement of the other Community policies must 
be ruled out, be it in the Community's inter-
national activities or in the financing of its oper-
ation. 
The aim being to lay down medium- and long-
term rules for financing the Community, the 
bases for any budgetary correction mechanism 
must be as objective as possible. Making good 
the loss to the United Kingdom in the manage-
ment of guarantee expenditure would seem to 
be legitimate. Growing control over production 
and over agricultural expenditure should, in any 
case, eventually help to narrow down this gap. 
The scale of the correction must be assessed in 
the light of the changes made in the own 
resources system (as indicated below), which 
would yield a significant reduction in the charge 
to the United Kingdom. The Commission pro-
poses a rate of 50%. 
The correction should be made in a way which 
is fair within the Community of Twelve, where 
the situation is very different from that of 1984. 
The Commission takes the view that the Com-
munity's four least prosperous countries (Portu-
gal, Greece, Ireland and Spain) should not, as 
things stand at present, be required to make any 
contribution to financing the corrrection. This 
arrangement should be reviewed periodically (as 
should the whole of the correction system), look-
ing towards greater convergence between the 
economies of the Member States. 
Subject to the special rule laid down for the 
Federal Republic of Germany, as indicated 
below, the other Community countries will 
therefore bear the cost of financing the correc-
tion, on a modulated scale related to prosperity 
levels. 
The European Council in Fontainebleau 
acknowledged a special situation for the Federal 
Republic when it established the budgetary com-
pensatory mechanism. In view of the size of the 
German contribution and its low participation 
in the policies conducted under the structural 
Funds, the burden on that country incumbent 
upon it as a result of the United Kingdom com-
pensation could be lightened. It could be reduced 
to 25% of its normal share in the financing of 
the United Kingdom compensation. This would 
allow for the special situation of this country, 
without there being any need to set up a special 
mechanism. The Commission is anxious to 
avoid any dangerous precedent which would 
abandon the spirit of the Community. The aim 
is, therefore, for the period up to the completion 
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of a single economic area (1992), to make a 
gesture to accommodate the misgivings expres-
sed by this country as to budgetary matters. But 
the Commission does hope that the successes 
achieved in the area of economic integration will 
be such as to convince all the member countries 
of the advantages they reap from a market of 
320 million consumers and the development of 
the common and cooperation policies. 
The correction could take the form of a direct 
payment to the beneficiary, from the Com-
munity budget, financed according to the pro-
cedures described above. 
D - Ways to strengthen budgetary 
discipline 
Efforts to achieve budgetary discipline as agreed 
by the European Councils held in Brussels and 
Fontainebleau have not so far yielded satisfac-
tory results. 
There are a number of reasons for this, some of 
them of a short-term, incidental, nature (mainly 
in the area of agriculture), and others of a struc-
tural character, reflecting the difficulties 
inherent in the present institutional system. 
In the first place, the authorities have not been 
able to contain agricultural expenditure within 
the 'reference framework' and the 'financial 
guidelines' in accordance with the conclusions 
of the Council of 4 December 1984, 1 adopted 
at a time when the dollar and world prices were 
both very high. The limits have been overrun 
partly because of unforeseeable external events 
(the sharp decline in the dollar, currency realign-
ments) and partly because of the Council's fail-
ure to endorse the Commission's proposals 
unamended or failure to act promptly; another 
point is that the current regulations are not 
well adapted to ensuring consistency between 
budgetary decisions and agricultural decisions. 
This is one of the reasons why the Commission 
proposes that work on the reform of the com-
mon agricultural policy should continue. 
In the second place, the fact that Parliament has 
not taken part in the procedures concerning 
budgetary discipline has entailed each year 
growing difficulties for the adoption of the 
budget, as was the case for the 1986 and 1987 
budgets. 
For non-compulsory expenditure, Parliament 
has not endorsed the Council's guidelines. Thus 
I Bull. EC 12-1984, point 1.3.1 et seq. 
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the Council has found itself alone as the object 
of budgetary discipline guidelines. The result 
has been a power conflict between the Council 
and Parliament on the ability to increase the 
non-compulsory expenditure. This shows that a 
system of budgetary discipline which does not 
have dear rules, binding on all the institutions, 
bears in (tself all the seeds of a lasting insti-
tutional conflict, and thus of excessively restric-
ted effectiveness. 
The Council's guidelines for non-compulsory 
expenditure have also proved inapplicable 
because they concerned only the appropriations 
for payme:it, although the 'cost of the past', 
generated by the scale of the commitments enter-
ed into in previous years, has to be worked off. 
In general, the present decision-making process-
es within the Council are not such as to enable 
it to act as a referee in the way that authorities 
in the Member States can reconcile the bodies 
having law-making or regulating power on the 
one hand and those responsible for the budget 
and finance on the other. 
Accordingly, the Commission proposes the 
introduction of rules of budgetary discipline 
which would help to promote consensus 
between twe two branches of the budgetary 
authority. 
First and foremost, the management of the Com-
munity's budget must be such that the new 
ceiling set on the Community's own resources 
is complied with at least until 1992. 
For this purpose, on the basis of the multiannual 
1987-92 estimates which it has established, the 
Commission will propose that the decision on 
the Community's own resources should state (as 
a percentage of the GNP and in absolute values) 
the ceiling each year on the own resources that 
can be called in, and should do this within a 
ceiling of 1.4% of the Community GNP, until 
1992. 
This provision, which will have been endorsed 
by the Parliaments of the 12 Member States, in 
accordance with Article 201 of the EEC Treaty, 
will be the basis of budgetary discipline. It will 
therefore have force of law. 
Within this framework, the Commission pro-
poses the conclusion of an inter-institutional 
agreement between Parliament, the Council and 
the Commission, under which the three insti-
tutions would enter into the following formal 
undertakings with a view to ensuring harmoni-
ous execution of the budgetary procedure laid 
down in Article 203 of the EEC Treaty: 
1. the rate of increase in the non-compulsory 
expenditure, both for appropriations for com-
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mitmcnt and for appropriations for payment, 
will be fixed at the beginning of the budgetary 
procedure, by agreement between the three insti-
tutions; 
2. there will be no overrun of the maximµm 
rate of increase such as that set out in Article 
203(8), except for expenditure connected with 
the implementation of the policies in the Single 
European Act; 
3. increases in the various categories of expen-
diture during the 1988-92 period will ne worked 
out on the basis of multiannual estimates pro-
posed by the Commission and agreed by the 
budgetary authority. 
For the implementation of the inter-institutional 
agreement, compliance with budgetary disci-
pline will rest on the following rules: 
(a) The appropriations authorized for each 
year (within the annual ceilings on resources) 
must suffice to cover expenditure necessary to 
clear the 'cost of the past' and dispose of agri-
culture stocks. This rule will lead to a relative 
slowdown (in terms of appropriations for com-
mitment) of the growth of the Community's 
budget as compared with its growth during the 
1980-87 period. 
(b) The annual expenditure allocated to the 
management of the agricultural markets must 
not increase more rapidly than the base for the 
own resources. Such control will be implement-
ed during a three-year period and in accordance 
with the definitions adopted in the conclusions 
of the Council of 4 December 1984. The appro-
priate adaptations will have to be made to allow 
for the gradual incorporation of Spain and Por-
tugal in the CAP financing arrangements. 
For this purpose, the regulations designed to 
ensure lasting control of production will be sup-
plemented by budget stabilizers, which will be 
added to those already in force or proposed by 
the Commission for 1987 /88 (oilseeds, olive oil). 
These stabilizers should be binding in character 
and even automatic, so that there can be no 
overrun of the budget limits set. 
In this connection, it is important that the finan-
cing of the common agricultural policy should 
be properly 'transparent'. In particular, a pro-
cedure for the 'budgetization' of stock 
depreciation will be set up to cover the relevant 
costs. The system of advance payments will 
be discontinued and replaced by a system of 
reimbursement of expenditure committed by the 
Member States. 
The agricultural regulations will have to author-
ize the Commission to adapt the intervention 
system should there be any danger of overrun-
ning available funds. Should such arrangements 
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prove insufficient, the Commission will be 
required to lay before the Council such stabiliza-
tion measures as would be necessary and the 
Council will be under the obligation to take 
decisions within short and specified time-limits. 
To meet exceptional circumstances, notably 
with regard to exchange rates, the annual limi-
tation laid down for budgetary discipline will 
include a reserve. Savings made in terms of a 
basic parity of currencies (ECU/dollar relation-
ship) would bejaid into a reserve fund. Con-
versely, this fun would be used to finance extra 
expenditure entailed by exchange rates necessi-
tating increases in export refunds or deficiency 
payments. 
(c) By observing the annual ceilings on the own 
resources, the multiannual estimates become an 
important instrument for the management of 
the budget and compliance with budgetary disci-
pline. They will be expressed both in appropri-
ations for commitment (expression of the policy 
to be conducted) and in appropriations for pay-
ment. The ceiling on the own resources for 1992 
will therefore have to be complied with also for 
the appropriations for commitment. 
E - New rules for managing 
the budget 
The introduction and observance of strict 
budgetary discipline by the three institutions 
calls for changes both in the practices and in the 
rules governing the preparation and execution 
of the budget, so as to limit the necessary call-
in of resources and improve their allocation in 
the light of the objectives sought. These changes 
are the essential complement of the requirements 
of budgetary discipline and are designed to 
facilitate its observance. The ultimate aim is to 
achieve more control over expenditure and to 
increase its effectiveness. 
The Commission takes the view that the most 
critical aspects from the point of view of improv-
ing management are the following: 
(i) the over-budgetization of many headings, 
especially of differentiated appropriations, 
caused by overestimating expenditure capacity 
or underestimating the time required to obtain 
from the Council the legal basis enabling the 
appropriations to be used. This f henomenon is 
encouraged by the possibility o carrying over 
appropriations; 
(ii) incomplete observance of the principle of 
the 'annuality' of the budget, reflected in heavy 
carryovers of appropriations from one year to 
the next. This obscures budget 'transparency' in 
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that the appropriations available for a given 
financial year lack homogeneity, some being 
adopted by the budgetary authority for the year 
in question and others being substantial left-
overs from past decisions which could not be 
carried out; 
(iii) insufficient monitoring of measures or 
programmes under way, which leads to con-
siderable deviations from the timetables planned 
and largely accounts for the fragility and insuf-
ficient take-up of budget appropriations. It also 
result in the build-up of a substantial volume of 
'sleeping commitments'. i.e. commitments 
which no longer have a real counterpart in terms 
of projects or programmes to be financed; 
(iv) Community action is not always of 
maximum effectiveness in terms of objectives 
pursued. This means that in some cases the same 
objectives could be achieved with less expendi-
ture and/or by different methods. 
This is why the Commission is proposing 
changes in the rules and practices governing the 
preparation and execution of the budget, in four 
respects. 
Firstly, to reduce to a minimum the risks of 
over-budgetization, the Commission proposes 
the following twofold approach. 
On the one hand, as far as practice is concerned, 
it undertakes to ensure that its requests for 
appropriations correspond as closely as possible 
to the actual scope for execution, not forgetting 
the actual take-up capacity of potential benefici-
aries. It calls upon the budgetary authority to 
pay more attention to this aspect, during the 
budget procedure, when it wishes to make 
changes to the Commission's evaluations. 
A multiannual approach to the planning of 
expenditure would also enable those concerned 
to allow more fully for any expression of a 
political will to strengthen certain operations, 
and its realism. 
Secondly, as an incentive to prudence in the 
entry of appropriations in each line, so as to 
achieve an overall saving effect, the Commission 
is proposing that, independently of the agricul-
tural reserve referred to in Chapter Il.C, a cer-
tain amount in unallocated appropriations 
should be entered in the budget. 
Thirdly, the Commission proposes that the prin-
ciple of budget 'annuality' and of transparency 
of available appropriations should be strength-
ened by the following measures: 
(i) abolishing the automatic nature of the 
appropriations outstanding and the carryover of 
payment appropriations by adapting the Finan-
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cial Regulation and the specific regulations, par-
ticularly those relating to the structural funds, 
where necessary. As a result, any appropriation 
unused during a given financial year ('n') and 
for which the Commission had not proposed an 
alternative use for the following year ('n + 1 ') 
would lapse; 
(ii) proposing to the budgetary authority, at 
the start of the year, the use it intends to make 
of the appropriations which have not been can-
celled. This use can take three forms: carryover 
under the same heading, carryover under an-
other heading and carryover to the global 
reserve. 
The budgetary authority would have explicit 
information on the appropriations available line 
by line for the new financial year. In these cir-
cumstances, the global reserve may take on the 
nature of a permanent reserve. 
Fourthly, the Commission will make the necess-
ary internal arrangements to establish a system 
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under which the appropriations allocated can 
be executed in accordance with the estimates 
and under which the appropriations which can-
not be used as stated can be cancelled without 
delay. 
The multiannual forecasts must become an 
instrument of budget management by providing 
for a regular and gradual flow of expenditure 
and preventing the new resources available from 
being eaten into too soon. They will act as a 
'sliding' plan enabling the Community to keep 
to a line of conduct in the medium term. In 
addition, better than the current procedures, 
they will ensure that appropriations were used 
efficiently. This is why the 'annuality' rule, 
instead of generating losses, encourages the 
introduction and implementation of realistic, 
effective programmes. 
These new management procedures will entail 
substantial reform of the financial regulations. 
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Introduction of the Commission's programme 
for 1987 
Mr Jacques Delors, 
President of the Commission 
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, 
Mr President 
In January 1985, in my statement on the thrust 
of Commission policy as our term of office 
began, I spoke of what is closest to my heart: 
Europe's credibility. Last February, during the 
debate on the Commission's programme, I 
referred to the two pitfalls that bedevil European 
integration: impatience and inertia. I even spoke, 
at the risk of causing displeasure, of the dangers 
of labels. 
You will therefore appreciate why the Com-
mission, after two years in office, wants to meas-
ure, with you, the gap between words and deeds, 
between promises made and goods delivered, so 
that it can do better and advance more rapidly 
on the road to European Union. 
What have we done over the last two years to 
breath new life into European integration? What 
do we need to do this year and next? 
In 1985 we relaunched the large internal market 
and proposed that the Community should 
become a frontier-free area by 1992. Guided by 
past experience we proposed a timetable for 
attaining this objective. We believed then, and 
we believe today, that the large internal market 
will fuel European economic integration. 
And it is the pace of economic integration that 
will determine the outcome of the world race 
against the clock on which Europe's survival 
depends. This is why we had to change gear, 
this is why we had to do something about the 
obsession with unanimity, which had gradually 
vitiated the Commission's institutional system. 
In 1986 we negotiated and adopted the single 
Act. Our mutual hope was that this reform 
would not be confined to a mere revamping of 
procedures. Together we pressed for the 
inclusion of new areas: a European research and 
technology policy; the environment; working 
conditions. Although many people-myself 
included-feel that it did not go far enough, the 
Single Act is in fact more demanding than it 
appears on first sight. It will be for us, this year 
and next, to translate the Single Act into action 
and proposals and to ensure that the 12 Member 
States are made aware of the implications. Make 
no mistake about it-it will be no easy task. 
The contract is virtually signed, but the political 
will may be lacking. 
That at least is the impression I got on my 'tour 
of the capitals' over the last few months at the 
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request of the European Council. Let me remind 
you that the sole purpose of this tour was to 
listen to the views of the 12 governments before 
the Commission put the final touches to its 
proposals for what I have termed 'le grand 
rendez-vous'. 
There was no question of trying to reconcile 
viewpoints or letting governments take over the 
initiative. It was, rather, a matter of explaining 
what was at stake, raising awareness, getting 
people thinking. Experience has shown that this 
is essential whenever the threat of a Community 
crisis looms on the horizon. 
The Commission has listened to the Member 
States. It has listened to your representatives 
whom we met last week. The Commission has 
worked hard-in fact it only finished its dis-
cussions last Sunday. It took the decision to 
unveil its proposals in this House, because it 
senses that they stand no chance of adoption 
without the support of those who are actively 
campaigning for European integration, without 
the support of members of this House, the elect-
ed representatives of the people of Europe. 
(Applause) 
I admit that we wavered and argued. But at the 
end of the day we opted for clarity. Because it 
is our duty to face the 12 governments with the 
choices that must be made if European inte-
gration is to progress as quickly as we would 
like. The approach we are proposing hinges on 
two simple ideas: more cohesion, more disci-
pline. Whether we look at the common agricul-
tural policy, the structural policies or the finan-
cial system, the choice is between a hazy free-
trade area embellished with a few financial 
transfers and a truly common economic area, a 
precondition for Europe's vitality, a precon-
dition for European Union, solemnly proclaimed 
in the Preamble to the Single Act. 
This is what is at stake, ladies and gentlemen. 
The report we have sent to your governments 
spells it out. 
This is the mission on which the Commission 
has embarked. 
I would like to begin by commenting on pro-
posals the Commission has made. Their adop-
tion wil be central to the Community's activities 
in 1987. But there is more to be done. If you 
bear with me, I will therefore go on to give you 
a brief outline of what the Commission intends 
to do to underpin the foundations laid in 1985 
and 1986 for revitalizing the Community. 
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First and foremost we must make the Single Act 
work. In a nutshell, the obligation imposed by 
the Single Act is nothing less than the simul-
taneous achievement of the large frontier-free 
market, greater economic and social cohesion, 
a European research and technology policy, a 
stronger European Monetary System, the begin-
nings of a European social area and meaningful 
measures for the environment. You will notice 
that I said 'simultaneous achievement'. 
If this is to be done, the Commission must get 
to grips with difficult problems and satisfy the 
four basic conditions discussed in our report 
to Parliament and the Council: an agricultural 
policy adapted to the new world context; Com-
munity policies with real economic impact; suf-
ficient, stable and guaranteed own resources; 
and effective budgetary discipline. 
Let us look first of all at a common agricultural 
policy adapted to the new world context. 
Agriculture, which employs more than 10 milli-
on people in the Community-and provides 
work for many more-is the basis of an essential 
agri-food chain. It is an economically and stra-
tegically vital industry for Europe. 
The common agricultural policy has been a suc-
cess over the last 25 years. The underlying prin-
ciples are still valid: Community preference, a 
unified market and financial solidarity. 
But today, ladies and gentlemen, the general 
economic environment and the world market 
situation compel us to strive for a finer balance 
between supr1ly, which has been amplified by 
technologica progress, and demand, which is 
growing less rapidly. This is the beckground to 
action taken by the Commission since 1985, 
which it now proposes to strengthen with a 
restrictive pricing policy, more flexibility in 
guarantees and intervention mechanisms and a 
higher degree of producer co-responsibility, 
including recoune to quota systems. 
The general aim is to encourage farmers to adapt 
gradually to conditions on the European and 
world markets and to seek new outlets for their 
produce. The Community has taken the first 
steps in this direction. But it must go further. 
Together, the reforms introduced since 1984 and 
the 1987 price package represent an annual 
budgetary saving of some 6 000 million ECU in 
constant dollars. This is a measure of the sacri-
fices accepted by our farmers. It should silence 
mistaken criticism of the common agricultural 
policy. 
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This new approach clearly poses a threat to the 
incomes of the least well-of. Our rural areas, 
moulded by the tradition of family farms, may 
be completely transformed. And yet, culturally 
and socially, this tradition has proved its worth 
in economic and ecological terms and must 
therefore be preserved. It can be done. All we 
have to do is to differentiate measures to allow 
for the special situations of certain farmers or 
regions. 
We have already modulated the milk levy, intro-
duced aids for small grain farmers, taken the 
special features of certains regions or countries 
as criteria for modulating production quotas, 
and introduced aids for cattle farmers. 
Should these measures prove inadequate the 
Community will have to consider the possibility 
of incomes support. If it doesn't, othen will, 
with all the dangers of renationalization that we 
are so anxious to avoid. 
(Applause) 
The Commission therefore proposes to intro-
duce a strict framework for income support, 
setting out precise limits at Community level. 
This framework will ensure that aids do not 
distort competition or undo our efforts to con-
tain production. It is the future of the common 
agricultural market that is at stake, but the 
framework will also help to avoid aggravating 
existing disparities between the regions. 
In essence, the objective is more balanced Com-
munity action and a better breakdown between 
market support and income support. But we 
must also provide the basis for rural develop-
ment, striking a balance between man and his 
environment, and above all sustain a way of life 
that gives character to many regions in both 
northern and southern Europe. 
Our farmers, ladies and gentlemen, would have 
difficulty in accepting that the Community alone 
was making this painful effort to adapt to the 
new world context. The Community's partners 
must be made to undentand this. It is only 
by concerted international action that we can 
cushion the adverse effects on world markets of 
erratic exchange rates, aggravated by monetary 
turmoil, and avoid the consequent subsidies war. 
But let us first put our own house in order. Only 
then can we insist that our partners do the same. 
In this way the common agricultural policy can 
once again play its essential role and contribute 
on an equal footing with other Community poli-
cies to greater economic and social cohesion. 
(Applause) 
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The Community needs a common agricultural 
policy adapted to the new world context, but it 
also needs other policies with real economic 
impact. 
It is unacceptable, ladies and gentlemen, that 
the common agricultural policy should be the 
only Community policy with genuine economic 
impact; today's enlarged Community needs new 
frontiers. 
There arc two possible approaches to structural 
action by the Community. 
The first, purely macro-economic, is based on 
the principle of the invisible hand operating in 
this instance in financial flows; providing they 
arc sufficiently substantial, transfers of 
resources between the Member States should 
guarantee economic convergence. 
The second, micro-economic and structural, is 
designed to speed up the dissemination of inno-
vation, to reduce bottlenecks and to promote 
economies of scale. To put it in a nutshell, this 
approach would bring structural policy 'down 
to earth'. 
Encouraged by the success of the integrated 
Mediterranean programmes the Commission 
has opted for the second approach as being not 
only less costly but also more efficient. 
Reform of the structural Funds must therefore 
be geared to real economic objectives. Just like 
the framework programme for research and 
technological development, the new transport 
and environment policies assume their full sig-
nificance when they are set in the Community 
framework and seen as a component of the 
single economic area. 
Five priority objectives have been identified for 
the structural Funds: helping backward areas to 
catch up, restructuring regions in decline--for 
which, incidentally, we are not doing enough-
combating long-term unemployment, integrat-
ing young people into the working environment 
and, lastly, developing rural areas, notably but 
not exclusively through the adjustment of agri-
cultural structures. 
These, then, are the five priority objectives to 
be pursued if we are to give our policies punch 
and make them work. 
As to the practicalities, I would ask you to 
concentrate on two key principles. 
Firstly, preference will be given to multiannual 
programmes designed to complement action by 
the Member States and the regions themselves. 
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· Secondly, management will be decentralized as 
far as possible. Brussels must not become yet 
another centralizing force but rather a base for 
generating and disseminating initiatives. 
(Applause) 
The Commission is therefore proposing that the 
Community should give itself the resources it 
needs to manage Community operations which 
genuinely boost national and regional pro-
grammes. This is the background to its proposal 
to double the volume of the structural Funds in 
real terms between now and 1992. 
(Applause) 
If the Community is to reform the common 
agricultural policy, if the Community is to 
ensure that its other policies have real economic 
impact, it must have sufficient, stable and 
guaranteed own resources. 
It is quite unacceptable that the Community 
should be plunged into crisis every two or three 
years and have to call on national parliaments 
to bail it out. This is why the Commission has 
deliberately chosen to take a medium-term view. 
If the Community's political credibility is to be 
restored it is essential that we press ahead with 
reform of the common agricultural policy and 
boost action under the structural Funds. And, as 
I have just said, these objectives are inseparable 
from reform of the Community's finances. 
The present own resources system, born of the 
2 April 1970 decision and the Fontainebleau 
European Council, is bankrupt. 
Everybody knows that there is not enough in 
the kitty to finance spending throughout 1987 
and that the Commission will be left to cope 
with the consequences. This House is aware of 
the stop-gap expedients used since 1983 to mask 
the real deficit on the Community's budget. 
When I was asked to take the floor at the 
London European Council I warned the Heads 
of State or Government that I would refuse to 
resort to unacceptable practices in 1987 or any 
subsequent year. 
It is common knowledge that the own resources 
base is being eroded since the various com-
ponents are growing less rapidly than economic 
activity. 
But despite its shaky finances, the Community 
has recently taken on large-scale political com-
mitments with negotiation of the Single Act and 
the accession of Spain and Portugal. 
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What will the Community budget look like in 
1992? This is the question that the Commission 
has been addressing, the question it needed to 
address. And the factors we took into consider-
ation were our plans to rebalance agricultural 
spending, to double the structural Funds in real 
terms, to fund the framework programme for 
research, action on transport and the environ-
ment, and, I would add, the need to expand our 
development aid policy. 
The Community cannot limp on from crisis to 
crisis, nor can it muddle through by means of 
stopgaps which the Commission will not tol-
erate. 
What the Community needs today is budgetary 
security and this can be achieved by making two 
major changes to its financial resources. 
The first change is to define the new ceiling on 
resources by reference to Community GNP, a 
better reflection of its prosperity, and to fix the 
new ceiling at 1.4% of GNP for 1992. This 
political decision provides a guarantee that the 
compulsory Community levy will not be open-
ended. 
The second change is to alter the make-up of 
resources within this ceiling, not only to achieve 
a better match between each country's budget 
contribution and its relative prosperity but also 
to provide a measure of flexibility. The sources 
of revenue would then be stable and sufficient. 
Under the Commission's proposal, the resources 
available within the limit of 1.4% of GNP would 
be as follows. 
First, customs duties; second, agricultural levies; 
third, revenue from VAT, representing 1 % of 
the base actually subject to VAT. This would 
reinforce the own resources aspect of VAT. 
Fourth, a 'balancing' resource, calculated on an 
additional base defined as the difference between 
GNP-I have already spoken of the advantages 
of this-and the actual VAT base used for the 
1% levy. 
These four items would be the new sources of 
revenue. 
However, the Commission wants to keep a fifth 
option open. This resource could be added 
between now and 1992 but-let me be quite 
clear on this-without exceeding the 1.4% ceil-
ing. One possibility, for instance, might be a 
minimal stamp duty on financial transactions, 
but I hasten to add that we are making no 
proposals at this stage. 
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I would like to make the point here that with 
the proposed ceiling corresponding to 1.4% of 
GNP the growth of own resources will be no 
higher than in the years 1980 to 1987. In fact it 
will be lower if you allow for the fact that 
existing liabilities will have to be absorbed 
within this ceiling. 
What exactly are these liabilities? Disposing of 
agricultural stocks, settling the cost of the 
past-too many commitments and not enough 
payments-and finally the growing and com-
pletely normal impact of enlargement of the 
Community to include Spain and Portugal. I feel 
bound to stress this point to prove to you that 
the Commission has shown financial moder-
ation. 
Finally, we come to the burning question of 
compensation for budgetary imbalances. Let me 
be quite frank on this one: the Commission had 
four possible solutions: 
(i) To sit back and do nothing, arguing that it 
was not the Commission but the Heads of State 
or Government at the Fontainebleau European 
Council who devised the mechanism; this 
approach would have been compatible with 
Community logic but the Commission, in its 
desire to be realistic and responsible has pre-
ferred to make a proposal on this aspect too. 
(ii) To extend the Fontainebleau mechanism. 
But the situation has changed since 1984 with 
the accession of two new members with a stan-
dard of living way below the Community 
average. 
(iii) To start calculating all the net balances 
and introduce a mechanism to reduce the size 
of the biggest. There had been much talk of this 
prior to Fontainebleau, but because the idea is 
at odds with the Community spirit, the Com-
mission is resolutely opposed to it. The advan-
tages and disadvantages of Community mem-
bership simply cannot be measured by the yard-
stick of budget contributions. Such an approach 
is unacceptable. In any event, the Commission 
is not prepared to take that road. 
(Applause) 
(iv) To come up with a new, and let me stress, 
a provisional mechanism. We considered this to 
honour the undertakings given at the Fontaine-
bleau. European Council. We worked on the 
basis of the notion-to quote the Fontainebleau 
text-of 'a budgetary burden which is excessive 
in relation to the relative prosperity of a Member 
State'. 
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To cater for the special position of the United 
Kingdom, we have chosen to base this correction 
on the underlying reason for the imbalance, 
that is to say, the utterly different structure of 
agriculture in the United Kingdom and in the 
other Community countries. What we have 
come up with, to revert to Community jargon, 
is a 'green scale' for compensation. 
Last but not least, we come to tighter budgetary 
discipline and improved budget management. 
There is no doubt that this is an area in which 
you have to field a lot of questions. Why should 
the Community be given new resources if it can't 
show good stewardship in the organization of 
its finances? Why should the Community be 
given new resources if it acts like a run-of-the-
mill international organization rather than a 
genuine community? It must be said that the 
budgetary discipline introduced following the 
Fontainebleau European Council has failed. 
Why? Because there is little point in taking one 
set of decisions at an agricultural council or at 
a research council and then fixing a reference 
framework at a budget council which is routine-
ly exceeded. The fault lies with a decision-mak-
ing process in disarray. 
(Applause) 
There is little point in unilaterally fixing a 
maximum rate of increase for non-compulsory 
'expenditure and then refusing to discuss the 
matter with Parliament in defiance of the spirit 
of Article 203 of the Treaty. 
(Applause) 
Budgetary discipline will remain an illusion until 
such time as Parliament is involved in the pro-
cedure from the outset, until such time as the 
Council stops taking contradictory decisions. 
The Community cannot go on with this petty 
institutional war. It must take unequivocal, firm 
decisions. 
But it needs budgetary discipline too. Budgetary 
discipline should emerge from an interinsti-
tutional consensus. 
This is why the Commission is proposing that 
Parliament, the Council and the Commission 
should enter into a five-year pact which fixes 
the ceiling and the broad outlines of budgetary 
expenditure in advance. The budgetary pro-
cedure will then take place within this pre-
defined framework, after the institutions have 
set a ceiling on resources for each of the five 
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years, that is to say 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991 and 
1992. 
Unambiguous criteria must be fixed for non-
compulsory expenditure. But the containment 
of agricultural expenditure must finally be taken 
seriously, firstly by pressing ahead with reform 
of the common agricultural policy and secondly 
by introducing budgetary stabilizers, which will 
operate strictly, perhaps even automatically, 
within the existing framework of budgetary 
discipline applicable to farm spending. 
Of course allowance must be made for excep-
tional monetary circumstances, which is why 
the Commission is proposing that a special 
reserve be created alongside the annual endow-
ment for agriculture to cushion the shocks 
caused by the ups and down of the dollar. 
As this House has urged again and again, the 
multiannual budget forecasts would then 
become an important tool for managing the 
budget and ensuring observance of budgetary 
discipline. Changes to the rules and practices 
of budget management should help too. The 
Commission proposes that the main aim here, 
as applies to national budgets, should be to 
adhere more strictly to the annuality principle, 
by limiting the scope for over-budgetization and 
by increasing the transparency of appropriations 
available. This will require a radical reform of 
the financial regulations. 
It is time, ladies and gentlemen, that the two 
arms of the budgetary authority gave themselves 
the means to manage Community resources in 
a serious, responsible way. The people of Europe 
demand it! 
(Applause) 
These, then, are the main lines of proposals 
which the Commission has made in the context 
of what I have termed 'le grand rendez-vous'. 
But the Commission will also have to pursue 
its efforts in 1987 to strengthen the base for 
revitalizing the Community. 
The most useful contribution we can make to 
the debate which has now opened on how we 
are to make the Single Act work is to demon-
strate that it is already in operation, that pro-
gress is possible, that more progress is on the 
way. Since movement builds up momentum, 
we must broaden and strengthen the base for 
revitalization in 1987 by advancing towards 
completion of the internal market and 
implementation of Community policies which 
this implies, by moving to a new phase of the 
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European Monetary System, by taking the 
people of Europe and the two sides of industry 
with us, by viewing the year ahead as a test of 
the improved functioning of the institutions in 
line with the Single Act. 
To take the internal market and Community 
policies first. As I have said, the large market 
remains the prime objective. In 1987 the Com-
mission will take two initiatives which it regards 
as particularly significant. 
The first relates to the liberalization of/ublic 
contracts in areas which are still shielde from 
competition: energy, transport, water and tele-
communications. At the same time we will pro-
pose that the Commission be given greater pow-
ers to monitor tendering procedures. 
The second relates to the approximation of the 
rates of VAT and excise duties and the distri-
bution of products between rates. This should 
make it possible to underpin the large market 
with a tax system compatible with fair compe-
tition. 
Herc then are two new tests of the determination 
of the Member States to meet the 1992 deadline 
for completion of the internal market. There is 
no need to remind you that other important 
issues, including air transport, car exhaust emis-
sions and a new arproach to standards, are still 
before the Counci and must be settled this year. 
Finally, the Commission will honour its under-
taking to present a general survey of the conse-
quences of completion of the internal market 
for the Community's commercial policy. This 
will meet the wishes this House has already 
expressed, notably last month when you adopt-
ed Mr Beazley's impressive report on the auto-
mobile industry. 
You know as well as I do that the large market 
implies greater cooperation and modern and 
efficient Community policies. You also know 
that the top priority in this context is mastery 
of the new technologies, the key to the competi-
tive and prosperous economy which the large 
market can help produce for us if only a start 
can be made. 
Ladies and gentlemen, although the crucial 
importance of Community action is recognized 
by the Single Act, altough it has been accepted 
at the highest political level, the framework pro-
gramme for 1987-91 has still not been adopted. 
This is not good enough. Are programmes as 
important as Esprit, Race and Brite to die for 
lack of funds? I ask the question because here 
again our credibility and the credibility of the 
Community are at stake. 
(Applause) 
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The Commission with the backing of this House 
and, in particular, the excellent work of your 
Committee on Energy, Research and Technol-
ogy, has already taken steps to ensure that the 
Councils meeting this month and next take an 
early decision. May I add my thanks to th..: 
Belgian Presidency for the resolute approach it 
has adopted. 
Are we to interpret these hold-ups, particularly 
on research, as an indication that the Member 
States are suspicious of the Community ? This 
would be mistaken and unjust. The Community 
is not setting itself up as a rival to the Member 
States. Its aim is rather to stimulate that desir-
able and even essential cooperation between all 
those involved in any of the aspects of research. 
Our open and vigilant attitude to the Eureka 
project is proof of this. 
The framework-programme approach means 
help not hegemony, as was shown recently with 
the adoption of the integrated Mediterranean 
programmes. Ladies and gentlemen, Parliament 
has proved to be a great ally. And I must say 
that this experience has been most encouraging 
since a new modus operandi has emerged: a 
permanent dialogue and a new form of consul-
tation between the Community and the regions, 
which remain responsible for identifying their 
own needs and deciding how these needs can 
best be met. 
The Commission's role is really that of a 
regional development engineer. It is far from 
being the ivory-tower bureaucracy of popular 
imagination. 
But most important of all - and this is why we 
have extended the use of this approach in our 
proposals - the regions thus stimulated have 
become aware of their strengths and weaknesses 
and have demonstrated their willingness to find 
new ways of developing. 
So we will continue working towards com-
pletion of the internal market, we will continue 
striving to consolidate these Community poli-
cies, but in 1987 we will also - and there 
can be no delay - take stock of the European 
Monetary System. What happened in December 
and January shows that the EMS is under threat, 
that it is at a turning point. Broadening the base 
for revitalizing the Community means strength-
ening the bonds of monetary cooperation be-
tween Europeans. 
It can be said that the first phase of the EMS is 
coming to an end. Moderate inflation, monetary 
stability and budgetary prudence are now the 
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common coin of the countries belonging to the 
exchange-rate mechanism. We must not forget 
that during this first phase the EMS has played 
a vital part in leading most countries into the 
virtuous spiral of battling against inflation and 
imbalances. 
We must now place the European Monetary 
System at the centre of an economic system 
which offers higher performance in terms of 
growth, competitiveness and employment. The 
spectacular progress in liberalizing capital move-
ments within the Community leaves us with 
one choice: to widen the area of economic and 
monetary cooperation. 
The unprecedented upsurge of speculation on 
capital markets has led some to advocate the 
relaxation of exchange-rate discipline - a view 
that we cannot share. Others are thinking in 
terms of some kind of control over exchange 
rate movements between key currencies within 
the international monetary system. But that is 
another story. 
Uncertainty about parities is an unacceptable 
price to pay for greater financial integration 
of Europe's economies since it undermines the 
stability which is vital to the expansion of trade. 
Indeed I would argue that a common agricul-
tural policy and a frontier-free market which 
really works is unthinkable unless all currencies 
are subject to the same exchange rate disciplines 
by 1992. 
The Commission will shortly set out the essen-
tial conditions for complete liberalization of 
capital movements: continuing patient work on 
the coordination of monetary, budgetary and 
fiscal policies and the parallel approximation of 
the rules of prudential management and basic 
regulations for banks and other financial insti-
tutions. At the prompting of the President of the 
Council of ministers of economic and financial 
affairs, an initial discussion of these problems 
will be held in April. 
At the same time, the Commission will contrib-
ute, as it has done since 1985, to the debate on 
how the European Monetary System can be 
strengthened as part of a plan for greater econ-
omic convergence. The best ways forward must 
be found. 
The first step is more effective coordination of 
interest rate policies,which has been conspicu-
ously absent in recent weeks. That at least is 
one lesson to be learned from that experience. 
Then the divergence indicator provided for by 
the Bremen European Council needs to be reap-
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praised. This indicator could become a positive 
trigger for coordinated and balanced inter-
vention by the central banks. The final step is a 
wider regulating role for the European Monet-
ary Cooperation Fund, which in turn implies, in 
our view, increased use of the ECU. 
These are only the first steps towards controlling 
our common financial area and, more generally, 
ensuring that the large frontier-free market 
yields all the expected benefits. 
In this way, ladies and gentlemen, Europe will 
be in a position to make the ECU a reserve 
currency and a means of payment. In this way, 
and this way only, can it make an effective 
contribution to restoring international monetary 
order. 
Thirdly, we intend to pursue cooperation with 
those active in the economy and in industrial 
relations. Over the last two years, the Com-
mission has endeavoured, with somes success, 
to promote a fresh dialogue between employers 
and trade unions. It has also won their support 
for its cooperative growth strategy. 
We must hold on to these facts at a time of 
universal disappointment at how little has been 
achieved in the area of economic growth and 
job creation despite the stimulation provided by 
the fall in oil prices and the value of the dollar. 
The Belgian Presidency has shown that it is 
extremely anxious to reopen the economic 
debate on growth and the social debate on the 
organization of work, changes in working time, 
introduction of the new technologies and oper-
ation of the labour market. The Commission 
has convened working parties of employers and 
trade unions to study these topics. 
In 1987, the Commission in liaison with the 
Belgian Presidency, will continue to encourage 
the social dialogue and will call for fresh dis-
cussions within the Council on ways of achiev-
ing stronger job-creating growth throughout the 
Community - a perfectly attainable objective. 
As the Commission stresses in its report on what 
I have termed 'le grand rendez-vous', this is a 
precondition for actual completion of the inter-
nal market. 
I cannot present the Commission's programme 
without referring to a people's Europe, however 
disappointed this House and the Commission 
may be about what has been achieved. 
Now that we are trying to get the Community 
moving again, it is essential that the people of 
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Europe should feel that this new movement is 
relevant, that it is of immediate concern to them. 
The widesrread approval which greeted the 
donation o food surpluses to charitable organ-
izations is a good example of what I mean. 'So 
Europe does have a heart after all' was the 
reaction to the measures which were taken, 
admittedly rather late in the day, although they 
will remain in operation for some time. 
We must pay more attention to a people's Eu-
rope, a Europe in which its citizens are free 
to move and reside, a Europe in which their 
qualifications are recognized wherever they are. 
(Applause) 
Our critics claim that Europe is synonymous 
with bureaucracy. But nothing could be further 
from the truth. Just think of the formalities 
and mountains of paperwork that will disappear 
with the frontier-free area, with the mutual rec-
ognition of standards and diplomas. 
We will encourage young people to be mobile 
within the frontier-free area. The Cornett pro-
gramme, enabling thousands of students to ben-
efit from on-the-job training with firms in other 
Member States, has been adopted already. The 
Erasmus programme should be approved short-
ly, following the commitment given by the 
Heads of State or Government at the London 
European Council. This will allow tens of thou-
sands of students to follow part of their courses 
of study at universities in other Community 
countries. Lastly, there is the YES programme 
to promote youth exchanges. 
To the man in the street, Europe is his everyday 
life, his health. This is why we have taken a 
number of initiatives in the fight against cancer 
that have proved remarkably effective in streng-
thening cooperation. We will do the same for 
AIDS. We need to demonstrate that, thanks to 
scientific cooperation, the exchange of infor-
mation and experience, and the resolute efforts 
of specialists and academics, the Community 
can enhance the value of individual contri-
butions and multiply the effectiveness of action 
taken. 
To the ordinary citizen, Europe stands for 
change which strengthens the feeling of belong-
ing to one and the same community. At the 
heart of this sense of community lies our cultural 
heritage in all its rich diversity. I would draw 
your attention in passing to the conference being 
organized by the Commission in Florence next 
month, which will, we trust, serve a~ the starting 
point for a debate on the relationship between 
culture, the economy and technology. 
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I would like to say a few words, difficult though 
that may he, ahout radio, television and the 
~incma to make the point that, behind the grow-
ing multiplicity and profusion of sounds and 
images heing generated hy the new technology, 
it is our cultural identity and technical capacity 
that is being threatened. 
Ladies and gentlemen, unless we join forces we 
cannot hope to meet the new demand for pro-
grammes. If we fail to establish common stan-
dards we cannot hope to control the production 
and distribution process. The stakes are enor-
mous in industrial and cultural terms. With an 
eye to the large internal market, the Commission 
has proposed a comprehensive policy for this 
area, including the 'television without frontiers' 
directive, which this House will be examining 
in the near future. This lays down minimum 
rules governing the distribution of television 
broadcasts and provides for the implementation, 
beginning this year, of the Media programme, 
which will involve the professionals in a diag-
nosis of the European broadcasting and film 
industry and the production and distribution of 
films and programmes. We need to find a way 
of ensuring that the industry becomes a vehicle 
for the promotion of our cultural heritage. Euro-
pean Cinema and Television Year will be an 
important milestone. Let me say again that the 
stakes are enormous, for Europe cannot live by 
economic performance alone. Our civilization, 
our culture, our creative artists demand that we 
seize an historic opportunity. 
The year ahead will also be a test of whether 
our institutions can operate more effectively. 
Within the triangle there are three essential 
requirements: the Council must improve its 
decision-making, Parliament must be more 
closely involved in the legislative process, and 
the Commission must be given more effective 
executive powers. 
Last December the Council finally agreed to 
revise its rules of procedure. The formula adopt-
ed is far from perfect, but the essential fact is 
that in practice there is now an obligation of 
sorts to proceed to a vote. This is undoubtedly 
an improvement. Last year the Council voted 
on something like a hundred occasions. 
This augurs well for the success of the cooper-
ation procedure, which, as you are aware, is 
based on the assumption that Parliament and 
the Council will be conscientious in the matter 
of voting to avoid delay and deadlock. 
Sensiby applied, the cooperation procedure 
promises to be far more fruitful than seemed 
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likely at first and certainly for more effective in 
terms of involving Parliament in the legislative 
process. 
The first requirement for success is that Parlia-
ment and the Commission should consult more 
closely. Indeed, this is what Mr Prout proposes 
in his report. For its part the Commission has 
tried to identify in its programme for 1987 the 
proposals which are likely to be subject to the 
cooperation procedure. Our two institutions can 
now negotiate an agreed timetable on this basis. 
The second requirement for success is the open-
ing of a permanent dialogue between our two 
institutions and, above all, the need for agree-
ment on first reading of a proposal. That is the 
approach advocated in your resolution on the 
Planas-Puchades Report and the Commission is 
thinking along the same lines. 
Finally there is the question - though here I 
am more pessimistic - of strengthening the 
Commission's executive powers. The fears I 
expressed in this House during the debate on 
the Hansch Report have, regrettably, proved 
only too well-founded. 
Although our proposal was perfectly realistic, 
some Member States are obdurately opposed to 
change, in the future as in the past, and want 
to perpetuate the army of committees which 
undermines the effectiveness of Community 
action. 
Be that as it may, the Commission refuses to be 
deflected in its day-to-day business from the 
principles of simplicity, transparency and effec-
tiveness which inspired its proposal. 
Europe stands at a crossroads this year and has 
to chose a new path. The Single Act obliges it 
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to do so. The Commission's proposals form a 
complete and coherent package of policies and 
suggestions for implementing the Single Ac.:t, the 
whole Single Act and nothing but the Single Act. 
What is involved here is Europe's credibility, a 
demonstration of what the Community can do 
for the people of Europe, the moral duty of 
our governments, in the face of the growing 
disillusionment of Europeans deprived of a com-
mon ideal and a vision of their collective destiny. 
The Community, ladies and gentlemen, must 
assert itself at home by finding lasting solutions 
rather than stop-gap palliatives. It must high-
light the close link between what the Com-
munity can do and what the Member States can 
do. But it must also assert itself abroad, taking 
concerted action to defend its legitimate interests 
and to make its contribution on the key issues 
of underdevelopment and peace. It must learn 
to say 'no' on occasion, it must be generous 
to the have-nots (hence the priority given to 
development aid in our programme), it must 
give itself the means of attaining prosperity and 
competitiveness. 
Being able to say 'no', being generous, being 
competitive - this is the essence of the struggle 
which is constantly renewed. The Commission 
has faced up to its responsibilities without 
flinching in the hope that, with the support of 
this House, the coming year will see a major 
positive advance towards the integration of 
Europe. 
( Loud applause) 
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The Commission's programme for 1987 
I-Europe at the crossroads 
1. A year after the accession of Spain and 
Portugal the Single Act is due to enter into force. 
The Community is thus experiencing in rapid 
succession two of the most important changes 
that it has known since its inception 30 years 
ago. 
The timing is no accident. If a larger Community 
was not to be a weaker one, the level of its 
ambitions had to be raised and its institutional 
system renovated. This is the purpose of the 
Single Act. It represents a long overdue strength-
ening of the institutions rendered imperative by 
enlargements. But, more significantly, it sets new 
objectives for the Community, including com-
pletion of the internal market and the achieve-
ment of economic and social cohesion. Com-
pletion of the internal market is vital for pro-
gress in other are~s and for the economic future 
of Europe. Greater cohesion is a political necess-
ity following enlargement of the Community 
to include less-favoured countries in southern 
Europe. But it is an economic necessity too if 
the Community is to find a coherent response 
to the challenges facing it. 
2. The importance of this period in the Com-
munity's history did not escape the governments 
of the Member States and led to a number of 
major decisions - at Fontainebleau in 1984 on 
financial resources and in Luxembourg in 1985 
on the structural Funds in the context of greater 
cohesion. A decision has also been taken to press 
ahead with the change of direction given to 
management of the common agricultural policy 
two years ago. Recent debates in Parliament 
indicate that it too is keen to see early dccisiions 
being taken in these three areas. 
Technically these three areas form a single 
whole. The same is true politically because the 
Member States' response to the Commission's 
proposals in these three areas will shape the new 
Community of Twelve in the years to come. 
3. Without prejudice to any new initiatives 
regarding foreign policy or joint security, it is the 
pace of economic integration that will determine 
the outcome of Europe's fight for survival. This 
pace has still to be set: the Community must 
choose between a common market embellished 
with a few financial transfers between Member 
States with differing standards of living, and the 
construction of a common economic area in 
which national and common policies combine 
to promote stronger growth and more jobs 
thanks to greater concentration in fields where 
the Community can achieve more than the 
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Member States acting individually. Examples 
arc R&D and the environment - both specifi-
cally mentioned in the Single Act - and the 
establishment of the basic transport and tele-
communications infrastructure that is essential 
for the smooth functioning of the internal 
market. 
The Commission's proposals arc, then, more 
than mere technical adjustments. Discussions in 
the European Council, and the experience of 
recent years, have shown just how politically 
sensitive these three areas arc and how easily 
disagreements about them can paralyse the 
Community. In all three areas - the common 
agricultural policy, the structural Funds and the 
budget - the Commission's main conclusion is 
the same: if the Community is to continue to 
progress, the Member States must make a fresh 
effort and the institutions must accept stricter 
discipline. 
Further adjustment of the common 
agricultural policy 
4. Implementation of a common agricultural 
policy was a key component of the political and 
economic balance that lay behind the creation 
of the Community. The policy is based on three 
principles: Community preference, a unified 
market and financial solidarity. A further fea-
ture is the will to preserve a European farming 
system characterized by a preponderance of fam-
ily-run farms. Although this system is not 
restricted to the less prosperous countries of the 
Community, it is particularly important where 
a high proportion of the workforce is engaged 
in agriculture. Central to the policy is the desire 
to guarantee consumers security of supply at 
stable, reasonable prices. 
The results obtained from the policy bear wit-
ness to the validity of the basic choices made. 
Improved productivity and technical progress 
have considerably strengthened European agri-
culture and made the Community one of the 
world's agri-food superpowers. 
5. But this stimulation of production cannot 
continue. Today stocks arc manifestly excessive, 
the Community's external trade deficit in agri-
cultural products has dropped over the past 20 
years, and world markets are glutted because 
of a structural imbalance between supply and 
demand: the long-term increase in the volume 
of production is 1.5 to 2 % a year, while the 
increase in consumption no more than 0.5 % . 
There is every indication that technological pro-
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gress {particularly in biology) will lead to further 
increases in productivity, which will be spec-
tacular and difficult to assess in economic and 
ecological terms. 
This will prompt a number of countries at pre-
sent lagging behind to mobilize the substantial 
production capacity available to them and hence 
buy less and sell more on world markets. There 
is therefore a dear need to adjust the common 
agricultural policy mechanisms in cases where 
they lead to more and more costly overpro-
duction. Expenditure on agriculture has 
increased by more than 5 % a year in real terms 
since the early 1980s, and by more than 8 % if 
related to the number of farmers. 
6. Market support and income support, which 
were originally seen as identical and were to 
be secured by fixing high prices, must now be 
differentiated. Hence the change of direction 
begun in 1984, and given further impetus at the 
end of 1986, aimed at containing both pro-
duction of and expenditure on certain categories 
of product. 
The 1985 Green Paper outlined the Com-
mission's ideas on how production could be 
curbed: greater price restraint, less open-ended 
and more selctive intervention, and the fixing of 
quotas and guarantee thresholds at levels that 
would bite. 
Experience showed, however, that these meas-
ures were neither immediately nor totally effec-
tive and that further mechanisms would be need-
ed to stabilize expenditure. The budgetary disci-
pline proposed by the Commission was intended 
to be such a mechanism but exceptional circum-
stances helped block its acceptance. More spec-
ific measures applying to certain product areas 
were therefore considered or put into effect: 
these put a ceiling on expenditure by restricting 
it either to a given quantity produced or to a 
maximum per production unit, or by imposing 
charges or co-responsibility levies on producers. 
Progress has been made here, but many rules 
and regulations and some ingrained habits still 
have to be changed if the common organizations 
of the market are to regain the necessary flexi-
bility to contain production and restore a bal-
ance between supply and demand, thereby curb-
ing budget expenditure on agriculture. The com-
mon agricultural policy will then be perceived 
as genuinely contributing to improved economic 
and social cohesion. In addition, existing stocks 
will have to be run down to reasonable levels, 
in ways the Commission has already proposed. 
7. But the position of farmers in our countries 
must not be placed in jeopardy; that would have 
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grave social consequences. Adjustments to the 
common agricultural policy and stricter market 
and price management may progressively affect 
farmers' incomes or their capacity to make a 
living in inverse proportion to their economic 
size. There is therefore a need for complemen-
tary income support measures to prevent the 
disappearance of yet more agricultural holdings 
in certain regions, with the consequences this 
would have for regional planning and conser-, 
vation of the environment. Such preoccupations 
are not absent from the common agricultural 
policy as it stands: certain aids are already tar-
geted to particular types of farmer, product or 
area. Various socio-structural measures are also 
being examined by the Council (early retire-
ment, extensification of production etc.). But 
the new impetus that will be given to the con-
tainment of production will undoubtedly call 
for a change of dimension and the devising of 
techniques that will allow the aids and measures 
to reach their targets without exceeding pre-
viously defined budget limits. A greater degree 
of coordination between EAGGF Guarantee and 
EAGGF Guidance, and between EAGGF Guid-
ance and the Regional Fund, will also be needed. 
This policy approach involves a risk, namely 
that the pressure to grant national aids will 
increase. The Commission is resolutely opposed 
to any renationalization of the common agricul-
tural policy, that is, any increase in national 
aids not in conformity with policies adopted at 
Community level, generating new imbalances 
between Member States, dashing with the policy 
of restricting production, creating a barrier to 
competition and the free movement of goods, 
and hindering greater market transparency. 
Lastly, more effort and more discipline in agri-
cultural matters on the part of the Community 
will not have its full impact on world markets 
unless concerted action along the same lines is 
taken internationally. Since the potential for the 
world's leading producers to increase their 
exports is now limited, the different inter-
national forums of negotiation should concen-
trate their attention on the supply issue. The 
Community, as the world's biggest irr.porter and 
second biggest exporter, will have to use all its 
powers of persuasion to induce its partners, 
notably the United States, to move towards a 
healthier agricultural industry and reaffirm, as 
necessary, the importance of a common external 
trade policy. This would give our farmers an 
assurance that the sacrifices associated with the 
containment of production worldwide will be 
fairly shared by the world's main producers. 
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Reform of the structural Funds 
8. The Single Act instructs the Commission to 
submit to the Council 'a comprehensive pro-
posal . . . the purpose of which will be to 
make such amendments to the structure and 
operational rules of the existin~ structural Funds 
. . . as are necessary to clarity and rationalize 
their tasks in order to contribute to the achieve-
ment of the objectives (of cohesion) ... , to 
increase their efficiency and to coordinate their 
activities between themselves and with the oper-
ations of the existing financial instruments' 
(Article 130 D). 
General reform is needed to give new impetus 
to reducing regional disparities, which succesive 
enlargements have widened. Reform is also 
essential to deal with the problems of the exist-
ing Funds: the Regional Fund, the Social Fund 
and the EAGGF Guidance Fund. 
9. The first problem is the consistency and 
complementarity of national action and Com-
munity support. This is epitomized by the need 
for consistency between the Commission's 
activities and its powers to monitor and author-
ize national aids. The Commission must ensure 
that advantages in terms of location cause no 
distortion of competition, and at the same time 
that aid to assist regions which are structurally 
backward or suffering deindustrialization is 
effective. 
The second problem is the visible utility of Com-
mu.nity support. As in other areas, Community 
action through the structural Funds is justified 
if it gives a genuine additional boost to national 
meas~res. This can be difficult to identify in 
certain types of operation; hence the multipli-
cation of targets and criteria leading to the scat-
tering of assistance over small-scale projects, 
whose capacity to generate local initiatives is 
poor and whose impact is difficult to assess. 
Moreover, the financial resources at present ear-
marked for these Funds are too modest to secure 
any marked reduction in macro-economic terms 
of regional imbalances in the Community. 
10. It follows that the planned reform must 
clarify objectives, ensure greater selectivity in 
the choice of targets, concentrate resources and 
improve the way in which the Community inter-
venes. 
Th~ priorities must be to help underdeveloped 
regions to catch up, to restructure regions in 
decline, to combat long-term unemployment 
and to preserve the countryside. These objectives 
relate variously to regional economic develop-
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ment, the functioning of the labour market, and 
the pattern of agricultural activities. For this 
reason the Commission considers that a merger 
of the structural Funds would inevitably lead 
to a mere budgetary redistribution among the 
~em~er States. !his would be a retrograde step 
smce It would kill the seeds of new policies that 
could, in the long term, bear fruit in the form 
of new developments. 
Greater selectivity will make it easier for action 
to be concentrated, to an extent to be deter-
mined, on the least-favoured regions (Portugal, 
Ireland and Greece; certain parts of Spain, Italy 
and the United Kingdom; the French Overseas 
Departments). 
Lastly, Community intervention must become 
more and more integrated into programmes 
negotiated with national, regional and local 
government. These programmes should embrace 
not only aid for investment, further vocational 
training and other measures to encourage geo-
graphical mobility, but also aid for the develop-
ment of an environment that will foster the 
continuation of existing activities and the intro-
duction of new ones. The programme approach 
implies coordination between the three separate 
Funds, thereby allowing sufficiently specialized 
know-how to be developed. It should also open 
the door to more decentralization of the 
execution of operations and the diversion into 
technical assistance and monitoring capacity of 
resources at present devoted to administrative 
tasks. 
11. By looking at essentials, by helping build 
up local know-how-often lacking in the least-
favoured regions-and by concentrating their 
resources on reduction of structural handicaps, 
the structural Funds can be expected to play a 
leading role in achieving economic and social 
cohesion. They cannot however be identified 
too closely with the achievement of cohesion 
because the Community's financial instruments 
are not restricted to the three structural Funds. 
No~ only that, the attempt to improve the allo-
cation of resources and to distribute activities 
more harmoniously, the very foundation of the 
Community plan for greater economic and 
social cohesion, is part of a broad area of coop-
eration, as the Single Act makes clear: conduct 
and coordination of Member States' economic 
policie.s, implementation of common policies, 
mcl~dmg mo1:1etary cooperation, and com-
pletion of the mternal market, bringing with it 
advantages of scale and economic and technical 
progress. The reform of the structural Funds 
must, t~en, be seen in the context of stronger 
economic growth for everyone, including the 
more prosperous regions, which can expect 
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greater cohesion to create new outlets for their 
products, their services and their human and 
financial resources. 
New own resources 
12. A greater degree of control over farm 
spending and greater economic effectiveness in 
the use of the structural Funds should substan-
tially alter the future prospects for the Com-
munity budget, but the financial system, as set 
up by the Treaty of Rome and revised in 1970, 
can no longer be simply the sum of expenditures 
to be financed by the Member States. Experience 
has shown this system to have its own inad-
equacies, which are now so obvious that major 
reform is necessary here too if the future devel-
opment of the Community is to be founded on 
bases which are sound and credible both for 
the Member States and Parliament, and for the 
people of Europe. 
The Community budget is different from those 
of the Member States in that there is a legal 
requirement for it to be in balance. In theory no 
budget deficit is allowed and expenditure is thus 
strictly limited by the different resources avail-
able, the bulk of which are themselves subject 
to a ceiling. Things are quite different in practice 
and, from one budget crisis to another, a number 
of devices have been resorted to in order to 
circumvent these limits, by deferring expendi-
ture for which funds were not immediately avail-
able: the accounting arrangements for agricul-
tural stocks are such that, in the very short term, 
it is much less of a burden on the Community 
budget to increase stocks of agricultural prod-
ucts than to market them; the growth of commit-
ment appropriations and of payment appropri-
ations are not subject to the same constraints, 
so that, again in the short run, the former may 
increase much faster than the latter, though the 
commitments have nonetheless to be honoured 
in the end; and the arrangements for carrying 
over appropriations from year to year allow 
certain adjustments to be made, which also gen-
erate expenditure in the future. 
13. Why have these devices been employed and 
on what scale? The answer is to be found on 
both the expenditure side and the revenue side, 
and in the various repayment and compensation 
mechanisms. 
On the expenditure side, we have already seen 
that in addition to the foreseeable and politically 
desirable increase in the allocations for new 
policies there has also been the budgetary bur-
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den of the common agricultural policy, which it 
has not been possible to contain over the last few 
years despite the budgetary discipline imposed in 
1980 and the major reforms since 1984. 
As regards revenue, one-third of which comes 
from traditional own resources (customs duties 
and agricultural levies) and two-thirds from 
VAT contributions, the trend is in the oppositie 
direction, the inevitable result being a structural 
shrinking of the Community's revenue base: cus-
toms duties and agricultural levies are diminish-
ing regularly as a result of multilateral tariff 
dismantling and the Community's growing self-
sufficiency in farm products, while the VAT 
base increases more slowly than economic 
activity in the Community because of the fall 
in the proportion of gross domestic product 
accounted for by consumer expenditure. This 
trend affects the Member States to differing 
extents, and accentuates the inherent inad-
equacies of the VAT base. 
There has also been the sharp increase in com-
pensation provided for by the Fontainebleau 
mechanism and more recently by the accession 
arrangements for Spain and Portugal, together 
with other existing types of repayment to Mem-
ber States. The effect of this has been to keep 
the resources actually available well below the 
1.4 % VAT ceiling. 
It can thus be seen that the situation cannot be 
described solely in terms of the runaway growth 
of overall expenditure. While there can be no 
denying that the VAT call-in rate has practically 
doubled between 1980 and 1986 (from 0.73 % 
to nearly 1.4 % ), the reconstitution of a 'true' 
budget gives a more accurate picture of how the 
situation has developed and what the real cost 
is. The VAT call-in rate required for actual 
expenditure was already around 1.2 % in 1983, 
when the ceiling was set at 1 % , and exceeds 
1.6 % for 1987. 
14. The Commission considers that neither in 
the short nor in the medium term is this situation 
tenable. 
The likely deficit for 1987 is currently estimated 
at 4 000 million ECU. This sum is more than 
can be made up by the expenditure-shifting 
expedients referred to earlier, and there is thus a 
serious risk of a cash crisis, with the Commission 
being unable to honour commitments provided 
for in the budget. Measures to reduce agricul-
tural stocks, which are currently over-valued by 
two-thirds, and the accumulated cost of the 
past for the structural Funds will also lead to 
unavoidable expenditure for which there is at 
present no budget provision. 
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For later years, there must be sounder guaran-
tees both for the Community and for the Mem-
ber States. The Commission takes the view that 
the Community needs budgetary security for 
long enough to allow it to plan its own develop-
ment and to avoid hiccups which jeopardize 
the continuity and consistency of Community 
action. The possibility must exist for decisions 
on the strengthening of structural policies and 
on the development of new policies (including 
policies on research and technology, infrastruc-
ture policies to facilitate completion of the inter-
nal market, environmental policies) to be taken 
on their own merits and in the light of the 
benefits that will accrue to Member States and 
the possible saving to their budgets, without it 
being necessary each year for the 12 national 
parliaments to go through a ratification pro-
cedure for a new ceiling on resources. 
Community financing must not only be put on 
a sounder footing; it must also be fairer. The 
Commission considers that arrangements must 
be made for the burden of financing to be so 
distributed among the Member States that it is 
not out of proportion to their relative prosperity. 
15. At the same time the Commission for its 
part is prepared to propose and to implement a 
major reform of the current financial regu-
lations, which experienc.:e has shown to be inad-
equate for strict budget management. These new 
rules which the Community would impose on 
itself would provide the Member States and 
Parliament with more effective guarantees as 
regards transparency and the implementation of 
the budgetary authority's decisions. 
These arrangements could be accompanied by a 
limit on the total Communify tax levy, to be 
expressed as a proportion of gross domestic 
product ('compulsory Community levy'). Such a 
ceiling would assume an economic and political 
significance which would justify thorough dis-
cussion in national parliaments every five or 
ten years. Up to this ceiling the Community's 
various own resources would be adjusted by the 
budgetary authority in accordance with pro-
cedures to be determined. 
Finally, the Commission is convinced that a 
strict budget system is impossible without a 
multiannual reference framework to underpin 
arrangements for real budgetary discipline, i.e. 
which are binding upon Member States, Parlia-
ment and Commission alike. The Commission 
for its part is ready to outline such a framework. 
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II - The large market 
An area without frontiers 
16. The Community's overriding concern in 
1987 must be to keep up - if not step up -
the momentum created at the end of 1986 so 
that work on completion of the internal market 
can proceed in accordance with the programme 
set out in the Commission's White Paper. 
Attainment of this objective is a prerequisite for 
a efficient, modern Europe that will rrovide 
industry and commerce with a structura frame-
work in which they can be fully competitive. 
Each institution has a key role to play. Thanks 
to the Single Act the 1992 deadline for creation 
of a frontier-free area will be enshrined in the 
Community's constitution. The Council has 
been given the means of speeding up decision-
making while the new cooperation procedure 
gives Parliament a far wider role than in the 
past in this area which is crucial for the develop-
ment of the Community. 
The abolition of internal frontiers calls for par-
allel progress in harmonizing import and export 
arrangements at Community level. Many physi-
cal inspections at internal borders relate to trade 
between the Community and other countries 
and are the direct result of the continued· exist-
ence of national or regionalized quantitative 
restrictions. The Commission will therefore look 
further into these problems, which are linked to 
the need to strengthen the Community's com-
mercial policy, which will in turn affect the 
Community's ability to play an active and con-
structive role in the world economy. 
17. It should be possible to advance more rap-
idly in 1987 and dispel any doubts that industry 
and commerce may harbour concerning the 
credibility of the Community's efforts to create 
a frontier-free area. The measures approved by 
the Council last December (standardization in 
information and telecommunications technol-
ogies, intellectual and commercial safeguards in 
data-processing and telecommunications, mar-
keting of pharmaceuticals) are steps in the right 
direction, as is the progress registered during the 
year in a number of important areas: capital 
movements, universities and technology (Corn-
ett), application of the new approach to standar-
dization, right of establishment. etc. 
But on the debit side it must be admitted that 
the Council was very late with its undertakings 
on taxation, and that progress on the veterinary, 
plant health and agri-foodstuffs side was par-
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ticularly disappointing. This is where the 
Council comes up against the problem of the 
procedure for delegating powers to the Com-
mission. 
It is important therefore that definite progress 
be made in a number of key areas in 1987. 
18. The first of these is public contracts. Apart 
from those awarded by central government and 
regional or local authorities (accounting for 8-
9 % of Community GDP), there are the public 
procurement contracts of the non-competitive 
sector governed by private law. They epitomize 
the scale of what is at stake, even though a 
quarter of the orders are for military equipment 
and as such fall under Article 223 of the Treaty. 
The industrial and technological impact of pub-
lic contracts is quite substantial too, since it 
frequently affects key sectors such as telecom-
munications, construction, major infrastructure 
projects, energy, transport, education and 
health. 
It is for this reason, faced with the poor results 
produced by the relevant Directives, that the 
Commission adopted an action programme 
designed to adapt and improve existing instru-
ments, to ensure that they are properly applied 
and to develop a Community procurement disci-
pline in areas not yet covered. 
Last year the Council agreed on a compromise 
solution as regards the improvements to the 
supplies Directive. In 1987 it will take a decision 
on the Commission's proposals for improving 
the works Directive. This advance will have to 
be sustained by proper application of Com-
munity law. To this end the Commission will 
be making proposals in the near future for tight-
ening up monitoring and intervention powers 
before completion of tendering procedures. The 
Commission will also tackle the four major sec-
tors which arc outside the scope of the Directives 
(transport, energy, water and telecommuni-
cations). Its aim will be to secure greater trans-
parency in these key sectors and open contracts 
to competition from economic operators 
throughout the Community. 
19. A second key area is tax frontiers. The 
Council has yet to examine the Commission's 
standstill proposal presented at the end of 1985 
as required by the timetable. 
A start must be made as a matter of urgency 
on the harmonization and approximation of 
indirect taxation, since tax controls remain a 
major barrier to the crossing of internal fron-
tiers. At the beginning of the year the Com-
mission will present proposals for reducing the 
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disparities between rates and the distribution of 
products between rates. 
At the same time it will propose an appropriate 
clearing house mechanism to ensure correct allo-
cation of revenue and to rrevent the new system 
leading to distortions o trade. It is also vital 
that the Council reach agreement on various 
harmonization measures still pending (VAT 
Directives eliminating certain concessions and 
further harmonizing provisions on particular 
categories of goods). 
20. Then there is standardization, the linchpin 
of European policy on new products and new 
technologies. The Commission has outlined a 
new approach to the elimination of technical 
barriers to trade which will imply increased 
activity by European standardization agencies 
and further work to prevent the creation of 
obstacles. The first proposals are already with 
the Council and further proposals will follow in 
the course of 1987 (safety of machines and radio 
electric interference). Discussions on the mutual 
recognition of tests and certificates issued by 
national laboratories - an essential comp-
lement to an effective European standardization 
policy - should be brought to a successful 
conclusion in 1987. 
These activities assume particular importance in 
relation to the new technologies. The agree-
ments reached last year in the Council (first 
stage of standardization in the field of infor-
mation and telecommunications technologies, 
mutual recognition of type-approval for tele-
communication terminal equipment, technical 
specifications for direct relay of satellite tele-
vision) will have to be consolidated in 1987 if 
material progress is to be made towards standar-
dization in other areas related to the new tech-
nologies (biotechnology, radio and television 
services, mobile telephony, electronic payment 
systems etc.). The early establishment of Euro-
pean standards in these areas is vital to the 
creation of a reliable Community-wide frame-
work capable of sustaining technical innovation 
through the interoperability of systems. 
These standardization activities are closely lin-
ked to the progress of research programmes, the 
Esprit and Race programmes in particular. They 
also have a bearing on the Eureka programme, 
offering joint research projects the advantage of 
a larger market. 
21. Last but not least, there is the full financial 
dimension of the internal market. Significant 
progress was made last year with the adoption 
of a new Directive as part of the programme for 
liberalizing capital movements in the Com-
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munity. This move towards the interlinking of 
financial markets will afford much wider oppor-
tunities for the circulation of securities, the 
development of collective forms of investment, 
access for borrowers to the capital markets of 
other Member States, and the quotation of secu-
rities on other stock exchanges. It is a first step 
towards achieving a unified financial market by 
1992, especially as it is accompanied by similar 
developments in the Member States which have 
made it possible, for instance, to discontinue 
application of the safeguard clause which has 
operated in France since 1968 and to restrict the 
scope of the arrangements applying in Italy. 
Progress must continue in 1987, along the lines 
laid down for implementation of the final stage 
of the Commission's programme. In the spring 
the Commission will propose terms for tran-
sition to the complete liberalization of move-
ments of a monetary nature. But before then it 
will present the Council and Parliament with 
a report, produced in close liaison with the 
Committee of Governors and the Monetary 
Committee, on the multiple implications of full 
financial integration, so as to ensure that the 
creation of a European financial area proceeds 
under optimum conditions, yielding positive 
benefits for the economics of all the Member 
States. 
22. Again in the specific area of financial ser-
vices - which is developing on an extraordinary 
scale and is directly linked to the process of full 
financial integration - decisive progress will 
have to be made. 
With regard to insurance, the way towards free 
movement was made clearer by recent Court of 
Justice judgments. Harmonization should now 
proceed rapidly in the key sector of banking. 
The recent recommendations concerning deposit 
guarantee schemes and monitoring large 
exposures have gone to make up a consistent 
package of measures. In following up the Direc-
tive recently approved by the Council on annual 
accounts and consolidated accounts, progress 
must be made on the aspects of financial stability 
(equity capital, reorganization and winding up, 
mortgage credit). The Commission will present 
a second Directive before the end of the year to 
round off harmonization of the essential 
elements of banking law. 
23. A continuing priority will be affirmation 
of European identity so that the man in the 
street is aware of living in a frontier-free area: 
the Commission's proposals on the easing of 
frontier controls, the right of residence and the 
general system for the mutual recognition of 
diplomas, are steps in that direciton. The Hague 
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European Council in June 1986 had hoped for 
definite progress in these areas and on the Eras-
mus plan. But it must be admitted that nothing 
concrete emerged despite the impetus given by 
the European Council itself. The Commission 
will be urging the Council to produce tangible 
results without delay. As soon as its proposal 
on personal checks is adopted the Commission 
will launch an information campaign to make 
the public aware of the easing of border con-
trols, a significant step towards freedom of 
movement. The abolition of checks at internal 
borders must be offset by tighter controls at the 
Community's external frontiers to counter the 
threat of terrorism, drug trafficking, illegal 
entry, and so on. At a meeting last October the 
Interior Ministers recognized the importance of 
increased cooperation on these matters given the 
objectives set by the Single Act. This essential 
process must move forward in 1987 under the 
impetus provided by the conclusions reached by 
the European Council in London last December. 
Internal market 
Physical barriers 
D Elimination of statistical formalities at internal borders 
D Preparations for the introduction in 1988 of two major customs reforms: the Single Administrative 
Document and a harmonized system for the designation and classification of goods 
• Proposal on control of the acquisition and possession of arms 
D Various measures relating to animal health, public health and plant health provided for in the 
White Paper 
Technical barriers 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Various proposals (in particular a new approach to standardization) in the fields of mechanical 
engineering, electrical engineering, metrology, etc. (safety of machines, radioelectric interference, 
pressure gauges, etc.) 
Proposals to amend several existing directives in the motor vehicles sector (field of vision, anti-
blocking devices, rear protective devices, lighting, etc.); test procedures, supplementary directive 
on emission control test cycles, etc. 
Proposals to amend several existing directives on tractors and agricultural machinery (steering 
equipment, driver's seat, lighting, etc. 
Proposals on foodstuffs 
Proposal to extend the existing directives to include pharmaceutical products not yet covered; 
amendments relating to veterinary medicinal products 
Proposal relating to the kinds of fertilizers covered by the 1976 general Directive on fertilizers, 
secondary fertilizers, methods of analysis, etc. 
Proposals relating to individual protective devices (eyes, breathing, clothes, etc.) 
Public contracts 
• Liberalization of public works and supply contracts in hitherto excluded sectors (telecommunica-
tions, energy, transport, water); liberalization of public service contracts 
Free movement of workers and members of the professions 
• 
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Proposals to adapt and amend existing directives for several professional categories (veterinary 
surgeons, docrors, nurses, etc.), to facilitate access to the professions, to extend the mutual 
recognition of diplomas and certificates, etc 
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Capital movements and the services market 
D 
• 
• 
• 
• 
D 
Communication on the implications of complete liberalization of capital movements and a 
proposal for a directive on the recognition of the principle of complete freedom of capital 
movements within the Community 
Continuation of efforts to induce the Council to adopt directives proposed in 1985/86 in 
accordance with the White Paper (mortgage credit, equity capital, reorganization and winding 
up, treatment of branches of foreign banks) 
Proposals for a second directive on the coordination of laws, regulations and administrative 
provisions on the taking up and pursuit of the business of credit institutions; harmonization of 
solvency ratios 
Efforts to induce the Council, in the light of recent Court rulings, to adopt the second directive 
coordinating laws, regulations and administrative provisions on non-life insurance and directives 
on insurance contracts, legal protection, credit insurance, winding up and annual accounts; 
proposal for directives on third-party motor vehicle insurance and freedom to provide life 
assurance services 
Proposals for directives on investment advisers and insider trading 
Encouragment of the adoption of a code of conduct relating to the principles of use of new 
means of payment 
Creation of an environment favourable to industrial cooperation 
• 
• 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
Continuation of work in the area of company law (fifth, tenth, eleventh, fourth and seventh 
directives) 
Proposal for a directive on takeover bids and the winding up of companies 
Publication of a Green Paper on priority matters relating to copyright 
Proposals relating to the legal protection of biotechnological inventions and computer programs 
General Commission communications, under Article 30 of the Treaty, on several sectors (food 
products, motor vehicles, works of art, customs disputes, etc.) 
Presentation of a White Paper on company taxation 
Proposal for a mutual assistance procedure for the forced recovety of direct tax claims and for 
common rules to determine the taxable profits of companies 
Further efforts to induce the Council to adopt the proposals for directives on the harmonization 
of indirect taxes on transactions in securities, the establishment of a common system for the 
taxation of mergers, divisions and contributions of assets, the establishment of a common tax 
arrangement applicable to parent companies and subsidiaries and the establishment of an 
arbitration procedure to eliminate double taxation between associated enterprises 
Tax barriers 
D Proposals on the harmonization of VAT rates and the distribution of products between rates 
and the establishment of a clearing-house mechanism 
D Proposal on the harmonization of the structure of excise duties, the approximation of rates and 
the gradual abolition or reduction of excise duties not covered by the common system and giving 
rise to border formalities 
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Competition 
24. The Commission will seek to ensure that 
the competition rules continue to play their role 
as a unifying force enabling the common market 
to function without distortion. 
The Commission will continue to enforce the 
competition rules as they apply to conventional 
forms of restrictive practice and abuse of domi-
nance, and will also press ahead with work on 
new aspects of antitrust law, work which is 
already far advanced. Guidelines on joint ven-
tures will be published after the Member States 
have been consulted for a second time. Draft 
regulations on know-how and franchising agree-
ments will be notified to Member States for their 
comments in 1987. 
State aids do not merely distort competition; in 
the long term they undermine efforts to increase 
competitiveness. The Commission proposes to 
take a stricter approach in this field; 1987 will 
see a continuation of the gradual opening up to 
competition of particularly sensitive industries 
such as steel and shipyards. The Commission 
will continue its work with a view to publishing 
as soon as possible the White Paper setting out 
an inventory of Stare aids in the Community. 
Research and technological 
development 
25. Research and technological development is 
a decisive area for the creation of a large, mod-
em and competitive market, an area in which it 
is becoming increasingly clear that the Com-
munity has a specific and indispensable role 
to play. In 1986 the Commission drew up a 
framework programme for research and techno-
logical development (1987-91) to enable the 
Community to play that role to best advantage. 
The programme was not adopted by the end of 
the year as initially hoped and expected. The 
Commission's first aim in 1987 will therefore be 
to ensure that the programme is adopted and 
put into operation. It will be the first instance 
of application of the Single Act, which provides 
a legal basis for giving a new impetus to the 
Community's scientific and technological base. 
The support given to the Commission's proposal 
by Parliament and others bears witness to the 
interest aroused by the framework programme 
and the remaining reservations within the 
Council should be withdrawn before long. 
The framework programme identifies a number 
of areas on which the Community's activities 
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can be focused and in which the Commission 
will take a number of initiatives in 1987. The 
Commission's new flans for financial engineer-
ing operations wil help to translate R&TD 
activities into industrial applications. 
26. To begin with the quality of life, 1987 
should see implementation of a new programme 
to coordinate medical research which will pay 
considerable attention to cancer and AIDS. In 
addition the environment and radiation protec-
tion programmes will be reviewed. 
In the field of information technology and tele-
communications, the second phase of Esprit and 
the main phase of RACE will be adopted this 
year. Other programmes designed to stimulate 
the integration of information technology in 
new applications--comruter-aided teaching, 
road safety and medica information-are in 
preparation. The pilot projects for testing trans-
national integrated data-communication appli-
cations for public users will continue (lnsis and 
Caddia). Other operations will start in the field 
of electronic data transfer for business users 
(Tedis). 
To make advanced telecommunications and 
information services more easily and rapidly 
available to the user, other important proposals 
will be made, involving broadband networks for 
commercial traffic, radio telephony, specialized 
information, and so on. The major .structural 
changes occurring in the telecommunications 
market will now mean considerable changes in 
Europe: the Commission will produce a dis-
cussion document on this topic. 
27. One of the Community's priority aims is 
to put Community research at the service of 
European industrial development. To this end 
the Commission will review the materials and 
biotechnology research programmes and present 
a proposal for an action programme on biotech-
nology applications in the agro-industrial sector; 
it will also review research .programmes. The 
Brite rrogramme will be reviewed and Brite 
II wil get under way. The preparation and 
launching of a new programme for the Com-
munity Bureau of References should make it 
possible to expand the role the Community is 
an ideal position to play in the field of standardi-
zation, a crucial element in completion of the 
internal market. As far as energy is concerned, 
the Commission will be guided by the desire to 
maintain and develop within the Community a 
technological capacity which is as diversified as 
possible and applicable in the short, medium 
and long term. In 1987 this will be reflected in 
the review of the non-nuclear energy research 
programme, a number of programmes in the 
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nuclear fission energy field, and the launching 
of a new programme of fusion research. 
This year should also see the implementation of 
a new research programme on development aid 
and the addition of a new area-marine science 
and technology-in which research at Com-
munity level offers indisputable advantages. 
This year should also see further progress in the 
building of a Research Workers' Europe, with 
the expansion of the programme to encourage 
scientific exchanges and the launching of a back-
up programme for large research equipment. In 
addition, the launching of a new forecasting 
programme (FAST) and a new plan for the 
evaluation of research should enable the Com-
munity to exert more control over its scientific 
and technological future and ways and means 
of achieving it. 
The industrial revival which should result from 
this technological effort is the essential culmi-
Research and technological development 
nation of the research-industrialization chain. 
The Commission hopes that 1987 will see 
implementation of the practical suggestions put 
forward in 1986 as part of the Community-level 
financial engineering initiatives to aid techno-
logical progress. 
28. For the Joint Research Centre 1987 will be 
a year of decision. Various measures will be 
examined and implemented to improve the func-
tioning of the JRC which is vital to the Com-
munity; its relations with other research centres 
and industry will be strengthened and its activi-
ties will be brought into line with the main aims 
of the framework programme by intensifying 
pre-standardization research (materials, en-
vironment, energy technologies, etc.). To that 
end, the Commission will present a proposal on 
the future role of the JRC to the Council in 
1987. 
Implementation of the framework programme for research and technological development 
(1987-91) 
• Proposal on the future role of the Joint Research Centre (1988-91) 
Quality of life 
• 
• 
Implementation of the 1987-89 programme for the coordination of medical research 
Review of the radiation protection programme (1985-89) 
Information technology, telecommunications, innovation 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Implementation of the main phase of the RACE (Research in advanced communication technol-
ogies in Europe) programme 
Implementation of the Esprit programme for 1987, proposal for a regulation on the second phase 
of the Esprit programme, fourth Esprit conference in September, and presentation of the detailed 
work plan for the second phase of the Esprit programme for 1988 
Finalization of preparatory work on proposals on the pilot phase of the Delta (Development of 
European learning by technological advance), DRIVE (Dedicated road and intelligent vehicles 
in Europe) and Euroaim (European advanced informatics in medicine) programmes 
Implementation of the preparatory phase of the Tedis (trade electronic data interchange system) 
programme 
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Biotechnology 
• Review of the biotechnology programme ( 1985-89) 
Proposal for the pilot phase of an action programme on biotechnology applications in the agro-
industrial sector 
Industrial technologies 
• 
• 
• 
Review of the Brite (Basic research in industrial technology for Europe) programme (1985-88) 
and proposal for Brite II 
Proposal on a programme for the Community Bureau of References (CBR) (1988-91) 
Review of the materials research programme (1986-89) 
Energy 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Fusion research programme for 1987-91 and amendment to the statutes of the JET joint 
undertaking (extension to 1992 and accession of Spain and Portugal) 
Review of the research programme on non-nuclear energy (1985-88) 
Review of the research programme on the management and storage of radioactive waste 
(1985-89) 
Review of the research programme on the decommissioning of nuclear facilities (1984-88) 
Research workers' Europe 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Review of the stimulation plan (1985-88) and proposal on a plan for Community support for 
large-scale scientific facilities of European interest 
Proposal for a new FAST programme (Community forecasting and assessment in science and 
technology) (1988-91) 
Proposal on adaptation of the multilingualism programme approved by the Commission 
Communications on the evaluation of specific programmes and on the dissemination and 
utilization of results from the Community's R&TD activities 
Science and technology activities outside the framework programme 
0 Continuation of the lnsis (lnterinstitutional integrated services information system) and Caddia 
(cooperation in the automation of data and documentation for imports/exports and agriculture) 
programmes 
0 Presentation of a Green Paper on the structural reorganization of telecommunications 
D Communication on the setting up of a transnational broadband backbone (TBB) 
0 Proposals on the introduction of a common policy for the development of information services 
0 Proposal on the coordinated introduction of second-generation mobile telephony services 
D Proposal on the continuation of the revised Sprint (Strategic programme for innovation and 
technology transfer) programme 
0 Proposal for steel research projects. 
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Industrial policy 
29. The success of the large internal market 
will depend on the performance of the Com-
munity's main industries, especially those most 
immediately affected by the need to do away 
with frontiers. Particular attention will have to 
be paid in this respect to the steel industry, the 
motor industry and shipbuilding. 
As far as the steel industry is concerned, 1987 
will see the continuation of efforts to deal with 
the remaining consequences of the long-standing 
crisis. The Commission will ensure that the spe-
cial measures in operation since 1980 are dis-
mantled in an orderly fashion in order to facili-
tate the restructuring of the industry and that 
appropriate flanking social measures are intro-
duced. As far as the motor industry is concerned, 
the Commission will continue to press for the 
introduction of a Community policy, the aim 
being to remove technical barriers to trade and 
to achieve greater uniformity in the matter of 
access to the Community market for cars from 
non-member countries. As far as shipbuilding is 
concerned, restructuring in 1987 should focus 
on the new approach initiated by the Sixth Aid 
Directive with a view to making the industry 
more efficient and more competitive. The Com-
mission will present a general communication 
expanding on the guidelines submitted last year 
on the industrial, social and regional aspects of 
this sensitive sector. 
Transport 
30. The Community's transport policy, aimed 
at a liberalized system, is a component of the 
large internal market. Progress will therefore 
need to be made in a number of significant 
respects in 1987. The Commission will pursue 
its efforts to secure gradual application of the 
principle of freedom to provide services and to 
eliminate distortions of competition in a sector 
which has a direct economic impact on trade 
and industry. 
31. The Nouvelles Frontieres judgment was a 
milestone on the road to achieving the goals set 
in the 1984 Memorandum on air transport. The 
impetus it provided was strengthened by the 
conclusions of the European Council in The 
Hague in June 1986. At the end of 1986 the 
discussions within the Council allowed some 
progress to be made. The Council and the Com-
mission will continue their efforts to achieve 
rapidly the degree of competition and deregu-
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lation required by the Treaty. The Com-
mission's efforts will also be aimed at achieving 
easier access to the interregional market, along 
the lines set out in the communication submitted 
last September. 
32. As far as shipping is concerned, the regu-
lations aimed at ensuring healthier competition 
both within and outside the Community (ocean 
trades, competition, tariffs, freedom to provide 
services) have been adopted at last. Approval of 
these four components of the shipping package 
means that the Commission can move on to a 
new stage of the programme for implementing 
the Community's shipping policy, under which 
freedom to provide services would be backed 
by measures to approximate social legislation, 
technical aspects and State aid. Proposals may 
also be made for recourse to a Community flag 
as a means of combating the crisis being experi-
enced by the Community fleet. 
33. As far as inland transport is concerned, the 
Commission will concentrate on the transition 
to the new organization of the road haulage 
market from 1992 and freedom to provide 
freight and passenger transport services. The 
Commission's main objective on rail transport 
will continue to be the financial reorganization 
of the railways. A similar objective will be pur-
sued in relation to inland waterway transport 
(scrapping). 
Completion of the internal market in 1992 will 
imply a new approach to relations with non-
member countries which are of vital importance 
in the transport sector. The top priority in the 
immediate future will be inland freight trans-
port. The Commission will submit a communi-
cation with proposals on the problem of goods 
transiting through non-member countries. 
34. There is also a need for a Community 
dimension in the matter of transport infrastruc-
ture, which has considerable implications for 
completion of the internal market and increased 
economic and social cohesion within the Com-
munity. Under the medium-term programme of 
transport infrastructure of European interest 
which the Commission proposed last year, 1987 
should see effective recognition of the major 
importance and specific nature of action by the 
Community to develop this powerful factor for 
integration which will create new outlets and 
guarantee the competitiveness of industry. 
The Commission has now clarified the catalytic 
role the Community can play in the promotion 
of major projects in this area which is full of 
potential. It is important that, in addition to 
existing instruments, financial engineering tech-
niques should be used from 1987 onwards to 
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create conditions favourable to the planning and 
realization of major projects and to mobilize the 
market for new forms of Community funding 
(budget guarantees and project financing). 
Transport 
Road transport 
Initiatives of this kind will provide concrete 
examples of what the Community can do to 
supplement its cooperative growth strategy for 
more employment. 
D Proposal to amend Regulations 117/66, 516/72 and 517/72 (common rules on international 
passenger transport) 
D Proposal concerning the conditions under which non-resident carriers can carry out national 
passenger transport operations 
D Proposal for a directive designed to tighten up the conditions relating to access to the occupation 
of freight transport operator and passenger transport operator 
D Communication and proposals concerning inland transport of goods through non-member 
countries 
D Proposals on negotiations with Yugoslavia for a limited agreement on occasional international 
road passenger services and the conclusion of an agreement on combined transport with various 
non-member countries 
Air transport 
D Continuation of the determined effort made in 1986 to achieve greater flexibility in the organiza-
tion of air transport (fares, capacity, competition) in line with the objectives set out in Memor-
andum No 2 in 1984 
D Proposals on easier access to the air transport market, the principles underlying airport charges, 
consultations between airports and users 
Shipping 
D Next phase of a Community shipping policy (approximation of legislation, technical aspects, 
State aid) 
D Proposals on the use of a Community flag, and studies on the possibility of introducing a ship-
scrapping scheme 
Follow-up to Road Safety Year 
D Proposals on safety, the environment and social matters (safety belts, technical characteristics 
of tyres, transport of dangerous goods, mutual recognition of licences and certificates etc.) 
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111 - Economic recovery and 
cohesion 
35. Achieving a significant and lasting fall in 
unemployment will continue to be the priority 
in 1987. The Community's strategy has been 
in place since 1985 with the adoption of an 
integrated approach to the macroeconomic and 
microeconomic aspects and the social dimension 
of this fundamental problem (moderate real 
wage increases that fall short of productivity 
growth; greater market adaptability; and a 
strengthenng of domestic demand through an 
increase in private and public investment and 
the promotion of venture capital). 
36. Moderate recovery continued in 1986 but 
failed to reach the level which would produce a 
significant reduction in the rate of unemploy-
ment. Growth remained at about 2.5 % . In 1987 
the figure for the Community as a whole is 
likely to range between 2.5 % and 3 % , and 
employment is expected to increase by about 
0.8 % per annum. The rate of unemployment 
will fall only slightly, working out at about 
11.7% (EUR 12). 
Although these results are insufficient the Com-
mission believes that the Community's cooperat-
ive growth strategy for more employment has 
lost nothing of its relevance. Quite the reverse, 
the substantial improvement in the terms of 
trade brought about by falling oil prices and the 
falling dollar, the expectation that investment 
growth will be sustained in 1987, the fresh fall in 
inflation rates and their more rapid convergence 
towards greater stability, are all factors militat-
ing in favour of more determined and deliberate 
implementation of the cooperative strategy in 
order to boost the current improvement in sup-
ply and demand conditions and to encourage 
changes in behaviour patterns in the interests of 
more rapid growth in employment. As far as 
public finance policy is concerned, the objective 
of medium-term budgetary consolidation must 
be maintained, and full use made of existing or 
emerging room for manreuvre to improve supply 
and demand conditions while taking account of 
the specific situations of the individual Member 
States. 
37. The support for the basic thrust of the 
cooperative strategy expressed in November in 
a joint opinion by the two sides of industry 
(represented by UNICE, CEEP and ETUC), and 
the emerging agreement on the microeconomic 
aspects, bode well for its effective application. 
It is essential that social dialogue on the themes 
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of the cooperative strategy should get under way 
at national level. In 1987 the Commission, in 
response to the request made by the Council last 
December, will act with determination to induce 
governments, employers and unions to enter 
into dialogue in each Member State. Widening 
the base for the dialogue will be crucial in per-
suading all concerned to adhere to the guidelines 
implicit in the cooperative strategy. 
As promised in the Annual Report approved by 
the Council last December, the Commission will 
present an interim report on application of the 
cooperative strategy in July, based on reports to 
be drawn up by each Member State by the 
beginning of May. 
38. The European Monetary System is vital to 
the implementation of the cooperative strategy 
on two counts. Firstly, the relative stability of 
exchange rates provides participants with a 
guarantee that the efforts they undertake in pur-
suit of modernization and competitiveness will 
not be undermined by aggressive exchange-rate 
policies. Secondly, effective use of Community 
instruments for medium-term balance-of-pay-
ments support facilitates implementation of the 
most difficult cyclical adjustments. 
The importance of the EMS as a basis for closer 
monetary cooperation between Member States 
is recognized in the Single Act. It is a prerequisite 
for rapid economic growth in the Community 
and consequently a major force for cohesion. 
In 1987 it will be desirable and necessary to 
strengthen the working of the EMS as the basis 
of monetary cooperation in response to two 
developments: 
(a) thanks to increased convergence in macro-
economic performances on inflation, the 
rates of price increases in the various Mem-
ber States will be closer together than they 
have been for 15 years, around an average 
of 3%; 
(b) the liberalization of capital movements will 
make significant progress; seven Member 
States are already giving full effect to the 
recent Directive on the complete liberaliza-
tion of movements linked to financial mar-
ket transactions. 
For its part the Commission will work to three 
main deadlines. 
In April it will submit a report to the Council 
(Economic and Financial Affairs) on the necess-
ary conditions for a complete liberalization of 
capital movements. This will be produced in 
collaboration with the Monetary Committee 
and the Committee of Governors of Central 
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Banks, in accordance with the timetable in the 
programme for the liberalization of capital 
movements published last June. 
In the course of 1987 it will send the Council a 
draft Directive on the complete liberalization of 
capital movements, together with proposals on 
the renovation of the Community instruments 
for balance-of-payments support and an updat-
ing of the 1972 Directive on capital movements 
between the Community and non-member 
countries. 
Before the end of the year it will draw up a 
progress report on operation of the EMS and 
progress on the liberalization of capital move-
ments, as it was requested to do by the Heads 
of State or Government at the Luxembourg 
European Council in December 1985. 
39. To further the objective of economic and 
social cohesion, everything must also be done 
to ensure that the structural instruments can 
begin operating on a new basis from January 
1988. The Council, Parliament and the Econ-
omic and Social Committee will have to give 
this matter the necessary priority. The Com-
mission will put forward proposals on the defi-
nition of the role of each instrument in the 
context of a Community structural policy based 
on objectives, optimum concentration of 
resources and measures; and the proper frame-
work for coordination between the structural 
instruments themselves and between these and 
the financial instruments, the aim being to sim-
plify management and make Community assist-
ance more efficient. The Commission will also 
complete the in-depth consultations now in pro-
gress with interested parties (government 
departments, regional development agencies and 
recipient local and regional authorities), so that 
the tools of social and regional development in 
the Community can operate on a sound and 
solid basis from the start of the new arrange-
ments. 
40. Side by side with work on reform of the 
structural instruments, the measures and policies 
launched last year will be continued in 1987. 
They form part of an ongoing effort to simplify, 
decentralize and concentrate Community assist-
ance. 
There will be several significant applications of 
the integrated approach, involving the restruc-
turing of areas affected by the steel crisis, indus-
trial development (Portugal), regional develop-
ment (Spain), and the conversion of regions in 
decline. 
As far as the integrated Mediterranean pro-
grammes are concerned, 1987 will be devoted in 
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the main to continued appraisal of the projects 
submitted so that programme contracts for 
Greece, Italy and France can be concluded by 
the end of the year. Monitoring structures will 
be set up in close collaboration with the national 
and regional authorities and associated technical 
assistance measures will be taken. The Com-
mission will produce an initial report on the 
IMPs, dealing with financial aspects, implemen-
tation and evaluation. 
41. The Commission will continue its project 
financing activity, seeking to assist those invest-
ments which best serve the Community interest, 
It will also act to step up Regional Fund oper-
ations in several priority fields .. 
The Community ST AR and Valoren pro-
grammes, which link energy and telecommuni-
cations policy objectives to the development of 
less-favoured regions, will come into operation 
in 1987. Other Community programmes will be 
proposed in the course of the year; apart from 
measures to assist regions affected by the 
restructuring of the steel industry, the Com-
mission will put forward proposals aimed at 
helping less-favoured regions to work towards 
Community environmental objectives, facilitat-
ing the conversion of areas affected by the 
restructuring of the shipbuilding industry, and 
tying in regional development with technologi-
cal research and development objectives. 
42. A more determined effort will be made to 
combat unemployment, particularly long-term 
unemployment. The Commission will draw up 
a report on the pilot projects for labour market 
development launched in 1986 to improve local 
and regional management. It will carry out a 
general industry-by-industry survey of new 
fields of employment and new types of job, 
generated in particular by local initiatives and 
the cooperative sector. 
In line with the programme adopted by the 
Council at the end of last year, the Commission 
will implement schemes to promote the training 
of young people and adults in the new technol-
ogies, to regenerate regions lagging behind or in 
decline, to help the worst-off sections of the 
population and to get the long-term unemployed 
back into work. 
43. As far as the social dimension is concerned, 
the progress being made in the context of the 
social dialogue at microeconomic level is point-
ing to better ways of coping with structural and 
technological change. The dialogue will have to 
be broadened in certain industries. 
In 1987 the major subjects of study, discussion 
and action with the two sides of industry will 
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be worker training and motivation, worker 
information and consultation, new forms of 
work organization and the internal and external 
adaptability of firms. 
Economic recovery and cohesion 
Recovery and cooperation 
As far as the labour market is concerned, the 
Commission plans to make the forthcoming 
reform of the Social Fund part of a more selec-
tive effort to combat long-term unemployment. 
D Quarterly monitoring of the implementation in the Member States of the various aspects of 
the Community cooperative strategy (macroeconomic trends and convergence, assessment of 
budgetary and monetary policies and of wage trends, progress towards greater market adapta-
bility) and mid-year interim report 
D As part of the cooperative strategy, adoption of economic policy guidelines to be followed by 
the Member States in accordance with Articles 1 to 4 of the convergence Decision (70/120/EEC) 
D Presentation of the Annual Economic Report for 1987-88 
D Steps to facilitate borrowing (a more flexible timetable for issues, diversification of geographical 
areas and types of issue, etc.) 
Cohesion: reform of structural instruments 
D Presentation of a comprehensive proposal for rationalizing the tasks of the structural Funds to 
improve coordination and efficiency (better identification of targets, adaptation of the means 
used and concentration on specific ends, intensification of vertical integration, etc.), with 
appropriate proposals for the reform of each Fund 
Regional measures 
D Continued appraisal of IMP projects with a view to their adoption by the end of 1987; 
presentation of an initial report 
D Presentation of the Third Periodic Report on the social and economic situation and development 
of the regions, the first to cover the Community of Twelve 
D Greater use of conversion loans carrying interest subsidies (Article 56 of the ECSC Treaty) to 
stimulate employment-creating investment in the productive sector in areas affected by restructur-
ing of the steel industry 
D Proposals for Community programmes designed to help the less-favoured regions to work 
towards Community environmental objectives, to provide a better link between regional policy 
objectives and technological research and development objectives, and to assist the regions 
affected by the restructuring of the steel and shipbuilding industries 
D Opinions on 'third-generation' regional development programmes (1986-90) 
D Financing of projects which contribute to job creation, have an optimal impact on regional 
development and the environment and establish a better balance between different categories of 
infrastructure, etc. 
D Continued action to develop the network of business and innovation centres throughout the 
Community 
D Steps to establish more structured relations with the organizations representing regional and 
local authorities 
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Social measures 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
• 
D 
Development of the labour market (report on the pilot projects for forward-looking labour 
market management at regional and local level) 
New fields of employment and new types of job 
Long-term unemployment (including the young) 
Internal and external adaptation of firms in relation to employment 
Measures relating to the status of women and equal treatment (reversal of the burden of proof, 
vocational training, social security etc.) 
Intensification of action on vocational training for adults (social dialogue, small businesses, etc.) 
Further steps to ensure the comparability of vocational training qualifications in several sectors 
Integration of disabled children in education 
Second action programme for the promotion of the social and economic integration of the 
disabled people; communication on the integration of disabled people in education systems 
Communication on working and living conditions 
Communication on the new poor 
Recommendation on racism and xenophobia 
Improvements in social security for migrant workers (pensions, family benefits) 
Protection of workers' health (substances which cause cancer and other diseases) 
Surveys and studies on the labour force, wages and salaries, manpower supervision, etc. 
Industrial competitiveness and large-scale infrastructure projects 
D Implementation of the proposed measures to encourage the development of financial instruments 
adapted to the various stages of technological cooperation between firms 
D Application of the proposed fim:.ncial engineering measures to allow the Community to play a 
more active role in the launching, financing and management of large-scale infrastructure projects 
of European interest 
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IV - Flanking policies 
Financial engineering 
44. The Commission will be implementing 
its financial engineering programme in 1987. 
This is a new instrument whih will be used 
to provide support in a wide range of areas 
such as R & TD, transport and small business-
es with a view to promoting the economic 
cohesion of the Community, the completion 
of the internal market and the free movement 
of capital. Pursuing the course which it em-
barked upon last year in the area of infrastruc-
tures, the Commission will be presenting two 
new communications on the financing of small 
businesses and of new technologies. 
The Commission also plans to apply this new 
policy in the budgetary field in order to further 
progress this year. For instance, wider use will 
be made of budgetary techniques other than 
direct subsidies: this will involve extending 
repayable aid schemes and financial mechan-
isms such as the provision of loan guarantees 
and venture capital. These formulas will be 
applied in various fields of activity such as 
fisheries, the IMPs and integrated operations 
in areas of severe unemployment. Nor is the 
progress which this policy aims to achieve 
during the year limited to the Community: 
financial engineering, particularly at the service 
of small businesses, will be used to strengthen 
relations with other regions of the world such 
as the southern Mediterranean, Latin America 
and South Asia. 
Small businesses 
45. Faced with the challenge of making firms 
more competitive and developing Europe's 
technological potential, it is vital that the 
Community should do more to help businesses, 
particularly small ones, with an eye to com-
pletion of the internal market. 
Business policy is part of the Community's 
cooperative growth strategy for more employ-
ment. 
The general guidelines approved by the Council 
in October 1986 are designed to create an 
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environment favourable to the formation and 
expansion of small businesses by adjusting 
legislative, administrative and tax arrange-
ments, making more allowance for the cultural 
and social aspects, providing better infor-
mation, increasing inter-firm cooperation, fa-
cilitating access to training and innovation, and 
improving the availability of capital through 
a new programme of loans and financial 
innovations. 
The first projects implementing these guidelines 
will be put in hand in 1987. 
46. With a view to improving the business 
environment, a more detailed assessment will 
be made of the impact of all new proposals 
for Community legislation on competitiveness 
and employment. Specific proposals will be 
made on taxation, company law and cooperat-
ives. A committee set up to pool Member 
States' experience with the application of more 
flexible rules and regulations will meet for the 
first time in 1987. 
In addition, a number of positive steps will 
be taken to compensate for the handicaps 
suffered by certain businesses precisely because 
they are small. These will cover information 
(pilot 'Community Information Centres'), 
training (increased access to the Social Fund, 
specific programmes Cornett, etc), measures to 
encourage the setting-up of firms (partnership 
schemes, extending the network of business 
and innovation centres, support for local 
employment initiatives, etc.) and export pro-
motion (more intensive market research, pro-
vision of appropriate services, etc.). 
In the matter of funding the Commission's 
efforts will reflect the guidelines for the Com-
munity's financial engineering activities: adap-
tation and reinforcement of existing lending 
instruments (EIB, NCI), development of equity 
capital mechanisms (including venture capital) 
and provision of services related to the trans-
national activities of small businesses. 
Lastly, a special effort will be made to promote 
and support inter-firm cooperation. The activi-
ties of the Business Cooperation Centre will 
be extended - notably thanks to the BC-Net 
system - to ensure that its activities become 
better known to small businesses and their 
intermediaries, and the transnational pro-
gramme of assistance for innovation and tech-
nology transfer (Sprint), an extension of which 
was recently proposed by the Commission 
will continue to operate. ' 
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Small businesses 
0 Assessment of the impact on competitiveness and employment of all new proposals for 
Community legislation; forwarding of statements to Council and Parliament; continued assess-
ment of the impact of existing Community legislation 
• Proposals on company law and taxation 
D Promoting the spirit of enterprise (information campaigns, pilot projects, etc.) 
D Preparation of legislative and technical manuals on subcontracting 
D Creation of Community Information Centres (selection, pilot networks, training) 
D Proposals on the development of continuous training in small businesses 
D Initiatives on financing 
D Implementation of the BC-Net system to expand the activities of the Business Cooperation 
Centre 
Environment 
47. In the months ahead priority will be given 
to incorporating the environmental dimension 
into other Community policies. In 1987 - Euro-
pean Year of the Environment - various model 
projects will be carried out and the new five-
year action programme proposed last year will 
get under way in accordance with guidelines and 
priorities to be established by the Council before 
the end of June. 
The importance which the Single Act attaches 
to environment policy should therefore be 
acknowledged, the hitherto reactive attitude to 
environmental problems being replaced by an 
overall preventive approach based on strict stan-
dards and rational economic choices. 
48. A major multimedia Community action 
programme will be implemented to mark Euro-
pean year of the Environment. It will include 
projects designed to heighten public awareness 
of issues such as the quality of life, the environ-
ment's contribution to growth and employment, 
environmental concerns in agriculture and 
industry, clean technologies, water quality etc. 
Various events throughout Europe will endeav-
our to sell the message to young people and 
specialized circles. 
49. As in previous years, one of the Com-
mission's priorities for 1987 will be the adoption 
of the 1983 proposal for a directive in the crucial 
sphere of emissions from large combustion 
plants and agreement on pending measures on 
motor vehicle emissions. 
Another major concern in 1987 will be the issues 
raised by the Sandoz accident. The Commission 
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will do all in its power to ensure that existing 
Community legislation is applied to the letter 
and to promote the adoption of comparable 
standards by the Community and neighbouring 
States. It will look into the possibility of nego-
tiating arrangements similar to the Community 
information system on inland waterway pol-
lution and will continue to examine ways and 
means of ensuring that full compensation is 
forthcoming in the wake of major accidents. 
The first step in the establishment of control 
stategies will be a proposal for an action pro-
gramme on cadmium pollution. In the matter of 
water pollution the Commission will propose 
new limit values and quality objectives for 
dangerous substances. In the growth sector of 
biotechnology, the Commission will present 
proposals on classification, confinement and 
risk control. Similarly, it will present a proposal 
to expand existing rules on movements of haz-
ardous wastes. Action at international level will 
be actively pursued. In particular, the Com-
mission will implement the action programme 
for the protection of the Mediterranean and play 
an active part at the North Sea Conference to 
be held in London in the autumn. 
Lastly, to emphasize the importance of a stricter 
environmental policy, the Commission will pro-
pose the launching of a multiannual Community 
programme of demonstration projects to high-
light the favourable impact which environmen-
tal measures can have on job creation. 
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Environment 
D 1987 - European Year of the Environment (national and Community programmes of operations, 
events and model projects throughout Europe) 
D First year of the fourth environmental action programme (1987-92); this will include: 
• 
• a communication on the state of the environment in the Community 
• an all-out effort to persuade the Council to adopt the directive on emissions into the 
atmosphere from large combustion plants 
• presentation of an action programme on cadmium pollution 
• setting new limit values and quality objectives for dangerous substances discharged into the 
aquatic environment 
• proposals for Community legislation on biotechnology (confinement and deliberate use) 
• development of existing legislation concerning movements of hazardous wastes 
• submission of a report on the application of the directive on the conservation of wild birds 
• proposal for a directive introducing and· harmonizing provisions relating to information 
reports to be drawn up by the Member States under Community directives and regulations 
concerning the environment 
Consumer protection the end of last year in the important area of 
consumer credit offers improved prospects of a 
successful conclusion to work done in the past. 
50. The Commission will remain committed 
to the development of consumer protection pol-
icy and its integration into other policies, 
notably as regards improvements in product 
quality and product safety. 
The main areas in which progress now needs 
to be made are accidents caused by defective 
products, accidents to children, rules governing 
cosmetics and textiles, and consumers' economic 
interests (guarantees and after-sales service for 
consumer durables, electronic payment systems, 
etc.). An awareness campaign will be mounted 
in the course of the year on the prevention of 
accidents to children. 
To this end it will expand information systems 
on product safety and reactivate proposals 
which have encountered a series of set-backs 
within the Council. The agreement reached at 
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Consumer protection 
D 
D 
D 
• 
Strengthening of internal coordination procedures with a view to the integration of consumer 
policy into other Community policies 
First progress report on the integration of consumer policy into other Community policies; 
interim report on implementation of the new Community information system on accidents 
involving consumer products 
Awareness campaign on the prevention of accidents to children 
Report on product safety; proposals for legislation on products intended for children 
Amendment of existing rules governing cosmetics and textiles and reactivation of several 
proposals for regulations on consumers' economic interests (package holidays, electronic payment 
systems, guarantees and after-sales service for consumer durables, calculation of interest rates 
for consumer credit, access to the courts, unfair clauses, etc.) 
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Energy 
51. New Community energy objectives for 
1995 were adopted last September. They con-
firm that reducing the Community's import 
dependence to a reasonable level is still the focal 
point of energy policy. The Commission will 
take all necessary steps, in the light of the econ-
omic situation and its possible consequences, to 
ensure that the process of restructuring the 
energy balance continues. 
In 1987 particular attention will be paid to the 
convergence of Member States' policies and the 
extent to which they are in line with these new 
Community objectives. The Commission will 
also be mindful of the implications of these 
objectives for the environment and the less-
favoured regions. It will conduct the first per-
iodic review of progress to date and the prob-
lems encountered in relation to the priorities 
implicit in the new Community objectives. To 
promote greater energy efficiency, the Com-
mission will submit proposals for directives on 
the certification of the energy characteristics of 
buildings and the performance of heat gener-
ators. It will also consider the possibility of 
encouraging third-party financing of investment 
in energy saving. 
On the supply side, the Commission will con-
tinue to keep a close watch on trends in the 
refining industry and the international petro-
leum products market. It will submit proposals 
to ensure more effective application of the Com-
munity's strategic oil stocks scheme. It will con-
tinue to analyse supply and demand prospects 
for natural gas and will present new guidelines 
to promote the consumption of solid fuels. The 
Commission alsof !ans to do more to encourage 
the utilization o new and renewable energy 
sources. 
Energy and nuclear safety 
Nuclear safety 
52. Public acceptability of nuclear energy has 
been in decline since the Chernobyl accident. 
The Commission's main concern in 1987 will be 
to pursue activities undertaken in 1986 to protect 
workers, the public and the environment. Two 
communications presented last summer outline 
the action to be taken in the priority areas of 
health protection, contamination of products, 
the safety and safe operation of installations, 
procedures in the event of an emergency, inter-
national action and research. 
The crucial issue of the acceptable level of radio-
activity in foodstuffs and drinking water will be 
the subject of an international scientific confer-
ence to be held in the spring. The conclusions 
should make it possible to supplement last year's 
proposal for a regulation. Once the requisite 
consultations have taken place, the Commission 
will propose the setting-up of a Community 
system for the efficient exchange of information 
on radioactivity levels in the wake of a nuclear 
accident and the development of mutual assist-
ance mechanisms within the Community. 
The Commission intends to contribute to 
increased international cooperation in the field 
of nuclear safety by monitoring implementation 
of two conventions concluded in September 
under the aegis of the IAEA. On the question of 
safeguards the Commission will take steps to 
ensure that its checks are as effective as possible. 
Furthermore, a trilateral safeguards agreement 
will have to be concluded between Spain, the 
Community and IAEA at the earliest possible 
date. The Commission will make every effort to 
ensure that negotiations are conducted in 1987. 
D Attainment of the Community energy objectives for 1995 adopted by the Council in September 
1986, and preparations for the detailed periodic review 
D Continued implementation of Regulations 3639/85 and 3640/85 on the development and demon-
stration of new energy technologies and energy planning activities 
D Solid fuels: presentation of new guidelines to promote consumption of such fuels, continued 
analysis of problems arising in this area 
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[J Oil and gas: analyses and follow-up action on the oil market, especially on Community 
exploration and production, refining, imports of petroleum products and strategic oil stocks; 
study of supply and demand prospects for natural gas 
D Energy efficiency and new and revewable energy sources: proposals on the energy certification 
of buildings and heat generators; promotion of the utilization of new and renewable energy 
sources 
D Electricity: communication on the role of electricity in energy supply 
D Nuclear energy: continuation of post-Chernobyl action along the lines set out in the communi-
cations presented last summer; study of developments in the nuclear sector in the Community 
Fisheries 
53. The common fisheries policy is now at 
the third-generation stage. The revision (fleet 
restructuring and modernization) provided for 
in the new ten-year structural plan which is due 
to enter into force this year will provide a single, 
more diversified legislative framework for future 
action (exploratory voyages, port equipment, 
sensitive regions, etc.). Particularly important 
will be implementation of the specific pro-
grammes and establishment of a 'fleet file'. 
Now that the Community market in fishery 
products has become one of the biggest in the 
world, the market organization will be altered 
and adjusted to take account of its increased 
diversity. Surveillance activities will ne stepped 
up on the basis of the new Regulation approved 
by the Council. 
In addition, the negotiations begun with non-
member countries in 1986 will continue so that 
the relevant agreements can be fully integrated 
into a Community framework in 1987. 
Towards a European society 
54. Creation of a frontier-free area will not be 
enough to make Europe a tangible reality. 
People need to experience Europe at first hand 
and see how it affects them, their interests and 
the society in which they live. To heighten this 
awareness of Europe the Commission will inten-
sify its efforts in the months ahead in a number 
of selected areas: health, the anti-drug cam-
paign, civil defence, training programmes and 
youth exchanges. 
The three-year information and education cam-
paign recently proposed under the 'Europe 
against cancer' programme should lead to a 
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major offensive in 1988 and 1989 against the 
scourge of the century. In 1987 the Commission 
will begin work on the public information cam-
paigns to be mounted over the next few years 
and on schemes for training health workers, the 
various activities planned culminating in 'Euro-
pean cancer information year' in 1989. At the 
same time, work under current R&D projects 
will be intensified. In response to the concern 
expressed by the European Council in London 
last December the Commission will present a 
first proposal to the Council in May for action 
against AIDS, the plague which presents such a 
serious threat to the future. 
Several measures will ne introduced over the 
next few years to combat drug abuse. In addition 
to action on the circulation of drugs to prevent 
the spread of addiction, the Commission will 
mount an early awareness and information cam-
paign aimed at the public in general but young 
people in particular. 
The European dimension can be very valuable 
in the context of natural and technological disas-
ters. In addition to steps already taken in 
relation to R&D and protection of man and the 
environment against industrial risks and pol-
lution, the Commission has begun consultations 
with a view to civil defence, cooperation 
between the Member States, with particular ref-
erence to action to be taken in response to a 
disaster. A ministerial meeting will be organized 
in the first half of the year to discuss ways in 
which Community potential could be used to 
improve the capacity of individual Member 
States to respond. 
Training will also enter a new phase in 1987. 
Progress will have to be made this year towards 
a common vocational training policy, involving 
schools, the universities and the business world. 
While considerable impetus will undoubtedly 
come from the Erasmus and YES programmes 
for youth and student exchanges and mobility, 
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further measures will ne needed, particularly in 
the light of the communication recently present-
ed by the Commission on continuing on-the-job 
training for adults in small and medium-sized 
firms and the communication about to be pre-
sented on training for young people to prepare 
them for adult life and work. The Commission 
will also study measures likely to promote and 
diversify the teaching of foreign languages in the 
Community following its recent report on the 
implementation of the conclusions of the 1984 
Education Council. 
Because symbols are readily understood they can 
contribute to public perception of Community 
identity. In 1987 the Commission will therefore 
present proposals on car registration plates and 
postage stamps and will ensure a Community 
presence at sporting events to help people feel 
that they are part of one and the same com-
munity. 
Culture and communication 
55. The Commission will organize a major 
symposium in Florence in March to give those in 
the forefront of current thinking an opportunity 
to discuss the relationship between culture, the 
economy and technological progress. The Com-
mission hopes that the conference will spawn a 
wide range of ideas which can be used to devise 
initiatives in this area with a view to evaluating 
the interaction between these factor, so vital to 
an awareness of Europe and its riches, and pro-
viding a sounder basis for future planning. 
Other initiatives will be launched too (audiovis-
ual policy, promotion of a top-quality publi-
cation, architectural heritage, etc.). 
Under the multiannual information programme 
adopted by the Commission in 1986, the main 
themes this year will be the abolition of internal 
frontiers, reform of the agricultural policy and 
development aid. 
This year marks the 30th anniversary of the 
signing of the Treaty of Rome. The occasion 
will be celebrated with a series of events aimed 
at the general public to be held over a period of 
several weeks. Information campaigns will also 
be mounted in four Member States and the 
image and symbols of the Community (flag, 
anthem) will be publicized in various ways. 
Towards a European society, culture, communication 
D Implementation of three-year information and education campaign (1987/89) as part of the 
'Europe against cancer' programme; first proposals for measures to combat AIDS 
D Various initiatives at European level in a number of target areas (anti-drug campaign, civil 
protection, training, etc.) 
D Launching of youth exchange and m9bility programmes (Erasmus and YES for Europe) 
D Launching of a new action programme (1987-91) to train young people for adult and working 
life· 
D Presentation of a comprehensive report on teacher training to the European Education Ministers' 
Conference (Council of Europe) to be held in Helsinki in May 
D Organization of a major symposium on the interaction between culture, the economy and 
technological progress in Florence, 'European City of Culture', in March 
D Launching of the preparatory phase of the Media programme to encourage the development of 
the audiovisual industry, the organization of exchanges of young television journalists, etc. 
D Information campaigns on priority topics (abolition of internal frontiers, European Union, 
reform of the common agricultural policy, etc.) 
D Top-level publication giving the views of prominent persons on the Community and its problems 
0 Series of events throughout Europe to celebrate the 30th anniversary of the signing of the Treaty 
of Rome 
D Sporting events (sailing, cycling, tennis, etc.) 
D Preparations for European Cinema and Television Year (1988) in conjunction with the Council 
of Europe 
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V - The Community in the world 
56. The Single Act, which combines provisions 
amending the Treaties establishing the Com-
munities and provisions relating to political 
cooperation, is evidence of a determination to 
consolidate the Community's presence in the 
world. Beginning in 1987, European foreign pol-
icy cooperation can therefore be expected to 
strengthen the Community's position on the 
international scene. The Commission, which is 
fully involved in the process, intends to play its 
role to the full to ensure that future progress in 
the area of political cooperation keeps pace with 
developments on the Community front. 
57. Despite certain favourable trends (a steady 
shrinking of inflation and recent interest rate 
movements) economic growth in 1987 will be 
on a modest scale in most of the industrialized 
countries. At the same time, the economies of 
most of the developing countries will continue 
to suffer from the effects of high foreign indebt-
edness and low commodity prices. 
Given this outlook, an increase in net Com-
munity imports to satisfy stronger internal 
demand could prove to be a positive contri-
bution to world growth. 
In the medium term, increased trade would also 
help to sustain growth throughout the world. 
This is why the Commission sees the Uruguay 
Round as a top priority for the Community, 
which played a leading role in the preparatory 
meetings. A successful outcome, leading to a 
more open world trading system, could make a 
major contribution to the success of the Com-
munity's cooperative growth strategy. 
Multilateral relations 
58. The major event of 1987 will be the open-
ing in Geneva of the new round of multilateral 
trade negotiations agreed last September in Pun-
ta del Este. The Commission, as the Com-
munity's spokesman, will make its own contri-
bution, promoting and defending the Com-
munity's specific objectives and drawing on its 
experience in GA TT to help reconcile opposing 
positions. 
As proceedings gather pace in Geneva, the Com-
mission will recommend appropriate negotiat-
ing directives to the Council. It will stress the 
importance of a consistent, united approach to 
new subjects and current issues, to give 
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maximum impact to the Community's position 
at the negotiations. 
59. The OECD ministerial meeting scheduled 
for the spring will give the Community a further 
opportunity of playing its multilateral role, hav-
ing particular regard to the agricultural dis-
cussions under way in this forum. 
The seventh United Nations Conference on 
Trade and Development will be held in Geneva 
in July. It will be the main event of the year as 
far as North-South relations are concerned. The 
topics for discussion are of direct concern to the 
Community (resources for development, com-
modities and trade). The Commission will play 
a very active part in the conference, which will 
coincide with the opening of the Uruguay Round 
negotiations. More generally the Commission 
will seek to involve the Community in the debate 
on international economic policy issues. 
The Commission will also endeavour to ensure 
that the Community's institutional role is recog-
nized. 
Lome policy 
60. Implementation of the third Lome Conven-
tion has begun. In 1987 the Commission's main 
task will be to put the indicative cooperation 
programmes negotiated with the 66 ACP States 
into effect. It will ensure that commitments 
made by both sides under the aid programmes 
are honoured with a view to achieving the agreed 
objectives. To this end emphasis will be placed 
on continuing dialogue on the spot, utilization 
of all the instruments provided for in the Con-
vention (traditional projects, rehabilitation 
operations, sectoral import programmes, etc.), 
and improved coordination with other donors. 
The 'programme' approach will be used wher-
ever possible and particular attention will be 
paid to regional cooperation. 
Relations with Latin America. Asia 
and the Mediterranean 
61. Following the new approach proposed last 
November, the Commission plans to extend the 
Community's industrial cooperation with the 
countries of Latin America, Asia, the Gulf and 
the Mediterranean in 1987. It will seek ways of 
encouraging private business, notably small and 
medium-sized firms, to play a more active part 
in the economic development of these countries, 
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for example through the creation of joint ven-
tures and scientific and technical cooperation. It 
will endeavour to maintain and develop 
exchanges with these countries on the whole 
spectrum of their relations with the Community. 
62. In the Mediterranean area the Commission 
hopes that early 1987 will see the completion of 
the current negotiations with our Mediterranean 
partners following the enlargement of the Com-
munity to include Spain and Portugal and the 
conclusion of the third generation of financial 
protocols to replace those which expired in 1986. 
It will continue to seek a gradual normalization 
of the Community's relations with Turkey. 
As far as Latin America is concerned, the Com-
mission will give high priority to consolidating 
the Community's relations with the countries 
concerned, on the basis of the guidelines recently 
presented to the Council. 
With a view to strengthening the Community's 
relations with the countries of South and South-
East Asia, the main task in 1987 will be to 
implement the recommendations of the high-
level group on investment approved at the EEC-
Asean ministerial meeting in Jakarta last 
autumn, the aim being to increase the Com-
munity's economic presence in the region. 
As far as the Gulf is concerned, the Commission 
plans to present proposals to the Council by the 
middle of the year for the negotiation of an 
economic and commercial cooperation agree-
ment with the member countries of the Gulf 
Cooperation Council. 
Regarding China, the entry into force of the new 
trade and economic cooperation agreement and 
China's growing trade deficit with the Com-
munity will force the Commission to pay par-
ticular attention to the development of closer 
relations, the expansion of two-way trade and 
the stepping-up of economic cooperation. 
Food aid 
63. Following the reform approved last year, 
the Commission will take steps to ensure that 
food aid serves as an effective instrument of 
development, helping directly to combat hunger 
and guarantee food security. Everything will 
be done to simplify mobilization and delivery 
procedures and to adapt management structures 
accordingly. The reform places special emphasis 
on the development of a multiannual approach 
to food aid. The Commission plans to 
implement this in conjunction with the food 
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strategies of the recipient countries and rural 
development operations under the Lome Con-
vention. 
Relations with industrialized countries 
64. Relations between the Community and the 
United States of America, the centre of gravity 
of the free world, are crucial to the functioning 
of the international economic system. Bilateral 
relations in 1987 will operate against a back-
ground of a US Administration which no longer 
has a majority in Congress and a continuing US 
deficit on current account. The Commission will 
keep a vigilant eye on any protectionist action 
by the Administration and any protectionist 
tendencies emerging in Congress. As in the past, 
it will remain in close contact with the US 
Administration with a view to averting or 
resolving the disputes which are inevitable 
between two trading powers of the magnitude 
of the Community and the United States. 
65. As far as Japan is concerned, the Com-
mission will pursue the line of action approved 
and confirmed by the Council in 1986. The basic 
objective remains the same, namely to extend, 
strengthen and restore balance to bilateral 
relations, notably on the trade front. The Com-
munity's growing trade deficit with Japan not 
only feeds tension between the parties but has 
an adverse effect on the world economy. 
In 1987 the Commission will make an even more 
determined effort to persuade Japan to open up 
its market and to ensure that Community firms 
in that country enjoy commercial, industrial and 
financial terms of access comparable to those 
enjoyed by Japanese concerns operating in the 
Community. Discrimination against imports of 
alcoholic beverages into Japan is a measure of 
the effort still required to improve market 
access. The Commission intends to mount furth-
er specific campaigns to eliminate barriers to 
trade still persisting on the Japanese market. 
The Commission will continue its work in the 
field of trade promotion and training and will 
endeavour to encourage closer cooperation 
between European and Japanese firms, both in 
the Community and in Japan. 
The Maeckawa report made a number of pro-
posals for structural reform, which the Com-
mission has welcomed. It intends to take a keen 
interest in their implementation by the Japanese 
authorities. 
66. As far as relations with Canada are con-
cerned, the Commission will endeavour to 
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ensure that an early, satisfactory solution is 
found to the numerous trade issues under dis-
cussion between Canada and the Community. 
To this end, the Commission's policy will be 
one of firmness both bilaterally and, if necessary, 
in the multilateral context. In addition the Com-
mission expects to complete the joint review of 
the implementation of the Framework Agree-
ment, which will also deal with opportunities 
for increased cooperation. 
67. The Commission will continue its endeav-
ours to intensify the bilateral dialogue with 
Australia and New Zealand and extend it 
beyond the traditional agricultural issues. How-
ever, agriculture will remain in the forefront, 
notably in the context of the Uruguay Round, 
since Australia and New Zealand are members 
of the Cairns Group of countries which are 
heavily dependent on agricultural exports. 
68. As far as relations with the Community's 
EFT A neighbours are concerned, the objective 
The Community in the world 
0 Launch of the Uruguay Round 
will continue to be the creation of a wider Euro-
pean 'economic space', as envisaged in the Lux-
embourg Declaration of April 1984, which the 
Council endorsed last autumn. This will require 
EFT A countries to coordinate their efforts with 
progress towards completion of the Com-
munity's own internal market. 
69. The Commission will press ahead with 
the process of normalizing relations with the 
countries of Eastern Europe and the CMEA 
begun in 1986. It will open negotiations for 
bilateral agreements with Romania and 
Czechoslovakia and is awaiting directives for 
negotiations with Hungary. Exploratory talks 
with other Eastern European countries will con-
tinue, and the Commission will maintain contact 
with the CMEA with a view to reaching agree-
ment on a joint declaration establishing official 
relations between the CMEA and the Com-
munity. 
0 Preparation for and participation in the OECD meeting 
0 Implementation of the indicative programmes agreed in 1986 with the 66 ACP countries signatory 
to the Third Lome Convention. 
0 Implementation of the reform approved in 1986 with a view to increasing the effectiveness of 
food aid as a development instrument, a tool with which to combat hunger and a means to 
ensure food security. 
0 Active participation in the seventh United Nations Conference on Trade and Development. 
0 A new industrial cooperation approach in the context of relations with Latin America, Asia and 
the Mediterranean. 
0 USA: maintenance of a close dialogue, notably with regard to action to combat trade protec-
tionism. 
0 Japan: pursuit of efforts to step up and broaden relations and to open up the Japanese market 
so that European firms have the same access to the Japanese market as Japanese firms have to 
the European market. 
0 Canada: active search for satisfactory solutions to the many trade issues under discussion and 
review of the Framework Agreement. 
0 Eastern Europe: pursuit of the process of normalization of relations with the Eastern European 
countries and with the CMEA (negotiations with Romania and Czechoslovakia, brief for 
negotiations with Hungary, continuing exploratory talks with the others and contacts with the 
CMEA Secretariat with a view to a joint declaration establishing official relations with the 
Community) 
0 EFT A: continuation of the process initiated in Luxembourg in 1984 with a view to the creation 
of a wider European economic area 
0 Mediterranean: negotiation and conclusion of a third generation of financial protocols and 
continuation of the progressive normalization of relations with Turkey 
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D Latin America: strengthening of relations, coordination of official aid (in particular for the 
least-developed Latin American countries), support for regional integration, macroeconomic 
consolidation, etc. 
D Asean: implementation of the conclusions of the ministerial meeting of October 1986 with a 
view to increasing the Community's economic presence in the region 
D Gulf States: negotiation of a trade and economic cooperation agreement with the GCC member 
countries 
D China: development of economic cooperation within the framework of the Cooperation Agree-
ment which entered into force in autumn 1986. 
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The Single Act: A new frontier for Europe 
The signing and forthcoming entry into force of the Single European Act and the 
accession to the Community of Spain and Portugal (following that of Greece in 
1981} have brought with them fundamental changes in the structure of the Com-
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DECLARATIONS BY THE EUROPEAN COUNCIL 
RELATING TO THE INTERNAL IIIARKET 
"The European Council ••• instructs the Council : 
- to decide, before the end of March 1983, on the priority 
measures proposed by the Co11111ission to reinforce the 
internal market" 
Copenhagen, 3/4 Decellber 1982 
"It asks the Council and the Member States to put in hand without 
delay a study of the measures which could be taken to bring about 
in the near future ••• 
the abolition of all pol ice and customs foraal ities for 
people crossing intra-Community frontiers ••• • 
Fontainebleau, 25/26 June 1984 
"The European Council... agreed that the Council, in its 
appropriate formations: 
• • • should take steps to complete the Internal Market, 
including implementation of European standards" 
Dublin, 3/4 December 1984 
•... the European Council laid particular emphasis on the 
following ••• fields of action 
a) action to achieve a single large market by 1992 thereby 
creating a more favourable environment for stimulating 
enterprise, competition and trade ; it called upon the 
co .. ission to draw up a detailed programme with a specific 
timetable before its next meeting•. 
Brussels, 29/30 March 1985 
5 
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INTRODUCTION 
1. "Unifying this market (of 320 million> presupposes that Member 
States will agree on the abolition of barriers of all kinds, 
harmonisation of rules, approximation of legislation and tax 
structures, strengthening of monetary cooperation and the necessary 
flanking measures to encourage European firms to work together. It 
is a goal that is well within our reach provided we draw the 
lessons from the setbacks and delays of the past. The Commission 
will be asking the European Council to pledge itself to completion 
of a fully unified internal market by 1992 and to approve the 
necessary programme together with a realistic and binding 
timetable.• 
2. In such terms did the Commission define its task in the "Programme 
of the Commission for 1985" which was presented to the European 
Parliament on 6 March. On 29 and 30 March; the European Council in 
Brussels broadly endorsed this view and 
"laid particular emphasis on •• • action to achieve a single 
market by 1992 thereby creating a more favourable environment 
for stimulating enterprise, competition and trade; it called 
upon the Commission to draw up a detailed programme with a 
specific timetable before its next meeting•. 
3. This White Paper is designed to spell out the programme and 
timetable. Given the European Council's clear and repeated 
commitment to the completion of the common market, the Commission 
does not intend in this Paper to rehearse again the economic and 
political arguments that have so often led to that conclusion. 
Instead the Commission, which wholeheartedly shares the Council's 
commitment and objective, sets out here the essential and logical 
consequences of accepting that commitment, together with an action 
programme for achieving the objective. 
4. The Treaty clearly envisaged from the outset the creation of a 
single integrated internal market free of restrictions on the 
movement of goods; the abolition of obstacles to the free movement 
of persons, services and capital; the institution of a system 
ensuring that competition in the common market is not distorted; 
the approximation of laws as required for the proper functioning of 
the common market; and the approximation of indirect taxation in 
the interest of the co1N1on market. 
5. In the early days attention concentrated on the common customs 
tariff, which was established eighteen months ahead of the 12-year 
programme set out in the Treaty. It was a remarkable achievement -
one that we can look back on with pride and one from which we can 
derive inspiration for the future. That task achieved, attention 
turned to fodi rect taxes. The high water mark was perhaps the 
adoption - unanimously by the Council - of the 6th VAT directive in 
1977. But thereafter momentum was lost partly through the onset of 
the recession, partly through a lack of confidence and vision • 
• 
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6. The recession brought another problem. The Treaty specifically 
required not simply the abolition of customs duties as between the 
Member States, but also the elimination of quantitative. 
restrict ions and of all measures having equivalent effect. 
Originally it was assumed that such "non-tariff barriers", as they 
are commonly called, were of limited importance compared with 
actual duties. But during the recession they multiplied as each 
Member State endeavoured to protect what it thought was its short 
term interests - not only against third countries but against 
fellow Member States as well. Member States also increasingly 
sought to protect national markets and industries through the use 
of public funds to aid and maintain non-viable companies. The 
provision in the EEC Treaty that restrictions on the freedom to 
provide services should "be progressively abolished during the 
transitional period" not only failed to be implemented during the 
transitional period, but over important areas failed to be 
implemented at all. Disgracefully, that remains the case. 
7. But the mood has begun to change, and the commitment to be 
rediscovered: gradually at first, but now with increasing tempo. 
The Heads of State and Governments at the European Council meeting 
in Copenhagen in 1982 pledged themselves to the completion of the 
internal market as a high priority. The pledge was repeated at 
Fontainebleau in June 1984; at Dublin in December of that year; 
and, most recently, in Brussels, in March 1985. The time for talk 
has now passed. The time for action has come. That is what this 
White Paper is about. 
8. The case for the completion of the internal market has been argued 
elsewhere: and, as the conununiques at successive European Councils 
have indicated, it has been accepted by the Heads of State and 
Governments of the Member States. But it is worth recalling that 
the objective of completing the internal market has three aspects: 
- First, the welding together of the ten, soon to be twelve, 
individual markets of the Member States into one single market of 
320 million people; 
- Second, ensuring that this single market is also an expanding 
market - not static but growing; 
- Third, to this end, ensuring that the market is flexible so that 
resources, both of people and materials, and of capital and 
investment, flow into the areas of greatest economic advantage. 
9. Whilst, therefore, the discussion in this Paper will be directed 
primarily to the first of these objectives there will be a need to 
keep the other two objectives constantly in mind and to ensure that 
the measures taken contribute to those ends. 
10. For convenience the measures that need to be taken have been 
classified in this Paper under three headings: 
7 
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- Part one the removal of physical barriers 
- Part two the removal of technical barriers 
- Part three: the removal of fiscal barriers. 
11. The most obvious example of the first category are customs posts at 
frontiers. Indeed most of our citizens would regard the frontier 
posts as the most visible example of the continued division of the 
Co111111unity and their removal as the clearest sign of the integration 
of the Community into a single market. Yet they continue to exist 
mainly because of the technical and fiscal divisions between Member 
States. Once we have removed those barriers, and found alternative 
ways of dealing with other relevant problems such as public 
security, immigration and drug controls, the reasons for the 
existence of the physical barriers will have been eliminated. 
12. The reason for getting rid entirely of physical and other controls 
between Member States is not one of theology or appearance, but the 
hard practical fact that the maintenance of any internal frontier 
controls will perpetuate the costs and disadvantages of a divided 
market; the more the need for such controls diminishes - short of 
total elimination - the more disproportionate become the costs, 
expenses and disadvantages of maintaining the frontiers and a 
divided market. 
13. While the elimination of physical barriers provides benefits for 
traders, particularly through the disappearance of formalities and 
of frontier delays, it is through the elimination of technical 
barriers that the Community will give the large market its economic 
and industrial dimension by enabling industries to make economies 
of scale and therefore to become more competitive. An example of 
this second category - technical barriers - are the different 
standards for individual products adopted in different Member 
States for heal th or safety reasons, or for environmental or 
consumer protection. Here the Commission has recently launched a 
major new inithtive which has been welcomed and endorsed by the 
Council. The barriers to the freedom to provide services could 
perhaps be regarded as a separate category; but these barriers are 
analogous to the technical barriers which obstruct the free 
movement of goods, and they are probably best regarded as part of 
the same category. There is an additional merit in such an approach 
since the traditional dichotomy between "goods" and "services" has 
fostered an attitude in which "services" are somehow regarded as 
inferior and relegated to the bottom of the queue. Technical 
barriers are technical barriers whether they apply to goods or 
services and all should be treated on an equal footing. The 
general thrust of the Commission's approach in this area will be to 
move away from the concept of harmonisation towards that of mutual 
recognition and equivalence. But there will be a continuing role 
for the approximation of Member States' laws and regulations, as 
laid down in Article 100 of the Treaty. Clearly, action under 
this Article would be quicker and more effective if the Council 
8 
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were to agree not to allow the unanimity requirement to obstruct 
progress where it could otherwise be made. 
14. The removal of fiscal barriers may well be contentious and this 
despite the fact that the goals laid down in the Treaty are quite 
explicit and that important steps have already been taken along the 
road of approximation. This being so, the reasons why 
approximation of fiscal legislation is an essential and integral 
element in any programme for completing the internal market are 
explained in detail in Part Three of this Paper. Approximation 
of indfrect taxation wi LL raise severe problems for some Member 
States. It may, therefore, be necessary to provide for derogations. 
15. We recognise that many of the changes we propose will present 
considerable difficulties for Member States and time will be needed 
for the necessary adjustments to be made.The benefits to an 
integrated Community economy of the large, expanding and flexible 
market are so great that they should not be denied to its citizens 
because of difficulties faced by individual Member States. These 
difficulties must be recognised, fo some degree they must be 
accommodated, but they should not be allowed permanently to 
frustrate the achievement of the greater progress, the greater 
prosperity and the higher level of employment that economic 
integration can bring to the Community. 
16. Last year, the Commission submitted a Consolidation Programme <1 > 
identifying a series of proposals to be adopted by the Council in 
1984 and 1985. This White Paper pursues this effort in a wider 
perspective and with a view to completing the Internal Market by 
1992. It therefore comprises the essential items of last year's 
paper without expressly repeating the Consolidation Programme which 
still remains valid. 
17. This White Paper is not intended to cover every possible hsue 
which affects the integration of the economies of the Member States 
of the Community. It focusses on the Internal Market and the 
measures which are directly necessary to achieve a single 
integrated market embracing the 320m people of the enlarged 
Community. There are many other matters - all of them important in 
their own way - which bear upon economic integration, indirectly 
affect the achievement of the Internal Market and are the subject 
of other Community policies. 
18. 
(1) 
For example, it is a fact that in order to facilitate the key role 
which the internal market can play in the policy for the recovery 
of industrial structures, the suspension of internal borders must 
be accompanied by actions which strengthen research and the 
technological base of the Community's industry. Such actions will 
allow firms to benefit from the size of the single market. It is 
withfo this context that the present work of strengthening the 
Community's technological base should be seen. 
COM(84) 305 final of 13 June 1984. 
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19. Similarly, the strengthening of coordination of economic policies 
and the EMS will be essential factors in the integration of 
national markets. However, any action taken to ensure the free 
movement of factors of production must necessarily be accompanied 
by increased surveillance by the Commission in the field of 
competition rules to ensure that firms and Member States adhere to 
these rules. In particular, a strong and coherent competition 
policy must ensure that the partitioning of the internal market is 
not permitted to occur as a result of protectionist state aids or 
restrictive practices by firms. Moreover the commercial identity of 
the Community must be consolidated so that our trading partners 
will not be given the benefit of a wider market without themselves 
making similar concessions. 
20. There are many other areas of Community policy that interact with 
the Internal market in that they both affect its workings and will 
benefit from the stimulus that will be provided by its completion. 
This is particularly true of transport, social, environment and 
consumer protection policy. As far as social aspects are concerned, 
the Commission will pursue the dialogue with governments and social 
partners to ensure that the opportunities afforded by completion of 
the Internal Market wi LL be accompanied by appropriate measures 
aimed at fulfilling the Community's employment and social security 
objectives. 
21. The Commission is firmly convinced that the completion of the 
Internal Market will provide an indispensable base for increasing 
the prosperity of the Community as a whole. The Commission is, 
however, conscious that there may be risks that, by increasing the 
possibilities for human, material and financial services to move 
without obstacle to the areas of greatest economic advantage, 
existing discrepancies between regions could be exacerbated and 
therefore the objective of convergence jeopardized. This means that 
full and imaginative use will need to be made of the resources 
available through the structural funds. The importance of the funds 
will therefore be enhanced. 
22. Although this White Paper will touch on these matters where they 
have a direct bearing on the working of the Internal Market, it 
will not attempt to cover them in full and in detail as they 
represent considerable areas of study in their own right and merit 
separate and fuller consideration elsewhere. The existence of 
these problems does not mean that the frontiers and other frontier 
controls should not be abolished. On the contrary the task we face 
is to find solutions to the problems on the basis that the 
frontiers will have been abolished. 
23. A detailed timetable for implementing the Commission's proposed 
programme of measures for the removal of physical, technical and 
fiscal barriers is to be found in the Annex to this Paper. 
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PART ONE: THE REMOVAL OF PHYSICAL BARRIERS 
I. INTRODUCTION 
24. It is the physical barriers at the customs posts, the immigration 
controls, the passports, the occasional search of personal baggage, 
which to the ordinary citizen are the obvious manifestation of the 
continued division of the Community - not the •broader and deeper 
Community" envisaged by the original Treaties but a Community still 
divided. These barriers are equally important to trade and 
industry, commerce and business. They impose an unnecessary burden 
on industry flowing from the delays, formalities, transport and 
handling charges, thus adding to costs and damaging competi-
tiveness. 
25. There is therefore a double reason for removing the physical 
barriers - an economic reason and a political reason. The setting 
up of the ad hoc Committee on a People's Europe at the 
Fontainebleau European Cound l (the Adonnino Committee) is ample 
testimony to the importance of the political concept. There is no 
area in which progress, where it can be made, would be more visible 
or more directly relevant to the aims, ambitions and vision of the 
Connunity. 
26. Under the Treaty, customs duties and quantitative restrictions in 
intra-Community trade have been abolished. Customs posts at 
internal frontiers have, however, continued to exist as a 
convenient point at which to check compliance with national 
indirect taxation rules. Use has also been made of this continued 
official presence to enforce national protective measures relating 
to for example terrorism, drugs, other prohibited goods and 
immigration. Measures adopted by the Community itself have led 
Member States to use internal frontier posts for controlling 
aspects of common policies (agriculture and steel) and for applying 
safeguard clauses. 
27. Our objective is not merely to simplify existing procedures, but to 
do away with internal frontier controls in their entirety. In some 
cases this will be achieved by removing the underlying causes which 
give rise to the controls. In others it will be a matter of finding 
ways and means other than controls at the internal frontiers to 
achieve comparable levels of protection and/or information. 
28. Where the underlying causes consist partly of national policies and 
partly of common policies which are not yet fully developed, 
achieving our objective will require national policies either to be 
progressively relaxed and ultimately abandoned where they are no 
longer.justified, or replaced by truly co1U1on policies applicable 
to the Connunity as a whole. Community policies which are not yet 
fully developed and at present give rise to internal frontier 
1.{ 
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controls will have to be amended so as to obviate the need for 
controls. It follows that once these barriers have been removed, 
the reasons for the existence of controls at internal frontiers 
will have been eliminated. 
29. The Commission recognises, however, that certain national pro-
tective measures do not in all their aspects fall within the scope 
of the Treaty. Two very important examples are measures against 
terrorism and the illicit trade in drugs. The Commission shares the 
legitimate concerns of the Member States about the need to control 
drugs and terrorism and is well aware of the role of internal 
frontier posts in this respect. It needs to be stressed, however, 
that frontier controls are by no means the only or indeed the most 
effective measures in this regard. If the objective of abolishing 
all internal frontier controls is to be met, alternative means of 
protection will need to be found or, where they exist, 
strengthened. Obvious examples are improving controls at the 
external frontiers of the Community ; using spot-checks at the 
internal frontiers and inland; and further enhancing cooperation 
between the national authorities concerned. 
30. Internal frontier controls are made on both goods and individuals 
and are motivated by fiscal, commercial, economic, health, 
statistical and police considerations. Individuals and their 
personal property are usual Ly checked by customs and pol ice or 
immigration officials, and goods by customs and sometimes more 
specialised authorities. 
31. The customs authorities' primary role at internal frontier posts -
or within the Member State where formalities and checks take place 
inland - is to ensure that the indirect taxation system of the 
Member State in question (VAT, excise duties> continues to operate. 
It therefore follows that, from the customs viewpoint, the problem 
of removing physical controls is largely related to that of 
removing fiscal barriers. This latter problem is dealt with in 
detail in Part Three of this Paper. 
32. The considerations which apply to goods and individuals are very 
different. We therefore examine them separately. 
II. CONTROL OF GOODS 
33. To date Community action has concentrated on alleviating internal 
frontier formalities and facilitating the movement of goods. To 
this end and in accordance with Articles 12, 30 and 95 of the EEC-
Treaty, the Commission has ensured and will continue to ensure that 
the customs authorities observe the principles of non-
discrimination and proportionality. The Community transit procedure 
and the single administrative document are concrete examples of the 
achievements reached by means of Community legislation; they can 
and should be improved further in the medium term <for example by 
renouncing the Connunity transit guarantee>. Where appropriate, 
there should be increased use of electronic data transmission 
12 
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systems, on the basis of common standards. In addition, the 
implementation of the fourteenth VAT directive would greatly 
simplify internal frontier formalities by shHting the collection 
of VAT to inland tax offices; but it will not in itself eliminate 
the need for customs checks at frontiers either on entry into the 
importing country or, with greater reason, from the exporting 
country in order to provide proof of actual export. 
34. In order to provide a suitable foundation for further progress, the 
Commission will at an early stage seek a commitment from the Member 
States that no new or more stringent controls or foraalities 
relating to goods are introduced. With cooperation between Member 
States, further simplification at internal frontiers might be 
achieved by avoiding duplication of controls on both sides of the 
frontier <so-called "banalisation"). For example, it might be 
possible for the exporting Member State to obtain proof of actual 
export of goods or statistical data on exports from the customs 
office of entry in the importing Member State importation. But the 
fact remains that to shift from the alleviation to the elimination 
of internal frontier controls requires a major and qualitatively 
different approach. To do this we need to find ways of abolishing 
the barriers which give rise to the need for the different controls 
imposed on goods. 
Coaaercial and econoaic policy 
35. Commercial policy measures affecting Member States individually 
(residual import quotas maintained by some Member States; import 
measures taken by the Community but limited to one or several 
Member States only; individual import quotas for Member States as 
part of a Community-wide measure or of an agreement coordinated by 
the Community) may lead the Commission on the basis of Article 115 
of the EEC Treaty to authorise a Member State to exclude the 
product under protection from free movement within the territory 
of the Community. National measures stemming from authorisation by 
the Commission necessarily involve formalities at internal 
frontiers. It is worth noting that it is the absence of or failure 
to apply a common policy which give rise to such action. It follows 
that, until the powers transferred by the Treaty to the Co11111unity 
are fully exercised and the common commercial pol icy has been 
strengthened in such a way that all national protection measures 
and all regional quotas set up by the Community can be abolished, 
there will be a continuing need for some form of control. The 
Commission takes the view that it is not an unreasonable aim to 
achieve this abolition of national and regional quotas by 1992. 
Nevertheless we recognise that there may well be considerable 
problems to be overcome. 
36. If Article 115 were no longer to be applicable, any import 
restrictions would have to be applied on a Community-wide basis. 
The enforcement of such quotas, which relies to a large extent on 
the administrations of Member States, would require intensive 
cooperation between national administrations and the Commission. 
Should it prove impossible to eliminate all individual quotas for 
13 
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Member States by 1992, internal frontier controls could no longer 
be the instrument of their application. Alternative ways of 
applying quotas would need to be found. 
37. The case is different for the use of clauses to cope with 
imbalances giving rise to serious threat of balance-of-payments 
difficulties. It is not possible realistically to set out a precise 
timetable for progressive restriction of the use of Article 108, in 
view of the direct link between this Article and economic 
situations of individual Member States. But if the aim of 
eliminating internal frontier controls by 1992 is to be achieved, 
measures applicable at internal frontiers will need to be renounced 
by then. 
38. Certain mechanisms applying to trade in agricultural products also 
require controls at internal frontiers. For example, monetary 
compensatory amounts are applied to trade in certain commodities on 
export and import; countervailing charges under Article 46 can be 
applied to trade in commodities where no common organisation has 
yet been agreed; certain taxes and other mechanisms can be needed 
in other commodity sectors. Clearly these requirements must be 
abolished through the development of the relevant parts of the 
Co1m11on Agricultural Policy. It would further require the automatic 
adjustment of agricultural prices in the case of monetary 
realignment, preferably within the EMS; the setting-up of common 
organisations for agricultural products not so far covered, with 
the aim of removing the possibility of recourse to Article 46; and 
adaptation of other market organisations. Trade in steel too is 
subject to additional controls stemming from the Common Steel 
Policy and environmental policy <control of transport of dangerous 
and toxic wastes>. Steps w'ill also have to be taken to cope with 
the consequences for these policies of the elimination of internal 
frontier formalities. 
Health 
39. As regards health protection, the internal frontier posts are often 
used for making veterinary and plant health checks. These controls 
stem from differences in national public health standards, which 
give national authorities grounds for checking that imported 
products conform to national requirements. The Community has, 
therefore, set out to implement a programme for the harmonisation 
of essential health requirements, a technically complex and 
procedurally slow process. But even where there is harmonisation, 
internal frontier controls have not always been eliminated because 
Melllber States still insist on carrying out their own checks. Some 
steps have been taken to transfer inland the checks on veterinary 
and plant health certificates. But there are gaps in these 
measures: their general adoption will depend upon mutual acceptance 
by Member States that the checks on goods have been properly 
applied by the exporting State. 
40. As a further early step towards the objective of abolishing 
internal frontier controls by 1992, all veterinary controls Clive 
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animals and animal products) and plant health controls will have to 
be limited to the places of departure, and controls of veterinary 
and plant health certificates made at the places of destination 
(together with control of products if there are reasons to assume 
fraudulent or negligent practices). 
41. To facilitate this, more common standards will have to be esta-
blished for trade between Member States and for imports from third 
countries for those live animals and animal products where they are 
still lacking. Animal products conforming to these standards would 
receive a Community mark. In addition supervising authorities in 
the country of origin would have to check goods for consumption in 
other Community countries, in accordance with coordinated 
procedures. Mutual trust would be enhanced by the appointment of 
Community inspectors to check that controls were being correctly 
carried out. Furthermore, Member States should cooperate in 
fighting fraudulent practices in the Community framework, and rules 
of liability in cases of damage resulting from fraudulent or 
negligent practices would need to be established. 
42. Certain import restrictions and quarantine measures would still be 
justified on grounds of protection of plant and animal health, in 
line with common standards. In order to harmonise as far as 
possible such restrictions, common policies designed to fight 
disease would have to be strengthened. 
43. In order to meet the objective of 1992, a major effort at C0111munity 
and at Member States level will be needed to achieve common levels 
and policies for veterinary and plant health and to align national 
standards to common standards as much as possible. To the extent 
that this can be achieved, the role of the veterinary and phyto-
sanitary certificate could be drastically reduced and specific 
restrictions only needed for disease emergencies. For animal 
products, use of the health mark would be sufficient. 
Transport 
44. Other internal frontier controls are aimed at the carriage of goods 
and have to do either with the administration of transport policy 
or with safety requfrements. Most intra-Community transport ope-
rations are subject to quotas, for which vehicles must carry 
transport authorisations. The authorisations and the books of 
record sheets are mostly checked at the frontier. If these controls 
are to be abolished, the transport quotas themselves must be 
progressively relaxed and abolished. Goods - particularly dangerous 
products - may also be checked for safety reasons. Moreover, 
vehicles are increasingly being checked at the frontier for 
compliance with national requirements; this is particularly true 
in the case of motor coaches. Systematic safety controls at 
internal frontiers will need to be eliminated. Road vehicles which 
enter a Member State would however remain liable to check under the 
same conditions as apply nationally to road vehicles. The adoption 
and proper enforcement of common safety standards would greatly 
facilitate this process. · 
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Statistics 
45. Systematic formalities are carried out for statistical purposes; 
the statistics are required not only by the Member States but also 
by the CommunHy. The fotroduction of the single adminhtraHve 
document will foHially simplify frontier formalities, but 
additional harmonisation or elimination will be needed if the 
different statistical data are to be presented in a uniform way by 
1992. Furthermore, statistical data will have to be collected not 
on the basis of documents accompanying goods, but from firms in the 
way that statistics on internal activities are collected at 
present. Modern methods of data collection, including sampUng 
techniques, will help to ensure that accurate and comprehensive 
trade statistics can be compiled. 
Conclusion and tiaetable 
46. Given the technical complexities of the measures to be adopted and 
the major legislative task which will fall to Community 
institutions, the Commission intends that this work should be 
planned in two stages. In the first stage, the emphasis should be 
to shift, where possible by 1988, controls and formalities away 
from the internal frontiers. In the second stage, the aim would be 
to coordinate policies and approximate legislation so that the 
internal frontier barriers and controls are eliminated in their 
entirety by 1992. 
III. CONTROL OF INDIVIDUALS 
47. The formalities affecting individual travellers are a constant and 
concrete reminder to the ordinary citizen that the construction of 
a real European Community is far from complete. 
48. Even though these controls are often no more than spot checks, they 
are seen as the outward sign of an arbitrary administrative power 
over individuals and as an affront to the principle of freedom of 
movement within a single Community. 
49. This prompted the Fontainebleau European Council to give the 
Adonnino Committee the task of examining the measures to be taken 
to bring about "the abolition of all police and customs formalities 
for people crossing intra-Community borders". The Committee thought 
this aspect to be so important that it presented an interim report 
in March of this year. 
50. The formalities in question are, in normal circumstances, of two 
dHferent kinds : police checks relating to the identity of the 
person concerned and the safety of personal effects being carried; 
and tax checks relating to personal effects being carried. We 
concentrate here on the pol ice checks. The removal of f:iscal 
barriers and controls is covered in Part Three. 
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51. The Commission's efforts and initiatives in this area have been 
aimed at making checks at internal frontiers more flexible, as they 
cannot be abolished altogether until, in line with the concerns 
expressed by the European Council, adequate safeguards are 
introduced against terrorism and drugs. 
52. Agreement has already been reached on the Commission's proposal for 
a common passport testifying to the individual's position as a 
citizen of a Member State. As an additional step towards abolition 
of physical controls the Commission has proposed the introduction 
of a means of self-identification which would enable the autho-
rities to see at a glance that the individual is entitled to free 
passage - the Green Disc. This proposal is at present before the 
Council and should be adopted forthwith. 
53. As noted in the introduction to this Part, police checks at in-
ternal frontiers are bound up with the legitimate concerns of the 
political authorities in the fight against terrorism, drugs and 
crime. Consequently, they can only be abolished as part of a 
legislative and administrative process whereby they are transferred 
to the strengthened external frontiers of the Community and 
cooperation between the relevant national authorities is further 
enhanced. 
54. The Commission will at an early stage seek a commitment from the 
Member States that no new or more stringent controls or formalities 
affecting individuals are introduced at inernal frontiers. The 
Commission will as a next step be proposing measures to eliminate 
completely by 1988 checks on leaving one Member State when entering 
another. This type of check has already been virtually abolished 
in practice at internal frontier crossings by road. This step 
would entail administrative cooperation between the pol ice 
authorities and the information transmission networks to enable the 
police in the country of entry to carry out checks an behalf of the 
police in the country of departure. A ~ystem of this kind would 
provide continuing protection in the combat against terrorism. 
Moreover, such a system would not preclude security - as opposed to 
identity - checks being carried out in airports. 
55. By 1992, the Commission wishes to arrive at the stage whereby 
checks on entry are also abolished for Community citizens arriving 
from another Community country. To this end, directives will be 
proposed concerning: 
The approximation of arms legislation; the absence of checks 
must not provide an incentive to buy arms in countries with 
less strict legislation. A proposal wit l be made in 1985 
with the target of approval in 1988 at the latest; 
The approximation of drugs legislation: proposals will be 
made in 1987, for adoption in 1989; 
Non-Community citizens: the abolition of checks at internal 
frontiers will make it much easier for nationals of non-
17 
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Community countries to move from Member State to another. As 
a first step, the Commission wi LL propose in 1988 at the 
latest coordination of the rules on residence, entry and 
access to employment, applicable to nationals of non-
Community countries. In this regard problems may arise over 
the question of the change of residence of non-Community 
citizens between the Member States, and these will need to be 
looked at. ·Measures wi LL be proposed also in 1988 at the 
latest on the right of asylum and the position of refugees. 
Decisions will be needed on these matters by 1990 at the 
latest; 
Visa policy: the freedom of movement for non-Community 
nationals, which visas provide, may undermine the agreements 
which Member States have with non-member countries. It will 
therefore be necessary to go further than the existing 
collaboration in the context of political cooperation and 
develop a Community pol icy on visas. This would need to 
strike the right balance between national foreign pol icy 
prerogatives and preserving the effectiveness of existing 
bilateral agreements. The requisite proposals should be made 
in 1988 for adoption by 1990. There will also be a need to 
fix common rules concerning extradition policy. The 
necessary proposal, to be made in 1989, should be adopted by 
1991. . 
56. The adoptfon of these measures by the Council, accompanied by a 
redeployment of resources to strengthen controls at the external 
frontiers, and enhanced cooperation between police and other 
relevant agencies within the Member States, should enable police 
checks at internal frontiers to be eliminated by 1992. 
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PART 1VO: THE RENOVAL OF TECHNICAL BARRIERS 
57. The elimination of border controls, important as it is, does not 
of itself create a genuine common market. Goods and people moving 
within the Community should not find obstacles inside the dif-
ferent Member States as opposed to meeting them at the border. 
58. This does not mean that there should be the same rules everywhere, 
but that goods as well as citizens and companies should be able to 
move freely within the Community. Subject to certain important 
constraints (see paragraph 65 below>, the general principle should 
be approved that, if a product is lawfully manufactured and 
marketed in one Member State, there is no reason why it should not 
be sold freely throughout the Community. Indeed, the objectives of 
national legislation, such as the protection of human health and 
life and of the environment, are more often than not identical. It 
follows that the rules and controls developed to achieve those 
objectives, although they may take different forms, essentially 
come down to the same thing, and so should normally be accorded 
recognition in all Member States, not forgetting the possibilities 
of cooperation between national authorities. What is true for 
goods, is also true for services and for people. If a Community 
citizen or a company meets the requirements for its activity in one 
member State, there should be no valid reason why those citizens or 
companies should not exercise their economic activities also in 
other parts of the Community. 
59. The Commission is fully aware that this strategy implies a change 
in habits and in traditional ways of thinking. What is needed is a 
radical change of attitude which would lead to new and innovative 
solutions for problems - real or apparent - which may appear when 
border controls no longer exist. 
I. FREE IIIOVBIENT OF GOODS 
60. Whilst the physical barriers dealt with in Part One impede trade 
flows and add unacceptable administrative costs (ultimately paid by 
the consumer), barriers created by different national product 
regulations and standards have a double-edged effect: they not only 
add extra costs, but they also distort production patterns;increase 
unit costs; increase stock holding costs; discourage business 
cooperation, and fundamentally frustrate the creation of a common 
market for industrial products. Until such barriers are removed, 
Community manufacturers are forced to focus on national rather than 
continental markets and are unable to benefit from the economies of 
scale which a truly unified internal market offers. Failure to 
achieve a genuine industrial common market becomes increasingly 
serious since the research, development and commercialisation costs 
of the new technologies, in order to have a realistic prospect of 
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being internationally competitive, require the background of a home 
market of continental proportions. 
The need for a new strategy 
61. The harmonisation approach has been the cornerstone of Community 
action ;n the first 25 years and has produced unprecedented 
progress in the creation of common rules on a Community-wide basis. 
However, over the years, a number of shortcomings have been 
identified and it is clear that a genuine common market cannot be 
realised by 1992 if the Community relies exclusively on Article 100 
of the EEC Treaty. There will certainly be a continuing need for 
action under Article 100; but its role wHl be reduced as new 
approaches, resulting in quicker and less troublesome progress, are 
agreed. At least, as far as veterinary and phytosanitary controls 
are concerned,Article 43 makes possible qualified majority voting: 
the Council however has regularly used Article 100, which requires 
unanimity, as an additional legal base. The Commission does not 
think this position is justified. Where Article 100 is still 
considered the only appropriate instrument, ways of making it 
operate more flexibly will need to be found. Clearly, action under 
this Article would be quicker and more effective if the Council 
were to agree not to allow the unanimity requirement to obstruct 
progress where it could otherwise be made. 
62. The new strategy must be coherent in that it will need not merely 
to take into account the objective of realizing a common market per 
se, but also to serve the further objectives of building an 
expanding market and a flexible market. It must aim not simply to 
remove technical barriers to trade, but to do so in a manner which 
will contribute to increasing industrial efficiency and 
competitiveness, leading to greater wealth and job creation. 
63. In principle, · therefore, given the Council's recognition 
(Conclusions on Standardization, 16 July 1984> of the essentfal 
equivalence of the objectives of national legislation, mutual 
recognition could be an effective strategy for bringing about a 
common market in a trading sense. This strategy is supported in 
particular by Articles 30 to 36 of the EEC Treaty, which prohibit 
national measures which would have excessively and unjustifiably 
restrictive effects on free movement. 
64. But while a strategy based purely on mutual recognition would 
remove barriers· to trade and lead to the creation of a genuine 
co•on trading market, it might well prove inadequate for the 
purposes of the building up of an expanding market based on the 
competitiveness which a continental-scale uniform market can 
generate. On the other hand experience has shown that the 
alternative of relying on a strategy based totally on harmonization 
would be over-regulatory, would take a long time to implement, 
would be inflexible and could stifle innovation. What is needed is 
a strategy that combines the best of both approaches but, above 
all, allows for progress to be made more quickly than in the past. 
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The chosen strategy 
65. The Commission takes into account the underlying reasons for the 
existence of barriers to trade, and recognises the essential 
equivalence of Member States' legislative objectives in the 
protection of health and safety, and of the environment. Its 
harmonization approach is based on the following principles: 
- a clear distinction needs to be drawn in future internal market 
initiatives between what it is essential to harmonize, and what 
may be left to mutual recognition of national regulations and 
standards ; this implies that, on the occasion of each 
harmonisation initiative, the Commission will determine whether 
national regulations are excessive in relation to the mandatory 
requirements pursued and, thus, constitute unjustified barriers 
to trade according to Article 30 to 36 of the EEC Treaty; 
- legislative harmonisation CCounci l Directives based on Article 
100) will in future be restricted to laying down essential health 
and safety requirements which will be obligatory in all Member 
States. Conformity with this will entitle a product to free 
movement; 
- harmonisation of industrial standards by the elaboration of 
European standards will be promoted to the maximum extent, but 
the absence of European Standards should not be al lowed to be 
used as a barrier to free movement. During the waiting period 
while European Standards are being developed, the mutual 
acceptance of national standards, with agreed procedures, should 
be the guiding principle. 
66. The creation of the internal market relies in the first place on 
the willingness of Member States to respect the principle of free 
movement of goods as laid down in the Treaty. This principle allows 
the Commission to require the removal of all unjustified barriers 
to trade. But it is not sufficient when barriers are justified 
under the Treaty. Similarly, there will be cases where the intro-
duction of common standards, particularly in the high technology 
sectors, will encourage and increase the international 
competitivity of Community industries. 
Haraontsation - a new approach 
67. Article 100 of the Treaty empowers the Council, acting unanimously 
on a proposal from the Commission, to legislate by Directive for 
the approximation of the laws, regulations and administrative 
actions of Member States which directly affect the establishment or 
the functioning of the common market. However, a number of 
shortcomings have been recognized in the procedures established for 
the implementation of Article 100. 
68. The practice of incorporating detailed technkal specifications in 
Directives has given rise to long delays because of the unanimity 
required in Council decision making. Henceforth, in those sectors 
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where barriers to trade are created by justified divergent national 
regulations concerning the health and safety of citizens and 
consumer and environmental protection, legislative harmonization 
will be confined to laying down the essential requirements, con-
formity with which will entitle a product to free movement within 
the Community. The task of defining the technical specifications of 
products which wi LL be deemed to conform to legislated 
requirements, will be entrusted to European Standards issued by the 
Comite Europeen de la Normalisation CCEN) or by sectoral European 
Standards in the electrical and building sectors such as CENELEC, 
UEAtc or RILEM, acting on qualified majority votes. 
69. The Commission is taking steps to strengthen the capacity of these 
European Standards bodies and also, in the telecommunications 
sector, of CEPT. This is seen not only as a necessary adjunct to 
the •new approach", but as an essential ingredient in the gradual 
replacement of national standards by European Standards in all 
areas. 
70. The Council generally should off-Load technical matters by making 
more use of its powers of delegation as recommended by the European 
Council. Article 155 of the EEC Treaty makes express provision for 
this possibility and opens the way to a simplified legislative 
procedure. This procedure has already been used successfully in 
customs matters and with the adaptation of existing directives to 
technical progress. The encouraging results suggest that this 
procedure should be extended. 
71. This general policy will put particular emphasis on certain 
sectors: these include information technology and 
telecommunications, construction and foodstuffs. 
- in the information technology and telecommunications sector, the 
Commission wants to establish sp~cif ic rules which take account 
of the requirement for much greater precision and more rapid 
decision-making so as to ensure compatibility, intercom-
munication and interworking between the users and operators 
throughout the Community. This sector is usually the 
responsibility of public authorities and particularly the PTT'S. 
In this context it is important that this task be undertaken as 
much as possible on a common basis, and that the resulting 
specifications (and corresponding tasks and certification 
procedures) be mutually recognised from the start. Recent 
Commission proposals as well as the agreement concluded in July 
1984 with CEPT have been in keeping with this tendency; 
- because of the existence of a wide range of products in the field 
of construction, the Commission will proceed to establish 
European codes concerning buildings in such a way as to ensure 
compatibility between components and the structures in which they 
will be used. The Commission considers that such action will of 
itself contribute to deregulation efforts; 
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- in the foodstuffs sector, Community legislative action has been 
concentrated, and will continue to be concentrated, on issuing 
•horizontal" directives governing the use of food additives, 
labelling regulations etc., where the essential need to protect 
the health and safety of consumers is involved. In line with the 
•new approach", and in line with the recommendations of the Dooge 
Committee, the Commission will propose more efficient procedures 
for the implementation of Article 100 harmonhation in this 
sector. This approach will be based on the principle of 
delegating to the Commission, advised by the Scientific Committee 
for Food, the task of drawing up and managing the more detailed 
and technical aspects of these directives, leaving the Council 
free to concentrate on the essential safety and health criteria 
which must be observed. To this end, the Commission will submit a 
connunication to the Council and to the European Parliament 
before the end of 1985, and it will propose the extension of 
Directive 83/189/EEC to the food sector. 
72. The Commission considers it essential that in all programmes 
designed to achieve a unified internal market, the interests of all 
sections likely to be affected e.g. both sides of industry, 
commerce and consumers, are taken into account. It further 
considers that such interests should be incorporated in the policy 
on the health and safety of workers and consumers. That is why 
arrangements have been made to ensure the participation of consumer 
representative bodies in the work of CEN and CENELEC ; and the 
Commission, with the assistance of the Consultative Consumers 
Committee, will take further steps to ensure that consumer 
interests are consulted. 
73. Moreover, the Commission will review all pending proposals in order 
to withdraw such proposa~s as are considered to be non-essential or 
which are not in line with the new strategy._ 
Preventing creation of new obstacles 
74. Experience shows that a State's membership of the Community is not 
always sufficiently reflected in the attitudes and outlook of its 
administrations. When Member State Governments deem new acts or 
regulations to be necessary for national purposes, they do not 
always or automatically, in drafting their national instruments, 
take account of the Community dimension or of the need to minimise 
the difficulties for relations between Member States. Opportunities 
are thus lost for making simple and inexpensive improvements. 
75. In order to prevent the erection of new barriers, Directive 
83/189/EEC now obliges Member States to notify the CoMhsion in 
advance of all draft regulations and standards concerning technical 
specifications that they intend to introduce on their own 
territory. A standstill on adoption must then be instituted by the 
notifying Member State, during which the draft can be considered by 
the Commission and the other Member States in order to determine 
whether it contains any elements likely to create barriers to trade 
and, if so, to start remedial action under Articles 30 or 100. 
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76. This new "information" procedure which came fully into force on 
1.1.1985, constitutes a major step forward and has already been 
successful in pre-empting a number of potential obstacles to the 
free movement of goods between Member States. It is necessary 
therefore that this procedure, which does not yet cover all 
industrial products, be extended to cover for example the food and 
77. 
·pharmaceutical sectors. In the field of environmental protection a 
comparable improvement could easily be achieved by making 
obligatory the gentleman's agreement on notification which has 
existed since 1973. 
•tual recognitfon 
Following the rulings of the Court of Justice, both the European 
Parliament and the Dooge Committee have stressed the principle that 
goods lawful Ly manufactured and marketed in one Member State must 
be al lowed free entry into other Member States. In cases where 
harmonisation of regulations and standards is not considered 
essential from either a health/safety or an industrial point of 
view, immediate and full recognition of differing quality 
standards, food composition rules, etc. must be the rule. In par-
ticular, sales bans cannot be based on the sole argument that an 
imported product has been manufactured according to specifications 
which differ from those used in the importing country. There is no 
obligation on the buyer to prove the equivalence of a product 
produced according to the rules of the exporting State. Similarly, 
he must not be required to submit such a product to additional 
technical tests nor to certification procedures in the importing 
State. Any purchaser, be he wholesaler, retailer or the final 
consumer, should have the right to choose his supplier in any part 
of the Community without restriction. The Commission will use all 
the powers available under the Treaty, particularly Articles 30-36, 
to reinforce this principle of mutual recognition. 
78. In the specific area of testing and certification procedures, a 
major initiative will soon be launched to bring about within the 
Community mutual recognition of tests and certification so as to 
avoid the wasteful duplication of tests which in some sectors is 
the rule rather than the exception. This initiative will involve 
the drawing up of common conditions and codes of practice for 
implementation by laboratories and certification bodies. These 
codes will be based on existing codes of Good Laboratory Practice 
and Good Manufacturing Practice which are already in wide use. 
79. The net long term effect of adopting and implementing this new 
strategy will be to reduce the regulatory burden on enterprises 
whishing to operate on a Community wide basis. In those (henceforth 
more limited) areas where harmonisation of regulations will still 
be required, enterprises will only have to meet a single set of 
harmonised rules rather than 10 or 12 different sets in order for 
their products to enjoy free circulation throughout the Community. 
Similarly the application of the new approach to standardisation 
and the move towards the principle of mutual recognition in an 
increasing number of other areas will speed up the decision-making 
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process and avoid the need for a further layer of Community rules 
to be super-imposed on national rules. 
Nuclear .. terials 
80. Because of the special nature of nuclear material, transfers of 
such material between Member States are subject to specific 
conditions. In November 1984, the Commission proposed a revision of 
Chapter VI of the Euratom Treaty. Inter alia, this proposal would 
ensure both the unity of the internal nuclear market and the 
validity of such conditions under Community law. 
II. PUBLIC PROCUREMENT 
81. Public procurement covers a sizeable part of GOP and is still 
marked by the tendency of the authorities concerned to keep their 
purchases and contracts within their own country. This continued 
partitioning of individual national markets is one of the most 
evident barriers to the achievement of a real internal market. 
82. The basic rule, contained in Article 30 et seq. of the EEC Treaty, 
that goods should move freely in the common market, without being 
subject to quantitative restrictions between Member States and of 
all measures having equivalent effect, fully applies to the supply 
of goods to public purchasing bodies, as do the basic provisions of 
Article 59 et seq. in order to ensure the freedom to provide 
services. Specific provisions seeking to terminate discriminatory 
practices in the supply of goods were laid down in Directive 
70/32/EEC, whilst Directive 77/62/EEC intends to open the awarding 
procedures to Community-wide competition. Equally, as far as 
public works contracts are concerned, Directive 71/305/EEC 
coordinates the awarding procedures in order to make the awarding 
process transparent to potential bidders in the whole of the 
Community. Directive 71/304/EEC concerns the freedom to provide 
services in this field. 
83. Statistics however indicate a minimal application of the Direc-
tives; less than 1 ECU in 4 of public expenditure in the areas 
covered by the co-ordination Directives is the subject of 
publication in the Official Journal and thus, even theoretically, 
of Community-wide competition. 
84. The Commission will open discussio~s with Member States and through 
them with the awarding entiti~s on the application of the 
Directives. Such discussions have to be based on detailed studies 
of the Directives' . transposition and application in each Member 
State, concentrating on a number of key areas such as procedural 
details (splitting of contracts, use of single tendering), 
particular entities (Defence, Health, Regional Government>, and 
products <computers, vehicles, medical equipment and supplies>. In 
addition further action wH l be taken to improve the quaUty and 
speed of the· publication of notices to tender and especially to 
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develop the electronic publishing system TED <Tenders Electronic 
Daily). 
85. In order to stimulate a wider opening up of tendering for public 
contracts, there is a serious and urgent need for improvement of 
the Directives to increase transparency further. Priority should be 
given to a system of prior information ; to publication of the 
intention to use single tender procedures; to publication of the 
awards of contracts ; and to improved quality and frequency of 
statistics. Moreover, in view of the high volume of contracts 
falling below the present levels of the threshold where the 
Directives apply, a review of these levels would seem appropriate. 
Besides, more visible action by the Commission in policing 
compliance with exhting law will increase the credibility of the 
Co•unity' s efforts to break down the psychological barriers to 
crossing frontiers. 
86. Four major sectors - energy, transport, water and (in the case of 
supply contracts> telecommunications - are at present not covered 
by Directives. Whilst it is clear that enlargement of coverage must 
be realised before 1992, additional action is required to take 
account of the fact that some of the awarding entities in these 
sectors fall under public law, while others are private bodies. 
Possible options are an approximation approach by way of Directives 
and/or a competition approach based on Articles 85, 86 and 90 of 
the EEC Treaty, sometimes combined with an initially more 
pragmatic approach, such as has been tried in the teleco•u-
nications sector. The Commission will submit proposals before the 
end of 1987. 
87. Community-wide liberalisation of public procurement in the field of 
public services is vital for the future of the Community economy. 
Article 58 of the EEC Treaty fully applies but, at present, only 
construction contracts are covered by Directive 71/305/EEC ; the 
supply of goods may include incidental services only to the extent 
that the value of the latter does not exceed that of the products 
themselves. This limitation should be removed so that access to 
publicly financed service contracts such as the services associated 
with the construction industry are also opened up to suppliers from 
other Member States. There are also certains services in the new 
technology area <see paragraphs 113 - 123 below) which need a large 
market of continental dimensions in order to realise their full 
potential. An example would be data processing in all its forms, a 
sector where possible procurement policies have a major impact. 
Furthermore, the transformation of contracts to purchase into 
contracts for the supply of services is already having an impact 
on the coverage of the supplies Directive, mainly in the field of 
computers. The Commission will submit proposals before 1987 which 
should lead to Council action in 1988 by the latest. 
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III. FREE IIOVEIIENT FOR LABOUR AND THE PROFESSIONS: A NEW INITIATIVE IN 
FAVOUR Of ColiiONITY CITIZENS 
88. The Commission considers it crucial that the obstacles which still 
exist within the Community to free movement for the self-employed 
and employees be removed by 1992. It considers that Community 
citizens should be free to engage in their professions throughout 
the Community, if they so wish, without the obligation to adhere to 
formalities which, in the final analysis, could serve to discourage 
such movement. 
89. In the case of employees, it should be noted that such free 
movement is almost entirely complete and the rulings of the Court 
of Justice restrict the right of public authorities in Member 
States to reserve posts for nationals. Certain problems still 
exist, however, and the Commission intends to make the necessary 
proposals which will eliminate the last obstacles standing in the 
way of the free movement and residence of migrant Community 
workers. Furthermore the Commission will take measures in order to 
remove cumbersome administrative procedures relating to residence 
permits. The Commission has already submitted a proposal concerning 
,- the taxation of these workers and their families. The main problem 
in this case is the taxation of wage-earners who reside in one 
Member State and earn their income in another (this affects mainly 
frontier workers>. 
90. The Commission will also make further efforts to bring about the 
adoption and swift implementation of its proposal concerning the 
comparability of vocational training qualifications aimed at 
ensuring that vocational proficiency certificates are more easily 
comparable. In practical terms, this objective should be achieved 
by 1988 so that the second phase can be launched before 1990. This 
second phase would involve the introduction of an European 
"vocational training card", serving as proof that the holder has 
been awarded a specific qualification. 
91. In the field of rights of establishment for the self-employed, 
little progress has been made, the main reason being the 
complexities involved in the endeavour to ·harmonize professional 
qualifications. However these endeavours have resulted in a 
considerable degree of freedom of movement for those engaged in the 
health sector. The European Council, owing to the hold-ups 
previously experienced in this sphere, indicated its desire to 
promote measures that would offer tangible improvements in the 
everyday life of Community citizens. In particular, during the 
meeting in Fontainebleau it cal led for the creation of a general 
system for the mutual recognition of university degrees. In line 
with the same philosophy, the Commission believes that there should 
be mutual recognition of apprenticeship courses. 
92. The Adonnino Committee submitted a preliminary report in March this 
year which contains some guidelines on this subject, and the 
Commission has been requested to put them into concrete form. 
93. For this reason, with the aim of removing obstacles to the right of 
establishment, the Commission - which approved the conclusions of 
the Adonnino report - will submit to the Council a draft framework 
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Directive on a general system of recognition in the course of this 
year. The main elements in this system will be the principle of 
mutual trust between the Member States; the principle of the 
comparability of university studies between the Member States; the 
mutual recognition of degrees and diplomas without prior 
harmonization of the conditions for access to and the exercise of 
professions; and the extension of the general system to salary 
earners. Lastly, any difference, notably as regards training, 
between the Member States would be compensated by professional 
experience. 
Finally, measures to ensure the free movement of individuals must 
not be restricted to the workforce only. Consequently, the 
Commission intends to increase its support for cooperation 
programmes between further education establishments in different 
Member States with a view to promoting the mobility of students, 
facilitating the academic recognition of degrees and thus diplomas, 
and helping young people, in whose hands the future of the 
Community's economy lies, to think in European terms. At the end of 
this year, it will make new proposals on this subject, notably 
concerning a Community scholarship scheme of grants for students 
wishing to pursue part of their studies or the acquisition of 
relevant professional experience in another Member State. 
A COlll>N MARKET FOR SERVICES 
In the Commission's view, it is no exaggeration to see the 
establishment of a common market in services as one of the main 
preconditions for a return to economic prosperity. Trade in 
services is as important for an economy as trade in goods. The 
diversity of activities which can be classed as "services" and the 
fact that the providers of services seem unaware of their common 
interests in the sector are two of the reasons why their role and 
importance have been undervalued for so long. Another reason has 
been the fact that, in the past, many services were provided by 
industry itself whereas now there is a trend to create specialist 
companies or at least specialist units for service activities. 
Despite the provisions of Articles 59 and 62 of the Treaty, 
progress on the freedom to provide services across internal 
frontiers has been much slower than the progress achieved on free 
movement of goods. This is particularly regrettable, since in 
recent years specialisation and the rapid development of new types 
of services has done much to demonstrate the potential for growth 
and job creation in the service sector as a whole. 
Two examples should suffice to illustrate this potential, and to 
point out the risk that the Community might lose ground to its main 
trading competitors if it fails to take sufficiently far-reaching 
action. 
First, in 1982 market services and non-market services already 
accounted for 57% of the value added to the Community economy while 
industry's contribution has dropped to less than 26X. Secondly, a 
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comparison of employment prospects in the different sectors between 
1973 and 1982 reveals that there has been a steady decline in 
employment in industry, which became even more rapid after 
1979/1980. By contrast, over the same period, more than 5 million 
jobs were created in the Community's market services sector. This 
figure, while impressive in absolute terms, looks less so relative 
to the equivalent figures for the USA (13.4 mill ion> and even 
Japan (6.7 million>. Another cause for concern is that in the 
Community, unlike in our main competitors, this trend has tailed 
off since 1980 as a result of the recession. 
98. Although freedom to provide services in the Community has been 
directly applicable since the end of the transitional period as the 
Court of Justice recognized in the Van Binsbergen judgement, firms 
and individuals have not yet succeeded in taking full advantage of 
this freedom. 
99. For these reasons, the Commission considers that swift action should 
be taken to open up the whole market for services. This applies 
both to the new service areas such as information marketing and 
audiovisual services ; and to the so-called traditional (but 
rapidly evolving) services such as transport, banking and insurance 
which, if properly mobilised, can play a key supporting role for 
industry and commerce. 
•rraditionat• Services 
100. Of prime importance - because the Community has been depriving 
itself of the potential benefits for far too long - is the need to 
open up the cross-border market in the traditional services, 
notably banking and insurance and transport. The Commission would 
emphasize here that proposals necessary to open up these two 
sectors have already been made but still await Council's decision. 
The Council should, therefore, take the appropriate decisions as 
indicated in the timetable to be completed by 1990. 
Financial services 
101. The liberalisation of financial services, linked to that of capital 
movements, will represent a major step towards Community financial 
integration and the widening of the Internal Market. 
102. The accent is now put increasingly on the free circulation of 
"financial products", made ever easier by developments of 
technology. Some comparison can be made between the approach 
followed by the Commission after the "Cassis de Dijon" judgements 
with regard to industrial and agricultural products and what now 
has to be done for insurance policies, home-ownership savings 
contracts, consumer credit, participation in collective investment 
schemes, etc. The Commission considers that it should be possible 
to facilitate the exchange of such "financial products" at a 
Community level, using a minimal coordination of rules (especially 
on such matters as authorisation, financial supervision and 
reorganisation, winding up, etc> as the basis for mutual 
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recognition by Member States of what each does to safeguard the 
interests of the public. 
103. Such harmonisation, particularly as regards the supervision of 
ongoing activities, should be guided by the principle of "home 
country control". This means attributing the primary task of 
supervising the financial institution to the competent authorities 
of its Member State of origin, to which would have to be commu-
nicated all information necessary for supervision. The authorities 
of the Member State which is the destination of the service, whilst 
not deprived of all power, would have a complementary role. There 
would have to be a minimum harmonisation of surveillance stan-
dards, though the need to reach agreement on this must not be 
allowed further to delay the necessary and overdue decisions. 
104. The implementation of these principles in the field of credit 
institutions {especially banks) is being pursued actively, in par-
ticular on the following lines 
- the standards of financial stability which credit institutions 
must live up to and the management principles which they must 
apply {concerning, for instance, their own funds, the solvency 
· and liquidity ratios, the monitoring of large exposures) are 
being thoroughly coordinated; 
- the rules contained in the fourth and seventh company law Direc-
tives on annual accounts and consolidated accounting are being 
adapted to the sector of credit institutions; 
- furthermore, the conditions which must be fulfilled by insti-
tutions seeking access to the markets as well as the measures to 
be taken at Community level when it comes to reorganising or 
winding up an institution in case of crisis are being coordi-
nated; 
- to name a more specific area, the Commission is working towards 
the mutual recognition of the financial techniques used by 
mortgage credit institutions and of the rules applying to the 
supervision of such institutions. 
105. As regards insurance undertakings, directives adopted in 1973 
(non-life) and 1979 (life) to facilitate the exercise of the right 
of establishment already coord·inate rules and practices for the 
supervision of insurers and particularly of their financial 
stability. Moreover, close cooperation between supervisory 
authorities has been in existence for a long time. The ground is 
thus prepared for freedom of services across frontiers, which 
should therefore not present insurmountable problems, especially 
since the Directive of 11 May 1960 liberates capital movements with 
regard to premiums and payments in respect of all forms of 
insurance. It must nevertheless be noted that a Directive intended 
to facilitate the exercise of freedom of services in non-life 
insurance by spelling out the part to be played by the various 
supervisory authorities in cross-frontier operations has not yet 
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been adopted by the Council. It will furthermore be necessary in 
the near future to examine closely those aspects of freedom of 
services which are peculiar to life assurance. 
106. In the securities sector, the coordination of rules applicable to 
undertakings for collective investment in transferable securities 
CUCITS) is aimed at providing equivalent safeguards for investors 
in respect of the units issued by UCITS, irrespective of the Member 
State in which the UCITS is situated. Once approved by the 
authorities in its home Member State, a UCITS will be able freely 
to market its units throughout the Community, without permitting 
additional controls to be introduced. Thus this directive would be 
an example of the principle of "home country control". Mutual 
recognition will be made possible by the coordination of the 
safeguards offered by the financial product in question. 
107. Apart from the UCITS proposal, other work still remains to be done 
to ensure that securities markets operate satisfactorily and in the 
best interests of investors. Work currently in hand to create a 
European securities market system, based on Community stock 
exchanges, is also relevant to the creation of an internal market. 
This work is designed to break down barriers between stock 
exchanges and to create a Community-wide trading system for 
securities of international interest. The aim is to link stock 
exchanges electronically, so that their members can execute orders 
on the stock exchange market offering the best conditions to 
their clients. Such an interlinking would substantially increase 
the depth and liquidity of Community stock exchange markets, and 
would permit them to compete more effectively not only with stock 
exchanges outside the Community but also with unofficial and 
unsupervised markets within it. 
Transport 
108. The right to provide transport services freely throughout the 
Community is an important part of the Common Transport Policy set 
out in the Treaty. It should be noted that transport represents 
more than 7 X of the Community's g.d.p., and that the development 
of a free market in this sector would have considerable economic 
consequences for industry and trade. The recent decision of the 
Court in the case brought by the European Parliament against the 
Council for failure to act in the field of the common transport 
policy (Case 13/83> highlights the necessity of making rapid 
progress in this area. 
109. In addition to the measures already mentioned in the context of the 
elimination of frontier checks in road haulage traffic, the 
completion of the internal market requires the following actions in 
the transport sector 
- for the transport of goods by road between Member States, the 
phasing out of quantitative restrictions (quotas> and the 
establishment of conditions under which non-resident carriers may 
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operate transport services in another Member State <cabotage) 
will be completed by 1988 at the latest. 
- for the transport of passengers by road, freedom to provide 
services will be introduced by 1989. 
- for the international transport of goods by inland 
waterway,freedom to provide services where this is not yet the 
case will be introduced. Where necessary, conditions will be 
established under which non-resident carriers may operate inland 
navigation services in another Member State Ccabotage). Both 
measures should come into effect by 1989. 
- the freedom to provide sea transport services between Member 
States shall be established by the end of 1986 at the latest, 
though with the possibility of a limited period for phasing out 
certain types of restrictions. 
in the air transport sector, it is necessary to provide by 1987 
for greater freedom in air transport services between Member 
States. This will involve in particular changing the system for 
the setting and approval of tariffs, and limiting the rights of 
Governments to restrict capacity and access to the market. 
110. Implementation of common policy measures in the transport sector by 
the dates mentioned above will require decisions by the Council by 
December 1985 <air fares and some aspects of maritime transport> ; 
by June 1986 (remaining aspects in the aviation and maritime 
sectors>; and by December 1986 <road haulage, inland waterways, 
coach services>. 
111. If the Council fails to make progress towards the adoption of 
proposed Regulations concerning the application of competition 
rules to air and to sea transport, the Commission intends to take 
Decisions recording existing infringements and authorising Member 
States to take measures as determined by the Commission according 
to Article 89 of the EEC Treaty. 
112. All these measures form only part of the common transport policy 
which extends to other measures (e.g. state aid policy, improvement 
of railway financing, harmonization in the road sector, 
infrastructure planning and investment) which are not of direct 
relevance to the internal market but which are an essential element 
of this policy. 
New technologies and Services 
113. The development of new technologies has led to the creation and 
development of new cross-border services which are playing an 
increasingly important role in the economy. However, these 
services can develop their full potential only when they serve a 
large, unobstructed market. This applies equally to audiovisual 
services, information and data processing services and to 
computerized marketing and distribution services. 
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114. In addition, the Commission would stress that a market free of 
obstacles at Community level necessitates the installation of 
appropriate telecommunication networks with common standards. 
115. In the field of audiovisual services, the objective for the 
Community should be to seek to establish a single Community-wide 
broadcasting area. Broadcasting is an important part of the 
communications industry which is expected to develop very rapidly 
into a key sector of the Community economy and will have a decisive 
impact on the future competitiveness of Community industries in the 
internal market. 
116. In accordance with the Treaty objective of creating a common market 
for services, all those who provide and relay broadcast services 
and who receive them should be able, if they wish, to do so on a 
Community-wide basis. This freedom goes hand in hand with the 
right of freedom of information regardless of frontiers. 
117. As a result of the development of broadcasting within essentially 
national frameworks, legal obstacles, actual and potential, lie in 
the path of those seeking to develop broadcasting activities across 
the borders of Member States. These obstacles consist mainly of 
different limitations on the extent to which broadcast programmes 
may contain advertising; as well as of the rights of owners of 
copyright and related rights to authorise retransmission by cable 
of broadcasts for each Member State separately. On the basis of 
the Commission's Green Paper, adopted in May 1984, on the 
establishment of the common market for broadcasting, especially by 
satellite and cable, a number of measures are necessary to realise 
a single Community-wide broadcasting area. As a first step towards 
this objective, the Commission will submit appropriate proposals in 
1985. The Council should take a decision before 1987. 
118. The information market is also undergoing far reaching changes as a 
result of the application of new information technologies. These 
changes are mainly due to 
- the almost exponential growth of the amount of information 
available ; 
- the growing speed with which new information becomes obsolete; 
- the strong tendency of information to flow across borders; and 
- the application of new information technologies. 
119. Information itself and information services are becoming more and 
more widely traded and valuable commodities, and in many respects 
primary resources for industry and commerce. The opening of the 
market for it is therefore of increasing importance. Moreover, the 
functioning of markets for other commodities depends upon the 
transmission and availability of information. As a commodity, 
however, it has unique and difficult properties. 
120. The information market has been supported by a series of programmes 
decided by the Council on 27 July 1981 and 27 November 1984. The 
current one is due for mid-term evaluation in the course of this 
year.· But a satisfactory internal market requires more. It 
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requires, as the European Council has recognized, a common policy 
and strategy within which a transparent regulation and transparent 
conditions can be bui Lt. The Commission has issued a general 
discussion paper on this subject and intends to follow it up with 
appropriate proposals and guidelines in the period 1985-1987. 
121. The European marketing and distribution system will also undergo a 
thorough technological transformation. Home videotex will permit 
the ordering of products direct from the manufacturer, thus 
revolutionizing traditional distribution channels, while ensuring 
greater market transparency. These new technologies, which will 
bring in their wake a need for adequate consumer protection, could 
lead to increased commercial activity within the Community, 
particularly in the mail-order sector. 
122. Electronic banking too will promote information and commercial 
transactions. The new payment cards (memory cards, on-line cards) 
will tend to replace exis~ing cheques and credit cards. Although 
an agreement already exists on the compatibility of videotex 
equipment in the Community, there is no similar agreement for the 
production of the new cards. 
123. The Commission intends to make proposals to help define common 
technical features of the machines used to produce the new payment 
cards, so that they can be identical throughout the Community. It 
will also seek to encourage, in conformity with Community 
competition rules, the conclusion of agreements at European level 
between banks, traders, producers and consumers on the 
compatibility of systems, networks linkage, user rules and/or rates 
of commission. 
V. CAPITAL MOVEMENTS 
124. Greater liberalisation of capital movements in the Community should 
serve three aims. 
125. First, the completion of a large internal market inevitably invol-
ves a financial dimension. The free movement of goods, services 
and persons must also mean that firms and private individuals 
throughout the Community have access to efficient financial 
services. The effectiveness of the harmonisation of national 
prov1s1ons governing the activities of financial intermediaries and 
markets would be great Ly reduced if the corresponding capital 
movements were to remain subject to restrictions. 
126. Secondly, it must be stressed that monetary stability, in the sense 
of the general level of prices and exchange rate relations, is an 
essential precondition for the proper operation and development of 
the internal market. In this regard, action to achieve greater 
freedom of capital movements would need to move in parallel with 
the steps taken to reinforce and develop the European 
Monetary System. Exchange-rate stability and convergence of 
economic policies help the gradual removal of barriers to the free 
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movement of capital; conversely, greater financial freedom leads to 
greater discipline in the conduct of economic policies. 
127. Thirdly, the decompartmentalisation of financial markets should 
boost the economic development of the Community by promoting the 
optimum allocation of European savings. The task is to set up an 
attractive and competitive integrated financial system for both 
Community and non-Community business circles. 
128. A number of Member States have had to make use of the protective 
clauses provided for in the Treaty (Articles 73 and 108{3))to 
maintain or reintroduce restrictions on capital movements which are 
in principle liberalised under Community law. From now on the 
Commission's attitude towards the use of safeguard clauses will be 
governed by the following criteria : 
- authorization to apply protective measures should be for a 
limited period; 
- measures should be continually reviewed and gradually abolished 
as the difficulties which originally justified them diminish; 
- agreement should be reached not to apply the protective clauses 
to capital movements which are so short term as to be classified 
as speculative and which are most directly linked to the free 
movement of goods, services and persons. 
129. Generally speaking, however, capital now moves more freely in the 
Community than at the end of the 1970s. The United Kingdom removed 
all exchange controls in 1979 and the arrangements applied in 
Denmark now comply with the Community rules in force. In 
December 1984, the Commission authorised France, Italy and Ireland 
to retain, according to the above criteria, in varying degrees, 
restrictions on certain capital movements. These decisions took 
into account the measuies taken on this occasion by the French and 
Italian authorities to relax such restrictions. These derogations 
have been renewed for a limited period. 
130. Unlike the Treaty provisions relating to free trade in goods and 
services, the principle of freedom of capital movements does not 
apply directly. All progress towards such freedom involves an 
extension, by way of Directives, of the Community obligations last 
laid down in 1960 and 1962. The following two aims must be pursued 
in view of this extension: 
- as an accompaniment to measures to coordinate the conditions 
under which financial intermediaries operate and thus to promote 
the development of a common market in financial services. To 
this end, a proposal for a Directive concerning the 
liberalisation of transactions in the units issued by collective 
investment undertakings for transferable securities is currently 
being discussed by the Council. A similar liberalizing proposal 
wi LL be necessary in due course in the mortgage lending field; 
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- in order to adapt Community obligations to changes in financial 
techniques and so improve the arrangements for operations which 
have grown substantially in importance. Action will have to be 
taken at Community level to liberalise operations such as the 
issue, placing and acquisition of securities representing risk 
capital, transactions in securities issued by Community 
institutions and long-term commercial credit. 
131. In addition to the responsibility which Community bodies have for 
creating and administering a legislative framework for the 
liberalisation of capital movements they will have to take action 
with a view to gradually liberalizing all operations of Community 
interest. 
132. The Commission intends to step up its monitoring of any exchange 
control measures which, while not infringing Community obligations 
to liberalise capital movements, nevertheless constitute a 
potential obstacle to payments relating to normally liberalised 
trade in goods, services or capital. Following the "Luisi-Carbone" 
judgement of 31.1.1984, the Commission has already informed Member 
States about the limits to the controls which Member States may 
apply. From 1992 onwards, any residual currency control measures 
should be applied by means other than border controls. 
YI. CREATION OF SUITABLE CONDITIONS FOR INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION 
133. The removal of internal boundaries and the establishment of free 
movement of goods and capital and the freedom to provide services 
are clearly fundamental to the creation of the internal market. 
Nevertheless, Community action must go further and create an 
environment or conditions likely to favour the development of 
cooperation between undertakings~ Such cooperation will strengthen 
the industrial and commercial fabric of the internal market 
especially in the case of small and medium sized enterprises, which 
are particularly sensitive to their general environment precisely 
because of their size. 
134. In spite of the progress made in creating such an environment, 
cooperation between undertakings of different Member States is 
still hampered by excessive legal, fiscal and administrative 
problems, to which are added occasional obstacles which are more a 
reflection of different mental attitudes and habits. It is, 
however, the Commission's function to take steps to deal with any 
distortion of competition arising from the partitioning of markets 
by means of agreements on business practices or undisclosed aid 
from public funds. The Commission will also continue to apply 
competition rules by authorizing cooperation between undertakings 
which can promote technical or economic progress within the 
framework of a unified market. 
135. The Commission will also seek to ensure that Community budgetary 
and financial facilities make their full contribution to the 
development of greater cooperation between firms in different 
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Member States. It will seek to guide future research programmes in 
this direction, both at the precompetitive research stage and at 
the stage of pilot or demonstration projects. The ESPRIT and BRITE 
programmes now underway have already had a very positive impact on 
European firms in terms of the opportunities for cooperation which 
they represent. The Regional Fund must also be enabled to 
contribute to greater cooperation between firms. 
Creation of a legal fraaework facilitating cooperation between 
enterpr1ses. 
136. The absence of a Community legal framework for cross-border 
activities by enterprises and for cooperation between enterprises 
of different Member States has led - if on Ly for psychological 
reasons - to numerous potential joint projects failing to get off 
the ground. The Community is now, for the first time, setting the 
stage for a new type of association to be known as the "European 
Economic Interest Grouping" that will be governed by uniform 
Community legislation and will make it easier for enterprises from 
different Member States jointly to undertake specific activities. 
137. Also, it is worth noting that a Council decision is still awaited 
on the proposed statute for a European Company. The Commission is 
conscious that the creation of an optional legal form at Community 
level holds considerable attraction as an instrument for the 
industrial cooperation needed in a unified Internal Market. A 
decision on the proposed statute will clearly be needed by 1992. In 
the interim period, the Commission intends to concentrate on 
measures to approximate national laws and does not preclude the 
possibility of amending its European Company proposal in order to 
build on results achieved in discussions of approximation measures. 
138. The small number of one-man businesses apart, enterprises are 
generally organised in the form of companies or firms, and the 
Community rule on non-discriminatory treatment applies to them when 
formed in the Community. This rule is of prime importance where the 
acquisition of shareholdings is concerned. 
139. There is a case, however, for making better use of certain 
procedures such as offers of shares to the public for reshaping the 
pattern of share ownership in enterprises, since the rules 
currently in force in this sphere vary a great deal from one 
country to another. Such operations should be made more attractive. 
This could be done by requiring minimum guarantees, particularly on 
the information to be given to those concerned, while it would be 
left to the Member State to devise procedures for monitoring such 
operations and to designate the authorities to which the powers of 
supervision were to be assigned. A proposal will be made in 1987 
and the necessary decisions should be taken by 1989. 
140. As and when the internal market is developed further, enterprises 
incorporated in the form of companies or firms will become more and 
more involved in all manner of intra-Community operations, 
resulting. in an ever-increasing number of links with associated 
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enterprises, creditors and other parties outside the country in 
which the registered office is located. To keep pace with this 
trend, a series of measures have already been taken or are under 
discussion aimed at coordinating Member States laws, especially 
those governing limited companies, which, in economic terms, 
constitute the most important category. 
141. Admittedly, this approximation of legislation is designed to secure 
equivalent protection for those concerned but these are, to a very 
large extent, enterprises too. In point of fact, by improving the 
legal relationship between enterprises, the coordination of company 
law has at the same time improved cooperation between them. 
142. Nevertheless, a company constituted under a specific national law 
does not enjoy the same facilities as a natural person when it 
comes to moving from one Member State to another. The traditional 
ways of setting up in another Member State involve the 
establishment of subsidiaries or branches, for which non-
discriminatory treatment is expressly laid down in the Treaty of 
Rome. As things stand now, however, the legal position of branches 
set up by companies from other Member States is far from 
satisfactory throughout the Community. Thus, to the extent that 
certain matters affecting the corporate sector have already been 
harmonised, branches established in the Community and forming an 
integral part of an enterprise should also reap the benefits of 
such harmonisation under a legisl.ative policy of deregulation. With 
this in mind, the obligation, say, to publish accounts relating 
only to the activities of a branch established in the Community 
should be dispensed with in all cases, provided a copy of the 
parent company's accounts is filed with the registration body 
responsible for the branch. A proposal will be made in 1986 to 
permit a decision by the Council in 1988. 
143. If it is to satisfy the needs of a genuine internal market, the 
Community cannot concentrate simply on the arrangements for 
creating subsidiaries or branches in order to make it easier for 
enterprises to set up in other Member States. Enterprises must 
also be able to engage in cross-border mergers within the 
Community. This facility could constitute the last stage in a 
process of cooperation beginning, for example, with the 
straightforward acquisition of a shareholding. On the face of it, 
adoption of the Commission's proposal for a tenth Directive seems 
to pose fewer difficulties especially as it could, to a very large 
extent, sett le the matter by reference to the rules already in 
force on internal mergers. 
144. In practice, cooperation will result more often than not in the 
creation of a group of legally separate but associated enterprises. 
This development is already the subject of coordination in the 
field of consolidated accounts. However, is it possible to stop 
there? The fact is that the transparency of the group is not the 
only issue at stake. A fair balance must also be struck between 
the interests of the group as a whole and its members, especially 
minority shareholders and creditors of subsidiaries. However, 
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there are serious gaps in most Member States' legislation on the 
matter, which is still too closely modelled on the idea of company 
autonomy, an idea largely overtaken, it would seem, by the degree 
of concentration that now exists. Depending on the outcome of 
current consultations, the Commission is considering making a 
proposal to this end. 
Intellectual and industrial property 
145. Differences in intellectual property laws have a direct and 
negative impact on intra-Community trade and on the ability of 
enterprises to treat the common market as a single environment for 
their economic activities. 
146. It will be necessary, as a first step, to reach a decision on the 
Community Trademark proposal and on the proposal approximating 
national trade mark laws. Considerable advantages will flow from 
this which will enable undertakings to adapt their activities to 
the full scale of the Community by making it possible for them to 
obtain on a single application one trade mark covering all the 
Member States. In order to allow the Community trade mark system to 
be adopted by the Council, the Commission will make the necessary 
supplementary proposals Ci .e. the rules implementing the regu-
lation; the fees regulation; the siting of the Community Trade 
Mark office and its working language; the rules of procedure of 
the Boards of Appeal>. The Council should decide on these matters 
by 1987. 
147. The picture has recently been further complicated by the need to 
adapt existing trademark systems to technological change in a 
number of areas including computer software, microcircuits and 
biotechnology. In order to create a firm legal foundation for 
investment in new techniques, the systems must be adapted in a 
convergent manner so that these changes will not weaken an already 
imperfect intellectual property market. 
148. In the patent field, the Luxembourg Convention on the Community 
Patent signed in 1975 which will offer important advantages to 
industry, has not yet entered into force. The Commission favours a 
solution whereby the Convention enters into force immediately, at 
least amongst those Member States who are in a position to ratify 
it. 
149. The Commission accordingly intends to propose to the Council 
measures concerning patent protection of biotechnological 
inventions and the legal protection of microcircuits, the latter as 
a matter of urgency, in 1985. In addition, problems in the field of 
copyright and related rights wilt be examined in a consultative 
document to be published in 1985 with a view to establishing 
priorities. In this context, the introduction of a Community 
framework for the legal protection of software will be given 
particular attention. 
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Taxation 
150. The Commission intends to publish, by the end of 1985, a White 
Paper on the taxation of enterprises in the Community. This will 
serve the purpose of fitting the various proposals already pending 
before Council into a general framework. It will also be an 
opportunity for assessing the need for further common action in 
this field. There is, indeed, a widespread feeling in private 
enterprise in Europe that our fiscal environment for risk capital 
and for innovation compares badly with that of our major 
competitors. 
151. In the meantime the Commission will urge the Council to complete 
ongoing work on a group of proposals which aim at removing 
obstacles to cooperation between European firms (on tax treatment 
of parents and subsidiaries, on taxation of mergers and on 
avoidance of double taxation), and to give high priority to 
harmonizing indirect taxes on transactions in securities as well as 
to the proposal which will allow wider use of carry forward and 
backward of losses in all Member States. 
VII. APPLICATION OF COIIIUNITY LAW 
Infringeaents 
152. The Community's political and legislative efforts to create an 
expanded home market for the people and the industries of the 
Community, will be in vain if the correct application of the agreed 
rules is not ensured. Unfortunately, under the pressure of 
economic cr1s1s, Member States have not always withstood the 
temptation to yield to protectionist measures, and the large volume 
of complaints that the Commission has received has prevented it 
from dealing with them within a reasonable period. There is no 
reason why Member States, whose Heads of State and Government are 
committed to the completion of the Internal Market, should not 
expect and welcome the knowledge that the Commission will carry out 
its duties of enforcing the rules that make such a completion 
possible, even if such enforcement is likely sometimes to affect 
them directly and individually. 
153. Of the total number of complaints received by the Commission, some 
60 %, i.e. on average 255 each year, relate to Articles 30-36 of 
the Treaty, but because of the lack of resources it can, in a given 
year, settle only one hundred cases. The resulting delays and 
backlogs benefit the infringing States, impede systematic action, 
lead to political and economic disequilibria of infringement 
proceedings, and frustrate the confidence of industry as well as 
that of the man in the street. Measures have to be taken to remedy 
the situation. 
154. Moreover, the Commission will continue its general action of im-
proving and rationalising its internal procedures in order to 
correct violations rapidly and effectively. It will closely combine 
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its actions of prevention and cure, and it will consider the 
possible introduction of sanctions ; and will explore all 
possibilities for interim measures to suspend the enforcement of 
any national legislation which manifestly infringes Community law. 
Transparency 
155. Elimination of unjustified trade barriers is traditionally done on 
a case-by case basis by individual infringement proceedings. Given 
the practical shortcomings of piecemeal proceedings, the Commission 
will have to take more systematic action, by publishing general 
communications setting out the legal situation particularly in 
regard to Articles 30 to 36 for the whole of an economic sector or 
in relation to a particular type of barrier. These communications 
would serve as a guide for public authorities regarding their 
obligations, as well as for Community citizens regarding the rights 
which they enjoy. 
156. The Commission intends to publish before 1988 communications on 
motor-cars, foodstuffs, pharmaceuticals, and chemical products as 
priority sectors. The Commission will gradually establish a 
definite link between its proposals for harmonisation of Laws and 
its communications setting out the impact of Articles 30 to 36. In 
any case, it is understood that, in the event of approximation 
lagging behind the agreed schedules, the Council's inaction cannot 
relieve the Commission of its obligation to take whatever measures 
are necessary to ensure free movement of goods within the Community 
under conditions which are consistent with the aims of the Treaty 
and the deadline of 1992. 
Coapetition policy and state aids 
157. A strong competition policy will play a fundamental role in 
maintaining and strengthening the internal market. It will 
contribute to an improved allocation of resources and to 
reinforcement of the efficiency and competitiveness of European 
companies. As the Community moves to complete the Internal Market, 
it will be necessary to ensure that anti-competitive practices do 
not engender new forms of local protectionism which would only lead 
to a re-partitioning of the market. 
158. In this context, it will be particularly important that the 
Community di sci pl ine on state aids be rigorously enforced. There 
are tendencies to spend large amounts of public funds on state aids 
to uncompetitive industries and enterprises. Often, they not only 
distort competition but also in the long run undermine efforts to 
increase European competitiveness. They represent a drain on scarce 
public resources and they threaten to defeat efforts to build the 
internal market. As the physical and technical barriers inside the 
Community are removed, the Commission will see to it that a 
rigorous policy is pursued in regard to state aids so that public 
resources are not used to confer artificial advantage to some firms 
over others. An effective Community discipline will make it 
possible to ensure that available resources are directed away from 
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non-viable activities towards competititive and job creating 
industries of the future. 
159. The Commission is drawing up an inventory of state aids and will 
publish by 1986 a report setting out the implications for future 
state aids policy. 
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PART Ill - THE REIIOVAL OF FISCAL BARRIERS 
I. INTRODUCTION 
160. Fiscal checks feature prominently among the functions carried out 
at the Community's internal frontiers. Consequently1 the removal of frontier controls is bound to have inescapable implications for the 
Member States as far as indirect taxes are concerned. The 
adjustments that will be needed to solve these practical problems 
are also very much in line with the terms of the commitment 
undertaken by those who signed the Treaties and with historical 
developments since then. 
161. When the Customs Union was achieved in 1968, it was already 
apparent that the mere removal of tariffs would not enable a true 
common internal market to be created; and that differences in 
turnover taxes in particular were the source of serious distortion 
and hence a serious obstacle to the completion of the Internal 
Market. That such a situation might arise was foreseen in the 
Treaty itself. Article 99 specifically provided that the 
Commission should make proposals for the approximation of indirect 
taxation when this was needed for the completion of the internal 
market; and Article 100 provided the legal means for so doing. 
162. Accordingly, in 1967, the Member States decided that the existing 
turnover taxes must be replaced by a Value Added Tax levied on a 
common basis. It was recognized from the outset that the 
imposition of such a tax on a common basis would raise many 
difficulties for Member States and would have to be phased in over 
a period of years. But it is clear from both the First and the 
Second VAT Directives which gave effect to this decision that a 
common basis was not only intended but was regarded as essential. 
163. The adoption of a harmonized VAT was given further impetus by the 
Council Decision in 1970 that the Community should be financed 
through "own resources". A significant element in this new "own 
resources" regime was the allocation to the Community of the yield 
of part (not to exceed a rate of 1 per cent) of the harmonized VAT • 
._. It is clear from the Directives that what was in mind was not a 
notional calculation but the allocation of a specific share of an 
actual harmonized tax. The following year (1971) saw the adoption 
of a Council Resolution confirming its intention to create an area 
within which goods, services and capital could circulate freely and 
without distortions of competition. Not only was a common tax base 
regarded as essential to achieve this end, but common tax rates as 
well were contemplated. In the words of the Resolution: "Before 
the end of the first stage, the Council will deliberate on the 
studies undertaken, and on the proposals made, by the Commission 
concerning the approximation of rates of value added tax and of 
excise duties." 
164. The broad principles of the harmonized common tax base for VAT were 
laid down in outline in the Second VAT Directive dated 11 April 
1967. This was followed after a period of intensive consideration 
and discussion,· by the Sixth VAT Directive, adopted in 1977 which 
set out in great detail the provisions of the common base. Because 
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of the problems involved in reaching agreement on a number of 
difficult and contentious issues, the Sixth Directive contains a 
number of lacunae as well as special schemes, derogations and 
transitional provisions. At the same time, Article 35 of the 
Directive specifically provided that these derogations and special 
arrangements should ultimately be brought to an end. Nowhere is 
the general philosophy set out more succinctly than in the preamble 
to the Directive. This declares: 
"Whereas account should be taken of the objective of 
abolishing the imposition of tax on the importation and the 
reaission of tax on exportation in trade between Member 
States; whereas it should be ensured that the common system 
of turnover taxes is non-discriminatory as regards the origin 
of goods and services, so that a common market permitting fair 
competition and resembling a real internal market may 
ultimately be achieved". 
Since 1977 a number of supplementary Directives have been adopted 
and a number await the Council's decision. 
165. Soon after the first steps were taken to harmonize turnover taxes, 
the Community turned its attention to excise duties. As a first 
step the Commission identified tobacco, alcoholic drinks and 
hydrocarbon oils as the products on which excises should be levied 
- a choice which coincides with the coverage adopted by most Member 
States. 
166. In the case of tobacco, a limited degree of harmonization has 
already been achieved. The basic directive adopted in 1972 defined 
the structures of. excise duty on cigarettes; provided for 
harmonization in successive stages; and defined a range of 
relationships between the specific duty and the total duty. In the 
case of alcoholic drinks and hydrocarbon oils, little progress has 
been made despite the presentation by the Commission of a whole 
range of directives. At the same time, however, a limited degree 
of progress has been made as a result of judgements by the European 
Court which have compelled Member States to abandon tax 
arrangements which benefited domestic producers to the detriment of 
producers in other Member States. 
167. It is clear from what has been said above that the harmonization of 
indirect taxation has always been regarded as an essential and 
integral part of achieving a true common market. Momentum has been 
lost in recent years but this was due essentially to the impact of 
the recession on the economic policies of Member States and 
preoccupation with other problems. But progress is being resumed 
and now we must proceed vigorously if we are to achieve the target 
da.te of 1992 for the comp let ion of the Internal Market. 
168. If goods and services and people are to move freely from one member 
State to another in just the same way as they can move within a 
member State, it is essential that frontier controls be abolished. 
Since these are primari Ly designed to ensure that each member 
State can collect the revenue in the form of indirect taxation to 
which it feels entitled, there are clear implications for the 
indirect taxation policies of individual Member States. Let us be 
quite clear that we are talking here not in terms of frontier 
facilitation, i.e. simplifying frontier procedures in the way that 
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the Directive on the Harmonization of Frontier Procedures and the 
Single Administrative Document aim to do, but in terms of removing 
the frontiers altogether as only in this way is it possible to 
achieve the stated objective of free movement of goods and of 
people. 
169. Indirect taxes, whether in the form of VAT or excises, enter more 
or less directly into the final price of the goods or services on 
which they are imposed. Different levels of taxation are therefore 
reflected in different price levels. If the differences in level 
are substantial, the differences in final prices will also be 
substantial, though small differences can often be absorbed either 
in margins or by consumer indifference. Given the relationship 
between prices and levels of taxation, we need to consider whether 
or not it would be practically possible, in the absence of frontier 
controls, for Member States to charge significantly different 
levels of indirect taxation. 
170. The considerations which apply to commercial traffic and to the 
individual traveller are not the same. They are therefore treated 
separately in the following paragraphs : the VAT dimension is 
examined first ; the analysis is then widened to include the 
excises. 
Ce>1111ercial Traffic and Value Added Tax 
171. The starting point must be the 14th VAT Directive and the system of 
postponed accounting which shifts the accountancy procedures for 
VAT from frontiers to inland tax offices. The strongest point in 
favour of the 14th VAT Directive is that it embodies a tried and 
proven system, operated by Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxemburg, 
and previously by Ireland and the United Kingdom. For a variety of 
reasons, none of them convincing in the Commission's view, the 
Directive has not yet been adopted by the Council, and this despite 
the fact that the system it incorporates has the solid backing of 
practical experience behind it. Adoption of the 14th VAT Directive 
would unquestionably represent a valuable step forward in 
simplifying procedures and speeding the flow of commercial traffic. 
It would not, however, result in the complete abolition of frontier 
controls .since documentation would still have to be provided at the 
frontier and Member States would still wish to retain the power to 
check movements of goods as a protection against fraudulent 
transactions which would deprive them of revenue. 
172. If, therefore, frontiers and with them frontier controls are to be 
abolished, a satisfactory Community procedure will need to be found 
by which sales and purchases across borders would be treated in 
exactly the same way as similar sales and purchases within the 
borders of the Member States. In other words, the sale would be 
taxable in the hands of the vendor and the VAT incurred by the 
purchaser would be deductible irrespective of the Member State in 
which it has been charged. It would then be necessary to set up a 
Community "Clearing House System" to ensure that VAT collected in 
the exporting Member State and deducted in the importing Member 
State was reimbursed to the latter. Computerisation of procedures 
will play an important role in this context. 
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173. In principle the Clearing House System described above would create 
a situation for taxable persons within the borders of the Community 
identical to that which exists within the borders of the individual 
Member States. But in practice the present widely divergent rates 
and coverage of VAT would expose the system to the risk of heavy 
and systematic fraud and evasion. Apart from other devices it 
would be all too easy for traders in high rate Member States to 
obtain supplies from low rate Member States and omit them from 
their records. Not only would this be a loss of revenue, but such 
practices would result in serious distortion of trade between low 
rate and high rate Member States. No one would pretend that fraud 
and evasion do not occur at present and would not continue even if 
tax rates and coverage were approximated. But the scale on which it 
could occur after the abolition of frontier controls without 
approximation would be unacceptably large. 
174. Furthermore, the Clearing House System could not deal with the 
problem of the small trader not registered for VAT who could 
legitimately shop across the border and would do so where 
significant differences in taxation and corresponding differences 
in prices existed. 
175. The only conclusion that can be drawn from this analysis is that no 
means exists of removing the frontier controls and thus the 
frontiers if there are significant tax and corresponding price 
differences between the Member States. 
The Individual Traveller 
176. The fact that tax levels vary greatly from one member State to 
another results in considerable differences in prices and creates a 
powerful incentive for people living in high tax countries to cross 
the border and shop in low-tax countries. It needs to be 
remembered that many land frontiers in the Community cross heavily 
populated areas. The Benelux countries, France and Germany come 
together in a geographical knot where cross-border shopping is easy 
and increasingly customary. Similar active cross-border shopping 
trade is found between Denmark and Germany and between the adjacent 
areas of Ireland and Northern Ireland. 
177. It would not be possible without the introduction of a whole range 
of new and offensive controls to discriminate between "genuine" 
travellers and those who crossed frontiers to go shopping. It has 
equally already been recognised that it is unacceptable to attempt 
to collect tax from every individual traveller carrying dutiable 
goods in however small quantities. For these reasons, and to 
facilitate travel within the Community, a system of "travellers' 
allowances" has been developed. First adopted in 1969, they now 
stand at goods worth 280 ECU plus modest prescribed quantities of 
cigarettes and alcoholic drink. Because of the problems of cross-
border shopping, increasing difficulty has been experienced in 
obtaining the agreement of Member States to even modest increases 
in the travellers' allowances. While an increase to 350 ECU may be 
agreed shortly, this is below what even in the present cir-
cumstances the Commission and the Parliament would consider to be 
reasonable. 
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178. The very existence of travellers' allowances, their modest amounts 
and the disproportionate difficulty in obtaining agreement to 
limited increases all demonstrate that it would be impossible to 
dismantle the fiscal frontiers unless there were a considerable 
measure of approximation of indirect taxation. 
Excbes 
179. As far as the individual traveller is concerned, the position in 
relation to excises does not greatly differ from that relating to 
VAT. This analysis concentrates therefore on the considerations 
affecting commercial traffic. 
180. At present, so far as the trade is concerned, goods subject to 
excise duties are usually kept in bonded warehouses under control 
of the authorities, the tax being suspended. The tax is then 
charged when goods are taken from the bonded warehouse for 
consumption, that is, delivered to a distributor, or direct to a 
customer. When goods are exported, they are usually exported "in 
bond" i.e. duty is suspended and cancelled after proof of export. 
This in itself requires a check at the frontier. Correspondingly, 
checks are made and the potential liability is duly established at 
the point of entry into the importing country. Unless the goods 
are imported into bond, duty then has to be paid. Alternatively, 
the goods may be received into a bonded warehouse and duty is then 
charged in the importing country only when the goods are about to 
go into consumption, i.e. when they are delivered from the bonded 
warehouse to a distributor or direct to the customer. While this 
system ensures that tax is charged only in the country where the 
goods are ultimately consumed, and at the rates of tax chargeable 
in that country, it presupposes the maintenance of existing 
thorough frontier formalities. 
181. It already open to the Council to produce the first simplification 
of existing frontier procedures by adopting the directives on 
common structures for the excises which are already before it. A 
further streamlining could be achieved by linking national systems 
of excise suspension. Goods could then go from their place of 
production or from a bonded warehouse in the exporting country and, 
with a minimum of control, cross the frontier to a bonded warehouse 
in the importing country. The excise due would not be calculated 
and charged until the goods were taken out of "bond" in the country 
of destination. But though this system would indeed simplify 
controls at the frontiers, it would not in itself mean that they 
could be abolished. 
182. If frontier controls were dismantled while the present wide 
differences in excise taxation persisted, the system would be 
exposed to fraud and evasion. This situation would allow excised 
goods to be routed through a bonded warehouse in a low rate 
country, taken out of "bond" there and shipped on for consumption 
in a high rate country. There would also be a strong incentive for 
those traders in high rate countries who were not covered by the 
bonded warehouse system to obtain their goods in low rate 
countries. The only way of dealing with these problems would be to 
impose frontier controls, the very thing we are seeking to abolish. 
e 
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183. We conclude that there is no way of removing frontier controls for 
goods subject to excise duties whilst the present significant 
differentials in coverage and rates continue to exist. 
184. Whether from the point of view of commercial traffic or of the 
individual traveller, we conclude that the removal of frontiers 
together with the associated controls will require for practical 
reasons not only the setting up of a Community Clearing House 
System for VAT and a linkage system for bonded warehouses for 
excised products, but also a considerable measure of approximation 
of indirect taxes. We wish to make it clear that complete har-
monization, which has come to imply absolute identity in every 
respect, is not essential and for this reason we should now use the 
term "approximation". 
II. APPROXIIIIATION 
185. The first question that has to be answered is how close does 
approximation have to be. The short answer is that it must be 
sufficiently close that the operation of the common market is not 
affected through distortions of trade, diversion of trade and 
effects on competition. In this connection, American experience is 
instructive. In the United States there are no fiscal frontiers as 
such, nor is there complete harmonisation of retail taxes as 
between the individual states. American evidence therefore 
suggests that some variations can be accommodated; but, in order to 
take account of market forces, these need to be limited in scale, 
with differences of upto 5% even between neighbouring states co-
existing without undue adverse effects. Transposing this experience 
into the Community context would suggest a margin of+/- 2 1/2 per 
cent either side of whatever Target Rate or Norm is chosen. In the 
case of VAT, this would be a very significant degree of 
flexibility. Thus, for example, if the Norm for the standard rate 
were 16 1/2 per cent, actual rates adopted by Member States could 
be in the range of 14 per cent to 19 per cent. These figures are 
inserted purely as an illustration although as a matter of interest 
the range of 14 per cent to 19 per cent encompasses the standard 
rates imposed by six of the nine Member States with VAT. In the 
case of excises, the indicative range of+/- 2 1/2 per cent would 
be less significant as excises frequently account for a large 
proportion of the retail price. 
186. Retail markets are often tolerant of quite significant differences 
in retail prices. Distance, convenience, service, image and a host 
of other factors enter into consumer choice; price is only one. 
But where competition is severe, prices do tend to move to a common 
level. In such circumstances minor differences in tax levels tend 
to be absorbed by the trade, leaving the ultimate retail price to 
the consumer little affected. The pressures thus exerted on the 
trade will be transmitted to government. Thus market forces will 
themselves create pressures to achieve a degree of approximation 
and in one case have already done so in the Community. 
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The Broad Picture 
187. It will require a great deal of statistical and econometric work 
before specific proposals can be put forward. Much of this work 
can only be done by or in association with Member State 
administrations. Indeed it would be surprising if many Member 
States had not, as a matter of routine, already made such studies. 
This White Paper therefore confines itself to a general analysis 
which wi LL enable the broad picture to be seen and leave the 
detailed studies to be undertaken as part of the preparatory work 
on the draft directives which will be required. 
188. Table 1 sets out the total yield of indirect taxation, subdivided 
into VAT and Excises, as a proportion of GDP in each of the 
Member States in 1982. 
189. The point which emerges immediately is that for most Member States 
there are no very significant differences from the average in the 
total yield of indirect taxation. 
TABLE 1 - Indirect taxation as percentage of the GDP (1982) 
VAT EXCISES VAT AND 
Per cent total Big five(1) EXCISES 
Belgium 7.67 2.39 2.29 10.06 
Denmark 9.84 5.87 3.27 15. 71 
Germany 6.34 2.70 2.58 9.04 
France 9.19 2.22 2.12 11.41 
Ireland 8.22 8.91 7.63 17 .13 
Italy 5.48 2.84 2. 72 8.32 
Luxembourg 6.04 4.24 3.75 10.28 
Netherlands 6.83 2.36 1. 92 9.19 
United Kingdom 5.22 4.58 4.35 9.79 
Weighted EC 
Average (2) 7.05 3.63 3.37 10.68 
(1) Tobacco products, beer, wine, spirits and mineral oil products 
(2) Excluding Greece, where the necessary statistics were not avai-
lable 
190. Looked at in this way approximation presents a manageable budgetary 
problem for most Member States and it would not seriously disturb 
the existing relationship between direct and indirect taxation. 
The exceptions are Denmark and Ireland both of which rely heavily 
on indirect taxation and where the present level measured as a 
percentage of GDP is 50 per cent or more above the Community 
average. 
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191. When one looks at the yield of the VAT and of the excises 
separately, bigger differences appear. In the case of the VAT a 
preponderance of Member States have a yield around 6 per cent of 
GOP Ci .e. within the range 6 per cent +/- 1 per cent) but four 
States have yields higher than this, of which two exceed 9 per 
cent. In the case of the excises, there are five Member States 
with yields between 2 per cent and 3 per cent of GOP, three Member 
States with yields of around 5 per cent and one member State, 
Ireland, with a yield of no less than 8.9 per cent. 
192. To sum up, the problem in most Member States is not so much the 
total yield of indirect taxation but the composition of that yield 
- the division between VAT and the excises and within the excises 
the differences in tax burden between different sectors and 
different products. But given adequate time and flexibility for 
spreading the change over a period of years, and given the 
necessary political will, the approximation could be realized and 
it could be handled with no greater difficulty than many Member 
States have encountered in determining their domestic tax policy. 
Value Added Tax 
193. There are three questions to be addressed in the case of VAT 
(1) the common base or coverage; 
(2) the number of rates; and 
(3) the level of the rate or rates, and particularly of the main or 
standard rate. 
All these issues are interlocking: the extent of the coverage has 
an important bearing on the number of rates; and the level of 
rates is linked both to the number and to the coverage. 
194. The 2nd VAT Directive introduced the main principles and the 6th 
VAT Directive went a long way to fill in the necessary details of a 
common VAT base in the European Community. In some areas it was 
not possible, however, .to achieve unanimity. As a result certain 
gaps were left to be covered by subsequent directives, and a number 
of derogations were included. 
195. Three of the supplementary directives stemming from the 6th 
Directive have already been adopted by the Council (the 8th 
Directive concerning arrangements for the refund of VAT to taxable 
persons established in another member State; a directive on VAT 
exemptions for final importation of certain goods; and the 10th 
Directive on VAT on the hiring out of movable tangible property). 
196. Eight other draft Directives are still pending before the Council. 
Together with three forthcoming proposals they aim at carrying 
forward the work of achieving the common VAT base. After their 
approval the main outstanding problem in this area wi LL be the 
remaining derogations. They will have to be tackled by subsequent 
proposals. The principal areas where substantial differences in 
coverage still exist are: food; second-hand goods; fuel and 
transport; and the treatment of small traders and farmers. Some of 
the most important derogations are connected with zero-rating of 
food and other goods and services in Ireland and UK. This is why 
5) 
VAT coverage is as low as 35 per cent of private consumption in 
Ireland and 44 per cent in the United Kingdom whereas most Member 
States cover about 90 per cent. The high rates of tax imposed in 
Ireland and the comparatively low yield in the United Kingdom are 
both a reflection of this restricted coverage. A move towards a 
more uniform basis would therefore be helpful in both these 
respects. 
197. Table 2 shows the rates of VAT in force in the Member States as at 
31 March 1985. 
198. As far as the number of rates is concerned, seven out of the nine 
Member States at present impose VAT at a reduced rate or rates in 
addition to the standard · rate and three of these also impose a 
higher rate. This would suggest that a common system would be 
likely to have more than one rate. Nevertheless, despite the 
present predomfoance of multiple rate systems, there are strong 
arguments in favour of a single rate. 
TABLE 2 - POSITIVE RATES OF VAT IN MEMBER STATES (1): As at March 
VAT Rates 
lower standard higher VAT as per-
centage of 
GDP 
Belgium 6 and 17 19 25 (2) 7.67 
Denmark 22 9.84 
Germany 7 14 6.34 
France 5.5 and 7 18.6 33.3 9.19 
Ireland (3) 10 23 8.22 
Italy 2 and 9 18 38 5,48 
Luxembourg 3 and 6 12 6.04 
Netherlands 5 19 6.83 
United Kingdom(3) - 15 5.22 
(1) Greece has not yet introduced VAT. 
(2) An additional luxury tax of 8 per cent is charged on certain 
products. 
(3) Ireland and the United Kingdom apply zero rates to a wide range 
of goods and services. 
199. As regards the level of rates, it is of more than passing interest 
that approximation within a range of 14 per cent to 19 per cent for 
the standard rate (i.e. a Norm of 16 1/2 per cent+/- 2 1/2 per 
cent> would encompass six of the nine Member States which have a 
VAT. A range of 15 per cent to 20 per cent Ca norm of 17 1/2 per 
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1/2 per cent) would encompass five Member States out of 
It must be stressed that these are only illustrative 
specific proposals must await more detailed study. The 
will in due course publish the results of these studies 
for further discussions. 
200. In the case of the excises, Member States have fairly common 
coverage as regards the excise duties on manufactured tobacco, 
alcoholic beverages and hydrocarbon oils. The main exception is 
wine. No duty is charged on wine in Italy or Greece, it is charged 
only on sparkling wine in Germany and only on imported wine in 
Luxembourg. Likewise certain hydrocarbon oil products are exempted 
from duty in some Member States: for example, heavy fuel oil in 
Belgium, domestic heating oil in Belgium and Luxemburg, and 
lubricants in Belgium, France and the Netherlands. 
201. In view of the large number of excisable products (for example 28 
alcoholic beverages, 7 mineral oils) it is not practicable to show 
all the rates for the Member States. Table 3 does, however, give a 
representative picture of comparative excise duty levels in the 
Community. 
TABLE 3 - EXAMPLES OF EXCISE DUTIES IN MEMBER STATES - AS AT MARCH 
5 
ECU per 20 cigar- 1 litre 1 litre 0.75 lit 1 lit of Revenue 
ettes of beer of wine of 40% premium from 
spirits petrol these 
excises 
in per 
cent of 
GDP (1) 
Belgium 0.73 0.13 0.33 3.78 0.25 2.29 
Denmark 1.96 0.65 1.35 9.58(2) 0.28 3.27 
Germany 1.02 0.07 0.00 3.43 0.23 2.58 
France 0.31 0.03 0.03 3.37 0.36 2.12 
Greece 0.28 0.22 0.00 0.16 0.29 n.a 
Ireland 1.14 1.14 2.74 7.84 0.36 7.63 
Italy 0.57 0.18 0.00 0.75 0.49 2.72 
Luxembourg 0.54 0.06 0.13 2.54 0.20 3.75 
Netherlands 0.74 0.23 0.33 3.79 0.28 1.92 
United K. 1.25 0.70 1.60 7.70 0.29 4.35 
(1) 1982 figures 
(2) estimated average 
202. For cigarettes the rates vary from 0.28 ECU per packet of 20 
(Greece) to 1.96 ECU (Denmark). The striking feature of the 
figures for beer, wine and spirits is that in each case the 
heaviest taxation is to be found in Denmark, Ireland and the United 
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Kingdom. Since the excise duties represent an extremely high 
proportion of the retail price Cup to 69 per cent for cigarettes, 
52 per cent for petrol), such wide discrepancies in excise taxation 
are bound to have significant effects on market prices and hence on 
the markets themselves. 
III. THE CORIIISSION'S PROPOSALS 
203. The broad approach must now be for the Council to agree that ways 
must be found to ensure that the adjustment that will be required 
when internal frontier controls are abolished in 1992 is not too 
abrupt and that the interim period be put to the best possible use. 
A good start would be provided by Council agreement to intensify 
efforts at completing work on the VAT base and the structure of 
the excises, mainly on the basis of proposals already presented by 
the Commission. Simultaneously the Commission will put forward a 
standstill proposal to ensure that existing differences with 
respect to the number of VAT rates and the coverage of excises are 
not widened. 
204. A next step which we would hope could be taken in 1986 will be for 
the Commission to present Target Rates or Norms together with 
proposed ranges of variation. Member States will then have the 
option of moving a given indirect tax immediately or in a series of 
shifts towards the common rate band. During the same period 
further consideration will need to be given to existing derogations 
which have distorting effects on the Internal Market to see whether 
they need to be continued. The administrative arrangements 
neccessitated by the new proposals will need to be put into place. 
205. The following paragraphs set out the specific measures the 
Commission proposes should be taken together with reasonable target 
dates. VAT and excises are examined separately and in turn. 
Value Added Tax 
206. Work on the common VAT base should now be taken forward by the 
approval of proposals already presented by the Commission to the 
Council. They cover subjects like works of art, antiques and used 
goods, the import of second hand goods by final consumers 
(including the problem of double taxation) and the temporary 
importation of goods other than motor cars etc; and some limited 
moves towards abolition of derogations provided for in the 6th VAT 
Directive. 
207. 
There are eight draft directives involved. Considerable work has 
already been done by the Council on a number of the draft 
directives and they should all be approved by the end of 1986. 
Three proposals will be presented by the 
dealing with the special schemes for small 
rate farmers and for passenger transport. 
approved in the course of 1986. 
Commission in 1985, 
businesses, for flat-
These should then be 
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208. While this work is proceeding in the Council, the Commission will, 
in the course of this year, put forward proposals for a 
"standstill". It will not be possible at this stage to define 
this in terms of rates, but provisions should be adopted which 
will exclude the proliferation of VAT rates in Member States, or 
the widening of the gap between VAT rates, since this would make 
subsequent adjustment more difficult. 
209. Work on the next decisive stage, the approximation of rates, would 
commence after the Commission had presented the proposals. These 
will cover:-
the rate structure, i.e. whether the common VAT system has one, 
two or even more rates; if more than one rate is to be adopted 
the proposals must indicate which goods and services should be 
charged at each of the rates; 
- the Target Rate(s) or Norm(s), i.e. the central rate or rates, 
together with the permitted ranges of variation around them. 
The proposals for the rate band or bands should be accompanied by a 
standstill provision, under which Member States would undertake not 
to move away from, but only towards, the common goal. 
210. On the basis of these proposals, the necessary adjustment of rates 
can then go forward. Member States would have- a period of some 
years, following the adoption of the directives, in which to 
complete approximation by the end of 1992. 
211. During the same period outstanding problems on the coverage of VAT 
will need to be resolved. They include VAT derogations with 
distortive effects, such as significant differences in taxation 
between Member States of the same goods or services. The 
Commission will put forward the necessary proposals as soon as it 
is clear what the future objectives for rates will be as these are 
decisive factors in assessing the risk or extent of distortion. 
212. The final element on the VAT side will be the new arrangements for 
treating sales and purchases across borders in the same way as 
those within Member States, with the sale taxable in the hands of 
the vendor and the VAT incurred by the purchaser deductible 
irrespective of the Member State in which it had been charged. The 
only formality which would be required of the taxable purchaser 
would be to include the deductible VAT in the box in his tax return 
which corresponds to his supplier's Member State. A Clearing 
House System would have to be set up between the Member States so 
that the VAT collected in the exporting Member State and deducted 
in the country of import could be credited to the latter. With 
modern information technology such a Clearing House System would 
not demand heavy resources. But it would require mutual confidence 
between Member States' VAT collecting authorities. The Clearing 
House System could be brought into operation before the process 
of rate approximation had been completed. This would achieve a 
decisive simplification for commercial transactions before the 
full new tax structure came into force by the end of 1992. 
54. 
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Excises 
213. In the case of the excises, Council negotiations on the structure 
of the duties on alcoholic drinks are now far advanced, and a 
package solution should be achieved before the end of 1985. Next 
in line, for approval before the end of 1986, will be the excise 
structure for mineral oil products, and the third stage of the 
common cigarette duty structure. The relevant proposals are 
already before the Council. The next step will be for the 
Commission to table proposals for the final stage of the cigarette 
duty structure and for a common. structure for the excises on 
other manufactured tobacco. These proposals should in their turn 
be approved in the course of 1987. 
214. In framing proposals for common rates it is necessary to look at 
the VAT and excises together. The reason for this is that high 
yields from VAT often tend to be counterbalanced by low yields from 
the excises and vice versa. In short the figures to be adopted for 
the excise rates are dependent to some extent on the rates adopted 
for VAT. The two sets of proposals must be presented together. The 
Commission proposals for excise rate bands will therefore be 
presented alongside the similar VAT proposal during 1986. There 
will be a proposal for a rate band for each of the excises to be 
retained <tobacco products, beer, wine, intermediary products, 
spirits and mineral oil products). These will need to be 
accompanied by a "standstill", whereby Member States would 
undertake to avoid moving away from the common bands. 
215. During the subsequent period up to the end of 1992, Member States 
will need to carry out the adjustments required to the coverage of 
their excises and the approximation of rates. The changes in 
coverage will include the extension or introduction of a wine 
excise in some Member States and the abolition or reduction of all 
excises other than the common ones, where these would create 
distortions in the operations of the Common Market. Examples are 
excises on tradeable goods, such as coffee or tea. 
216. Finally, it will be necessary to introduce a system to link 
together the bonded warehouse systems in individual Member States 
in order to allow intra-Community transactions in excised goods to 
take place without frontier controls. Proposals for such a linked 
system will be tabled as the approximation of rates goes forward. 
It will be possible for this to be done separately for each group 
of excises, probably with mineral oils, where present deviations 
are smallest, as the forerunner. 
Enforcement 
217. It is not, of course, enough simply to pass Community legislation. 
One must also ensure that the rules of the Treaty and of the 
derived legislation adopted under it are implemented and enforced. 
In the fiscal as in the other spheres, pursuit of infringements of 
the existing Community law must go hand in hand with positive 
legislative measures. The Commission has a duty not only to propose 
legislation under Article 99 of the Treaty, but also to seek 
respect of the principles of non-discrimination laid down in 
Article 95. It will continue to carry out that duty as an essential 
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element of the drive to eliminate all barriers to the completion of 
the Internal Market. 
Derogations 
218. It has already been made clear in the Introduction to this White 
Paper that .the Commission recognises that the approximation of 
indirect taxation will give rise to considerable problems for some 
Member States ; and that as a consequence it may be necessary to 
provide for derogations. There are areas of considerable political 
sensitivity which may have to be accommodated in this way. 
Nevertheless it is in the general interests of the Community that 
such derogations should be kept to the minimum. 
5G 
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CONCLUSION 
219. Europe stands at the crossroads. We either go ahead - with 
resolution and determination - or we drop back into mediocrity. We 
can now either resolve to complete the integration of the economies 
of Europe; or, through a lack of political will to face the immense 
problems involved, we can simply allow Europe to develop into no 
more than a free trade area. 
220. The difference is crucial. A well developed free trade area offers 
significant advantages : it is something much better than that 
which existed before the Treaty of Rome; better even than that 
which exists today. But it would fail and fail dismally to release 
the energies of the people of Europe; it would fail to deploy 
Europe's immense economic resources to the maximum advantage; and 
it would fail to satisfy the aspirations of the people of Europe. 
221. The free movement of goods is an important, valuable and possibly 
indispensable. step which has to be taken before economic 
integration can be achieved. But it is not the ultimate goal; at 
best it is the indispensable precursor. This philosophy is clearly 
reflected in the Treaties themselves. The Customs Union was the 
first objective of the Treaty of Rome. But that it was by no means 
intended as the last is clearly demonstrated by the fact that what 
the Treaty established was the European Economic Community. The 
preamble to the Treaty starts with the declaration: 
"Determined to lay the foundations of an ever closer union 
among the peoples of Europe, resolved to ensure the eco-
nomic and social progress of their countries by common 
action to eliminate the barriers which divide Europe". 
222. Just as the Customs Union had to precede Economic Integration, so 
Economic Integration has to precede European Unity. What this White 
Paper proposes therefore is that the Community should now take a 
further step along the road so clearly delineated in the Treaties. 
To do less would be to fall short of the ambitions of the founders 
of the Community, incorporated in the Treaties; it would be to 
betray the trust invested in us; and it would be to offer the 
peoples of Europe a narrower, less rewarding, less secure, less 
prosperous future than they could otherwise enjoy. That is the 
measure of the challenge which faces us. Let it never be said that 
we were incapable of rising to it. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Commission's White Paper sets out the essential and logical 
consequences of accepting the European Council's repeated commitment 
to completing the Internal Market by 1992, together with an action 
programme of the measures needed to meet that objective. This Annex 
to the Paper sets out the detailed timetable for implementing the 
Commission's proposed progra•me. 
The timetable is set out in tabular form and is divided into Parts 
which correspond to the Parts of the main body of the Paper. Within 
each Part of the timetable, the specific measures proposed by the 
Commission are separated into two periods, 1985 to 1986 and 1987 to 1992, 
according to the year in which the Commission's proposal will be made. 
However, the timetable for the period 1985 to 1986 also includes 
measures which, though not necessarily mentioned in the body of the 
Paper, have already been proposed to the Council and .remainan essential 
part of the Commission's Programme for completing the Internal Market. 
The specific measures set out in the timetable aim to eliminate barriers 
of all kinds (physical, technical and fiscal). They would have an impact 
directly or indirectly, on the lives of all Community citizens and on 
the functions of Community enterprises of all kinds. By 1992, Community 
citizens would for the first time be free to move within the Community 
without systematic checks on their identity or personal belongings; 
goods would be freed of all controls at internal frontiers; Community 
manufacturers would be able to market freely their goods on the basis 
of mutually agreed standards throughout the Community; and enterprises 
would be relieved of the current obstacles to providing cross-border 
services. 
Clearly, the Internal Market cannot be completed at a stroke. The 
interim period leading up to 1992 must be put to the best possible use to 
ensure that the adjustments needed to cope with the final dismantling of 
internal frontiers are not too abrupt. Progress towards the objective 
needs to be discernable at an early stage, and will be so,provided that 
the proposed timetable is respected. 
When will Community citizens and enterprises see tangible evidence of the 
effect of the measures proposed? The following milestones along the path 
to completion of the Internal Market give some indication of the progress 
and benefits the Commission would wish to see. 
For Community citizens, and in particular, travellers, the first evidence 
would be the further easing of border controls and the introduction of 
increased duty free allowances by 1986; by 1988, checks on individuals 
leaving one Member State for another would be eliminated; and by 1992, 
all systematic checks on the movement of citizens within the Community 
would disappear. 
As far as the control of goods is concerned, controls on the amount of 
fuel carried by commercial road vehicles would be abolished by 1985; 
controls on transport authorisations will be eliminated by 1986; by 1988 
veterinary controls will be limited to places of departure and controls 
on veterinary and plant health certificates to the places of destination; 
p ,. .• 
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also by 1988 controls of road transport quotas would be abolished; 
by 1992, further harmonisation of veterinary and plant health standards 
and the use of the Community health mark for animal products would 
eliminate the need for frontier controls. 
Community manufacturers would benefit progressively between now and 
1992 from the Commission's proposed new approach to technical harmonisation 
and standards policy and from the approximation of national laws. The 
Commission's specific proposals will cover a very wide range of products, 
such as motor vehicles, tractors and agricultural machines, food, chemical, 
· . and pharmaceutical products. Progress 
towards the elimination of barriers to trade will vary from sector to 
sector, but in the pharmaceutical sector, for example, all obstacles to 
the free circulation of pharmaceutical products would be removed by 1990. 
Further benefits to Community manufacturers and suppliers will accrue 
from the opening up of tendering for public contracts. By 1988, four 
major sectors (energy, transport, water and telecommunications) would 
be included in the system of prior information and publicty. 
In the financial services field, greater freedom to provide services in 
insuranceother than life insurance would be achieved as early as 1986; 
by 1989, there would be freedom to supply services in the motor liability 
insurance· sector; and by 1991, obstacles to the supply of life insurance 
would be eliminated. 
Early evidence of progress would be seen in the transport sector. The 
freedom to provide sea transport services between the Member States would 
be established by the end of 1986; there would be similar achievements 
in the airtransport sector by 1987 and in the road transport of goods 
sector by 1988. The transport of passengers by road would be 
liberalised by 1989. 
Significant landmar~s in harmonising intellectual and industrial property 
laws would be the creation in 1987 of a Community Trade Mark and the entry 
into force in the same year of the Luxembourg Convention on the Community 
Patent. 
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TIMETABLE FOR COflPLETING 
THE INTERNAL MARKET BY 1992 
- The present time table has been drawn up in such a way as to allow at 
least one year for the Member States to implement the measures 
concerned. 
- Asterix denotes existing proposals mentioned in last years 
consolidation programme COM(84)305 final of 13.6.1984. 
- Two asterixs denote proposals made after presentation of consolidation 
programme. 
PART ONE: THE REMOVAL OF PHYSICAL BARRIERS 
I. CONTROL OF GOODS 
Subject Doc n° Date of 
Commis-
sion's 
proposal 
Expected 
date for 
adoption 
by Council 
1. Various contr9ts 
PERIOD 1985-1986 
Simplification of Community transit COMC79)456 
procedure: discontinuance of presen-
tation of transit advice note and 
guarantee* 
Duty free admission of fuel contained COM(84)171 
in the fuel tanks of commercial motor 
vehicles* 
Road transport : Abolition of control 
of quotas at border crossings 
Transport of travellers : aboli-
tion of border controls related to 
transport authorisations 
1979 1986 
1984 1985 
1985 1986 
1985 1986 
1 
Period 1985-86 lists existing proposals Cone or two asterixs) to be 
adopted by the Council within this period and new proposals to b-e---
presented in 1985 and 1986. 
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SUBJECT Doc.n° 
**Accession of Spain and Portugal 
technical adaptation 
•single Administrative Document (SAD) 
follow up 
Introduction of common 
border posts ("banalisation"} 
Abolition of customs presentation 
charges 
PERIOD 1987-1992 
Completion of work leading to 
full abolition of all remaining 
import formalities and controls 
on goods between Member States 
- statistical harmonisation 
- elimination of all national 
protective measures and all 
regional quotas, in line with 
the Community's commercial policy 
- Tax approximation on 
V.A.T. and excise duties (see 
Part Three>. 
2. Veterinary and phytosanitary controls 
PERIOD 1985-1986 
COM(82) 401 
live animals of the bovine species: 
amended eradication directives to provide 
for final eradication of tuberculosis, 
brucellosis and leukosis in all Member 
States including Portugal and Spain 
live animals of the porcine species 
modify, intensify and prolong Directives 
on eradication of classical swine 
fever in the Community as a whole and of 
African swine fever in Sardinia, Spain and 
Portugal 
- creation of a special veterinary fund to 
finance the above mentioned eradication 
programmes and provide financial assistance 
in relation to control and eradication 
of other diseases which may arise 
Date of 
Commis-
sion's 
proposal 
Act of 
legislation 
85-86 
1985 
1986 
1985 
1987 
1989 
1987-
1989 
1985 
1986 
1986 
Expected 
date for 
adoption 
by Council 
1985 
1986 
1986 
1990 
1989 
1988-
1990 
1986 
1987 
1987 
6 
SUBJECT 
- production and trade in milk• 
- production and trade in medicated 
feeding stuffs* 
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Doc.n° Date of 
Commis-
sion's 
proposal 
COMC71)64+ 1971 
COM(71)1012+ 
COMC72)884 
COMC81)795 1981 
Expected 
date for 
adoption 
by Council 
1985 
1985 
-·-h-or_m_o_n_e_g-ro_w_t_h_p-ro_m_o_t_e_r_s _______ COM-('""84 ....... )'""'29""5--"'"19._8_4 ____ 1_9_8_5 __ _ 
- microbiological controls (meats 
poultry, red meat)* 
- boar meat• 
- medical examination of personnel• 
COMC81)500+ 1981 
COMC84)439 
COM(83)655 1983 
COM(84)337 1984 
- personnel responsible for inspection* COMC81)504 1981 
- minced meat and similar 
- antibiotic residues* 
- control of residues** 
- pedigree of bovine animals• 
- pedigree of porcine animals 
- imports of meat products from 
third countries (animal and public 
heal th> 
- swine fever 
- control of foot and mouth disease 
- Aujesky disease and swine 
vesicular disease 
- semen of animals 
- modification of Directives 
72/461/EEC and 72/462/EEC 
- modification of Directive 77/99/EEC 
on meat products 
- first revision of the safeguard 
COMC81) 
COMC85)192 
COM(79)649 
COMC84)530 
COM(84)900 
COM(82) 
+ COMC83)584 
COM(82)529 
COM(83)512 
COM(84)500 
clause concerning the veterinary sector: 
the exporting Member State takes 
the appropriate measures subject 
to Community decision 
1981 
1985 
1979 
1984 
1984 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1985 
1985 
1985 
1985 
1985 
1985 
1985 
1986 
1986 
1986 
1985 
1985 
1985 
1985 
1986 
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SUBJECT 
- formulation of directives concerning 
animal health problems relating to 
trade in: 
• live poultry, poultry meat and 
hatching eggs 
• dogs and cats 
Doc.n 6 
live animals of the bovine and porcine 
species : amend Directive 64/432 to pro-
vide for inspection and certification in 
herd of origin and, when necessary, re-
inspection at place of destination 
- products of animals of the bovine and 
porcine species and of poultry; amend 
Directives 72/461/EEC, 80/215/EEC and 
71/118/EEC to provide for inspection 
and certification at the place 
of production and re-inspection, 
in the case of suspicion of 
fraud at the place of destination 
reinforcement of Community checks of 
application by on-the-spot Commission 
inspectors; budget proposal 
- reinforcement of arbitration of 
disputes 
- application of a Community veterinary 
action programme to control 
irregularities and fraud in the 
movement of animals and animal 
products 
- modification of the rules of frontier 
controls relating to welfare of 
animals in international transport in 
order to realise the free circulation 
Proposal to amend Directive 77/93 
(plant health>• 
Definition of role of Community 
plant health inspectorate 
<amending Directive 77/83) 
Amendments to Art. 15 of Direct1ve 
77/93 (improvements to the 
operation of safeguard provisions) 
COM(84)288 
Date of 
Commis-
sion's 
proposal 
1986 
1986 
1986 
1986 
1986 
1986 
1986 
1984 
1985 
1985 
Expected 
date for 
adoption 
by Council 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1985 
1986 
1986 
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SUBJECT 
Further alignment of additional 
plant health standards set up 
by Member States in respect 
of third country 
products (amending Directive 77/93) 
Budget proposal enabling establishment 
of Community plant health inspecto-
rate 
Proposal for a Directive concerning 
the fixing of guidelines for the 
evaluation of additives used in 
animal foodstuffs 
Proposal for fixing maximum levels 
for pesticide residues in foodstuffs 
of animal origin* 
Proposal for fixing maximum levels 
for pesticide residues in feeding-
stuffs* 
Proposal for the modification of 
directive 76/895/EEC (maximum 
levels for pesticide residue in 
fruit and vegetable) 
Proposal to amend the annex of 
directive 76/895/EEC concerning 
residues of pesticides in and on 
fruit and vegetables (ethoxyquin 
and diphenylamine)* 
Proposal to amend directive 79/117 
on the prohibition of certain 
plant protection products (ethylene 
oxide)* 
Proposal for the placing of plant 
protection products on the market* 
Proposal for the improvement of 
Community systems of certification 
of seeds 
Proposal for a system of certification 
of reproductive materials in fruit 
plants 
Proposal for 4 years research programme 
into effective methods of controlling 
certain harmful organisms 
Doc.n° 
COM(80)14 
COM(77)377 
COM(82)883 
COM(82)712 
COMC76)427 
Date of 
Commis-
sion's 
proposal 
1985 
1986 
1986 
1980 
1977 
1986 
1983 
1982 
1976 
1985 
1986 
1986 
Expected 
date for 
adoption 
by Council 
1986 
1987 Budget 
1987 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1985 
1985 
1986 
1986 
1988 
1987 
e 
69 
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SUBJECT 
PERIOD 1987-1992 
live animals of the bovine species 
formulate directives for eradiction 
of contagious bovine pleuro-
pneumonia in Portugal and Spain 
and for Blue Tongue 
on Greek Islands 
- embryos of farm animals Directive 
for trade 
formulation of Directives concerning 
animal health problems relating 
to trade in: 
live animals of equine species 
• live animals of bovine and 
caprine species 
• live fish and fish products 
Proposals limiting inspections to 
places of departure and proposals 
concerning the checking of plant health 
certificates at the places of 
destination 
establishment of certain rules 
of liability in respect of plant 
health 
brucellosis in small ruminants 
- echninocol1ssis 
formulation of directives 
concerning veterinary inspection 
problems relating to trade in 
animals and animal products 
not covered by existing 
Directives 
- harmonised health cond1t1ons 
for production and trade in 
• shellfish and crustaceare and 
preparation 
• fish and fish products 
• game meat, products and preparations 
- pedigree animals not covered by 
existing Directives 
Doc .n6 Date of 
Commis-
sion's 
proposal 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1988 
1988 
1988 
1988 
1988 
1988 
1988 
Expected 
date for 
adoption 
by Council 
1988 
1988 
1988 
1988 
1988 
1989 
1989 
1989 
1989 
1990 
1990 
1989 
- 11 -
SUBJECT 
- simplification of annexes in Directive 
77/93 (plant health) 
Ooc.n° 
- alignment of national standards and 
intra-Community standards in plant health 
- reduction in role of 
phytosanitary certificate 
in intra-Community trade 
- proposal for a system of certification 
in reproduction materials for 
decorative plants 
harmful organisms especially 
in seed potatoes and in fruit 
plant reproductive material 
ffevision of labelling rules for 
food, drawn up in view of a uniform 
EEC label 
Guidelines for checking requirements 
in connection with the approval of 
plant protection production 
- extension of application 
Directives 66/401/EEC, 
70/437/EEC and 70/458/EEC seedlings 
- proposal for creation of a 
European law on plant breeders 
- harmonisation of control of 
foot and mouth disease 
=-harmonised health conditions for 
production and trade in food products 
of animal origin not covered by 
existing legislation e.g. 
second revision of the safeguard 
clause concerning the 
veterinary sector: 
the exporting Member State 
takes the appropriate measures in 
order to avoid specific measures in 
intra-Community trade. 
- pathogens in feedingstuffs 
Date of 
Commis-
sion's 
proposal 
1989 
1989 
1990 
1989 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1990 
1990 
1991 
1991 
Expected 
date for 
adoption 
by Council 
1990 
1990 
1991 
1990 
1989 
1988 
1988 
1988 
1877 
1992 
1992 
1992 
1992 
71. 
- 12 -
SUBJECT 
- application of health standards to 
national products 
- suppression of veterinary certificates 
of animal products and simplification 
of certificates for live animals. 
Doc.n6 
- suppression of plant health certificates 
II. CONTROL OF INDIVIDUALS 
PERIOD 1985-1986 
Sixth Directive relative 
to exemptions in international 
travel : increase to 400 ECU* COMC83)117 
Seventh Directive relating to 
exemptions in international travel COMC83)166 
tax-free sales* 
Tax reliefs to be allowed on the 
importation of goods in small 
consignments of a non-commercial 
character• COM(83)730 
Directive on the easing of 
controls at intra-Community COMC85)224 
Borders** COMC85)749 
Directive on the approximation 
of arms legislation 
Directive concerning abolition of 
police controls when leaving one 
Member State to enter 
another (intermediary stage) 
PERIOD 1987-1992 
Directive on the approximation 
of drugs legislation 
Directive on the coordination 
of rules concerning the status of 
third country nationals. 
Directive on the coordinat1on 
of rules concerning the ri~ht 
of asylum and the status o 
refugees 
Date of 
Commis-
sion's 
proposal 
1991 
1991 
1991 
1983 
1983 
1983 
1985 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1988 
Expected 
date for 
adoption 
by Council 
1992 
1992 
1992 
1985 
1986 
1985 
1985 
1988 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1990 
72 
SUBJECT 
Directive on the coordination 
of national visa policies 
Directive on the coordination 
of rules concerning extradition 
- 13 -
Doc .n° Date of 
Commis-
sion's 
proposal 
1988 
1989 
Expected 
date for 
adoption 
by Council 
1990 
1991 
73 
- 14 -
SUBJECT Doc.n° 
PART TWO: THE REMOVAL OF TECHNICAL BARRIERS 
I. FREE NOVERENT OF GOODS 
Date of 
Commis-
sion's 
proposal 
1. New approach in technical har110nisation and standards policy 
PERIOD 1985-1986 
Proposal for the extension 
of information procedures 
on standards and technical rules (amendment 
of directive 83/189/EEC) 
Standardisation in the 
advanced manufacturing equipment 
sector 
Certification index of bodies 
Recognition of tests and certificates 
1986 
1986 
1986 
1986 
Construction sector - specific index of bodies 1986 
PERIOD 1987-1992 
- Eurocodes : adoption of EC1, 
EC2, EC3 and EC8 
- Recognition of tests and 
decisions 
Proposals to be made for machine 
safety, pressure vessels, road 
making equipment, 
electrical interferences, lifting 
equipment in order to implement 
the new approach 
Electromedical equipment 
1987 
1988 
Expected 
date for 
adoption 
by Council 
1987 
No formal 
decision 
needed 
No formal 
decision 
of the 
Council 
needed 
In principle 
no formal 
decision 
of the Council 
needed 
No formal 
decision 
of the 
Council 
needed 
1987-1988 
1989 
74 
··.-
- 15 -
SUBJECT Doc.n° 
2. Sectoral proposals concerning approxiaation of laws 
2.1. Motor vehicles 
PERIOD 1985-1986 
- gaseous emissions passenger 
cars 
- gaseous emissions 
- diesel particulates 
- speed limits 
- revision of framework 
Directive 70/156/EEC 
- revision of breaking Directive 
PERIOD 1987-1992 
Revision of European test procedure 
for gaseous emissions 
Revision of limit values for gaseous 
emissions of cars below 1400 cc 
Global assessment of protective 
characteristics of passenger cars 
in frontal and lateral impact 
Implementation of EEC type approval 
scheme for other motor vehicles (buses 
and coaches, motorcycles) 
Adaptation of existing Community 
Regulations 
2.2 Tractors and Agricultural machines 
PERIOD 1985 to 1986 
Implementation Directive 747150/EEC 
<weight and dimensions, driveshaft, 
engine stopping device, windscreen wipers 
foot rest) 
Date of 
Commis-
sion's 
proposal 
1985 
1985 
1985 
1985 
1986 
1986 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1989 
1987-90 
1986 
Expected 
date for 
adoption 
by Council 
1985 
1986 
1986 
1986 
1987 
no decision 
needed 
1987 
1987 
1988 
1990 
No decision 
needed 
1987 
75 
- 16 -
SUBJECT 
PERIOD 1987-1992 
Adaptation of existing Community 
Regulations 
2.3. Food law 
PERIOD 1985-1986 
General Directive on food additives 
(in part modification of existing 
directives> 
Doc.n° 
General Directive on materials and 
articles in contact with food (amendment> 
General Directive on food for particular 
nutritional uses (amendment> 
General Directive on food labelling 
(amendment> 
General Directive on food inspection 
General Directive sampling and methods 
of analysis COM(84)39 
General Directive on quick frozen food 
Management of existing vertical 
Directives (procedure) 
Flavour mgs* 
Extraction solvents* 
Preservatives* 
(modification) 
Emulsifiers (modification> 
Infant formulae and follow-up milk 
(dietetic foods>• 
Cocoa and chocolate conso(1dat1on* 
COM(84)489 
COMC80)286 
COM (82) 166 
COM(83)626 
COM(85)79 
COMC81)712 
COM(84)4 
COM(84)703 
CoMC83)787 
Date of 
Commis-
sion's 
proposal 
1987-90 
1985 
1985 
1985 
1985 
1986 
1984 
1984 
1985 
1980 
1983 
1981 
1984 
1984 
1984 
Expected 
date for 
adoption 
by Council 
No decision 
needed 
1986 
1986 
1986 
1986 
1987 
1985 
1985 
1986 
1985 
1986 
1985 
1985 
1986 
1986 
76 
- 17 -
SUBJECT Doc .n° 
Coffee extracts chicory extracts COM(84)138 
<modification) 
Obligation to indicate ingredients COM(82)626 
and alcoholic strength* 
Claims in the labelling of foodstuffs* COMC81>159 
Simulants (plastic materials in contact COM(84)152 
with foodstuffs)* 
Modified starches* 
Fruit Juices etc ••• (modification) 
Jams etc (Modification> 
Proposal for a Directive amending 
Directive 79/581/EEC 
on consumer protection in the 
indication of the prices 
of foodstuffs 
PERIOD 1987-1992 
General Directive on irradiation 
of foodstuffs 
General Directive on new foodstuffs 
obtained by a biotechnological process 
Additional labelling requirements 
(Nutrition labelling) 
COM(84)733 
COM(84) 23 
Adaptation of directives on technical progress 
!·4· Pharmaceuticals and high-technology medicines 
PERIOD 1985-1986 
Proposals for Directive concerning 
the placing on the market of high-
technology medicinal products incl. 
those derived from biotechnology* 
COM(84)437 
Proposal amending Directive 75/318/EEC Idem 
concerning the testing 
of medical specialities 
Date of 
Commis-
sion's 
proposal 
1984 
1982 
1981 
1984 
1984 
1985 
1985 
1984 
1987 
1987 
1989 
Expected 
date for 
adoption 
by Council 
1985 
1985 
1985 
1985 
1986 
1986 
1986 
1985 
1988 
1988 
1990 
1987-1989 1988-1990 
1984 1986 
1984 1986 
e 
77 
- 18 -
SUBJECT Doc.n° 
Proposal amending Directive 81/852/EEC Idem 
concerning veterinary medicinal 
products 
Proposal for a Council Recommendation Idem 
concerning tests relating to the pla-
cing on the market of medical 
specialities 
Proposal for a Council Directive Idem 
amending Directive 65/65/EEC 
concerning medical specialities 
Price transparency in prices of 
medicines and social security refunds 
Membership of the European Pharmaco-
peia 
PERIOD 1987-1992 
Extension of Directives to medicinal 
products not already included 
Amendment to the Directive on 
veterinary medicines 
Pharmaceutical products : 
- completion of work eliminating 
obstacles to free circulation of 
pharmaceutical products 
Harmonisation of condition 
of distribution to patients 
Information of doctors and patients 
2.5. Cheaical products 
PERIOD 1985-1986 
Council Directive relating to 
restrictions on the marketing 
and use of PCBs (polychlorinated 
biphenyls) 
Council Directive relating to 
"Restrictions on the marketing and 
use of asbestos" 
COM(84)513 
COM(79)419 
COM(83)556 
Date of 
Commis-
sion's 
proposal 
1984 
1984 
1984 
1986 
1986 
1987 
1987 
1989 
1990 
1990 
1984 
1979 
1983 
Expected 
date for 
adoption 
by Council 
1986 
1986 
1986 
1988 
1987 
1989 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1991 
1985 
1985 
78 
- 19 -
SUBJECT Doc.n 6 
Commission Directive adapting the 
Directive 67/548/EEC "Dangerous 
substances" 
Commission Directive relating 
to "Ammonium nitrate" 
Non-ionic detergents (modification 
of the existing directive) COM(85)217 
Classification, packaging and 
labelling of dangerous preparations 
Membership of the European 
Agreement on detergents COM(85)63 
Liquid fertilizers 
PERIOD 1987-1992 
Secondary fertilizers 
- Oligo-elements in fertilizers 
- Method of analysis for secondary 
fertilizers and oligo-elements 
2.6. Construction and construction products 
PERIOD 1985-1986 
Directive on safety of buildings 
(resistance to earthquakes, other 
accidental damage, prevention of 
progressive collapse) 
Directive on reliability (fitness for 
purpose> and durability of buildings 
<responsibility of designers, builders> 
Directive on test methods for 
reaction to fire and resistance 
to fire of building materials 
and components 
Date of 
Commis-
sion's 
proposal 
1985 
1985 
1985 
1985 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1985 
1985 
1986 
Expected 
date for 
adoption 
by Council 
No 
decision 
needed 
No 
decision 
needed 
1986 
1986-1987 
1986 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1986 
1986 
1986 
e 
- 20 -
SUBJECT 
Directive to prohibit the introduction 
of new or modified building regulations 
at local government levels for a period 
of 5 years 
Revolving cranes 
PERIOD 1987-1992 
Revision of Directives on safety 
reliability and durability of 
buildings in light of new Eurocodes 
EC 4, 5, 6, 7 
Directive on fire safety in public 
buildings and hotels 
Directive on insulation products 
(protection of health of building 
workers and occupants). 
Development and introduction of a Model 
Code for building regulations (based on 
UN-EC models) 
Directive on safety and reliability of 
special structures (masts, towers, long 
bridges, drilling platforms, water-
retaining structures) 
2.7 Other iteas 
PERIOD 1985-1986 
Doc.n° 
Household appliances airborne noise* COM(81)811 
Safety of toys* 
Measuring instruments and methods of 
metrological control : electronic 
devices (amending 71/316/EEC) 
- tyre pressure gauge 
- carbon monoxide measurement 
Chemical properties of toys 
Proposal for a Council directive 
on electrical toys 
Hydraulic diggers <noise) 
COMC83)323 
COMC78)766 
COMC80)850 
COMC80)850 
5.10.81 
Date of 
Commis-
sion's 
proposal 
1985 
1978 
1988 
1978 
1987 
1990 
1990 
1981 
1983 
1978 
1980 
1980 
1985 
1986 
1981 
Expected 
date for 
adoption 
by Council 
1986 
1986 
1989 
1988 
1988 
1992 
1992 
1985 
1985 
1986 
1985 
1986 
1986 
1987 
1986 
----- SUBJECT 
Protection of hotels against 
fire (proposal for a recommen-
dation) 
Metrology certification 
Individual protective devices 
equipment: 
• helmets for motorcycle 
drivers (result of notification 
on the basis of 189/83 directive) 
• safety boots and shoes (idem> 
Proposal for a revision of Chapter 
6 of the Euratom Treaty concerning 
nuclear materials 
Proposal for a Directive on 
consumer protection in 
respect of the indication of 
prices 
for non-food products 
General Council Directives on cos-
metics (amendment> 
PERIOD 1987-1992 
Proposal for general Directive 
in textiles 
Proposal for a Directive on 
flammability 
Individual protective devices: 
- eye protective devices 
- respiratory protective devices 
- industrial safety belts 
- protective clothing 
Metrology completion of work 
II. PUBLIC PROCUREMENT 
PERIOD 1985-1986 
Improvement of Directives 
on public procurement 
- 21 -
Doc.n 
21.2.84 
COM(84)606 
COMC83)754 
Date of 
Commis-
sion's 
proposal 
1984 
1986 
1986 
1986 
1984 
1983 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1987 
1988 
1988 
1989 
1987 
1985 
Expected 
date for 
adoption 
by Council 
1986 
1988 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1985 
1988 
1988 
1989 
1988 
1990 
1990 
1991 
1989 
1987 
81 
- 22 -
SUB,IECT 
PERIOD 1987-1992 
Improvement of Directives on public 
procurement 
Extension of Directives to excluded 
sectors - telecommunications and energy 
Publi~procurement in the field of 
services; opening up of markets for 
priority sectors 
Public work procurement additional 
harmonisation of procedures 
Public procurement of services 
other sectors 
Doc.n 
Extension of Directives to excluded sectors: 
electricity or water 
Implementation of Directives 
1990-1992 
Date of 
Commis-
sion's 
proposal 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1989 
1989 
1989 
Expected 
date for 
adoption 
by Council 
1988 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1990 
82 
/ 
- 23 -
SUBJECT Doc.n 6 
Ill. FREE MOVEMENT FOR LABOUR AND THE PROFESSIONS 
PERIOD 1985-1986 
Proposal allowing the 
elimination of remaining 
obstacles related to the 
movement and residence of migrant 
Community workers** 
Proposal concerning the 
harmonization of income taxation 
provisions with respect to 
freedom of movement for workers 
within the Community 
Proposal concerning the 
comparability of vocational 
training-qualifications 
Proposals for promoting 
student mobility and coopera-
tion between further education 
establishments in different 
Member States 
Proposal for the development of 
cooperation programmes between 
Member States for apprentices 
undergoing vocational training 
Proposal for the development 
of youth exchanges in 
the Community including 
young people in vocational training and 
voluntary work abroad. 
Proposals for cooperation between 
higher education and industry 
for advanced training relating to 
new technologies (COMETT) 
Proposal for a Directive 
concerning transitional measures 
for access to activities in the 
technical field and 
for their exercise* 
Proposal for a Directive 
concerning the coordination 
of provisions in respect of 
training of engineers* 
COM(85)48 
Final 
COM(79)737 
Final 
COM(83)482 
COM(84)406 
COM(69)934 
COM(69)934 
Date of 
Commis-
sion's 
proposal 
1985 
1979 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1985 
1985 
1969 
1969 
Expected 
date for 
adoption 
by Council 
1987 
1985 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1986 
1986 
1985 
1985 83 
- 24 -
SUBJECT 
Proposal for a Directive 
on the coordination relating to 
commercial agents* 
Proposal for a Directive 
concerning the coordination 
of provisions in respect of 
certain activities in the 
field of pharmacy* 
Amended proposal for a 
Directive concerning the 
mutual recognition of 
diplomas in pharmacy** 
Proposal for a Council 
Directive on specific training 
in general medical practice** 
Right of Establishment: 
Proposal for a Directive sett)ng 
up a general system of mutual 
recognition of higher 
education diplomas 
Right of residence for nationals 
of Member States not yet 
or no longer employed* 
PERIOD 1987-1992 
Proposal concerning the elimination 
of cumbersome administrative pro-
cedures relating to residence permits 
Proposal concerning the introduction 
of a European "vocational training 
card" proving the qualification of its 
holder 
Assessment on the functioning of 
Doc.n° 
COM(76)670 
COM(78)773 
COM(81)4 
COM(84) 15 
COM(84)654 
COM(79}215 
COM(80)358 
COM(80}649 
the general system of mutual reco-
gnition and eventual proposal in order to 
improve it 
Date of 
Commis-
sion's 
proposal 
1976 
1978 
1981 
1984 
1984 
1985 
1979 
1987 
1989 
1990 
Expected 
date for 
adoption 
by Council 
1985 
1985 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1985 
1988 
1990 
1991 
84 
,,-· 
SUBJECT 
IV. COfVION MARKET FOR SERVICES 
1. FINANCIAL SERVICES 
1.1. Banks 
PERIOD 1985-1986 
Proposal for a Direct1ve 
on the accounts of banks 
Proposal for a Directive 
on the accounts of foreign 
branches of banks 
Proposal for a Directive 
on the freedom of establishment 
and the freedom to supply 
services in the field of 
mortgage credit 
Proposal for a Directive on 
reorganisation and winding-up of 
credit institutions 
Proposed Recommendation on 
the harmonization of 
the concept of own funds 
Proposed Recommendation on the 
establishment of a guarantee 
system of deposit within the 
Community 
Proposed Recommendation on the 
control of large exposures by 
credit institutions 
PERIOD 1987-1992 
Proposai:-for a Second DTrect1ve 
- ·25 -
Doc.n 
COM(81)84 
COM(84)124 
COM(84)730 
on coordination of credit institutions 
Date of 
Commis-
sion's 
proposal 
1984 
1985 
1985 
1985 
1985 
1986 
1986 
1987 
Expected 
date for 
adoption 
by Council 
1987 
1987 
1988 
1987 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
8 ,._, ~) 
- 26 -
- -----SUBJECT ------
1. 2. Insurance 
PERIOD 1985-1986 
Proposal for a Directive 
to facilitate freedom to provide 
services in insurance other than 
life insurance 
Proposal for a Directive on 
coordination of laws relating to 
legal expenses insurance 
Proposal for a Directive 
concerning credit insurance 
Proposal for a Directive 
on insurance contracts 
Proposal for a Directive concerning 
the winding-up of insurance companies 
Proposal for a Directive on the 
accounts of insurance 
undertakings 
Proposal for a 3rd Directive 
concerning motor liability insurance 
----·--·----·---
PERIOD 1987-1992 
Pro-posal for a Directive on 
freedom to supply services 
in the motor liability 
insurance sector 
Proposal for a Directive f~r 
freedom to supply services 
in the field of life insurance 
Doc.n° 
COM(75)516 
COM(78)63 
COM(79)396 
COM(82)43 
COMC79)459 
COM(82)255 
COMC79)355 
modified 
COMC80)854 
Date oT 
Commis-
sion's 
proposal 
1978 
1979 
1979 
1979 
1986 
1986 
1986 
1987 
1987 
Expected 
date for 
adoption 
by Council 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1988 
1989 
1989 
1989 
1989 
1991 
-----·--------------------------------
1.3. Transactions in securities 
PERIOD 1985-1986 
ProposaT"for a Directive for the 
coordination of laws, regulations, 
and administrative provisions 
regarding collective investment 
undertakings for 
transferable securities 
COM(76)152 
COMC77)227 1976 1985 
86 
- 27 -
SUBJECT 
Proposal for a Directive 
concerning information to be 
published when major holdings 
in the capital of a listed 
company are acquired or disposed of 
Proposal for a Directive coordinating 
the requirements for the drawing up, 
scrutiny and distribution of the 
prospectus to be published 
when securities are offered for 
subscription or sale to the public 
PERIOD 1987-1992 
Proposal for a Directive 
concerning investment advisors 
2. TRANSPORT 
PERIOD 1985-1986 
<see control 
of goods) 
Road transport, abolition 
of border controls related 
to transport authorisations. 
*Air transport : fares 
*Air transport : bilateral agreements, 
arrangements and memoranda of under-
standing between Member States 
*Air transport application of -----
Article 85 EEC 
*Community quota for the carriage of 
goods by road between Member States : 
final stage 
*Access to the inland waterway freight 
market 
*Non-resident carriers national 
transport services 
Doc.n° 
COMC80)893 
modified 
COMC82)441 
COM(81 )396 
COM(84)72 
COMC84)72 
COMC84)72 
COMC83)340 
REG 3621/84 
COMC67)722 
COMC82)816 
Date of 
Commis-
sion's 
proposal 
1985 
1981 
1987 
1981 
1984 
1984 
1983 
1967 
1982 
Expected 
date for 
adoption 
by Council 
1988 
1988 
1989 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1986 
1988 
1989 
1988 
87 
-28 -
SUBJECT 
*Maritime transport (freedom to 
provide services in the 
sea transport sector) 
Liberalisation of coach services 
3. NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND SERVICES 
PERIOD 1985-1986 
Proposal for a Directive in 
order to coordinate certain 
aspects of the national laws 
regulating advertising on radio 
and television 
Proposal for a Directive in 
order to coordinate certain aspects 
Doc .n° 
COM(85)90 
of the national laws regulating copy-
rights in simultaneous cable transmission 
of programmes 
Proposals concerning the gradual 
opening up of the market in 
information services 
Proposal concerning the definition 
of common technical features of 
the machines used to produce the new 
payment cards 
Proposals encouraging the 
conclusion of agreements between 
banks, traders, producers and 
consumers on the compatibility of 
system networks, linkage user 
rules and/or rates of commission 
V. CAPITAL MOVEMENTS 
PERIOD 1985-1986 
Liberalisation~nits in collective 
investment undertakings for 
transferable securities 
Proposal for a Directive 
concerning the liberalisation 
of transactions concerning 
mortgages 
COM(78)63 
COMC79) 328 
Date of 
Commis-
sion's 
proposal 
1985 
1985 
1985 
1985 
1986 
1986 
1986 
1979 
1986 
Expected 
date for 
adoption 
by Council 
1986 
1989 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1985 
1987 
SUBJECT 
Proposals for the liberalisation 
of operations such as the issue, 
placing and acquisition of 
securities representing risk 
capital, transactions in 
securities issues by Community 
institutions and long-term 
commercial credit 
- 29 -
Doc.n° Date of 
Commis-
sion's 
proposal 
1986 
VI. CREATION OF SUITABLE CONDITIONS FOR INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION 
1. Coapany law 
PERIOD 1985-1986 
Proposals for a Regulation 
for an European Economic 
Interest Grouping 
Proposal for a Fifth Company 
Law Directive (structure 
of public limited companies) 
Proposal for a Tenth- Directive 
concerning cross-border mergers 
Proposal for an Eleventh 
Company Law Directive to 
dispense branches of 
companies from 
publishing separate accounts 
PERIOD 1987-1992 
f>roposal for a Directive on the 
liquidation of companies 
Proposals for a Directive on 
take over bids 
Proposal for a Directive 
on the relationship of undertakings 
in a group 
COMC73)2046 
COM(78)139 
COM(72)887 
COM(83)185 
COMC84)727 
1973 
1978 
1973 
1983 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1987 
1988 
Expected 
date for 
adoption 
_by Council 
1987 
1985 
1988 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1989 
1990 
83 
- 30 -
SUBJECT 
Amendment to proposal for 
a Regulation on the Statute for 
a European Company 
2. Intellectual and industrial property 
PERIOD 1985-1986 
Amended proposal for a 
Regulation on Community 
trade marks 
Amended proposal for a First 
Directive to approxi-
mate the laws of the Member 
States relating to trade marks 
Proposal for a Regulation on the 
rules needed for implementing 
the Conununity trade mark 
regulation 
Proposal on the site of the 
Community trade mark office 
and its working language 
Proposal for a Regulation on 
the rules of procedure for the 
Boards of Appeal of the Community 
trade mark's Office 
Proposal for a Regulation 
on the fees to be paid 
to the Community Trade 
Mark Office 
Proposal for a Directive on 
legal protection of micro-
circuits 
Amended Convention on 
the Community Patent 
Creation of a Community 
Patent's Appeal Court (COPAC) 
Doc.n° 
COMC70)600 
COMC75)150 
COMC80)635 
COM(84)470 
COMC80)63S 
Date of 
Commis-
sion's 
proposal 
1970 
1975 
1988 
1980 
1984 
1980 
1985 
1985 
1986 
1986 
1986 
1985 
Signature 
by Member 
States in 
1986 
Signature 
by Member 
States 
in 1986 
Expected 
date for 
adoption 
by Council 
1990 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
Entry 
into 
force in 
1987 
Entry 
into force 
in 1987 
-------· SUBJECT 
PERIOD 1987-1992 
Proposal for a Directive on legal 
protection of biotechnological 
inventions 
Proposal for a Directive to protect 
computer programs 
- 31 -
Doc.n Date of 
Commis-
sion's 
proposal 
1987 
1987 
Expected 
date for 
adoption 
by Council 
1989 
1989 
3. Taxation (Removing tax obstacles to cooperation between enterprises in 
different Member States:) 
PERIOD 1985-1986 
Arbitration procedure concerning 
the elimination of double taxation* 
Common system of taxation applicable 
to parent companies and their 
subsidiaries* 
Common system of taxation of mergers, 
divisions and contributions of 
assets* 
Harmonization of taxes on 
transactions in securities 
VII. APPLICATION OF COMMUNITY LAW 
1. Transparency 
PERIOD 1985-1986 
Communication of the Commission in 
relation to Article 30 of the Treaty 
on price fixing and on sickness 
insurance concerning pharmaceuticals 
PERIOD 1987-1992 
Communication of the Commission 
in relation to Article 30 of the Treaty 
on the conditions of allowing on the 
market of foodstuffs 
COM(76)611 
COM(69)6 
COMC69)5 
COM(76) 124 
1976 
1969 
1969 
1976 
1985 
1987 
1985 
1985 
1985 
1986 
No 
decision 
needed 
No 
decision 
needed 
e 
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SUBJECT 
Co11111unication of the Commission in 
relation to Article 30 of the Treaty 
on the elimination of controls and 
formalities on goods 
2. Coapetition policy and state aids 
PERIOD 1985-1986 
Inventory of State aids and report 
setting out the implications of 
future state aids policy 
_ 32 _ 
Doc.n° Date of 
Commis-
sion's 
proposal 
1989 
1986 
Expected 
date for 
adoption 
by Council 
No 
decision 
needed 
No 
decision 
needed 
"--· 
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SUBJECT ----·--·Doc .n° 
PART THREE: REMOVAL OF FISCAL BARRIERS 
I. V.A.T. 
PERIOD 1985-1986 
Proposal for a Council Decision 
providing for a standstill 
ensuring: 
- no proliferation of VAT rates 
in Member States 
- no widening of the gap between 
VAT rates in each Member State 
14th V.A.T. Directive concerning 
deferred payment on importation* 
Proposal on flat rate farmers 
Proposal on passenger transport 
Proposal on special schemes for 
small business 
rth.V.A.T::- Directive works of art, 
collectors' items, antiques and 
used goods* 
12th V.A.T. Directive concerning 
expenditure on which tax is not 
deductible* 
13th V.A.T. Directive concerning 
tax refunds to persons not esta-
blished in the Community* 
16th V.A.T. Directive concerning 
imports by final consumers of 
goods which have already borne 
COM(82)402 
COM(77)735 
COMC79)249 
COM(82)870 
COM(84)84 
COM(82)443 
COM(83)413 
tax in another Member State* COM(84)318 
17th V.A.T. Directive concerning 
the temporary importation of goods 
other than means of transport* COM(84)412 
18th V.A.T. Directive concerning 
the abolition of certain derogations COM(84)649 
(Article 28(3) of Directive 77/388/CEE 
19th V.A.T. Directive: miscellaneous 
supplementary and amending provisions 
of Directive 77/388/EEC COM(84)643 
Date of 
Commis-
sion's 
proposal 
1985 
1982 
1985 
1985 
1985 
1978 
1983 
1982 
1984 
1984 
1984 
1984 
Expected-
date for 
adoption 
by Council 
1986 
1985 
1986 
1986 
1986 
1986 
19·86 
1986 
1986 
1985 
1986 
1986 
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---- SUBJFCT . . .. Doc.n 
Directive on the stores of ships, 
aircraft and international trains* 
Proposal concerning the rate 
structure (number of rates) 
Proposal fixing the common rate(s) 
and corresponding standstill 
arrangement 
PERIOD 1987-1992 
Proposal concerning abolition 
of derogations with distortive 
effects 
Proposal concerning the establishment 
of a V.A.T. Clearing House System 
II. EXCISE DUTIES 
PERIOD 1985-1986 
COM(79)794 
f>roposaT for a Council Decision providing 
for a standstill ensuring no introduction 
of new excise duties which give rise to 
border formalities 
Date of 
Commis-
sion's 
proposal 
1980 
1986 
1986 
1987 
1989 
1985 
Expecte--a--· 
date for 
adoption 
by Council 
1986 
1987 
1987 
1988 
1990 
1986 
Praposdls concerning harmonization 
of the structure of excise duties on 
alcoholic drinks* 
COMC72)225 -1972 ----- 1985--
Proposal for an excise duty on wine 
Proposal concerning the introduction 
of a third stage concerning the 
harmonization of the structure 
of cigarette duty* 
Proposal concern{ng-tfie- harmon-1-=--
zation of the structure of excises 
on mineral oils 
Final 
COM(82) 153 
Final 
COM(85)150 
Final 
COM(85) 151 
Final 
COM(72)225 
Final 
COM(80)69 
COM(73)1234 
1982 1985 
1985 1985 
1985 1985 
1972 1986 
1980 1986 
1973 1986 
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SUBJECT 
Proposal concerning the harmonization 
of the structures of excise duties 
on other manufactured tobacco 
Proposal concerning the 
final stage of the harmonization 
of the structure of cigarette duty 
Proposals on common rate bands for 
all harmonized excise duties and 
corresponding standstill 
arrangement 
PERIOD 1987-1992 
Proposals concerning the gradual 
abolition or reduction of excises 
not covered by the Common system 
and giving rise to border formalities 
Proposal concerning the introduction 
of a linkage between national bonded 
warehouses for excise goods 
Doc.n Date of 
Commis-
sion's 
proposal 
1986 
1986 
1986 
Expected 
date for 
adoption 
by Couru: i l 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987-1989 1988-1989-
1990 
1989 1990 
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ADDRESS TO THE BRITISH CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
INTRODUCTION - OUR OBJECTIVES 
1. Our objective is the economic integration of Europe. 
We need to create within the Community a single economic 
unit. 
The most important step in that direction is the comple-
tion of the Internal Market. 
This is now clearly defined by the Single European Act as 
"an area without internal frontiers in which the free 
movement of goods, persons, services and capital is 
ensured." 
The completion of the Internal Market is not the only 
measure needed for the economic integration of Europe. 
But it is the most important of all. And it is the policy 
on which all the other policies are built. Whether these are 
policies in the field of science and research, employment, cohesion 
or politics. 
In this sense the completion of the internal market is not 
only important, it is fundamental in the proper sense of the word. 
If we fail in this policy we will fail in all the other 
policies as well. 
2. Recent developments in the European and in the World 
economy give greater, not less, importance to the programme for the 
Completion of the Internal Market. With economic activity in Europe 
not growing as fast as we had hoped and with a slow-down in the 
world economy and in international trade, it becomes more and more 
important that the competitive edge of industry in the Community 
should be sharpened. The only way that this can be done is if the 
people of Europe can draw upon .. their united Sltrength; if they 
deploy the full resources and opportunities of an internal market 
of 320 mill ion peopl,; and if they remove internal barriers and 
restrictions which divide them and impose wholly unnecessary and 
avoidable additional costs. 
3. The cornerstone of any community is mutual dependence and 
support. This is not only true of the European Community, it goes 
to the very heart of what the Community means and what it really 
stands for. 
The reaction of the Member States to the oil induced 
recessions of the 1970' s was perverse. The economic, fiscal and 
monetary policies adopted were wrong and exacerbated rather than 
contained the recession. But worst of all was the growth of 
economic nationalism in the Member States themselves. We are-today 
still paying the price for these errors not least in the 16 or 17 
million unemployed in the Community. 
The most important lesson we must learn from that 
unfortunate period in our history is that salvation does not come 
by turning in upon ourselves. It will only come from a realization 
of our interdependence: upon a determination to reinforce and 
profi~ from that interdependence: and to achieve through the 
solidarity of the Community the progress and the prosperity we 
cannot achieve singly, separately, on our own. 
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4. The European Community is the largest trading bloc in the 
world. SOX of the external trade of the Member States is done with 
other Member States of the Community. The prosperity of one affects 
the prosperity of all. If Germany is prosperous, that prosperity 
spreads to other Member States through their trade with Germany. If 
.=ranee is prosperous that prosperity spreads to the other Member 
States. And so it is with all the Member States of the Community. 
The prosperity of one is the prosperity of all: the failure of one 
is the failure of all. The future of Europe depends upon the 
realization of this interdependence of the Member States of the 
Community. It is to enable us to profit from that interdependence, 
to exploit the opportunities it offers, that the programme for the 
Completion of the Internal Market is directed. 
Progress on the White Paper Programme 
5. How do we now stand? The history of the programme is so 
well known that it is necessary to refer to it only in the briefest 
outline. The Yhite Paper programme of 300 proposals was approved by 
the Heads of Government meet;ng in Milan in June 1985. That 
endorsement was repeated at Luxembourg and at the Hague and is now 
specifically incorporated in the European Single Act. The political 
will is clearly there. The challenge lies in translating that 
political will into positive action. 
We realized that this would be so right at the outset. 
That is why the White Paper contained a timetable. That timetable 
imposes a framework of discipline on the Community institutions. It 
provides a realistic yardstick by which progress can be measured 
and shortcomings identified. It is supplemented and reinforced by 
the Annual Progress Report the Commission now produces. The first 
Report was published in May. of last year: our next Report will 
appear very shortly. 
6. I do not propose giving you a detailed preview of that 
Report. Of course, the organizers of any Seminar need to be allowed 
a modicum of poetic licence - indeed I sometimes quote the better 
poets myself - but I must challenge the statement in the programme 
for this seminar that: 
"The Commission's outline programme for completion of the 
internal market by the end of the eighties is running 
seriously behind". 
The facts simply do not support this statement. We have not 
progressed as rapidly as we would have hoped. But less than two 
years have passed since the White Paper was published and we are 
still in the early stages of a programme extending over nearly 
eight years. Moreover, the White Paper programme was - deliberately 
- front-end loaded. It was essential to do this. All pr.ogrammes 
have a start-up.period during which procedures have to be devised 
and improved. There must in effect be a "contingency reserve "to 
al low for unexpected events and to provide the opportunity for 
catching up if slippage occurs. A programme which is so inflexible 
and so tightly drawn that the unexpected can drive it off course 
with 'no opportunity for retrieval, is not a good programme. We did 
not fall into that trap. 
e 
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Clearly I would have been happier had there been no unforeseen 
probl•ms - the delay in the ratification of the Single Act 11 one 
such example - but the verdict must be that on the whole we have 
come through the start-up period successfully. There are clear 
signs that momentum is now growing. Our task now is to sustain and 
·increase that momentum. 
7. When we are assessing progress, we would expect that the 
Commission would be well ahead of the Council, given the lengthy 
legislative process in the Community. This is indeed the position. 
The Commission has tabled some 170 out of the 300 
proposals set out in the White Paper. A small number have been 
withdrawn as further examination has shown them to be unnecessary. 
In all we have dealt with nearly 60% of the total. This represents 
good progress towards the ultimate objective - even though we would 
have liked to have been somewhat further ahead. Our original target 
was to have submitted 200 proposals by now. The only arep where the 
Commission is significantly behind is in the veterinary and plant 
health sector and this is due to staff shortages and an 
understandable preoccupation with other matters, such as the reform 
of the C.A.P. The Commission is taking steps which should put this 
sector back on track before too long. 
8. Up to date the Council of Ministers has actually adopted 
57 of the proposals tabled by the Commission. We would have liked 
to see them do much better than that. The Council does after all 
still have on its table some 112 White Paper proposals on which a 
decision is required. The pace of work in the Council has improved. 
The United Kingdom Presidency in the second half o, last year did 
remarkably well in getting the Council to adopt 23 White Paper 
proposals. This was the product of political determination at the 
very top backed up by action below - Mrs. Thatcher personally 
intervened with her fellow Heads of Government and arranged for UK 
Ministers to tour capita ls to iron out. differences between their 
opposite numbers. 
9. I will give you just two striking examples of what the 
Council can achieve when it has a mind to. First, in 1986 the 
Council adopted a Commission proposal on the legal protection of 
micro-circuits just over 12 months after we put it forward. Second, 
at its meeting in December 1986, the Council agreed a proposal on 
public procurement which we had tabled only six months previously. 
These achievements are in stark contrast to the 17 years which it 
took the Council to adopt the proposal on architects and the 16 
years which passed before it adopted the proposal on pharmacists. 
10. The coming into force of the Single Act once it is 
ratified wi LL ultimately enable much faster progress to be made. 
But there are two caveats to enter. First there will be some 
initial delays due to the coming into force of the new cooperation 
procedure with the Parliament. Second, the effectiveness of the 
majority voting prov1s1ons will depend on their being implemented 
in the spirit as well as in the Letter. 
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11. All in all the verdict on the Council can best be 
expressed in the words of the schoolmaster's report on the wayward 
pupil: 
"Tries hard: but could do better." 
12. Our annual progress report which, as I have said, will be 
published in the coming weeks will set out in detail the proposals 
tabled by the Commission and those adopted by the Council. Let me 
give you a few important examples which I hope will illustrate both 
the wide scope of the measures adopted or under consideration and 
the developing tempo of the work. 
13. First, standards or norms. The Commission in 1986 submitt-
ed to the Council and the Parliament three proposals applying the 
new approach to standards, that is on pressure vessels, toys and 
construction products. We would hope to see the directive on 
pressure vessels which awaits the Parliament's opinion, adopted 
shortly. Work is under way in' preparing similar proposals on 
machine safety - a crucially important area for industry - and on 
electrical interferences. These proposals will be put forward 
during the present year. 
In 1986, the Commission also submitted two proposals to 
extend the scope of directive 83/189/EEC. That Directive obliges 
Member States to notify the Cammi ssion in advance of all draft 
regulations and standards concerning technical specifications that 
they intend to introduce on their own territory. The new proposals 
we have now introduced would extend this procedure to cover certain 
agricultural products, products intended for human and animal con-
sumption, medicines and cosmetics. 
Standards are of crucial importance in the field of new 
technology. In 1986 the Council agreed a series of measures whTch 
aim to bring about greater standardisation in the information 
technology and telecommunications sectors. The Council also adopted 
a directive establishing European standards for television equip-
ment. And only last month the Commission submitted proposals which 
would create a European-wide mobile telephone network. 
14. Success has also been achieved in the rapidly expanding 
and vitally important field of high technology medicines. In 1986 
the Council adopted a batch of four directives and one recommenda-
tion ~hich will facilitate the development and marketing of 
biotechnology medicines on a Community-wide basis: and will protect 
high technology medicines not safeguarded by patent rules. 
15. One of the areas of greatest activity since publication of 
the White Paper has been that of public procurement. The importance 
of this field - and the deleterious effects of Member States' 
success in keeping contracts in this field largely for the benefit 
of their own nationals - cannot be exaggerated. In 1986, the 
Commission put forward a draft Directive to open up to Community-
wide competition the award by public authorities of contracts for 
supplies. This directive which again awaits the opinion of the 
Parliament is close to adoption. 
A further draft Directive dealing with public works has now been 
forwarded to the Council and the Parliament. ~d only last week, 
e 
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the Commission adopted a programme of further important measures in 
this· field. 
In particular we propose a new Directive on enforcement procedures 
and later this year we will becoming forward with proposals to open 
up a number of important areas in which at present the tendering 
procedures are closely-guarded national preserves. These are the 
so-cal led excluded areas of telecommunications, transport, energy 
and water. 
16. Progress has been made in the past year in liberalising 
capital movements within the Community. The first phase of the Com-
mission's new programme which covers transactions in a range of 
financi~l assets including long-term commercial credits, listed and 
unlisted securities and unit trusts, was approved by the Council in 
November 1986 and has now come into force - another example of 
speed where the will to make haste quickly exists. 
As a result, companies established in' the Community can now issue 
or buy bonds and shares in any Member State, and restrictions on 
long-term business financing across internal frontiers have been 
greatly reduced. The Commission will be putting forward the second 
phase of its proposals later this year. 
17. Other proposals have been made in the field of food law: 
to facilitate freedom of movement of both goods and people: and the 
freedom of practice of the professions. 
18. To complete the picture I should mention the key role the 
Parliament plays in the decision-taking process •• The pace at which 
the Parliament delivers its opinions is alreapy influencing the 
progress of work in the Council. This influence will become greater 
in the future for two reasons. First, because the number_ of 
proposals sent to the Parliament for its opinion will increase and 
second, because of the entry into force of the cooperation 
procedure. At present there are 36 White Paper proposals before the 
Parliament awaiting 'its opinion. Of these, 23 are slated to be 
adopted this year on the basis of the White Paper timetable. 
Conclusion 
19. Having spoken at some Length about the past, I would Like 
now to say a few words about the future. 
20. The successful completion of the internal market wi LL be 
the Community's greatest single achievement since the Community 
came into being. Together with the Customs Union it will complete 
the fabric of economic unity which the Treaty of Rome set out to. 
create. In the 30 years which have passed since the Treaty was 
signed, further important objectives have been added, but the 
pre-eminence of the Internal Market remains. 
21. Success depends upon two things. It depends upon political 
will; and on the ability to translate that political will into 
pract~cal achievement. 
6 
The Single European Act and the declarations made by the 
Heads of State or Government are clear evidence that the political 
will exists. The challenge which faces the Community now is to 
translate that will into action. We have made a start - a good 
start - towards our objective. The Commission for its part will 
naintain and indeed improve its own momentum. The Council clearly 
could and must do more. And the Parliament too - whose support for 
the objectives has been unflagging - must also look to its laurels. 
There is also an important part for you here to play as well. As 
representatives of commerce and industry you need to bring your 
considerable influence to bear on Ministers, on civil servants, on 
government advisers and on Parliaments in your own countries to 
persuade, and indeed to cajole, them into achieving our objectives. 
After all what we are asking them to do is clearly and obviously in 
their own interests and in the interests of the people they 
represent and serve. 
22. We are offering trade and industry in the Community the 
greatest opportunity they have ever had. If we can convince them of 
this, if we can convince them 'of our ability to complete this 
programme and complete it on time, we will set in train a growing 
flow of investment for the future. That investment in turn will 
contribute to the growth it is designed to serve. But it is a two 
way relationship - we must convince industry but industry must 
stand with us in convincing Government. I hope, I trust, I am sure 
that the discussion here today will contribute to that end. 
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INTRODUCTION 
1. Developments in the European and in the World economy give 
greater, not less, importance to the programme for the Completion 
of the Internal Market. With economic activity in Europe not 
growing as fast as we had hoped and with a slow-down in the world 
economy and in international trade, it becomes more and more 
important that the competitive edge of industry in the Community 
should be sharpened. The only way that this can be done is if the 
people of Europe can draw upon their united strength; if they 
deploy the full reserves and opportunities of an internal market of 
320 million people; and if they remove internal barriers and 
restrictions which divide them and impose wholly unnecessary and 
avoidable additional costs. 
2. The cornerstone of any Community is mutual dependence and 
support. This constitutes the very heart of what the Community 
means and what it really stands for. All the Community countries 
depend upon one another. We must realize, reinforce and profit from 
this interdependence to achieve the progress and prosperity that 
can be achieved only in a single unified market. 
3. The Community is the biggest trading bloc in the world. 50% of 
that trade is done among Member States themselves. It represents 
goods and services, indeed people and capital, circulating within 
the Community. And this despite the barriers, the impediments and 
the obstacles. We must maximise that trade and the opportunities it 
offers. We can only do so by removing the barriers and allowing 
Europe to operate as a single entity. That is what is really meant 
by "Completing the Internal Market". 
4. There is another, related imperative. We have 16 million of our 
people unemployed. So long as Europe remains divided, the prospect-
ive growth rates which can be foreseen offer no hope of any signif-
icant or long-lasting improvement in that figure. Europe needs to 
make, must make, a quantum leap forward - in efficiency, in 
-
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mobility, in investment, in economic and social cohesion, in mone-
tary cooperation, in science and in research. None of these things 
will happen by themselves. They will only happen if we set the 
right framework in which they can happen. And that framework is the 
completed Internal Market. 
5. Investment requires confidence. We are offering industry the 
greatest opportunity and indeed the greatest challenge that has 
faced them for many a year. With a market base of 320 million 
people, industry in the Community will have at long last an equal -
or more than equal - opportunity with its major competitors 
overseas to maximise its efficiency, reduce its costs and sharpen 
its competitive edge. We need to do better and we can do better to 
meet competition from abroad in our domestic markets and compet-
ition world wide in our export markets. This will require massive 
investment in industry itself and in the infrastructure of the 
Community - in transport, in energy, in science and elsewhere. All 
these factors will combine to form a growing circle of prosperity 
and employment in the Community. The funds needed will be very 
great, but they will be forthcoming if there is confidence on the 
part of industry and Governments that the opportunities most 
assuredly will materialise. That confidence can only be built on a 
perceived and unshakable determination on the part of the Member 
States of the Community that the Internal Market will indeed be 
completed by 31st December 1992 as provided in express terms by the 
Single European Act, and - and this is very important - on timely 
and demonstrable progress towards that goal being achieved. The 
whole purpose of the timetable included in the White Paper and in 
the Progress Reports we in the Commission present each year is to 
impose the necessary di sci pl ine, to measure progress, to identify 
shortcomings and to demand solutions. Rarely has it been necessary 
in human hi story to provide such moral sanctions to persuade or 
cajole people into doing what is so obviously and unmistakably in 
their own interest to do. 
-3-
Developments affecting White Paper progress 
6. Since May 1986 when the Commission published its first progress 
report (COMC86)300) there have been a number of developments which 
have had an impact on subsequent progress in implementing the White 
Paper Programme. 
7. At the time of its first progress report, the Commission looked 
forward with eager anticipation and optimism to the early imple-
mentation of the agreement reached at the Intergovernmental Confer-
ence held in Luxembourg in December 1985. By January 1986 that 
agreement had been finalised in the form of the Single European 
Act, signed by all Member States. What was not foreseen in May 1986 
was the considerable and regrettable delay that would eventual Ly 
occur in the Single Act being ratified by all the Member States and 
so put into effect. This delay has had serious consequences. 
8. The Single Act represents a first and a radical revision of the 
Treaty of Rome introduced with the completion · of the Internal 
Market very much in mind. Its implications for the White Paper 
programme, which it mentions by name, are immense. The Single Act 
enshrines within the Treaty and in the most categoric terms the 
commitment made on so many occasions by the Heads of State and 
Government to create between now and the end of 1992 an area 
without internal frontiers in which the free movement of goods, 
persons, services and capital is assured. Never before has there 
been such an explicit and sol id basis for the internal market 
programme as set out in the Commission's White Paper. But, equally 
important, to achieve this objective the Single Act also improves 
significantly the Community's institutional system by extending 
qualified majority voting to some two-thirds of the proposals set 
out in the White Paper programme and by enabling Parliament through 
the "cooperation procedure" to play a much larger and more active 
part in the decision making process on internal market proposals. 
The acid test will be whether the Council does in fact change over 
to qualified majority voting where this is provided for in the 
Single Act. No less crucial will be the practical implementation of 
the "cooperation procedure". 
e 
e 
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9. The Single Act also envisages for the Commission wider 
executive powers to implement rules laid down by the Council. The 
Intergovernmental Conference in December 1985 specifically called 
upon the Council to adopt, in advance of the entry into force of 
the Single Act, principles and rules governing the definition of 
the Commission's executive powers in each case. To this end the 
Commission on 3 March 1986 submitted its proposals to the Council 
in the form of a draft Regulation, to translate into law the 
express request of the Intergovernmental Conference that on 
internal market matters priority should be given to the advisory 
Committee procedure. 
10. Regrettably, on the eve of the entry into force of the Single 
Act and some twelve months after the Commission submitted its 
proposal, the Council has still not adopted the necessary princip-
les and rules. As a result, important Commission proposals - not-
ably those implementing the new approach to food law - on which 
valuable progress might otherwise have been made, remain delayed in 
the Council on the committee procedure issue. The Commission 
believes the strengthening of its own executive powers to be an 
essential instrument for completing the Internal Market programme. 
It therefore calls upon the Council as a matter of urgency to adopt 
the principles and rules it has proposed. 
-5-
THE •)VERALL PICTURE 
11. L.:"sr. ·ch,in two 1ears hav.:: i:;3ss:·d sin!':,;; the iihite Paper was 
i,iLibi.isheJ and durin~ thi~ :.c~rt-·up ;>er;od h the prcgramme 
::c,,-, ;derable effort has had tc; :;e put into dE•d:;i'I~ and '!mpr!>vin;; 
wor1dn~1 procedures. It tias taK'?n rntr:~ time for t!le t:ire~ p!·incip-
at~y ~nvolved institutions tc translate t~is effort intc positivt 
re;:•..:t,.s, but the per",;:,rmance of each during 198t c.~r. be summed up 
aS; follows:. 
first, the C~mmissio~ ,cnsiderably speeded up its tabling 
of p~oposals, cl.earing .. ~rr.ost atl die B&5 backlog arid 
submitting most of tt-e pr0pcrats scl-ieduled for 1986; 
second, the Co~ncil in 1986 also s~eeded up the rate at 
which it adopted proposals as comp3red w:t~ 1985, but is 
nevertheless even further behind scheoute than it was when 
the Commissio~ published its first progress report in May 
1986; and 
third, the Partiament, though reasonably !Jp··:.o-dat'= in its 
proi:essing of White Pa~er proposals, coutd be::ome a factor 
for del.ay if the rat~ !':It which it submits its opinions to 
the Council cor-s not match that at ;.1hict; the Commiss·ion 
s~bmi~s its p:oposals t0r the ParLiament 1 ~ opi~i~n. 
~2. The "O'lifri!J i'lto fon:~ of tht> Si·:;~P. Ar.~ once "it is nti'fied 
~il~ Jefinitiv~Lr mar~ ~he end of the start-up ~~~icd of th~ White 
Pept~ prtgr£rome. T~e nLtes~ary tool~ will the~ ~xis: to build upon 
~h~ fo·m,:ations which l.te ~av~ '._aid c; ·,.ce j .. ne ~18~. The rate of 
~·02r,ss ~~auld !ncr~ase m~rkedly ~s a re~ult p~ovided th£ 
·.1.s~it.Jtions use the Sil"gie Act tor the purpose it was intended. In 
Pi'3"t i ,·e. pro,,1ress in future 1,wi i. ~ depend in la,·g~ measure l cl~n how 
::>ffe.;;tively and dil-igeritly the Co,11missicn; ti-.? Council and the 
Pt1r' ia,;:~,•; use thE' toots wt.foh t'1e Single ~ct :>rov~~~s. 
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Progress in the Commission 
13. In total the Commission has now tabled some 175 out of the 300 
proposals set out in the White Paper timetable. Since publication 
of the White Paper, a number of the proposals originally envisaged 
have been either withdrawn, as further examination has shown them 
to be unnecessary, or in some cases a group of proposals have been 
amalgamated into a single proposal. Taking these factors into 
account, the Commission has dealt in all with nearly 60% of its 
programme. This represents good progress towards the ultimate 
objective - even though we would have liked to have been somewhat 
further ahead. The Commission's original target was to have sub-
mitted some 200 proposals by now. In fact its total backlog is 29 
proposals. 
14. Nearly half of this backlog relates to the agricultural 
sector, in particular to the abolition of veterinary and phyto-
sanitary controls: the delays are due to continuing staff short-
ages. The Commission is taking steps within the framework of the 
1987 budget to deal with these staffing problems and expects to put 
this sector back on track before too long. 
15. Work since 1985 on completing the Internal Market has revealed 
a need for proposals which, although not originally envisaged in 
the White Paper programme, do complement that programme. Wherever 
possible the Commission has endeavoured to react to and meet that 
need. Consequently, it has submitted an additional 20 proposals 
linked to the objective of completing the internal market which 
were not included in the White Paper when it was published. 
16. The Commission's initiatives are not eonfined to - and cannot 
be measured simply by - the number of proposals tabled. Completing 
the internal market means establishing all the conditions for the 
harmonious 
accordingly 
competition 
recognition 
Treaty. 
functioning 
continued 
rules and 
of national 
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of the Community. 
its work to ensure 
development of the 
rules on the basis 
Progress in the Council of Ministers 
The Commission has 
compliance with the 
principle of mutual 
of Article 30 of the 
17. Up to date the Council of Ministers has adopted 58 of the 
White Paper proposals submitted by the Commission. This leaves 112 
White Paper proposals outstanding before the Council awaiting its 
decision. This can only be described as a most disappointing 
result. 
18. The Council has made a serious effort to improve the 
organisation of its work. The decision taken in 1985 to establish a 
rolling #ork programme involving three successive presidencies was 
fol lowed by the appointment ·:n 1986 of a coordinating group to 
facilitate the groundloiork of delegations for Council meetings on 
Internal Market matters. As a result there has been an improvement 
in s~me areas in the pace of work in the Council. Two examples may 
be quoted: first the adoption of the Dirgctive on the protection of 
microc1rcuits barely a year after the proposal was put forward; and 
!econd, the adoption of a joint ~osition on the proposal on public 
su~oly ~ontracts only six m~nths aft~r the Ccmmissicn submitted it. 
ThPse are examples of wnat the Council can ach·ieve when it has a 
~ind to. But overall prbgress i~ ~nsatisfactory. Of the 112 White 
i::aper proposals still before the Counr.i l, ~8 wt>re scheduled fur 
~doption in 1986 under the Wh1te Paper timetable and remain 
Ot;tstcinding. This 1 s a rne.>sure of t:ie failure of the Council of 
Ministers to instil a new and necessary senre of urgency. 
19. It should be noted that the rdte of pr-egress varies with the 
configul'ation of the Counci L. The "internal market" Council 
rnP.etings, under pressure from the European Council and the 
e 
e 
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Presidency, achieved much better results in the latter half of 
1986; but the Council meetings on agriculture and economic/finan-
cial affairs were of much more limited success. During the past 
twelve months, no proposals were adopted in the vitally important 
agri-foodstuffs sector and only 8 directives were adopted in the 
veterinary and phytosanitary fields. During the same period only 2 
directives - of very limited scope - -were adopted in the fiscal 
sector. The fact_remains that the objective of a Community without 
internal frontiers as laid down in the Single Act wi LL only be 
achieved if the necessary progress is made in all areas in~luding 
in the veterinary and phytosanitary field and in the fiscal field. 
Progress in the Parliament 
20. Parliament has an important influence on the rate of decision-
making by the Counc-i l. All the proposals in the White Paper must 
receive the opinion of the Parliament before they can be adopted: 
two decisions could not be taken in December 1986 solely because 
Parliament had not delivered its opinion. The entry into force of 
the Single Act will further enhance Parliament's role in the 
decision-making process. Except in the veterinary and phyto-
sanitary, fiscal and transport fields and a few sectors under 
Article 235, all White Paper proposals involve the "cooperation 
procedure" and in those that do not the Part iament' s opinion ;s 
st i LL required. 
21. At the time of the Commission's first progress report, 17 
proposals were before Parliament. That number has now risen to 32 
as proposals are being tabled faster by the Commission. Of these 32 
proposals, 24 are scheduled for adoption by the Council before the 
end of 1987 under the White Paper timetable. 
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PROGRESS TOWARDS THE OBJECTIVES OF THE WHITE PAPER 
22. The White Paper identifies the barri~rs - the fiscal, 
technical and physical barriers - which must be eliminated by 1992 
in order to create an area without internal frontiers in which the 
free movement of goods, persons, services and capital is assured. 
23. The following sections examine what progress has been made to 
eliminate these barriers in important individual areas since the 
first progress report was published in May 1986. 
Abolition of frontier controls and formalities for goods 
24. The Community's objective as expressly stated in the Single 
European Act is to establish an area without internal frontiers by 
1992. Between now and the total elimination of all controls and 
formalities that this clearly infers, much can be done to simplify 
controls and formalities at least as far as goods are concerned. 
25. With this end in view, the Commission presented to the Council 
in 1986 a proposal· to introduce common border posts ("banaliza-' .. 
tion"> as advocated by the European .council at its meeting in 
Fontainebleau in June 1984. This proposal would abolish exit 
formalities at Community internal frontiers when goods are 
transported between two Member States. Instead all formalities 
would be confined to a single stopping point, the office at the 
point of entry, thus avoiding much of the duplication of controls 
and delays that occur at present. 
26. The Council took a first step towards the introduction of 
common border posts, when on 1 December 1986 it adopted Regulation 
No 3690/86 which abolishes customs formalities at the frontier when 
leaving a Member State within the framework of the TIR Convention. 
I 
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27. Two other measures were adopted in 1986 to simplify frontier 
controls on goods. On 9 June 1986, the Council adopted a Regulation 
which will abolish from 1 January 1988 certain postal charges made 
for presenting goods to customs. This measure will be of particular 
benefit to the many people who send small postal packages within 
the Community. Also, the Council adopted on 15 December 1986 a 
Directive extending the provisions of Directive 83/643/EEC on the 
facilitation of physical inspections and administrative formalities 
relating to goods. The main purposes of the new Directive are to 
improve cooperation between national administrations, to adapt the 
opening hours of certain customs offices to take account of traffic 
flows, to provide for certain controls to be carried out by the 
customs on behalf of other services and to simplify the means of 
payment of certain administrative costs. 
28. Despite the general slippage that has occurred on White Paper 
proposals in the agricultural and agri-foodstuffs sectors, some 
progres~ was made during the past year in the veterinary and 
phytosanitary fields. In 1986, the Commission put forward proposals 
to bring within the scope of Community rules frozen meat, meat 
products not treated by heating, salting or drying and egg 
products. It also submitted a proposal to step up action to 
eradicate classical swine fever, which is still a serious problem 
in the Community and creates trade difficulties. The Commission 
also proposed to the Council that the ·same rules and fees for 
health inspection should apply to all meat, whether fotended for 
national markets or intra-Community trade. 
29. For its part the Council adopted some internal market measures 
of which the most important were three measures designed to remove 
differences in the control and use of residues. The first measure 
was a directive concerning the examination of animals and fresh 
meat for the presence of residues (86/469/EEC). This directive 
establishes the principles of an overall control system applicable 
-11-
to Community production as a whole and to imported products. This 
system, which is an essential component of Community harmonisation 
in the animal products sectors, will ensure effective monitoring of 
the use of pharmacological substances throughout the Community 
market and will allow in particular an effective check to be made 
on the ban on hormones for fattening introduced in 1985. The two 
other measures were directives (86/362/EEC and 86/363/EEC) which 
fix the maximum levels for pesticide residues in cereals and 
foodstuffs of animal origin. 
30. In the animal health sector, the Council adopted three 
Decisions in December 1986 designed to open up trade by eliminating 
major animal diseases. These Decisions reinforce plans to eradicate 
African Swine fever in Spain and Portugal (Decisions 86/650/EEC and 
86/649/EEC); promote Community action to eradicate brucellosis, 
bovine tuberculosis and leucosis; and continue for one further year 
the Community action to eradicate classical swine fever. 
Freedom of movement and establishment for people 
31. Two of the fundamental rights which the completed internal 
market must afford its citizens are the freedom to cross from one 
Member State to another without checks and formalities and to enjoy 
equal access to professional activities within the Community. There 
is nothing new about either of these rights. They both have their 
origins very firmly established in the Treaty itself. 
32. The Commission as long ago as January 1985 submitted a 
proposal for a Directive to simplify and wherever possible to 
remove altogether controls at intra-Community frontiers. Since 
then, the Council has gradually eroded the substance of the 
Commission's original proposal to the point where if it were 
adopted today there would be no appreciable difference in the level 
of controls at most Community internal frontiers. Even so, the 
Council is still not prepared to adopt what little is left of the 
Commission's proposal. 
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33. On a more positive note, and in the light of the clear 
commitment in the Single Act to the creation of an area without 
internal frontiers by 1992, Ministers of the Interior and Justice, 
at their informal meeting in October 1986, established a Committee 
of senior officials to promote and enhance cooperation between 
national police and judicial authorities on, for example, illegal 
immigration and visa and asylum policies. 
34. The Commission's far reaching proposal for a general system of 
mutual recognition of higher education diplomas has also made 
disappointingly little progress. It too was submitted in 1985, in 
line with the wishes of the European Council meeting held in 
Fontainebleau. Despite the fact that the European Council as 
recently as December 1986 reiterated once again the importance it 
attaches to the mutual recognition of diplomas, little further 
progress has been made in breaking the deadlock within the Council. 
35. The Commission's proposal on the right of residence for 
nationals of Member States who are not yet or no longer employed 
similarly remains blocked at the level of the Counicl, some 8 years 
after it was submitted. 
36. This sorry state of affairs cannot, indeed must not, be 
allowed to continue. The Council must come to terms with the fact 
that it can no longer prevaricate as it did for 17 years for 
example before it got around to adopting the Commission's proposal 
on the right of establishment of architects. 
37. In order to facilitate further the movement of Community 
citizens between Member States the Commission in 1986 forwarded to 
·~ the Council additional proposals, not foreseen in the White Paper, 
~ 
'-----.. which aim to avoid double taxation and to simplify further the 
~alities governing movements of personal goods, certain vehicles 
__ ..,.--anct movals within the Co•unity. 
/ 
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Technical harmonisation and standards 
38. In 1986 the Commission broke important new ground in submit-
ting to the Council and the Parliament three proposals based on the 
"new approach" to technical harmonisation and standards, as called 
for in the Council's Resolution of May 1985. These covered pressure 
vessels, toys and construction products respectively and laid down 
the essential health and safety requirements. In line with the "new 
approach", products which conform to the proposed essential 
requirements would be entitled to free movement within the 
Community. Construction products provide a particularly good 
example of the "new approach" at work since the proposal on the 
Council table replaces the three separate proposals originally 
foreseen in the White Paper. It will be supplemented by the 
publication (foreseen in 1988) of Eurocodes to provide common 
technical specifications in the construction sector. 
39. Later this year, the Commission will put forward further "new 
approach" proposals, in particular an important and far-reaching 
proposal concerning the safety of machinery. All these "new 
approach" directives take account of the objective enshrined in 
Article 100.A.3 of the Single Act which commits the Commission to 
tabling proposals based on a high level of health, safety, consumer 
and environmental protection. 
40. As part of its strategy to prevent the creation of new 
technical barriers, the Commission also presented, in November 
1986, two proposals for Directives aimed at extending the scope of 
the information and standstill procedure introduced in the fields 
of technical standards and regulations. The object of these draft 
directives is to extend the provisions of Directive 83/189/EEC to 
cover certain agricultural products, foodstuffs, medicinal products 
and cosmetics. This Directive requires prior notice to the 
Commission of proposed national rules thus .enabling the Commission 
e 
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to examine the national proposals for conformity to Community 
legislation before they come into force. The Directive is proving 
to be an essential tool for protecting the integrity of the 
internal market. Since it entered into force, some 294 draft 
national provisions have been notified to the Commission and their 
conformity with Community law checked; the Commission formally 
requested that modifications be made to 124 of these draft 
provisions. 
41. In the field of harmonising industrial standards, the European 
Standards bodies, CEN and CENELEC, are at present working on 
mandates to develop some 30 new European Standards. Despite the 
increased financial support that the Commission has given to CEN 
and CENELEC, both bodies are encountering difficulties in coping 
with their greater workload. Additional financing may have to be 
found and made available in the not too distant future. 
42. Later this year, CEN and CENELEC will be invited to adopt as 
European Standards common conditions and codes of practice put 
forward by the Commission for implementation by testing laborat-
ories and certification and inspection bodies. This action forms 
part of the Community certification and testing pol icy: on the 
basis of such standards it will be possible for agreements on the 
mutual recognition of test results and certificates to be concluded 
sector by sector. 
43. In the new technology sector, the Council in 1986 adopted a 
Directive introducing the common technical specifications of the 
MAC/Packet family of standards for direct broadcasting by 
satellite. It also adopted two Decisions: one on standardisation in 
the field of information technology and telecommunications; and one 
on the implementation of the first stage in the mutual recognition 
of type approval for terminal equipment. 
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44. Also in the field of new technology, the Commission put 
forward in February 1987 proposals for a Recommendation and a 
Directive on the coordinated introduction of public pan-European 
digital mobile telephone communications in the Community. 
45. In the past year, the Council has adopted or taken decisions 
in principle on ten proposals on industrial products. The five most 
important proposals concerned high-technology pharmaceutical and 
medicinal products. 
46. The adoption of this package of five proposals which will 
enter into force on 1 July 1987 constitutes a major step towards 
the establishment of a Single European market in pharmaceutical 
products. They will in particular facilitate the development and 
marketing of medicines produced by biotechnology; protect highly 
innovative pharmaceutical products where patent protection is 
inadequate; and delegate to the Commission the power to adapt 
Directives on the testing of pharmaceutical products for human and 
veterinary use in the light of technical progress. 
47. For its part, the Commission in 1986 took three important 
initiatives to reduce the disparities between national regulations 
relating to prices of pharmaceutical products and the different 
social security systems. The first of these was a Communication 
setting out the Commission's interpretation of the compatibility 
with Article 30 of the Treaty of measures taken by the Member 
States concerning price control and reimbursement. The Communi-
cation is intended to be used as a guide for public authorities, 
indicating their obligations, and for economic operators, setting 
out their rights. 
48. The second Commission initiative was a proposal for a 
Directive concerning the transparency of measures which govern the 
pricing of pharmaceutical products for human use and their 
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eligibility under national sickness insurance schemes. Thirdly, the 
Commission submitted to the Council in December 1986 a recommen-
datfon for a Decision authorising the Commission to enter into 
negotiations to enable the Community to accede to the Convention on 
the preparation of a European Pharmacopoeia concluded under the 
auspices of the Council of Europe. Accession to this Convention 
would speed up the standardisation of quality criteria for 
medicinal products. 
Opening up the public procurement market 
49. Public procurement has been identified by successive European 
Councils as a key area. The total value of government procurement 
including contracts awarded by firms in the public sector is 
estimated to be worth about 400 bill ion ECU per year in the 
Community as a whole. This vast market however is in effect closed 
to real competition at Community level. Only 2% of public 
procurement contracts in the Community are awarded to firms from 
other Member States and some 75% of contracts are awarded to 
national "champions• for whom the tenders are tailor-made. 
50. The lack of open and effective competition in this field, is 
one of the most obvious and anachronistic obstacles to the 
completion of the internal market. The importance of opening up 
this market cannot be exaggerated. 
51. In the White Paper timetable, the Commission envisaged a 
series of initiatives between 1987 and 1989 designed gradually to 
open up all public procurement to Community competition by 1992. In 
fact, the Commission has stepped up the tempo of this work and put 
forward its proposals more quickly than it had originally planned, 
in keeping with the calls for urgent action on public procurement 
made by successive European Councils in 1986. 
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52. As a first step, the Com111ission sent to the CouncH in June 
1986 a Communication setting out its general pol icy orientations, 
together with a draft proposal to amend the "Supplies" Directive 
<77/62/EEC of 21 December 1976). On the basis of this proposal, the 
Council in December 1986 agreed a number of amendments, though less 
rigorous ones than those put forward by the Commission. The 
Parliament's opinion on this proposal is still awaited. 
53. In December 1986, the Commission forwarded to the Council its 
proposal for a Directive amending the "Works" Directive (71/ 
305/EEC) of 26 June 1971). 
54. Taken together, these two proposals would improve substan-
tially the transparency of public supplies and works contracts and 
so create conditions for a genuine opening-up of public procurement 
to intra-Community competition, including for the first time real 
opportunities for small and medium sized enterprises. They would 
correspondingly increase the effectiveness of the procedures for 
monitoring application of Community rules, and would improve the 
procedures for awarding contracts so as to restrict the excessive 
use made in the past of exemptions. 
56. rn its proposal to amend the "Works" Directive the Commission 
has included the measures it regards as necessary to strengthen 
adequately the present regime despite the fact that the Council had 
weakened the corresponding measures in the "Supplies" Directive. 
57. The Commission has very recent Ly agreed a series of further 
measures which it will present to the Council in the form of 
formal proposals later this year. These will include a draft Direc-
tive on enforcement procedures, to allow the Commission to 
intervene direct with the awarding authorities to suspend award 
proceedings; and would require Member States where necessary to 
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amend their court procedures so as to ensure that tenderers could 
appeal easi Ly and effectively against impending awards which were 
clearly incompatible with Community law. Further proposals will 
ensure a gradual opening up of public procurement in four important 
sectors not covered by the existing Directives, namely telecommuni-
cations, transport, and the supply of energy and water. 
58. The Commission looks to the Council to follow up the impetus 
given by the European Council to the objective of opening up public 
procurement and rapidly to take the decisions which industry and 
commerce have a right to expect. 
Financial Services 
59. Considerable progress has been achieved during the past year. 
All the proposals foreseen in the White Paper for 1986 were pres-
ented by the Commission before the end of the year. 
60. In the banking sector, the Council adopted a Directive on bank 
accounts which will permit increased mutual understanding and 
comparison of the financial performance of banks in different 
Member States. This Directive will be completed by a proposal for a 
Directive on the obligations of branches of foreign banks regarding 
the publication of annual accounting documents, which wi LL put an 
end to the practice, existing in many Member States, of requiring 
from such branches the publication of separate annual accounts. 
61. The development of new methods of payment such as payment 
cards containing magnetic strips and microchips, involves questions 
of technology, infrastructure and usage rules and clearly has 
internal market implications. That is why the Commission, in a 
Communication to the Council early in 1987, announced initiatives 
towards the interoperability of card payment systems in the 
Community and their rules of use. 
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62. Mandates will be given to CEN-CENELEC to draft a set of 
European standards for identification and pay11ent cards covering 
embossed characters, magnetic strip and microprocessor cards wHh 
maximum alignment with ISO standards, and to define standards for 
the specification of the records to be exchanged. 
63. A code of conduct relating to electronic payments, via a 
terminal installed at the points of sale of traders or providers of 
service, will be published before the end of 1987. 
64. As regards freedom of services in the insurance sector, work 
in the Council on the relevant proposals and in the Commission on 
the preparation of new direcHves had been suspended until the 
Court gave its judgement on the cases pending before it. This 
judgement was delivered on 4 December 1986. 
65. In the case relating to co-insurance, the Court has ruled that 
there can be no requirement on the lead insurer to be established 
in or have an authorisation from the destination State. The 
Commission welcomes this decision and urges the Member States 
concerned to take whatever steps are needed to implement it as soon 
as possible. 
66. Work has now also resumed in the Council in the light of the 
Court judgements on the basis of the draft Second Directive on 
Non-Life insurance with a view to reaching agreement on rules to 
facilitate the free provision of services in this sector. The 
Commission attaches great significance to this work and urges the 
Council to bring it to a successful conclusion as soon as possible 
during 1987. 
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67. In its judgements the Court has emphasised the need, given the 
special characteristics of the insurance sector, to ensure 
adequate protection for the consumer. The Commission is therefore 
considering what further harmonization is needed for this purpose 
in the insurance sector. One consequence of this is that the 
proposals foreseen in the White Paper for freedom of services for 
life insurance and compulsory motor insurance will now need further 
examination and it will not be possible to put them forward before 
1988. 
68. In the securities markets field, this year should see the 
adoption by the Council of a Directive on securities offer 
prospectuses as well as a Directive extending mutual recognition to 
stock exchange listing particulars. In addition, a proposal will 
be presented for a Directive governing the rules of fovestment 
advisers. 
Transport 
69. The Commission has this year submitted to the Council two 
proposals on the. liberalisation of coach services. This was the 
sole White Paper proposal outstanding in the transport field though 
the Commission does intend this year to put forward an additional 
proposal to abolish all controls on means of transport at internal 
frontiers. 
70. At the level of the Council, good progress was made in 1986 in 
the sea transport sector. A package of four measures was adopted in 
December 1986, which should lead to progressive liberalisation and 
strengthening of competition in this sector. 
71. In other transport sectors, progress was less marked. On road 
transport of goods, the Council in 1986 adopted an overall 27% 
increase (15% nominal plus corrections) in the Community road 
haulage quota for 1987 and agreed conclusions to adopt in 1987 an 
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annual 40 per cent increase in the quota. The Commission's 
proposals for the liberalisation of inland shipping has not yet 
been adopted by the Council. 
72. In July 1986, the Commission, using the powers afforded under 
Article 89 of the Treaty, took steps to ensure that the principles 
of fair competition laid down in Articles 85 and 86 are applied in 
the air transport sector and is currently engaged fo a formal 
dialogue with ten companies about their current agreements and 
concerted practices. Al though the Council agreed in March 1987 on 
the conditions to be attached to fares in the discount and deep 
discount zones, the major issues of capacity, market access and 
competition remain unresolved. The Commission expects the Council 
to take the necessary decisions before the end of June 1987. 
Liberalisation of capital movements 
73. Good progress was made in 1986. The first phase of the 
Commission's programme to liberalise capital movements was accom-
plished in November 1986 when the Economic and Financial Affairs 
Council adopted a Directive (86/566/EEC) which extends the obl ig-
ation to liberalise to include long term commercial credits, trans-
actions in securities not dealt with on a Stock Exchange (shares, 
bonds, UCITS) and the admission of company securities of one 
Member State to the capital markets of another. 
74. The Commission expects to submit its proposals for the second 
phase of its liberalisation programme before the end of the year. 
Intellectual and industrial property 
75. A Directive concerning the legal protection of micro-circuits 
was adopted in December 1986. This was an important step. In 
addition to the 'security' that it will provide within the 
e 
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Co111111UnHy for European semiconductor manufacturers., the Directive 
should also guarantee their access to the US protection system. 
This was the sole proposal in this field adopted by the Council in 
1986. 
76. The Commission wi LL be present fog in 19.87 a proposal on the 
patent coverage of biotechnology inventions. The prondsed Green 
Paper on copyright will also be presented during the year, and 
will cover copyright quest ions re lated to certain new techno.logi es 
including software. 
The removal of fiscal barriers 
77. At the European Council in Milan in June of 1985, the Heads of 
State and Government asked Finance Ministers to examine on the 
basis of the White Paper any measures which might be necessary in 
the fiscal field for the achievement of the objective of a single 
market and the possible timetable for the application of those 
measures. To this end, the appropriate Council of Ministers 
CEcoFin> appointed a High Level Ad-hoc Group of. representatives of ·· 
Finance Ministers to examine the matter and report. 
78. In June 1986, the report of this High Level Ad-hoc Group was 
submitted to the Council which broadly endorsed the Group's 
conclusion that the Commission's approach to the abolition of 
fiscal frontiers was the most suited to the completion of the 
internal market. The Council asked the Commission to submit 
detailed proposals on the rates and rate structure of indirect 
taxation and on the clearing system which is needed for the current 
allocation of revenue between the Member States. The Commission 
will submit these proposals shortly. The Council undertook in June 
1986 to deal in the meantime with proposals already submitted 
covering the common basis of assessment of VAT and the common 
excise duty structures. Despite this, little hard progress in the 
fiscal field was made in 1986. 
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79. Worthy of particular note is the fact that the Commission's 
proposal - submitted in November 1985 - for a "standstill" to 
promote convergence in the number and level of VAT rates has never 
even been discussed at Council level. Also unadopted remains the 
proposal on special VAT schemes for small and medium sized 
enterprises including substantial increases in the VAT threshold 
levels, which the Commission put forward in 1986. 
80. The Commission can only share the view expressed by the 
European Council at its meeting at the Hague in 1986 that a number 
of basic decisions need to be taken quickly in relation to the 
removal of fiscal barriers at the frontiers in order to achieve the 
goals set for 1992. Because of its inaction in the fiscal field in 
1986, the onus on the Council to take positive decisions in 1987 
has become even greater. 
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CONCLUSION 
81. The successful completion of the internal market will be the 
Community's greatest single achievement since it came into being. 
Together with the Customs Union it will complete the basic fabric 
of economic unity which the Treaty of Rome set out to create. In 
the 30 years which have passed since the Treaty was signed, further 
important objectives have been added, but the pre-eminence of the 
Internal Market remains. 
82. Success depends upon two things. It depends upon political 
will and on the ability to translate that political will into 
practical achievement. 
83. The repeated declarations made by the Heads of State or 
Government and the Single European Act are clear evidence that the 
political will exists. But essential though it is, political will 
alone is not sufficient. The record of the Council of Ministers 
provides ample evidence of this fact. Left to their own devices 
Ministers of Agriculture and of Finance and their officials have 
not shown sufficient recognition of the fact that the clearly laid 
down 1992 target requires a major change in their out look and in 
the pace at which they deal with internal market related dossiers. 
In marked contrast, the results produced by the Internal Market 
Council in the second half of 1986 were particularly good in 
relation to previous performance. This was the product of political 
determination at the very top backed up by positive action below. 
The inescapable conclusion must be that it is for the Heads of 
State or Government themselves to ensure that their administrations 
translate their own political will into positive tangible results. 
84. What has happened is understandable but it must be put right. 
It is easy enough at the top political level to see the immense 
economic advantages which would flow from an integrated European 
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market. But when comes to the practical detail of individual 
proposals too often the vision is lost and national and sectoral 
·interests take over. The lesson to be learried, quite simply, is 
that Heads of State or Government must involve the111selves in the 
successful completion of the Internal Market programme and require 
their Ministers to respect what the European Council lays down. 
Unless they do, what is at present a serious but retrievable 
situation so far as the Council is concerned will get worse. There 
are difficulties imfflediately ahead due to t~e delay in entry into 
force of the Single Act and the need to get the new cooperation 
procedure with the Parliament working smoothly. But once through 
this patch of choppy water, it is essential that the Council of 
Ministers - in all its manifestations - significantly improve its 
performance. 
65. In this respect it is important to bear in mind that the 
delays which have occurred do not seem to be due to fundamental 
opposition - from eg.economic, regional or sectoral interests - to 
the objective of completing the Internal Market. The contrary is 
true: the objective continues to enjoy the support of the large 
majority of the economic groups concerned, including Industry and' 
the Trade Unions. A number Qf proposals currently on the Council's 
table are blocked, not because of political or economic problems 
linked to t~e substance of the proposals, but because of precedural 
cJ)fficulties <such as differences about legal bases; disagreement 
about delegation of powers of implementation to the Commission; 
conflicting priorities within the Council of Ministers; and so on). 
It is entirely within the power of the Community institutions to 
overcome these difficulties, particularly after the Single European 
Act is implemented. 
86. The Parliament too - whose support for the objectives of the 
White Paper has been unflagging - must also look to its laurels. 
The pace at which the Parliament delivers its opinion is already 
e 
' ~ ,. 
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influencing the progress of work in the Council. This influence 
will become greater once the cooperation procedure enters into 
effect and as the number of proposals sent to the Parliament for 
its opinion increases. The Commission looks to the Parliament for 
its continued support and for its early opinion on internal market 
proposals. 
87. By the end of next year, the Commission is required, under the 
Single European Act to report to the European Council on the 
progress made towards achieving the internal market by 31 December 
1992. 
88. The Commission hopes - and is entitled to expect - that by 
then it will be able to report that satisfactory and balanced 
progress has been achieved in all the sectors concerned. It regret-
tably cannot give such a report on the present occasion. 
AMtEXES 
INTRODUCTION 
The following three annexes outline the present state of progress 
on implementing the programme and timetable annexed to the White 
. 
Paper on completing the internal market and take account of 
developments since June 1985. 
Annex 1 lists the proposals included in the White Paper timetable 
which have been adopted by the Commission and the Council 
up to 30 April 1987. 
Annex 2 lists the proposals submitted by the Commission to the 
Council and the Parliament which have yet to be adopted by 
the Council 
Annex 3 lists the Commission proposals still to be presented to 
the Council and the Parl fament in the context of the 
completion of the internal market. 
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WHITE PAPER INITIATIVES AND PROPOSALS 
ADOPTED BY ~ISSION AND COUNCIL 
UP TO 30 APRIL 1987 
ANNEX I 
1/5/87 
1 
The followlng 11st shows the proposals Included In the 
annex to the White Paper on the Completion of the Internal 
Market which have been adopted or partially adopted by both 
Collnlsslon and Councl I up to 30 Apr 11 1987. Numbers refer to 
the total of 55 COUncll adoptions which have taken place, (4 
decisions having been taken on proPosal no 7 below). 
Those partlally adopted wlll require further COUncll 
decision. 
The observations under the •eoaaents• heading Indicate 
the l111>leaentatlon periods foreseen for each decision and 
derogations, If any. 
SUBJECT ADOPTION 
DATE 
PART ONE: THE REMOVAL OF PHYSICAL BARRIERS 
I • CONTROL OF GOODS 
1. Various controls 
1. Duty free admission of fuel 
contained In the fuel tanks 
of commercial motor vehicles 
lorries and coaches 
COM(84)171, COM(86)383 
COMMENTS Entry Into force: 1/10/1985 
PARTIALLY 
ADOPTED 
(coaches> 
8/7/85 
Dlr.85/347 
OJ L 183 of 
16/7/85 
Proposal updated by COM(86)383 - lorries 
2. Slngle Administrative document 
(SAD) third country aspects 
COMMENTS Entry Into force 1/1/1988 
ADOPTED 8/7/85 
Regu I . 1900/85 
& 1901/85 EEC 
OJ L 179 of 
11/7/85 
3. Abolltlon of customs presentation 
charges 
ADOPTED 
9/6/86 
Reg. 1797/86 
OJ L 157 of 
12/6/86 
2 
COMMENTS: Entry Into force 1/1/1988i 
and Portugal 
derogations for Spain -
4. Introduction of common border posts 
"banallsatlon" 
COM(86)524 
PARTIALLY 
ADOPTED 
1/12/86 
(TIR 
aspect) 
REG 3690/86 
OJ L 341 of 
4/12/86 
COMMENTS: Entry Into force: 1/7/87i no derogations foreseen 
2. Veterinary and phytoaanltary controls 
5. Production and trade In mllk 
COMMENTS: lmplementatlon date: 1 January 1989 
6. Live anlmals of the bovine 
species: amended eradication 
directives to provide for 
flnal eradication of brucellosis 
tuberculosis & leukosls 
In all Member States lncludlng 
Spain and Portugal 
COMMENTS 
ADOPTED 
5/8/85 
Dir. 85/397 
OJ L 226 of 
24/8/85 
ADOPTED 
22/12/86 
Decision 
87/58 
OJs L 24 & 
L 32 of 
27/1 & 
3/2/87 
respectively 
Member States shall draw up eradication plans to be submitted 
to the Commission within nine months of the notification of 
Decision; the Commission after examination of the proposed 
plans and any amendments thereto, shall approve them 
according to the procedure of the Standing Veterinary 
Committee. On the dates fixed by the Connlsslon In Its 
decision of approval, Member States shall bring Into force 
the national provisions required to Implement the eradication 
plans. 
e 
e 
e 
7. Live anlmals of the porcine 
species: eradication of 
African swine fever In 
Spain, Portugal & Sardinia 
(Sardlnlan proposal stlll 
awaited) and Classical swine 
fever In the Community as a 
whole COM(86)555 
COMMENTS 
PARTIALLY ADOPTED 
African swine fever aspect 
16/12/88 
DEC. 88/649 - Portugal 
DEC. 86/850 - Spain 
OJ L 382 of 31/12/88 
Classical swine fever:fln-
anclal aspect & certain 
measures - 7/4/87 
DECs 87/230 & 87/231 
OJ L 99 of 11/4/87 
3 
Concerning Decision 86/649, PORTUGAL to submit a reinforced 
plan to the Commission for the eradication of African swine 
fever and the restructuring of pig farms.Concerning Decision 
88/650, SPAIN also to submit reinforced plan for the above-
mentioned eradication scheme. No precise deadllnes are 
mentioned In the decisions. The Commission must approve these 
plans, according to the procedure of the Standing Veterinary 
committee which Includes specific time llmlts, and follow the 
developments concerning the lmplementatlon of the eradication 
plan. 
CA report must be made to the Committee at least once a year) 
Decision 87/230 to apply from 1/1/1987 
Decision 87/231 : Member States to enforce necessary measures 
to comply with decision not later than 31/12/87 and must 
Inform the Commission thereof 
8. Hormone growth promoters ADOPTED 
10/7/85 & 21/12/85 
Dlrs 85/358 & 85/849 
OJs L 191 of 23/7/85 
& OJ L 382 of 
31/12/85 
COMMENTS: lmplementatlon date: 1/1/87 for Dlr.85/358; 
1/1/88 for Dlr.85/849 
9. Mlcroblologlcal controls (meats, 
poultry, red meat) 
COMMENTS 
ADOPTED 
12/6/85 
Dlrs 85/323 
& 85/324 
OJ L 188 of 
28/8/85 
lmplementatlon date Dir. 85/323: obligation to conform to 
terms of directive contains period not yet fixed 
lmplementatlon date Dir. 85/324: as above 
10. Medlcal examination of Personnel 
COMMENTS 
Implementation date Dlr.85/325 
Implementation date Dlr.85/326 
Implementation date Dlr.85/327 
11. Antibiotic residues 
COMMENTS 
1/1/86 
1/1/86 
1/1/86 
4 
ADOPTED 
12 & 20 
June 1985 
Directives 
85/325,85/328 
85/327 
OJ L 168 of 
28/6/85 
ADOPTED 
16.9.88 
Dir 
86/489 
OJ L 275 of 
24/9/88 
lmplementatlon dates: 1 Aprll 1988, 31 December 1987, 31 
December 1988 
12. Control of residues 
COMMENTS 
Implementation dates as at No 12 above 
13.Swlne fever 
COMMENTS 
lmplementatlon Dir. 85/320 
lmplementatlon Dir. 85/321 
Implementation Dir. 85/322 
1/1/1988 
1/1/1988 
1/1/1986 
ADOPTED 
16.9.88 
Dir 
86/469 
OJ L 275 of 
24/9/88 
ADOPTED 
12/6/85 
Dire. 85/320, 
85/321 & 
85/322 
OJ L 188 of 
28/8/85 
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14. Control of foot and mouth disease 
COMMENTS 
Implementation date: 1/1/1987 
15. Amendment to Directive 
77/93 (plant health) 
COMC84)288 
ADOPTED 
18/11/85 
Dlr.85/511 
OJ L 315 of 
28/11/85 
PARTIALLY 
ADOPTED 
28/2/85 
Dlr.85/173 
OJ L 65 of 
5/3/85 
5 
COMMENTS: Implementation dates: 1/1/85 and 1/3/85 
16. Proposal for fixing of maximum 
levels for pesticide residues In 
cereals and foodstuffs of animal 
origin 
COMMENTS: Implementation date: 30/6/1988 
17. Proposal to amend Directive 
79/117/EEC on the prohibition of 
certain plant protection products 
(ethylene oxide) 
COMMENTS: lmplementatlon date: 1/7/87 
18. Proposal for Directive on the 
fixing of guldellnes for the 
evaluatlon of additives used In 
anlmal foodstuffs 
COMMENTS: lmplementatlon date: 31/12/87 
19. Modification of Directive 72/461 on 
health problems affecting )Intra-
Community trade In fresh meat and 
Directive 72/462 on health and 
veterinary Inspection problems 
upon Importation of bovine animals 
and swine and fresh meat from 3rd 
countries 
COMMENTS: Implementation date 1/1/88 
ADOPTED 
24/7/86 
Dlrs 86/362 
& 86/363 
OJ L 221 of 
7/8/86 
ADOPTED 
21/7/86 
DI r. 86/355 
OJ L 212 of 
2/8/86 
ADOPTED 
16/2/87 
Dir. 87/153 
OJ L 84 of 
7/3/87 
ADOPTED 
30/12/86 
Dlr.87/64 
OJ L 34/87 
Of 5/2/87 
- Further allgnment of additional 
plant health standards - third 
countries 
COMMENTS 
Directive to apply until 31 December 1989 
ADOPTED 
29/10/1986 
Com. Dir. 
86/547 
OJ L 323 of 
18/11/86 
(Member States to lmmedlately Inform COmmlsslon of all laws 
etc adopted to Implement Directive; commission to Inform 
other Member States) 
II. CONTROL OF INDIVIDUALS 
20. Sixth Directive relative to 
exemptions In International 
travel: Increase to 350 ECUs 
COMMENTS 
ADOPTED 
8/7/85 
Dir. 85/348 
OJ L 183 of 
11/7/85 
Entry Into force: 1/10/1985; certain derogations for 
Denmark, Greece and Ireland 
21. Tax reliefs to be allowed on the 
Importation of goods In small 
consignments of a non-commerclal 
character -
COMC83)730 & COM(84)372 
(See No 23 on Annex 2) 
COMMENTS: Entry Into force 1/10/1985 
ADOPTED 
8/7/85 
Dlr.85/349 
OJ L 183 of 
16/7/85 
I 
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PART TWO: THE REMOVAL OF TECHNICAL BARRIERS 
I • FREE MOVEMENT OF GOODS 
1. New approach In technlcal harmonization and standards 
pol Icy 
2. sectoral prc,posals concerning approximation of laws 
2.1. Motor vehicles 
- Revision of braking directive 71/320 
COMMENTS 
ADOPTED 
23/12/1985 
COm.Dlr. 
85/647 
OJ L 380 of 
31/12/85 
Members States were required to bring Into force the 
provisions necessary to comply with the Directive before 1 
October 1986. 
2.2. Tractors and agricultural machines 
2.3. Food law 
22. General Directive on sampllng 
and methods of analysis 
COMMENTS 
ADOPTED 
20/12/85 
Dlr.85/591 
O.J. L 372 of 
31.12.85 
Member States to take necessary measures to conform to 
Directive 24 months after notification (which took place on 
23.12.85) 
23. Preservatives (modification) 
COMC81)712 
PARTIALLY 
ADOPTED 
20/12/85 
Dir. 85/585 
O.J. L372 of 
31.12.85 
COMMENTS Member States were to take necessary measures to 
conform to Directive by 31.12.1988 
7 
24. Emulslflers (modification> 
COMMENTS 
ADOPTED 
24/3/88 
Dlr.88/102 
O.J. L 88 Of 
3/4/88 
Member States to take necessary measures to conform to 
directive 12 months after notification (which took place on 
27/3/88): the modified leglslatlon should then enter Into 
force 2 years after notification of the directive 
25. Coffee extracts chicory 
extracts (modification> 
COMMENTS 
Member States to take necessary measures 
ADOPTED 
19/12/85 
Dlr.85/573 
O.J. L 372 of 
31/12/85 
Ca) by 1/1/87 as far ae trade In products that conform to 
present directive Is concerned; 
Cb) by 1/7/88 as far as trade In products that do not 
conform to present directive Is concerned 
26. Obligation to Indicate 
Ingredients and alcohollc 
strength - COM(82)828 
COMMENTS 
PARTIALLY 
ADOPTED 
28/5/88 
Dlr.88/197 
OJ L 144 of 
29/5/88 
Member States to modify (If necessary) their leglslatlon In 
order to ensure that 
- trade In products that conform to present directive can 
be permitted by 1/5/88 
- trade In products that do not conform to present 
directive can be permitted by 1/5/89 
27. Slmulants (plastlc materials 
In contact with foodstuffs) 
COMMENTS 
ADOPTED 
19/12/85 
Dlr.85/572 
OJ L 372 of 
31/12/85 
Member States to take necessary measures to conform to 
present directive at the same time as measures are taken to 
Implement directive 82/711 
8 
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2.4. Pharmaceuticals and high-technology medicines 
28. Proposal for Directive 
concerning the placlng on the 
market of high-technology 
medlclnal products Incl. those 
derived from blotechnology 
Adopted 
22/12/86 
Dlr.87/22 
OJ L 15 of 
17/1/87 
COMMENTS: Member States to take necessary measures to 
conform to directive by 1/7/87 
29. Proposal amending Directive 
75/318/EEC concerning the 
testing of medlcal speclalltles 
Idem 
DIR 87/19 
COMMENTS: Member States to take necessary measures to 
conform to directive by 1/7/87 
30. Proposal amending Directive 
81/852/EEC concerning 
veterinary medlclnal products 
Idem 
DIR 87/20 
COMMENTS: Member States to take necessary measures to 
conform to directive by 1/7/87 
31. Proposal for a council 
Reconunendatlon concerning tests 
relatlng to the placlng on the 
market of medical epectallttes 
COMMENTS 
No Implementation period required since this la a 
recommendation 
ADOPTED 
9/3/87 
OJ L 73 
of 
16/3/1987 
9 
32. Proposal for a councll Directive 
amending Directive 65/65/EEC 
concerning medical speclalltles 
ADOPTED 
22/12/86 
DIR 87/21 
OJ L15 of 
17/1/87 
COMMENTS Member States to take necessary measures to 
conform to directive by 1/7/87 
2.5. Chemical products 
- Adaptation to technical progress 
of Directive 67/548 on 
classlflcatlon, label I Ing and 
packaging of dangerous substances 
COMMENTS 
ADOPTED 
24/6/1986 
eom. Dir. 
86/431 
OJ L 247 
of 
1/9/1986 
Member States to adopt and publish, before 1 July 1987, 
provisions necessary to comply with directive and Inform 
Commission thereof, provisions to be applied by 31 December 
1987 
- Amonlum nitrate (fertlllzers 
of high nitrogen content) 
ADOPTED 
8/12/1986 
com.Dir. 
87/94 
10 
OJ L 38 of 
7/2/1987 
COMMENTS 
Member States to take necessary measures to comply with 
Directive not later than 31 December 1987 and Inform 
Commission thereofi Member States to C0111111.1.nlcate to 
Commission texts of provisions of national law which they 
adopt In this field. 
33. Council Directive relating 
to restrictions on the 
marketing and use of PCB's 
Cpolychlorlnated blphenyls) 
COMMENTS 
ADOPTED 
1/10/85 
DIR 85/467 
OJ L269 of 
11/10/85 
Member States were due to take the necessary steps to conform 
to the directive by 30/6/86 
34. Councll Directive relating 
to "Restrictions on the 
marketing and use of aebestos" 
COM(79)419 & COM(83)556 
COMMENTS 
PARTIALLY 
ADOPTED 
20/12/85 
DIR 85/610 
OJ L375 of 
31/12/85 
Member States to take necessary measures to conform to the 
directive by 31/12/87 
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35. Non-Ionic detergents 
(modification of existing 
Directive) 
COMMENTS 
ADOPTED 
10/3/88 
DIR 88/94 
OJ L80 of 
25/3/86 
11 
Member States are being allowed to maintain exceptions to the 
requirements concerning certain non-Ionic agents Included In 
detergents laid down by Directive 73/404, untll 31/12/89 
38. Membership of the European 
Agreement on detergents 
COMMENTS 
ADOPTED 
on 12/12/85 
The decision taken on 12/12/85 merely enables the COmmlsslon 
to commence negotiations for the Membership of the European 
Agreement on Detergents; therefore Implementation conditions 
are not applicable. 
2.8. construction and construction products 
2.7. Other Items 
37. Household appl lances: airborne 
noise 
COMMENTS 
Adopted 
1/12/88 
DIR 88/594 
OJ L 344 
of 6/12/86 
To be Implemented by Member States 36 months after 
notification (which took place on 4 December 1986 
38. Tyre pressure gauge 
COMMENTS 
ADOPTED 
28/6/86 
Dlr.86/217 
OJ L 152.of 
8/8/86 
Member States to take necessary steps to conform to directive 
18 months after notification (which took place on 30 May 
1986) 
39.Hydraullc diggers (noise) 
COMMENTS 
ADOPTED 
22/12/88 
Dir. 88/862 
OJ L 384 of 
31/12/88 
12 
Implementation period: 24 months after notification (which 
took place on 25/12/88) 
NB: 6 years after Implementation common noise levels to be 
adhered to 
40.Protectlon of hotels against 
flre·(proposal for a recom-
mendation) 
COMMENTS 
Adopted 
22/12/88 
Recommenda-
tion 
88/868 
OJ L 384 of 
31/12/88 
Member States to report to Commission, within 2 years, all 
natlonal measures taken In accordance with the Recommendation 
11. PUBLIC PROCUREMENT 
.. 111. FREE. MOVEMENT .FOR LABOUR AND THE PROFESSIONS· 
41. Comparability of vocational 
training quallflcatlona 
COMMENTS 
ADOPTED 
18/7/85 
Dec.85/388 
OJ L 199 of 
31/7/85 
Member States to submit to the Commission, 2 years after 
adoption of the decision, a report on Its Implementation 
In Individual Member States 
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42. Cooperation 
between higher education and 
Industry for advanced training 
relating to new technologies 
(COMETT) 
COMMENTS 
ADOPTED 
24/7/86 
Dec.86/365 
OJ L 222 of 
8/8/1986 
Implementation: preparatory phase 1986; operation of 
programme 1987-1989; 
Commission to submit a report by 31/10/1988 on experience of 
programme and Its continuation 
43. coordination 
relating to commerclal agents 
COMMENTS 
ADOPTED 
18/12/86 
DIR 86/653 
OJ L 382 of 
31/12/86 
Member States to take necessary measures to conform to 
directive by 1/1/90; 
13 
for IRELAND and the U.K. this deadllne Is extended to 1/1/94; 
for ITALY, the section concerning the provisions on the 
ending of commerclal agents contracts will be 1/1/93 
44. coordination of 
provisions In respect of 
certain activities In the 
fleld of pharmacy 
COMMENTS 
ADOPTED 
16/9/85 
DIR 85/432, 
85/432, & 
DEC. 85/434/EEC 
OJ L 253 of 
24/9/85 
Re, DIR 85/432 Member States are to take the necessary 
measures to conform to the directive by 1/10/87; 
Decision 85/434 concerned the creation of a Consultative 
committee on training In the field of pharmacy - this will 
not be Implemented before 1/10/87 - Member States will have 
to designate natlonal experts and Council must take a 
decision. 
45. Mutual recognition 
of diplomas In 
pharmacy 
COMMENTS 
ADOPTED 
16/9/85 
Dir. 85/433 
OJ L 253 of 
24/9/85 
Member states to take the necessary measures to conform to 
Directive by 1/10/87. 
14 
There WIii be a DEROGATION for GREECE: 10 years after entry 
Into force the COmmlsslon must make proposals aiming at the 
extension of mutual recognition of diplomas to self-employed 
pharmacists 
46.Speclflc training 
In general medical practice 
COMMENTS 
ADOPTED 
15/9/86 
Dlr.86/457 
OJ L 267 of 
19/9/86 
Member States should require the diplomas referred to In the 
directive by 1/1/95 at the latest 
IV. COMMON MARKET FOR SERVICES 
1. FINANCIAL SERVICES 
1.1 Banks 
47. Accounts of banks 
COMMENTS 
ADOPTED 
8/12/86 
DIR 86/ 
635 
OJ L 372 of 
31/12/86 
Implementation required by 31/12/1990; facility for Member 
States to apply lmplementlng rules for the first time for 
financial year accounts beginning 1993 
- Recommendation on the setting up of 
a guarantee system of deposit within 
the Community 
COMMENTS Implementation requirements do not 
this Is a Recommendation 
ADOPTED 
22/12/1986 
Com.Rec. 
87/63 
OJ L 33 of 
4/2/1987 
apply since 
I 
I 
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- Recommendation on control of large 
exposures 
ADOPTED 
22/12/1986 
Com. Rec. 
87/62 
OJ L 33 of 
4/2/1987 
COMMENTS: Implementation requirements do not apply since 
this Is a recommendation 
1.2 Insurance 
1.3 Transactions In securities 
48. Collectlve Investment 
undertakings for 
transferable securities 
COMMENTS 
ADOPTED 
20/12/85 
DIR 85/611 
OJ L 375 of 
31/12/85 
15 
Implementation required by 1/10/1989; Member States may grant 
addltlonal period of 12 months to comply with those rules for 
UCITS existing on that date; faclllty for Greece and Portugal 
to postpone appllcatlon up to 1/4/1992. 
2 - TRANSPORT 
49. Maritime transport: 
1. freedom to provide services In the 
sea transport sector: 
Ca> between M.States and between 
M.States and third countries 
Cb) within M.States 
2. application of Arts 85 & 86 of Rome 
Treaty to maritime transport 
3. unfair pricing practices 
4. Coordinated action to safeguard 
free access to cargoes In oceanic 
trades 
COM(85)90 
COMMENTS 
Entry Into force REGS 4055 - 1/1/87 
4056 - 1/7/87 
4057 - 1/7/87 
4058 - 1/7/87 
PARTIALLY 
ADOPTED 
22/12/86 
REGS: 
1Ca) 
4055/86 
1(b) NOT 
adopted 
2 4056/86 
3: 4057/86 
4: 4058/86 
OJ L 378 of 
31/12/86 
3 - NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND SERVICES 
V - CAPITAL MOVEMENTS 
50.Llberaltsatlon of units in 
coltectlve Investment under-
takings for transferable securities 
COMMENTS 
ADOPTED 
20/12/85 
DIR. 
85/583 
OJ L 372of 
31/12/85 
Member States to take necessary measures to comply with 
directive by 1/10/89; 
DEROGATION for Portugal to 31/12/1990 
51. Liberalisation 
of operations such as 
transactions In securities 
not dealt In on a Stock 
Exchange, admlss!on of securities 
on the capital market and 
tong-term commercial credits 
COMMENTS 
ADOPTED 
17/11/86 
DIR 
86/566 
OJ t. 332 
of 
26/11/86 
Member States to take necessary measures to comply with 
Directive by 28/2/87; 
Spain and Portugal may, In connection with the Act of 
Accessesslon, postpone llberailsatlon unttl respectively 
- 1/10/1989 and 31/12/1990 for transactions on units In 
collectlve Investment undertakings In transferable 
::;ecur It tes. 
- 31/12/1990 and 31/12/1992 for other transactions 
11!:lera I lsed 
16 
NB. It was announced on 25 February 1987 that GREECE, ITALY 
and tRELAND have been al towed to extend DEROGATIONS In tt,ts 
fleld {In accordance with Artlcle 108 of the Rome Treaty) to 
some of the newly liberalised operations up to: 
end 1987 for Italy and Ireland and end 1988 for Greece 
However, operations representing Inflows of capital and tong 
term conunerclal credits are llberallsed as from 28/2/1987 
e 
e 
e 
e 
VI - CREATION OF SUITABLE CONDITIONS FOR 
INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION 
1 • Company I aw 
52. Proposals for a Regulatlon 
for a European Economic 
Interest Grouping 
COMMENTS 
ADOPTED 
25/7/85 
Reg. 85/2137 
OJ L 199 of 
31/7/85 
Member States to take necessary measures to conform to 
regulation by 1/7/89 
2. Intellectual and Industrial property 
53. Legal protection of 
micro circuits 
Adopted 
18/12/86 
DIR. 
87/54 
OJ L 24 
of 
27/1/87 
COMMENTS: Member States expected to enforce directive by 
7/11/87 at the latest 
3. Taxation (removing tax obstacles to cooperation 
between enterprises) 
VII APPLICATION OF COMMUNITY LAW 
, 1. Transparency 
- Commission Communication In relation 
to Article 30 of the Rome Treaty 
on price fixing and on sickness Insurance 
concerning pharmaceuticals 
COMMENTS 
ADOPTED 
1986 
c. 86/1723 
OJ C.310 of 
4/12/1986 
Implementation requirements do not apply since this Is a 
COmmun I cat I on 
17 
PART 111 : THE REMOVAL OF FISCAL BARRIERS 
1. V.A.T. 
54.13th VAT Directive concerning 
tax refunds to persons not 
established In the community 
COMMENTS: Entry Into force 1/1/1988 
55. 17th VAT Directive concerning 
the temporary Importation of 
goods other than means of 
transport 
COMMENTS 
Entry Into force: 1/1/1986; 
18 
ADOPTED 
17/11/1986; 
DIR. 86/560 
OJ L 326 of 
21/11/1986 
ADOPTED 
16/7/85 
DIR. 85/362 
OJ L 192 of 
24/7/85 
DEROGATIONS for Germany and Greece carryover of application 
of certain artlcles 
e 
i 
I 
• 
-
e 
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1 MAY 1987 ANNEX 2 
PROPOSALS SUBMITTED BY COMMISSION TO COUNCIL IN 
THE CONTEXT OF THE COMPLETION OF THE INTERNAL MARKET 
WHICH STILL REQUIRE COUNCIL ADOPTION 
- Proposals marked with an asterisk(*) were 
presented since the publication of the White 
Paper (14 June 1985) 
- Proposals marked with two asterisks(**) are 
stlll before the European Parliament 
- voting procedures under the terms of the 
Single Act are Indicated In the Council 
column thus: u • unanimity; 
OM - qualified majority; 
SM• simple majority 
- Initiatives Indicated In ITAL/Cs were not 
Included In the White Paper timetable 
1 
SUBJECT Date of Projected date 
COmmlsslon·s of adoption by 
proposa I Counc I I 
PART ONE: THE REMOVAL OF PHYSICAL BARRIERS 
I . CONTROL OF GOODS 
1. Various controls 
----------------
1. Slmpllflcatlon of Community 1979 
transit procedure: discontinuance 
of presentation of transit advice 
note and guarantee -
COM(79)456 & COM(80)354 
2. Duty free admission of fuel 
contained In the fuel tanks 
of commercial motor vehicles 
lorries & coaches COM(84)171 1984 
updated by COMC86)383 (lorries) 1986* 
1986 
CU) 
PARTIALLY 
ADOPTED 
8/7/85 
Dlr.85/347 
(coaches) 
1987 
CU) 
2 
3. Introduction of common border 1988* PARTIALLY 
posts C"banallsatlon") ADOPTED 
COM(88)524 (TIR 
aspect) 
Reg. 
3890/86 
1987** 
(QM) 
------------------------------------------------------------2. Veterinary and phytoaanltary controls 
4. Live animals of the porcine 1986* PARTIALLY 
species: eradication of classl- ADOPTED 
cal swine fever In the Community 7.4.1987 
as a whole (flnanclal aspect, Dees 
modification of Directives 87/230 & e 64/432, 72/461, 80/217 and 87/231 
80/1095) COM(86)555 1987 
(QM) _.... 
------------------------------------------------------------5. Production and trade In medicated 1981 1985 
feeding stuffs - COMC81)795 & (QM) 
COM(83)378 
6. Boar meat - COMC83)855 1983 1985 
(QM) 
7. Personnel responsible for 1981 1985 
Inspection COM(81)504 (QM) 
8. Acceptance for breeding 1979 1986 
purposes of purebred (QM) 
breeding animals of the 
bovine species COMC79)649 
9. Zootechnlcal standards 1979 I 1987 e appllcable to breeding animals 1988* (QM) 
of the porcine species 
-COM(79)785, modified by 
COM(86)659 
10. Imports of meat products from 1984 1987 
third countries (anlmal and 1988* (QM) 
publlc health) COMC84) 530, 
COM(86)658 
11. AuJesky disease and swine 1982 1985 
vesicular disease COMC82)529 (QM) 
12. Semen of animals COM(83)512, 1983 1987 
modified by COM(86)857 1988* (QM) 
3 
13. Modification of Directive 1985* 1986 
77/99/EEC on meat products (QM) 
COM(85)678 
14. Proposal to amend Directive 1984 PARTIALLY 
77/93 (plant health) ADOPTED 
COMC84)288 28/2/85 
Dlr.85/173 
i 1985 
l (QM) 
• I 
I 15. Proposal for fixing of maximum 1977 1986 
I levels for pesticide residues In (QM) 
I feedlngstuffs - COMC77)337 
• 
16. Proposal to amend the annex of 1983 1985 
Directive 76/895/EEC concerning (QM) 
i residues of pesticides In and 
I -· on fruit and vegetables (ethoxyquln and dlphenylamlne) COM(82)883 
l 17. Proposal for the placlng of plant 1976 1986 
protection products on the market CU) 
COMC76)427 
' ! 
i: 18. Proposal for the Improvement of 1985* 1986 I 
I Community systems of certlfl- (QM) 
f cation of seeds - COM(85)782 
( 
l 19. Harmonised health conditions for 1987* 1988** ; 
! production and trade In food (QM) 
• products of animal origin not 
' t covered by existing leglslatlon 
I eggs COM(87)46 1- 20. Amendment to Directive 80/215 1987* 1987** Inspection of Intra Community (QM) trade In meat products t COM(87)51 I 
21. Amendment to Directive 64/433 1986"' 1987"'"' 
on health problems affecting (QII) 
Intra-Community trade In fresh 
meat COl/(86)532 
------------------------------------------------------------22. Amendment to Directive 721462 1986"' 1987"'"' 
on health and veterinary (QI/) 
Inspection problems upon 
Importation of bovine animals 
and swine and fresh meat from 
l third countries COl/(86)532 
I 
------------------------------------------------------------I 
I 
I 
t 
I 
t 
I 
' 
I I • CONTROL OF I ND IV I DUALS 
23. small consignments: 
exemption from value 
added tax on the flnal 
Importation of certain 
goods: COMC86)383, updated 
by COM(87)21 1986* 1987** 
CU) 
4 
------------------------------------------------------------24. Directive on the easing of 
controls at Intra-community 
Borders COM(84)749 & COM(85)224 
1985 
25.Modlflcatlon of Directive 831183 1986* 
on tax exemptions applicable to 
permanent Imports from a Member State 
of the personal property of Individuals 
(removals) COM(86)584 fln/2 
26. Proposal for a Directive amending 
for the first time Dir. 83/182 on 
temporary Importation of certain 
means of transport 
(motor vehicles) COM(87)14 
PART TWO: THE REMOVAL OF TECHNICAL BARRIERS 
I • FREE MOVEMENT OF GOODS 
1985 
CU) 
1987"'* 
(U) 
1987** 
(U) 
1. New approach In technical harmonization and standards 
pol Icy 
27.Proposal for the extension of 
Information procedures on 
standards and technical 
rules (amendment to Directive 
83/189) COM(87)52 
28. Simple pressure vessels 
COM(86)112 
1987* 
1986* 
1987** 
(QM) 
1987** 
(QM) 
2. Sectoral proposals concerning approximation of laws 
2.1. Motor vehicles 
29. Gaseous emissions - passenger 
cars COM(85)288 
1985* 1985 
(QM) 
e 
e 
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30. Gaseous emissions-commercial 1886* 
vehicles COM(86)261 
31. Diesel particulates - passenger 1986* 
cars - COM(86)273 
32. Type approval of motor vehicles 1987* 
and their trailers 
- Directive 70/158 - COMC87)26 
2.2. Tractors and agrlcultural machines 
33. Implementation of Directive 74/150 1987* 
(weight and dlmenslons,drlveshaft, 
engine stopping device, windscreen 
wipers, footrest) COMC87)194 
34. Modification of framework 1986* 
Directive 741150 
COM(86)777 
35. Rollover protection structures 1984 
(Incorporating two pillars and 1986 
mounted In front of the driver's 
seat) on narrow-track wheeled 
agricultural or forestry tractors 
COM(84)400; COM(86)776 
2.3. Food law 
36. General Directive on quick 1984 
frozen foods - COMC84)489 & 
COM(85)514 
37. Flavourlngs - COMC80)286 & 1980 
COMC82)166 
38. Extraction solvents - 1983 
COM(83)626 & COMC85)79 
1987** 
(QM) 
1987** 
(QM) 
1988** 
(QM) 
1987** 
(QM) 
1987** 
(QM) 
1987** 
(QM) 
1985 
(QM) 
1985 
(QM) 
1986 
(QM) 
PARTIALLY 39. Preservatives (modification) 
COMC81)712 1981 ADOPTED 
40. Infant formulae and follow-
up mllk (dietetic foods) 
COMC84)703, modified by 
COM(86)564 
1984 
20/12/85 
Dir. 85/585 
1985 
(QM) 
1986 
(QM) 
5 
41. Obllgatlon to Indicate 
Ingredients and alcohollc 
strength - COMC82)828 1982 
42. Modified starches - COMC84)726 1984 
PARTIALLY 
ADOPTED 
26/5/86 
DIR.88/197 
1985 (QM) 
1986 (QM) 
43. Food additives (In part 1986* 1986 
modification of existing directives) (QM) 
COMC86)87 
44. Materials and articles In 
contact with food (amendment) 
COMC86)90 
1986* 
45. Food for particular nutrltlonal 1986* 
use (amendment) 
COM(86)91 
46. Food label I Ing (amendment) 1986* 
COM(86)89 
47. Jams COMC86)613 1986* 
48. Fruit Juices COMC86)688 1986* 
49. Food Inspection 1986* 
COM(86)747 
50. Definition of spirituous 1982 
beverages and aromatlsed wines 1986* 
COM(82)328,COM(86)129 
1986 
(QM) 
1986 
(QM) 
1986 
(QM) 
1987** 
(QM) 
1987** 
(QM) 
1987** 
(QM) 
1986 
(QM) 
2.4. Pharmaceuticals and high-technology medicines 
51. Price transparency In the prices 1986* 
of medicines and soclal security 
refunds COMC86)765 
52. Membership of European Pharma-
copoeia SEC(86)2010 
2.5. Chemlcal products 
53. Councl I Directive relating 
to "Restrictions on the 
1986* 
marketing and use of asbestos" 1979 
COM(79)419 & COM(83)556 
1988** 
(QM) 
1987 
(QM) 
PARTIALLY 
ADOPTED 
20/12/85 
Dir. 85/610 
1985 (QM) 
6 
e 
e 
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54. Classification. packaging and 1985* 1987•• 
label I Ing of dangerous (QM) 
preparations - COMC85)364 
55. Liquid fertilisers COMC86)704 1986* 1988 
(QM) 
2.6. construction and construction products 
--------------------------------------56. construction products 1986* 1987** 
COMC86)756 (QM) 
57. Tower cranes: per•lsslble 1986• 1981 
sound levels COll(86)491 (QM) 
2.7. Other Items 
--------
58. Safety of toys - COMC83)323, 1983 1987** 
modified by COMC86)541 (Includes (QM) 
chemical properties and 
electrical toys) 1986* 
59. cosmetics - 4th modification 1987* 1988** 
to Directive 76/768 (QM) 
COM(87)74 
60. Proposal for a Directive 1984 1985 
amending Directive 79/581 on 1987* (QM) 
consumer protection In the 
Indication of the prices of 
foodstuffs COMC84)23, 
COM(87)160 
61. Consumer protection In respect 1983 1985 
of the Indication of prices for CU) 
non-food products COMC83)754 
e· 
-
62. Helicopter exhaust noise 1981 1987 
COll(81)554 (QM) 
63.Proposal for directive on the 1986"' 1981"'"' 
approximation of Member State (QII) 
laws on products which are 
misleadingly defined and which 
could therefore undermine the 
safety of consumers - COM(86)499 
64.Good laboratory practices - 1986"' 1987"'"' 
non-chemical tests (QII) 
COll(86)698 
8 
65. Prorx,sal modifying Directive 1986'* 1987'*'* 
841538 on lawn mower noise 1987'* (QM) 
COM(86)682,COM(87)133 
11. PUBLIC PROCUREMENT 
66. Modification of directives on 1986* 1987** 
public supplies COMC86)297 (QM) 
67. Modification of directives on 1986* 1988** 
pub I I c works COM(86)679 (QM) 
Ill. FREE MOVEMENT FOR LABOUR AND THE PROFESSIONS 
68. Harmonisation of Income 1979 1985 
taxation provisions with CU) 
respect to freedom of movement 
of workers within the COnmunlty 
COM(79)737 
69. Transltlonal 1969 1985 
measures for access to (QM) 
activities In the technical 
field and for their exercise 
COM(69)334 
70. Coordination of 1969 1985 
provisions In respect of (U) 
the training of engineers 
COM(69)334 
71. Right of Establishment : 1985* 1987 
Proposal for a Directive setting (QM) 
up a general system of mutual 
recognition of higher education 
dlplomas - COMC85)355 & 
COM(86)257 
72. Right of residence for 1979 1985 
nationals of Member States CU) 
not yet or no longer employed 
COM(79)215 & COM(85)292 
9 
IV. CCIA«>N MARKET FOR SERVICES 
1. Fl~IAL SERVICES 
1-1 Banke 
73. Freedom of establlsh- 1985 1988 
ment and freedom to supply (QM) 
services In the fleld of 
mortgage credit - COM(84)730 
74. Reorganisation and winding- 1985* 1987 
up of credit Institutions (QM) 
COM(85)788 
75. Proposal on the obllgatlons of 1986* 1987** 
branches establlshed In a M.S. (QM) 
by credit Institutions and 
financial Institutions having 
their head offices outside that 
M.s. regarding the publication of 
annual accounting documents 
COMC86)396 
76. Harmonisation of the concept 1986* 1986** 
of own funds (QM) 
COMC88)169 
1-2 Insurance 
-----
77. Fae 111 tat Ion of freedO!II 1975 1986 
to provide services In (QM) 
Insurance other than 
llfe Insurance -
COM(75)516 & COM(78)63 
78. Coordination of laws 1979 1987 
relatlng to legal expenses (QM) 
Insurance - COMC79)396 & 
COMC82)43 
79. Credit Insurance 1979 1988 
COM(79)459 & COM(82)255 (QM) 
80. Insurance contracts 1979 1988 
COMC79)355 & COMC80)854 (QM) 
81. Annual accounts - Insurance 1986* 1989** 
undertakings COMC86)7S4 (QM) 
82. Winding up of Insurance 1986* 1989** 
undertakings COMC88)768 (QM) 
1-3 Transactions In securities 
83. Information to be 
published when major holdings 
In the capital of a listed 
company are acquired or 
disposed of COMC85)791 
1985* 
84. Coordination of the requirements 1981 
for the drawing up, scrutiny 
and distribution of the 
prospectus to be published when 
securities are offered for 
subscription or sale to the 
public - COM(80)893,COM(82)441, 
COM(87)129 
85. UC/TS Directive: 1986• 
Jurisdictional clause 
COM(86)193 
86. UC/TS Directive : 1986* 
special measures concerning 
certain Investments 
COM(86)315 
87. Directive on Insider Trading 
COM(87)111 
2 TRANSPORT 
88. Air transport : fares 
COM(81)590 & COMC84)72 
89. Air transport bl lateral 
agreements, arrangements and 
memoranda of understanding 
between Member States 
COMC84)72 amended 
by COM(88)677 
90. Air transport : appl I cation 
of Article 85 EEC 
COM(84)72 
COM(86)328 
1987• 
1981 
1984 
1986* 
1984 
1988 
(QM) 
1988 
(QM) 
1986 
(QM) 
1987 
(QM) 
1989•• 
(QM) 
1985· 
(QM : 
subject 
to Art. 
75(3)) 
1986 
(QM : 
subject 
to 
Art. 
75(3)) 
1987** 
(QM : 
subject 
to 
Art.75(3)) 
10 
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91. Road transport: organisation 1983 1986/88** 
of the market (Community 1986* (QM : 
quota) for the carriage subject to 
of goods by road between M. Art.75(3)) 
states : transltlonal 
and flnal stages COM(83)340, 
COM(86)595 
92. Inland waterways: goods and 1985* 1989 
passengers. Freedom to provide (QM : 
services by non-resident carriers subject 
within a Member State to Art. 
COM(85)610 75(3)) 
93. Road transport : Goods 1985* 1988 
Freedom to provide services (QM: 
• 
by non resident carriers subject 
within a Member State to Art. 
' COMC85)611 75(3)) I 
l 
I - 94. Road transport : passengers 1987* 1987** 
Freedom to provide services by (QM : 
non-resident carriers within subject 
a Member State to Art. 
COM(87)31 75(3)) 
95. Maritime transport : goods and 1985 1986 
! passengers: freedom to provide (QM: 
I 
t services In the sea transport subject 
I sector within a Member State to Art. 
by non-resident carriers 75(3)) 
COM(85)90 PARTIALLY 
(4 regulations already adopted by ADOPTED 
Councl I In December 1986) Regs 4055 
to 4058 
e 96. Road transport : common rules for 1987* 1987** the International carriage (QM: 
of passengers by road subJect 
COM(87)79 to Art. 75(3)) 
3 - NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND SERVICES 
97.Broadcastlng activities 1986* 1987** 
COM(86)146 (QM) 
98. Proposal for recommendation 1987"' 1987 
and directive on pan European (QII) 
radlomoblles COM(87)35 
VI - CREATION OF SUITABLE COtl>ITIONS FOR 
INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION 
1 • COmpany I aw 
99. Fifth Company 
Law Directive (structure of 
publlc limited companies) 
COM(72)887 & COMC83)185 
1973 
100. Tenth Directive concerning 1985 
cross-border mergers -
COM(84)727 
101. Statute for 1970 
a European Company 
COM(70)600 & COM(75)150 
102. Proposal for 11th Company Law 1986 
Directive to dispense branches of 
certain types of companies from 
publlshlng separate accounts 
COM(86)397 
103. Prof)Osal for Council directive 1986* 
amending Dlr.781660/EEC on annual 
accounts and Dlr.831349/EEC on 
consolidated accounts as regards 
the scope of those directives 
(4th and 7th Co.Law directives) 
COl/(86)238 
2. Intellectual and lndustrlal property 
104. Regulatlon on community 
trade marks - COMC80)635 
& COM(84)470. 
1980 
105. First Directive to approximate 1980 
the laws of Member States 1985* 
relatlng to trade marks -
COM(80)635 & COM(85)793 
106. Regulation on 1985* 
the rules needed for 
Implementing the Community 
Trademark regulation 
COM(85)844 
107. Regulation on rules of 1986* 
procedure for the Boards 
of Appeal of the Community's 
Trade Mark office 
COM(86)742 
1988 
(QM) 
1987** 
(QM) 
1990 
CU) 
1988** 
(QM) 
1987 
(QJI) 
1987 
CU) 
1987 
(QM) 
1987 
(QM) 
1988 
(QM) 
12 
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108. community trademark office -
regulation on fees 
COM(86)731 
1986* 
3. Taxation (removing tax obstacles to cooperation 
between enterprises> 
109. Arbitration procedure 
concerning the elimination 
of double taxation 
COM(76)611 
110. Common system of taxation 
applicable to parent companies 
and their subsidiaries 
COMC69)6 
111. Common system of taxation of 
mergers, divisions and 
contributions of assets 
COMC69)5 
112. Harmonization of taxes on 
transactions In securities 
COMC76)124 
1976 
1969 
1989 
1976 
1988 
(QM) 
1985 
CU) 
1985 
CU) 
1985 
CU) 
1986 
CU) 
113. Harmonization of M.S. laws 1984 1988 
relating to tax arrangements for (U) 
carryover of losses of undertakings 
COM(84)404 and COM(85)319 
PART 111 : THE REMOVAL OF FISCAL BARRIERS 
1. V.A. T • 
114. Proposal for a Council Decision 
providing for a standstl II 
ensuring: 
- no proliferation of VAT rates 
In Member States 
- no widening of the gap between 
VAT rates In each M.S. 
COM(85)606 modified by 
COMC87)17 
(See no.123) 
115. 14th VAT Directive concerning 
deferred payment on Importation 
COM(82)402 
1985* 
1987* 
1982 
1986 
CU) 
1985 
(U) 
13 
14 
116. Proposal on speclal schemes 1986* 1987** 
for small business (Includes CU) 
flat rate farmers proposal now 
no longer necessary) 
COM(86)444 
117. 7th VAT Directive: works of art, 1978 1986 
collectors· Items, antiques and CU) 
used goods - COM(77)735 & 
COMC79)249 
118. 12th VAT Directive concerning 1983 1986 
expenditure on which tax Is not CU) 
deductlble - COMC82)870 & 
COM(84)84 
119. 16th VAT Directive concerning 1984 1986 ;-Imports by final consumers of CU) 
goods which have already borne 
tax In another Member State 
COM(84)318 & COM(86)163 
120. 18th VAT Directive concerning 1984 1986 
the abolition of certain CU) 
derogatlo~s (Article 28(3) of 
Directive 77/388/EEC -
COM(84)649 
121. 19th VAT Directive 1984 1986 
miscellaneous supplementary CU) 
and amending provisions of 
Directive 77/388/EEC 
COM(84)648 
122. Directive on the stores of 1980 1986 
ships, aircraft and Inter- CU) 
national trains 
COM(79)794 
2. EXCISE DUTIES 
123.Proposal for a council Decision 1985* 1986 
providing for a standstill 1987* CU) 
ensuring no Introduction of new 
excise duties which give rise to 
border formalltles 
COM(85)606 mod.by COM(87)17 
(as No 114 above) 
e 
124.Harmonlzatlon of the structure 
of excise duties on alcohollc 
drinks COM(72)225 
125.Harmonlzatlon of the structure 
of excise duties on alcohollc 
drinks COM(82)153 
126.Harmonlzatlon of the structure 
of excise duties on alcohollc 
drinks COM(85)150 
127.Harmonlzatlon of the structure 
of excise duties on alcoholic 
drinks COM(85)151 
128.Exclse duty 
on wine - COM(72)225 
129.lntroductlon of a third stage 
concerning the harmonization 
of the structure of cigarette 
duty - COM(80)69 
130.Harmonlzatlon of the structure 
of excises on mineral olls 
COM(73)1234 
1972 
1982 
1985 
1985 
1972 
1980 
1973 
1985 
CU) 
1985 
(U) 
1985 
CU) 
1985 
CU) 
1986 
CU) 
1986 
(U) 
1986 
CU) 
15 
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ANNEX 3 
1 MAY 1987 
LIST OF COMMISSION PROPOSALS STILL TO BE\PRESENTED TO 
COUNCIL BEFORE 31 DECEMBER 1992 IN THE CONTEXT OF THE 
COMPLETION OF THE INTERNAL MARKET - WHITE PAPER AND NON-
WHITE PAPER 
------------------------------------------------------------(1 asterisk Indicates delay vis a vis White Paper timetable) 
(Initiatives Indicated In ITALICS were not Included In the 
White Paper timetable) 
Subject Expected Expected 
Date of Date of 
Comm I ss I on Counc I I 
Proposal Adoption 
PART ONE: THE REMOVAL OF PHYSICAL BARRIERS 
I • CONTROL OF GOODS 
1. Various Controls 
Abolition of controls related to 1987* 1987 
means of transport (goods and persons) 
Completion of work leading to full 
abolltlon of all remaining Import 
formalities and controls on goods 
between member states: 
1987 
- statlstlcal harmonisation 
Full abolition of all remaining 
Import formalities & controls on 
goods between M.S. 
Eltmlnatlon of national 
protective measures and regional 
quotas. 
2. Veterinary and phytosanltary controls 
Creation of special veterinary fund 
to finance eradication schemes for tuber-
colosls, brucellolsls and leukosls In the 
bovine species, classical swine fever 
In the Community as a whole and 
African swine fever In Sardinia, 
1989 
1990 
1989 
Spain and Portugal 1987* 1988 
First revision of the safeguard clause 
concerning the veterinary sector : the 
exporting Member State takes the appro-
priate measures subject to Convnunlty 
decision 1987* 
Formulation of directives concerning 
anlmal health problems relating to 
trade In: - llve poultry, poultry meat 
and hatching eggs 1987* 
Formulation of directives concerning 
animal health problems relating to 
trade In: - dogs and cats 1987* 
(measures against rabies) 
Live animals of the bovine and porcine 
species: amend Directive 64/432 to 
provide for Inspection and certification 
In herd of origin and, when necessary, 
relnspectlon at place of destination 1987* 
Products of animals of the bovine and 1987* 
porcine species amend Directives 72/461 
& 80/215 to provide for Inspection and 
certification at the place of production 
and re-Inspection, In the case of suspicion 
of fraud at the place of destination 
NB Proposal partially approved -
amendment to Directive 801215 
2 
1988 
1988 
1988 
1988 
1988 
Poultry products: amend Directive 1987* 1988 
71/118 to provide for Inspection 
and certification at the place of 
production and re-Inspection, In 
the case of suspicion of fraud 
at the place of destination 
Reinforcement of community checks 1987* 1988 
of application by on-the-spot 
Commission Inspectors (budget 
proposal) 
Reinforcement of arbitration of 1987* 1988 
disputes 
Appllcatlon of Community veterinary 1987* 1988 
action programme to control Irregularities 
and fraud In the movement of animals 
and animal products 
Modification to the rules of frontier 
controls relatlng to welfare of 
anlmals In International transport 
In order to attain free movement 
Definition of the role of Convnunlty 
plant health Inspectorate 
(amending Directive 77/93) 
Amendments to Artlcle 15 of Directive 
77/93 (Improvements to the operation 
of safeguard provisions) 
Budget proposal enabllng establlshment 
of Community health Inspectorate 
3 
1988* 1989 
1987* 1988 
1987* 1988 
1987* 1988 
Proposal for the modification of directive 1987* 1988 
76/895 (maximum levels for pesticide 
residues In fruit and vegetables) 
Proposal for a system of certification 
of reproductive materlals In fruit 
plants 
Proposal for 4 year research programme 
Into effective methods of control I Ing 
certain harmful organisms 
Live anlmals of the bovine species: 
formulate directives for eradication of 
contagious bovine pleuro-pneumonla In 
Portugal 
Proposal for directive on trade In 
embryos of farm anlmals 
1988* 1989 
1987* 1988 
1987 1988 
1987 1988 
Formulatlon of Directives on anlmal health 1988* 1989 
problems relatlng to trade In llve anlmals 
of the equine species 
Formulation of Directives on anlmal health 1988* 1989 
problems relatlng to trade In llve anlmals 
of the ovlne and caprlne species 
Formulatlon of Directives on anlmal health 1988* 1989 
problems relatlng to trade In fish and 
fish products 
Proposals for the I Imitation of Inspections 1987 1988 
to places of departure and checking of 
plant health certificates at the places of 
destination 
e 
e 
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Establ lshment of certain rules on 1988* 1989 
!labll:ty In respect of plant health 
Brucellosls In small ruminants 1988 1989 
Ech!nocollssls 1988 1989 
Formulation of Directives concerning 1988 1989 
veterinary Inspection problems relatlng 
to trade In anlmals 
not covered by existing Directives 
Harmonised health and hygiene 1988 1989 
conditions for production and 
trade In shellfish and 
crustacea and preparation 
Harmonised health and hygiene 1988 1990 
conditions for production and 
trade In fish and fish 
products 
Harmonised health and hygiene 1988 . 1990 
conditions !Or production and 
trade In game meat, 
products and preparations 
Pedigree animals not covered by existing 1988 1989 
Directives 
Slmpllflcatlon of annexes In Directive 1989 1990 
77/93/EEC (plant health) 
Alignment of natlonal standards and 1989 1990 
Intra-Community standards In plant 
health 
Reduction of role of phytosanltary 1990 1991 
certificate In Intra-community trade 
Proposal for a system of certification In 1989 1990 
reproduction materlals for decorative plants 
Reinforcement of controls of harmful 1987 1989 
organisms especlally In seed potatoes 
and In fruit plant reproductive material 
Revision of label I Ing rules for foodstuffs 1987 1988 
drawn up In view of a uniform EEC label 
Guldellnes for checking requirements In 1987 1988 
connection with the approval of plant 
protection production 
Extension of application Directives 
66/401/EEC, 70/437/EEC and 70/458/EEC to 
seedl lngs 
Proposal for creation of a European law 
on plant breeders 
Harmonisation of control of foot and 
mouth disease 
Harmonised health conditions for 
production and trade In food products of 
animal origin not covered by existing 
legislation 
NB: Proposal part/ally approved by 
Commission: eggs aspect 
Second revision of the safeguard clause 
concerning the veterinary sector: The 
exporting Member State takes the 
appropriate measures In order to avoid 
specific measures In Intra-Community 
trade 
Pathogens In feedlngstuffe 
Application of health standards to 
national products 
1987 
1987 
1990 
1990 
1991 
1991 
1991 
Suppression of veterinary certificates for 1991 
animal products and simplification of 
certificates for live animals 
Suppression of plant health certificates 1991 
5 
1988 
1988 
1992 
1992 
1992 
1992 
1992 
1992 
1992 
Foot and mouth disease: Collaunlty laboratory 1987 1988 
and Coar,unlty Institute 
Transport of •Ilk In tankers 
Directive on organic prOductlon of fOOd-
stuffs and aarketlng of organlcally 
prOduced foOdstuffs 
Rules relating to •lnced aeat and sl•llar 
1987 1988 
7987 1988 
1987 1988 
-------------------------------------- -------- - ----------
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II. CONTROL OF INDIVIDUALS 
Directive on the control of the acquisition 
and possession of arms 1987* 1988 
Directive on the approximation of drugs 
leglslatlon 
Directive on the coordination of rules 
concerning the status of third country 
nationals. 
Directive on the coordination of rules 
concerning the right of asylum and the 
status of refugees 
Directive on the coordination of natlonal 
V I sa po I IC I es 
Directive on the coordination of rules 
concerning extradition 
1987 1989 
1988 1990 
1988 1990 
1988 1990 
1989 1991 
-~--~--~--------------------~------~~~.~--~-
PART TWO: THE REMOVAL OF TECHNICAL BARRIERS 
I • FREE MOVEMENT OF GOODS 
1. New approach In technical harmonisation and standards 
pol Icy 
------------------------------------------------------Proposal on machine safety 1987 1987 
Earth moving equipment 1988* 1989 
-------------------------------~----------------------------Radio Interferences 
Lifting and loadlng equipment 
Medlcal equipment: electro medlcal 
lmplantables 
Individual protective devices equipment 
Textlles: care label I Ing 
Gas appliances 
1987 1988 
1988* 1989 
1988 
1987 
1988 
1987 
1990* 1991 
1988 1990 
------------------------------------------------------------
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2. Sectoral proposals concerning approximation of laws 
---------------------------------------------------
2.1 Motor vehlcles 
Revision of European test procedures 
for gaseous emissions: amendment of 
Directive 70/220 concerning air 
pollution (test procedure slmulatlng 
extra-urban traffic conditions) 
1987 1988 
------------------------------------------------------------Revision of llmlt values for gaseous 
emissions of cars: amendment of Directive 
70/220 Cllmlt values for vehicles 
below 1400 cc) 
Global assessment of protective 
characteristics of passenger cars In 
frontal and lateral Impact 
Implementation of EEC type approval 
scheme for other motor vehlcles (buses 
and coaches, motor cycles 
2.2 Tractors and agricultural machines 
Amendment of Directive 771536 concerning 
roll-over protection structures (dynaalc 
test) 
Alllendment of Directive 771537 concerning 
the emission of pollutants from diesel 
engines 
1987 1988 
1988* 1989 
1989 1990 
1987 1988 
1987 1988 
------------~--~---~--------------------------------------· 2.3 Food law 
General Directive on Irradiation of 
foodstuffs 
Additional labelllng requirements 
(nutrition labelllng) 
2.4 Pharmaceuticals and high-technology medicines 
------------------------------------~~~-Extension of Directives to medicinal 
products not already Included 
Amendment to Directive on veterinary 
medicines 
Pharmaceutical products: completion of 
work eliminating obstacles to free 
circulation of pharmaceutlcal products 
1987 1988 
1989 1990 
1987 1989 
1988* 1989 
1989 1990 
-------------------------------------------~~------------------
,--
r 
I 
I 
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Harmonisation of conditions of 
distribution to patients 
Information for doctors and patients 
2.5 Chemical products 
Secondary fertilizers 
8 
1990 1991 
1990 1991 
1987 1989 
-----------------~--------------~~~~-------------~--------Ollgo-elements In fertilizers 1988 1990 
----------------------------------------------------- ·------Method of analysis for secondary 
fertilizers and ollgo-elements 
2.6 Construction and construction products 
2. 7 Other Items 
Metrology: certification 
completion of work 
Flammablllty of textiles 
1989 1991 
1988/ 1988/ 
89* 90 
1989 1990 
---------------------------------------------~-----·----------II. PUBLIC PROCUREMENT 
Improvement of Implementation of public 
procurement directives 
1987 1988 
Opening up of public procurement In the 1987 1988 
excluded sectors: transport, energy, water 
and telecommunication 
Publlc procurement In the fleld of 
services: opening up of markets for 
priority sectors 
Public works procurement: additional 
harmonisation of procedures 
Publlc procurement of services: other 
sectors 
Ill. FREE MOVEMENT FOR LABOUR ANO THE PROFESSIONS 
Proposal adapting and amending existing 
directives on doctors. nurses. dentists 
veterinary surgeons and midwives 
Proposal concerning the elimination of 
cumbersome administrative procedures 
relating to residence permits. 
1987 1989 
1989 1990 
1989 1991 
1987 1988 
1987 1988 
9 
------------------------------------------------------------Proposal concerning the Introduction of a 
European'vocatlonal training card' 
proving the quallftcatlon of Its holders 
1989 1990 
------------------------------------------------------------Assessment of the functioning of the 
general system of mutual recognition and 
possible proposal In order to Improve It 
IV. COIAtON MARKET FOR SERVICES 
1. FINANCIAL SERVICES 
1.1 Banks 
Second directive on 
Coordination of credit Institutions 
1.2 Insurance 
Proposal for a Third Directive concerning 
motor llabll lty Insurance 
1990 1991 
1987 1989 
1987 1989 
---------------------------------------~----~------------Freedom to supply services In 
the motor llablllty 
Insurance sector 
Freedom to supply services In 
the field of llfe 
Insurance 
1.3 Transactions In securities 
Investment advisors 
3. NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND SERVICES 
Gradual opening up of the market In 
Information services 
V. CAPITAL MOVEMENTS 
Liberalisation of transactions 
concerning mortgages 
1988* 1989 
1988* 1991 
1987 1989 
1987* 1988 
1987* 1988 
VI. CREATION OF SUITABLE CONDITIONS FOR IN>USTRIAL 
COOPERATION 
1. Company law 
Liquidation of companies 1987 1989 
------------------------------------------------------------
e 
e 
i -
i 
! -
I 
I 
Proposal for a Directive on take-over 
bids 
Proposal for a Directive on the 
relatlonshlp of undertakings In a group 
Amendment to proposal for a Regulation on 
the Statute for a European Company 
2. Intellectual and Industrial property 
Proposal on the site of the Community 
trademark office and Its working 
language 
Proposal for a Directive on legal 
protection of blotechnologlcal Inventions 
Proposal for a Directive to protect 
computer programs 
PART THREE : THE REMOVAL OF FISCAL BARRIERS 
I. V.A.T. 
Passenger transport 
Approximation of VAT 
rates 
Abo I It Ion of 
fiscal frontiers (Includes abolition 
of derogations with dlstortlve effects) 
1987 1989 
1988 1990 
1988 1990 
1987* 1987 
1987 1989 
1987 1989 
1987* 1988 
10 
1987* 1989 
1987* 1989 
---~---~---~-----~-------------~-~~---·~~~~ 
Establishment of 
a VAT Clearing House System 
II. EXCISE DUTIES 
Harmonisation 
of consumption taxes on 
manufactured tobacco other 
than cigarettes 
Harmonisation of consumption 
taxes on cigarettes 
Common rate bands for all 
harmonised excise duties 
on alcoholic beverages 
1987 1990 
1987* 1988 
1987* 1988 
1987* 1988 
Gradual abolltlon 
or reduction of excises not covered by 
the Common system and giving rise to 
border formalltles 
Introduction of a 
llnkage between natlonal bonded 
warehouses for excise goods 
Common rate bands for all harmonised 
excise duties on •lneral olls 
1987 1988/ 
1990 
11 
1989 1990 
1987 1988 
e 
e 
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Living and working in the country of one's choice 
The right to sellle for long periods in other Member State~ has already been 
guaranteed to salaried workers and the self-employed. This right must be extended 
to all people with sufficient means to avoid burdening the social services of the host 
country. At the same time an effort must be made to relax the bureaucratic 
regulations which afflict Community citizens when they live in another Member 
State. From 1986, for instance, the introduction of a Community driving licence 
should remove the necessity to acquire new documents when moving to another 
member country. The temporary importation of motor-vehicles for private use 
should also be eased. 
The citizens of most Member States can already work in any part of the Community 
they chose. From 1988 this right will apply to wage earners in and from Greece. 
From 1993, it will apply to Spain and Portugal. Improvements are. nevertheless, 
necessary: 
D The right of establishment should be extended to all. Member countries still 
restrict the conditions under which the members of certain liberal professions 
can practise in their territory. In some cases, in the health professions for 
instance, these conditions have been harmonized throughout the Community. 
The legislative route to achieving such a harmonization is very lengthy. A new 
approach i5 needed for other areas in order to make the right of establishment 
available to all Community citizens without delay. This new approach should 
be based on the reciprocal recognition of qualifications, without prior harmoni-
zation. The twin foundations of such a policy should be mutual confidence and 
widespread information. Where discrepancies exist between training require-
ments, a given number of years of professional experience in the country of 
origin should be taken as sufficient qualification. 
D Professional qualifications acquired in one Member State must be sufficiently 
transparent to be acceptable in another. There should be a system for compa-
rison of qualifications and also a European professional training card setting out 
each person's qualifications. 
D Finally, there should be new national, bilateral or Community rules to ease the 
fiscal, monetary or social problems encountered by people living in one member 
country and working in another, particularly frontier workers. 
Freedom of movement and freedom to buy 
The European Community has set a target date of 1992 for the completion of the 
European internal market. By this date all the physical, technical and financial 
barriers which, despite the abolition of customs duties. still impede trade within the 
Community should be removed. European citizens would no longer face checks at 
internal frontiers. Consumers would enjoy the full benefits of the common market. 
5 
To achieve this aim it will be necessary to agree increased Community cooperation 
on immigration and drugs abuse, common European product standards ( or the 
common acceptance of national standards) and much smaller divergences between 
national VAT rates. All the same, some measures, which would be of direct benefit 
to Community citizens, can be introduced immediately: 
D The simplification of frontier formalities by extending to all internal borders the 
system already introduced by some countries: green stickers to allow cars to 
cross frontiers at reduced speed, but without stopping; specific procedures and 
gates for Community citizens at ports and airports; a system of occasional 
spotchecks, at random or in emergencies. 
D The gradual merging of frontier posts and checks by adjacent Member States; 
new measures to make life easier for road hauliers; taxation on coach journeys 
to be unified in the country of departure. 
D The complete revision, or at least the inflation-linked indexation by simplified 
procedure, of the VAT and excise allowances for travellers and small postal 
consignments; the abolition of customs acceptance charges on small packages 
and the introduction of new allowances for newspapers and books sent to 
individuals. In all cases, beyond these limits, the principle of no double taxation 
formulated by the European Court of Justice, should be applied. 
0 Easier access to medical care throughout the Community. Members of health 
insurance schemes travelling to another Member State can already enjoy the 
same benefits as local people if they obtain an El 11 form from their insurer. 
· But the validity of such forms is limited in time and a more practical system is 
long overdue. At the same time European norms should be introduced for the 
.information carried on medical cards issued to certain sick people by many 
Member States to assist medical staff in an emergency. 
0 More consideration for the needs of border residents: more convenient opening 
hours for border posts and the organization of cross-border emergency aid, 
where needed. 
D The development of national and Community ·programmes to assist tourists: 
radio broadcasts in their own languages; efforts to prevent accidents to tourists, 
within the framework of the road safety year in 1986; extension of rescue and 
assistance schemes; better staggering of holidays. 
D Continued efforts to create a common market in services, which are all too often 
restricted to national markets, to the consumer's cost. Many services go beyond 
national frontiers: telecommunications, air, road and rail transport. In these and 
other areas the Community must generate new work opportunities for the 
service professionals and reduced costs for users and consumers. 
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To be recognized as a citizen of Europe 
Citizens of Member States of the Community are also citizens of the Community 
itself. Special rights should be accorded them throughout the Community: 
D The right to participate in the European elections under equal conditions. 
Electoral procedures should be made uniform. as the European Parliament has 
requested. Where a Community citizen is travelling or living abroad at the time 
of the poll, he should have the right to vote in his home country or country of 
residence. 
D The right of self-expression and assembly should be granted to Community 
citizens on the same terms as nationals of the host State. 
D Those living permanently in another Member State (about 5 million of them) 
should have the right, after a period of time, to vote and stand in local elections. 
They should also have the right to be.consulted on issues which affect them, 
such as housing or foreign language teaching. 
0 Border region residents - taken in the widest sense, 48 million people - should 
have the right to be consulted when the neigbouring country is contemplating 
developments which could affect them such as major public works. re-organi-
zation of transport or measures affecting ecology, health or safety. The Euro-
pean Commission has suggested local cooperation in these areas as well as in 
employment, training and regional development. 
0 The right of all Community citizens to enjoy the full benefits of Community 
policies. In cases where these conflict with national regulations. the citizen can 
seek redress in the courts. But things would be easier for ordinary people and 
their legal rights would be underpinned if Member States ensured the total, 
straightforward and rapid implementation of Community law. It would also help 
if this law was, itself. codified and simplified. In all cases superfluous legal 
provisions should be abolished. 
D The right to better access to the administration. First of all, the citizen's right 
of petition should be strengthened and simplified, as the European Parliament 
has demanded. A European 'ombudsman' or mediator, or as the Parliament 
requested a mediating commission. would examine citizens' complaints and 
could help them to obtain redress. 
D The right to adequate information on efforts to develop the European Com-
munity. The Community institutions and Member States should cooperate more 
closely in informing their citizens of the historic reasons for the creation of the 
Community and the importance of current efforts to develop it further. The 
same applies to explaining the implications of Community policies and the 
impact on people's everyday life. 
7 
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D The right of holders oia European passport - which is now being introduced 
- to benefit from the assistance of the embassy or consulate of another Member 
State when visiting a foreign country where his own country is not represented. 
Working together to help the Third World 
One of the greatest challenges of our time is the development of the Third World. 
The Community already makes a substantial contribution but it should try to involve 
its citizens in its efforts. 
D The Community should extend its links with the non-governmental orga.niza- . 
lions which express the personal commitment of many Europeans in the '-,,; 
struggle against hunger, poverty and their underlying causes, which require 
long-term action. Organizations and volunteers from the Member States should 
be encouraged to cooperate more. Member States should guarantee the social 
rights of volunteers while abroad, as a Community recommendation invites 
them to do. 
D A Community pilot programme should be launched to develop ways of 
extending volunteer work to people younger than 25, who would be accom-
panied by indispensable qualified personnel. 
Young people, first class citizens of the Community 
Young people are Europe's future. The Community should help them to prepare 
for this future, which will be increasingly European: 
D Exchange programmes should be extended. The Community already supports 
the exchange of young workers and joint university study programmes. But more 
needs to be done: to reduce the cost of exchanges, to encourage the twinning 
of schools, to develop information and advice services, to create a major V 
European programme of school and professional exchanges, which would, like 
all Community actions, bring the benefits to a wider range of people. In higher 
education, students should be encouraged to undertake part of their studies in 
another country through the promotion of an inter-university . study and ex -
change programme. To the mutual recognition of certificates and diplomas there 
should be added a system of recognition of courses followed in other countries 
(through, perhaps, a system of transferable credits on the American pattern). 
There could also be European prizes for excellence, awarded for studies and 
qualifications undertaken in several countries. 
D As European education ministers have already declared, all young people 
should have the opportunity to gain a working knowledge of two languages apart 
from their mother tonge (including at least one Community language) before 
their obligatory schooling ends. Visits by teachers to other member countries 
8 
l 1 
-should be made more common. Future language teachers should be encouraged 
to gain a large part of their linguistic training at source: in the countries where 
their chosen language is spoken. 
D European problems should be discussed more often in the classroom. The 
necessary structures should be set up at national and Community level. Teachers 
should be provided with the necessary written and audio-visual teaching 
materials. 
D The Community must help young people to find jobs. Community ministers 
have already committed themselves to providing. up to 1988. work training or 
work experience of at least six months to all interested school-leavers. To 
intensify the struggle against youth unemployment, this guarantee should be 
'-ti extended to one year, or even, if possible. two. 
v 
D More Community aid should be given. through a pilot programme. to voluntary 
holiday workshops which bring together young people from different countries 
for social, cultural, ecological and archaeological activities. 
Bringing the Community into everyday life 
A people's Europe must also extend to the everyday concerns and interests of 
Community citizens, health, sport, culture. television. as well as the symbols of a 
living Community. 
D The European Commission programme on health and dangerous substances 
should be extended by increased cooperation in areas where joint action is more 
effective than individual efforts: improvement of living conditions for the 
handicapped, medical research, the fight against cancer. the prevention of drug 
addiction, and the treatment and rehabilitation of drugs victims. 
D Sport should unite Europeans, not divide them. The ministers responsible 
should increase their cooperation against stadium violence. At the same time 
Community competitions should be organized, such as the European yacht race 
sponsored partly by the European Commission. There should also be more 
sporting exchanges and European sports events for schools and for the handi-
capped. At international sports events. national emblems and colours should be 
accompanied by a Community emblem. Why not, where appropriate, pick 
Community sports teams? 
D The Community should give more support to the practice of 't\\-inning', which 
has linked the peoples of many European cities. towns and villages. 
D As for radio and television, all the necessary technical and legal provisions 
should be introduced to allow Community citizens to enjoy their right, con-
ferred by the Treaty of Rome, to watch the greatest pcssible number of 
9 
European television stations. relayed either by cable or satellite. For cultural reasons 
and also for economic reasons ( especially the threat of American and Japanese 
competition) a special effort is needed to promote the production and showing of 
European programmes. European co-production should receive financial support. 
A multilingual European television channel should be created. Other initiatives are 
possible \ltithin the framework of a European cinema and tele'llision year in 1988, 
the centenary of the 'seventh art'. , I 
0 Also in the cultural field. it would be desirable to set up a European Academy 
of Science, Technology and Arts. This would be an independent body, intended 
to reflect the richness and originality of European civilization. It would give 
opinions and award European prizes. At the same time steps should be taken 
to ensure that the reduced prices offered by museums and theatres. especially 
to the young, should be available to all nationalities. Finally, consideration could '-' 
be given to the creation of a European lottery to provide financial support for 
Community cultural activities. 
0 The Community should strengthen its identity by making use of the language 
of signs and symbols which helps people to express themselves, to communicate 
and to identify one another in everyday life. First of all the Community should 
have its own flag and its own emblem - twelve stars and a Greek 'E' in gold 
against a blue background. It should also have an official anthem - Beethoven's 
hymn to joy. There should be a Europe Day each year to mark the anniversary 
of the 9 May declaration by Robert Schuman in 1950 which led to the creation 
of the Community. The day could be used to transmit information on the 
Community on television and to schools. Other measures should include the 
design of postage stamps with Community themes and extend internal postal 
rates in each country to letters and parcels sent anywhere in the Community. 
Finally, to make a distinction between the external and internal frontiers of the 
Community, signs proclaiming 'Customs' should be removed between Member 
States. Customs duties have already been abolished within the Community and 
Member States are being urged to remove all frontier controls, for taxation or 
any other purpose, by 1992. 
A 
The conclusions of the eeople's Europe Committee received the political assent of 
Community Heads of State or Government. They have also been approved by the 
European Parliament. Their implementation will require either new laws and 
regulations or changes in mentality and behaviour. The European Commission has 
already made many proposals in this area. Some have been adopted. The Com-
munity Council of Ministers increased the franchise on small postal consignments 
(now £58 or Ir. £72) and travellers' allowances (£207 or Ir. £252 for each adult 
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and Ir. £64 ' for each child). The council also approved directives on the compa-
rability of professional qualifications and the right of establishment of architects and 
pharmacists. It is now up to the Council of Ministers and the Member States to take 
rapid decisions on other measures which w,:,uld make a people's Europe a rea-
lity • 
1 However, Ireland applies a tax on individual objects above Ir. £55 in \'alue. 
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'The European_ Community is all very w:ii .but ~hat does it do for me? \~'hat 
.l etfect does 1t have on my everyday lite.' At the June 1984 meeting ot the 
European Council, the Community Heads of State or Government set up an ad hoc 
committee for a people's Europe to suggest ways of strengthening the identity and 
improving the image of the Community. part!~ in order to answer the above 
questions. 
The committee was made up of the personal representatives of the Heads of State 
or Government and the President of the European Commission. It was chaired by 
the Italian representative, Mr Adonnino. Before winding up its work. it sent two 
reports to the European Council, the first in \-1:irch 1985 and the second in June 
1985. The Heads of State or Government 2pproved the reports and asked the 
Community institutions and member governments to implement rapidly their 
conclusions. 
Urgent measures with long term implications 
Some of the proposals of the People's Europe Committee are new. Others endorse 
and extend work already in progress. The Committee made reference for example 
to numerous demands from the European Parliament and proposals from the 
European Commission for the abolition of all frontier checks by 1992. But the 
personal representatives of the Heads of State or Government put the greatest 
emphasis on measures capable of being rapidly implemented while the political will 
exists. The committee has not, therefore, covered the whole field. It has concen-
trated on measures which will have an impact on people's everyday lives and help 
further the closer union of the peoples of Europe. 
Such a union is a fundamental objective of the Community, whose aims are not 
purely or even essentially economic. The European treaties aim, by strengthening 
'the unity of economies'. to 'confirm the solidarity which binds Europe' and bring 
about 'an ever closer union among the European peoples' which will in tum 
'strengthen the cause of peace and liberty'. 
Successive wars cost the lives of millions of men and women and left Europe 
ravaged, ruined, divided and weakened in comparison with other parts of the world. 
It was to break with this disastrous cycle of confli~t that the founding States made 
a formal gesture of reconciliation and solidarity and founded the Community in 
1951. 
Thirty-five years later, in a world still troubled and uncertain - a world in which 
Europe can only keep up through increased cooperation - the development of the 
Community is essential. To this end, the new generations must be given concrete 
evidence of the advantages of Community solidarity. They must learn to get to 
know and understand one another across Community frontiers. This is the main 
finding of the People's Europe Committee. whose conclusions are summarized 
below. 
3 
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EUROPE WITHOUT FRONTIERS 
The Conmtsslon's blueprlnt for ellmlnatlng the 
necessity of flscal controls at frontiers. 
A single market in whioh people would be free to go where 
they like, to buy what they like without having to £ear ~he 
taxman at the frontier. No oustoms oheoks, no fisoal 
oontrols. It is true that the Customs' Union was oompleted 
in 1968, but frontiers remain. It is ohiefly beoause of the 
differenoes between indireot taxation rates - VAT and 
exoises - applied by Hember States that oheoks at border 
orossings are·Justified. The Bingle European Aot oalls for 
the creation of a single internal market, an area 01· 
eoonomic activity totally free of internal borders. The 
Commission's White Paper has spelled'out the detail 0£ this 
projeot and the approximation of indireot taxation within 
the Community is a fundamental requirement for this 
purpose. This will be one 0£ the most delioate tasks to fulfil beoause 0£ the role 0£ indireot taxation in national 
budgeting. 
VAT and exoise duties brought olose enough within Burope to 
make frontier oheoks unneoessary. Two VAT rate bands - a 
standard rate, and a lower one £or basio neoessities - and 
a set of oommon exoise duties. A 5-6% margin 0£ manoeuvre 
in eaoh oase for the Member Btates. For business a 
simpli£ioation 0£ trade with other Member States. Tbe 
Commission were asked by the heads of government to.propose 
suoh a plan. That is what the Commission have now done~ The 
dialogue with the Hember States on what is a key ingredient 
of the programme to abolish oontrols at internal frontiers 
oan now begin. 
The Commission;s mandate was not to oreate an upheaval of 
national taxation systems but to devise, on the basis 0£ 
existing situations. a reoipe for approximation whioh oould 
guarantee the best possible fisoal environment for eoonomio 
operators while at the same time disturbing as little as 
possible national fisoal polioies. 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROAIEISKE FIELLESSKABER - KOMM1SS10N DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN . . mTOI 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSKJN DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EllfTPOn-i TON EYPOnAIKON KOINO 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COl\fUl>ITA EUROPE E - COMMSSE \~ DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
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The proposals embody a oonsiderable degree ot flexibility 
to enable Member States to deoide within the margins 
provided: the general prinoiple to11owed has been that ot 
oausiZlf the minimum disturbanoe tor the maximum number ot 
Member States. In addition the view expressed in the White 
Paper ot 19BB that there may be a need tor derogations to 
meet oases ot partioular dittioulty is reattirmed as a 
matter ot importanoe partioularly to those Member States 
applying zero rates. 
Fisoal approximation is the key ~o the abolition ot 
internal frontiers. As long as there are iniernal frontiers 
and oontrols the internal market will not be oomplete. The 
most direot and immediate benefit vill aoorue to industry 
and oommeroe as the adm.illistrative oosts of f1soal frontier.i. 
formalities disappear and as the time spent in transporting~ 
goods is reduoed. Relieved ot these oosts, business in the 
Community will beoome more oompet1t1ve both in the internal""' 
market and internationally. This in turn should inorease 
marketing·potential and :new opportunities tor eoonomies ot 
soale in the manutaoturing prooess. 
But the main benefioiary will no doubt be the oiti~e~ ot 
Burope vho will be able to travel and go alter bis business 
in the Community without meeting any ,obstaoles at internal 
borders. 
Ibe White Paper oroylded the strategy 
The White Paper on completlng the Internal market presented the 
Community with a clear and vltal choice: 
"Europe stands at the cross-roads. We either go ahead - wlth 
resotutlon and determination - or we drop back Into medlocrl~y. 
We can now either resolve to complete the Integration of the 
economies of Europe; or through a tack of pol ltlcal wlll to ·face 
the lnvnense problems Involved, we can slmply allow Europe to 
develop Into no more than a free trade area. 
The difference Is crucial.~ well-developed free trade area 
offers significant advantages: It Is something much better than 
that which existed before the Treaty of Rome; better even than 
that which exists today. But It would fall and fall dlsmally to 
release the energies of the people of Europe; It would fall to 
deploy Europe's lnvnense resources to the maximum advantage; and 
It would fall to satisfy the aspirations of the people of 
Europe.• · 
e 
e 
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The Commission's White Paper on completing the Internal market 
lald down a comprehensive programme for creating a Europe without 
frontiers by 1992. Europe's stagnation and relative decl lne over 
the past decade or more have been In conslderable measure due to 
the fact that the countries of the European community, for all 
their comnon heritage and comnon Interest. remain a fragmented 
economy, divided Into a dozen separate markets. It Is to create a 
slngle economic base, a slngle home market of 320 ml I llon people, 
that the Comnunlty has determined to complete the Integration of 
Its Internal market by 1992. Only such an Integrated, undivided 
Europe can offer the benefit of the sort of single large home 
market on which the performance of our most successful 
competitors Is based. 
The Comnlsslon•s White Paper was endorsed by the heads of State 
and government at Ml Ian 1985 and has since been uni versa I ly 
accepted as the foundation for a rebirth of European aspirations. 
The Slngle European Act establishes as a legal commitment the 
objective of •an area without Internal frontiers In which the. 
free movement of goods, persons, services and capital ts 
ensured". That means a Community without Internal frontiers - not 
fewer or simpler frontier controls, but no divisive frontiers at 
al I. 
The present controls at the Internal frontiers of the Comrt1unlty 
are used by Member States to enforce a wide range of pollcles. 
Much the most Important of these Is flscal, pol Icy. If we are to 
abollsh the Internal frontiers which at present divide us, It Is 
vltal to deal with flscal frontiers and the underlying reasons 
for their existence. This Is something which has been accepted 
ever since the founding of the Community and was most recently 
reaffirmed In the Slngle European Act Itself. 
The European counct I had asked the ECO/FIN Council to examine the 
flscal chapter of the White Paper. This led to a report which 
concluded that flscal approximation was Indeed necessary, as the 
Commission had said, If flscal frontiers were to be abol I shed. 
But the Member States were not able to decide whether the 
measures envisaged by the commission were ultlmately acceptable 
to them until ful I detal Is of the measures as a whole we~e 
aval lable. Only when they could see clearly 
the flnanclal, budgetary, economic and soclal consequences 
of the measures for them, and 
the practlcal consequence~ for both the economy and -
lndlvlduals and the national budget ental led by the 
clear Ing mechanism, 
would each of them be In a position to weigh up the advantages 
and disadvantages. 
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The C01J1Dlss1on meets the cballenge 
The Commission has now tabled a detalled package of proposals on 
rates and rate structure of Indirect taxation which make It 
posslble for the dlalogue with Member States and the European 
Par I lament to go forward. 
The Commission has taken as Its starting point a snapshot of the 
existing w)de spread of Indirect tax rates and structures In the 
community. It has then confined Itself to setting out the minimum 
changes which must be made to that picture In order to achieve a 
sufficient degree of flscal approximation. The Commission plan Is 
therefore - and that must be clearly understood - not an attempt ~ 
to design an Ideal flscal system for the community, but a 
blueprlnt for abol It Ion of flscal frontiers. It Is In that spirit 
that the Commission has tried to find the most practlcal posslble 
solutlons; and ·It Is In that spirit, and taking posslble problems 
of adjustment Into account, that they are presented and must be 
studied. That Is the Job which the Commission was asked to do. 
Most Member States with the exception of Denmark and the United 
Kingdom currently apply at least two VAT rates. Setting aside 
zero rates the lowest rate appllcable In early 1987 was 1% 
(Belglum) and the highest rate was 38% (Italy). In theory, the 
easiest solution would be to retain a slngle rate but In practice 
this Is unreallstlc and would entall unacceptable consequences 
for several Member States. on the other hand, common sense says 
that a multlple rate system would be almost unmanageable. The 
only real choice Is therefore between a system with two rates or 
a system with three rates. The Commission chose two rates: a 
standard rate and a reduced rate. 
Number of rates 
a standard rate 
a reduced rate, for Items of basic necessity, namely: 
. foodstuffs 
. energy for heating and I lghtlng 
. water 
. pharmaceuticals 
. books, newspapers and perlodlcals 
. passenger transport. 
e 
e 
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Rate levels 
standard rate: between 14% and 20% 
reduced rate: between 4% and 9% 
Member States would be free to fix their natlonal rates at any 
point within these 5/6 percentage point margins. However, In view 
of the Inclusion of certain sensitive sectors, such as the 
cultural sector, the Commission recommends that Member States fix 
the appl !cable rate In the lower half of the band for reduced 
rates. 
Zero rates 
The proposal that Items of basic necessity should be charged at a 
reduced rate follows the position adopted In most Member States. 
Zero rates are appl led extenslvely only by two Member States but 
for them are a matter of Importance. The Commission has always 
recognized that derogations may be necessary to meet cases of 
partlcular dlfflculty and this was stated In the White Paper 
Itself. This Is a matter where only the Member State Itself can 
Judge the effect of the proposals on their own particular 
circumstances and the next step must therefore rest with them. 
The Commission has dellberately left the door open. It ls .. for the 
Member State In the fl;st Instance to decide whether.having 
regard to all the lmpl !cations they would wish to go through this 
door. The Commission would then have to proceed from there. 
• Excises 
Here again the Convnlsslon has been guided by the concern to 
create as I lttle disturbance as poss Ible to natlonal flscal 
systems whl le at the same time offering evenhanded solutlons. The 
problems are more complex than for VAT because the taxation base 
as wel I as the rates vary between Member States. Also VAT Is 
calculated on the price of goods lncludlng the excises and It Is 
therefore not poss Ible to envisage the same flexlbl I lty f.or 
excises as for VAT without risking to explode the VAT bands. 
mentioned above. Thus the Commission has made specific proposals 
for each product. In addition It has taken Into account a number 
of non flscal requirements such as for Instance the fight against 
cancer In the case of tobacco excises. 
Alcohol le drinks Amounts 10 ECU 
Alcohol for beverages 
(per hi of pure alcohol) 1 271 
Intermediate products (per h I) 85 
Wine (per h I) (average 11% vol> 17 
Beer (per h I) (average 12.50 plato) 17 
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Manufactured tobaccos 
Cigarettes (specific excise per 1000) 
ad val + VAT (In% of retall price) 
Cigars and cigar I I los 
ad val + VAT (In% pf retal I price) 
Smoking tobacco 
ad vat + VAT (In% of retatl price) 
Other manu~actured tobacco 
ad val + VAT (In% of retal I price) 
MtneroJ oJJs 
Petrol, leaded, and medium ol Is 
used as road fuel per 1000 I 
Petrol, unleaded per 1000 I 
LIQulfled petroleum gas (LPG) per 1000 I 
Dleset (gas-otl) per 1~00 I 
Gas-ol I for heating purposes and 
medium ol Is used as fuel other than 
road and aviation fuel 
Heavy fuel oll per 1000 kg 
• A cteortng mechanism 
19.5 ECU 
52% - 54% 
34% - 38% 
54% - 56% 
41% - 43% 
340 ECU 
310 ECU 
85 ECU 
177 £CU 
50 ECU 
17 ECU 
e 
The clear Ing mechanism wl II ensure that Member States which are 
substanttat exporters Witt not unduly loose out because VAT Is e 
collected In the Member state of flnal consumption.· It Involves a 
central account to which Member States wlll pay or from which 
they wl t I draw according to whether they are net exporte~s or net 
Importers. It wl II be based on the normal VAT returns from 
traders and not add any new administrative burden. 
For excise duties, no such system ts needed, since these are not 
charged untlt the goods are released from bond, normally In the 
country In which they are to be sold to the flnal consumer. 
• Jlmetabte 
Conmunlty rates for VAT and the excise duties should enter Into 
force no later than 31 December 1992. Member States wttt be free 
to work towards these rates tn the Intervening period. The 
Commission .wtll monltQr this progress and report pertodtcalty to 
the counctt. 
e 
e 
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The Commission also puts forward a Convergence Proposal which 
replaces the standstlll proposal currently before the council. 
This proposal, which covers both the VAT rates and the main 
excise duty rates, alms to ensure that Member States do not 
diverge between now and 1992 from the overal I objective. 
* 
* * 
The Commission has tried to keep posslble adverse effects of 
approxlmat_lon for Member States revenue and budgetary 
flexlbl I lty to a minimum, but the path to abolltlon of flscal 
frontiers In 1992 wl II be an easier one to tread for some Member 
States than for others. Some aspects may cause extreme dlfflculty 
In some cases. The Community as a whole - the Member States and 
the Commission working together - wl II have to find ways, 
lncludlng the poss lb I I lty of derogations where these can be . 
Justified, of easing the path for those of Its members for whom 
the lmplementatlons of the proposals could pose pol ltlcal, soclal 
or budgetary problems. A major element of flexlbl I lty lies In the 
fact that Member States wl II be free to determine their own path 
to 1992 and the pace at which they travel along It. The councll 
and the Commission wl I I monitor the pattern of progress and may 
propose solutions to difficulties which might arise. ·· 
The overall budgetary and macro-economic e'ffects of these 
proposals are dlfflcult to estimate with any certainty. Member 
States wl II need to be Involved In evaluating them, but one may 
note already that a number of factors such as elastlcltles of 
demand, the fact that In low taxation situations traders might 
seek higher profit margins, the potentlal for Increased 
transfrontler trade as wel I as for new patterns of consumption 
wl I I be of relevance. 
It Is also Important to note that the Commission Is aware of the 
serious dlfflcultles which the lmplementatlon of these proposals 
might create for some Member States because of differences In 
economic development. The Commission confirms Its wl II lngness to 
consider appropriate solutions either In the form of derogations 
of a temporary nature which wl I I not cal I Into question the· 
principle of the Integral lty of the Internal market and more 
particularly the abol It Ion of Internal frontiers, or through 
making use of Community pol Icy Instruments designed to reduce 
regional Imbalances In the Community. 
ANNEX 
I. The present situation concerning VAT and excises requires 
border controls 
a) VAT In Member States 
Reduced Standard Increased 
--------------------------------------------------------------~ 
Belglum 1 and 8 19 25 & 25+8 
Denmark 22 
France 2. 1 & 4 18.6 33 1/3 
5.5 & 7 
Germany 7 14 
Greece 6 18 36 
I re land 2.2 & 10 25 
Italy .2 et 9 18 38 
Luxembourg 3 et 6 12 
Netherlands 8 20 
Portugal 8 16 30 
Spain 6 12 33 
United Kingdom 15 
e 
e 
i DJ [, r CJ Ut l L II.'. Ut SI r 
I. ALCOHOLIC IEUERAf.E~ 
1.1 
[:citt duty chlrg,4 on 'II 
1 Ill of 1Vtr.,,e Vlllt JU9 1,,.,,,,, io.?Z J.10 o.oo 278,84 0.00 ll.29 ?! 30 m.32 0,00 o.oo 
1.2 
Excist duty chlrg,4 OIi 
1 Ill of l)lll'e alcohol 1:51.78 H98.66 117i,!f IH8.e2 ;7,66 2721.78 230.!S 8"1.91 1298.09 mJ.36 308.90 248.24 
1,3 
[~cite duty chlr91!d on 
J.,53 I Ill of 1Yl!r.,,e bl!tr 10.20 ~a6 6 56 10.2i au~ 16.96 uo 20.00 48,7§ 2,57 6.~I 
u 
Excill! duty chffg,4 on 
1 Ill of IYl!rlgl! inter1tdiatt prodt.ict 61.00 m.J9 i0,•4 5.iO ~.lJ7 'i04.32 9.66 41.00 63.31 286.00 o.oo o.oo 
2. ftINERAL OILS <21 
2.1 
Excite duty charged on 
1000 litres of standard pttrol 260. 11' ;.;2.50 m.·1 368.~4 348.81 361.SO m.34 208.75 340.:!3 170.69 m.87 J~I. 53 
~ .. 
... £ 
[xci If diJty char9td on 
tCOO litres of ro-ld diesel 12U1 :36.25 m.z11 190,49 106.38 rn.oe m.02 100.18 10U3' :za. n 123.51 161. 77 
2,3 
N E=cist diJty chargtd on 
1000 litres of h1!1ti119 91soil o.oo :36.25 8.:t 53,21 108.66 48.04 177 .62 0.00 43.6& U.36 38,\Z - ZJ.24 
n 
ExdH duty chlrg,4 on 
1000 kg of heavy fuel-oil 0.00 m.62 i.~4 24.63 93.12 10,28 6,77 2,33 H.64 11.20 0,69 10.89 
2,5 
Exciu duty char91!d OIi 
~m.43] UIOO Ii tres or LPG o.oo 163.46 m.&1 137. 74 39.65 222.1, 9U5 20.97 o.oo 27.42 16,80 
3. CICARCTTES 
J,I 
Sotcific excise duty chargtd on 
1000 1Yl!r191 ci91r1tt,s 2.49 17 .,9 27 .:7 1.31 0.61 48.94 t.83 1.72 25,09 42.n 0.6'1 ::.::3 
::, 
V 
w Ad-¥1lol'ft excise diJty 11lus VAT 
C: ,s IX of thl! retail price 
.,.. 
of ci91r,ttt1 66.36% 39.::5% •l. ~91 71.061 60.4Zl JJ,611 68.64% &J.m 35.731 34.041 5l.9U bU,l 
UI 
GI ..... 
UI 
.... 
llotn u 
)( 
Ill This" reorHtllh the tfftdivt lvtnge fXCiSt r~tt OIi villf Ill c;ffHl'IV 121 In ~,1l•:•,l:tti119 ...,,ragtS .J,:,:oo,nt tm betn ht.111 of l'llrtitl or total w 
...... 
c1lc,Jl1ted according to tht rtSl'tChvt 'l'JHtitm of 1hl! villf hrt-1-:i. is refufll.ls of exc1u to certu,, uurs vh1ch r,s•Jlt 111 • love• ,He,:hvt 
.0 not subject to t:<..:inl 1fll.l sping } hihich is \_;,,:t to tll•:ae, 
•!tf ~""'' t. )I rite 9JOttd. 
COIISIMd, • 
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1 ,. other tndlrect taxes 
Other Indirect taxes within the Community, such as taxes on the 
registration of vehlcles, on the purchase of houses, stamp duties 
on transactions and documents, entertainment tax, etc. also vary 
considerably from Member State to Member State. Those variations 
can be such as to cause distortions of competition and deflectlon 
of trade. But they do not Impede the free movement of goods In 
the sense that the differences between them do not give rise to 
controls of formal I ties at frontiers. The Commission actively 
pursues cases In which such Indirect taxes breach the rules of 
the Treaty, but does not consider their approximation to be a 
necessary part of the abol it Ion of fiscal frontiers. ~ 
111. zero rates 
It has always been an accepted part of Community pol 1.cy that zero 
ratlhg. except In the case of exports, was'a temporary measure 
which would disappear with the completion of the Internal Market. 
This was clearly stated In the second VAT Directive adopted In 
1987 and restated In the Sixth VAT Directive adopted In 1977. 
The zero rating of suppl les generally acknowledged as basic 
necessities rests upon considerations of social policy; though It 
Is a less efficient way of achieving such objectives that 
measures more closely targeted towards those In need. Only two 
Member States have fol lowed such pol lcles to any significant 
degree; the other Member States have successfully accommodated ~ 
themselves to a broadly based concept of the VAT without the 
extensive use of zero rating. This has been achieved by direct 
compensation of disadvantaged groups through the social security 
system and welfare payments, thus directly benefiting the groups 
primarily affected In a more cost-effective way than Is achieved 
by a fiscal price subsidy. 
Zero rating, by giving a price advantage to the products of one 
Member State, distorts competition within the Community; this Is 
particularly true when appl led to suppl les which feed through 
Into Industrial and commercial costs. Flnally, It needs to be 
remembered that, for any given yleld of revenue, zero rating In 
one area must Inevitably lead to a ~lgher overal I rate of tax 
elsewhere; If, In a two-rate system, 50% of consumer expenditure 
I exempted by zero rating, the rate of tax elsewhere necessarily 
has to be twice what It would have been If there had been 
comprehens l_ve coverage. 
e 
e 
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EXAMPLE: In 1993, If you buy a car In the EEC, what VAT Is 
appl lcable? 
----------------------------------------------------------
After 1992 al I Member States wl II, under the present proposals, 
charge VAT on cars at rates between 14% and 20%. Cars, I Ike 
everything else, wll I bear VAT at the rate which Is In force In 
the country In which they are sold, regardless of the make or 
origin of the car. 
If, after 1992, France charged VAT at 20% and Germany charged VAT 
at 14% any car (whether German, French or of any other origin) 
would be taxed at 19% If bought In France and at 14% If bought In 
Germany. 
This means that, on each·natlonal market all cars wl II be char9ed 
to VAT at an eQual rate. After 1992 however, the Internal market 
wl I I mean that a Frenchman can buy a car - or anything else - In 
Germany, pay VAT there, and return to France with It. If that 
Frenchman Is a private lndlvldual. he wl I I undergo no further VAT 
formal ltles. (He may. of course. have to pay registration taxes 
etc. In France, which may or may not differentiate between types 
or sizes of car, but such taxes do not Involve controls at 
frontiers.) If the Fre~chman Is a taxable person, e.g. a motor 
dealer. he wll I reclalm In France as lnpui tax the VAT which he 
paid (at German rates) on his purchase In Germany; and he wll I 
then charge the French rate of VAT on his sale of the car In 
France. The clear Ing mechanism wl I I ensure that the French 
Finance Minister receives from Germans the Input VAT which was 
reimbursed by France to the dealer. but which was In fact paid by 
the dealer to the German authorities (this wl II not, of course. 
happen In relatlon of lndlvldual transactions but wlll compensate 
for the sum of such transactions fo the two countries as a 
whole). 
' 
e. 
e 
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v 
To tramfonn the European common market into an area without internal 
J_ frontiers by 1992: that is the objective set out in a European Commission while 
paper on 'Completing the internal market'. The objective was approved by the 
Heads of Stare or Government at the Milan European Council in June 1985. It is 
fonnally asserted by the new draft European treaty, which is meant to supplement 
the Treaty of Rome and which national parliaments should ratify before the end of 
I 986. The abolition of internal customs duties has already been passed into EEC 
law; the creation of an area without frontiers involves abolishing also the physical, 
technical and fiscal barriers which still obstruct trade between the countries of the 
European Community.' 
\wf In line for abolition are a whole range of national 'preserves·. created especially by 
differing national laws and technical standards. as well as by public procurement 
practices. At the same time, a closer approximation of the ditferent systems of VAT 
and excise duties will make it possible to eliminate fiscal barriers: these are the 
counterveiling measures (remission of tax on exports and taxation of imports) and 
frontier checks arising from excessive divergences in levels of t:ixation. In this way 
the European Union which is in course offonnation will becl,me a tangible reality 
for its citizens. The other effect will be to give a boost to the European economy, 
to its international competitiveness and to the number of jobs it can provide: 
'-' 
-
D Trade between Community countries will begin again to grow faster than trade 
with the rest of the world, as happened when internal customs duties were 
dismantled; 
D Competition will be intensified among businesses that can take advantage of a 
large area without frontiers, which will favour economies of scale and make 
investment in advanced technology profitable; 
D A range of costs will be lowered by this increased competition. as well as by the 
elimination of formalities and loss of time at frontiers. 
So European firms, having available to them an internal market of continental 
dimensions, will be able to compete on equal tenns with their American and 
Japanese rivals. Above all, the Community's 320 million citizens, consumers and 
taxpayers will gain better employment prospects, and will save the tens of thousands 
of millions of ECU 2 that are the cost of today's 'non-Europe'. 
The Community and taxation 
The volume and role of taxation have increased with the growth of government 
intervention in social affairs and in the economy. Still. nobody is suggesting that the 
1 This file replaces our No 10/84. 
2 I ECU {European currency unit) • about £0.63. Ir. £0.71 or US $0.92 (at exchange rates 
current on 10 April 1986). 
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-Community implement a fiscal policy analogous to those of Member States. The 
reason is twofold: 
D Though financed by the Community's own resources ( customs duties and levies 
on products imported from the rest of the world, as well as a share of VAT), 
the Community budget represents only about 3% of the sum of national budgets. 
0 Though the countries of the Community are increasingly fixing certain econo-
mic objectives in common (curbs on inflation. growth rates, etc.), the elabora-
tion of economic and social policy and the means of putting them into effect 
(fiscal means in particular) are generally left to the discretion of each Member 
State. 
In general, therefore. the Community's activity in the area of taxation is limited to 
those tasks which are essential for the achievement of its principal objectives, 
particularly: 
::::J The establishment and completion of a common market, based on the free 
circulation of people, goods. services and capital between Member States. and 
on conditions of healthy competition. It is in this context that the countries of 
the Community are now called upon to accelerate the approximation of their 
systems of indirect taxation, so that fiscal barriers can be eliminated. 
::::J The implementation of certain common policies (agricultural, regional, social, 
industrial, research, etc.) which can entail the removal of other obstacles or 
distortions of a fiscal nature. 
0 The alignment of the economic policies of Member States, as part of the gradual 
achievement of an economic and monetary union. 
..._, 
Despite these limited aims, Community activity in this field has proved especially ,' ) 
arduous. Every decision relating to taxation effectively requires unanimous agree- '-" 
ment of the Council of Ministers. 
D As a result, the pace of achievement has up to now been very slow. This is all 
the more understandable in that taxation policy is traditionally an essential 
element of national sovereignty. Moreover, it is a complex field, extremely 
technical, varying considerably from one country to another, and it is a subject 
on which public opinion is very sensitive (a type of tax relatively well accepted 
in one country may be much less so in another). 
D Contrary to the provision being made for other fields of Community activity, 
the current revision of the European treaties will unfortunately not eliminate this 
unanimity requirement. It can only be hoped that the importance of what is at 
stake, together with the interdependence of the different measures required for 
the completion of the internal market, will help bring about a consensus. 
4 
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-Indirect taxation: ways and means of approximation 
The approximation of indirect taxes imposed on the production or consumption of 
goods and services is one of the three central themes ofthe European Commission's 
white paper on completing the internal market. Effectively, the existing differences 
between national systems: 
D can cause distortions in production costs and selling prices, and hence in the 
conditions of competition; 
D force Member States as a result to maintain frontier formalities and controls, in 
order to forestall these distortions and prevent deflectlon of trade and the 
growth of tax evasion. 
The present situation can be described as follows: 
D VAT. Two Community directives adopted in 196 7 provided for the general 
application of value-added tax. They eliminated the remaining 'cascade' taxes, 
the cumulative nature of which hampered economic activity and the growth of 
trade. A foature of VAT is its economic neutrality. At each stage in the making 
or marketing of a product, the tax paid at the preceding stage is deducted from 
that payable by the vendor. In this way the tax burden remains proportionate 
to the value of the goods or services, no matter how many transactions they have 
been through. The common VAT system is already applied in Spain, which 
joined the Community at the start of 1986. It is due to apply in Greece from 
1987, and the Portuguese system will be brought into line with the Community 
model between now and 1989. 
In 1977 the Community Member States reached agreement on a common basis 
for assessing VAT, albeit subject to many exceptions. It was enough to enable 
the Community to collect on this basis part of its own resources for the 
financing of its budget. The VAT available to the Community was subject to a 
maximum rate, which has just been raised from I% to 1.4 % on the uniform 
basis. Later directives harmonized the rules for reimbursement of VAT to 
taxable persons residing in another Member State, as well as the arrangements 
for hiring-out of moveable tangible property. certain final or temporary imports, 
etc. 
D Excise duties. These duties are imposed on certain specific products such as 
alcoholic drinks. manufactured tobacco, and fuels. Despite numerous proposals 
by the European Commission, the only common regulations so far adopted 
relate to the structure of duty on cigaretts. Acting on complaints by the 
Commission, the European Court of Justice has also delivered judgments which 
made several Member States give up fiscal measures favouring home-produced 
spirits to the detriment of imported products. 
D Tax-free allowances. Allowances free ofV AT and duty have been established for 
travellers, but the European Commission has to keep up a constant fight to see 
5 
that they rise in line with the cost of living. At the moment these allowances 
cover limited quantities of tobacco products. spirits. coffee, tea and perfume, as 
well as imports to the value of £207 for each traveller. or Ir. £252 for each adult 
and Ir. £64 for each child. 1 Specific allowances have also been established for i 
small postal consignments (£58 or Ir. £72), for temporary importation of 
certain means of transport, and for final importation of personal property in case r\ 
of removal of residence. marriage or inheritance. , 
So, however uneven or ;ncomplete its successes, the Community is not inexpe-
rienced in the approximation of tax systems. What is now required is to go further 
and faster. so that fiscal barriers may be removed in 1992. 
How close does the approximation have to be? Close enough to avoid distortion 
or deflection of trade, or effects on competition. The experience of the United States 
is instructive: there one finds scarcely any problems as long as the tax rates of 
neighbouring States diverge by no more than 5% of the value ofa product. In other 
words, it is not necessary to go as far as having identical rates of taxation; because 
of other factors ( convenience, quality of service, habits, etc.). the consumer is 
relative-ly insensitive to price differences resulting from a tax rate of, say, 14% in one 
place and I 9% in another. 
Another point to note is that, in most countries of the Community, VAT and excise 
duties together represent between 9% and 12% of gross domestic product (see 
diagram). In global terms, levels are sufficiently comparable to be brought more 
closely into line with scarcely any effect on average price levels or on State revenue. 
There are, however, real problems for countries like Denmark and Ireland, where 
VAT and excise duties are markedly higher than the Community average, and 
represent together more than 15% of GDP. Other difficulties, shared by all Member 
States, arise from the widely varying distribution of the tax burden, as between VAT 
and excise duties, and as between different products and services. 
!:::J A recent comparison shows that standard rates of VAT range between I 2% 
(Spain and Luxembourg) and 23% (Ireland). However, there are higher rates 
which go up to 38% (in Italy), as well as numerous lower rates: generally below 
10%, and as low as 0% in Ireland and the United Kingdom (see table). 
D The excise duty on a litre of wine ranges from 2. 7 ECU in Ireland to zero in 
Germany, Greece and Italy. 75 centilitres of spirits are taxed at about 9.6 ECU 
in Denmark and 0. I 6 ECU in Greece. Denmark and Greece are also at the two 
extremes for duty on a packet of 20 cigarettes: I .96 and 0.28 ECU respectively. 
Duty on a litre of premium petrol varies from 0.20 ECU in Luxembourg to 
0.49 ECU in Italy (all rates as of March 1985). Besides these excises which are 
common to all, or nearly all, Member States, there are more original ones in 
some countries: on salt, matches, coffee, tea, etc. 
' However. Ireland applies a tax on individual objects above Ir. £55 in value. 
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Tax revenue: trend and breakdown in the countries of the European Community 
(as % of gross domestic product) 
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Rates of VAT in the Community Member States 
(situation as of January 1986} 1 
lower 
Belgium 6 and 17 
Denmark 
-
Germany 7 
Spain 6 
France 5.5 and 7 
Ireland 0 and IO 
Italy 2 and 9 
Luxembourg 3 and 6 
Netherlands 5 
Portugal 8 
United Kingdom 0 
1 Greece has not yet introduced VAT. 
-
standard higher 
19 25 and 33 
22 -
14 -
12 33 
18.6 33.3 
23 -
18 38 
12 -
19 -
16 30 
15 -
Bringing such practices more closely into line is no easy task, but once again a 
limited degree of variation can perfectly well be allowed. Moreover, the necessary 
adjustments would be spread in time between now and I 992, so that they should 
not give rise to any major difficulty, provided certain possible exemptions are 
considered, as a last resort. The rest is mainly a question of political will: are the 
European governments ready or not to make the effort required to bring about a 
large unified market? 
The main lines of the strategy advocated by the European Commission for the 
approximation of indirect taxation are as follows: 
0 VAT 
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• The uniform basis of assessment must be fully established; that is to say it 
must be completed and tidied up by doing away with a range of exemptions. 
The Commission insists on rapid adoption by ministers of its proposals in 
regard to second-hand goods, works of art, coach transport, flat-rate 
schemes for farmers and small and medium-sized businesses. Food products, 
subject to zero-rate VAT in Ireland and the United Kingdom, present a 
particular problem which should be tackled. 
• There must be a gradually closer approximation of the number of rates in 
force in each country, of their levels, and of the list of goods and services 
to which each rate applies: differences remaining in 1992 should be insuf-
ficient to warrant frontier controls. As a first step, the European Commission 
wants to avoid any widening of the present divergences in Member States' 
legislation. It has sent to the Council of Ministers a proposal for a directive 
~ 
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to implement a ldstill': a freeze on the number of rates and on the gap 
between them and the Community average. The only changes allowed would 
be those that made for closer alignment. During a second phase, the Council 
of Ministers is asked to fix common central rates ofVAT and to determine 
their number, the ranges of variation to be permitted to Member States, and 
the procedure for gradually approximating the rates by 1992. 
• A clearing house system should be set up, using modern information 
technology. This would simplify intra-Community transactions, by enabling 
them to be treated in the same way as purchases and sales within a single 
member country: tax would no longer be collected at the frontier, but in the 
exporting Member State, with deduction being made in the importing 
country. 
D Excise duties 
• The European Commission urges the ministers to adopt without delay the 
proposals it has tabled on the structure of the duties on alcoholic drinks and 
tobacco and mineral oil products. It also asks Member States not to 
introduce or increase excises on other products involving imposition or 
remission of tax or controls at frontiers. 
• As in the case of VAT, the Council of Ministers is asked to fix 'bands' or 
ranges of variation for tax on alcoholic drinks and tobacco and mineral oil 
products. National rates could then no longer be changed except to bring 
them gradually into closer alignment by 1992. In the same period all other 
excise duties would have to be abolished, unless they did not distort trade 
or require frontier controls. 
• Finally, bonded warehouses - where products destined for export are often 
stored, with the duty payable on them suspended - should be linked 
together, in order to complete the arrangements for abolishing frontier 
controls. 
Other initiatives 
The Community's efforts are not concentrated entirely on VAT and excise duties. 
Completion of the internal market also requires certain measures relating to 
personal income tax and, most importantly. to corporation tax and the taxation of 
capital formation. At the same time there is a need for improved cooperation among 
Member States to combat tax avoidance and evasion. 
D Personal income tax. In 1979 the European Commission sent to tlie Council 
of Ministers a proposal, which is still on the table, to abolish the tax discri-
mination that often affects those who do their work in a Member State other 
than their country of residence. This aspect of personal income tax was singled 
9 
out because of its direct interest for frontier workers. Beyond that, the Com-
mission has no aspiration to get involved in personal income tax, which is 
considered to be a national instrument of economic policy. 
....; Tw:ation of capital formation and companies. There are three Community 
directives to harmonize taxes on the raising of capital. However, it is necessary 
to go much further. The creation of a large unified market on a European scale 
requires that capital be able to circulate freely, that industrial cooperation be 
facilitated, and that conditions of competition become less unequal. It is for that 
reason that there must be some approximation of the tax burden on businesses, 
so that production costs, the siting of investments, and the return on invested 
capital are not unduly influenced by the differing tax systems of Member States. '-,,,· 
10 
To this end the European Commission has presented several proposals, which 
still await decision by the Council of Ministers. They include: 
• Proposals made in 1969 on tax arrangements for companies merging across 
national frontiers and companies which have subsidiaries in other Com-
munity countries; also a 1976 proposal to eliminate certain instances of 
dout>le taxation; 
• A proposal made in 197 5 for a common system of corporation tax. The aim 
was to achieve as much fiscal neutrality as possible, so that movements of 
capital would be determined by economic considerations, rather than by the 
fiscal conditions prevailing in one State or another. The Commission 
proposed bringing the rates of tax more closely into line, as well as adopting 
a common system of tax credit which would give partial relief from the 
double taxation of dividends (as both company profit and shareholders' 
income). The harmonization of national systems of company taxation also 
requires agreement on the scope of the tax and on the basis on which it is 
assessed. The tax arrangements for partnerships, for example, vary from one 
country to another: perhaps it should be made general practice to allow a 
choice between taxation of the company and taxation of the persons of 
whom it is composed. The definition of a common assessment basis poses 
- numerous problems, because of the very magnitude of the issue and the 
differences that exist between national legislations. 
Other proposals presented by the European Commission relate to the carrying 
over of company losses from one financial year to another, and to the harmo-
nization of indirect taxation on trade in securities. 
A Commission white paper on company taxation is intended to take stock of 
these different proposals, while examining the possibility of new initiatives. The 
Commission has a particular interest in fiscal measures for stimulating invest-
ment of risk capital and promoting innovation. Coordination on the basis of 
common criteria should make it possible to avoid unfair discrimination and 
Member States outbidding each other, while improving the competitiveness of 
European firms vis-ti-vis their rivals in other major industrialized countries. 
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D Fighting tax avoidance and e1•asio11. ln 1977 and 1979 the Community countries 
adopted two directives organizing reciprncal assistance between their tax 
authorities, in the areas of direct taxation and of VAT. This cooperation 
increases the effectiveness of anti-evasion measures at national level. It will also 
help to ensure fairer competition among European firms • 
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At the end of 1986 the whole European lckvision scene will be transfonned by the appearance of Europe's firsl direct television satellites. We have already 
seen the spread of cable networks and the increasing use of communications 
satellites: transmissions from the new satellites will be receivable by means of home 
aerials and will reach most of the continent simultaneously. The fragmentation 
already begun at national level will be followed by a rapid internationalization. 
People will have access to an unprecedented volume of television pictures: culture, 
entertainment, fiction, news, etc. Where will these pictures come from? Who will 
capture the market - and the employment.- for producing and transmining them?' 
One thing is certain: no Community country in isolation, confined to its national 
market, will be able to furnish at competitive rates the amount of equipment and 
programmes required as a result of technological advances and the multiplication 
of the number of stations that can be received. The choice is clear: 
D Either a strengthening of exchanges within Europe and a deepening of 
Community cooperation to promote the identity of our continent in all its 
diversity; 
D Or a surrender to powerful competitors and their cultural models, be it the 
Americans today, or the Japanese tomorrow. 
The European Commission has made its choice. It is proposing to Member States 
a series of measures to respond to the current technological and industrial changes, 
to ensure the free circulation of programmes throughout the Community and to 
reinforce Europe's production and transmission capacity. 
Answering the technological and industrial challenge 
Several European communications satellites are already distributing programmes to 
twenty-odd television stations. 90 channels will soon be available for that purpose: 
there are expected to be 200 by the year 1992. These programmes are re-broadcast 
by hertzian waves or, in more densely populated areas of Europe. by cable from 
communal aerials. In addition, l O new c~annels broadcast directly by satellite will 
be available to people with their own aerial from 1987. 
It means that the day of purely national audiences, markets and channels is gone. 
In the audio-visual field as in many others. technical progress is making a mockery 
of frontiers. Other developments are expected. which will make for great changes 
in television: 
D The new standards for television transmission by satellite and the use of digital 
processing of picture. text. spoken word. sound and computerized data, \\ill 
make it possible to move towards high-definition television. u;:, to the best 
cinematographic standards; 
1 This file replaces our No 19/84. 
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0 The Commission is also hoping for agreement on other technical standards in 
the audio-visual sector. One of the vital issues is high-definition television, 
which should establish itself between 1990 and 1995. It is important to continue 
research in order to arrive at a true world standard. Contrary to what is being 
proposed by the Japanese television station NHK. this standard should take 
account of the evolving nature of the technology and of the need to ensure, in 
everyone's interest, some degree of compatibility between today's television sets 
and future high-definition broadcasts. Some years of study and development are 
needed to achieve those objectives and to give a fair chance on world markets 
to European makers of programmes and equipment. 
0 Finally, the Commission will stimulate improvement of the Community's 
technological capacity through its research and development programme 
RACE. Under the programme it is intended to perfect the technology for 
broadband networks for interactive audio-visual communication services. 
Linked with certain Eureka projects, RACE should also contribute to the 
development of high-definition television. 
Creating a European audio-visual area 
In the audio-visual sector as in others, the continuation of national barriers and of 
the fragmentation they cause prevents European producers from taking up the 
challenge presented by external competitors. They are a major handicap for 
Europe's industry and cultural identity. There are legal as well as technical barriers: 
to remove them, it is necessary now to give full force to the European Treaty 
provisions for freedom to provide services - services such as television broadcast-
ing. Every citizen and every firm retransmitting programmes must be free to receive 
and retransmit, without restriction, programmes coming from other Community 
member countries. 
The Treaty of Rome offers two approaches to the creation of a European audio-
visual area: the direct application of the Treaty rules and the coordination of national 
legislation. The European Commission has undertaken, along with the Member 
States, an examination of possible breaches of the Treaty. They are looking in 
particular at certain national measures which discriminate on grounds of nationality, 
such as a ban on retransmission by cable of channels broadcasting from other 
Member States. Apart from such discriminatory restrictions, there are rules govern-
ing certain types of activity, imposed on grounds of the general interest: when 
applied to broadcasters they may constitute an obstacle to the free circulation of 
programmes, because of the disparity of the various national legislations. Only 
coordination at European level can ensure free circulation of broadcasting services. 
0 With this in mind, the European Commission has submitted to the Council of 
6 
Ministers a proposal for a directive to coordinate certain national measures 
relating to broadcasting. This proposal was preceded by a Green Paper and 
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various other documents from the Commission and the European Parliament, 
which occasioned a very wide-ranging debate on the subject. All that is 
proposed is a minimum of coordination: in regard to advertising. sponsorship 
and protection of young people, Member States would still be free to impose 
stricter or more detailed rules on national broadcasters. In matters subject to 
coordination. Member States would no longer be able to prevent the free 
circulation of each other's television programmes by means of non-discrimina-
tory national measures justified on grounds of the general interest. In fact, the 
directive would have the effect of eliminating the present legal disparities and 
the laws of Member States would offer equivalent safeguards. The proposal is 
also aimed at encouraging distribution and production of television programmes 
in member countries, not only by creating a market big enough to make 
investment profitable, but also by an industrial policy that ensures preferential 
treatment in Member States' 1V schedules for programmes of Community 
origin. 
The measures proposed relate in essence to: 
• The European content of programme schedules. A minimum percentage of 
air time (30% to begin with, 60% after three years) would be reserved for 
Community-made television programmes. Also, to encourage the establish-
ment of new production companies. especially small and medium-sized 
ones, 1V stations would have to allocate a minimum percentage of their 
programme budgets (5% at the beginning. 10% after three years) to the work 
of independent Community producers. 
• The regulation of advertising. The proposal lays down minimum require-
ments for broadcast advertising, which are intended to ensure free circulation 
of broadcasts within the Community. It would be for Member States to 
establish, on the basis of criteria laid down in the directive. the amount of 
airtime allowed for advertising on their national services. At the same time, 
they could not prevent retransmission of 1V advertisements coming from 
other Member States if the amount of advertising were below a certain 
threshold (15% of the transmissions receivable in the country of origin), or 
provided, in the event of this threshold being exceeded, that certain other 
conditions are fulfilled. the proposal also provides for separation of advertis-
ing from programmes, general standards in regard to the interruption of 
programmes for advertising and to sponsorship, the banning of tobacco 
advertising, limits on advertising for alcoholic drinks and advance checking 
of advertisements. 
• The protection of young people against programmes liable to harm their 
physical, mental, or moral development (pornography, violence. racism). 
• Copyright. The aim here is to facilitate the simultaneous distribution by 
cable. complete and unchanged, of programmes coming from other \1ember 
States, while respecting the interests of authors. composers. actors. etc. 
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D Digitaliza. will also give impetus lo the integration ofaudio-visual, computer 
and telecommunications networks. "Broadband' technology will make it easier 
to exchange computerized data. text. sound and still or moving pictures. The 
broadband networks. using optical fibre cable - made of a material like glass, 
carrying laser-generated light pulses - will be able to give the public a great 
number of television channels as well as interactive telematic services based on 
combined use of telephone and television ( videophony, videocommunications, 
downloading of computer programmes, consultation of bank accounts and data 
bases from the home, etc.). 
The industrial market that will be opened up will be enormous: about 2 000 million 
ECU I between 1986 and 1989 for satellites. launch rockets and ground stations; 
about 10 000 million ECU over the coming five to seven years for aerials, decoders 
and other equipment for receiving direct television broadcasts. There will also be 
the cost of cabling, as well as the market for domestic and professional equipment: 
terminals, recording apparatus, high-definition television receivers, telematic 
equipment, etc. 
Like their external competitors, European manufacturers are capable of supplying 
the equipment needed for direct reception of satellite television in reasonable time 
and on relatively competitive terms. To do it, however, they will need to be sure of 
a market of continental dimensions, which will enable them to produce on a large 
scale, at low unit cost, for the whole world market. A basic requirement is common 
European standards for transmission and reception, so that public demand cannot 
only be sustained by the large number of channels available, but also be met by the 
same equipment throughout Europe . 
D In view of the opportunities offered by direct broadcasting by satellite, the 
European Commission is asking Member States to adopt, as soon as possible, 
the MAC-packet 'family' of standards. These new standards were developed by 
European industry and the European Broadcasting Union: they are compatible 
with each other and allow better sound and vision reproduction. the simulta-
neous use of one vision channel and several sound channels (multilingual 
programmes}, and a gradual evolution towards high-definition television. From 
that point of view the MAC-packet standards should answer the needs of 
operators and consumers for a long time. The Commission's draft directive 
provides for their immediate and exclusive use for direct broadcasting by 
satellite, but allows a gradual transition for ground-based transmissions and for 
cable distribution. During this transition period, viewers who want to get the 
value from their PAL or SECAM television set will be able to go on receiving 
the traditional channels; they will also be able to receive the ~C-packet 
signals by cable or through a decoder. 
1 l ECU (European currency unit) - about £0.64. Ir. £0.71 or US $0.96 (at exchange rates 
current on 9 June 1986). 
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• Multilingualism. Television programmes devised for the whole Community 
will have to be broadcast in several languages, as can be done with the 
MAC-packet standards. The Community will support and coordinate ex-
periments in improving the quality of dubbing techniques. exploring in 
particular the possibilities for synchronization by computer. A first concrete 
step in this direction will be taken with the originators of the multinational 
and multilingual station 'Europa 1V'. The results of work of this kind will 
of course be put at the disposal of all interested groups. 
• European information and education. Like the European Parliament, the 
Commission favours the creation of an independent European news station, 
which could improve public awareness of what is going on in different 
countries and of Community activities. The Commission will support the 
first experiements in this line carried out by editorial teams composed of 
various nationalities. It will also do its best to make journalists in general 
more aware of the European and Community dimension of the news. 
• Other programmes with a Community dimension. The Commission will 
study· ways to give a European dimension to other types of programme. 
These are only the first forays in what is intended to be a much wider campaign, 
to be conducted in cooperation with all interested parties. Too many of those in 
charge, in both the public and private sector, have not taken full account of the 
European implications of the new technology. Projects for direct satellite television 
often have European ambitions even though their point of departure is a narrow 
national framework or market. The Commission wants to instigate broad European 
cooperation among all those involved, so as to make them more aware of the 
Community dimension of the problems faced. In this way it hopes to reduce the 
uncertainties which still hamper the development of certain projects and affect the 
ability of the industry to respond to the challenge it faces. In so doing, the 
Commission means to make a new contribution to the building of a Europe of 
television and the audio-visual media, a meeting point for the Europe of new 
'-" 
technology, the Europe of culture, and the citizens' Europe • O, 
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D The European Commission is preparing other initiatives relating to copyright, 
some of which are of particular importance to the audio-visual sector: the 
prevention and suppression of piracy, rules for private copying, etc. A green 
paper on copyright will set out a first analysis of the issues, with a view to 
sti.!11ulating a wide-ranging debate. 
D Finally, the Commission is following the work of certain international organ-
izations, such as the Council of Europe and the OECD, which have become 
involved in various aspects of the audio-visual sector. 
An action programme for European audio-visual production 
Satellites, cables, and common technical and legal standards are all very well, but 
what of the programmes themselves? The question is crucial in two respects: 
D Economically, the 1V programme industry, like the equipment industry, is 
directly productive of wealth and employment. In addition, the development of 
1V illfi"dtructure and the multiplication of channels call for a major increase in 
programme output, an increase which in turn speeds up the spread of new 
equipment. 
D The cultural challenge from outside is as urgent as the technological and 
economic ones. Experience in cinema shows the difficulties involved in 
maintaining European production in the face of American competition; the 
Americans have benefited for a long time from the advantages of a big internal 
market of continental dimensions and are, paradoxically, the only producers of 
TV programmes capable of operating in Europe as in a unified market. 
For the European Commission, the time has come to avail more of the richness of 
the Community by promoting all its creative resources, for both cultural and 
economic reasons. Briefly, whether in television or cinema, it is necessary both to 
"-11 
strengthen national operators likely to assert their cultural diversity, and to develop , 
the European dimension of distribution and production. U 
The Commission has therefore established an action programme for the European 
audio-visual production industry. It is intended to stimulate worthwhile original 
initiatives, as well as projects that take into account the new dimensions of the 
European audio-visual area and the technological development that is going on, 
including the prospects for convergence of cinema and television. 
Studies and pilot experiments will be launched in close cooperation with pro-
fessionals in the field, who will be consulted through a series of round table 
discussions. A first report will be prepared in 1988, European Cinema and 
Television Year. Two priority areas for action are already apparent: stimulating 
production and distribution, and promoting programmes with a European dimen-
sion. 
8 
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D Stimulating audio-visual production and dis1rib111ion. The special cultural quali-
ties in which Europe is so rich can be asserted by promoting original creativity 
and by improving methods of productitm and distribution. Among the main 
areas for action are: 
• Production methods. Cinema films and major series are the big successes on 
television. European programme schedules are filled to a large extent by the 
cheap and abundant supply available from outside countries, especially the 
United States. The Community will support experimentation with new, more 
competitive, production methods. Examples would be the use of lightweight 
electronic equipment or industrial structures which, like small and medium-
sized firms, seem better able to adapt to market fluctuations and the other 
exigencies of present-day production. 
• Technological development. Many European producers have not the means 
to acquire the advanced equipment which will play a decisive role in future 
production. The Community will support research into the use of new 
techniques for making films and 1V programmes ( digital processes. high-
definition pictures, computer-assisted work, etc.). 
• Promoting cooperation. The development of the European industry will be 
achieved through the cooperation that already exists among producers in 
different sectors (cinema and television) and in different Community coun-
tries. The European Commission hopes to give particular support to new 
initiatives in the context of European broadcasting. It also wants to promote 
better economic and technical arrangements for co-productions. as well as 
for new forms of work and writing. 
• Financing and distribution. Completion of the European internal market will 
strengthen the economic basis of audio-visual production in the Community. 
The industry will then need financing and distribution structures on the same 
scale as this great unified market. New credit arrangements will have to be 
available at national level and, above all, at Community level. The value of 
European production must also be enhanced by paying greater attention to 
the way work is released (it is not sufficiently realized that in the United 
States publicity and promotion sometimes account for 30% of a film's 
budget). Finally, because of Europe's linguistic diversity, parallel action is 
required in the fields of dubbing and subtitling, which increase costs but offer 
possibilities for wide distribution. 
D Promotion of television programmes that are really European. This is another 
priority for the Commission. Programmes intended, from the beginning. for all 
of Europe, could count on an audience and resources that would never be 
available at national level; they would help to strengthen the feeling of belonging 
to a Community of countries at once different and deeply united. Among the 
main spheres of activity are: 
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New telecommunications technology is shaping the face of Europe as it will appear in the year 2000. It not only makes our daily lives easier: it is helping 
to determine Europe's economic future. The sector is rapidly expanding and 
undergoing profound technical and structural changes. 
A twofold revolution 
Two innovations are central to the future of telecommunications: 
D Digitization. The basic first-generation services ( conventional telephone and 
telex) are out of date. The transmission of data - of the human voice over the 
telephone, for example - is increasingly being done in digital fonn, converted 
into bits, the basic elements of a binary data processing language. 
D The taming of light. A second revolution is imminent: that of optoelectronics. 
Because of its speed and short wavelength, light can transmit large amounts of 
information relatively cheaply. Copper wire, which carried first a modulated 
electric current { conventional telephone) and later discontinuous electronic 
pulses (digital telephone), is now to be succeeded by optical fibre cable. This 
is made of a material similar to glass and carries pulses of light, produced by 
lasers. All the evidence is that optical fibre and the satellite are the transmission 
media of the future. 
Progress in such technology makes it possible to improve existing services and 
gradually to institute new ones: facsimile ( transmission of photocopies by telephone 
line), electronic mail (transmission of messages by telephone line, satellite or cable), 
videotex (telephone transmission of data received on a television screen), video-
phone (telephone with picture), remote printing and publishing, mass high-speed 
transmission of data and documents etc. 
The development that is going on need not lead to a cumbersome multiplication of 
networks: there is a growing effort to develop integrated services digital networks 
(ISDN), which will use a limited number of terminals (mainly the telephone and 
television screen, which in combination offer multiple possibilities), with the same 
transmission lines carrying sound, picture and computerized data, all in bit fonn. 
Sooner or later the creation of a high-bitrate, or broadband, network will make it 
possible to avoid overloading the system, will improve the quality and range of 
services, and will multiply the possibilities for dialogue or interaction with suppliers 
of services. Optical cable will carry both· the traditional and the new telecommu-
nications services - interpersonal videocommunication, combining voice, picture 
and text, will no doubt be the order of the day - as well as numerous television 
programmes in which the user can participate ( choosing, for example, the language 
in which to hear a serial). 1 
1 The problems of television will not be discussed further in this text. See our No 14/86 
'Television and the audio-visual sector: towards a European policy'. 
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These technological innovations are already the subject of various local experiments. 
They will increase business productivity and bring about major changes in our daily 
lives: electronic mail and facsimile could replace the traditional letter post, clothes 
will be ordered and holidays booked from catalogues on a television screen, there 
will be increased possibilities for working from home on a keyboard linked up to 
one's company headquarters. 
The economic consequences will be equally considerable. The contribution of 
telecommunications to Gross Domestic Product in the European Community is 
expected to grow from 2% to 7% between now and the year 2000. Also the 
multiplier effect of the investment foreseen will be substantial: it is estimated that 
one million invested in telecommunications infrastructure brings about a total 
increase in activity of one-and-a-half million: the ratio is as good as that of the 
building industry. 
However, technological change inevitably means important changes in the market. 
Unless Europe reacts to the new situation, the changes could be to its disadvantage. 
0 The Community has some important experience to its credit. The Europeans 
have for a long time been leaders in telecommunications development. The 
Community is still the world's leading exporter of traditional equipment, with 
a positive trade balance of about 2 000 million ECU per year. 1 A dozen 
European firms supply most of the Community's requirements and dominate 
the world market, exporting 30% of their production. 
Nevertheless, although the proportion of homes with telephone is still much lower 
in the Community than in other major developed cowitries, the prospects for 
growth in the equipment market are today lower there (6% a year) than in the rest 
of the world (8%). The Europeans were the first to develop time-switching or digital 
switching systems, but the Community uses nearly as many different systems as it 
has member cowitries. The fragmentation of its market is its principal weakness. It 
is no accident that it has to import more than 80% of the electronic components 
needed for the manufacture of new terminals. 
D Traditionally the telecommunications market is a public service one, dominated 
by national suppliers. The situation is however being radically transformed since 
the United States opted for deregulation. opening their market to all suppliers 
and spurring the AT&T company to establish itself on other markets. The same 
trend is to be observed elsewhere. For Europe, the consequences are twofold: 
it has to deal with an onslaught of external suppliers on its own territory, while 
at the same time itself seeking new markets abroad. 
Modernization of telecommunication systems is indispensable, if European firms 
are to remain competitive. It can also be one of the prime inst:r..iments of new 
' l ECU (European currency unit) - about £0.64. Ir.£ 0.7) or US $ 0.96 (at exchange rates 
current on 9 June 1986 ). 
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industrial growth. All the more reason for Europe to seize its opportunities and take 
steps to maintain or regain its position. on its own ground and on a world market 
that is full of promise. The European Community can play a vital role, by ending 
the compartmentalization of national markets: in this way it can restore the 
confidence of industrialists, who hesitate to invest in research because the high cost 
(up to 20% of annual turnover) can be met only by commercialization on a very 
large scale. The Community is laying the foundations of the vast market required 
for the relaunching of the European economy, by harmonizing the various national 
technical regulations. by 'Europeanizing' public procurement, by proposing coordi-
nated development plans and joint infrastructure projects, by supporting cooper-
ation in research, by gathering the funds needed for modernizing equipment, and 
by strengthening, through joint action, the position of Member States on the 
international scene. 
Standardization and public procurement: 
for a true common market 
The creation of a true common market in telecommunications requires the 
opening-up of public procurement policies and a harmonization of the technical 
rules that govern development of the sector. 
0 The Community system of prior exchange of information in the field of 
technical standards and regulations was instituted in 1984. It provides that 
standardization work undertaken in member countries must be brought to the 
notice of the European Commission in good time for any new obstacle to trade 
to be forestalled. A committee of experts examines the situation periodically, 
makes comparisons and tries to reduce the divergences that can arise between 
national measures being drafted: the measures can be amended and, if necessary, 
their adoption can be postponed. 
D A Community recommendation adopted in October .1984 provides for consult-
ations between the P1T administrations of Member States before the intro-
duction of any new telecommunications service. The consultation is to take 
place preferably in the framework of CEPT, the European Conference of Postal 
and Telecommunications Administrations, a forum within which 26 European 
administrations coordinate their positions. Since I 985 innovations in this field 
are subject to a joint harmonized approach, intended to enable compatible 
services to be offered throughout Europe. From 1986 the administrations must 
also see to it that digital transmission systems and switching systems which are · 
to be involved in the gradual integration of services take account of standards 
and specifications accepted at European level. CEPT has the task of establishing 
common specifications for type approval of terminals, using internationally 
recommended standards and based on priorities laid down by the European 
Commission after consultation with national P1T authorities. 
D A recent Council of Ministers' directive deals with mutual recognition of results 
of conformity tests on terminals and a Commission proposal with standard-
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ization in the field of information technoJ,,gies and telecommunications. Where 
the traditional approach was to establish standards a posteriori on the basis of 
existing situations, this legislation will substitute new procedures, more suited 
to the rapid development of advanced technology: they demand that technical 
specifications be made available before the commercial stage. The objectives: to 
offer a better guarantee of interoperability of telecommunications systems and 
better prevention of technical barriers to trade; co stimulate, in keeping with the 
Community's priorities. the harmonized adoption of international standards 
and the development, by CEPT and various committees, of European standards 
and specifications to complement the international ones or make up for their 
absence; to define references for public procurement; gradually to set up a 
procedure for mutual recognition of conformity tests carried out in Member 
States' approved laboratories on the basis of Community specifications, so that 
industrialists no longer lose time and money submitting their products to checks 
in each member country. With this in mind. the European Commission has 
already concluded contracts with several testing centres for work on facilities 
and common procedures for conformity testing. A truly European service is 
being set up in this field. 
The opening-up of public procurement completes the programme. This point 
is clearly crucial, because of the importance of public procurement in the sector. 
The Community's Council of Ministers adopted a recommendation in 1984 for 
the opening up by P1T administrations of their calls for tender to firms from 
other member countries. During an initial period of two years, this opening is 
total for new types of terminal for professional use and for the general public. 
It is partial - a minimum of I 0% of the value of annual orders - for traditional 
terminals and for transmission and switching apparatus; procurement of those 
items should be gradually liberalized after the two years, until it is completely 
open. 
Infrastructure projects: working together 
The second axis of the Community's telecommunications policy is the coordination 
of development programmes and the carrying out of joint infrastructure projects. 
Selected according to users' requirements, the projects are intended to stimulate 
research and industry and to contribute to the creation of the European networks 
of the future. Among the projects set up by the European Commission are: 
0 Euronet Diane. This first European information network, created in 1980 by the 
Community and the national PTr administrations. prepared the way for the 
interconnection of national networks. It allows users in Member States and 
neighbouring countries to consult about 600 data banks and data bases by 
means of a computer and a telephone. The charge for transmission of data is 
uniform and independent of distance. : 
1 See European File, No 18/82: 'Euronet Diane: towards a common information market'. 
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D Apollo. The European Commission and the European Spa.Agency have 
decided to cooperate in the field of high-volume data transmission by satellite 
( copies of documents being transmitted in digital form etc.). The project will 
make it possible to develop experimental equipment and to stimulate the 
creation of a European market for ground stations and receiving antennae. 
D Insis and Caddia. These abbreviations designate programmes which enable the 
Community's institutions and Member States to pursue their exchanges of 
information in various fonns through an integrated network of services: trans-
mission of written documents, electronic mail, access to statistical data bases, 
videoconferences, videotex etc. The · idea is to set up a market which gives a 
picture of that of public institutions in the year 1990. 
However, it is necessary to go further. New projects are being examined: 
D Intergovernmental videocommunications. Videoconference studios already 
completed or being installed in Community capitals qui be used to cut down 
the frequent journeys that government representatives and experts have to make, 
and could reduce the cost of their meetings ( the cost of a videoconference 
m~ting varies at the moment between I 000 and 6 000 ECU. depending on 
whether it is arranged at two days' notice or convened in a few minutes). The 
system is expected to yield other benefits: validation of European technical 
standards for videocommunication, an incentive to suppliers of studios and 
equipment, a spur to national administrations to speed up the development of 
larger-capacity telecommunications links. In fact it is already possible to 
organize bilateral conferences using various existing links, either land-based or 
satellite; the project provides for multilateral conferences from 1987, and for 
member countries to choose, as of 1988, the kind of link that meets their needs, 
within a coherent overall system. Experts have envisaged several possible 
combinations and have drawn up a development timetable based, in the first 
instance, on the use of satellite links. The European Council of Ministers 
has recently adopted a resolution favourable to the continuation of the 
project. 
D Cellular mobile telephone: planning and development of a second-generation 
system have been the subject of technical studies in preparation for a recom-
mendation by the European Com.mission. The system will have to be digital, in 
order to facilitate data transmission and allow further development of services; 
contrary to present equipment, which is not compatible, it will have to permit 
connections from country to country across the Community. The system will 
locate the user and sustain his communication o,er long distances, by means 
of relay transmitters, each serving a 'cell' of territory of a given area. Such a 
project could never be realized without a European approach to the problem. 
The international bodies have already decided to reserve the 900 megahertz 
band for mobile telephony; the Germans, French and Italians have concluded 
a research agreement. 
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D Integrated services digital networks (ISDN). In a first phase of development 
these networks could accommodate new services using ordinary transmission 
lines and terminals. Concerted implementation at European level is indispens-
able. The European Commission has presented a proposal for a recommend-
ation to harmonize the supply of new services, and to clarify and broaden the 
prospects for the European telecommunications industry. By 1988 users could 
have access to facsimile, teletex (telephone transmission of texts received on a 
screen or printer) and standardized interfaces for linking ISDN terminals to the 
present telephone network. Between 1988 and 1993 the public could avail of 
facilities for automatic recall of engaged numbers, videotex, telephone confer-
encing, as well as the transmission of images and computerized data. By the end 
of I 990, decisions should be taken regarding services such as telemetry, 
electronic mail, videophony and packet transmission of computerized data (the 
data are transmitted in groups when the line is free, thus making communication 
more economical by using slack time). In the longer term, ISDN could evolve 
towards a broadband (higher-bitrate) network capable of carrying television 
programmes as well. 
D Transnational broadband communication channels. The main axes forming the 
backbone of a future European optical fibre network need to be established by 
joint decision. The creation of such a network will make it possible to improve 
the quality of telephone traffic between European countries and reduce its cost. 
In a second stage, these channels can be used by a transnational system of 
integrated broadband services, which will be more efficient than ISDN. 
Research: developing the t41chnology of the year 2000 
The building of integrated broadband communication systems, combining all 
possible or imaginable services (telephone, telex, teletex. interactive television, 
mobile videophone ... ) poses a considerable technological problem: the mastering 
and use of light. Transmission by optical fibre is now possible. but economic and 
reliable systems must still be developed for transmitting, connecting. amplifying and 
receiving the light signals transmitted. Laser technology is still open to great 
improvements. An optical processor must also be developed which can recognize 
and convert the signals transmitted and received, as well as checking, processing 
and stocking them and generally regulating their flow. In its memorandum of June 
1985, Towards a European Technology Community', the European Commission 
suggested a Community project for the development of such a processor. Other 
initiatives are already under way: 
D Race (Research and development in advanced communications technologies for 
Europe). This Community research programme was launched in 1985 and is 
intended to develop the technology base for a future network of integrated 
broadband telecommunications systems. using optical fibres. Eight sectors of 
research and development have already been selected: high-speed integrated 
circuits, high-complexity integrated circuits. integrated Optoelectronics, broad-
s 
band switching, passive optical components, components for high-bitrate 
long-haul links, dedicated communication software, large area flat panel display 
technology. The programme is planned to last IO years and the European 
Commission proposes spending 440 million ECU on it. A first 'definition' 
phase (July 1985 to December 1986 ), is intended to prepare the ground by 
drawing up a reference model for a European network and defining research 
priorities. Studies to this end are co-financed by the Community (which meets 
half the costs, 14 million ECU), industrialists and research centres in Member 
States. Then, between 1987 and 1991, the first operational phase is to include 
precompetitive work required for the provision of equipment (new terminals 
etc.) and services for trial and demonstration. Finally, between 1991 and 1996, 
a second operational phase will cover the development of the technology for 
perfecting the new equipment and services. 
D Esprit (European strategic programme for research and development in in-
formation technology). This Community programme of precompetitive research 
on information technology was launched in February 1984 and covers five fields 
of activity: among them is advanced microelectronics, which is of particular 
importance to telecommunications. Some of the research, which is carried out 
under contracts financed jointly by the Community, industrialists and univer-
sities, concerns technology for processing optical signals. 
D Eureka. The first workplan put forward by France for the 'European technolo-
gical renaissance' provided for the 'Eurocom' project, to cover the development 
of broadband transmission and associated equipment, switching for data 
processing and office computer communications. 
Investment support: priority for less-favoured regions 
The Community gives financial support to many investments intended to strengthen 
telematic links between Member States, to equip and open up regions that are least 
V 
J 
The spread of new technology need not lead to greater divergences in regional levels 
of development; on the contrary, it can be 4sed to reduce the disparities. For that 
reason the European Commission has issued the draft programme ST AR. for the 
co-financing of advanced telecommunications facilities in the least favoured regions. 
In five years the ERDF would devote some 780 million ECU to the programme. 
ll 
To ensure the growth of an advanced industrial sector and the development of new 
services for all users, to cover the continent with a high-performance network 
operating at low cost, to open up frontiers and shorten distances between people: 
'w, a telecommunications policy .which pursues those ends makes a decisive contribu-
tion to the building of a united Europe • 
favoured or geographically removed from the big business centres, and to provide U, ~ 
European firms with all the services they need in order to be competitive. 
In recent years the Community's financial instruments have devoted some 700 
million ECU annually to the development of telecommunications infrastructure. 
Besides grants from the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), there have 
been loans from the European Investment Bank. The loans amounted to some 600 
million ECU in 1985 (of which 32 million came under the New Community 
Instrument) and a total of more than 2 800 million ECU between 1981 and 1985. 
Most of the aid went to less-developed regions in Greece, Ireland and southern 
Italy, and enabled them to extend and modernize their networks and equipment. 
Significant loans have also been given for advanced technology projects: in 1985 the 
Bank financed satellites for a French telematics network and a satellite ground 
s~tion in the Abruzzi in Italy. 
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Ladies and Gentlemen, 
When I last spoke to the CBI, a year ago, Europe 
was in the middle of an institutional debate. Out 
of that came, two months later, the adoption at the 
Luxembourg Summit of the biggest reform of the 
Treaty of Rome since it was signed nearly thirty 
years ago - the Single European Act. 1 said then 
why, as I saw it, reform was having to be made - to 
head off the prospect of Europe going into gradual 
economic and technological decline. I explained 
how the reform could provide the opportunity for 
the European Community to take on a new Lease of 
Li f e • 
Reforms always involves compromise and this applies 
to the Single European Act. The compromise 
i n v o L v ·tfd h a s b e e n t h e s u b j ·e c t o f c o n t r o v e r s y • S o· m e 
·,·pc op L.e .th i n k i t does not go far enough • O t hers 
think·'·,··f goe·!j······to the l·imits of the acceptable. 
But at least the Single Act offers a way out of a 
situ~tion where Europe was seizing up. 
I n f a c t , t h e S i n g l e Ac t ha s bee n a b i g h i t .1 i t h 
economic operators. They have greeted with 
enthusiasm the scheme for a single Europe-uidc 
market by 1992, with its expected knock-on effect. 
They are delighted at the prospect of greater 
c l:i:r.,~f.'e··n c y s t ab i l i t y .. At h a v i n g o u r w o rd t o. s a y i n a 
dollar-dominated world. And they are delighted with 
I' 
.,respect of closer ·technological C(operation1, 
·.;• i1·,ut which our technology will become more an·d 
111 , . , ,,, d r. rend en t on o t h e r s • 
S0 our main concern, following ratification of the 
r12·form, is to make a start on i11plementing it's 
aim~. You can rest c.1ssured that th,~ European 
Commission will be turning to full account the new 
i n :- t i t u t i on a l ma c h i n e r y • I t w i L L be u s ~ n g t h i s t:o 
enable the Community to take its decisions more 
quickly and efficiently. And tc, establish new 
economic and social ground rul 'S the new 
framework, the new sphere· in which you 
industrialists will be operating. 
In consequence of the institutional ref0rm a number 
n f d e c i s i o n s c o n c e r n i n g t h e s i n q l e ,n a r- k e t a n d 
tc•chnological cooperation what we call the 
sriecific programmes within the overall. framework 
H·iLL now be t.:iken by majority vcte in the Council. 
or Ministers. But I want to strPss to you ~hat 
t I, ·i .~ p r o c es!; h i:1 r_; got to b 0. act i v e l y set 1 n mot i on • 
r:;e single i:1arl<et. This time Last yt•ar, I was 
t ~ l L i n g ···,y·cf'iwtt· ab o u. t t he comm i s s i on ; s Wt i t e Pare r , 
r i" e p ., r e d u n d e r t h e .d tr,.e c t i o n o f L o r d C O C K F I E L D • 
" T ! 1 t' '-~ h i t e r a p e r s e t s o u t t h e 3 0 0 d e c i s ·i o n s n ~ e d e d 
t • _, t· ·, i .: : . l i s I 1 :: s i n y L •.. L u , o p e a n rn .; r k ; · t _ f\ n E· , .. n n n r11 i c ·. I 
,] r· r ,'-1 ~ .. ·j t h n o i n t e r 11 a l 'f r o n t i e r s , a l l o w ·j n g f r- e e 
r,, ·> v t: m c· n t o f p P r s o n s , g o o d s , s e r v i c e s a n d c a p i t c1 L • 
• 1\ :; 2 ~l r e e d by t h e He a cl s o f S t at e and G'o v e r nm e n t a t 
t ; ~ (· H ;1 n u c F u r n p P. a n 
v. 11 y :_ i n e s w h i c I 1 , 
Counr.i l in June, tl1;:1re .:-1re two 
T hope., w·iLL be embJrked on by 
·111 1987. They concern the p r ::, c. ~- i c a l a 1: t ·i o n 
.:: Li l') l. ·i t ·i o n c, -f t a x 
r· ; 1 1., I ~ r: c o n t r a c t s • 
b ::i r r i e r s ; a n d t h (\ o ; > ·~ n i n !~ - u p o f 
e 
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Abolition of tax barriers. - This is a difficult 
assignement, the more so given that Council 
unanimity will still be required in this case. But 
it is vital. How can there possibly be a single 
European market if major differences in indirect 
taxation remain. Di.fferences which cause trade 
distorsions and upset traffic flows. Differences 
which make life difficult for industry and involve 
massive red tape. Why should we go on any longer 
with a state of affairs where it is often as 
complicated to export to a Community country as to 
a non-Community one. Or where differences in tax 
rates and assessment bases interf~re with free and 
fair competiti·on? 
. I should like to give you a few details of where we 
are going. 
Real progress is possible. Do not forget that in 
1987 the twelve member countries, all twelve of· 
them, will have the same system of indirect 
tax-VAT. Surely that shows that decisive action 
can be taken in this exceedingly sensitive field of 
taxation. 
Doing away with frontier checks includes doing away 
with fiscal checks. To make that possible~ the 
Commission will be putting forward proposals, by 
the end of this year, for bringing the levels of 
VAT and excise duties in the Member States closer 
together. The aim is that they should be close 
enough to avoid distorsions of trade when the 
frontiers are removed. That does not mean that we 
will be seeking to impose a single, harmonised rate 
for VAT or for the excise duties. We shall be 
careful to provide flexibility. We will probably 
propose more than one target rate of VAT and will 
certainly allow a margin of fluctuation around 
those target rates. The object is to provide a 
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Community regime which will allow the abolition of 
fiscal frontiers, but which Member States can adapt 
to their individual circumstances. 
In the meantime, the Commission expects the Council 
to do two things : it should agree the proposals 
already in front of 1t for the completion of the 
structure of VAT and the main excise duties; and it 
should adopt the Commission's proposal for a rate 
standstill. The standstill is designed to prevent 
differences in tax rates within the Community from 
increasing further, while at the same time allowing 
Member States to move, if they wish, towards the 
Likely zones· of convergence. · It combines the 
minimum necessary discipline with the maximum 
possible flexibility. 
Opening-up of public contracts is also a key area 
with its own problems. The whole idea runs counter 
to the most time-honoured administrative and 
economic practices. But once again. How could 
there possibly be a single, fluid, moving market if 
it contains insulated pockets representing 10 % of 
Community GDP ? 200 billion Ecus. How can we let 
these compartmented captive markets continue, with 
their dt~f~~i~g technical standards, just when 
European ind us t r y n e e·d s,-. the knock-on effect from 
expanded markets. How can European industry meet 
the world challenge without the big economies of 
scale which give operators the incentive to work 
together and adopt common or mutually compatible 
standards ? For as the Hague European Council 
recognised, there is a close interrelation between 
standardization and the opening-up of public 
contracts. And the achievement of the single 
European market demands that we sweep away the 
impediments arising out of disparate standards, 
different technical rules and divergent national 
specifications. 
e 
e 
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I want to make the point - it serves to highlight 
the complexity of this issue that a number of 
steps have already been taken to get the opening-up 
process going. 
Directives were adopt.ed in the 70s for harmonizing 
award procedures. And the number of tenders 
published in the Community's Official Journal by 
central and local authorities has grown year by 
year. But it has to be said that the impact of 
these directives, on tendering at Community level, 
has been disappointing. Their Letter has too often 
been abused,_and their spirit ignored. 
So what is needed is a new approach. With that end 
in view the Commission has submi·tted to the Council 
a programme for action on three main fronts : 
First, implementation of existing directives, which 
will be updated and amplified; 
Second, providing the Commission with the means to 
act swiftly and simply in connection with tenders; 
Third~ fixing the sectors that will, over time, be 
affeffed by····the···'open'i-ng-up ·of public contracts with 
the active involvmen.t of both the authorities and 
industry. Priorities will be determined according 
to the economic prospect for the sectors and 
whether European standards exist. As you know, the 
present directives do not cover transport, 
telecommunications, energy or water, all sectors in 
which public contracts are of the utmost 
importance. 
Here, then, we have a new approach, calculated to 
help the Community increase the pace. With Council 
decisions, in this field of public contracts, taken 
by majority, as provided in the Single Act. 
·' 
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Given these two priorities for our 1992 target, the 
single European market wi LL begin to take shape. 
The European economic landscape of the future and 
the rules governing it will become clearer. 
The single European market has you as its natural 
supporters. You rightly see it as a major 
precondition for Europe's medium-term economic 
recovery, through the scale it provides, the 
stimulus it will impart, the spur it will give to 
cooperation. We shall be establishing it by 
stages. But there is one area into which I would 
urge you to plunge right away the area ol 
technologicial cooperation. 
Technological cooperation goes ·hand in hand with 
the establishment of the single market. Joint 
research and development schemes;, projects 
involving two or more European countries; the 
framing of common or compatible standards : all 
these are moves to keep up with the world leaders~ 
And they are in Line with the thinking behind th~ 
s .; n g L e ma r k e t • 
' 
It i.,? ... .f.r:-.9,.m ... ,_.~ .. hJ s ···-~.':' g Le that Community research and 
de v e Lop men t ··po Li c·y" · i s so .. re Lev ant and s 6 es sent i a l. 
The content .. of the new R & D programme we have 
submitted to the Counci L of Ministers makes this 
abundantly clear. 
ALL the projects - on information technology, the 
life-blood of the single market; on biotechnologyj 
on the "researchers' Europe" and the rest - all of 
them are trained on the same end and based on the 
same means : meeting common challenges together. 
We are not, repeat not, out to enter into some kind 
of competition with the Member States. We could 
not, in any case, with the budget we have submitted 
' 
e 
,. 
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7.7 billion Ecus (less than 5 billion pounds) 
over five years. Less than 2 X of overall R & D 
expenditure in the Community countries. 
So I have to say that I cannot see why ihe 
Ministers should be s~owing so much indecision over 
t h e f r a me w o r k p r o g r am ni·e • A ft e r a l l , t h e He a d s o f 
State and Government did give technological 
cooperation a priority rating in the Single Act. 
They did provide it with a definite, unambiguous 
structure, the framework programme. And they did 
restate that commitment at The Hague when they said 
the momentum must not be allowed to fall away. 
We are told that the Community programme comes 
e x p e n s i v e • I h a v e j u s t i n d i c.a t e d t h e s c a l e o f 
expenditure. It is the absolute minimum needed to 
·get the Community effort off the ground. 
We hear references to cost-effectiveness. But the 
micro-chip industry people tell us that their 
return on the ESPRIT programme is 400 %. Despite 
the extra cost of cooperation. 
We are said to be bureaucratic. But do people who 
say so know that it taki~, two European officials to 
manage a million pound,;-0f R & D funds, and eight 
offi~ials in the most efficient Member States? 
We are at a time when industrialists, and 
researchers, and academics are turning to us, to 
Europe, and saying they are ready to work together. 
When they look to Brussels to know how they are to 
work and with whom, to meet the challenges of our 
time. I tell you straight out that I do not see 
why, at such a time, the most solemn undertakings 
by the Heads of St~te and Government are not being 
put into effect faster. 
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t sh o u L d l i k e to think that the hesitations and 
doubts that we see at this time are just part of 
that period of questioning, when mdnds are in fact 
finally being made up. 
For, Ladies and Gentl,~en, with the coming of the 
Single Act we are enter.ing a stage from which a 
strong, and more dynamic Europe may spring. 
O p p o r t u n i t i e s l i k e t ·h i s a r e ,r a r e i n h i s t o r y • I t 
may have been a long time coming. But now we have 
; t 
There is nothing in the course oif d:evelopments over 
more than a decade, since the crisis first set in; 
and nothing in the analysis of those developments; 
and nothing in the forecasts we are able to make, 
that invalidates the rightness of the path that we 
have chosen. 
Europe is not a panacea ••• But there can be no cure 
without it. 
Looking ahead 
dynamism, al~ 
in 
our 
Europe. That 
drive must go. 
Everyone has his part to play. 
You have •.. .-,):,····.have. We all have • 
. I 
i s where a l L our 
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Model speech 
THE LARGE EUROPEAN MARKET 
Mr Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, 
First, thank you for this opportunity to talk to you about the broad lines 
and initial results of the Community's action programme to complete 
Europe's internal market by 1992. 
The Commission considers this action programme one of the greatest 
challenges facing the Community now that it has attained its full political 
and geographical stature following the entry of Spain and Portugal last 
year. 
Six years to break down the remaining obstacles to establishment of a 
genuine common market; six years to complete the programme mapped out 
in the Commission's White Paper endorsed by the Heads of State and 
Government a year and a half ago in Milan. 
Obviously, the process started then must be backed up by a sustained 
campaign to alert and mobilize public opinion. This must be targeted on 
economic circles, government authorities and universities, particularly 
the economics, politics and Law faculties. Equally obviously, in 
practice implementation of the action programme mapped out in the White 
Paper will mean more European Legislation for the Member States to 
incorporate into their national Law. 
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These new measures will cover many legal and economic facets of everyday 
life in each Member State: business legislation, technical regulations 
and standards, social regulations, environmental protection legislation, 
administrative procedures, taxation, food health legislation, etc. 
Similarly, the national courts will be called on to rule on secondary 
Community legislation more and more often. This is why it is so 
important to keep people informed, explain what is at stake and debate 
the major issues raised by the 1992 target date, combined with the new 
institutional procedures ushered in by the Single European Act signed last 
year. 
First, though, a brief account of the reasons behind the action programme 
mapped out in the White Paper and of the broad lines of action before I 
venture an initial assessment of the general outlook. 
e 
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I. ESTABLISHMENT OF A UNITED LARGE MARKET: AN INESCAPABLE NEED 
First, why is it essential for the Community to succeed in establishing a 
large market and what are the central objectives of the White Paper? 
The European Community is the largest economic bloc in the world, with a 
population of 320 million. In terms of trade, the Community generates 
21% of world trade, compared with just 15% by the USA and 8% by Japan. 
Yet despite its size, the Community has failed to capitalize on its 
enormous economic and human potential. Today its results lag behind the 
USA's and Japan's on all three of the key determinants of economic 
performance - output, development and application of new technologies, 
and employment/unemployment rates. Indeed, we are even falling further 
behind. There is no denying that the Member States' economic policies 
have been highly successful in certain respects, yet they have still not 
come to grips with the three fundamental problems just named. 
Fragmentation and the lack of a single continental market is the root 
cause of Europe's inadequate economic performance. 
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Continuing compartmentalization of the national markets, each clinging 
to their own specific regulations and barriers, makes it increasingly 
difficult for industry and commerce to operate effectively and denies them 
the economies of scale and large market which are essential if they are 
to remain competitive on world markets. How come, therefore, that 30 years 
after the Treaty of Rome entered into force there is still no genuine 
common market, least of all in goods, despite the wide-ranging harmonization 
achieved in Brussels since 1958. 
I would put much of the blame for the slowdown on the unfavourable economic 
climate which followed the unprecedented economic growth and speedy 
progress of the 1960s. 
Although customs duties have been abolished since 1968, in practice the 
Member States have been covertly building up non-tariff barriers in a bid 
to shield their national markets and industries from the economic recession 
of the 1970s. 
Since the early '80s, however, there has been a distinct change of attitude 
as European industry has gradually become aware that it is essential 
for its survival to have a continental market on which to develop and 
expand its product range. 
e 
e 
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European industry has come to realize that innovation and challenging 
past protectionism are its only hope of becoming truly competitive and 
profitable. 
Consequently, incompletion of the single European market implies heavy 
financial losses and missed opportunities. 
By way of example, the Commission of the European Communities estimates 
that, on average, the remaining administrative barriers to trade within 
the Community give rise to costs equivalent to between 5% and 10% of the 
value of the goods. 
To give another example, persistent recourse to discriminatory practices 
to avoid effectively opening up public contracts in turn costs an 
estimated 40 000 million ECU a year. 
Manufacturers forced by national technical barriers to spread their 
product range cannot always reap the benefits of the lower unit costs 
allowed by longer production runs or pay off the rising cost of basic 
research and development work on new products. 
Another telling symptom is that representatives of European industry and 
commerce were the first to put pressure on their governments to launch 
this major offensive towards fuller economic integration. 
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So much for the economic reasons. Now I must add the political reasons 
for revitalizing construction of the European market. This revival was 
foreshadowed and facilitated by the measures taken to resolve the 
Community's budget problems and to reshape the common agricultural policy. 
One major step in this direction was the signature of the Single European 
Act enshrining a series of improvements to the Treaty of Rome, aimed 
particularly at smoothing the way for the action programme mapped out in 
the White Paper and at opening up, or putting on a more formal basis, 
fresh fields of action for the Community (social policy, R&D, environment 
policy and political cooperation). 
I will say more about this Later. e 
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What then are the chief planks of the programme set out in the White Paper? 
The Commission White Paper, draws a distinction between three separate, yet 
interdependent activities: the removal of physical, technical and fiscal 
barriers. 
Obviously, the internal market cannot be completed at a stroke. This is why 
the White Paper sets a detailed timetable for implementing the Commission 
proposals over the transitional period leading up to 1992 so that the 
adjustments needed in order to remove frontier barriers within the Community 
once and for all are not over abrupt. 
A. Removal of physical barriers 
1. For the man in the street, the frontier barriers and checks are the prime 
example of the persistent divisions within the Community. 
The section of the White Paper on the formalities imposed on private citizens 
calls for abolition of these police and tax formalities. The general idea is 
to bolster the Community's external frontiers. To achieve this, alongside 
closer intergovernmental cooperation on policing, combating terrorism and 
controlling drugs and arms trafficking, the Commission envisages harmonization 
of national legislation, primarily to shape a common visa policy and a common 
~ system for extradition, preventing illegal immigration, etc. 
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Obviously, this is a highly politically sensitive subject on which it will be 
extremely difficult to make progress. Nevertheless, the trend towards greater 
cooperation between the Member States is irresistible. Already a series of 
bilateral agreements have been concluded to implement the first phase of the 
programme by the end of this year, i.e. to facilitate frontier crossings 
within the Connunity. 
I must stress, though, that the Commission is by no means hostile to spot 
checks at frontiers whenever circumstances demand. 
2. Nevertheless, in normal circumstances, frontier checks will have to be 
abolished for goods too. 
For example, an end must be put to the checks on lorry axle weights and 
dimensions and on use of the national quotas which still hamper road transport 
operators. Naturally, the transport quotas themselves must be phased out. 
Equally, there would be no need for systematic safety inspections if all the 
Member States were to adopt the same road safety standards. It must be added 
that a great deal has already been done to simplify the procedure: in 1988 a 
single administrative document will replace the 80 forms currently demanded 
throughout the Comml.rlity before goods can enter different Member States. From 
1992 on the single administrative document will be required only for trade 
with non-Community countries. 
In addition, the White Paper calls for harmonization of national standards to 
allow free movement of live animals, animal products and plant products. This 
too would obviate the need for frontier inspections and replace them by a 
e 
e 
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system of mutual recognition of veterinary and plant health certificates. 
B. Removal of technical barriers 
However ambitious in itself, the objective of creating a Europe without 
frontiers is meaningless if Europeans and European businesses still encounter 
inside the Member States the very barriers which hamper the free movement of 
goods and persons between Member States today. To combat this, the Commission 
is planning proposals to remove these "technical" barriers in line with a 
pre-set timetable. These proposals will cover goods, free movement of workers 
and members of the professions, services (financial services and transport), 
public procurement contracts and capital. 
All I wish to do here is to explain a few points connected with these fields. 
First, what approach has the Commission adopted to remove technical barriers 
on industrial goods and agri-foodstuffs? 
As I mentioned at the start, diverging national public health, safety and 
environmental protection standards and technical regulations severely curtail 
the free movement of goods. 
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In truth, however, a large proportion of these provisions are designed to 
protect the national economies. The Community has already achieved a great 
deal in this field, including technical harmonization of a host of national 
laws by over 200 Community Directives. 
What is more, in 1979 the Court of Justice in Luxembourg made a significant 
contribution with its ruling on the "Cassis de Dijon" liqueur case. 
The principles established by the Court boil down to: any product legally 
manufactured and marketed in one Member State must, in principle, be allowed 
onto the market of any other Member State. 
The Commission White Paper takes this ruling as the starting point for plans 
to evolve a policy putting greater emphasis on Community-wide mutual 
recognition of testing and certification procedures. Wherever this strategy 
proves inappropriate, the Community wi LL apply a new approach to European 
standardization. 
In a nutshell, future harmonization directives in fields warranting European 
standards wi LL merely lay down the basic rules to protect public health, 
safety and the environment. Definition of the technical specifications will 
be left to European standardization institutes, such as the CEN <European 
Committee for Standardization> or CENELEC (in the case of electrical 
appliances). Not only will this save time, enhance efficiency and obviate the 
need for lengthy negotiations amongst the Council experts but also, in the 
future, the standstill arrangements will preclude the creation of any fresh 
obstacles, as provided for by Directive 87/189, thanks to the requirement to 
justify any standards set and to the procedure for the Commission and the 
Member States to examine any harmonization proposals wherever necessary. 
f 
ei 
e 
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The Commission has already sent the Council proposals which would apply the 
new approach to pressure vessels, the composition, packaging and labelling of 
food, and toys. 
Second, what approach has the Commission adopted to remove barriers to the 
freedom of establishment for the self-employed and workers throughout the 
Co•munity? 
Workers can already move freely, apart from Spanish and Portuguese workers 
during the transitional period. Freedom of establishment, however, is 
restricted primari Ly to the medical profession. At the request of the 
European Council, last year the Commission submitted a proposal on the 
introduction of a generally applicable system of mutual recognition of 
qualifications in a LL the profess ions not yet l i be ra l i zed. The Council is 
already considering the matter. The basic idea is to take account of 
university education and experience on the job. 
Third, what is to be done about the freedom to provide services? 
Major initiatives are planned, not only on traditional services (particularly 
transport, banking and insurance> but also on new services (such as 
information marketing, audiovisual services, etc.) Provided the 1992 target 
date is achieved, these measures should generally stimulate this high-growth 
sector of the economy. 
Tangible progress is expected in the transport sector too. Sea-going shipping 
services are to be deregulated next year, inland freight in 1988 too and 
passenger services by road in 1989. 
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The White Paper also announces greater liberalization of financial services 
such as banking and insurance. Proposals on non-life insurance have been 
tabled already. Motor insurance will be opened up by 1989. And the obstacles 
to life insurance services will be removed in 1991. Clearly, this 
deregulation of financial services will have to be backed up by an appropriate 
monetary policy aiming primarily at making the European Monetary System work 
smoothly and at removing all exchange controls. 
One other big field sti LL shielded by massive technical barriers between 
Member States is the public procurement market which, alone, generates 10-15% 
of the Community's GDP. The stati~tics show that little is being done to 
apply the two Directives already introduced to produce more transparen~ 
tendering procedures. 
The White Paper lists measures to remedy the discriminatory practices pursued 
in the Member States, including improvements in the existing Directives, more 
vigorous enforcement of the existing provisions and extension of them to four 
new areas: energy, transport, water supply and telecommunications. 
Last but not least, steps must be taken to create conditions and an 
environment favouring greater cooperation between businesses. Cooperation of 
this kind would strengthen the industrial and commercial fabric of the 
internal market. Small and medium-sized undertakings would benefit 
particularly from this move, because their size leaves them particularly 
sensitive to their general environment. All too often, they are deterred by 
the existing obstacles. 
e 
e 
e 
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C. Removal of fiscal barriers 
Taxation is one of the areas where the consequences of the 1992 objective are 
likely to be felt most. The high point of the efforts to harmonize indirect 
taxation came in 1977 with the adoption of a common basis of assess•ent for 
value added tax (VAT> by the Council. Since then very little progress has 
been made. Still the Member States apply different indirect taxation (VAT and 
customs duty) rates and some have more rates than others. 
considerably distort competition. 
These differences 
As long as such major differences between the national indirect taxation 
systems persist, it will be impossible to remove frontier checks, since the 
Member States will wish to see for themselves that all the duties demanded by 
their national system have been paid on any goods imported. Consequently, 
before frontiers and frontier inspections can be ended, a Community clearing 
house system will have to be set up, together with a system for linking bonded 
customs warehouses and extensive approximation of indirect taxation. 
Of course, any such approximation will encounter opposition and difficulties 
in the Member States. The Commission is well aware of the budgetary, economic 
and social problems which harmonization of indirect taxation could unleash in 
certain Member States. It will have to grant temporary exemptions. 
Nevertheless, it intends to keep up the pressure on the Member States to adopt 
the harmonization measures needed to complete the internal market and make it 
work properly. 
In the relatively short time since it was submitted, the White Paper has 
spectacularly revitalized the Council's deliberations on the Commission's 
proposals, even if a few causes for concern persist. 
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In the second part of my talk I will therefore turn to the progress made on 
implementing the action programme and to the new working methods adopted by 
the Council and Parliament. 
2. Progress made 
Since the White Paper was submitted in June 1985, satisfactory progress has 
been made on the right of establishment for architects, pharmacists and 
general practitioners and on the free movement of capital and securities. In 
particular, a key proposal has been adopted on deregulation of a variety of 
operations connected with the movement of capital. And the outlook is 
promising, as the new approach to standardization is applied to specific cases 
<such as pressure vessels) and a system for mutual recognition of testing and 
certification procedures is put into place. 
Similarly, the newly-established highly flexible legal structure known as the 
"European Economic Interest Grouping" will facilitate cooperation between 
businesses in different Member States. 
One final point to note is the adoption of the COMETT programme by the Council 
to form a bridge between universities and businesses. 
On the debit side, however, very few decisions have been taken on transport, 
despite the new political will and the speeding-up of work in this field since 
the Court of Justice ruling. 
e 
e 
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By contrast, the Council has paid little attention to taxation. Work on this 
subject was virtually suspended, pending the report by the ad hoc working 
party, until the Council meeting on financial affairs on 16 June 1986. In 
response to this report the Council cal led on the Commission to submit the 
proposals needed for the internal market to work smoothly. The central 
proposals were submitted in December 1986 or early January 1987. Within the 
Council, although the Council working party has resumed work, only one modest 
proposal has been adopted so far. The working party has yet to consider the 
standstill proposals which form the centre-piece of the new Commission 
approach. 
Finally, although the Council has considerably speeded up its work on 
agriculture, plant health, animal health and agri-foodstuffs remain the areas 
with by far the longest backlogs. The same applies within the Commission too, 
where there have been lengthy delays in drafting proposals. 
And the same three fields raise the problem of delegation of powers to the 
Commission. 
3. Improved decision-making procedures 
Despite the delays mentioned, the White Paper has injected a fresh impetus 
which has appreciably speeded up the drafting of proposals by the Commission 
and discussion of the proposals by the Council. One prime example of this 
fresh political will was the package of decisions adopted by the internal 
market Council on 1 December 1986, including measures covering commercial 
agents, pharmaceutical products, semi-conductors, standardization of 
information technology and telecommunications and the new directive on public 
contracts. 
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In a parallel development, in June 1985 the Council improved its working 
methods by introducing a rolling programme based on the White Paper and 
jointly agreed by the President in office and his two successors. The aim of 
this procedure is to achieve greater continuity and deploy efforts more 
efficiently. In addition, in October 1986 the Council decided to set up a 
high-level coordination group to prepare special sessions on the internal 
market more thoroughly and help find a compromise. 
Another point to note is the importance of the Single European Act to 
completing the internal market. The new decision-making procedures originally 
planned to enter into force in January 1987 should expedite work within the 
Council and make it possible to catch up on the backlog and keep to the 1992 
deadline. 
Without entering into all the details of the Single Act here, the plan is for 
the Council to switch to qualified majority voting on most internal market 
issues. Once the Act enters into force, following ratification by Ireland, it 
will affect roughly two thirds of the measures sketched in the White Paper. 
But measures affecting the professions and tax harmonization will still 
require a unanimous vote. Admittedly, there has been criticism of the limited 
progress made in the Single Act and of the risks inherent _ in some of the 
provisions. For instance, even after the Council has adopted a harmonization 
measure by qualified majority, Member States are still free to apply different 
national provisions under exceptional circumstances warranted by certain 
important requirements, albeit under the supervision of the Commission and the 
Court of Justice. 
e 
e 
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Finally, the Single Act introduces a cooperation procedure to give Parliament 
a greater say in European law-making in a variety of fields, including the 
internal market. Although the procedure will leave the Commission the right 
of initiative, it will give Parliament a direct influence on the Council's 
Decision; although it will still be for the Council to take the final 
decision, it will be more difficult for the Council to reach a decision 
ignoring any amendments proposed. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Cautious optimism. 
Delays have occurred. 
Keep up the pace within the Council and allow greater delegation of power from 
the Council to the Commission, particularly in the case of adaptation of 
existing Community legislation to technical progress. 
Mobilize public opinion behind this common challenge, as indicated in the 
White Paper. Europe is at the crossroads. Either it must press ahead firmly 
and resolutely or it must settle for mediocrity. 
Let there be no doubt that the future of the Community depends largely on its 
ability to complete the internal market. 
e 
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INCENTIVES TO "BUY NATIONAL" 
THE "BUY IRISH" CAMPAIGN 
The barrier to trade 
The Irish Government funded an advertising campaign to 
promote the sale and use of Irish products, with the aim of 
reducing the volume of imports. 
Community rule infringed 
Article 30 of the EEC Treaty. 
In its Directive 70/50/EEC the Commission classed "recommen-
dations" among "measures" within the meaning of Article 30 
et seq by including them in the definition "any instruments 
issuing from a public authority which, while not legally 
binding on the addressees thereof, cause them to pursue a 
certain conduct". 
Even where these recommendations are not cast in the form 
of binding acts and do not legally bind their addressees, 
the latter feel compelled to comply for a whole series of 
reasons, ranging from respect for or obedience to authority 
or fear of unpleasant consequences to the appeal to civic 
duty, patriotism, etc. 
Action taken and impact on the internal market 
In its judgment of 24 November 1982 in Case 249/81, the Court 
said that the advertising campaign to promote the sale and 
purchase of national goods launched by a government and car-
ried out with its assistance has an effect comparable to that 
resulting from government acts which are binding. "Such a 
practice cannot escape the prohibition laid down by Article 
30 of the Treaty solely because it is not based on decisions 
which are binding upon undertakings. Even measures adopted 
by the government of a Member State which do not have binding 
effect may be capable of influencing the conduct of traders 
and consumers in that State " 
The Commission initiated an infringement procedure under 
Article 169 of the EEC Treaty, and the Court found against 
the Irish campaign. Similar procedures have been initiated 
against other Member State, which have since put an end to 
the infringements involved. 
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The ban on reconunendations to "buy national", which the 
Conunission has unremittently pursued every time such a recom-
mendation has come to its knowledge, is an effective weapon 
against these subtle expression of neo-protectionism, 
suggesting an appeal to nationalism and self-sufficiency, 
which are the very negation of the Conununity ideal and risk 
stirring up national prejudices based on the origin of a 
product. 
"Buy national" campaign are still running and are the 
subject of complaints and infringement procedures (including 
Infringement A 467/86 Ireland (cement) and complaint 177/87 
United Kingdom (Sizewell B)). 
e 
e 
e 
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DISCRIMINATION IN THE GRANT OF FINANCIAL SUBSIDIES 
BY ITALY FOR THE PURCHASE OF VEHICLES BY 
TRANSPORT AUTHORITIES 
The barrier to trade 
Under Italian law central government subsidies may be 
granted for the purchase of vehicles by public transport 
authorities. The subsidies amount to 20% of the price of 
the vehicles purchased. 
These subsidies are granted only if the vehicles purchased 
are of Italian manufacture. 
Community rules infringed 
Provisions of this sort infringe the EEC Treaty rules 
concerning the free movement of goods within the Community 
(Article 30 EEC}. They cannot be justified on any of the 
grounds provided for in Article 36 or for any of the reasons 
considered by the Court in past judgments as "imperative 
requirements". 
These provisions discourage the purchase of vehicles imported 
from other Member States and indirectly encourage the purchase 
of vehicles produced in Italy, in that the public ytansport 
authorities cannot claim the subsidies unless they buy vehicles 
made in Italy. 
Commun·ity ·action taken and impact on the internal market 
The Commission brought the matter to the Court under Article 
169 EEC. In its judgment delivered on 5 June 1986 the Court 
uphold the Commission's position and declared that Italy had 
failed to meet its obligations. 
When this judgment is put into effect - and the Commission 
will not fail to ensure that it is - the public transport 
authorities in Italy will enjoy the same conditions for pur-
chase and subsidy whatever the origin (Community or national} 
of the vehicles. The legal and economic conditions will thus 
apply to ensure that the selection is made in accordance with 
non-discriminatory objective criteria. 
The Italian authorities have given an assurance that the 
disputed condition will no longer be applied pending its 
repeal by a law how tabled. 
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NATIONAL CERTIFICATION PROCEDURES AND DUPLICATION 
OF INSPECTIONS REQUIRED BY SEVERAL MEMBER STATES 
The barrier to trade 
In some Member States the marketing of certain products is 
subject to a compulsory certification procedure. The purpose 
of such a procedure is first to check the conformity of a 
model with national technical requirements, and secondly to 
check the conformity of mass-produced products with the 
model approved. The result is to compel manufacturers in 
other Member States to adapt their products to these technical 
requirements and to prevent the importation of products law-
fully manufactured in those States in accordance with tech-
nical specifications which are different from those in force 
in the country of destination. 
In most cases the procedure implies that access to a national 
market is subject to inspections, tests or analyses when simi-
lar or equivalent inspections or analyses have already been 
carried out in the exporting country. 
Certification can take several forms: type approval, authorization, 
model approval, type examination, inspection of conformity and 
so on. 
Community rule infringed 
For products lawfully manufactured in other Member States, 
the very principle of a compulsory certification procedure 
based solely on national technical specifications is contrary 
to Article 30 of the EEC Treaty. 
In its communication on the "Cassis de Dijon" judgment, the 
Commission said: 
"The principles deduced by the Court imply that a Member 
State may not in principle prohibit the sale in its 
territory of a product lawfully produced and marketed in 
another Member State even if the product is produced 
according to technical or quality requirements which 
differ from those imposed on its domestic products. Where 
a product 'suitably and satisfactorily' fulfils the 
legitimate objective of a Member State's own rules 
(public safety, protection of the consumer or the 
environment,etc.), the importing country cannot justify 
prohibiting its sale in its territory by claiming that 
the way it fulfils the objective is different from that 
imposed on domestic products." 
e 
e 
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Nevertheless, for products which are hazardous for human 
health or life the Court accepts that the Member State 
importing products lawfully manufactured in another Member 
State maintains a "watching brief" before the products are 
first marketed. The way in which this right is exercised 
must not constitute a disguised restriction on trade within 
the meaning of the last sentence of Article 36 of the EEC 
Treaty. Account must also be taken of the principle referred 
to above, namely the acceptance of products manufactured in 
accordance with technical requirements that are different 
from, but as safe as, those in force in the importing Member 
State. Account must also be taken of the principles deduced 
by the Court in its judgment of 17 December 1981 in Case 
272/80 {Biologische Producten), to the effect that the 
authorities of the importing State are not entitled to 
require without good reason technical or chemical analyses 
or laboratory tests where the same analyses and tests have 
already been carried out in another Member State and the 
results are available to the authorities and can be transmit-
ted to them upon request. 
Action taken and impact on the internal market 
On the basis of these principles the Commission has attacked 
a wide range of national provisions providing for compulsory 
certification or involving "duplicated inspections". It ensures 
strict compliance with these principles, especially as regards 
draft technical rules notified to it by the member States in 
accordance with the "notification" Directive 189/83. 
By applying these principles the Commission can take thorough-
going action towards "the mutual recognition of inspections, 
tests and analyses carried out" in other Member States which 
certify that a product meets requirements that are equivalent 
{not least as regards safety) to those required in the importing 
country. 
This is a fundamental principle spelt out in the White Paper 
on completing the internal market. 
The results achieved by the Commission so far are promising 
and make this legal approach an effective instrument in the 
service of the 1992 objective. 
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BAN ON THE SALE IN GERMANY OF MEAT-BASED TRADITIONAL 
PRODUCTS FROM OTHER MEMBER STATES 
The barrier to trade 
Under Sections 4 and 5 of the German decree "Fleischverordnung", 
meat-based products may not be marketed if they contain certain 
ingredients. 
As a result, typical products from other Member States such 
as French pate cannot be sold in Germany if they contain, for 
example, milk or milk products, or eggs or egg products. 
Community rule infringed 
The German provisions are an infringement of Article 30 of 
the EEC Treaty, which enshrines the principle of the free 
movement of goods lawfully manufactured or marketed in a 
Member State. These provisions are not justified for any 
reason to do with public health or consumer protection or 
fair commercial dealings. 
By keeping national markets walled off from each other, natio-
nal rules of this type run counter to the completion of the 
large single market, since typical national products, for 
example, cannot be marketed in all Member States. The results 
are twofold: fewer outlets for trade and industry, and a narrower 
choice of products for consumers. 
Comm:un·ity action taken and impact on the internal market 
The Court has repeatedly confirmed, in cases concerning 
"Cassis de Dijon", bread, liqueurs and vinegar, that a ban 
on marketing products lawfully manufactured in other Member 
States constitutes in principle a barrier to trade. 
The very concept of a common market means that products can 
move freely without any artifical walling off of national 
markets. By ensuring respect for the principle of the free 
movement of goods, in this case meat-based products, the 
Commission affords German consumers the opportunity to dis-
cover the culinary delights of other parts of the Community. 
A large number of similar provisions in almost all the other 
Member States concerning typical food products lawfully manu-
factured in a Community country have been abolished following 
action by the Commission. 
e 
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The Commission considers that Community consumers will be 
the better protected when they are free to choose among a very 
wide and varied range of products of every origin, and can 
thereby discover and appreciate products from other Member 
States as "made and marketed". 
This is a good way of enabling Community citizens to under-
stand the practical meaning and effect of the great internal 
market, a primary Community objective, and to benefit from 
the advantages it offers. 
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COMPULSORY MARKING OF PRODUCT ORIGIN IN THE UNITED KINGDOM 
The barrier to trade 
The United Kingdom required that the country of origin of 
certain products (clothing, household appliances, etc.) should 
be shown on the packaging or at the point of sale. 
Community rule infringed 
Compulsory marking of country of origin on products is 
contrary to Article 30/EEC. It cannot be justified on grounds 
of consumer protection, the Court having stipulated that consu-
mers are equally well protected if it is left to the manufacturer 
to state the country of origin on the product if he wishes. 
Origin marking or information is designed to enable consumers 
to distinguish between home-produced products and imported 
products and thus act according to any prejudice they may 
have against the imported products. As the Court has also 
emphasised, compulsory marking of origin within the common 
market handicaps imported products and makes them more difficult 
to sell. 
Community action taken and impact on the internal market 
The Commission initiated an infringement procedure under 
Article 169/EEC. In its judgment of 25 April 1985 in Case 
207/83 the Court found against this stipulation by the United 
Kingdom. Thr legislation concerned was abolished and the file 
is now closed. 
Similar provisions in other Member States have been abolished 
following action by the Commission. 
Abolition of the "made in" requirement promotes economic inter-
penetration in the Community by facilitating the sale of goods 
produced in accordance with a division of labour among Member 
States. 
The Trade Descriptions Act 1972 requiring that the country of 
origin be shown when a product manufactured outside the United 
Kingdom is sold under a brand name registered in the United 
Kingdom is now being repealed, under a Bill now before the 
House of Commons. 
e 
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BAN ON THE IMPORTATION OF MEAT PRODUCTS INTO 
THE UNITED KINGDOM 
The barrier to trade 
In September 1981 the United Kingdom introduced regulations 
restricting imports of poultrymeat and other poultry products 
into the United Kingdom from all Member States except Ireland 
and Denmark. 
Community rule infringed 
Article 30 of the EEC Treaty. The reason adduced (human and 
animal health protection) cannot be validly founded on Arti-
cle 36. 
Damage to the internal market: these regulations closed the 
United Kingdom market to poultrymeat and other poultry 
products from other Member States. 
The measure's main effect was to stop imports of French poultry, 
which was selling at very attractive prices just before Christ-
mas 1981. 
Action taken and impact on the internal market 
The Commission initiated an infringement procedure under 
Article 169 of the EEC Treaty against the United Kingdom, 
and the Court held that the regulations were not compatible 
with Community law and constituted a disguised restriction 
on trade between Member States. 
Restrictions on imports of poultrymeat and poultry products 
into t.he United Kingdom were accordingly lifted and a major 
protectionist barrier to trade between Member States was 
abolished. 
The French producers instituted proceedings for damages for 
loss of sales resulting from the import ban. The case was 
closed when the UK Government paid~ 3.5 million. 
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BANS ON THE SALE IN GERMANY AND GREECE OF BEER 
FROM OTHER MEMBER STATES 
The barrier to trade 
Both Germany and Greece have "purity laws" for beer. These 
laws provide that beer may be manufactured solely from four 
ingredients: hops, malted barley, yeast and water. In all the 
other Member States a large proportion of beer production 
uses other raw materials such as maize and barley and certain 
additives such as preserving, colouring, foaming agents, etc. 
This means that many traditional types of beer lawfully manufac-
tured and marketed in other Member States are not allowed to 
be sold in Germany and Greece if they contain additives. 
Foreign types of beer manufactured from raw materials other 
than malted barley may be marketed, but may not be called 
"beer". 
Community rule infringed 
The German and Greek provisions on beer are incompatible with 
Article 30/EEC. By refusing to allow traditional beers from 
other Member States to be called "beer" because they are 
produced from raw materials other than malted barley, the 
Greek and German authorities are reserving a generic name 
solely for products made under a national method of manufac-
ture and they are disparaging traditional products from other 
Member States, which mau be marketed but not under the name 
of beer. The absolute ban on using any additive whatsoever 
in the manufacture of beer, although based on public health 
reasons, is obviously excessive. In past judgments the Court 
has stated that Member States may in principle extend a ban 
on additives in foodstuffs to imported products, provided 
that waivers are granted where the use of additives is 
justified by a real need and they do not present any risk 
for human health. 
Action taken and impact on the internal market 
The Commission initiated infringement procedures under Article 
30 against Germany and Greece and brought a case to the Court 
in 1984 under Article 169. 
In its judgment of 12 March 1987 the Court agreed with the 
Commission in every respect. It said that a Member State's 
legislation should not, in effect, crystallize consumer habits 
and reinforce the acquired advantage of the national industries 
serving them. This action by the Commission should open up 
access to the german and greek markets to producers in other 
Community Member States and thus enable German and Greek con-
sumers to discover the beers of other Member States. 
e 
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UHT MILK: LICENSING AND REPROCESSING CONDITIONS 
The barrier to trade 
Over a long period the United Kingdom enforced a variety of 
restrictions on the importation and marketing of UHT milk 
and cream. This involved a compulsory import licence and, in 
effect, compulsory reprocessing of imported UHT milk. 
Community rule infringed 
Article 30 of the EEC Treaty: the United Kingdom tried to 
justify its requirements on health protection grounds, but 
the measures were out of proportion to the aim in view and 
therefore could not be justified under Article 36 (in that 
there were more suitable health protection methods that 
were less restrictive for intra-Community trade). 
Import licences have long been regarded as a formality that 
is incompatible with Community law. Even when it was argued 
that the United Kingdom authorities were flexible in granting 
licences, the Court confirmed that the free movement of goods 
was a right, enjoyment of which could not depend on any 
discretionary power or concession granted by national autho-
rities. Making this formality compulsory slowed down the 
marketing of milk and needlessly increased costs for importers. 
Community action taken and impact on the internal market 
The Commission initiated an infringement procedure under 
Article 169: the Court found against the UK measures, deeming 
them to be disproportionate and an unjustified barrier in 
trade between Member States. 
Imports of UHT milk were liberalized and substantial markets 
were opened for EEC products. British consumers will hence-
forth be free to choose between milk as traditionally bought 
and products from other Community countries. 
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RESTRICTIONS ON PARALLEL IMPORTS OF CARS INTO ITALY 
The barrier to trade 
Pre-tax prices vary widely from one Community country to 
another. For several years prices have been on average 20 
to 30% higher in Italy and the United Kingdom than in Belgium 
or the Netherlands for example. This has naturally encouraged 
"parallel imports" of cars. When parallel imports of cars into 
Italy were running at about 7 500 vehicles per month, the 
Italian authorities unilaterally introduced stricter regis-
tration conditions for parallel-import cars by first requiring 
authentication and official certification of the documents 
issued in the country where the vehicle was purchased, and then 
production of a "certificate of origin" issued by the make's 
representative in Italy. In practice the latter document turned 
out to be very difficult to obtain and parallel imports had 
almost entirely ceased by March 1985. 
Community rule infringed 
"Parallel imports" are characteristic of any open internal 
market. If prices vary in different parts of the Community, 
consumers in a region with higher prices will understandably 
make their purchases in areas with lower prices, or dealers 
will obtain goods where they are cheaper and sell them where 
they are dearer. The Court and the Commission have therefore 
always made sure that the possibility of parallel imports 
should not be threatened either by the types of action by 
undertakings banned by Articles 85 and 86 of the EEC Treaty 
(competition rules) or by government measures prohibited by 
Articles 30 to 36 (free movement of goods). 
In the case in point, the formalities introduced suddenly 
and unilaterally by the Italian authorities were clearly 
incompatible with Articles 30 to 36, as they made it diffi-
cult or impossible to register parallel-import cars. 
Action taken and impact on the internal market 
As soon as it learned that parallel imports of cars into 
Italy had been blocked, the Commission initiated an infringe-
ment procedure under Article 169/EEC. When the Italian 
authorities did not comply with the Commission's reasoned 
opinion, it at once took the matter to the Court with a 
request for immediate provisional measures. By order of 7 
June 1985 the President of the Court ordered Italy to suspend, 
until the Court had decided on the substance of the case, 
e 
e 
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the measures which made it virtually impossible to register 
parallel import vehicles. Thanks to the Commission's prompt 
action, parallel imports resumed at once and are now being 
carried out normally. As to the substance, the compatibility 
of the Italian measures with Article 30 to 36/EEC, the case 
is still before the court. 
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BAN ON THE MARKETING IN BELGIUM OF MARGARINE 
FROM OTHER MEMBER STATES 
The barrier to trade 
It was stipulated by law that margarine and cooking fat 
could not be marketed in Belgium except in square packets. 
The idea was to prevent any confusion in the minds of 
consumers between butter and margarine. As there were no laws 
in the other Member States (except France) requiring that 
margarine be put up in square packets, margarine brands 
lawfully manufactured and marketed in a different shape 
in other Member States could not be imported into Belgium. 
If a manufacturer from another Member State wished to export 
margarine to Belgium in compliance with Belgian law, he was 
obliged to purchase entirely new wrapping and packaging 
machinery in order to meet Belgian requirements. As a result, 
little margarine was imported into Belgium at that time, even 
though margarine prices were considerably higher in Belgium 
than in the other Member States. 
Community rule infringed 
Although the Belgian law imposing square packets for marga-
rine applied to domestic and imported products alike, it never-
theless constituted a measure having an effect equivalent to 
a quantitative restriction on imports incompatible with 
Article 30/EEC, in that it prevented the importing and 
marketing in Belgium of margarine lawfully manufactured and 
marketed in other Member States in a different shape. 
It was clear in this case that concern for consumer protection 
and information did not justify a measure which so heavily 
restricted trade, since proper labelling would have been 
sufficient. 
Action taken and impact on the internal market 
The question whether the Belgian rules imposing square 
packets for margarine were compatible with Community law 
was referred to the Court for a preliminary ruling (Judgment 
of 10 November 1982 in Case 261/81, Rau v De Smedt). The 
Court clearly stated that applying legislation requiring a 
particular form of packaging in one Member State to margarine 
imported from another Member State in which it was lawfully 
produced and marketed constituted a measure having an effect 
equivalent to a quantitative restriction within the meaning 
of Article 30/EEC, since consumers could be adequately protected 
and informed by means less restrictive of the freedom of trade. 
e 
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Following this judgment the Commission asked the Belgian, 
French and German authorities to stop imposing certain 
types of packaging for margarine imported from other Member 
States. This case clearly shows how the abolition of barriers 
to trade under Article 30 can be a flexible tool in the 
service of the full internal market. It had even been 
suggested in some quarters that national laws on margarine 
would have to be harmonized so that it could move freely 
throughout the Community! Consumers should also be well 
pleased: henceforth they have the choice between the marga-
rines of several countries, which should have a favourable 
impact on prices. 
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OBLIGATION TO HAVE A REGISTERED OFFICE IN GERMANY 
IN ORDER TO MARKET MEDICINAL PRODUCTS 
The barrier to trade 
The German law on trade in medicinal products provided that 
pharmaceuticals could not be marketed except by pharmaceutical 
firms having a registered office on the territory of the 
Federal Republic. This provision was a barrier to intra-
community trade in that it compelled pharmaceutical firms 
established in other member countries to incur the costs of 
becoming established in Germany and thus made access to the 
German market more difficult or even impossible for some 
undertakings, especially small and medium-sized enterprises. 
Community rule infringed 
This type of measure is incompatible with Article 30/EEC 
because it hinders imports from other Member States and is 
not justified on grounds of protection of human health and 
life within the meaning of Article 36/EEC. There is a· 
harmonized Community procedure (Directive 65/65/EEC) for 
marketing medicinal products: all necessary public health 
guarantees can be ensured under this procedure without there 
being any need for the firm marketing the products to be 
established on the territory of the Member State concerned. 
Community action taken 
The Commission initiated an infringement procedure under 
Article 30/EEC against the German Government and brought the 
matter before the Court of Justice. The Court in its judgment 
upheld the Commission's view: the obligation to have a repre-
sentative established in the importing country is incompatible 
with Article 30/EEC and cannot be justified under Article 36/ 
EEC. 
Similar provisions in other Member States have been abolished 
following the Commission's action. 
This action by the Commission is firmly in line with the aim 
of creating a large internal market and it is far from symbolic. 
For small and medium-sized firms and for parallel importers, 
the obligation to be established or have a representative in 
a country can be an insuperable obstacle to access to that 
country's market. 
_, 
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RESTRICTIONS APPLIED BY ITALY CONCERNING PAYMENT 
FOR IMPORTED GOODS 
The barrier to trade 
The rules in Italy provided that advance payments for goods 
to be imported were subject to the lodging, by the importer, 
of deposits or a bank security to the order of the Italian 
foreign exchange office. Every payment was regarded as an 
"advance" payment if it was made before the importer had 
disposal of the goods. In international trade practice, this 
form of payment is common and quite customary. The bank 
carrying out the operation was required to pay the amount 
of the deposit into a current account without interest in the 
name of the importer, this account being blocked in favour of 
the Italian exchange office. 
The deposit or bank guarantee was set at 5% of the equivalent 
in Lire of the payments to be made in advance and was required 
for imports of a value above LIT 10 million. 
Failing proof that importation had taken place within the 
time limit laid down (30 days after the advance payment) the 
Ministry for Foreign Trade confiscated all or part of the 
deposit or enforced the recovery of the bank guarantee for 
transfer to the treasury. 
Community rules infringed 
These rules were certainly contrary to Article 30 EEC. The 
obligation to pay a deposit into a non-interest-bearing 
account or to lodge a bank guarantee when the goods imported 
into Italy had been paid for before they were released for 
home use, in conjunction with the obligation to import those 
goods within a fixed period subject to loss of the deposit 
if the deadline was exceeded, imposed on the importer very 
heavy charges which did not attach to national transactions. 
Such rules acted as a deterrent to dealings with other 
Community countries and encouraged operators to make their 
purchases in Italy. 
Action taken and impact on the internal market 
The Court delivered two judgments on 9 June 1982 (Joined 
Cases 206, 207, 209 and 210/80 and 95/81) on two cases 
concerning the Italian rules in question (one submitted by an 
Italian Court under Article 177 EEC and the other by the Com-
mission under Article 169 EEC. 
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In both judgments the Court declared the Italian provisions 
to be contrary to Community law. 
Italy has since complied with the Court's judgment. 
Lifting these restrictions on payments placed national 
transactions and transactions with businesses elsewhere in 
the Community on an equal footing, allowing traders to make 
their purchases in conditions of competition proper to an 
internal market. 
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MINIMUM PETROL PRICES (FRANCE} 
The barrier to trade 
Under a French law minimum retail prices were fixed for 
motor fuels, mainly based on selling prices in French 
refineries. 
Community rule infringed 
This provision infringed the principle of the free movement 
of goods and could not be justified on consumer protection 
grounds (Articles 30 et seq. EEC}. It was detrimental to 
imported goods by preventing them from freely competing on 
the market on the basis of more favourable cost prices. 
Community action taken and impact on the internal market 
The case was referred to the Court of Justice for a prelimi-
nary ruling by a French court. The Commission had argued 
before the eourt that the rule violated the principle of the 
free movement of goods by discouraging imported products. In 
its judgment of 29 January 1985 (Case 231/83} the Court agreed 
with the Commission. 
France complied with the Court's judgment by liberalizing 
the rules on petrol prices. 
Similar provisions in other Member States concerning various 
products have been abolished following Community action. The 
effects of abolition are plain to see: 
- importers can now sell products imported from other Member 
States at more competitive prices; 
- consumers can find petrol at prices lower than the previous 
minimum prices and thus fully benefit from the effects of 
liberalizing the market in the Community. 
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TAX ADVANTAGES FOR NEWSPAPER PUBLISHERS USING 
FRENCH PRINTING FIRMS 
The barrier to trade 
Under a French tax law, certain tax reliefs (deductions 
from taxable profits) were withheld from publishers who 
had their publications (newspapers and magazines concerned 
mainly with politics) printed abroad. 
Community rule infringed 
This measure was contrary to the principle of the free 
movement of goods (Articles 30 et seq. EEC). It discouraged 
imports of newspapers or magazines printed in other Member 
States by encouraging newspaper publishers to use French 
printing firms for their publication. 
Community action taken and impact on the internal market 
Having received several complaints from other Member States, 
the Commission initiated an infringement procedure against 
France which led to a judgment by the Court of Justice on 
7 May 1985 (Case 18/84). 
France complied with the judgment by abolishing the measure 
in question. 
French newspaper publishers can now have their publications 
printed in other Member States without losing the tax reliefs 
in question. This outcome should therefore be to the advantage 
of printing firms in other Member States. 
e 
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UNWARRANTED OR EXCESSIVE CUSTOMS PENALTIES 
The barrier to trade 
Some penalties imposed by customs officials in various 
Member States are unwarranted or out of proportion to 
the offences committed. Such penalties often take the 
form of fines but also sometimes confiscation. 
Community rule infringed 
Such penalties are contrary to the principle of the free 
movement of goods (Articles 30 et seq. EEC) as interpreted 
by the Court in several judgments, for they are a hindrance 
or downright discouragement to imports. 
Community action taken and impact on the internal market 
When it receives complaints from traders or private individuals, 
the Commission approaches the national authorities and often 
obtains a reduction or even a full refund of the fines 
imposed or restoration to the owners of the items confiscated. 
The Court has disallowed excessive penalties in such judgments 
as those handed in Cases 41/76 and 52/77. 
The publicity received by some of these cases has enabled 
a growing number of traders and individuals to benefit by 
the Commission's action. In this way the Commission can fulfil 
to greater effect its role of protecting the legitimate rights 
and interests which every citizen enjoys by belonging to the 
Community. 
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A PREFERENTIAL POSTAGE RATE RESERVED 
FOR CERTAIN CATEGORIES OF NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS, 
IMPEDING THE CIRCULATION IN FRANCE OF PUBLICATIONS 
FROM OTHER MEMBER STATES 
The barrier to trade 
Under the postal and telecommunications code a preferential 
postage rate was granted to French newspapers and periodicals, 
and to foreign publications provided that they were posted in 
France and that reciprocal advantages were granted in the 
country of origin. 
This meant that newspapers and periodicals published and 
printed in another Member State and posted in France could 
not claim the preferential rate and were thus accorded less 
favourable treatment than French publications. 
Community rule infringed 
Such provisions infringe the principle of the free movement 
of goods set out in Articles 30 to 36 EEC and confirmed by 
the Court's judgments, in that they made it more difficult 
to circulate in France publications from other Member States. 
The argument that readers would not choose according to cost 
did not justify maintaining these measures against the 
principle of free movement. 
Action taken and impact on the internal market 
The Commission consequently brought an action before the 
Court of Justice for failure to comply with Article 30 EEC, 
which led to the judgment of 14 March 1985 (Case 269/83) in 
which the Court found against France. 
The resulting extension of the preferential postage rate to 
publications from other Member States permits their unres-
tricted circulation in France on a competitive basis as 
regards subscription costs and thus widens the choice available 
to readers, who can thereby benefit from the advantages 
stemming from the opening up of the internal market. 
\, 
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RESTRICTIONS ON ACCESS TO PUBLIC SUPPLY CONTRAC'l'S IN GREECE 
The barrier to trade 
Several invitations to tender for public or quasi-public 
contracts in Greece state that only Greek products may be 
proposed. In other cases, the authority awarding contracts 
is required, when considering the tenders, to apply a price 
increase coefficient to imported products. 
Community rule infringed 
This sort of practice infringes the principle of the free 
movement of goods (Article 30/EEC} and cannot be justified 
under Article 36/EEC (for example on grounds of public policy} 
or for any of the reasons which the Court of Justice has in 
the past considered as imperative requirements (such as 
consumer protection or a reduction in public expenditure} 
or under any derogation clause whatsoever. 
The result of such practices is that products from other 
Member States are excluded from a large part of the Greek 
market; in other cases where access to public or quasi-public 
contracts is not entirely prohibited, imported products 
cannot be sold unless their price is considerably lower than 
that of Greek products. 
Action taken and impact on the internal market 
The Commission has brought an action before the Court of 
Justice under Article 169/EEC. 
A judgment confirming the Commission's position would open 
up public and quasi-public contracts in Greece to the products 
of other Member States under the same conditions as Greek 
products. 
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LOANS FOR THE PURCHASE OF AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY 
IN GREECE SUBJECT TO A "BUY NATIONAL" CONDITION 
The barrier to trade 
Loans from the Agricultural Bank, the principal financing 
institution in this field, for the purchase of agricultural 
machinery are available only for machines manufactured in 
Greece (where they exist). 
Community rule infringed 
This practice infringes the principle of the free movement 
of goods (Article 30/EEC) and cannot be justified under Ar-
ticle 36/EEC, for example on public health grounds, not for 
any of the reaons accepted by the Court of Justice as 
imperative requirements, such as the reduction of public 
expenditure. 
The result of this practice is that purchasers of agricultural 
machinery are obliged to buy machines manufactured in Greece 
because they cannot obtain a loan if they wish to buy machines 
made in other Member States. Accordingly, imported agricul-
tural machinery can be sold only to purchasers who are in no 
need of a loan. 
Action taken and impact on the internal market 
The Commission brought a case before the Court of Justice under 
Article 169/EEC. The Court's judgment of 11 December 1985 
supported the Commission's position. Similar provisions in 
other Member States have now been abolished following the 
Commission's action. 
Application of the principles thus upheld will permit access 
to credit for imported products under the same conditions as 
for national products. Purchasers will be able to obtain products 
other than those made by national manufacturers under full 
conditions of competition. 
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ICC-A-4 
INFORMATION NOTES "CITIZENS'EUROPE" 
Chapter 9: "EUROPE WITHOUT FRONTIERS" 
9.1 WHY COMPLETE THE INTERNAL MARKET? 
THE COST OF NOT DOING SO 
1. When the European Economic Community was established in 1957, 
the Member States set themselves the ambitious political aim 
of creating a genuine common market. The first step in that 
direction was the setting up, during a period of unprecedented 
economic growth, of a customs union between the six founding 
Member States (1). Between 1958 and 1968, this cuS'toms union 
made it possible to do away with the quotas and customs duties 
which limited trade between these countries. At the same time, 
the Community adopted a joint customs tariff vis-a-vis the 
rest of the world. However, as the Community gradually grew 
in size ( 2) , a process rendered even more difficult by the 
emergence of a world recession, it became essential to give 
a new impetus to a process of integration which was showing 
disquieting signs of running out of steam. The abolition of 
customs duties, important step though it was, was not in itself 
sufficient to create a genuine single market. The queues of 
vehicles at the frontiers and the administrative hassle and 
tax inspections which still exist when those frontiers are 
crossed are the most striking proof of this fact in the eyes 
of the general public. 
2. 
It is that which illustrates the continued existence of barriers 
within Europe: all the obstacles which impede the creation of 
a vast European area without frontiers for people, goods, capital 
and services. According to a recent es ti mate published by the 
European Parliament it is costing the European economy more than 
55.000 million ECU (3) per annum; that it is almost twice the 
size of the Community budget (4). 
In view of these massive costs, this question deserves to be 
looked at more closely: 
The fact thAt. thP. F.uropP.fm C:omm1tnH.y is ntill clividr·d 11p into 
separate national markets instead of forming a single vast market 
means major handicaps for all economic agents and for the Member 
States of the Community in terms of commercial dynamism and eco-
nomic competitiveness, as well as considerable fi nanciAl losses. 
Tile, µc,1•1::lit:lLi:,1u.:c, uf µllyt:11cc1l 1'nJ11Lie1·t:l w1L11 ..:ut:lLu111::; µ01::1Ls ls not 
only the most shocking symbol of the imperfection of the internal 
market, but also has the effect of impeding the flow of trade 
within the Community and thus causing all kinds of costs for 
manufacturers, which are ultimately borne by the fOnl!!umer. 
Calculations by the Commission of the European Communities show 
that the administrative barriers to which trade within the Commu-
nity is subject result in costs amounting, on average, to 5% of 
transport costs and representing some 12.000 millions ECU a year. 
By the same token, the existing differences between technical 
standards and rules applying to goods deriving from other Member 
States result in a limitation of the consumer's choice and prevent 
him taking advantage of lower prices. 
This lack of harmonization at the technical level not only invol-
ves additional costs for consumers and manufacturers, but also 
affects the production system. Manufacturers are obliged to multi-
ply the types of goods they produce, which often prevents them 
from benefiting from a reduction in unit costs resulting from 
large-scale productin series. To this must be added the costs 
borne by manufacturers in terms of the time needed to inform 
themselves about specific national regulations. 
e 
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3. 
The technical barriers referred to also mean an increase in storage costs, they 
discourage cooperation between undertakings established in different Member States and 
make the setting up of a common market in industrial products very difficult. 
Furthermore, consumers have to bear the costs deriving from the persistence of 
discriminatory practices a, the part of national p.bl ic . authorities with regard to the 
awarding of public cootracts. It is a proven fact that the Member States 
continue to favour national undertakings, even though their prices may be higher 
and their products of lower quality. A report to the European Parliament in 198~5) 
assessed the cost of such practices at 40 000 million ECU a year, close to 2% of 
the gross national product of the Community countries. Once again it is the European 
taxpayer who has to foot the bill. 
Aware of this enormous supplement of expenditure, which comes close to a week's 
wages for each citizen of the Community, the European Parliament a.n::I the Commission 
have been stressing the need to extend the internal market until it has been fully 
achieved. 
A genuine common market means abolition of all frontiers, so as to guarantee the 
free movement of persons and the free flow of trade .from one Member State to 
a.noth.er, as though between two regions of the same country.: 
Furthennore, a unified European internal market will not only provide a natural 
outlet for the production of firms in the Member States, but will also provide 
vital support for their economic development. In this way it will enable them to 
regain their ability to compete with their major outside partners, t_he Americans and 
the Japanese, by er\hancing their comparative advantages, making large-scale savings 
and emphasizing theiT specialization. The rising cost of research and development 
needed for the marufacture of new products can be absorbed by firms only if they are 
sure of a continental market freed from all barriers. 
· 2. Aware of all these factors, the Heads of State and Government, meeting in Milan in 
June 1985, accepted the Commission's action programme for completing the internal 
market by 1992, a programme better known as the "Conunission White Paper". 
lf. 
In this White Paper the Commission sets out a body of measures afmed at speeding up 
and completing the unification of the internal market. The overall aim is to make a 
definitive contribution to· the development of prosperity for the Community as a whole. 
To that end it is necessary, as the Treaty of Rome l~ys down, to ensure.the free 
movement of persons, goods, services and capital. At the same time, the entry into 
force of the Single European Act amending the Treaty, which is scheduled for 1 
January 1987, will make it easier to achieve this aim in that it will enable 
decision-making procedures to be speeded up considerably. 
WHAT ARE THE MAIN COMPONENTS OF THE PROGRAMME SEl' our IN THE WHITE PAPER? 
The Commission's ~nite :P.~per distinguishes between three different but interdependent 
fields of action: th:e removal : of physical, technical . and fiscal frontiers. 
e 
· Qbviously, the internal market cannot be completed all at once. Which is why the ~hite 
Paper set out a detailed schedule for the implementation of the Commission's 
proposals between now and 1992, so that the adjustments needed to achieve the final 
dismantling of internal frontiers· do not cause excessive upheaval. 
(a) Abolition of physical frontiers 
'rhe existence of checks and barriers at internal frontiers brings home 
to the man in the street more . than all else the continuing divisions within the 
Community. 
Thus the White P,aper sets out first of all the steps to be taken to alleviate 
formalities and transfer'"them to offices within the Member States and, in a second 
\ . 
,:stage, to abolish all the checks and formalities to which Community nationals are 
still subject when crossing frontiers between Member.States (cf information sheet 
9.5). At the same time, these barriers have an equally serious impact on industry, 
trade and business. It is therefore essential to do away with all checks and 
formalities applying to goods crossing frontiers within the.Community. 
e 
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5. 
It will be necessary, for example, to do awa.v with the checkR on the weight and 
dimensions of lorries and those relating to the national quotas to which 
:the carr:iage_ ·of .· goods by. road is sti LL subject. These 
quotas themselves must, of course, also be gradually abolished. At the same time, 
systematic safety checks can be done aw~y with~if common safety standards are 
adqpted. 
By the same token; the free movement of live animals, animal products and vegetable 
products will have to be achieved by harmonising the national standards in question, 
so as to render frontier checks unnecessary and replace them by mutual 
recognition of health certificates. 
(b) Removal of technical frontiers 
As ambitious an aim as a Europe without frontiers may be, it has little point if 
Community nationals and Community firms continue to come up against the same barriers 
even within the Member States as those which are today preventing the free ~ovement of 
goods and persons. For this reason the Commission has drawn up proposals aimed at 
dismantling,according to a specific schedule,.socalled technical barriers such as, for 
example, the harmonization of rules and standards applicable to industrial 
prod\lcts and intended to protect the heal th and safety of ~nsumers; which differ 
from one Member State to another. 
These proposals cover, in particular, goods, services, the free movement of workers 
and members of the professions, public procurement and movements of capital. 
The new strategy o:f techn'ic·a1 harmonization and standardization followed by the 
Gommission affects a wide range of products such as motor vehicles, agricultural 
machinery, foodstuffs, chemicals and pharmaceutical products. The schedule set out 
in the White Paper provides, for example, that the motor vehicle market shall be 
completed by 1988. That will mean that the European motor vehicle industry, with 
access to a more extensive internal market, will be able to compete more effectively 
with its external competitors. The result will be advantage in terms of prices for 
the consumer. 
6. 
As regards the free movement of pharmaceutical products, the last obstacles should be 
removed in 1990, which will also have a considerable imp::ict on their sales 
prices, provided the market is open to free competition. 
Furthermore, major initiatives are envisaged in the services sector, not only in such 
traditional branches as transport, banking and insurance, but also such new ones as 
information marketing, audiovisual services, etc. The result should be a general 
stimulus for this growth sector. In 1982, commercial and non-commercial services 
already accounted for 57% of added value in the Community, while industry's share 
had fallen below 26'%,~JBy the same token, the services sector is the only branch of the 
economy with rising employment figures, although in Europe these are far below the ~ 
level record in the United Sta-ces. Between 1973 and 1985 there was an increase of 
nearly 12 million jobs in Europe, in the services sectorl7~s against 20.4 million in 
the United States. In the same period, Japan recorded -an increase of close to 
7 million job~~J 
Tangib.le advances are likewise planned for the transport sector. The freedom to 
provide sea transport services will be established by 1987. The freedom to engage 
in the haulage of goods on land will be established by 1988 and the freedom to 
transport passengers by road in 1989. 
The White Paper also announces greater freedom to provide financial services, 
for example in the banking anQ insurance sectors. In the field of insurance other 
than life insurance initiatives will be launched in 1986; in 1989, freedom to provide 
services as regards motor vehicle insurance will be introduced and, in 1991, 
obstacles to the provision of services in respect of life insurance will be 
I 
abolished. 
e 
e 
f. 
FOOTNOTES 
( 1) Belgium, the Nether lands, Luxembourg, France, Italy and the 
Federal Republic of Germany. 
(2) The United Kingdom, Ireland and Denmark entered the Community 
in 1973 and Greece in 1981; Spain and Portugal joined the 
Ten on 1 January 1986. 
(3) 1 ECU (European Currency Unitl = roughly FF 6.9 or Bfrs 43.2 
(on the basis of the exchange rates in force on 12 March 1987), 
(4) Cf Eurofocus 25/86. 
(5) Report on economic recovery in Europe in the eighties presen-
ted to the European Parliament on 7 July 1983 by Mr Albert 
and Mr Hall (EP Working Documents 1983-1984), 
(6) With respect to the industrial sector (industry, energy, con-
struction) the employment figures for the ,1973-1985 period 
are as follows (in millions) 
1973 
1985 
EUROPE 
49.99 
40.91 
USA 
28.23 
30.05 
(7) Services in the private and public sectors. 
JAPAN 
19,57 
20.25 
( 8) The overall employment figures (i.e. covering agriculture, 
industry and services) for.the 1973-1985 period are as follows 
(in millions) 
1973 
1985 
EUROPE 
125.68 
123.92 
USA 
87.39 
109.38 
JAPAN 
52.59 
58.07 
e 
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In this global race against the clock with the countries of Europe fighting 
for their survival it was essential to seek and find a common objective 
which would enable us to surmount our everyday problems, concentrate 
our strengths and combine our energies. So, when I became President 
of the Commission, I proposed to Parliament and the Heads of State and 
Government of the Member States that an economic area based on genuine 
common foundations and solidarity.be set up by 1992. Because of its 
size - the largest in the world - this frontier-free market is a unique 
asset in the quest for industrial recovery and competitiveness. It 
is one of the main driving forces of European union. This objective 
has been formally endorsed by the Community. 
With the entry into force of the Single European Act, we have the 
institutional machinery to achieve our goal. It is now up to the Member 
States to demonstrate political determination and commitment commensurate 
with these new ambitions. The Commission for its part will not be found 
wanting. 
Jacques Delors 
President of the Commission 
of the European Communities 
I. FROM THE COMMON MARKET TO AN AREA WITHOUT FRONTIERS 
Undeniable successes 
Need for new stimulus 
The logic behind the common market: the proven effectiveness of joint action 
The European economic landscape has changed beyond recognition since 
the Treaty of Rome was signed in 1957. 
With the setting up of the common market the objective was to stimulate 
economic activity and increase prosperity through the expansion of trade. 
The stimulus provided by the common market is undeniable. 
In thirty years per capita GDP - and thus the standard of living 
of Europeans - has virtually doubled; the increase in the United 
States over the same period was only 70%. The productivity of 
European industry has tripled; that of the United States has barely 
doubled. 
The European industrial fabric has gradually become stronger and more 
closely woven. The Airbus and Ariane projects show just what Europeans 
can dowhen.they decide to pool their skills and resources. Fiat, 
Renault, Volkswagen, Peugeot and British Leyland have teamed up to 
develop a common engine, gearboxes, automatic transmissions or other 
components as the case may be. European cooperation is also being 
pursued in other sectors, affecting our everyday lives without us 
even noticing. Trade between Community countries has increased 
sevenfold in thirty years and our economies are now firmly interwoven. 
The common agricultural policy has been the driving force behind the 
modernization of European agriculture. Substantial technological 
progress has stimulated production. In recent years world consumption 
has failed to keep pace and this has resulted in excessive surpluses 
of some products; these must now be regulated firmly but sensibly. 
In this sector, as elsewhere, a deficit situation like the one which 
existed before the introduction of the common agricultural policy 
is a weakness when it comes to worldwide strategic confrontation; 
a powerful European agriculture is an asset which it would be stupid 
to squander. Those who attack this policy are often the very people 
who benefit from it the most. 
e 
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The effectiveness of joint action has been demonstrated in many other 
sectors as well. 
In the fisheries sector, it has enabled the Community to preserve 
its relatively slender resources, to establish common rules and 
to negotiate fishing rights with other countries from a position 
of increased strength. 
In the energy sector, the buffer stocks equivalent to ninety days' 
consumption built up at the Commission's instigation in 1968 helped 
the Member States to cushion the initial effects of the oil crisis 
five years later. The subsequent energy-saving measures and the 
development of new energy sources encouraged by the Community 
enabled them to reduce their dependence on imported oil from 62% 
to 31% in ten years. 
In other sectors too tedious to enumerate, we are clearly better 
equipped to negotiate effectively and put across our views on 
the world stage when we speak with one voice instead of twelve. 
In the textiles sector, with its industry on the brink of disaster 
as a result of competition from the countries of South-East Asia, 
Europe has been able to argue its case without closing its doors 
on them or engaging in suicidal confrontation. 
More recently, in the semiconductors sector, Europe united behind 
the Commission to react against the United States plan to take 
unilateral action to introduce new protectionist rules on 
industrial property. 
The same cannot be said of the motor vehicle sector where the 
conflicting positions of the various European countries have allowed 
Japan to pursue a vigorous penetration strategy which pays even 
more dividends since at the same time its own market is carefully 
protected against European imports. 
* 
* * 
The European Community is not inward-looking: in the past thirty years 
its trade with the rest of the world has trebled. Mindful of its history, 
Europe knows better than anyone else the conflicts generated by isolation 
and protectionism. The accusation of protectionism sometimes levelled 
at it by its main rivals on the world scene cannot be taken seriously 
when we consider the scale of the subsidies granted to American agriculture 
or the volume of public aid channelled into American research into advanced 
technologies, or the ingeniousness displayed by Japan in adeptly avoiding 
the effects of competition in sectors in which it is not the world leader. 
The Commission is coolly but calmly determined not to allow the countries 
of Europe to turn the other cheek to the attacks, overt or covert, or 
courteous or insidious which threaten their legitimate interests ~nd 
are in breach of the law. 
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The European economic area: a vital thrust forward in a changing world 
When it took up its duties in 1985, the new Commission headed by 
Jacques Delors drew a number of conclusions from a lucid and detailed 
analysis of the situation and came up with a major new objective which 
it put to Parliament and the European Council - the achievement of a 
genuine European economic area without internal frontiers by 1992. 
Community integration, after progressing faster than expected in the 
first ten years, had run out of steam. Severely hit by the oil crisis 
and its repercussions the Member States had been tempted by an 
isolationism which offered relief in the short term but was a hindrance 
when it came to facing up to the future from a position of strength. 
Although they did not question the achievements of the common market, 
there was a tendency to interpret its rules restrictively and arrest 
its development. 
This period was also marked by the accession of new Member States, a 
complex and necessarily gradual process which requires a period of adjustment 
before the enlarged Community of Twelve can resume its onward march. 
With 320 million inhabitants and a balance betweenthe cultures and resources 
of north and south, the Community was in the best position to embody 
Europe. 
But the main priority for the European Community was to define its economic, 
technological, cultural and defence role in a changing world in the 
knowledge that its competitors would not wait for the countries of Europe 
to settle their parochial disputes before pressing home their advantage. 
The citizens of Europe, along wit~business managers, trade union officials 
and other actors on the socio-economic stage were becoming increasingly 
aware of what was at stake and of the need for joint action: none of 
our countries was large enough or strong enough to face up to major world 
powers like the United States, the USSR and Japan. The Europeans, acting 
in concert, with centuries of common history, culture and values behind 
them and with their interests now inextricably intertwined, had no reason 
for envy now that the time had come to take the future into their own 
hands. 
So it was not only possible, it was also essential and a matter of urgency 
to provide fresh impetus for the Community by exploiting to the full, 
even exceeding the limits of the Treaty of Rome. 
The countries of Europe were obviously not being asked to become unified 
in a single State, an idealistic dream which is not current among the 
Europeans of today. Aware of the inevitable need for a united Europe, 
heirs to a common cultural legacy and open to trade with one another, 
the citizens of the Community still see their diversity as an asset and 
would not want to be forced into a standardization which for them would 
be synomymous with impoverishment. 
I ( . 
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But in the attempt to formulijte strategy it was necessary to look at 
all the areas where the European approach had to be consolidated, whether 
or not they were already covered by the Treaty of Rome, to be considered 
more as a point of departure than an end result. 
It was also necessary to look at the links between these different areas: 
for example, economic development, monetary policy, technological research 
and defence are not mutually independent; similarly, technology and 
culture are now Linked in this age of satellite broadcasting and television. 
And Lastly, as part of the tactical plan to revive Europe, it was necessary 
to select an area where the need for cooperation appeared most urgent, 
which would most readily obtain the approval of the Member States but 
which would also trigger the gradual development of a European policy 
in the other areas. 
The Treaty of Rome grants the Commission sole right of initiative. Using 
this, Mr Delors proposed the objective of the single European market 
to the Member States, an objective which involved expanding and amplifying 
the Treaty. 
Addressing Parliament in March 1985 Jacques Delors spelled out the plan: 
"Unifying this market presupposes agreement by the Member States on the 
abolition of barriers of all kinds, harmonization of rules, approximation 
of legislation and tax structures, strengthening of monetary cooperation 
and the necessary ancillary measures to encourage European firms to work 
together. 
The goal is well within our reach if we are prepared to Learn from the 
setbacks and delays of the past. The Commission will be asking the European 
Council to pledge itself to completion of a fully unified internal market 
by 1992 and to approve the necessary programme together with a realistic, 
binding timetable." 
On 14 June 1985 the Commission sent the European Council, meeting in 
Milan on 28 and 29 June, a White Paper on completing the internal market 
(drawn up by Lord Cockfield, one of its Vice-Presidents). This paper, 
which was well-received, sets out the measures to be taken to eliminate 
all physical, technical and tax barriers between the Member States by 
1992. 
II. REMOVAL OF FRONTIERS 
300 technical barriers 
300 political decisions 
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The Treaty of Rome provided for the customs union; it also laid down 
the principle of freedom of movement for goods, persons, services and 
capital. 
Customs duties and quotas on trade between the Member States were gradually 
removed between 1958 and 1968. There is also a common customs tariff 
for goods from non-Community countries, incidentally, one of the lowest 
in the world. 
Be that as it may,thirty years on from the signing of the Treaty of Rome, 
the free movement of goods is far from a reality. The remaining physical, 
technical, fiscal, administrative and regulatory barriers have only been 
partly breached; some of them have even been insidiously strengthened. ·.._... 
These barriers prevent European firms from taking advantage of economies 
of scale and what is in effect a continental market and are a handicap 
in competition with the United States and Japan, which benefit from a 
unified internal market. To quote Mr Delors, European firms have to 
run the 100 metres hurdles while the others run the 100 metres sprint. 
Removal of internal frontiers 
Everyone remembers the strikes by the European road hauliers in 1983 
in protest against the hours they had to wait at the Community's internal 
frontiers and against the sometimes arbitrary nature of these delays. 
The inconvenience of fr.ontier delays can be imagined; the cost is not 
such common knowledge: 
a major French cellulose manufacturer has estimated that the abolition 
of frontier formalities and associated insurance costs alone would 
save it almost 1% of its turnover, i.e. more than its current profits; 
a survey of 320 small businesses in Germany shows that costs arising 
from frontier formalities correspond to 1.3% of turnovers, a figure 
roughly equivalent to profits. 
e 
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By 1992, the date set by Mr Delors and now enshrined in the Treaty of 
Rome, as amended by the Single European Act, the frontiers between 
Member States will be eliminated. 
The customs signs will have been taken down by next year. The seventy 
different forms now in use will be replaced by a single customs document 
which, from 1992, will simply be drawn up at the point of departure since 
the frontier customs posts will no longer exist. 
The tax, health and security controls which now take place at frontiers 
are still justified, but they will take a different form and will be 
carried out inside the Member States concerned (controls at the point 
of departure, as already exists for some goods, instead of at the frontier, 
mutual recognition of controls, tests and certificates>. 
For Europeans travelling privately or on business within the Community, 
this represents the logical outcome of the simplification measures which 
have been adopted from the outset: for many years they have no longer 
been required to fill in a declaration of particulars. The systematic 
controls still in force on trains and at airports will be replaced by 
spot checks as with motor vehicles. After this transitional period, 
the absence of controls at frontiers within the Community will be 
compensated for by a tightening of controls at the external frontiers. 
From 1992 Europeans will cross the Community's internal frontiers in 
exactly the same way as provincial boundaries in their own country without 
having to worry about the number of cigarettes or bottles of perfume 
they are carrying. 
Harmonization of rates for VAT and other indirect taxes 
Despite the absence of customs duties in intra-Community trade,frontiers 
and customs officials still exist. 
This is because goods are subject to VAT, the rates of which vary from 
one country to the next and controls are needed to prevent fraud. 
The differences in taxation are sometimes considerable: a person buying 
a car like a Ford Escort pays 25% in Belgium, 33% in France and 
173 % in taxes in Denmark. 
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Admittedly this is probably an extreme example in a sector where the 
taxes levied by some Member States have always been particularly high. 
However, looking at the situation in more general terms, we see that 
the number of different VAT rates in force in the various Member States 
ranges from one to five; moreover, these rates are not identical in 
the different countries; and lastly the proportion of VAT as a 
percentage of GDP may be twice as high in some countries as in others. 
It has to be admitted that no progress has been achieved in the common 
market on this front, except for the introduction and generalization 
of VAT, which has simplified the tax system by replacing a number of 
indirect taxes which used to vary from one Member State to another. 
Community membership is now conditional on the adoption of VAT and the 
abolition of previous systems of taxation. 
The aim now is to simplify the tax system even further and to harmonize 
VAT rates throughout the Community~ 
The Commission does not administer simply for fun. It is pragmatic and 
is determined to exert first the leverage needed to unblock rigid situations 
through joint action without any extra touches which would be justified 
only by the aesthetic pleasure gained from an ideal but impractical 
intellectual construction. 
Provided they are small, differences in rates of taxation from one country 
to another do not in fact cause major difficulties. Would anyone really 
drive 100 miles to the nearest city in the country next door in the hope 
of saving a pound or so on the price of a television, which then has 
to be transported home? The cost of such an operation would be higher 
than the saving made, not to mention the time wasted. 
The Commission intends to propose that two reference rates be introduced: 
a reduced rate and a normal rate, around which certain variations would 
be allowed. The VAT rates currently in force for many products in most 
Member States fall within this bracket. 
The Member Stateswilltherefore have to make the necessary adjustments 
to their VAT systems by 1992; they have already promised to do so. 
Excise duty, the special tax which Member States levy on tobacco, alcohol 
and petroleum products, will also be harmonized. 
We do not underestimate the practical difficulties involved or the potential 
reluctance on the part of national administrations: it is always more 
difficult to change things than leave them as they are. However, the removal 
of physical frontiers in 1992 means that tax frontiers also have to be 
eliminated; any Member States which are not prepared will be particularly 
hit. 
e 
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A new approach to standards: mutual recognition 
The existence of different national regulations and standards for products 
represents a substantial barrier for European industry. 
They prevent firms from benefiting from the economy of scale offered 
by the European market by forcing them to manufacture twelve different 
versions of the same product and subjecting them to twelve testing and 
type approval procedures. As a result production costs are higher, stocks 
increase, business initiative and cooperation are stifled, competitiveness 
on world markets declines and ultimately it is the consumer who foots 
the bill. 
Instead of disappearing, these barriers have tended to increase in recent 
years: 
firstly, as a result of an insidious protectionism which has assumed 
new forms since customs barriers have been eliminated; 
secondly, because of intense technological development: national 
institutes have introduced new standards as new products appear on 
the market. 
Standards are needed both in the interests of rationalization and to 
protect the consumer against products which do not measure up in terms 
of quality or safety. The problem is not that they exist but that there 
are discrepancies from one country to another. 
Through the elimination of customs duties the common market offers the 
consumer a wider choice of products at lower prices. The Community also 
offers protection through the introduction of common rules. The 
information on sell-by dates or on ingredients in foodstuffs and the 
ban on certain additives, hormones and colouring agents are the outcome 
of European legislation, as is the ban on the sale of children's pyjamas 
containing inflammable or carcinogenic fibres. 
However, the method of imposing harmonized technical standards and regulations 
from above, which has been employed by the Community for twenty-five years, 
has now been pushed to its limits and its shortcomings are now evident. 
Defining a single European standard from positions determined by competing 
national interests demands months, if not years, not only because of 
the actual technical difficulties but because it is not in everybody's 
interests in the short term. That is why it took ten years to reach 
agreement on the height of the rear lights on tractors. 
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Thousands of standards had to be drawn up and the number was increasing 
every year. At the same time, our competitors were not standing still. 
A European group which manufactures lifts has estimated that the costs 
generated as a result of the differences in technical standards from 
one country to another account for almost 10% of manufacturing costs. 
In another sector, that of telephone exchanges, the absence of European 
standards means that costs here are 8% higher than in the United States, 
simply because of the large number of cumbersome procedures for testing 
and type approval; Were European firms to be forced to struggle to sell 
products sometimes better than those of their competitors? 
It was therefore high time to take action and adopt a new strategy: 
the strategy of mutual recognition. What this boils down to is the 
application of a principle of reciprocal trust, which is fundamental to 
any community. 
It means that a product legally manufacturedandmarketed in one Member 
State may automatically be sold freely in any other Member State even 
if the standards in force are different. 
This does not mean that the Community is abandoning the objective of 
common European standards. It will continue to set binding basic 
requirements notably for health and safety. But in other sectors the 
Community considers it more realistic and less time-consuming to put 
European producers in a position where they can no longer shelter behind 
national standards and will be forced to stop arguing and come up with 
compromises. The transition from these to common standards will then 
be simpler and more efficient. 
The effectiveness of this new policy is boosted by provisions which 
permit prevention and guarantee transparency. 
All national proposals for technical standards have to be notified to 
the Commission and the other Member States ·for comment. In the light 
of the different reactions the Commission can then propose corrective 
steps or take legal action. In each case it has six months in which 
to act. 
Opening-up of public procurement 
Public procurement in every European country is highly protected and 
virtually reserved for national suppliers. 
The contracts involved represent almost 10% of Community GDP for 
purchases financed from state budgets; when we include public undertakings 
the figure is almost 20%. 
A large proportion of these contracts relate to advanced technology 
equipment and services, which play a decisive role in the development 
of a common technological and industrial policy. The main sectors are 
aerospace, telecommunications, data processing and energy, all crucial 
for Europe's future, all fields in which European firms most need a 
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continental market to outwit their competitors, and all areas in which 
it is vital to lay down European standards at the research stage to avoid 
technological dependence on the United States or Japan. 
The basic principle of the Treaty of Rome - freedom of movement for goods 
and services - applies fully to public procurement •• However, contracts 
for water, energy, transport, telecommunications and military equipment 
are still protected. 
Even in the case of contracts which are not protected, the rules are 
complied with in only one case in four and, in practice; less than 2% 
of public contracts are awarded to firms in other Member States. 
The Commission has recently taken decisions to achieve two objectives: 
the gradual opening-up of sectors not covered at present to be completed 
by 1992; this has already begun in the telecommunications sector; 
all the proposals will be made in 1988; 
more stringent application of Community rules in every sector, and 
in particular increased use of the Commission's powers of intervention, 
which extend to the suspension of a contentious tendering procedure. 
The Commission is therefore taking steps to bring within the orbit of 
the single European market those sectors which, through their nature 
and size, are crucial for the future of Europe. 
Common market in services 
Freedom of movement for services is based on the same principles as 
freedom of movement for goods. But it has met specific obstacles: 
in the finance sector, exchange controls, credit containment and the 
specific characteristics of financial products very closely linked 
with State intervention (banking and insurance>; 
in the transport sector, which accounts for 7% of Community GDP, a 
rigid, over-regulated structure heavily marked by national protectionism: 
rules such as those on axle weight or on driving hours for road 
hauliers are not always harmonized in Europe; transport quotas still 
exist; the difficult situation of the merchant marine makes it more 
problematical to open up the market for services without accompanying 
measures; the domination of certain rail or air companies tends to 
perpetuate practices incompatible with free competition; 
in the new services which are developing in the wake of modern technologies 
(in particular audiovisual and data-processing services) the weight 
of the structures is considerable even though the sectors involved 
are in full flux and new rules have to be laid down. 
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Here, as elsewhere, the Commission is formulating measures designed to 
ensure freedom of movement for capital and financial services, freedom 
of establishment for banks and insurance companies, the liberalization 
of transport services and the development of new services in a large 
market without barriers by 1992. 
The aim then is that,by 1992, Europeans should be able to raise a loan 
at a favourable rate anywhere in Europe, buy insurance from the European 
company of their choice, use their magnetic payment cards to obtain cash 
from automatic dispensers throughout the Community, benefit from the 
advantages of competition to travel from one European city to another and 
pick up television programmes from other European countries as well as 
their own without any restraints. 
* 
* * 
The Community is working towards achievement of the large market day-in 
and day-out. The Commission has produced 300 draft measures to that end. 
In the space of one year, almost a quarter of these have been adopted. 
The progress made is obvious but the hardest part is still to come. 
Experience has shown that national protectionism is hard to kill off. 
References to the 1992 deadline, now fortunately beginning to sink in, 
must be more than just an alibi for putting off until tomorrow the bold 
measures which are needed today. 
The Commission headed by Jacques Delors has got things moving, obtained 
agreements; it will now ensure that commitments are.respected. 
III. TWO BASIC CONDITIONS 
Economic stimulation 
Technological impetus 
The world is at a technological watershed. 
the throes of a real revolution. 
In some sectors, we are in 
No single Community country has all the research workers, in all fields 
of science, nor all the financial resources necessary. But together we 
have all we need to put us in the forefront in most fields if we put our 
minds to it. 
But we are lagging behind in some sectors and will have to mobilize all 
our forces if we are to catch up. Of every ten personal computers sold 
in Europe eight come from the United States, of every ten video-recorders 
nine come from Japan. 
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And yet in some sectors, such as aerospace and certain telecommunications 
technologies, we lead the field and here we must maintain and consolidate 
our position. 
That is where the key to prosperity and employment in tomorrow's world 
lies. It is vital for the success of the large internal market and 
essential if we are to be masters of our destiny. 
The values which Europe embodies as the cradle of technology will not 
continue to gain recognition unless it can play a fully integrated role 
in this change. 
The rapidly gathering pace of technological advance now forces Europe to 
take decisive action and to take it together. Is it logical for the six 
European computer manufacturers to have six different operating and 
interrogating systems when we know the share of the world market held by the 
leading American manufacturer2 Is it reasonable that the Europeans apply 
for only half as many patents as the Americans per head of population and 
only one third as many as the Japanese when they too often make basic 
discoveries? 
The Commission has had to make a choice; it has laid down a principle and 
adopted a method. 
- The choice: to concentrate efforts in the sectors which are most 
sensitive and most crucial for the future. 
- The principle: not to duplicate national programmes or company schemes 
but to seek to complement them in order to reach the critical point at 
which research becomes profitable. 
The Community is devoting itself primarily to the research stage well 
upstream of marketing where it can lay down common standards from the outset 
to avoid the absurdity of suicidal confrontations from whi~h only our 
competitors benefit. 
- The method: to involve all the people directly concerned by encouraging 
cooperation rather than imposing bureaucratic management: there are 
four times fewer European civil servants administering technological 
research budgets than there are national administrators for equivalent 
programmes. Information technology, telecommunications, energy, new 
materials and biotechnology are all covered by Community programmes which 
have already achieved impressive results. In 1982 only 17% of Community 
projects were in these sectors; today the figure is 80%. 
Information technology 
The 220 Esprit projects selected from more than one thousand valid proposals 
presented to the Commission have already chalked up considerable successes 
in less than three years: 
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- in microelectronics development of new gallium arsenide components to be 
used in the next generation of supercomputers and a novel method for 
designing complex and more reliable chips for compact-disc players; 
selection of a European microchip for the American supercomputer Cray 
project; 
- development of digital devices and circuits for a future optical 
computer by eight laboratories in five Member States (Britain, Germany, 
France, Belgium and Italy); 
- in software the PCTE project has come up with an answer to the major 
problem of incompatibility affecting software tools by providing a kind 
of "universal joint" for software engineers; 
- in office automation, a new standard for the mixed voice-text-image 
electronic document of the future has been developed under the Herode 
project; it is being used as the starting point for ISO standards 
adopted by the twelve major European data-processing companies and 
imposed world-wide; 
- in expert systems, where the United States enjoyed a near monopoly 
until recently, development of two high-performance systems under the 
Omega project; for the first time artificial intelligence software has 
been exported to the United States and Japan. 
Telecommunications 
The Race programme, organized more recently on the sime lines as the Esprit 
programme, forms part of a strategy designed to help Europe maintain its 
lead in the telecommunications field, defining the structure of the future 
European broadband network, which will be the main artery of the new 
communications media within the large market. 
One of the keys to the competitiveness of the European economy in the decades 
ahead and to its ability to create jobs will clearly be the possibility 
of communicating_ faster and more cheaply: videoconferencing, videophones, 
high-speed, colour facsimile transmission, videotex services, the 
decentralization of computer-assisted design, all these will vastly speed 
up information circulation and as a result reactions and decision-making 
in the business world. 
The infrastructure needed here is the integrated broadband digital 
communications network. 
Telecommunications also means television - currently in a state of complete 
flux with the growth of satellite broadcasting and cable networks. This 
is a field in which international specifications and standards will have a 
tremendous impact; witness the deplorable spin-off of the conflict between 
PAL and SECAM when colour television came in. It is also a field where 
technological dependence could imperil our cultural identity. 
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The Commission is currently prompting intensive consultations between 
representatives of national administrations, industry, programme producers 
and television broadcasting companies in order to evolve a common standard 
for a high-definition television and to prevent the Japanese with 
American support from imposing their technical standards. A major step 
has already been taken with the adoption of a common European standard for 
direct satellite broadcasting (MAC/packet). 
Energy 
Europe's JET is the largest fusion reactor in the world. None of the 
Member ~ates could have designed or built its equivalent. 
In the latest experiments temperatures in excess of 100 million degrees 
Centigrade have been reached, representing a further step towards 
demonstrating the scientific feasibility of fusion. 
In the field of geothermy, tests are going on in Cornwall to exploit hot 
dry rocks under the non-nuclear energy R&D programme. The technique used 
involves injecting cold water into the rocks from which it emerges at a 
high temperature. 
New materials and industrial technologies 
Under the "stimulation action" and the Euram new materials programme, forty 
European laboratories have linked up to develop permanent supermagnets 
based on an iron-neodymium-boron alloy. These supermagnets will replace 
electromagnets in numerous applications. · 
Under the Brite programme, the aim of which is to promote the use of the 
new technologies in the traditional industries as well, four industrial 
laboratories belonging to leading automobile and aerospace manufacturers 
in Britain, France, Germany and Italy have combined to develop lasers for 
sheet welding. 
Biotechnology 
Under the biotechnology research programme, research workers from three 
laboratories in Ghent, Leyden and Cologne have achieved a world first in 
transferring foreign genetic information to a class of plants that includes 
cereals <monocotyledones). 
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The Commission is also involved in projects to promote communication and 
the exchange of information in the European scientific community; three 
recent ones were in the field of biology. 
* 
* * 
Concerted action, cooperation, complementarity and cohesion are the four 
pillars on which European technological advance rests. There are 500 teams 
comprising over 2 000 research workers in all involved in Esprit, while 
1 400 national teams are collaborating in the Community coordination programme 
on medical research. All twelve Member States are involved, large and 
small alike: Ireland and Greece played an active part in 25 of the first 
100 Brite projects. Certain projects even involve companies and laboratories 
in European countries which are not members of the Community. Instead of 
closing itself off or jealously concentrating on its own programmes the 
Community lends its support to projects that complement its own even when 
it was not in at the start, as in the case of Eureka, launched on the 
initiative of a Member State (France) in 1985. 
All the activities will be developed with an eye on 1992. The Single European 
Act does in fact provide for implementation of a framework programme for 
research and technological development designed to "strengthen the scientific 
and technological basis of European industry and to encourage it to become 
more competitive at European level". 
To enable us to treble the effectiveness of our efforts, the European 
Community marshals its forces, provides the stimulus and looks and thinks ahead. 
* 
* * 
Logical consequence and essential objective financial progress towards 
monetary Europe. 
The creation of a large internal market inevitably implies a financial 
dimension. Freedom of movement must apply equally to capital and to 
financial services, for companies and individuals alike. Here again 
technological advance is an inexorable force in the drive towards the 
opening up of frontiers and the abolition of barriers: nowadays, with 
the continuation of data processing and telecommunications, financial 
arbitrage can be conducted at the touch of a button, from one side of the 
world to the other. 
But there is one essential prerequisite for the smooth running of a 
decompartmentalized internal market: stability of exchange as part of the 
move towards a harmonized European monetary policy. 
For the last ten years, in a world unsettled by the uncontrolled fluctuations 
of the dollar, the European Monetary System has been the sole stabilizing 
influence and force for balance. 
e 
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Its consolidation is not just an essential preliminary; it is also an 
absolute must if we are to secure convergence of economic policies in 
Europe. 
This is clearly an area where caution and national sensitivity prevail: 
currency lies at the heart of sovereignty. 
The ECU has spontaneously developed into the third currency for the 
flotation of international loans. We must now go further and gradually 
make it into a fact of life, a factor in Europe's independence, a symbol 
of its will to unite: 
- A fact of life for companies and individual alike. When the Commission 
relaunched this aspect of integration in 1986, the interest aroused 
exceeded all expectations. President Delors himself concluded that 
currency was clearly part of the European dream for the man in the street. 
- A factor in Europe's independence. Europe has nothing to fear from 
economic and monetary union, far from it. Europeans save twice as much 
money as Americans. So let it serve Europe's own development; 
- A symbol for Europe. Just as the national currencies are and will 
remain the symbol of the individual Member States within the framework 
of a common policy. 
IV. A EUROPEAN AREA WITHOUT FRONTIERS 
A means to an end 
A people's Europe 
We want to live as Europeans. The economic area without frontiers, the 
technological thrust, the common currency are all essential objectives. 
But they must be made to serve the citizens of Europe, i.e. to respect 
their individual identity and values. 
Living as Europeans means a balanced environment in which to live, by 
solidarity, and freedom of establishment and freedom of movement. 
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A balanced environment in which to live 
European agriculture has become highly efficient. And this has been 
achieved without any alteration to the nature of rural life and the 
countryside. An agricultural structure based on the continuation of 
family farming has been preserved in a more efficient form. Eleven 
million farmers have stayed on the land, local life goes on, tourism 
has developed in the countryside and other activities have taken root 
there. Our landscape has not turned into vast expanses of corn deserted 
by man. 
The preservation of our environment also involves a whole series of practical 
measures which can be meaningful and fully effective only if applied at 
Community level. The Community has adopted over a hundred pieces of 
legislation on water pollution and coastline protection, air pollution and 
noise, waste management, wildlife protection, research into ecological 
problems and public information. 
Solidarity 
The principle of equal rights for men and women is embodied in the 
Treaty of Rome. The Member States have been obliged to bring their 
legislation into line with a number of Community directives. Equal 
rights are now guaranteed in the case of pay, employment, vocational training, 
working conditions and social security. 
Rules for the protection of workers are also laid down in Community directives, 
especially as regards health and safety: the use of asbestos, lead and 
benzene is controlled; noise levels at the place of work are subject to 
limits. 
Every year the community, through the Euroepan Social Fund, provides support 
for vocational training for two million people, most of them young. 
Training is vital for Europe's future and allows individuals more choice in 
deciding their own futures. 
And Last but not least, solidarity means firmly established relations with 
the Third World. The Community is the Third World's closest and most 
important partner in terms of trade and development aid. 
The percentage of GNP devoted to this aid by the Community of Twelve is 
twice that of the United States. Cooperation extends to areas such as 
energy, trade promotion and training. While placing increasing emphasis 
on aid to rural development and the encouragement of self-sufficiency in 
food, the Community also supplies countries in difficulty with food aid in 
the form of cereals (1 400 000 tonnes in 1985), milk powder (nearly 
109 000 tonnes) and other products. 
When crisis, disaster or famine strikes, the Community - with its emergency 
aid teams on stand-by day and night, weekdays and weekends - is the first 
to come to the assistance of the victims. 
At a time when the purse-strings of public spending are being tied ever 
tighter, the Community has increased its aid to the 66 African, Caribbean 
and Pacific countries linked with it under the Lome Convention by 60%. 
e 
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The Community's constant aim is to act as a partner to the developing 
countries within a clearly defined contractual relationship: no 
missionary zeal, no attempt at paternalism or hegemony, but instead the 
desire to act openmindedly as a centre of balance in North-South relations. 
This benefits not only the Third World countries but ourselves as well; 
our exports to these countries represent three million jobs in Europe. 
Freedom of establishment and freedom of movement 
Essentially the Community is not just a centre for trade; more than that, it is 
a place where people can move and meet freely; not merely a market without 
barriers, but a Europe without frontiers in every respect. 
Freedom of movement, in th~ highest sense, means freedom for people and for ideas. 
This implies the right for businesses, professional people, workers, and 
individuals to establish themselves anywhere in the Community. 
This is already a reality. 
It is a reality for workers: no-one can be refused a job on the grounds of 
nationality anywhere in the Community. Of course, th1s does not apply to 
civil service posts, since the Member States retain their national 
sovereignty in this area. But there is no valid reason for refusing to allow 
nationals of other Member States access to jo~s say on the railways or in 
certain areas of education. 
It is also a reality for some of the independent professions, particularly in 
the health field. /.\."ld it is due to be extended to all of them through the 
introduction of a general system for the mutual recognition of diplomas. 
The Community also encourages and promotes meetings and exchanges, with 
practical programmes designed to ensure that the right to move freely applies 
not merely in theory but in everyday practice too. 
Under the Erasmus, Cornett and YES programmes young people are able to spend 
part of their university CO\JrSP. stJ.Jrl.vin_g in anotner Community country, to 
undergo training in industry at the end of their·st~dies, and to strengthen their 
Links with their Community neighbours. 
EuroTecnet provides Links between those responsible for vocational training in 
Europe, while technological programmes are speeding up the forging of further 
links. 
Living as Europeans 
The road to European Union 
Living as Europeans means sharing a common identity. But it also calls for a 
constant effort to consolidate what has been achieved. 
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Completing the large single market i~ essential for our future. It is the motive 
force for technological cooperation, progress towards monetary union, greater 
solidarity, a trade policy. 
The Sinole European Act has extended the Community's areas of responsibility, 
improvecl. the effidency of Hs fostHutfons CwHh wider use of qualified 
majority voting in the Couacil of Ministers>, and stre~gthened the powers of 
the Commissfon. 
We must make it an irreversible success. But this means that the Commission 
must have the resources, especially the budgetary resources, to implement its 
policies. The.se resources must be geared to the task in harid. . Above all, they 
must be sufficient to enable the Commission to programme its work on a five-year 
basis. This is one of the objectives of what Mr Delors has called the "grand 
rendez-~ous" between the Community and its Member States. 
Looking beyond that, it is clear that there can be no strong European Union 
without common foreign and defence policies and institutional reform. 
The Community plays a far from insiqnificant role on the international stage, apart 
from anything else because it is now the world's leading trading power, with a share of 
world trade that is greater than that of the United States and twice that of 
Japan. Its approach to development has attracted interest and is catching on 
in other parts of the world. And since 1969 the Community countries have 
cooperated with one another in the foreign policy field. 
The Single European Act formally brings this foreign policy cooperation into 
the Community sphere; consultation is now compulsory "on any foreign policy matters 
of general interest". 
This is a step in the right direction 
Another innovation is that the Single Act also brings cooperation on questions 
of security - in plain terms, military matters - into the Community domain, 
though only hesitantly and with great caution. 
This is an area where there are obvious links with the single market, for 
instance as regards cooperation on arms manufacture. But it has far wider 
implications. 
Europe must not remain silent while the United States and the Soviet Union 
prepare to negotiate over its head. It cannot afford to allow others sole 
control of the keys to its existence and its future. 
• 
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"HARMONISING INDIRECT TAXES IN THE EEC" 
Introductory 
1. This Seminar brings together both experts .in the 
fiscal field and politicians ctosely involved in Euro-
pean affairs: and some perhaps who straddle both fields 
of competence. Forging a coh·erent structure for indirect 
taxes in the Community is one of the key elements in the 
great challenge which faces us of crea·ting a Single 
~uropean Economy. That challenge is one which presents 
problems as well as unparalleled opportunities for all 
the Member States of the Co•un\ty. For Ireland the 
problems are far from negligible, but the opportunities 
are at least correspondingly great. · 
2. We must make sure that we work together to surmount 
the problems so that the opportunities can be fully 
seized. The Commission is at present at a formative 
stage in drawing up its detailed proposals on the · 
approximation of indirect taxes in the Community. It is 
therefore particularly valuable for me Cand, in the 
longer run, I hope, for you too to have this 
opportunity of learning at first . hand of your hopes, 
fears and expectation~ in this area. 
3. I am sorry that I was not able to be here for the 
first part of your debate, but the Foundation for Fiscal 
Studies have been·kind enough to let me see the papers 
of Dr Bacon and Dr O' Hagan in advance, so I know at 
least what they were to say - and very interesting and 
thought-provoking it was, too. 
4. I see from the programme that I am bi L led to give 
you "Proposals for · harmonising indirect taxes in the 
EEC". That is not quite right. Once.we have drawn up our 
specific proposals, we shall of course be sending theni · 
first to the Council of Mini~ters and the Parliament. I 
am not, therefore, in a position to give you a sneak 
preview of our conclusions now. Indeed, there would be 
less point in my being here if we were already at that 
stage. I am here to listen to you as much as to speak to 
you. I hope and trust that the balance of advantage will 
satisfy us both. · 
S. Let me say briefly, therefore, what it is I do mean 
to talk to you about. First of all, it is vital to keep 
constantly in mind just what · it is we are trying to 
achieve. We must never lose sight of our goal by getting 
Lost in a labyrinth of technical. complexities. I will 
start therefore by describing how the Commission views 
the origin and purpose of this whole en.terprise. From 
there I would like to move on to why and how fiscal 
matters play such an important part in the realisation 
of that enterprise. 
' 
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Then l 'Shall do some th·inking aloud about the ain 
obj-et'tives and constraints to .which and within which, we 
must work if we are to s~~. In that connectioA I 
would aim to touch on some of the considerations that 
most particularly affect Ire'l•nd, and Ireland's rela-
tionshil) with the rest of t'h'e Community. But I shall 
not., as I ·have said, be ·in a ~·it ion to tell you what 
ou"r f i rra l proposals a re :go·tng to =.be. 
The need for tQmpleting t·he intffnal mar·ket 
6. When we in the pl"e.sent C.t11111ri ssion came into off i c.e 
a•t the beginning of last year,, .the Governments of ~he 
Member States had already .betm 'Searching for some ti-me 
f.or a strategy - a strategy -wh\ch would revive the 
-e-conomy of Western Europe •nd · reverse the relat.;ve 
ctecl ine into which we had st Md.Hy drifted. Governments 
were faced· with the fac:.t that :our performance in terms 
of =output had incr;easil'\g.ly ·t.au-en behind those of our 
1111Tn competitors in Amer'i:c.a .wm:I .Japan. 
In :ttrms of application .c;'f ·ttfe new high, technologies, 
-w~lher in the new industr"ies .:or in the old, we have 
ag,ain failed to mat-ch '.tt-/e ..performance of the ·United 
States and Japan. And .mea·n-whH.e 16 million potential 
l',froducers of' wealth and grow.th stand unemployed. The 
simple truth is that we are tsi,ling to make µse of the 
·immense potential which ·.Europe .;possesses. 
7. The population of the 'Eur-opean Community is nearly 
half as big again as that of .the Unit'ed States and well 
over twice that of Japan. We are the biggest and oldest-
established bloc of trading !'\at ions in the world. Our 
. scientific knowledge and our capacity for invent ion are 
second to none. But in considerable measure these 
resources lie fallow, failing .to produce the growth and 
the rich harvest of prosperity. of which they are 
intrinsically capable. 
8. Why should this be ,so·? It is in good measure 
because, in a merci Lessly . ceapetitive world, we have 
failed to heed the words of the Psalmist and dwell 
together in unity. The cotWttries of the European 
Community, for all their COllftlon heritage and common 
interest, remain a fragmented. economy, divided into a 
dozen separate markets; each ,with its own rules; each 
manufacturing for its own ma,~tt; each facing obstacles 
and difficulties if it wisbes ·to sell into other Membe·r 
States. The result can be seen in a .rate of growth in 
demand for industrial goods in the Community since 1982 
of barely two and a half percent a year, compared w:i.th 
six and a half percent· in the US and Japan. during the 
siiiie period. 
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9. Faced with this appalling waste of opportunity, it 
beeame increasingly clear to the Heads of Government of 
the Member States that only a strategy on a Community 
level would tackle the problem at its root and on a 
scale capable of meeting Europe's needs. At successive 
meetings of the European Council the Heads of Government 
called for action to complete the Internal Market. And 
on each occasion with a growing sense of urgency. first. 
at Copenhagen in 1982: then at Fontaine~leau in the 
summer of 1984: and most interestingly of all at Dublin 
in the winter of that year. 
10. It fell however to the· Commission to take the 
initiative to transform these declarations into achieve-
ment. Immediately following ou~ appointment at the 
beginning of last year, we produced our Work Programme 
in which we said we would "be asking the European 
Council to pledge itself to completion of a fully 
unified internal market by 1992 and to approve the 
necessary programme together with a · realistic and 
binding timetable". 
The Heads of Government meeting in Brussels that same 
month (March 1985 responded t6 that call and asked the 
Commission: 
"to draw up a detailed programme with a specific 
timetable". 
11. Our White Paper with which you are all familiar, 
sets out to do precisely that. The White Paper was 
endorsed by the Heads of Government when they met in 
Mi Lan in June of last year: and this endorsement was 
repeated at Luxembourg in. December and again at the 
Hague this summer." 
12. The ~rogramme in the White ~Paper is an ambitious 
and comprehensive one and the timetable for completing 
it sets a demanding pace. It is in recognition of that· 
that the Community decided to give itself the means to 
bring these ambitions to fruition. The Single European 
Act, agreed in Luxembourg in December and now in course 
of ratific.ation by t_he Member States, provides a clear 
definition of our objectives and a number of valuable 
improvements in decision-making procedures. 
These improvements include qualified majority voting for 
the generality of internal market issues. All this is 
within a framework of enhanced democratic and Parliamen-
tary control. In the area in which this conference is 
particularly interested - the fiscal area - the Single 
Act does not alter the principle of Council decision by 
unanimity. That comes out in the new Article 99. But it 
does focus more clearly than hitherto on the precise 
purpose of our activity in the field of indirect 
taxation, as I will now explain. 
' 
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13. There have, of course, been real achievements in 
the fiscal field - most notably the introduction of t~e 
VAT as the common turnover tax for the Community and its 
gradual harmonization. But accusations of harmonisation 
for harmonisation's sake have also, on occasion, been 
fair comment. 
The new Single A·ct sets us a ,auch more practical task, 
namely "harmonisation of legislation concerning turnover 
taxes, excise duties and other forms of indirect 
taxation to the extent that such harmonisation is 
necessary to ensure the establishiient and functioning of 
the internal market" by 31 Deceiber 1992. 
14. That, then, is the- purpose of the proposals which 
we have been asked by the ECOFIN Council of Ministers to 
put forward by April ne:>1t yeaF.' ~ Our task then is to 
provide a fi seal framework within which Member States 
can, by 1992 at the latest, create what the Single Act 
defines as an "area without internal frontiers within 
which the free movement ot goods., persons, services and 
capital is ensured.". A Europe without internal fron-
tiers - not a Europe with . . few..- or simpler frontier 
controls, but one with no such- divisive frontiers at 
all. Only such an integrated, undivided E.urope can offer 
the benefits of the sort of single large home market on 
which the performance of our most successful competitors 
is based. ' 
The role of fiscal frontiers 
15. The present controls at the internal frontiers of 
the Community are used by Member States to enforce a 
wide range of policies. They are used for instance as 
physical barriers to control the mov~ment of individuals 
and goods, to check their nature a.r:id purpose and even, 
in some cas~s, to ~ry to keep them out altogether. They 
are also used as technical barriers to enforce national 
standards and regulations g.cverning both goods and 
services. 
Finally, of course, they are also used in the business 
of collecting taxes on g.oods going from one Member State 
to another. These fiscal frontiers, just like the 
physical and technical ones, inhibit Europe's manu-
facturers and traders from using the markets of other 
Member States as the European home market of 320 million 
potential customers which should and could be their 
natural economic base. 
16. What we have to ask ourselves is precisely what 
purpose these fiscal frontiers serve; how many such 
purposes need to survive; and how those that must 
survive can otherwise be met when the frontiers no 
longer divide us. 
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17. The fiscal frontiers serve two main purposes. 
First they ensure that, when goods are traded across 
frontiers, the right tax revenue accrues to the right 
Member State. Secon~Hy they have an important . part . to 
play in the fight against fraud and evasion. 
18. At present we ensure that the tax accrues to the 
country where goods are final Ly consumed b>'._ the system 
of remission of tax on export and imposition of tax on 
import. You are all, I am sure, familiar with how that 
works and I will not dwell on the details· here .• But the 
crucial thing about this sotution to the problems. of 
allocation of revenue is that it is critically dependent 
on the operation of frontier controls. Correspondingly 
the protection of this system agai,st fraud and evasion 
equally depends on the frontier controls. 
19. Without a check at the frontier that goods on 
which a refund of tax is claimed have actually been 
exported, it would be all too easy for dishonest traders 
to invoice goods as zero-rated for export and then to 
sell them at home either tax-free, which would undercut 
their competitors, or including the tax element in the 
price but then pocketing it. Either way the revenue 
authorities would lose out. 
Without frontier controls, there would also be a great 
temptation to private individuals and traders alike 
simply to go to l6w-taxed countries, buy goods there and 
take them home for their own use or for onward sale off 
the record. Not only would thaf -lead to loss of tax 
revenue to the authorities; it would also cause serious 
distorsions of trade to the detriment of honest traders 
everywhere and especially in border areas. 
20. So under the present system frontiers are· an 
integral and indispensable part of fiscal administra-
tion; the system could not function properly without 
them~ That does not of course mean that no fiscal system 
can function without frontiers. But it does mean that,. 
for the frontiers to go, the system as a whole needs to 
be radically rethought. 
The Commission's alternative 
21. That taxes on exports are treated differently from 
taxes on domestic trade is in itself an obstacle ~ 
partly practical, partly psychological, but certainly 
powerful - inhibiting manufacturers and traders from 
treating sales to other Member States as being as 
natural a way of doing business as selling in the next 
street or the next town. If the purpose of abolishing 
frontier controls is to create a single European market, 
then it make_s sense for the fiscal system governing that 
market to work in just the same way as the system of a 
single Member State. 
" 
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22. S.les and purchases ac.t'CMS national borders wou:ld 
be treated in exactly the, same way as sales· and 
purchases within a sing-le *llbff State~ In the case .o'f 
VAT, exporters would charge the, usual positive rate on 
sales, for exports as for dOIN9tic transactions; and 
importers would reclaim that as input tax, just as they 
wou.ld fo:r domestic purchases. T-hrere is nothing radical 
or revc,,lutionary about this proposal. it is exactly and 
precisely what was set out in Article 4 of the very 
first of the V·AT directives adopted on 11 Al)ril 1967. · 
23. This approach - haJ.lowed- .b~ history - would have 
several immense advantages. Ffr.st, as I have said, it 
wou-ld help establish trade ac-ross borders as a natural 
way of conducting and expanding :onE\' s business. Second-
ly, it would simplify fh-c.al ~inistration for trade_rs 
and for national" auth.orities a.lik,e. And thirdly it would 
e.U·minate the major ir.i~entive for fraud and evasion 
wtaich the zero-ratir.ig of eKPOrts -presents. 
24. But it could not be .the whole story, for three 
gQOd reasons: 
- it would not of itNU c.orrectly allocate reve·nue 
between Member States; 
- it would not deter other for-lltS of fraud, evasion or 
trade diversion - that is other than frauds connected 
with zero-rating; and 
- it would not deal with the. l.Hlregistered trader or the 
individual traveller. 
25. To meet the first of these problems, the 
Commission has proposed a clearing mechanism, detailed 
proposals for which we shall be producing by April next 
year. Understandably, the Finance Ministers of the 
Member States are anxious that ... there should be a 
satisfactory mechanism for making sure they get the 
revenue to which they are entitled. 
The notion of a clearing system is not a new or a 
mysterious one. The banks, the railways and the airlines 
are but three obvious examples of how money can be 
collected on behalf of others, with balances settled up 
daily, monthly or at whatever· intervals necessity 
demands and modern technology can provide. There is no 
reason to believe that similar arrangements cannot be 
set up between the revenue authorities of 12 Member 
States, which already collaborate over an immense range 
of other activities. 
I 
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26. I turn now to the second problem - that of fraud 
and evasion. One important and significant area of 
· fraud, namely in the field of zero rating., would 
disappear altogether. That in itself would. be a signifi-
cant gain. But two other ·important aven~es ·of fraud 
would still be open. The first ·is the claiming of inf:)ut 
tax on imports which have never taken place. Effective 
mutual information and enforcement arrangements should 
be capable of dealing with that. Secondly, t-here is the 
opposite and much. more common type of evasion: the 
cross-border transaction which does take place but is 
not recorded, and on which, therefore, no tax is paid • 
27. It does not need me to tell an Irish audience what 
the driving force behind such ill\cit traffic would be. 
In the absence of any frontier controls, significant 
difference between indirect tax levels on each side of 
any border would provide an irresistible incentive for 
those in highly taxed ·countries to. provision .themselve.s 
in the low~tax country next door. 
The need to bring tax levels closer together 
28. The only way to remove the artifical fiscal 
incentive to diversion of trade and distortion of 
competition is to reduce the disparities between Member 
States' tax levels to the · point where th.ey_ no longer 
provide that incentive. That does not mean to the point 
of uniformity, but to the point at which the game is no 
longer worth the candle. To take the words of the Single 
European Act which I qu.oted to you earlier, we must 
approximate the levels of indirect tax in the Member 
States "to the extent that such harmonisation is 
necessary to ensure the establishment and functioning of 
the internal market". 
29. It is perhaps worth making the point that the 
present system with widely different rates and coverage, 
ctits across the grain of market forces. What we propose 
goes with the grain of m·arket forces. I't is therefore 
inherently more likely tobe stable. 
30. What "the levels of indirect tax" which emerge 
will be I c~nnot as of now tell you. But it is no secret 
that, in the ~roposals which we a~e due to put forward 
to the Council of Ministers, w.e shall be suggesting one 
or more target VAT rates with specified ma~gins of 
flexibility on either side. Analogous arrang.ements will 
also be needed for the main excise duties. 
In our White Paper we illustrated this notion with an 
example based on the average of the rates in force in 
the Community as a whole; I cannot, however, stress too 
strongly that that was only an example, deliberately 
chosen as a neutral and arithmetic-ally straightforward 
illustration of the principle we had in mind. Our aim 
when it comes to the proposals themselves will not be so 
simplistic. We shall be looking for whatever best meets 
both the needs of the internal market and the concerns 
of the Member States. · 
• 
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31. It is clearly in the foterests of all conc.e"""'d 
that the structure . we put for-ward should, as welt ~ 
providing the necessary conditions for the completion of 
the internal market, go 11 far as possible to reconcil-
ing the political, economic, b.uclg.etary/ fiscal and oth~r 
preoccupations of the Melllber States. That is going to be 
a tall order, and we are w,der no illusions abou.t it. 
But the Commission is not, as is sometimes said, tryi~g 
to devise unpalatable npedecine to fprce down Member: 
State-s' throats. What po.ssib-le interest, after aq, 
would we bave in doing so? We are in· business not to 
create resistances, but to propose ways in which ~~e 
p.roblems perceived by Meaber States can be overcome ~!"d 
the objectives which they thNselve• have identifi'ed can 
be achieved. ~ 
I 
32. There is no dOYbt that there will be acute\y 
difficult problems to be resolved. The structure of 
particular Member Stites' ,\/AT systems, of their excise 
duties, of their national budgets and of the balance and 
levels of their direct Mid iadirect taxes will present 
potential strains whica we will all have to work 
togetber to try to ease and ultiaately resolve. 
But there is no cause to de-spair. The Community is an 
old hand at finding ways of en.oling its members to deal 
with particular difficulties, to ease the strains and 
pains of transition and adjustment, to compensate for 
the disparities in economic, 'SOcial, geographical or 
other advantages and di sadvant~es, while at the same 
time moving steadily together towards a common goal. 
33. This Conference is not the first occasion on which 
I have been reminded that in Ireland, as elsewhere, 
there are preoccupations and an~ieties, both among those 
in government and among people ·oper,fting in the economy 
at large. The prospect of any change in taxation brings 
out the most fundamental concerns in both; the ordinary 
man fears that taxes wi LL he too high; the Finance 
Minister fears they will be too :l.o.w; both fear that they 
may not be able to make ends me-et. 
34. Let us confider ~e;ry bdefly the overall fiscal 
position of the Irish taKpey~r and the Irish government 
in so far as they might be affected by the changes 
proposed in the White Paper. 
35. Indirect taxes do indeed form, in Ireland, a 
higher proportion of government revenue than in the 
majority of Member States. In the light of this maey 
people fear that approximation wi LL present insoluable 
problems. I am not entirely convinced, h,,wever, that 
these fears will necessarily prove well-founded. 
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Thus the present yield of VAT in Ireland, measured -as a 
proportion of GDP, is not very far from the middle of 
the Community pack: t'here is no a priori reason 
therefore why the completion of the internal market 
should substantially change that underlying position. 
Fears that the overall burden of VAT on th.e Irish 
taxpayer will .change dramatically as a result of 
.implementing the White Paper's proposals are, to say the 
least, premature. Changes indeed will be needed. But it 
does not follow. that these changes would be un1J1anage-
able. · · 
36. I now turn to excise duties, which make a very . 
large contribution to the governmental kitty in Ireland. 
If the c.ommunity were to align, t~e main excise duties 
at rates . appreciably below those in Ireland, as I 
believe some in Ireland fear that would present substan-
tial problems. But how realistic a possibility is such a 
low-taxation regime? · 
There are good e·conomic, social and historic reasons for 
preferring high rates of excise on such goods as oil 
products, tobacco and alcohol: I should be frankly 
surprised if the Community and its Member States 
reversed entirely their traditional approach of high· 
rates on the main excise duty products. Once again, as 
in the case of VAT, the practical changes nec-essary to 
complete the internal market may not be as radical as is 
sometimes suggested. Indeed it may well be that the 
changes necessary in indirect taxation will prevent some 
Member States with the opportunity of making changes 
they would reg-erd as necessary or desirable on other 
grounds. 
37. Finally, a word about direct tax in Ireland. We 
all know that income tax in particular is the method of 
government revenue raising most dir~ctly and resentfully 
felt by the working population. But equally all govern-
ments have to arrange the levels of income tax in the 
light of their other revenue-rai"sing capacities and in 
the light of their short-term and long-term economic and 
political goals. All an outsider like me can say is that 
there are many other Member States where the proportion 
of GDP taken in direct taxes _is higher than in Jreland. 
38. Let us not forget that ultimately there is no 
greater threat to the real value of governments' 
revenues and to their ability to meet the needs of 
society and the economy than stagnation and competitive 
decline. It is to prevent· and reverse the erosion of the 
wealth from which all revenues must derive th.at we need 
to complete the internal market as a solid·and unified 
base for expansion and growth. 
• 
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39. It should be borne in mind th•t nobody is 
suggesting. that major changes shoutd happen from o_ne day 
to the next. From when we P"Ql ish our proposals for the 
future rates and rate structures of indirect taxes in an 
integrated internal market, Kellber States wi.ll have six · 
years within which to •ove towards the common goaL. 
Meaber States have often dellonstrated in the past that, 
if they want to do so for their own domestic reasons, 
they can and have . made far· greater changes than we are 
likely to suggest, and in. a -.,ch shorter time. Even 
after 1992, moreover, the who.le· c.oncept of approximation 
rather than total har1110nisation will leave them free to 
adj~st to particular national needs and changing circum-
stances. 
40. Indeed we have throughout sald quite clearly t.hat 
we recognise that the process of adjustment will be more 
difficult in some Member States than in others. That is 
why, in addition to the flexibHity wbich will be built 
in to our proposals themselves and the considerable 
transitional time availabl.e for implementing them, we 
have always acknowledged that there may be a need for 
derogations to meet particular cases· of pol it i c:.a l and 
economic sensitivity. This may or may not turn out to be 
a· route which, in some- respects, .Ireland. may· seek to 
follow. 
Ireland's geographic and economi.c circumstanc.e.s are not 
those of, say, Germany or France. The re-st of the 
COIIIIDUnity has no desire to Minimize or ignore the 
problems peculiar to Ireland. Article 8C. of the Single 
European Act specifically envisages the possibility of 
temporary derogations for individual countries, in th.e 
light of "the effort that certain economies. showing 
differences in development will have to sustain" while 
the internal market is completed. 
41. But let us not deceive ourselves. Derogations have 
a price. And that price is not only paid by the 
Community as a whole in teras of continued ·fragmen-
tation; it is also p_aid by the Member State concerned, 
which to that extent would cut itself off f tom the 
development of a great market in Eu.rope and from th·e 
full benefits of economic integration. 
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Conclusion 
42. i hope 1 have made it clear that the Commission 
has no illusions about the difficulties which lie ahead 
if we are successful Ly to accomplish the task we have 
all set ourselves. We were asked by the Heads of 
Government to produce a programme which would meet the 
objective ttley had identified, name Ly the creation of a 
single European market. That we have done •. And the 
COIIJponent parts of that programme will almost al.l soon 
·be on th.e table of the Council of Ministers, for them to 
take the necessary decisions. 
43. A great deal of hard work, of good will, of hard 
bargaining and of give and take will be needed over the 
coming months to reach agreemen,s acceptable to a.LL 
concerned. Agreements which satisfy the politi.cal, 
economic and financial concerns of each and every Member 
State; and which at the same tim.e satisfy our common 
aspiration to a united, prosp.erous and growing European 
economy no longer divided by the physical, technicat and 
fiscal barriers which at present prevent us from 
a.chieving our full,potential. There is a race t.o be run, 
a prize to be won. The race wi LL· be :long and hard: but 
the prize more than worth while to win. · 
• 
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What I would like to do in the time allotted to me is to consider two 
areas which are of vital importance to the creation of the Internal 
Market first of all, Financial Services and then the area of Company 
Law. 
FINANCIAL SERVICES 
In the field of financial services, clearly I cannot in the time 
available go into detail on all the aspects of our work but I think it is 
useful to indicate why it is felt to be important to pursue the 
liberalisation of the financial services sector. In the White Paper we 
argued that a common market to a large extent already exists for goods 
and that it was therefore a logical step to foresee a similar development 
in financial services. Financial services play an increasingly important 
role in the economy of all Community countries. Confronted with an 
increasingly globally organised financial market it is thus essential 
that Europe becomes an efficient and liberal market place if it is not to 
lose business and the employment that goes with it. From the Consumer's 
point of view it is important that he or she should have access to a wide 
range of competitive financial products irrespective of their country of 
origin. Last but not least, financial services are an important input for 
the rest of the Community's economy. It is essential for the 
manufacturing sector's competitiveness that the financial sector should 
be as competitive as possible. Community industry has to be able to 
finance itself on the finest possible terms and buy its insurance as 
cheaply as possible. 
The general. approach we have adopted on the creation of a community 
financial services sector is closely linked to the question of the 
liberalisation of capital movements 
Some Member States have never imposed significant exchange controls. In 
the last few years they have been joined by others. The present position 
is that Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, the UK, Denmark, 
France and Italy now have few if any exchange controls. In the light of 
these encouraging developments, the Commission took the view that the 
time had come to complete the process of liberalising capital movements. 
e 
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The first of two directives - liberalising Ions-term capital movements -
was adopted last November and is now in force. The second directive to 
liberalise all remaining transactions, i.e. short-term monetary 
instruments down to and including personal back accounts and purely 
financial loans, was put forward last month. 
There has already been an informal agreement by financial ministers that 
the time is now ripe to take this final step. We hope therefore for 
speedy adoption of these latest proposals. 
But whilst liberalization of capital services is nearly always a 
necessary condition for freedom of financial services, it is not always a 
sufficient condition. This is for three main reasons. First, in some 
cases, there are national regulatory barriers which would obstruct 
freedom of establishment and free trade in financial services even after 
exchange controls are fully removed. Second, if capital movements are 
liberalised without agreement being reached at the same time on colllTlon 
rules for the supervision of financial operators, business will tend to 
migrate to the centres where supervision is most lax. Third, for obvious 
reasons, there have to be broadly equivalent standards for investor 
protection. Our objective in the White Paper proposals is therefore to 
remove the administrative and other barriers, which still exist to 
freedom of services, but as the same time to reach agreement on the 
indispensable elements of supervision and investor protection. 
The general method of achieving unified financial markets is set out in 
the White Paper and it is perhaps useful to reiterate the three main 
elements of that approach. These can be summarised as: 
- the harmonization of essential standards for prudential 
supervision and for the protection of investors, depositors and 
consumers; 
mutual recognition of the way in which each Member State applies 
those standards; 
- based on the first two elements, "home country control and 
supervision of those financial institutions which wish to 
operate in other Member States either by establishment or by 
offering the services directly across frontiers. 
4 
Our approach, set out in the White Paper, contains three main elements 
f.iI::rt the harmonisation of essential standards <not minimal standards> 
for prudential supervision and for the protection of investors, 
depositors and consumers; 
Second, mutual recognition of the way in which each Member State applies 
those standards 
IhiI:g, based on the first two elements, " home country " control and 
supervision of those financial institutions which wish to operate in 
other Member States either by establishment or by offering services 
directly across frontiers. 
There are a number of misunderstandings about " mutual recognition " which 
I would like to try to clear up. First, it is not a polar opposite to 
harmonization. On the contrary, in our approach mutual recognition 
depends on the broad equiyalence of national regulatory systems and this 
will often require some prior degree of harmonization. The crucial 
question is how much harmonization is required. Second, when we speak, as 
the White Paper does, of minimum harmonization, that certainly does not 
mean harmonization at the lowest possible level. What we mean is 
harmonization of the essential elements. In some cases, e.g. insider 
trading, our proposals will require some Member States to introduce 
controls in areas where they have not existed before. 
I should now like to set out briefly where we have got to in the 
various sectors and what remains to be done. 
In the banking sector, the co-ordination or harmonisation of national 
legislation was expressly provided for in the Treaty of Rome. It soon 
became apparent, however, that the simple elimination of discriminatory 
practices restricting the freedom of establishment would not alone create 
a unified banking market. 
• 
The first banking co-ordination directive of 1977 achieved three main 
goals: 
- it cleared away most, but not all, of the obstacles to freedom of 
establishment across the Community; 
e 
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- it laid down common standards <"fitness and properness"> for the 
granting of banking licences; 
- and it introduced the basic principle of" home country control" which 
was extended in 1983 by a directive on supervision on a consolidated 
basis. 
As regards freedom of establishment, the Community is thus already more 
advanced, for example, than the United States. But there are still 
obstacles to be overcome before we have a genuinely unified banking 
market. In particular: 
a bank still has to get authorisations from eleven different 
supervisors to set up branches in all Member States 
there is no general freedom to provide banking services across 
frontiers. 
Our current plans for legislation in the banking sectors are intended to 
remove these remaining obstacles: to liberalise the market, and agree on 
strong common standards of supervision. 
These two objectives - liberalisation and agreement on strong common· 
standards or supervision - are complementary. We have moved away from the 
concept of full detailed harmonisation towards that of " mutual 
recognition and equivalence" based on common standards for the essential 
prudential rules. In this context there is one point I cannot emphasise 
too much the White Paper referred to" minimum harmonisation" and this 
must not be confused with minimal standards. It is the Commission's goal 
to ensure a sufficiently high standard rather than a lower common 
denominator not only in the banking field, but also generally, similarly, 
the Commission fully accepts the need for banking supervisors, and thus 
the legislation governing their work, to be flexible and responsive to 
rapid market change. 
By the end of this year, we will have transmitted to the Council our 
proposal for a second banking co-ordination directive, which aims to 
complete the first co-ordination directive by removing the remaining 
obstacles to freedom of establishment and freedom of services. 
6 
The central concept in the new directive is the idea of a single banking 
licence valid throughout the Community. What this means is that once this 
directive is in force, together with three accompanying instruments, any 
authorised credit institution will be able to supply core banking 
services throughout the Community, either by branches or by means of the 
provision of services, on the basis of a single licence issued by its 
home country supervisor. This" single banking licence" will be mutually 
recognised by other community supervisors; subject only to the provision 
that credit institutions may only undertake those banking activities in 
other Member States which their home country authorisation allows them to 
do domestically and for which they are supervised by them. 
In addition to establishing this framework, the draft directive actively 
pursues the goal of ensuring adequate prudential standards. 
The development of new payment media, such as payment cards, containing 
involves questions of technology, 
and clearly has implications for the 
magnetic strips and microchips, 
infrastructure and rules of use, 
internal market. The Commission has therefore put forward a Communication 
to the Council on such media, the aim of which is to encourage a mutual 
opening-up of the different card systems in the Community and common 
technical standards and to avoid the fragmentation of the market. In 
October, the European Council to Payment Sytems approved a European 
Accord for Bank Card usage. 
In the insurance sector, freedom of establishment of insurance companies 
was already established in the 1970s by the First Life and Non-Life 
Directives. More recently, the Commission has proposed Directives on the 
annual accounts of insurance companies and the procedures for winding 
them up with the aim of ensuring greater compatibility of accounts of 
insurance companies, This is important for the debtors and creditors as 
well as for policy-holders in general. 
Following last year's major Court Judgements in the insurance sector, 
work has resumed on the Second Draft Directive on Non-Life insurance with 
a view to reaching agreement on rules to facilitate freedom of services 
in this sector. Once adopted next year, this will ensure a very liberal 
regime for those consumers, primarily, though not exclusively, larger 
commercial consumers, who wish to obtain insurance from any Community 
insurance company. Free choice of insurance supplier will be guaranteed. 
The interests of the man in the street will be protected, but, at the 
e 
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same time, it will be possible for insurance companies and for their 
industrial and commercial customers to benefit fully from the internal 
market. 
The Commission's aim is to ensure full protection for the mass consumers 
of insurance. For this reason, and in the light of the Court Judgements, 
proposals for freedom of services for life insurance and compulsory motor 
insurance are being re-examined and will only be made in 1988. 
Nevertheless, as a result of earlier Community legislation, the control 
of motor insurance green cards is no longer necessary and divergences 
between Member States on obligatory motor insurance cover have been 
reduced. A new proposal to be made later this year will deal with 
problems related to disagreements between insurance guarantee funds and 
an insured person, with the aim of speeding up payment to the accident 
victim. If a Community citizen has the misfortune to have a road accident 
anywhere in the Community, he will be sure that he will benefit from 
insurance cover. This clearly has important benefits for the free 
movement of businessmen and of tourists throughout Europe. 
In the field of securities markets, the Council in 1985 adopted a 
Directive to liberalise the activities of undertakings for collective 
investment in transferable securities CUCITS> which exist in all Member 
States. Once a UCITS has been authorised in accordance with the rules of 
this Directive, it may, on the basis of a single authorisation given in 
its own Member State, market its units to investors in any Member States. 
This is a major step forward in liberalising securities markets, covering 
as it does all the main-line types of mutual funds investing in domestic 
or foreign securities. 
The Commission's other major concern in this sector has been to ensure 
adequate investor information and protection and Directives have already 
been adopted on: 
- harmonizing the conditions for the admission of securities to official 
stock exchange listing; 
- harmonizing the requirements for the listing particulars to be 
published for the admission of securities to official stock exchange 
listing, including the mutual recognition of each other's listing 
prospectuses; 
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information to be published on a regular basis by companies, the shares 
of which have been admitted to official stock exchange. 
Proposals have also been made to harmonise the contents of the first 
public offer prospectus, to require the disclosure of major shareholdings 
in excess of 5 % and finally, but not least, to prohibit insider dealikng 
in securities in the Community. 
The main objective is full and proper disclosure of information to ensure 
that all investors are provided with the information they need to make 
the proper assessment of the risks associated with an investment. In 
addition, the aim is to make it easier for the corporate borrower to 
treat the Community as a single market for the issue of shares and for 
getting stock exchange listing. The intention is that all Member States 
will be in a position to mutually recognize any prospectus approved in 
any one Member State. 
In the case of the insider trading proposal, the aim is to prohibit 
insider trading in all Member States (this is not at present the case> 
and to ensure the creation of genuine European securities market which is 
efficient, fair and clean. This will ensure that investors are fully 
safeguarded and that they will be treated on an equal basis in all Member 
States. 
COMPANY LAW 
The second part of what I want to say covers the whole area of company 
law. Clearly harmonisation of company law is an important element for the 
creation of the internal market. 
Why is company law harmonization needed? Two reasons. First, with the 
growth of intra-Community trade investment freedom of capital movements 
there will be more and more people in the Community, who, as employees 
shareholders or creditors, find themselves dealing with companies whose 
head offices are in another Member State. They need to know that they are 
guaranteed broadly equivalent standards of protection in whichever Member 
State the company is located. Second, full exercise of the right of 
establishment. 
e 
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The development of an internal market without barriers implies the 
removal not only of obstacles to intra-community trade, but also the 
removal of obstacles to freedom of establishment and the creation of a 
common environment for companies all over the community. Article 58 of 
the Treaty of Rome guarantees the exercise of the free movement of 
persons, goods, services and capital as well as free competition to all 
companies and firms, provided they pursue an economic objective. 
Companies wishing to establish a subsidiary or branch in another Member 
State need to know that the rules of the game are broadly equivalent 
throughout the Community. 
Despite the wide scope of Article 58, the work of the Community to date 
has been confined largely to limited companies since these are 
economically and socially the most important enterprises in the 
Community. You are probably aware of what has been achieved the seven 
company law directives can be summarised as follows. 
- The First Directive of 1968 provides a system of publicity for 
all companies. The Member States must maintain registers open to 
the public, and also ensure the publication of information in a 
gazette. The system ensures that information on the same areas 
is available to the public in respect of all companies in the 
Community. It also deals with the validity of obligations 
entered into a company. 
- The Second Directive of 1976 provides common standards and 
procedures for the raising, maintenance and alteration of the 
capital of public limited companies, since their capital 
represents the major essential guarantee for creditors and 
shareholders. 
The Third and Sixth Directives make available the legal elements 
necessary for important types of company reconstruction: 
the Third Directive of 1978 introduces in the legal systems of 
al 1 Member States the transact ion of merger, whereby 
simultaneously the assets and liabilities of the acquired 
company are transferred to the acquiring company. The process 
avoids cumbersome procedures by way of winding-up to effect 
mergers. The shareholders of the acquiring and acquired 
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companies receive an equivalent stake in the merged company 
guaranteed by the valuation of the share exchange ratio by an 
independent expert. 
- the Sixth Directive of 1982 provides analogous safeguards for 
the process of scission whereby an existing company divides into 
entities. 
These two directives apply to transactions confined to a company or 
companies in the same Member State. Given the increasing diversity of 
capital holdings and intra-community trade, the necessity to extend the 
possibility of mergers to companies in different Member States is clear. 
In March 1984, the Council of Ministers stressed that progress on 
international mergers was essential for the economic and industrial 
development of the Community. The Commission has proposed a draft 
directive on such form of reconstruction and in parallel with it a 
directive on the tax treatment of such mergers. 
The Fourth, Seventh and Eighth Directives provide a codex of European 
accounting law, harmonized at a high level although by no means fully 
complete: 
- the Fourth Directive of 1978 fulfils the commitment of the 
Community in the First Dirctive to cover the accounts of all 
limited companies. Standard layouts and detailed requirements on 
the contents of the notes are given for the balance-sheet and 
profit and loss account of companies, with the possibility of a 
more flexible regime for small and medium-sized undertakings. 
Accounts must give a true and fair view of the company's assets, 
liabilities, financial position and profit or loss in accordance 
with principles such as the going concern, consistency, prudence 
and attribution to the financial year in question. The valuation 
rules are also defined. The usual basis is historical cost, but 
Member States may permit alternatives such as current cost 
valuation provided certain basic conditions are respected. 
- The Seventh Directive of 1983 deals with the consolidated 
accounts of " groups " of undertakings, i.e. of parents and 
subsidiaries, the Fourth Directive being necessarily confined to 
individual company accounts. Under the directive, the 
consolidated accounts aim to give a true and fair view of the 
e 
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assets, liabilities, financial positions and profit and loss of 
the undertaking in the group if they were a single entity. In 
particular, therefore, the book values of shares of the 
undertakings consolidated are set off against the proportion 
th~y repres"nt of thf' c;ipi ta 1 and reserves of those 
undertakings. Intra-group transactions are also eliminated. 
- The Eighth Directive of 1984 defines the qualifications required 
of those who audit the accounts required by Community law. Both 
the Fourth and Seventh Directives provides for an independent 
audit of the relevant accounts. Without high common standards 
for the auditing profession, results might vary widely. 
What of the future : it is clear there already exists a framework 
covering most aspects of the operation of limited companies and also a 
body of European accounting law. 
Taken together, these constitute the basis for facilitating increased 
cooperation between enterprises in the Community. As I have already said, 
what has been missing has been a Community legal framework for 
cross-border activities between enterprises and for cooperation between 
enterprises of different Member States. From 1 January 1989, however, 
companies in the Community will be able for the first time to cooperate 
with each other on the basis of the Regulation on the European Economic 
Interest Grouping. The flexible form of association permitted by the 
Regulation will allow companies in different Member States to integrate 
parts of their activities whilst maintaining their legal and economic 
independence. 
In order to encourage cross-border mergers within the Community, the 
proposal for a Tenth Company Law Directive would extend the scope of 
existing legislation on mergers of companies into the transnational or 
multinational field. This facility would complete all the possibilities 
for cooperation across frontiers between companies. In the accounting 
field too, the Commission has made a proposal concerning disclosure 
requirements in respect of branches set up in one Member State by 
companies established in another. This Directive when adopted will result 
in limitations on the amount of documents and particulars to be 
disclosed, thus facilitating the task of companies in establishing 
branches in the Community. 
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This progress towards an environment in which cooperation between 
enterprises within the Community becomes easier will be facilitated by 
the adoption of four Directives in the company taxation sector aimed at 
encouraging cross-border cooperation between companies, namely the 
proposals for Directives on: 
- a common system of taxation applicable to mergers, divisions and 
contributions of assets; 
- a common system of taxation applicable to parent companies and 
their subsidiairies 
- elimination of double taxation <arbitration procedure> 
- indirect taxes on transactions in securities. 
All of these proposals will increase substantially the attractiveness of 
cross-border activities, including cooperation between small and 
medium-sized enterprises which are very much aware of the cost, the 
complexity and length of existing procedures. The suppression of taxes on 
transfer of securities by 1990 will facilitate investments and stimulate 
company investment. 
In the longer term, it is possible to envisage a European company statute 
offering European incorporation for limited liability companies, as an 
alternative to national incorporation. An evaluation of the proposal 
already put forward in 19895 is currently under way in the light of the 
cal 1 by last June's European summit to achieve rapid progress in the 
company law sector to arrive at a European Company. 
CONCLUSION 
The programme for achieving the Internal Market in both of these areas by 
1992 is moving forward and will be facilitated, we hope, by the new 
decision-making procedures introduced by the Single European Act. In the 
financial services sector by 1992 we hope to be in a position to speak of 
a single European banking market where it is as easy for a bank to 
establish branches anywhere in the Community as in its home Member State, 
and offer the full range of its banking services across the entire 
Community of a European securities and capital market with enough 
e 
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capacity to meet European industry's financing needs and to attract 
investors from all over the world. The Company law programme's main aim 
is to create conditions likely to favour the development of cooperation 
between undertakings. Such cooperation is designed to strengthen the 
industrial and commercial fabric of the internal market. 
All of this clearly has implications for you here in Austria and these 
can perhaps be picked up in the course of the discussion. 
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Introduction 
The communication on Financial Integration which the Com-
mission presented to the Council in April 1981(1) gave new 
impetus to Community discussions on the liberalization of capital 
movements. Today there are two essential reasons for placing 
this question among the Community's top priorities. 
First, the Luxembourg Act makes new demands on the process 
of financial integration which has already begun. The Act 
clearly affirms the need for the large internal market to assume 
its full financial dimension, since tbe objective of free 
movement by 1992 also applies to capital and financial services. 
Already, a considerable effort is in progress to remove 
the technical, administrative and legal obstacles to trade: the 
effort covers the harmonization of standards, the opening up of 
public procurement contracts, the ending of excessive controls at 
frontiers and the approximation of indirect taxation. It would 
be difficult to imagine that it should not extend to exchanges of 
capital. 
The result will be the closer coordination of economic and 
monetary policies, which is important for the Community's inte-
gration. This will have to be accompanied by appropriate 
measures to bring levels of development as close together as pos-
sible and to reduce the structural differences between the Member 
States. Article 110(b) of the Single Act provides that the 
implementation of common policies and of the internal market 
shall take into account the objectives of cohesion. The 
proposals set out in this communication while ultimately 
beneficial for all, may create difficulties for some Member 
States. In such cases, it may be necessary to take additional 
measures, outside the scope of this communication, in order to 
help those Member States to participate fully in the creation of 
a genuine common market in financial services with full freedom 
of capital movement. 
(1) COM(81) 207 final. 
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Second, there is a close link between the development of 
the EMS and the free movement of capital: this link was 
established by the Commission in its communication to the Council 
of November 1984 on developing the European Monetary System(2). 
The EMS experience has played a decisive role in the evolving 
attitude of the Member States. The opinion which has prevailed 
is that the stability of exchange rate relationships must reflect 
and be nurtured by a genuine convergence of monetary policies and 
economic performances. 
The purpose of this Communication is: 
to trace the logic behind the Commission's proposed approach 
and the major· phases in that approach, so as to arrive at as 
liberal as possible a Community system of capital movements; 
to set out the resultant implications for the effective inte-
gration of the financial markets and for the coordination of 
the monetary and financial policies of the Member States. 
r. The proposed approach for the liberalization of capital move-
ments 
A. The logic behind the liberalization of capital movements 
1. Analysis and experience show that there are !h£e~ ~ear~e~ 
!n_t~e_p~oar~s~i~e_l!b~r~l!z~t!o~ ~f_c~p!t~l_m~v~m~n!s which, in 
simple terms, ~orrespond to three categories of operations: 
(2) COM(84) 678 final. 
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capital operations such as commercial credits, direct 
investments or various personal capital movements - which are 
directly linked to the effective exercise of the other 
fundamental freedoms of the common market ( the freedom of 
trade in goods and services, the free movement of persons, 
the freedom of establishment); 
operations in financial market securities (bonds, shares and 
other securities of a participating nature), the 
liberalization of which determines the existence of a single 
European financial market; liberalization in this area has to 
cover the operations carried out by investors as well as 
those carried out by issuers; 
operations involving financial credits and operations 
relating to money market instruments, the liberalization of 
which is necessary for the establishment of a unified finan-
cial system in the Community. 
2. 
imposed 
policy. 
As each threshold is 
on the Member States 
crossed, growing constraints are 
in the conduct of their monetary 
The 
inevitable 
drawn from 
first group 
consequences, 
a system of 
of operations requires merely that the 
in terms of balance of payments, be 
freedom of establishment and the free 
movement of goods, services and persons. The liberalization of 
operations in securities also opens the possibility of choosing 
between the financial markets of the Member States and therefore 
places them in direct competition. The extension of liberal-
ization to monetary transactions imposes not only a greater con-
straint in terms of the balance of payments, it also affects the 
organization and functioning of national banking and financial 
systems and the methods of controlling the external indebtedness 
of financial institutions and the external circulation of the 
national currency; 
l. In the face of these constraints, the Member States are 
Three f&.:::::ors determine their room 
for manoeuvre in settling potential conflicts between the 
internal and external objectives of their monetary policy: 
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of their balance of payments, which determine the speed and 
ease with which the requiaite adjustments can be made; 
the international status.of their currency (its importance as 
a vehicle of trade and a reserve instrument) and of their 
exc,ange regulations (whether or not they participete in the 
EMS exchange rate mechanism); 
the level of development of their domestic financial system 
(size, liquidity, diversification of techniques, methods of 
regulation). 
B. The main pahses in the liberalization of capital movements 
In this context, two phases could be involved in the pro-
cess of continuing to liberalize capital movements. 
1. In the first phase, the objective would be to achieve the 
2.n£O!!,d.!,t!o!!.a! !A! .!:.f.f.e£t!v.!:. !i.!?_e!.a.!i.!.a!t.2.n_t.!!_r2,.u,&h,2.u_~. !,h.!:, £0!.=. 
m2_n.!,tz ~f_t.!!.e_c~p.!,t~l_o~e£a!_i~n~ ~o~t_d.!,r_!;,C!_lz !!,e£e~s~rz !o~ !_h.!:_ 
~rP-p.!:_r_fE_D£t!o!!.i!!_g_o! !_h.!:_ £O~m~n_m~r~e!_ ~n! fo£ !_h.!:_ .!i!!,k~g.!:. ~f-
n~t!o!!.a.! ~a£k_!;,t~ .!,n_f.!,n~n£i~l_s.!:_c~r!t!e~. 
Two types. of measure are required for the attainment of 
this objective: 
certain of these exceptional arrangements derive from the 
application of the safeguard clause provided for in 
Article 108(1) of the EEC Treaty and is within the Commis-
sion's field of competence. The Decisions relating . to 
France, IrelanJ and Italy were revised, and made stricter, 
in December 1984. A target date was fixed for the expiry 
of the DecJ.sions (the end of 1986 for France, the end of 
;.987 for Ireland and Italy). Similarly in November 1985 
Greece was authorized to maintain certain resrtrictions on 
c2µital movements normally liberalized under Community 
law, but only for a period of three years. 
e 
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Alan, the rPvlsed DeclstnnM ref•rred tn thP neect for 
r.estrlctiona to be gr11d1111l ly relaxed hefore thP expiry 
date, in line with the results achieved in the recovery of 
the balance of payments. Thia partial progress is to be 
consolidated at regular intervals by the modification of 
the original authorizations. 
Other exceptional arrangements were introduced on a tempo-
rary basis by the Treaty of Accession of Spain (until the 
end of 1990) and Portugal ( unt 11 the end of 1992). Here 
too, and chiefly in order to avoid the difficulty of 
bringing all the authorized restrictions to an end at 
once, on the expiry date, the Commission will ensure that 
every opportunity for partial liberalization is taken. 
(b) !n~e~t~n~i~n~of £o~m~n!tz ~b!iaali~n~ ~s~r~g~r!s !i~e£a-
lization 
- - - -
As a result of the discussions held on this question in the 
Monetary Committee, two main guidelines have been identified. 
First, the legislative progress in view, which will not 
assume its full significance unless it is applied by all the 
Member States, must not make it more difficult to dismantle 
the existing exceptional arrangements•.. It is logical for 
these exceptional arrangements to apply, initially, to the 
new liberalization obligations, insofar as they relate to the 
same type of operations or present an equivalent risk to the 
balance of payments. (For example, could a Member State be 
compelled to liberalize transactions in securities not dealt 
in on a stock exchange if restrictions on operations in 
listed securities were still authorized?). 
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Secondly, the extension of Community obligations must mean 
that all the capital operations involved in the free move-
ments of goods, services and persons or which are the very 
basis of a financial market can be reclassified within the 
rules of unconditional liberalization. On the basis of these 
criteria, the Commission is preparing a proposal for a 
Directive, which il intends to present shortly to tbe 
Council, and which would make the following additions to the 
Community's liberalization rules of 1960-62: 
( i) The obligation of unconditional 11 beralization applying to 
the operations in Lists A and B of the present Directives(l) 
would be extended to: 
(1) Lists A and B cover direct investments, personal capital 
movements, short and medium-term credits related to 
commercial transactions or to provision of services in which 
a resident is participating, transfers in performance of 
insurance contracts, and the acquisition of se~urities dealt 
in on a stock exchange. Li berali za t ion of these operations 
is unconditional and may be suspended only b,y the 
implementation of the safeguard clauses provided for in 
Articles 71, 108 and 109 of the Treaty. 
The capital movements contained in List C (in particular the 
issue of securities, the acquisition of securities not dealt 
in on a stock exchange and financial credits) are subject 
only to conditional liberalization, in that a Member State 
may maintain or reintroduce restrictions on these operations 
provided that they were operative on the date of entry into 
force of th~ Directive or on the date of-~ccession, when such 
free movement of capital might form an obstacle to the 
achievement of the economic policy objectives of that Member 
State. 
For the other op~rations - chiefly short-term capital move-
ments (securit'.es dealt in on the money market, the opening 
and placing of funds on current or deposit accounts, etc.) -
the Member States can choose whether or not to impose 
restrictions. 
e 
e 
e 
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long-term commerci~l credits; 
the acquisition of financial market securities, whether or 
not they are dealt in on a stock exchange; 
the admission of securities to the capital market (intro-
duction on a stock exchange, issue or placing). On this 
point, the Commission had first envisaged that, in the 
initial stage, the liberalization obligation would be 
restricted to the admission of certain categories of securi-
ties only: shares, units of undertakings for collective 
investment subject to Community coordination rules, and bonds 
issued by Community institutions. But it felt that liberal-
ization which immediately covered the admission of all bonds 
(except the public securities referred to in Article 68(1) of 
the Treaty) would be closer to the objective of achieving the 
close linkage of national financial markets, and would avoid 
giving preferential treatment to certain categories of 
issuers, as recommended by the Monetary Committee. 
ii) It would also be proposed that, for all liberalized capital 
movements (Lists A and B), uniform conditions would be laid 
down for the functioning of any dual exchange market which 
might exist, by aligning these conditions on the most binding 
provisions of Article 1 (List A operations) of the present 
Directive. As a result, Lists A and B of this Directive 
could be merged. 
2. In a: second phase, the realization of a large internal 
market, in full possession of its financial dimension, means that 
a decisive step must be taken towards the total freedom of 
capital movements. 
- 8 -
(a) In the White jPaper, "Completing the internal market", the 
Commission str,ssed the need to achieve the liberalization of 
f; 
financial ser~jces in the Community by 1992 at the latest. 
The at ta in men 
!o.a,i.£, of a , 
!. r2_n !. i .! r.!., _ i !!. , 
2_n_C!.P!t!,l_m 
therefore hav' 
law, would 
' 
of this objective, and more generally the 
~r2_p_!a!!_ .f.i!!.a!!.c!a! .!.Y.!.t_!m __ w!t,ho~t __ i~t_!r~a! 
i!_a!lz !e!,d.!, !_O_t,he_e!!_d!n£ 2_f_a!l_r_!S!_r!C!_i2_n.!, 
The free movement of capital wi 11 
extend to operations which, under Community 
remain excluded, i.e. financial loans in 
both domesti9;:. · and foreign currencies, money market opera-
tions, depos+ s and balances on current account. Such 
. ·~ 
liberalizatiol\ is necessary if the financial intermediaries 
are to compet, fully on the European market and derive full 
advantage fr~ the freedom to provide services which they 
'· 
will be offer 'j). Complete exchange liberalization will make 
.. ~ 
it possible lo do away with control procedures for the 
purposes of v;tification which have to be maintained, even on 
liberalized ~.t./ rations, so long as restrictions continue to 
exist. · 
( b) The _g,u_!s!_i2_n4E_i.£_h_a!,i.!.e.!. !s_ w,he!,h!, r _a!l_ tE_e_M!,m.!?,e!. ,2.t!_t_!s 
are .£_SJ?,a.!?,l!, if_m2_v!n& !_o!!a!.d.!. !_h!s_o.£)!,c!_i.!,e_a!_ !_h!, same 
speed of the, complete freedom of capital movements. This 
- - - r'l 
question is e;!l-pecially relevant since, as 
link has be~~ established between the 
indicated above, a 
liberalization of 
capital movem~pts and the development of the EMS in which not 
all the Member States 
Luxembourg 
arrangements 
A,e,t provides 
fully 
for 
participate. Moreover, the 
the possibility of special 
.. 
for the most vulnerable Member States in the 
realization o~ a large internal market. 
In any event, any differentiation to be made between the 
Member States in the liberalization process should not be 
introduced below a uniform level of Community obligations as 
previously defined (point B.l above). Also through its 
instruments for supporting balances of payments, the Com-
munity must be able to offer Member States which are faced '· 
with special constraints the means of overcoming these diffi-
culties so as to enable them to take part in the full process 
of the liberalization of capital. 
e 
I.. 
t 
<' 
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(c) Consequently, the approach required for completing the pro-
cess of liberalization without doubt differs from the one 
followed up to this stage and based on the progressive 
transfer of certain categories of operations to a system of 
unconditional liberation (save where recourse is had to the 
safeguard clauses of Articles 108, 109 or 71 of the Treaty). 
i) For operations involving financial loans and credits, 
monetary operations or deposits, the liberalization rules 
should be more flexible and better suited to their 
nature. One possibility would be to provide, for this 
category of transactions, a specific safeguard clause 
which was less binding than the one in Article 108 of the 
Treaty(l). A safeguard clause of this kind, incorporated 
in the basic Directive, could be activated by the 
Commission, after consulting the Monetary Committee, if 
the corresponding movements 
disturbances in the conduct of 
of capital lead to 
the monetary policy of a 
Member State and are liable to harm the stability of 
(1) Article 108 applies to situations in which a Member State is 
in difficulties or seriously threatened with difficulties as 
regards its balance of payments. Under this Article, the 
Commission may grant protective measures only on completion 
of a prior procedure consisting of (i) examination by the 
Commission of the position of the Member State and the 
sending of a recommendation; (ii) the adoption of a position 
by the Council on the possible granting of mutual 
assistance. The scope of the protective measures is not con-
fined solely to capital movements, but may concern any other 
Community obligation. 
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exchange rates in the Community. The derogations 
authorized would be the subject of a periodic examination 
within the Monetary· Committee. 
Consequently, the instruments provided for by the 1972 
Directive on regulating international capital flows and 
neutralizing their undesirable effects on domestic liqui-
dity could be put into operation between the Member States 
only pursu•nt to this safeguard clause. 
ii) This importa~t step towards the full liberalization of 
\ 
capital movem.ents should logically be accompanied by: 
ending th~ possibility of resorting to a dual market, save 
by invokinig a safeguard clause; 
,. 
a tighter formulation of the obligations applying to 
unconditidnally liberalized operations: such obligations 
would bav, to cover not only the lifting of exchange 
restrict idhs god measures having equivalent" effect which 
do not di:;rectly derive from· the exchange control regu-
··!ot 
lations, b\Jt also all other types of discrimination, taken 
for reason); of domestic control (in particular tax treat-
ment or, placement rules imposed on institutional 
investors)-. 
iii) In the litht of experience and of the development of 
financial techniques, the revision of the rules governing 
the liberalization of capital movements should be seized as 
an occasion for clarifying and bringing up to date certain 
definitions and provisions which are over 25 years old. 
This would mean taking account of the new techniques which 
have emerged, for example, in the field of transactions in 
l 
\: 
' .. 1: 
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securities or with regard to lending instruments; or clari-
fying the content of certain headings, e.g. those relating 
to blocked funds or to transfers of assets by migrants. 
On the basis of these guidelines, the Commission intends to 
prepare a new Directive which could be presented to the 
Council in the first half of 1987. 
II. The other implications of financial integration 
A high degree of liberalization of capital movements is a 
necessary but not sufficient condition for the Community's 
genuine financial integration. It is therefore important for 
liberalization to be paralleled by provisions designed to ensure 
the cohesion and identity of this financial area. Also, a truly 
integrated financial market is bound to have consequences for the 
conduct by the Member States of their monetary policies. 
The Commission 
forward-looking analysis 
intends to 
of these 
embark immediately 
questions. Only the 
lines of this a'nalysis are presented here. 
A. The cohesion of the European financial area 
on a 
broad 
1. The objective goes beyond the establishment of a financial 
free trade area in Europe; it is the establ!s~m!.n! ~f~a~ 
£o!!m~n! tz.-!!i .2,e _i_!! t!.g!.a!e! f i!!_aE_c.!a!. .!Y.!t!.m. The i ntens i fica ti on 
of intra-Community financial relations, favoured by the lifting 
of restrictions, will naturally derive support from the progress 
al ready made and to be continued in commercial in tegra ti on and 
the convergence of economic and monetary policies. It will have 
- 12 -
to be accompanied by parallel progress towards the £r~a!i~n_o! ~ 
common market in financial services. The objective is to 
------- -----------
establish fair conditions of competition which will favour the 
development of a diversified range of high quality financial 
instruments and to enable users to exercise their activities 
throughout the territory of the Community without having to frag-
ment their financial relationships. 
2. The integration of the European financial area must there-
fore be preceded by some ~t~n~a£d!z~t!o~ !n_t~e_C~m~u~i!y_of !h~ 
!a~s_o£ ~d~i~i~t£a!iye_p£oyi~i~n~ £OYe£n!n£ ~C£e~s_t~ fi~a~c!a! 
activities and the exercise thereof. 
------------------
The main guidelines adopted in this area were described in 
the White Paper, completing the internal market(l). The 
Luxembourg Act offers additional legal means of advancing along 
this road. 
Harmon! za t ion must as a priority concentrate on the 
establishment of a minimal basis of common rules for the 
protection of the users of financial services and the 
supervision, by the country of origin, of the suppliers of these 
services. This harmonized system of prudential rules would 
guarantee the quality of the financial services offered in the 
Community. 
It would also be necessary to establish rules for the 
mutual recognition of financial techniques rather than to carry 
out standardization of an administrative nature, which would 
damage this sector's innovative capacity. 
Lastly, the liberalization of financial services within 
the Community implies the establishment of common rules applying 
to third country suppliers. 
Also, as the Monetary Committee has noted, the development 
of the use of the ECU as a vehicle for trade could play a useful 
role in unifying this market. 
(1) COM(85) 110 final of 14 June 1985. 
f j 
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The forward-looking analysis which the Commission intends 
to make would inter alia have as its object to identify the 
obstacles to the creation of a homogeneous network of financial 
services, and in particular the structural difficulties 
characteristic of certain countries; it would define its links 
with the li berali za tion of capital movements and evaluate its 
economic significance. 
1. Apart from its function of mobilizing and allocating 
savings in the Community, .!n_i.!!,t!_g!.a!e! fi.!!.a.!!.c.!.a! .!Y!.t.!_m_m~s! 
_£e!.m!t~t~e~e.!t.!b!i.!h~e.!!.t~of .!n_eff!_c!i~e_n!_t~o!.k_of ~aLm!.n!s 
between the residents of the various Member States for the per-
formance of all current transactions. 
The complete liberalization of capital movements will do 
away with the indirect barriers which may result from national 
provisions relating to exchange control (e.g. rules governing 
forward cover for import and export operations), the organization 
of the foreign exchange market (e.g. the use of multiple exchange 
rates) or rules on methods of payment ( restrictions on the free 
choice of method of settlement). 
In the communication of November 1984 on developing the 
EMS, the Commission indicated a need for enhanced surveillance, 
by the Community, of the external payments systems of the Member 
States. The achievement of an integrated market by 1992 
reinforces this need so long as the process of liberalizing 
capital movements has not reached completion. This would mean, 
for example, defining at Community level, in a legal form to be 
agreed, certain rules of conduct with the aim of pro hi biting 
certain practices of a restrictive nature, unless a derogation 
were granted by common accord. 
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B. The conduct of monetary policies 
1. !u1sla!!.t!a! ~r.2.1£•~s_t~w~r!s_t~e_f~l! ~o!!.v~rli1i!ily_of 
!h~ !U!O~e~n~c~r!e!!.c!e~,~W~i!e __ r~s~e~t!nA !h~ ~X£h~nAe~r~t~ 
~i~C!P!i!!.e.! .2,f_t!!;e_E!S.a;. ~i!l_i!!_e.!ila11~ ~r~a1e_n~w_c.2,n~i:_i.2.n.! fo! 
!h~ ~a!!.aae~e!!,t_of lh~ !Y.!t~•~ 
At th~ present time, there are two classes of participant 
in the EMS excbange rate mechanism. Five Member States operate a 
liberal system, or one which at least complies with existing Com-
munity obligations in respect of movements of capital. In this 
first group of countries one currency performs a guiding role on 
the monetary policy of the other Member States, which are smaller '--' 
in economic diaension and, for the most part, are extremely open 
to the outside world. By contrast, the other three participating 
Member States •aintain a relatively strict system of exchange 
controls and o .. of them benefits from a wider margin of fluctua-
tion for its carrency. In this mixed situation, the system has 
been managed sa.tisfactorily in terms of the objectives pursued of 
stability aad coavergence, and the progress made in these areas 
opens the way to the greater liberalization of financial flows. 
A systea broadened to include other participants and in 
which the principle of the free movement of capital would become 
the rule would inevitably be far more sensitive, from the point 
of view of the variability of interest and/or exchange rates, to 
cyclical laas ·and to the expectations of economic aroups. It 
would theref&t"e rettuir.e a substantial reinforcement of 
-.I 
" 
e 
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convergence but also of the effective coordination of the mone-
tary policies of the Member States. In its turn, this closer 
coordination will increase the dynamism of economic policies and 
increase confidence and investment throughout the Community. 
2. The pace at which coordination can be reinforced and the 
procedures for achieving it will have to be determined in the 
light of experience and it would be largely artificial to wish to 
specify all the details in advance. Especially since the chief 
requirement, as the Commission stressed in its Communication to 
the Council of November 1984, would be to make full use of the 
coordination system which exists, by a more explicit affirmation 
of the objectives pursued and a stricter application of existing 
procedures. In other words, coordination should be brought in at 
a fairly early stage in the definition of the monetary policies 
of the Member States, in order to prevent divergences rather than 
to aim for a correction, however rapid, of the imbalances. 
As for the management of monetary policy instruments, 
account will have to be taken of the fact that a higher degree of 
liberalization of capital will make management by interest rates 
and the removal of barriers between domestic sources of financing 
inevitable in the long run, and this will lead to greater uni-
formity within the Community of the techniques of monetary con-
trol. 
1. The reinforcement of coordination will raise similar ques-
tions with regard to the £o~m~n!tz'~ ~x!e~n~l_m~n~t~rz ~e!a!i~n~. 
In the first place, closer coordination of the monetary 
policies of the Member States will contribute, at international 
level, to the stabilization of exchange rates between the major 
currencies. 
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Also, Article 70 of the Treaty gives the Community the legal 
means for the progressive coordination of the exchange policies 
of Member States in respect of the movement of capital between 
those States and third countries. Clearly there can be no ques-
tion of establishing a Community system of exchange control 
between it and other countries. The principle, adopted by the 
Monetary Committee, must remain that of liberalization 
"erga omnes". However, it would be appropriate to update in good 
time the 1972 Directive on regulating international capital 
flows, notably in order to limit the use of the instruments pro-
vided for therein solely to relations with third countries and to 
coordinate their implementation. 
III. Timetable for the Commission's forthcoming initiatives 
In view of the easing of exchange controls which has taken 
place in France and Italy, the Commission will without delay 
repeal the Decision taken pursuant to Article 108(1) of the 
Treaty relating to France - this Decision being no longer 
applicable - and will revise the Decision relating to Italy, 
so as to reduce its scope solely to the protective measures 
which remain in force; the period for which the Decision is 
valid will not be changed. 
Taking account of the discussions which will have taken place 
within the specialized Committees, the Commission will 
present, early in the summer of 1986, a proposal for a Direc-
tive extending Community obligations as regards unconditional 
liberalization to long-term commercial credits, transactions 
in securities not dealt in on a stock exchange and operations 
for the admission of securities to the capital markets, and 
introducing uniform conditions for the functioning of a dual 
market. 
e 
e 
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In close collaboration with the Committee of Governors and 
the Monetary Committee, the Commission will initiate a 
forward study on the implications of financial integration 
for monetary cooperation and on the liberalization of 
financial services, and more generally on the 
inter-relationships necessary between the different aspects 
of the internal market ( including the approximation of tax 
systems). The results of this study will as soon as possible 
be the subject of a communication to the Council. 
On the basis of this study and the guidelines which will be 
adopted by the Council and the specialized Committees con-
sulted for this purpose, the Commission will prepare a new 
proposal for a Directive establishing the principle of 
extending the liberalization obligation to all movements of 
capital. The text of this proposal could be presented to the 
Council in the first half of 1987. 
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PROGRAHHE .f.!2R .!Hi LIBERALIZATION .Qf. CAPITAL 
MOVEMENTS .I.ti .lH.I COMMUNITY 
On 21 Hay the Commission adopted a Communication to the Council 
setting out a programme for the liberalization of capital 
movements in the Community. 
In the programme, the Commission has assigned top priority to the 
liberalization of capital movements, for 1W.2 JDlin reasons : 
- in line with the objective laid down in the Single 
Act a uniform financial J.IJt.a. .D.l!.SU. .1.2 .lUl established 
.u .R.ll! .Qi .tb.i Jllil.U.1 toward s 1h!. creation .Qi .a. J..lls.1 
internal market by 1992 ; 
- e><perience has shown that the free movement of capital 
in the Community is a necessary condition iR.t 1.tl!. 
strengthening il monetary cpo_oeration ; the further 
development of the EHS and the ECU must be able to 
couni on the e,cistence of a Community-wide financial 
area. 
As regards the creation of the large internal market, a major 
drive is already under way to remove technical, administrative 
and legal obstacles to trade: harmonization of standards ; 
opening up of public contracts ; abolition of unwarranted 
frontier checks ; alignment of indirect ta>< rates. It-would be 
difficult to imagine capital movements not being involved in this 
e><ercise. 
To be specific, the liberalization of capital movements will 
reinforce the attractiveness of a Community-wide financial .II.Ii. 
for the world at large. lt will prompt the financial centres in 
the Community to introduce a full range of instruments that 
incorporate the latest techniques. 
( 1) COH ( 86) 292 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROF¥EISKE FIELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMl.NTIES - COM'vlSSION DES COMf..fJNAUTES El.R)f'EENt..f:S - EnlTPOfl-1 TClN EYPOflAil<ClN KONOTHTCJN 
COMMtSSK::>l'E DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMSSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
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It should, therefore, make it possible to mobilize sayings in 
Europa on a broader scale and with a view to their ·use for 
investment purposes ~nd to create jobs at a lower cost. It will 
be one aspect of the Community's economic strength. 
* * t * 
Liberl'lization cannet, though, be carried through in disregard of 
the dixersity .Qi ecw.,omic circum1tanc11 in the Hember states, 
which are unequally iJ>laced when it co111s to tacklin,g 
liberalization, irre.spective of w.hethtr it is a mat·ttr of 
accept..j,ng the risks ·tt represents for e,cternal payments or 
seizins the opportunities it affords for internal development. 
It was for this reason that the Treaty of Rome here envisaged a 
cautious, progressive approach based on the moves towards 
economic integration in the Community. With the progress that 
has been made since 1962, when the most recent general directive 
on capital movements was adopted, it is .D.QW possible !A~ 
further~ forwards, and these are described in the 
Communication as part of a medium-term approach. 
The progressive nature of the general approach envisaged will not 
though be sufficient to allow full account to be taken of the 
differences between Member States, which are rooted in history or 
which stem from ttteir particular economic situations. A further 
way in which to tackle these difficulties is to apply protective 
clauses in a balanced fashion, although the difficulties must be 
looked at in a broader and more dynamic conte><t. 
This conte,ct is provided by the Single~. which creates a 
parallel li'nk between achievement of the internal marka·t and the 
development of cohesion between Member States, in particular via 
i11Ple119ntation of all the structural instruments and by way of 
increased efforts to foster economic, financial and monetary 
cooperation. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
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To this end, the proposed programme envisages two sensible 
stages : 
ln J.!l initial~. the aim would be to achieve effective 
liberalization throughout the Community of the capital 
transactions most directly necessary for the proper 
functioning .Q.f !rut common market and for the linkage of 
financial markets. 
This implies first the progressive dismantling of the 
eKisting derogations from the requirements applicable at 
Community level. 
The liberalization requirements would then need to be 
eKtended to .ill transactions involving the acquisition~ 
~ .o.f financial securities shares or bonds, whether or 
not quoted on a stock exchange. 
The first stage will be of benefit .t.Q inyestors in the 
Community, who will be able to diversify their long-term 
investments and take a dirP.ct part in the development of 
the Community. It will also open up corresponding 
opportunities .ffil:. .ti.rm.!, For example·, financial institutions 
specializing in the placing of·.:venture capital will l>e able 
to do business throughout the Community, and this will act as 
a spur to firms to become more competitive. Similarly, 
promoters of major European projects in the field of 
infrastructures or industrial cooperation will be able to 
take advantage immediately of the opportunity open to any 
firm in a particular Member State to issue new securities on 
the different financial markets ; 
1n A second~. the principle of full liberalization of 
capital movements would be recognized and would thus eKtend 
to J.l1 monetary J.!!.!;! financial il.Qw!, including the entire 
range of banking and financial transactions and not simply 
transactions of a commercial nature. 
Transactions with resident or non-resident banks, such as 
the holding~ private indiyiduals .o.f £lib. balances in the 
diff-erent Community currenc.ies, would be authorized 
automatically. For eKample, certain .!I!!!.!.Oi .Q.f payment~ 
ill~~ (credit or payment cards, Eurochequesl would 
offer everyone the same possibilities throughout the 
Community. Likewise, savings and instruments .f.21: lending 
~ individuals, e.g. mortgage credit, would no longer be 
restricted to the relevant national market. In view of the 
frequency of such transactions and because of their role 
in everyday life, this would constitute an important step 
in the direction of a People's Europe, as envisaged at a 
number of European Council meetings. 
- 4 
like individuals, .!.ll.ml. tn the Community would, by the end of 
this second stage, be able to compete for the financi•l services 
(credit, insurance and guarantee transactions) on offer in 
different Member States. This would widen bfyopg nationd 
frontiers 1b.!.i.r. .1il.lll .f.il raising finaace, so11ething that 1111 
hitherto been the e>lielusive preserve of vary large firms. 
However, this second stage, which calls for a high 411agree of 
financ.ial integration in t~e Community, should be the subject of 
a detailed forward-looking~- What degree of harmonization 
does it entail between the financial regulations in force in 
individual Member States? How does it tie in with other 
approKifnation or harnM>nization measures, notably in 'the tax field 
? To what extent should monetary policy cooperation between 
Hember States be strengthened in the interests of an effective 
economic policy and of cohesion within the Community? These 
questions will be examined in a study on which the COtlllllission is 
now embarking in close association with the Community's 
specialized agencies. 
0 0 0 0 0 
The f1rst step in imple,aenting the programme will be to 
discontinue .2J: adjust~ protective clauses from which France 
. .104 .ll.lJJt a.t. present benefit. Before the summer, a proposal will 
be tabled for a .fi.U1 dir,ctiye covering the transactions to be 
liberalized during the first stage. A proposal for a ucgnd 
directiye covering the second stage will be forthcOflling by the 
migg 1e .2i .o.u.1 m.r. 
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COMMUNICATION FROM THE COMMISSION 
(Creation of an European Financial Area) 
( 1) 
Creation of a European Financial Area 
Introduction 
In April 1983, the 1commission sent the Council a Communication on Financial Integration. This gave new impetus to Community discussions 
and was followed in May 1986 by a programme for the libe.ralistion of 
capital movements , which is a vital element in the cration ot an 
integrated financial area. The first stage of that progr•me was put 
into effect by the Council in November 1986 when it adopted a Directive 
which entered into force on 1 March 1987 extending the list of 
liberalised transactions. 
Several Member States have taken measures which go beyond their 
Community obligations; and the relaxation of exchaige controls in 
Fr.,ce and Italy has made it possible to terminate the protective 
clauses under Article 108 of the Treaty from. which they previously 
benefited. 
The program~e adopted in May 1986 stipulates that the Commission will 
study with the Monetary Committee and the Com111ittee of Central Bank 
Governors the implications of financial integration for monetary 
cooperation and on the liberalisation of financial services. It also 
stated that proposals for a. Directive establishing the full 
liberalisation of capital movements will be submitted to the CounciL in 
1987. 
A link was established between the strengthening of the EMS and the 
liberalisation of capital movements during the discussions which 
followed the realignment of Januar,y 1987. At their infon11al meeting in 
Knokke in April 1987, the Ministers of Finance agreed that.the measures 
under examination for strengthening the EMS should be adopted in 
September and that the Comndssfon would present as soon as possible 
afterwards its proposals on the liberalisation of capital movemen~s. 
The informal meeting of Ministers in Nyberg in September approved a 
package on the strenghtening of the EMS and welcomed the Commission's 
intention to send its proposals for the implementation of the final 
stage of the liberalisation of capital movements to the Council meeting 
of Nov ember. 
------------------------1cOMC83)207 final 
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The first part of this document outlines the main options on ,."1ch 
those proposals are based. 
The second part considers the following three complementary questi:ns, 
which have been posed during the Commission's considerations en the 
implications of the full liberalisation of capital movements and fr, 1:he 
notes sent by the President of the Commission to the President o1 the 
Council for the informal meetings of the finance Ministers. 
- How should the programme to liberalise capital movements tit in 
with the programme to harmonise national supervisory structures, 
whose purpose is to facilitate the full freedom of financial 
services while ensuring the protection of savings and the 
conditions for fair competition between financial intermediaries? 
- With no restrictions, capital movements will be determined to a 
greater extent by fiscal considerations. What measures may be 
necessary to ensure that there is no misallocation of capital; 
and to combat a possible increase in fisc,l evasion? 
Maintaining stable exchange rates is necessary both for achieving 
and preserving the large internal market. What relationship is 
there between financial integration and participation in the 
exchange rate mechanism of the EMS? 
The Commission's view is that solutions to these questions must not be 
regarded as pre-conditions for the programme of liberalisation of 
capital movements. An integrated financial market will not be achieved 
by simultaneously implementing all the necessary measures. On the 
contrary it will be achieved by creating a dynamic move11ent towards 
integration and accepting some disequi Librium within an overall 
programme which 1s both coherent ·and binding. The liberalisation of 
capital movements will itself provide the momentuM for this process. 
I. Legislative Proposals for the Final State of the Liberalisation of 
Capttal Roveaents 
The Commission's proposals are ba~ed on three texts:-
- A proposal for a Directive for the full liberalisation of capital 
movements 
- A proposal for the a1nendment of the 1972 Directive on regulating 
international capital flows 
- A proposal for a Regulation amending and combining the existing two 
Com•'611ty instruments vhich are available to provide medium-term 
balance of payments assistance • 
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1. The Dfr~ctive to Iapleaent the Full Liberalisation of Capital 
lllove•ents 
The purpose of this Directive, which will be based on Article 69 of the 
Treaty is to extend l1beral;ution to all capital movements. This 
extention will cover ma;nly the following operations:-
investments in short-term securities; 
- current and deposit account operations; 
- financial loans and credits; 
As the Dfrective will also stipulate that tr~'lSfers made tor the 
purposes of capital movements must be effected on the sa,ae exchange 
rate conditions as those for current payments, a dual exchange market 
coul~ not be 1111intained or introduced except under a safeguard clause, 
provided for in the Treaty or in this Directive. 
The obligation to liberalise will be worded in a general way. This will 
remove any ambiguities over its scope, which may remain even after the 
decisions of the Court of Justice on this subject. The obligation must 
be interpreted to imply:-
- not only the elimination of restrictions on capital transfers but 
also on the underlying transactions; 
- the possibility for a resident in one Member State to have access to 
the financial system of another. Member State and all the financial 
products that are available there; this resident therefore puts 
himself in the regulatory frame~ork of the market 1n which he deals; 
- the elimination in domestic rules of discriminatory aeasures, for 
example fiscal dhcriaination;, and restrictions imposed on certain 
types of investor, in so far as they are not strictly n~cessary for 
prudential reasons. ~ 
The new Directive will contain a~ 
the re-1ntroductfon of controls, 
they were Hriously endangerinra 
rate pol 1 cy. 
safeguard clause which would permit 
on short-t•r• capital aovements if 
Member State's •onetary or exchange 
i 
I 
Exercise of the safeguard clause would be isubject to Community 
procedures. Either the Co11a1uion, after consulting the Monetary 
Coaafttee and the Coamittee of Central Bank Governors, would authorise 
the 1•pleatntat1on of protective measures; or 1n an eHrgency the 
"e•ber Stau would do so itself, 1n which cue it would inform the 
C0111af111on and the flellber States. The Co1111iu1on 11111 then decide 
whether the .. a,ures taken should be amended or suspended. In all cases 
the •asures would be lia1ted in time to • max1mu• of 11x months and 
could only affect transact1ons newly liberalised by the Directive. 
A safeguard clause in the Directive itself ii necesHry, despite the 
fact that the Treaty provides safeguard clauses through Articles 73, 
108 and 109, for the following reasons: 
e 
e 
e 
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- Articles 108 and 109 require that the Member State has ba Lance of 
payments difficulties, but there can be disruptive short-term 
capital movements without I balance o1 payments crisis. Article 73 
refers to •disturbances in the functioning o1 capital market". 
There are risks in encouraging a wide interpretation of this to 
cQver monetary and exchange rate difficulties connected with 
short-term transactions. 
- As the measures would affect short-term and monetary transaction, 
the Committee of Central Bank Governors should be consulted; b~t 
the safeguard clauses of the Treaty do not provide for t~is. 
- It is desirable to have a short fixed time limit. 
Four Member States - Spain, Portugal, Greece and Irel.,d - are not in a 
position to proceed to the final stage of the liberalisation of capital 
movements at the same pace for a variety of reasons such as 
precarious balance of payments positions, high external indebtedness, 
less developed domestic financial systems, etc.' 
The new Directive will provide for a longer time-table over which these 
countries would remove controls on the transactions covered. This would 
not affect the special provisions which already apply in these 
countries on other transactions covered by previous legislation. 
For Spain and Ireland it is proposed that the transitional period 
would terminate at the end of 1990; and for Portugal and Greece at the 
end of 1992. 
2. of the 1972 Directive on regulating international capital 
The purpose of amending this Directive is the following:~ 
- To include a declaration of intent that the degree of 
liberalisation of capital movements to and from thi'rd countries 
should be equivalent to those·'within the Community. This solution 
is preferable to the introduction into Comm'6'11ty law of an 
obligation to liberalise ~erga omnes•. Although this would 
probably be done 1n practice, such a legal commitment, which would 
be 1110re d1ff1cult to reve,-.e than to make, could compromise the 
Community•• a whole or individual Member States 1n negotiations 
with third countries. • 
- To give operational content to the notion that there should be a 
Community di111ension, which is contained in the preamble to the 
existing text but not in the Articles. The proposal is that Member 
States would keep the Commission informed of measures taken 
vis-I-vis third countries, and that the Commission, after 
consulting with the Monetary Committee would be able to make 
recommendations to the Me•b•r States. 
- To extend the range of instruments covered by the Directive, to. 
make them the same as the instruments which would be necessary for 
the imple•entation of the safeguard clause in the new Directive 
implementing Article 67 of the Treaty. 
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It is desirable to include these aims in an amended version of the 1972 
Dfrectiw rather than in the new Directive because they have to be 
based on different Articles of the Treaty. 
3. lllechanisas provfdfng aediua-tera balanc~ of payments assistance 
The purpose of the proposal, which takes the form of a Regulation 
based on Articles 108 and 235, is to: 
- utablish a single instrument to provide medium-term 
support ("TFS) by combining the existing Community 
medium-term financial assistance mechanisms; 
financial 
loan and 
- make the Community loan the primary instrument for medium-term 
assistance; 
- extend the conditions under which medium-term assistance can be 
granted to cover needs associated with the liberalisation of 
capital movements as well as genera~ balance of paymer,ts 
difficulties. 
It is desireble to fuse the two instruments for the following reasons: 
- it will unify the conditions under which they can be granted, 
while preserving their different financing methods; 
- it reflects the current reality that the MTFA is not used; 
The gra-,ting of the loan, or the'opening of a credit line, would be 
made by a Council decision taken by a qualified majority on a proposal 
from the Commission after the Monetary Comittee had been consulted. The 
decision would cover: the amount of the loan, its length, procedures 
(e.g. single or phased payment) and the economic policy conditions to 
be attached. The nature of the conditionality would depend on whether 
the loan was activated for purely balance of payments· reasons or 
whether 1t was granted to assist' the process of liberalisation of 
capital movements. 
The broadening of the mechanisms' scope and the order of precedence 
introduced between the two financing methods will mean that the upper 
limit on the outstanding amount of financing in the form of market 
borrowing should have to be raised to /ECU X 000 million/, instead of 
the present ECU I 000 million>. 
e 
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II. Coapleaentary Questions 
1. The Protection of savers and deposHors: the Hanaonisation of 
Supervisory.and Prudential Rules 
The liberalisation of capital movements, combined with the full 
liberalisation of financial servicu, will not only allow capital to 
mo~ freely throughout the Community, but will also make it possible 
for banks, the many different categories of savings institutions and 
other financial intermediaries to offer and advertise their services to 
savers and depositors throughout the community either through 
establishments in the Member States or across frontiers without 
utabl ishments. 
It is important that this liberalisation should take place in a 
fr111ework which ensures: a satisfactory level of protection for savers 
and depositors; high standards of disclosure and information for 
investors and shareholders; equal conditjons of COlllpetition in 
financial urkets; and the solvency and stability of banks and other 
financial institutions. 
The Commission's approach to the question of investor and depositor 
protection distinguishes between two different situations. The first 
case is where I resident in one Member State addresses himself on his 
own initiative to I supplier of financial services in another Member 
State. The second case is where a supplier from one Member State wishes 
to 111.11rket his services and solicit business from the residents of 
another fllember State, either from an establishment in that other Member 
State or across frontiers under the freedom of services provisions of 
the Treaty. 
In the first case the residents of any one Member State should be free 
to address themselves to the ·suppliers of financial services and 
products in any other Member State on the same terms and conditicr.s as 
residents in that Member State •. In doing so, the client or purchaser of 
financial services is deemed to place himself under the regulatory 
framework of the Member State of the supplier and accordingly he cannot 
invoke the rules of his country of residence to protect himself. 
Banking and other savings institutions in all Member ·States of the 
Community are in gener-al subject' to strict regulation by the national 
author-ities both as regards the1r solvency 3nd liquidity and as regards 
the pr-otection of investors and• depositors. 
To deal with the second case, the Commission has initiated a 
substantial programme of legislation to harmonise national rul1::. for 
the prudential supervision of financial 1nst1tut1ons and for the 
protection and information of investors. Many of these measures have 
already been adopted or are under discussion by the Counc it; the 
r-emaining proposals will be put forward by the Commission before end of 
1988. The objectives of the measures proposed are: 
Ca) the removal of the remaining obstacles Ci .e. other than el(change 
controls) to the freedom of establishment and freedom of services; 
Cb) harmonising prudential rules to ensure th'! solvency and financial 
stability of financial institutions; 
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Cc> ensuring equivalent standards of investor, depositor and cons~mer 
information and protection. 
The 111tthod of approach in the legislation as set out in the White Paper 
comprises three main elements: 
Ci> the haraoni11tion of the essential elements of prudential rules 
and standards; 
<ii> the mutual recognition of the way in which these standards are 
applied in the different Member States; 
(iii) based on Ci> and (11), the principle of •home country control", 
i .e the principle that all the activities of banks (and other 
financial institutions) throughout the Comal.l'lity, whether carried 
out through I branch or by cross-frontier provision of services, 
will be supervised by the authorities of the Member States of the 
head office. 
Althou;h it is iaportant that rapid progress should be •de in the 
adoption of the har•onising measures described above, their adoption 
should not be regarded as I precondition for the final phase of 
liberalisation of capital movements. Many of the measures 1n question 
indeed relate to transactions wh1 ch have already been liberalised. In 
the v1ev of the Commiuion this programme provides a sufficient level 
of protection for 11v1r1 and d1po11tor1; no further specific prudential 
111H1ures are required for the completion of the liberalisation of 
capital mo~ments. 
2. Taxation guestfons 
The liberalisation of capital movements highlights the following four 
issues in the field of direct taxation: 
- han11onisation of company taxation; 
tax evasion; · 
- discriminatory provisions in national tax systems that provide an 
incentive for private individuals to invest in nat1onat·securities. 
- restrictions on investments by·pension tunds in Member States. 
·• 
2.1 Harwanisation of coapany taxation 
The full benefits of the liberalisation of capital movements will not 
be obtained if investment decisions are distorted by significant 
differences in company taxation between Member States. Such decisions 
include not only decisions by companies as to where to set up their 
head office and where to do business, but also decisions by 
shareholders and individual investors as to where to place their funds. 
The Commission takes the view that these distortions should be 
substantially reduced by a closer approximation of the system;, the 
taxable base and, tax rates of company taxation in the ~fferent Member 
Stat es. Its approach to this issue wi LL be set out fully in a White 
Paper on the taxation of enterprises to be issued before the end of 
this year. The Commission will take as the starting point the Directive 
e 
e 
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for the harmonization of company taxation systems which it put for1.ard 
in August 1975. This proposal will be complemented by a proposal to 
harmonise the tu base and some aspects of the 1975 proposals wi '.. L be 
amended. In particular, the bracket of tax rates then prop~sed 
C45X-55X) is now too high in view of recent and prospective 
devtlopments in Member States. 
2.2 Tax Evasion 
The fina.l stage of liberalisation of capital movements carries with it 
a risk of increased tax evasion. This is because investors in all 
Member States will be able to have investment income paid into bank 
accounts held by them outside their country of residence and this will 
heighten the risk that this income will not be declared in their 
co\l'ltry of residence. The Commission takes the view that ., increase 
in tax evasion would be a matter of serious concern both because of the 
loss of budgetary revenue and because of the damage to fiscal equity, 
and that practical measures should be taken to mini11ise this risk. 
This risk is less in the case of income ari1ing fro• dividends than 
from interest from bonds or bank deposits. In the foraer case, in a 
large majority of Member States a substantial part of the tax due from 
the shareholder is deducted at source <usually through a with holding 
tax> by the company. The proposals in the Commission's 1975 Directive 
for the harmonisation of corporate taxation would ensure a common 
Community system for ensuring such a deduction. 
The risk is greater in the case of· interest income, because most 
industrial countries either impose no withholding tax at all on such 
income or exempt non-residents from its application. 
Tax evasion already takes place, even where exchange controls have not 
been removed, and the extent of any increase in evasion, when these 
controls are removed, must be \Jncertain. If, as capital movements 
beconie completely liberalised throughout the Community, the threat of 
increased evasion proves subst•nt1al two main types of remedy Cwhich 
are not mutually exclusive> could be considered: 
a gener1lhed withholding tax' applied either to all residents and 
non-residents alike or at least to all Comm1111ty residents; 
~ 
an oblipation on banlts to disclose information about interest 
income, received by Community residents, to their tax authorities. 
Either of these solutions would ensure that any interest income paid 
1nto a bank account w1 thin the Community would be taxed. The 
withholdi~ tax would be administratively more simple. But it would 
probably ave to be Levied at a relatively low rate and the revenue 
would accrue to the country where the income arises. The obligation 
on banks to declare income would ensure that the taxpayers concerned 
paid the full tu due to their country of residence. But it could 
only be operated if banking secrecy requirements, applying in several 
Member States, were removed. / 
The problem of fiscal evasion presents Member States with a dilemma. 
The more effective are any measures ihken within the Community to 
combat such evasion, the greater the risk of capital movements tJ third 
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countries. A fully effective solution can therefore only be achieved 
through international agreements either for the more general extension 
of a withholding tax on interest or for stronger cooperation between 
fiscal administrations. So far as a generalized withholding tax is 
concerned, the prospects for such an agreement seem remote at present. 
As regards stronger cooperation between tax authorities, prospects seem 
somewhat brighter, since a Convention has now been negotiated in the 
Co111cil of Europe and in OECD and will soon be open for signature. 
Conclusions 
The final phase of liberalisation of capital 11ovements entails a risk 
of increased fiscal evasion. There is no watertight solution to this 
problem, but everything possible must be done to minimise the risks. 
Action to strengthen cooperation between fiscal administrations, e.g. 
in cases of suspected fraud, would be helpful and should in any case be 
set in hand. The other two main options are a withholdint tax on all 
forms of interest payment to be paid at least by al Community 
residents and/or a general obligation on all bapks to declare interest 
income to Community fiscal authorities. 
The CoU11cil is invited to give its views on these solutions and on any 
other solutions which may be considered feasible. 
2.3 Discriainatory provisions in national tax s~steas that provide 
an incentive for private 'individuals to nvest in national 
securities 
There has been an increasing tendency in Member States in recent years 
to introduce tax incentives for the purchase of domestic securities 
<shares and bonds). These measurei could be regarded as discriminatory 
and might lead to distortions in capital movements and to a 
misallocation of capital investment. Such measures may take the form of 
a deduction from taxable income of sums invested in such 1$ecurities, 
generally up to a specific ceiling, and/or of an exemption, Likewise 
normally subject to a specific ceil'ing, for income arising from such 
securities. They are normally liaited over time. · 
~ 
The Co11111hion takes the view that such distortions should be 
eliminated. It is proposing to open discussions with the Member States 
concerned with the view to imposing a standstill and gradually removing 
any distortion or discrimination. In the latter case Member States 
would have the choice of discontinuing the tax concession or extending 
it to securities issued in other Member States. 
2.4 Restrictions on invest•ents by pension funds in flleaber States 
Some fllember States do not al low pension funds to invest in foreign 
securities, or restrict their scope for doing so, thereby impeding the 
free aovement of capital • 
. 
e 
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The Commission is aware that some form of prudential supervhion might 
be justified in the case of pension funds. However, the restrictions 
are, in its view, excessive. It is planning to start discussions with 
the Menber States concerned with a view to their gradual removal. 
3. The Relationship between liberalisation of capital aoveaents and the 
EJIS 
Full participation in the exchange rate mechanism of the EMS and 
liberalisation of capital movements are complementary. On the one hand 
liberalisation can be undertaken because of the support given by the 
Systea to the stabi L isation of exchange rates. On the other hand, 
liberalisation increases the need to fully co-ordinate policies and 
hence requires a strengthened System. Those countries which do :iot 
fully participate and which have not liberalised capital moveme:its 
should complete the two processes in parallel. 
Sterling present a different case. The UK has fully liberalised capi:al 
movements but does not participate in the ,xchange rate mechanism. This 
has a number of disadvantages both for the UK,' its closest partners, 
and for the Community as a whole. 
- For the UK it has been recognised that the exchange rate i: a 
valuable policy target and the authorities maintain a degree cf 
stability vis-I-vis the Community currencies. The credibility of 
this policy would however be enhanced if it were formalised. 
- For its closest partners, Ireland especially, which has very close 
commercial and financial links with the UK, sterling's 
non-participation causes problems. The very large potential 'for 
capital flows between the two .countries has made it more difficult 
for Ireland to move fully towards liberalisation of capital 
movements. 
- For the Community as a whole, the overall purpose is to.complet~ a 
large internal market. This goes beyond the establishment cf a 
free trade area and a zone of unimpeded capital mobility ar,d 
reQuires exchange ~ate stability throughout the European financial 
area. The creation of an integrated financial area implies a 
degree of joint management through a reasonably· homogeneous 
regulatory and supervisory framework and close and structured 
co-ordination between monetary authorities • 
.. 
PROPOSAL POI A COUNCIL DIRECTIVE FOR THE IKPLIMEITATION 
OP ARTICLE 67 OP THE EEC TREATY 
(Liberalization of capital movements) 
(presented by the Com~1ss1on} 
l 
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PROPOSAL FOR A COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 
for the implementation of Article 67 of the Treaty. 
Liberalization of capital aoveaents 
EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM 
I. General aims 
1. This proposal for a Directive is the main element 
implementing the second phase of the programme for the 
liberalization of capital movements, which the Commission 
set out in its communication to the Council of 21 May 1986 
(1). 
Its aim is to lay down arrangements for the complete 
11 beralization of capital movements in accordance with the 
objective of completing the internal market set by the 
Single Act. 
, 
1 A further two proposals which the Commission regards 
as closely complementing the present one are being presented 
to the Council at the same time. They concern : 
- revision of the provisions governing the Community instru-
ments for providing medium-term support for Member States' 
balances of payments and the widening of their scope (2); 
- amendment of the Directive of 21 March 1972 on regulating 
international capital flows and neutralizing their· 
undesirable effects on domestic liquidity (3). 
2. The present proposal forms part of a broader 
approach involving the implementation at Community level of 
two other types of measure 
a) Full convertibility of the Community currencies as bet-
ween themselves represents a vital step towards monetary 
integration in the Community. In that context, mainte-
nance of exchange rate stability, which is also necessary 
for the completion and viability of the large internal 
market, calls for closer coordination and convergence of 
Member States' economic policies. The package of measures 
to strengthen the EMS agreed by the Central Bank Gover-
nors and the Ministers for Economic and Financial Affairs 
in September will contribute to greater cohesion of the 
system in a financial environment which has become much 
more fluid. 
(1) Doc. COM(86) 292 final 
( 2) Doc • COM( •• ) • • • 
(3) Doc. COM( •• ) ••• 
. . /.. 4.t, 
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b) Free movement of capital is a necessary but not a suffi-
cient condition for setting up an efficient, stable and 
attractive Community financial system. Though not a pre-
requisite, it is important that a framework of harmonized 
rules - proposals for which have, incidentally, been put 
forward by the Commission - should be established by 1992 
in the prudential and tax fields. The aim in these fields 
is to bring about effective freedom to provide financial 
services while at the same time guaranteeing an adequate 
level of protection for savers, satisfactory competitive 
conditions and tax systems which are sufficiently close 
as to rule out the danger that the functioning of the 
capital market will be unduly distorted. 
3. Free movement of capital will impose a more pro-
nounced external constraint on the conduct of Member States' 
monetary policies. The effect of this will be attenuated by 
cooperation within the EMS. Some room for manoeuvre must be 
retained, however• to allow Member States to maintain ade-
quate control of monetary regulation when faced with major 
financial disburbances. The safeguard clauses in the Treaty 
are not enough. 
In the financial integration.process, not all States 
are starting from the same position. This might be because 
they have only recently joined the Community, because of 
difficulties with their balance of payments, because of a 
high level of external debt, or because their domestic 
financial system is less developed. Transitional arrange-
ments must be made for those with the greatest leeway to 
make up. 
4. In accordance with Article 69 of the Treaty, the 
Commission has consulted the Monetary Commitee on this pro-
posal for a Directive, the content and scope of which are 
explained below. 
II. Extension of the requirement to liberalize capital move-
ments 
1. The proposal aims to extend the liberalization 
requirement to all capital movements. 
The unconditional liberalization requirement, which 
currently applies to the capital movements contained in 
List A of Annex I to the Directive in force (as last amended 
by Directive 86/566/EEC of 17 November 1987), would there-
fore be extended to : 
.. /.. ·(? 
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Brussels, March 1987 
THE OPENING UP OF PUBLIC PROCUREMENT 
ON THE SCALE OF THE INTERNAL MARKET 
I. The stakes 
The creation of an open market for public procurement is 
one of the Commission's paramount aims; it was already set 
out in its 1985 White Paper on completing the internal market. 
This top priority was endorsed by the European Council at 
two consecutive meetings, at The Hague in June and in London 
in December 1985. 
By opening up public contracts to Community-wide tendering, 
the Commission intends to promote the interpenetration of the 
economies of the Member States. The process should expand 
the opportunities for industry and commerce to extend their 
activities to the scale of the large market; it should put 
an end to policies of supporting "national flagships" in 
non-competitive conditions. 
At the same time it should reduce public expenditure, an 
aim shared by all Member States. 
Opening up public procurement on a Community scale will also 
exert powerful leverage for other action to make a reality 
of the large market, such as progress on standardization. 
The stakes are high. Public procurement now accounts for 10% 
of Community GDP (about 200 000 million ECU); the figure 
rises to 20% if we add in the purchases of public undertalings. 
And the additional costs and wastage caused by today's narrow 
markets and lack of competition are generally estimated at 
some 40 000 million ECU every year. 
II. New laws and a fresh impetus 
Present situation 
Two Directives of 1971 and 1977 already cover the procedures 
for awarding public supply and work contracts. These Direc-
tives introduced a Community-wide system of publication in 
the Official Journal of the European Communities to publicize 
invitations to tender and award procedures operated by public 
authorities in the Member States. In 1986 the Commission put 
forward proposals to expand the scope of the Directives, 
especially as regards public works. 
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Yet entire sectors of the economy arc excluded from the 
scope of the Directives, and they are precisely the ones 
where the scale of public procurement is largest: tele-
communications, energy, transport, water supply, armaments. 
The result is that over three quarters of public procure-
ment is shielded from any form of Community competition. 
And in practice less than 2% of public contracts are let 
to firms in other Member States. 
Action taken 
The Commission has now decided to advance on two fronts: 
- Adoption of basic guidelines for opening up public contracts 
in sectors excluded under the present Directives; 
- Stronger methods of applying the Community rules to public 
contracts. 
A. Excluded sectors 
At present public supply and work contracts let by energy, 
water and transport authorities are expressly excluded from 
the scope of the Community Directives. 
Telecommunications are excluded from the "supply" Directive. 
Military contracts are the subject of a derogation under 
Article 223 of the Treaty and will be re-examined in due 
course in the light of the provisions of the Single Act as 
regards the development of cooperation between Member States 
in security matters. 
Given their particular economic and technical features but 
also their historical background, these four excluded sectors 
demand a flexible and progressive approach, particularly 
when they are organized on an oligopolistic basis. Here we 
are often touching on the implementation of basic public 
service tasks which in the long run must be seen from a 
Community perspective. At this stage, however, opening up 
public procurement in these fields does not affect the 
functioning and organization of the public service itself 
but rather the upstream supplies and work needed for its 
organization and for the delivery of services to the public. 
In 1987 the Commission is to propose that a general frame-
work should be laid down for these sectors, inform of one 
or more Directives setting a few necessary requirements for 
organizing and supervising their opening up to Community-
wide competition. The Directives will be followed up either 
by Commission recommendations or by more binding requirements. 
._. 
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co111pt•I It 1011 n1l1·:: 1111 p11l>li1· 1111d1·1lo1ki11'):; o111d 1111 1111d1·r-
takings granted special privile<JCS by lhe authorities. 
The new provisions will seek to introduce greater transpa-
rency in order to create the right conditions for Community-
wide competition. 
As regards telecommunications, the Member States, if they 
abide by recommendation 550 of 1984, should already be 
committed to opening up public supply contracts for terminals 
for new services. For traditional terminals and transmission 
equipment, the recommendation advocated that 10% of the 
contracts should be open to Community-wide competition. 
During the year the present situation will be looked at 
and a proposal will be made for the gradual opening up of 
these contracts to Community competition, with a countdown 
to 1992. 
The Commission will also ensure that the public supply and 
work Directives are strictly applied as regards operations 
receiving financial assistance from the Community (under 
the structural Funds, the EIB and so on). 
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B. Stronger methods for applying Community rules 
This is being done through a proposal for a Directive and 
two internal Commission Decisions. 
The proposal for a Directive translates into action the 
guidelines set out in the 1985 White Paper and in the 
Council's communication of 19 June 1986, which aimed to give 
a tougher edge to Community provisions concerning public 
contracts. 
There are far too many public contracts awarded in the 
Community for the Commission to consider setting up a 
central supervision agency. 
Possible infringements of the Community rules are so 
specific and the contract award procedures are so short that 
what is needed at both national and Community level is a 
fallback system which will afford proper protection to 
tenderers and facilitate any necessary troubleshooting 
before the event rather than after, administrative level 
or in the courts. 
The nub of the proposal is that Member States should so 
order their administrative and/or judicial procedures as to 
guarantee throughout the Community, in comparable conditions, 
fast and efficient channels of appeal and to ensure the 
possibility of claiming damages in the event of contract · 
awards which infringe Community law. 
The Commission would also be able to appear before local 
courts or administrative bodies to defend Community law, and 
would have the power to suspend a contract award procedure 
for up to three months. The point of the latter measure is 
to facilitate the prior settlement of a dispute wherever 
possible in preference to imposing penalties later through 
the infringement procedures under Article 169 of the Treaty. 
The Commission has taken two further measures: 
(i) It has set up a committee of experts reporting to the 
Commission to inform and advise it on the opening up of 
public contracts, in particular in the excluded sectors. 
This committee will be the link between the Commission 
and parties concerned. The committee will enlarge the 
Commission's understanding of the economic, technical 
and legal realities of such contracts and keep it fully 
informed about the manifold national practices which in-
hibit competition. It will also enable interested parties 
to understand the complex matter of applying the Directives. 
(ii) The Commission has decided to speed up and streamline its 
internal procedures for dealing with infringements to 
Community rules regarding public contracts. 
' t 
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COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
COM(86) 375 final 
Brussels, 19 June 1986 
PUBLIC PROCUREMENT IN THE COMMUNITY 
(Communication by the Commission to the Council) 
COMC86) 375 final 
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PUBLIC PROCUREMENT IN THE COMMUNITY 
The opening up of public procurement represents an essential 
element of the will to complete the internal market. The necessity 
to give the highest priority to this opening ~as been confirmed not 
only by the repeated requests of the interes·ted parties but also by 
the political initiatives originating from the Member States. 
The Commission, for its part, has expressed in the White Paper 
on "Completing the Internal Market" its resolution to make 
propositions with a view to a gradual opening of the totality of the 
market to Community wide competition. This resolution has been 
endorsed by the Heads of State and the governments and has been 
favourably received by the interested parties. 
I. Size and Industrial Importance of Public Procurement 
.>-
The actual requirements in 1983 and 1984 of the state in the 10 
Member Community in terms of goods and services are currently in the 
region of 200 billion EUA per annum or 8-9 X of gross domestic 
product. It is interesting to note that with the.growth of 
decentralisation considerably more than half of the procurement 
activity is in the control of organisms at regional and local level. 
This figure also includes total defence procurement, representing 
presently 40-50 billion EUA annually. A significant proportion of 
this figure falls under the dispositions of Article 223 of the 
Treaty. 
The above estimate of procurement volume only covers that part 
of the industrial and service activities of government which falls 
under the budget of the state. Thus, procurement by the not 
insubstantial number of public enterprises established under private 
as opposed to public law is not included in this figure. 
Statistics on the impact of public procurement by industrial 
sector are few and many of them are partial and scarcely comparable. 
In fact only one Member State in the Community collects and maintains 
statistics of sufficient detail to permit such analysis. These 
latter statistics do offer a global view of the industrial aspect of 
the public procurement market. 
11' ~ ., 
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In the particular Member State mentioned above 75-80 % of alr 
purchases over the most recent five years were in fact concentrated 
in the following 5 sectors: 
Building and Public Works; 
Liquid and Solid Fuels; 
Electrical, Electronic and Telecommunications Equipment; 
Mechanical Engineering; 
Shipbuilding, Aerospace and Armaments. 
In these five sectors public procurement accounted on average 
for some 16 % of the total output reaching 24 % in one pa,-ticular 
branch. 
In fact it is only in some 25-30 of the 600 sub-sectors 
identified in the statistical classification of the Member State in 
question that the impact of public procurem~nt relative to total 
output is significant. There are indeed a number of sub-sectors 
where the part of the public sector in total output surpasses the 
higher percentages cited above. Notable among these are 
telecommunications, heavy electrical equipment, professional 
electronic/radio-electrical equipment, railway rolling stock and 
equipment, boiler-making, onboard marine equipment, aircraft 
fuselages engines and equipment, precision and optical instruments, 
electrical and electronic medical equipment, turbines and 
wire/cables. 
There are limited numbers of other sub-sectors such as control 
and measuring instruments, metal machine tools, utility vehicles, 
wooden furniture, batteries and transformers where the share of 
public procurement in the total production of the sub-sector, while 
not reaching the levels of the aforementioned sectors, remains 
significant. 
The major consumers in the public sector of the above products 
of these branches of industry, where public procurement plays a 
significant role in the overall activity of the branch are to be 
found in the energy, telecommunications, transport, water and defence 
(warlike materials) sectors which are currently exempted from the 
coverage of the directives. In those few product areas such as 
medical equipment, where the consumers fall under the coverage of the 
directives, there has been extensive abuse in the application of the 
directives which can only be detected long after the event due to the 
inadequacies in terms of transparency and control of the present 
directives. 
II. The Present Situation - Legislation and Application 
The Community has fixed as an objective the opening of the 
public procurement market to Community-wide competition and to 
establish an internal market in the public sector. The bases for the 
achievement of this objective are already to be found in Articles 30, 
e 
e 
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52, 59 and 60 of the Treaty which respectively treat the free 
circulation of goods, the right of establishment and right to perform 
services and thus prohibit quantitative restrictions, measures of an 
equivalent effect and discrimination on the basis of the origin of a 
product or the nationality of the persons physical or moral 
exercising their right of establishment or to perform a service. 
Experience has shown that these obligations, by their nature 
negative, were far from being sufficient to achieve the 
interpenetration of the markets and that to arrive there "positive 
obligations" were necessary. 
The Community has thus adopted directives to harmonize the 
procedures on the award of public contracts in respect of pu~lic 
works in 1971, and supplies in 1976. The latter was modified in 1980 
to take account of the results of the Tokyo ~ound. In the 
telecommunications sector the Community has selected a pragmatic 
approach with the adoption by the Council of two recommendations, the 
most recent concerning the first phase of the opening up to access to 
public telecommunications contracts. 
The Commission has presented to the Council of Ministers in 
December 1984 the report demanded by the Council in its resolution of 
21st December 1976 on the subject of the effectiveness and experience 
of the Supplies Directive 77/62/EEC and its GATT counterpart 
80/767/EEC. This report has been pronounced on by the Parliament in 
the form of a resolution in June 1985 and by the Economic and Social 
Council in April 1986, but it has not yet. been considered by the 
Council of Ministers. 
The application of Public Works Directive has also been the 
subject of a similar examination during 1983/84. The conclusions of 
these studies coincide with the analysis by the Commission services 
on the basis of their own experience. 
Both reports have in common the following points:-
the environment within which the directives have had to operate 
has not contributed to their success. Both directives were 
implemented in a period of recession where the purchasing 
authorities preoccupied by the economic situation were more 
sensitive to the pressures of national suppliers. Other 
factors such as the lack of harmonisation in the area of 
standards has not facilitated competition and transfrontier 
movement in Government procurement and the obstacles facing 
cooperation between enterprises over frontiers has particularly 
in the Public Works area not encouraged the opening of markets; 
interpenetration of market in public procurement within the 
Community has been virtually non existent on the basis of the 
traditional statistics based on the address of the winning 
tenderer. It should however be recognized that local 
subsidiaries, with or without a production capacity, and local 
agencies do play a r6le of varying importance in the market 
place; 
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it would not be excessive to state that neith~r the letter or · 
the spirit of the directives have not been generally respected. 
We can identify over extensive interpretations of the exempted 
areas, deliberate project splitting to avoid the disciplines of 
the directives, and major abuse of the procedures of the 
directives. The restricted procedure has been frequently used 
under both directives to exclude the participation of non 
national and non traditional supplies in tender procedures. 
Misinterpretations of the conditions under which 
non-competitive tendering is permitted under the directives has 
Led certainly under the supplies directives that such 
procedures have become the rule rather than the exception - one 
in every two contracts is let by such procedures with some 
agencies reaching 95 X of their contract volume. The use of 
non-competitive tendering is lower under the Works directive 
reaching on average 25X of all contracts, a level considerably 
in excess of that which might be expected for an exceptional 
procedure; 
the directives are inadequate to ensure the achievement of 
their objectives. They, in assuring publicity solely at the 
moment of the launching of the tender procedure, do not permit 
sufficient transparency to give an equal chance to all 
potential tenderers. The bid times allowed by the directives 
are too short to allow foreign participation, the control 
mechanisms are lacking; 
those areas where public procurement is of importance in 
industrial terms have been excluded from the coverage of the 
directives. 
Not a great deal has changed since these reports have been published. 
so~e organisations which have previously chosen to ignore the 
directives have been persuated to publish tender notices. Thus the 
number of notices published in the S Supplement of the Official 
Journal have increased in the period 1983-85 from 3 300 to 4 400 in 
respect of the works directive and from 2 583 to 3 300 for the 
suppliers directive. However project splitting, abuse of procedures 
continue virtually at the same levels as in the past since the 
present directives do not provide any means whereby such abuses can 
be controlled. 
Such modest improvements as have been achieved can be largely 
attributed to the strict monitoring of the respect of the publicity 
rules of the directives in projects where Community funding is 
involved. It is now virtually impossible to obtain a grant from the 
Regional Fund or a loan from the EIB in the domains covered by the 
directives without at least observing the basic publication 
obligation laid down therein. The Commission and the Bank are also 
recommending to their clients in the non-covered sectors the benefits 
of voluntary opening up their projects to international competition. 
The Commission has developed solutions to the problems indicated 
above. They are outlined in the action programme which follows. 
e 
--
e 
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III. Action Programme 
However despite the fact that the number of tender notices 
published in the Official Journal by central and local 
admi~istrations have constantly increased it can only be concluded 
that the public works and supplies directives, of which the oGject1ve 
was to open up to competition at Community level have not fulfilled 
the expectations placed on thema 
In addition, the exclusion of the transport telecommunications and 
energy sectors has hindered the opening up to competition at 
Community level of the most attractive markets. Like the Presidency, 
the Commission is convinced that it is necessary to establish a 
community discipline for the totality of the excluded sectors and to 
adapt existing instruments to meet that objective. 
The objectives of the White Paper on completion of the internal 
market can only be attained if all of the interested parties -
Commission, Member States, economic operators - are convinced of the 
mutual advantages which will result in the short and long term for 
the Community of the application of the directives in conformity with 
their letter and spirit. 
It is in that spirit that the essential points of an action 
programme should be read. 
1. Application of the directives 
1.1 It is essential to ensure that the directives are correctly 
transposed into the national law of the Member States, whether it be 
the old or new, in such a manner that the level of obligations which 
they impose shall be the same for all purchasing authorities 
including those at regional and local level. 
1.2 To assure a more uniform and complete interpretation and 
application of the directives in order to arrive at a situation where 
the exemptions (single tender and public services presently exempted) 
shall be as reduced as possible and - in any case - the same for all 
Member States. 
1.3 To use in a more systematic manner the procedures of Article 
169 to sanction the non respect of the dispositions of the 
directives. 
1.4 To condition the grant of all Community finance to the respec~ 
of the procedures of the directives, whoever may be the beneficiarJ_ 
as well as the publicity of the outcome of the contract award~" 
1 ~ To eliminate the obstacles which result from the disparities or 
a technical nature, i.e. between standares, technical regulations as 
well as ad hoc national specifications, by turning to the ne~ 
approach in respect of technical harmonisation adopted by the Council 
on 7th May 1985 or by applying the jurisprudence of "Cassis de 
Dijon", 
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1.6 To launch campaigns of information and to increase awareness 
both at national and Community level "in a double sense" in order to 
ensure that the purchasing organisations are informed of their 
obligations in terms of the directives and give to all the markets 
the required publicity and to encourage potential suppliers to seek 
more actively the outlets which the public procurement market offers. 
Such an action can only be effective if it is supported by the 
competent authorities in the Member States. Thus it may be 
preferable to concentrate at the beginning on "pilot" sectors, that 
is to say precise areas which are relatively easy to control and 
which would permit the Commission to play the role of catalyst 
between the purchasers and the industries likely to respond to their 
requirements. 
2. Improvement of the Directives 
2.1 The "supplies" directive is an instrument which, once 
transposed and applied correctly, can lead to a real opening of the 
market at Community level, in particular if the Commission and Member 
States can exercice a continuous control of its application. 
T~'>modifications which have just been proposed to the 
Council seek essentially: 
to establish a system of pre-information of the 
interested supplier; 
to limit the use of the restricted and single tender 
procedures; 
to impose the obligation to use European technical 
standards; 
to rationalize the publication procedures and lengthen 
time limits. 
The extension of controls and the extension of the coverage to 
organisms controlled directly or indirectly by the public authorities 
will be achieved in taking account of the changes to the works 
directive and the outcome of the current GATT negotiations. 
2.2 In respect of the public works directive, which requires a more 
fundamental examination, relating as it does to a more complicated 
domain which covers essentially non repetitive markets (in contrast 
to the supplies directives) and which must be assessed in terms of 
the interest which they present for enterprises in other Member 
States, the following improvements are envisaged 
2.2.1 to increase the threshold in such a manner as to ensure 
that the directive covers all the complex markets demanding 
major specialised works and excluding the simple markets of a 
local character; 
(1) ____________________ _ 
This paragraph assumes that the transmission of the proposition 
to the Council will have taken place at the time of appearance 
of the present document. 
e 
e 
e 
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2.2.2 to better the methods for assuring the equality of 
opportunity for Community enterprises by: 
the pre-publication of future works programmes and 
projects; 
the rationalisation of the publication procedures and 
the lengthening of the time limits; 
the possibility given to enterprises to verify their 
capacities in advance; 
the limitation of the use of the restricted and single 
tender procedures to those cases where it is justified, 
and the improvement of the manner in which these 
procedures are employed; 
the modification of the directive to take account of the 
new forms of contracts in awarding contracts 
(promotions, management contracts, etc.>; 
the extension of the application of the dispositions of 
the directive to organisms controlled directly or 
indirectly by public authorities; 
2.2.3 to organise efficiently the possibility to put together 
at any moment with rapidity information on the potential 
markets and thus facilitating their opening to competition. 
2.3 In parallel with this upstream control, the Commission has the 
intention to establish a public procurement unit which will 
undertaking the following tasks:-
serve as a point of contact to furnish enterprises and 
awarding authorities with information; 
survey permanently tenders which have been published, in 
order to detect cases of non or bad application of the 
directives; 
intervene to prevent or punish cases of breaches of 
community discipline; 
establish a system of rapid redress permitting even 
intervention during award procedures; 
study the possibility of imposing sanctions in the case 
of non application of the directives. 
In order to accomplish these tasks, it is necessary that the 
unit has the active collaboration of the administrations of the 
Member States and in particular can obtain complete information of a 
qualititative and quantitative nature. 
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3. Sectors presently excluded 
3.1 At the time of the adoption of the directives in 1971 and 1976, 
the difference between the legal status of the purchasing entities in 
the different Member States was considered by the Council as 
sufficient grounds to provisionally exclude certain sectors from the 
coverage of the directives. 
These sectors include transport services and the production and 
distribution of energy and water, as well as those bodies which 
operate in the telecom area. 
The statistical data cited earlier shows that the purchase of 
the public sector has precisely the greatest impact in the areas of 
activity of those public enterprises and of those enterprises to 
which the State has granted special or exclusive rights, which have 
been excluded from the coverage of the directives regardless of their 
legal standing. It is thus not only because of their volume, but 
also because of the strategic importance of the products involved for 
industrial development that is necessary that markets become 
accessible to the totality of Community industry. 
3.2 It is of interest to the Community industry to have at its 
disposition a larger market, without barriers, to permit it to 
undertake the necessary investments to introduce the most advanced 
production techniques in order to bring into play the economies of 
scale and to be competitive on the world market. 
It is also of interest to the operators of networks (railways, 
airlines, electricity/gas and water distributors) and the enterprises 
operating as concessionaires in these services in the public utility 
area to have available more diversified sources of suppliers in order 
to bring into play the forces of competition and to procure equipment 
having a better "quality-price" relationship. 
It is finally in the interest of the user who has a right to 
demand a quality service at the lowest possible price, that the 
totality of these markets are open to competition at Community level. 
The Community interest in an opening of these markets is thus clear, 
but the passage from declarations of intent to actual measures is 
delicate, the sectoral obstacles to overcome being of major 
dimension. 
3.3. The Commission considers that the establishment of an effective 
system of undistorted competition in these sectors is indispensable. 
The achievement of this objective implies putting into operation 
means which entail obligations for the enterprises. 
3.3.1 to open to Community wide competition the contract 
awarding procedures used by these enterprises; 
e 
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3.3.2 to assure for the interested parties .. thrr•,gh r1 sv: tern 
of information, a knowledge of the market intentions wl, ich W'•ul ,, 
permit them to make known their interest and their qua1.ificr:•:io,; to 
participate in those markets; 
3.3.3 to assure prior knowledge and objectivity of the 
criteria for the selection of candidates and for the award of the 
contract; 
3.3.4 to accept a system of surveillance of these obligations. 
3.4 The Commission considers that in such a way the bringing 
together of the supply and demand side at Community level for large 
markets would be assured without it being necessary to change the 
traditional system of award procedures whether they foresee a large 
or limited participation of suppliers. Thus public and private 
enterprises could then operate under comparable conditions. 
In this optic, the necessity for transparency of relations 
between Member States and entities offering services in the previous 
exempted areas is now greater than in the past in view of the changes 
in the competitive situation in those services and progress already 
achieved and to be achieved towards greater economic integration. 
3.5 In order to arrive, by the time limit of 1992, at a complete 
opening of the public procurement market a major operation to create 
an awareness of the action and a phased introduction of the proposed 
system are necessary. 
The opening of the markets in question must be made by choosing 
the sectors and sub-sectors in function of an industrial logic, 
technologies involved and the requirements of the markets. 
The achievement of this objective will be facilitated by the 
launching of a programme consisting of a major effort on 
standardisation at European level. 
This does not exclude that efforts undertaken should follow in 
the footsteps of the action already underway, such as in the case of 
telecommunication. 
Particular attention should be given, therefore, to those 
domains where potential for development of new technologies is 
particularly promising. 
3.6 In order that the recourse to the system of undistorted 
competition lead to a real opening of the markets covering all of the 
Community, it is important that interested parties participate in an 
active manner in the achievement of this objective and this 
programme. 
The Commission, for its part, will utilise all the means which 
it disposes; having recourse in particular to the Articles 30, 53, 59 
and 60 of the Treaty, it has also the intention to bring into play 
Article 90. 
. ------- --- - ---- ------------- -----
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4. Public procurement in services 
In respect of the area of services used by the procurement 
agencies, it should be recalled that their liberalisation has a vital 
importance for the future of European economy (see point 87 of the 
White Paper), taking into account equally the upcoming multilateral 
negotiations. 
The economic development modifies in effect more and more 
rapidly our environment in the sense of a strong expansion and 
diversification of the services. 
The liberalisation of the services used by public authorities, 
achieved by the measures and programmes of actions, analogous to 
those which have been indicated previously eliminating the 
differences of legal treatment contained in the national regulations: 
to reduce the artificial fractioning of the Community market 
and create an optimal framework for the expansion of the 
initiatives by the enterprises, for the allocation of their 
resources and their deployment; 
to allow those Member States and those public entities to 
benefit from the increase of dynamism, the professionalism and 
the economics resulting from the opening up of the competition 
of the markets at Community level. 
e 
e 
e 
-
e 
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NUMBER OF CONTRACT NOTICES PUBLISHED 
IN THE OJEC FROM 01.01.85 TO 31.12.85 
PUBLIC WORKS CONTRACTS 
Open Restricted Accelerated 
procedure procedure restricted 
procedure TOTAL 
ANNEX· 
X 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
e 204 14 0 218 4.96 
DK 31 13 0 44 1.00 
D 623 90 9 722 16.44 
GR 181 6 0 187 4.26 
F 157 572 14 743 16.92 
IRL 54 18 3 75 1. 71 
I 11 898 248 1.157 26.34 
L 3 2 1 6 • 14 
NL 104 58 7 169 3.85 
UK 8 1.002 61 1.071 24.39 
------------------------------------------------------------------------TOTAL 1.376 2.673 343 4.392 100.00 
.. 
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PUBLIC SUPPLY CONTRACTS 
I 
I 
COUNTRY 
Open Restricted Accelerated 
procedure procedure restricted 
procedure TOTAL 
l 
l 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
B 70 39 7 116 3.51 I 
DK 3 66 8 77 2.33 
D 146 295 18 459 13.88 e 
GR 8 1 0 9 .27 
F 437 422 41 900 27 .21 
-IRL 26 1 2 29 .88 
I 11 611 91 713 21.56 
L 3 1 1 s .15 
NL 0 132 18 150 4.54 
IJK 113 646 90 849 25.67 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL 817 2.214 276 3.307 100.00 
e 
.• 
-
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DIRECTIONS FOR USE 
This information pack on "the large market: the fields covered" is a sequel to 
the information pack on •the large market: the general picture•. It describes 
the main fields affected by completion of the large market. 
The 1992 target date calls for a fresh approach to standardization. The 
objective must be to remove all technical barriers until a genuine free market 
in goods and services has been created between the Twelve. In view of their 
importance to the economy, public procurement contracts cannot be excluded 
from this movement. Opening them up is the most fundamental way of showing 
the will to complete the internal market. 
By the same token, harmonized indirect taxes, free movement of capital, and 
transport services geared to the new situation are all guarantees of a 
twelve-member economic bloc thinking and growing as one. 
All this calls for effective mobilization of the Europeans whose everyday life 
will be changed by the progress made towards free movement of persons. 
Cooperation on new technologies and common standards is another challenge for 
Europe which, if met, will herald break-throughs in fields as far apart as 
television and food. 
This information pack describes how the Commission plans to go about this. 
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Brussels, 23 June 1986 
STANDARDS: THE NEW APPROACH 
The need to revise the Community's policy on technical 
barriers became clear from the facts of the matter, as 
industry never failed to remind the Commission. 
While technical harmonization work has certainly led to 
important results in some fields, it must be admitted that 
- in some industries the results are almost negligible 
against the growing profusion of technical rules and 
standards in every country; 
- even the cases where directives have been adopted, too 
often they regulate only certain aspects while other 
aspects continue to hamper the emergence of a true 
internal market; 
- technology is now changing so fast that there can be no 
hope of the Council's harmonization and decision-making 
procedures ever being able to achieve an ever-receding 
objective; 
- the procedure are now so protracted as to remove all 
credibility from a policy still based on guidelines that 
are now clearly obsolete in parts; 
- the optional harmonization method usually adopted, though 
it smoothed the way to compromise within the Council, 
often proved an inadequate vehicle towards a true internal 
market with tangible benefits for all sectors of the eco-
nomy - industry, workers, users and consumers; 
- most difficulties probably stem from a faulty division 
between the roles of the public authorities and the 
standards institutes, in which the former too often take 
over responsibilities in the detailed definition of 
product specifications which more properly belong to the 
latter. 
The Commission accordingly decided that future legislation 
should increasingly, like the "low pressure" directive, do 
no more than set product safety requirements and refer to 
standards, preferably European but if necessary national, 
for the definition of technical specifications. 
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Wherever this approach is possible, the following 
conditions must be met: 
- all Community countries must recognize the equivalence 
of the objectives of technical regulations and standards, 
in particular public safety and health aspects; 
- there must be certification bodies and laboratories 
ensuring mutual confidence among the authorities concerned; 
- procedures must be adopted to ensure that the national 
authorities retain effective safeguards as regards safety 
and health protection for their citizens. 
On 7 May 1985 the Council adopted the new guidelines presented 
by the Commission, which can be summed up in the following 
four principles: 
- legislative harmonization is limited to the adoption, by 
means of directives under Article l~~ of the EEC Treaty, 
of the essential safety requirements (or other requirements 
in the general interest) with which products put on the mar-
-ket must conform, and which should therefore enjoy free 
movement throughout the Community, 
- the task of drawing up the technical specifications needed 
for the production and placing on the market of products 
conforming to the essential requirements established by 
the directives, while taking into account the current stage 
of technology, is entrusted to organizations competent in 
the standardization area, 
such technical specifications are not compulsory but remain 
voluntary standards, 
- but at the same time the authorities are required to recog-
nize that products manufactured in accordance with harmonized 
standards (or, provisionally, national standards) must be 
presumed to comply with the "essential requirements" laid 
down by the Directive; this means that the manufacturer may 
if he wishes produce goods which do not comply with the 
standards, but in that event the burden of proof is upon 
him to show that his products comply with the essential 
requirements laid down in the Directive. 
For the system to operate there are two further requirements: 
- the standards must afford quality guarantees reflecting 
the "essential requirements" laid down by the directives, 
- the authorities must retain their full responsibility 
regarding safety protection (or other requirements) on 
their territory. 
e 
-
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The quality of the harmonized standards must be ensured 
by standardization mandates from the Commission, to be 
carried out in accordance with the general guidelines 
already agreed between the Commission and the European 
standards bodies. 
(Note by DG III. Contact: Mr M. Previdi, tel. 54253) 
25 June 1986 
STANDARDIZATION POLICY AND NEW TECHNOLOGIES 
1. The Conunission generally encourages action by the European 
standards bodies in preference to the legislative approach of 
the past, except where such legislation is warranted for 
health protection reasons (pharmaceuticals, agrifood products 
and chemicals). 
The new approach to technical harmonization should enable the 
community to complete the internal market for industrial 
products in all fields where the principle of the mutual 
recognition of national rules and standards will not be pos-
sible because of imperative general-interest requirements 
(Court judgment in the "Cassis de Dijon" case). The new 
approach will therefore always be subsidiary compared with 
the application of the principle of mutual recognition. 
The policy of reference to standards under the new approach 
seeks to preserve the voluntary nature of the European 
standards and, in the transitional period, of national 
standards deemed to be equivalent. This means that a product 
may be placed on the market even if it does not comply with 
any particular standard provided that proof is given that it 
complies with the safety principles set out in the directives. 
2. Being in line with a trand towards legislative simplicity 
(in the sense of stripping public protection legislation of 
the mass of technical detail, which can slow down technical 
innovation), the new approach ought to be applicable in every 
field as a basic principle. There will always be a problem 
in every technical harmonization directive of pruning away 
the technical details which are not essential to the object 
in view. For example, it was after consulting the European 
Parliament that the Conunission struck out a large part of a 
technical annex to a proposal for a Directive on agricultural 
tractors even though in this field, as in that of motor 
vehicles, the harmonization process which has long been well 
advanced still follows the old approach. 
e 
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3. The field in which the method of "reference to the 
standards" would be fully applicable is safety, which 
means manufactured goods in general. 
The first examples which have been or will shortly be 
laid before the Council are pressure vessels, consumer 
information on the noise levels of electrical household 
appliances, and toys. A proposal for a Directive will 
shortly be put forward in the major industrial sector 
of dangerous machinery and production equipment. Other 
proposals will follow concerning electro-medical equip-
ment and electrical interference. 
The new approach needs certain adjustments when product 
compatibility must be maintained in a given field. This 
problem arises particularly in telecommunications and 
information technologies, where it is essential: 
- to ward off any risk of captive markets being held by 
dominant firms which would set the standards; 
- to ensure the interoperability of different systems which 
integrate both telecommunications networks and information 
processing equipment; 
- to ensure recognition of the approval given by the tele-
communications administrations in order to guarantee such 
interoperability. 
If the Commission intends to promote standardization in these 
fields as well through European bodies and the CEPT, the 
standards thus obtained will be made compulsory by means of 
directives based on the outline proposal discussed in the 
Council. An example is given by the Directive on standards 
for television by satellite. This approach allows the 
standard to evolve but prohibits any authorization to place 
on the market or install rquipment not in conformity with 
the standard; this explains the importance of the reference 
to international standards in the preparation of European 
standards. 
A similar set of problems also arises in the building sector, 
where components that must be compatible have to be assembled. 
4. Standards are an important factor in opening up public 
procurement; one of the reasons for amending the "public 
supplies" Directive is to make it compulsory for purchasing 
bodies to stipulate conformity with European standards or the 
equivalence of national standards. 
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The Directive on the recognition of teleconununications 
equipment approvals which the Council recently adopted 
also stipulates that procurement must be opened up to 
all products approved as conforming with the European 
standards; the draft Directive on standardization in 
information and teleconununications technologies which is 
being increasingly trinuned down in order to avoid 
emphasizing the specific nature of the IT sector) also 
provides for compulsory reference to these standards in 
public contracts. 
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Hie: :ic lw:: 1,ommittee on u People's Europ,?, chuircd by Mr 4donnht· and 
:1:,-~., \1;· . • ·t :· 1!pr1.·•.,•:1t,Hivi.:•:, of tht• He~dr. uf Stilt<? ,rnd Govcrnml'nt, met 
·0r Jv~r ~i, mnnths Jnd ~reduced two reports for the European Council. 
Thr: ti··:,t, ·.ic:ltelint>d March 1985, id~ntified practical measures that woui.d 
enable the citilen to enjoy individual freedom ~f movement and ~ight 
of r~sidr~c~ ~itt,in th~ Community, in either an occupational or a private 
capacity. Th~ sec~nd, datelined June 1985, purported to give the 
Community d new political, cultural an!.' social dimension by prc~osing 
;:,rai:ti-::;! mer1sunes such as new t:itizMis• rights, scope for mobility tor 
10ung peopl@ withi~ the Community, and measures to pro~cte culture ana 
health orot,cticn. The Commission has made numerous proposals ?nd 
~l0at~d m~ny ideas for implementin3 the recommendations of the two report~. 
In a communication to the Council dated 19 November 1985 the Commission 
appraised the outcome of this European Council initiat'ive. Its verdict 
then, still valid today, is that results have been disappointing. The 
Council has fafled to adopt any of the more meaningful proposals in 
terms of popular impact, with the notable exception, as, indicated in the 
Presidency's r~port, of those on freedom of establishment for certain 
professions (architects, pharmacists). But these had been with the 
Council for several years before the Adonnino report.· ~ 
The opposition of one delegation is still blocking agreement on the 
proposal to relax controls at internal borders, a first. step towards the 
objective set in Fontainebleau of abolishing, "all police and customs 
formalities for people crossing intra-Community frontiers" by mid-1985. 
~., r ' .•·• : ' 
, i;Rr,r;L. ,. MAJO~· f'Ol. l TIC.!\l. OBJECTIVE 
;,,,.• i:.--,r·.,:r,,_.,, !:•'' f:•Jrope;,r, Council in .June 1984 undertook to 1,::iv,; the 
(1.;;~ • .:u,1it; a new dim;?nsion to bring it closer to the pec,ple of Europe. 
Tc that end it instructed an.ad hoc Committee to identify, from a ser~es 
oi suJ0~3•inns, meijsures ~hich would ~nable the Community ''to respond 
to tn~ c~cect~tions of the people of Europe by adopting measures to 
strengthen and promote its identity and its image both for its ~itizens 
and for ·~r rest of the world." 
The Mil.an ft;ropean Council in June 1985 endorse! the ad hoc Committee's 
proposal~ Jnd urged the Community institutions to take the necessary 
steps to implement them as soon as possible. 
Two years after the impetus given by the Fontainebleau Council, the 
Commissio~ finds that the political resolve of Heads of State and Government 
to make Europe more meaningful to the man in the street has yet to be 
translated into practice. The gradual improvement in the economic situation 
offers a real prospect of the Community regaining its vitality, but its 
inhabitants still have no feeling of belonging to a single entity. The 
average European feels so Little concerned by joint implementation by 
the Member States af policies involving cumbersome decision-ma~ina 
procedures and complex, technical rules that the gulf between him and tht: 
institutions has widened if anything. 
A People's Europe must remain a prime political objective if the undertaking 
in the Single Act to make the Community into an area without frontiers, 
within which everyone may move "without Let or hindrance" and study, live 
and work where they will is to be honoured without too much delay. 
I 
;. 
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f., ,,, hl,)1..L:e,1 in ~ht:' Council are two general proposal:. i•sr.enti,i' ti, 1'." 
, 
~ creation of a frontier-free area: they deal with generalized right Qf 
r~sioenc~ ~nd the equivalence of university diplomas. Last but not 
least, the proposal for a regulation on support for television and cinema 
co-production~ was rejected by the Council and is being reworked bv the 
Commission along broader lines. 
THE NEED FOR FRESH IMPETUS 
The Commission considers that it has, by and large, d"scharged its 
obligations in relation to A People's Europe under the mandate giv~n -· 
by the Europear Council. It urges the European Counc 1 ~ to provide frt:sh 
political impetus, making it possible to unblock the proposals sti~L 
pending and to implement new ideas for bringing Europ,i closer to its 
citizens. It should be directed essentially towards ~he young,who must 
be given new faith in the European venture. 
~ 
The Commission has come up with proposals for youth and student exchange 
programmes. These were designed to facilitate such exchanges and 
constitute a key component of A People's Europe. The Council, which has 
just adopted the COMETT programme - on the basis of a financial commitmfrt 
that limits its scope - should give the go ahead to the YES and ERr:~:-:•.1~ 
programmes as a matter of urgency. The Commission intends to take new 
initiatives, notably on work camps for projects relating to protection 
of the environment and the cultural heritage. It will also draw on the 
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INTRODUCTION 
1. In its White Paper of 14 June 1985 on completing the internal market1 
the Commission recognized that a genuine common market could not be 
achieved by 1992 if the Community relied exclusively on the 
traditional methods of harmonization. It therefore reco111111ended a 
new strategy combining the principles of the mutual recognition of 
natiqnal regulations and standards based on Articles 30 to 36 of the 
EEC Treaty, together with a more efficient mechanism for the 
harmonization of laws based, in particular, on Article 100 of the 
Treaty. 
The Commission took the view that this general policy would be 
particularly appropriate in certain fields, one of which is 
foodstuffs. It announced two communications in this sector2 
- one before the end of 1985 on more efficient procedures for the 
implementation of Article 100 harmonization, 
- one in 1987 setting out the legal situation resulting in particular 
from Articles 30 to 36. 
This paper is ~he first of these two communications. 
OBJECTIVES 
2. Two significant advances have recently been made in areas not 
directly related to the food sector. 
a} Directive 83/189/EEC obliges Member States to r,v, lfy the 
Commission in advance of draft technical regulations and 
standards3• The Commission will shortly be proposing that this 
Directive be extended to foodstuffs4• 
1. COM (85) 310 final 
2. Section 71, last indent, and Section 156, first sentence 
3. O.J. N° L 109, 26 April 1983, p. 8 
4. White Paper, Section 71, last indent, and timetable, Part 2, I.1 
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b) Council Resolution of 7 May51985 on a new approach to technical 
harmonization and standards is designed to siaplify and speed up 
the decision-making process for opening up the internal market. 
The principles underlying this new approach could usefully be 
extended to the food sector. It is only realistic to recognize, 
however, that it will not be possible merely to apply this 
resolution as it stands to foodstuffs, because of a number of 
specific features of the food sector: 
- the extreme sensitivity of public opinion in this field, 
- the very detailed nature of many national laws, 
- the almost complete lack of standards Cin the sense of 
Directive 83/189/EEC> defining the composition of products. 
RECOMMENDED METHODS 
3. The orientation for food legislation described below has two aspects: 
a> A clear dividing line will be drawn between matters which still 
require legislative action and those which do not require the 
adoption of a binding legal act. 
b) A new distinction will be made between subjects calling for the 
Council's legislative powers and matters that can be delegated to 
the Commission. 
BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS 
4. In the past, it was generally accepted that, as a rule, u technical 
barrier to trade in foodstuffs resulting from mandatory national 
provisions could be eliminated only by adopting a Community provision 
of the same nature C"a national legal act in principle calls for a 
Community legal act">. 
S. O.J. N° C 136, 4 June 1985, p. 1 
e 
e 
-
e 
e 
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The programme for harmonization adopted in 1969 and updated in 1973 was 
based on that approach. It lists about 50 sectors falling within the 
general category of food legislation. 6 
5. So far, directives have been adopted in 14 of these sectors7• 
Proposals are before the Council in six more sectors and in some other 
sectors the Commission is carrying out preparatory work. It is 
therefore clear that only two fifths of the 1969/73 programme has been or 
is being implemented. There are also sectors that are not yet included 
in the programme. The current situation is as follows8, 9: 
6. The number of directives under consideration far exceeds 50 since there 
may be several directives in each sector. 
7. Two other sectors were already covered by directives before the adoption 
of the 1969 programme. 
8. The sectors not included in the 1969/73 programme are marked with an*· 
9. International activities, in particular under the Codex Alimentarius, are 
not mentioned since they are not directly covered by the concept of 
"internal market". 
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- Sectors covered by directives 
1. Labelling of foodstuffs in general 
2. Colouring agents* 
3. Preservatives• 
4. Antioxidants 
5. Emulsifiers, stabilizers, thickeners and gelling agents 
6. Materials and articles in contact with food (framework directive 
+ several specific directives) 
7. Foods for particular nutritional uses (framework directive) 
8. Cocoa and chocolate 
9. Sugar 
10. Honey 
11. Fruit juices and similar products 
12. Jams, jellies and marmalades 
13. Preserved milk 
14. Caseins and caseinates 
15. Coffee and chicory extracts 
16. Natural mineral waters 
- Sectors before the Council10 
1. Methods of sampling and analysis 
2. Flavourings 
3. Extraction solvents 
4. Chemically modified starches 
5. Frozen foods 
6. Infant formulae and fol low-up mil ks 
S . t· 'th· th C .. 10 - ectors 1n prepara 10n w, 1n e omm1ss1on 
1. New categories of additives• 
2. Irradiation 
3. Inspection measures 
10. This list does not include proposals for the implementation of 
framework directives nor for the management of Co11n1unity acts. 
e 
-
e 
e 
-
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6. This review shows a marked imbalance between the "horizontal" sectors 
(additives, labelling, other general matters> in which substantial 
progress has been made and the "vert;cal" sectors (specific foods) in 
which there has been relatively little progress. 
The Member States appear therefore to be able to agree on the general 
principles of food legislation, but find difficulty in reconciling 
their differences of opinion on requirements for the composition of 
various individual foodstuffs. 
BASIS OF THE NEW ORIENTATION 
7. The legislative approach followed in the past was implicitly based on 
the assumption that all specific requirements in national legislation 
on foodstuffs necessarily met an essential public need. 
This approach needs to be revised by drawing a distinction between, 
on the one hand, 
- matters which by their nature must continue to be the subject of 
legislation, 
and, on the other hand, 
- those whose characteristics are such that they do not need to be 
regulated. 
8. The principles developed by the Court of Justice subsequent to the 
"Cassis de Dijon" judgment now enable the Community to define a 
system of food legislation only containing provisio~:. hat are 
justified as being necessary to satisfy essential r•,uirements in the 
general interest. The touchstone is the "principle of propor-
tionality" which means that legal measures must not go further than 
is genuinely necessary to achieve the desired objective. 
9. For foodstuffs, the criteria for legislation are "the protection of 
health and life of humans" referred to in Article 36 of the Treaty 
and "essential requirements" which could also justifiably override 
the application of the principle of free movement of goods enshrined 
in Article 30 of the Treaty. 
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In more concrete terms, future Community legislat;on on foodstuffs 
should be limited to provisions justified by the need to: 
- protect public health, 
- provide consumers with information and protection in matters other 
than health, 
- ensure fair trading, 
- provide for the necessary public controls. 
MATTERS REQUIRING LEGISLATION 
PUBLIC HEALTH 
10. The need to protect public health is recognized by all Member States 
and this is reflected in all national legislation. Consequently, 
the Council has recognised that the objectives being pursued by the 
various Member States to protect the health of their people are 
equally valid in principle, even if different techniques are used to 
h . h 11 ac ,eve t em • 
11. As a result, the national regulations and inspection systems, despite 
their differences, attempt to achieve these same objectives and 
should therefore normally be accorded recognition in all Member 
States. Pursuant to Art. 30-36, trade in a product lawfully 
manufactured and marketed in one Member State may only be hindered by 
the rules of other Member States if those rules are necessary to 
satisfay mandatory requirements and to serve a purpose which is in 
the general interest and for which they are an essential guarantee. 
However, the application of this principle, although allowing the 
Commission, the Community and national courts to remove all unjus-
tified barriers, comes up against drawbacks that must be overcome. 
11. Conclusions on standardisation adopted on 16 July 1984, O.J. N° 136, 
4.6.1985, p.2 
e 
e 
e 
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Firstly, the lack of a clear position, involving frequent recourse to 
the courts to determine, case by case, whether a barrier is justified 
or excessive, creates uncertainty for national administrations and 
above all for businessmen. Therefore, the Commission has announced 
that in 1987 it will be publishing a Communication setting out the 
legal situation resulting from Articles 30-36 for the food sector, 
which will serve as a guide to public authorities on their 
obligations and to Community citizens as to their rights. 
Secondly, the principle of mutual recognition is not applicable in 
those cases where barriers are justified in Community law and can 
thus be removed only through harmonization. Furthermore, there will 
be cases in which the introduction of common regulations and 
standards is essential for reasons of industrial policy; or for 
consumer protection; or to encourage and increase competitiveness on 
the basis of a single Community-wide market. Such requirements will 
therefore still justify the adoption of legislative measures by the 
Community. 
FOOD ADDITIVES 
12. It is necessary to draw up positive lists for those categories of 
additives that have not yet been dealt with, and Community conditions 
of u.se* must be laid down for all additives where toxicological data 
indicate that restrictions are necessary12• 
MATERIALS AND ARTICLES IN CONTACT WITH FOODSTUFFS 
13. This area, already extensively covered by Community directives, in 
particular the framework Directive 76/893/EEC, must continue to be a 
matter for legislation. 
~dditives are applicable. 
12. See Section 5 above. 
Considerations similar to those for food 
<•> Conditions of use means determining the foods in which each additive 
is permitted and the allowable concentrations of the additive. 
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FOODSTUFFS FOR PARTICULAR NUTRITIONAL USES ("DIETETIC FOODS") 
14. Foodstuffs devised for a particular nutritional use fall within the 
domain of public health and must therefore continue to be a matter 
for legislation. Directive 77/94/EEC has already established the 
general principles governing these foodstuffs. 
PROCESSES FOR THE MANUFACTURE OR TREATMENT Of FOODS 
15. It is only rarely recessary to legally regulate processes for the 
manufacture or treatment of foods in order to protect public health. 
In the current state of industrial and technological development, 
this requirement exists in respect of: 
- deep freezing <a proposal for a directive on frozen foods is 
already before the Council - COM(84)498), 
- irradiation treatment of food, 
- certain biotechnological processes. 
Other processes and treatments may have to be added to this list in 
the future. 
THE NEED FOR CONSUMER INFORMATION AND PROTECTION IN MATTERS OTHER THAN 
HEALTH 
16. There are two possible approaches to this question: 
- one is to develop extremely detailed regulations on the composition 
and manufacturing characteristics of each foodstuff ("recipe law">, 
- the other is based on the fundamental idea that, provided that the 
purchaser is given adequate information on the nature and 
composition of foodstuffs, it is not necessary to define these 
elements in law unless they are required for the protection of 
public health. 
e 
-
e 
e 
e ,_ 
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17. Clearly, the Community must commit itself to the second approach 
because: 
- it is neither possible nor desirable to confine in a legislativ• 
straitjacket the culinary riches of ten <twelve) European 
countries; 
legislative rigidity concerning product composition prevents the 
development of new products and is therefore an obstacle to 
innovation and commercial flexibility; 
- the tastes and preferences of consumers should not be a matter for 
regulation. 
LABELLING OF FOOD 
18. The rejection of recipe law implies a well-developed and clear system 
of labelling, presentation and advertising that should take the form 
of a binding legal act so that producers may be protected against 
unfair competition and consumers against misleading practice. 
19. Directive 79/112/EEC already goes a long way in this direction. 
However, it needs to be supplemented in some respects. 
Firstly, the options for national exceptions left to the discretion 
of Member States must be replaced by uniform rules or rules 
objectively tailored, in order to improve the state of Community 
legislation. This applies in particular to the use of revision 
clauses accompanying these derogations, for er· ~le ways of 
specifying additives in the list of ingredient~ and date marking of 
perishable or long-life foods. 
Secondly, additions and exceptions to the general rule, needed for 
specific foods but which are not applicable to all foods, should be 
drawn up at Community level where there is no detailed (vertical) 
directive on quality requirements dealing with those particular 
foods. 
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The Commission has already embarke~ on the usual consultations on 
these various amendments needed to Directive 79/112/EEC and a formal 
13 proposal should shortly be submitted to the Council. 
20. In its examination of the labelling of ordinary foodstuffs, the 
Community has not yet taken into account nutritional 
characteristics.14 It seems desirable to encourage industry to give 
consumers qualitative and quantitative information on the main 
nutrients in a food and on its energy value. Details of the nature 
and quantity of the ingredients used are not sufficient to allow the 
average consumer to judge the nutritional quality of a food since 
products with appa~ently similar lists of ingredients can have very 
different nutritional properties. 
21. The Commission recognizes that the usefulness of nutritional 
information is dependent on the level of dietary education of the 
general public. However, there is a growing public awareness of the 
relationship between diet and health which makes it necessary to 
facilitate the provision of easily understandable information and to 
avoid at the same time technical barriers to trade resulting from the 
use of diverse systems in the different Member States. Furthermore, 
there is a need to gain more experience on the kind of information 
which consumers will find useful and which the trade will be able to 
provide. 
The Commission will therefore recommend the introduction of a 
voluntary system under which the choice of whether a food should bear 
nutrition labelling could be left to the trade. If_. however, such 
labelling is being provided, it should appear in ;cordance with a 
uniform format throughout the Community. 
13. See attached timetable. 
14. Nutritional labelling exists at Community level for foodstuffs for 
particular nutritional uses, but is not suitable for general 
application. 
e 
e 
e 
e 
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22. The Commission is currently consulting the Member States and 
interested parties, taking as a basis for its study the work don~ by 
the Codex Alimentarius. The need for legislative measures will l-
considered at a later stage.15 
FAIR TRADING 
23. Obviously, a food must not be harmful to the health of consumers. In 
addition, consumers must be correctly and adequately informed and not 
be misled; producers must be protected against unfair competition. 
Once these conditions are met, fair trading is in principle ensured 
and this point does not need further examination. 
Questions of a general nature concerning misleading advertising are 
not specific to foods. Therefore they are not included within the 
scope of this communication which is concerned only with food 
legislation. 
COMPOSITIONAL RULES (RECIPES) 
24. The expression "compositional rules" as used in this paper refers to 
a set of regulations, whether or not issued by the public 
authorities, specifying the composition of certain foodstuffs or 
their manufacturing characteristics, excluding regulations designed 
to protect the life and health of human beings. 
25. In the many judgments it has given on the fre~ vement of goods, the 
Court of Justice has never accepted that a Mefi,1 er State authority can 
prohibit the sale of a product which does not conform to its own 
compositional rules, but which has been lawfully manufactured and 
marketed in another Member State in accordance with that State's own 
rules. 
15. See attached timetable 
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26. This ruling means that the Communi~y no lorger needs to introduce 
compositional rules in its legislation. 
27. One criticism often advanced against this approach concerns the leg3l 
uncertainty that may result since it is not always clear whether, and 
if so to what extent, a Member State may successfully make an 
exception in respect of a product coming from another Member State. 
In this context, it must be borne in mind that the meaning given to 
the term "compositional rule" excludes any public health connotation. 
Consequently, the only essential requirement that might possibly 
justify the refusal to accept a food manufactured in another Member 
State in conformity with its compositional rules is the need to 
protect consumers against misleading practices and producers against 
unfair competition. Present Community labelling provisions, 
together with those about to be drawn up16, will provide adequate 
information and avoid confusion. 
Once this stage is reached in accordance with the guidelines set out 
in this paper, legal uncertainty will obviously be eliminated. In 
the meantime, practical measures which the Commission will be 
proposing should reduce the number of doubtful cases to a minimum. 
28. Another criticism levelled is the danger that the lack of Community 
compositional rules would automatically lead to a reduction in 
quality, since the most liberal national rule will become general 
practice. 
The Commission does not share this view, nor does the available 
evidenee support it. 
16. See Sections 18-22 above. 
e 
e 
e 
e 
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It is true, however, that the approach based on Article 30 and the mutual 
recognition of national regulations and rules must be accompanied by 
adequate administrative cooperation and by collaboration with all th· 
interests concerned. For this reason, the Commission will be initiati ., 
talks with the heads of national departments responsible for food 
legislation and inspection and discussions within the Advisory Committee 
on Foodstuffs which consists of representatives of agriculture, industry, 
labour, commerce and consumers. The purpose of these consultations will 
be to determine whether and, if so, how the Community should encourage 
industry to adopt an active quality policy for foodstuffs. If this is 
found desirable, the need for a Community system for the mutual 
recognition of labels or other quality marks and for the relevant checks 
and certification will then have to be examined. 
Clearly, the Commission will be open to any other suggestions made in the 
course of these consultations. 
It should also be recalled that compositional rules established within 
the Common Agricultural Policy in order to fulfil the aims laid down in 
Article 39 of the Treaty and which do not strictly belong to food laws 
will continue to operate. 
OFFICIAL INSPECTION 
29. Official inspection which is designed to assure compliance with rules 
of health protection must by its very nature be a matter for 
legislation. 
The free movement of goods does not prevent authorities from 
exercising appropriate and efficient control over trade in 
foodstuffs. On the contrary, such control is necessary and must 
include products crossing Community frontiers in the same way as 
products remaining within a single Member State. 
In particular, the competent authorities of the Member States should 
not confine themselves to inspecting only those products intended for 
consumption on their national territory, but should also extend this 
inspection to products going to other Member States. 
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In addition, public inspection m•,st not b~ confined to retail sales. 
A system of this kind is inefficient and outmoded since it does not 
allow the inspection authorities to obtain an idea of the quality of 
mass production, nor can it be extended to products for dispatch tu 
other Member States, and this is contrary to the idea of a single 
market. 
The Commission intends to submit a new proposal for a directive on 
the general principles that should govern public inspection in the 
area of health protection. Preparatory studies are in progress. 
Mandatory measures should be accompanied by a series of other 
voluntary measures intended to encourage cooperation between national 
inspection depar~ments. The Commission will later be putting 
forward a memorandum on this subject. 
30. The Commission intends to include in the consultation mentioned in 
paragraph 28 the question of control of compliance with rules other 
than those relating to health protection. One objective would be to 
determine whether there is a need for compulsory legal measures or 
whether, on the contrary, other more flexible means should be 
envisaged. 
MANAGEMENT OF THE "ACQUIS COMMUNAUTAIRE" 
31. The need to manage the "acquis communautaire" is self-evident. 
Where this takes the form of Community legislation, it is necessary 
that amendments to be adopted must also take the form of legislation. 
It is the procedures for adopting amendments that are the real 
problem, and this will be covered in general te ~ in the following 
chapters. 
DIVISION OF LEGISLATIVE POWERS BETWEEN THE COUNCIL AND THE COMMISSION 
32. The review of directives adopted in the area of food legislation17 
shows that the Member States are able to agree on the general 
principles of food law. However, it also shows that insurmountable 
differences of opinion may exist on points of detail, preventing 
17. See section 5 above. 
e 
e 
e 
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any decisions from being taken. This impasse is unacceptable in view of 
the fact that all the Member States apply the same basic principles and 
have reached equivalent levels of protection. 
33. Some examples illustrate this situation: 
a) All the directives on food additives have derogation clauses for 
substances on which unanimous agreement could not be reached. 
The Community lists currently contain some 150 additives. For 
ten years it has been virtually impossible to obtain unanimous 
agreement to add to these lists. Preservatives provide a 
striking example. In 1981, the Commission proposed to authorize 
or to extend the authorization of three substances (including 
natamycin) regarded as perfectly acceptable by the Scientific 
Committee for Food. So far, after almost four years of 
discussion, the Council has been unable to reach agreement on 
that proposal. At the very best, it could agree on a 
possibility of national derogations, an absolutely unacceptable 
solution from the viewpoint of a single market. 
b) The labelling Directive 79/112/EEC introduced a number of 
compulsory indications, the usefulness of which in providing 
better information for consumers is not disputed. However, when 
it comes to applying these principles to certain specific cases 
(dating of ice cream, indication of the weight of certain small e packages, etc.) apparently insuperable~-: ··drences of view 
._. remain. 
c> Directive 73/241/EEC on cocoa and chocolate did not definitively 
regulate the use of vegetable fats and of certain additives in 
chocolate. The Commission proposal designed to solve these 
problems is now becoming bogged down in the Council and there 
appears to be no possibility of any agreement other than to 
maintain the status quo. 
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34. In view of this situation, it i~ necessary to review the procedure 
for the adoption of legislation in the food sector. 
The problems outlined above are extremely serious as they demonstrate 
that the Community is frequently unable to equip itself with un;for• 
legislation, nor to manage its existing legislation properly. The 
directives tend to freeze a scientific or technical situation 
existing at a given time without allowing for future adaptations. 
THE SIMPLIFIED PROCEDURE 
35. The rule of unanimity prevailing in the Council hampers the adoption 
and development of Community legislation. This constant blocking of 
progress is no longer acceptable. It might be preferable to have 
recourse to the courts through the procedure available under 
Articles 30 et seq. in conjunction with Articles 169 and 177 of the 
EEC Treaty, rather than to adopt Community provisions that would 
merely inhibit any future developments. It is obvious, however, 
that systematic recourse to the courts is not a satisfactory solution 
either. 18 
Consequently, it is essential to find a reasonable dividing line 
between matters calling for a unanimous Council decision and those 
that can be decided by the tried and tested simplified procedure of 
the "Standing Committee on Foodstuffs", which ensures close 
cooperation between the Commission and the Member States and involves 
qualified majority voting. 
36. This simplified procedure should be used on the understanding that: 
a) it must always be up to the Council to adopt the basic rules of 
Community food law and to lay down the conditions under which the 
implementing arrangements for these basic rules will be 
determined, 
18. See Section 11 above. 
e 
-· 
e 
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b) the best way of ensuring operational efficiency and flexibili1 
will be to give the Commission the task of drawing up 
implementing procedures for the basic rules established by 
Council, under the conditions laid down by the Council. 
37. As regards food additives, it must be left to the Council, pursuant 
to Article 100 of the EEC Treaty, to decide on the general principles 
governing the drawing-up of approved lists. In particular, it 
should be laid down as a general condition that any substance must 
have been evaluated by the Scientific Committee for Food before being 
placed on a Community list. The use of additives must in addition 
meet a technological requirement. This must be examined in the 
light of criteria that the Council will have to lay down on the basis 
of recommendations made by the Commission for the Codex Alimentarius 
(FAO/WHO) and the Scientific Committee for Food. Once these various 
requirements have been met, the task of drawing up the approved list 
and relevant conditions of use may be given to the Commission. 
38. The same considerations apply to materials and articles coming into 
contact with foodstuffs, with the proviso that Directive 76/893/EEC 
requires only a few adjustments. 
39. The basic rules for foods for particular nutritional uses are already 
laid down in Directive 77/94/EEC. The Commission is now examining 
the need for further clarification of these rules. 
The specific directives would have to be auJpted by the Commission on 
the basis of recommendations made by the Scientific Committee for 
Food. 
40. In the case of processes for the manufacture or treatment of food, 
the best allocation of tasks between the Council and the Commission 
will have to be decided in each specific case. 
41. The labelling Directive has to be amended in order to eliminate 
derogations. This is a matter for the Council. 
- 18 -
It will, however, be up to the Commission to lay down the procedures 
for applying the general Directive to different product sectors. 
42. The adoption of basic regulations for official inspection must 
continue to be a matter for the Council. The Commission should h 
responsible in particular for adopting methods of analysis and 
sampling. This point has already been established in existing 
directives. A proposal establishing the Commission's role for all 
foodstuffs is now before the Council CCOMC84)39 final). 
43. The management of the "acquis communautaire" is traditionally 
regarded as an implementing measure and must therefore be entrusted 
to the Commission. 
FEATURES OF THf SIMPLIFIED PROCEDURE 
44. The simplified procedure consists of giving the Commission powers to 
implement regulations established by the Council. 
45. In all cases of this nature, there must be a procedure establishing 
close cooperation between the Member States and the Commission. The 
"Standing Committee on Foodstuffs" <regulatory committee) procedure 
introduced in 1969 has proved successful for this purpose and should 
be maintained. 
It goes without saying that the present practice of consulting before 
any matter is referred to the Standing Commi~ e will be continued. 
46. Where there are public health problems, it will be obligatory to 
consult the Scientific Committee for Food. 
47. The Commission also regularly consults the Advisory Committee on 
Foodstuffs on any draft food legislation. This Committee consists 
of representatives of agriculture, industry, labour, commerce and 
consumers. 
e 
e 
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CONCLUSIONS AND PROCEDURE 
48. A new orientation to Community food legislation is necessary in ord~r 
to simplify and speed up procedures in a way which will make possible 
the completion of the internal market by 1992. 
This orientation must: 
- define matters requiring the adoption of a legislative act, 
- allocate tasks between the Council and the Commission. 
49. The Commission will submit proposals for directives in application of 
this communication according to the attached timetable which follows 
the stages already proposed in the White Paper. 
This communication constitutes a comprehensive explanatory memorandum 
common to all these proposals. 
50. The Commission invites the Council and the European Parliament to 
consider the orientation described in this communication and to give 
it their support with a view to adopting the proposals mentioned in 
the previous paragraph. The Economic and Social Committee should 
also be asked to express its opinion. 
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LONDON: 3 JULY 1986 
"THE FUTURE OF EUROPEAN TV" 
MR, CHAIRMAN, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, 
THE FOUNDERS OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY - A 
COMMUNITY WE JOINED, A COMMUNITY OF WHICH WE 
ARE MEMBERS, VOLUNTARILY AND OF OUR OWN CHOICE 
- THE FOUNDERS OF THE COMMUNITY HAD A VISION, 
IT WAS A VISION OF A EUROPE UNITED, A 
PROSPEROUS, THRUSTING, SUCCESSFUL EUROPE, SOME-
WHERE ALONG.THE ROAD THAT VISION BECAME DIMMED, 
"IT FADED•, AS WORDSWORTH SAID nINTO THE LIGHT 
OF COMMON DAY·. Bur IN RECENT YEARS, VERY 
RECENT YEARS, THERE HAS BEEN A FRESH AWAKENING 
- A REALIZATION THAT THE INDIVIDUAL MEMBER 
STATES OF THE COMMUNITY CANNOT SOLVE THEIR 
PROBLEMS, AND PARTICULARLY THEIR ECONOMIC 
PROBLEMS, ON THEIR OWN, THEY CAN ONLY HOPE TO 
DO SO IN THE CONTEXT OF AN INTEGRATED EUROPEAN 
ECONOMY DEPLOYING THE FULL BUT LATENT STRENGTH 
OF ALL OF THE PEOPLES OF EUROPE, IT WAS IN THAT 
SPIRIT THAT THE PLAN TO COMPLETE THE ECONOMIC 
INTEGRATION OF EUROPE WAS BORN, !T STARTED WITH 
THE PROPOSALS TO COMPLETE THE INTERNAL MARKET 
BY 1992, A PLAN FOR WHICH l WAS PRIMARILY 
RESPONSIBLE AND WHICH WAS PUBLISHED LAST JUNE, 
IT WAS CARRIED FORWARD IN THE LUXEMBOURG SINGLE 
Acr: IN NEW PLANS F0°R SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT, AND IT SEES I TS LATEST MAN I FE S-
TAT I ON IN THE PROPOSALS FOR FREEDOM OF CAPITAL 
MOVEMENT JUST TABLED BY THE COMMISSION, 
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THE COMMISSION'S PROPOSALS IN THE AUD\. 
VISUAL FIELD FORM ~ART OF THIS GRAND STRATEGY, 
THERE ARE THREE ELEMENTS TO THESE PROPOSALS -
TAKEN TOGETHER, THEY FORM A COMPREHENSIVE AND 
COHERENT WHOLE, 
FIRST, THE COMMISSION HAS PUT FORWARD 
PROPOSALS FOR SETTING EUROPEAN STANDARDS 
FOR DBS (DIRECT BROADCASTING BY SATELLITE) 
, TRANSMISSIONS OF WHICH WILL HAVE IMPORT-
ANT EFFECTS ON THE MARKET FOR AUDIO VISUAL 
EQUIPMENT, THIS DIRECTIVE IS IN ITS FINAL 
STAGES OF ADOPTION, A REAL AND IMPORTANT 
STEP FORWARD, 
SECONDLY, THERE ARE THE COMMISSION'S 
PROPOSALS TO PROMOTE AND INSPIRE NEW 
DEVELOPMENTS IN THE FIELD OF EUROPEAN 
PROGRAMMES; AND 
THIRDLY, THERE ARE THE COMMISSION'S PROP-
OSALS DEALING SPECIFICALLY WITH BROADCAST-
ING, 
Jr IS THE THIRD OF THESE ELEMENTS, NAMELY 
. 
THE PROPOSALS DEALING SPECIFICALLY WITH BROAD-
CASTING, THAT I PROPOSE TALK I NG TO YOU ABOUT 
TODAY, 
,/, 
e 
e 
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IN 1984 THE COMMISSION PUBLISHED A GREEN 
PAPER ENTITLED •TELEVISION WITHOUT FRONTIERS•, 
THIS WAS THE SUBJECT OF INTENSIVE CONSULTATION 
AND DI SC USS I ON, IN THE LIGHT OF THESE CONSUL-
TATIONS THE COMMISSION PUBLISHED EARLIER THIS 
YEAR A DRAFT DIRECTIVE ON BROADCASTING IN 
EUROPE, THE SIMPLE AIM OF THIS DIRECTIVE WAS TO 
PROVIDE A 'LIGHT REGULATORY FRAMEWORK FOR 
EUROPEAN BROADCASTING IN A WAY THAT WOULD ABOVE 
ALL FAVOUR THE DEVELOPMENT AND INTEGRATION OF 
THE t•JROPEAN BROADCAST I NG MARKET, IT IS TH IS 
DIRECTIVE WHICH JS THE TOPIC OF MY REMARKS TO 
YOU TODAY, l WAS PARTICULARLY GLAD TO ACCEPT 
LORD THOMSON'S INVITATION TO ADDRESS YOU, EVEN 
AMONG THOSE, SUCH AS YOURSELF, ACT I VE IN THE 
FIELD OF BROADCASTING, J HAVE THE IMPRESSION 
THAT THE AIMS AND EFFECTS OF THE PROPOSED 
DIRECTIVE HAVE OFTEN BEEN MISUNDERSTOOD, THE 
(OMMI SS I ON HAVE BEEN ACCUSED, WHOLLY WRONGLY, 
OF WISHING TO IMPOSE THEIR SINISTER COLLECTIVE· 
PERSONALITY ON EUROPEAN BROADCASTING; OF WANT-
ING TO FOIST ITALIAN PORNOGRAPHY ON THE BBC; 
AND, WORST OF ALL, OF WANTING TO DEPRIVE 
BRITISH HOUSEWIVES OF DALLAS AND DYNASTY, THE 
. 
TRUTH IS MUCH LESS SENSATIONAL AND I NF IN I TEL Y 
MORE REASSURING, - FOR THOSE WHO ARE WILLING TO 
BE REASSURED, 
,/, 
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THE LATTER HALF OF MY SPEECH WILL DISCUSS 
THE DETAILS OF THE PROPOSED DIRECTIVE, Bur 
FIRST AND FUNDAMENTALLY, I SHOULl LIKE TO 
CONSIDER THE PREtIMINARY QUESTION OF WHY THE 
EUROPEAN COMMISSION, WHY THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY 
SHOULD NEED ANY DIRECTIVE AT ALL CONCERNING 
BROADCAST! NG, IS THE DI RE CTI VE SIMPLY AN 
, 
EXAMPLE OF UNNECESSARY RED TAPE, MERELY COMPLI-
CATING AN ALREADY SATISFACTORY SITUATION? THIS 
IS A FAIR QUESTION, BUT MY ANSWER TO IT IS A 
FIRM AND DEFINITE "NO", I CAN ASSURE YOU, MR, 
CHAIRMAN, THAT J AM NOT A PERSON WHO FAVOURS 
HARMONIZATION FOR HARMONIZATION'S SAKE - THE 
EUROPEAN COMMISSION HAS MORE THAN ENOUGH WORK 
TO DO WITHOUT TAKING ON UNNECESSARY EXTRA 
TASKS, I AM CONVINCED, HOWEVER, THAT THERE ARE 
GOOD REASONS, COMPELLING REASONS, WHY THE 
COMMISSION SHOULD PROPOSE LEGISLATION IN THE 
FIELD OF EUROPEAN BROADCASTING: LET ME EXPLAIN 
THESE REASONS TO YOU, 
I SHALL BEGIN WITH A CONCRETE EXAMPLE, 
WHICH ILLUSTRATES THE ANOMALIES AND INSUFFIC-
IENCIES OF THE PRESENT SYSTEM OF NATIONAL 
BROADCASTING REGULATIONS, WHEN I AM IN 
BRUSSELS, ONE OF MY PLEASURES IS TO WATCH BBC l 
AND BBC 2; l HASTEN TO ADD THAT I SHOULD BE 
,/, 
e 
-
e 
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EQUALLY GLAD TO WATCH OTHER BRIT I SH .CHANNELS, 
WERE THEY AVAILABLE, I AM NOT ALONE IN BEING 
! 
ABLE TO WATCH MY OWN NATIONAL TELEVISION 
PROGRAMMES IN BRUSSELS, GERMANS CAN WATCH 
GERMAN TELEVISION; THE FRENCH CAN WATCH FRENCH 
TELEVISIONJ AND ITALIANS NOW HAVE AN ITALIAN 
CHANNEL THEY CAN RECEIVE, THIS SERVICE IS 
PROMOTED BY LOCAL COMMERC JAL CABLE OPERATORS 
WHOSE CHARGE IS WILLINGLY PAID BY EXPATRIATES 
IN BRUSSELS AND BY AN EVEN GREATER NUMBER OF 
BELGIANS INTERESTED IN THE TELEVISION PRO-
GRAMMES OF THEIR NEIGHBOURS, THE WHOLE TRANS-
ACT! ON IS A CLASSIC EXAMPLE OF THE COMMERCIAL 
EMPLOYMENT OF TECHNOLOGY TO ENHANCE CONSUMER 
CHOICE, 
WHEN, HOWEVER, I GO TO PARIS, OR BONN, OR 
LONDON, THE SITUATION COULD NOT BE MORE 
DIFFERENT, IN ALL THESE CITIES LIVE THOUSANDS 
OF FOREIGNERS AND SPEAKERS OF FOREIGN LANGUAG-· 
ES, WHO WOULD LIKE TO ENJOY A WIDER CHOICE OF 
TELEVISION PROGRAMMES THAN THAT PROVIDED BY 
..... 
LOCAL FRENCH, GERMAN OR BRITISH TELEVISION. Bur 
IN ALL THE CITIES I HAVE MENTIONED, THE VIEWER 
. 
IS DEPRIVED OF THAT CHOICE. 
,/, 
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Ir IS ABSURD THAT A FRENCHMAN CAN WATCH FRENCH 
TELEVISION IN BRUSSELS, BUT NOT IN BONN, THAT 
AN ENGLISHMAN CAN WATCH BBC IN BRUSSELS BUT NOT 
IN PARIS, NONE OF YOU - NOT EVEN l PRESUME THE 
BRITISH GOVERNMENT - WOULD WISH TO ARGUE THAT 
THE HONEST ENGLISHMAN CANNOT BE TRUSTED TO LOOK 
AT FRENCH OR GERMAN OR ITALIAN BROADCASTS IN 
CASE HIS MORALS ARE CORRUPTED OR HIS POLITICAL 
SENSITIVITIES OUTRAGED, Jr MAKES NO KIND OF 
POLITICAL, CULTURAL OR ECONOMIC SENSE THAT 
WITHIN THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY, COMMUNITY CITI-
ZENS SHOULD BE UNABLE, EVEN WHEN THE TECHNICAL 
AND ECONOMIC POSSIBILITIES EXIST, TO ENJOY THE 
TELEVISION PROGRAMMES OF THEIR NEIGHBOURS, 
TELEVISION IS AN ECONOMICALLY AND SOCIALLY 
IMPORTANT SERVICE PROVIDED BY EUROPEANS TO 
EUROPEANS - IF THE EUROPEAN COMMUN I TY HAS ONE 
CENTRAL TASK ABOVE ANY OTHER, IT IS TO PROVIDE 
THAT INTEGRATION BETWEEN THE STATES OF EUROPE, 
THAT FREEDOM OF CIRCULATION SO CONSPICUOUSLY. 
LACKING IN THE FIELD OF TELEVISION BROADCAST-
ING, To MY MIND, IT IS NOT SURPRISING THAT THE 
(OMMISSJON PROPOSED A DIRECTIVE EARLIER THIS 
YEAR, BUT RATHER THAT IT TOOK SO LONG TO DO SO, 
,/. 
e 
e 
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THE COMMISSION TAKES THE VIEW AND 
RIGHTLY SO - THAT BROADCASTING IS AN ESSENTIAL 
ELEMENT IN CREATING THE SINGLE UNIFIED MARKET 
IN EUROPE TO WHICH I HAVE ALREADY REFERRED, AT 
THE MOMENT, EUROPEAN BROADCAST! NG IS A MICRO-
COSM OF THE MARKET FRAGMENTATION WHICH WE ARE 
NOW DE TE RMI NED TO REMEDY, EVERY MEMBER STATE 
HAS ITS OWN RULES, PERHAPS REGULATING PROGRAMME 
CONTENT, PERHAPS IMPOSING QUOTAS FOR HOME-PROD-
UCED MATERIAL, OR PERHAPS DEMANDING A PARTICU-
, 
LAR KIND OF POLITICAL OR SOCIAL BALANCE WITHIN 
EACH INDIVIDUAL PROGRAMME - NOT TO MENTION 
NAT I ONAL ARRANGEMENTS ON ADVERTISING, THE 
PROTECTION OF MINORS AND COPYRIGHT, THESE 
DIFFERING NATIONAL REGULATIONS HAVE, UNTIL NOW, 
PREVENTED THE DEVELOPMENT OF THOSE FACILITIES, 
AND PARTICULARLY CABLE SERVICES, WHICH WOULD 
HAVE ALLOWED COMMUNITY CITIZENS TO RECEIVE 
TELEVISION PROGRAMMES FROM NEIGHBOURING COUN-
TRIES ALMOST AS EASILY AS THEY CAN NO~ RECEIVE 
RADIO BROADCA-STS, As IN SO MANY OTHER AREAS OF 
THE COMMUNITY'S ECONOMIC LIFE, THE REALITIES OF 
NATIONAL STANDARDS AND NATIONAL ARRANGEMENTS 
HAVE ACTED, IN THE STRICTEST SENSE, AS BARRIERS 
TO TRADE, NATIONAL GOVERNMENTS HAVE BEEN ABLE 
TO PAY LIP-SERVICE TO LIBERALIZED TELEVISION 
BROADCASTING IN EUROPE, WHILE AT THE SAME TIME 
INSISTING THAT THEIR EXISTING NATIONAL REGULAT-
ORY PRACTICES WERE THE ONLY BASIS ON WHICH SUCH 
LIBERALISATION COULD COME ABOUT, 
,/ I 
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THE TREATY OF ROME, UPON WHICH THE 
EUROPEAN COMMUN ITV IS FOUNDED, GUARANTEES THE 
FREEDOM TO PROVIDE SERVICES ANYWHERE WITHIN THE 
COMMUN I TY, IN BROADCAST I NG, WE ARE A MI LL I ON 
MILES AWAY FROM THAT IDEAL, THE PRESENT 
POSITION BRINGS ADVANTAGE TO NOBODY - NEITHER 
TO THE CONSUMER NOR TO THE POTENTIAL ENTREPREN-
EUR, NOR (NDEED - AL THOUGH THEY MAY BE SLOW TO 
ADMIT IT - TO EXISTING OR FUTURE TELEVISION 
PRODUCERS THE MS ELVES, THE WHOLE PH I LO SOPHY OF 
THE UNIFIED INTERNAL MARKET CONSISTS OF BRING-
ING TOGETHER WILL.ING SELLERS AND WILLING 
CUSTOMERS, IN A WAY WHICH INCREASES CONSUMER 
CHOICE, ENSURES ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY AND PROVID-
ES THE ·SUPPLIER WITH THE LARGEST POSSIBLE 
MARKET FROM WHICH TO RECOUP HIS COST'S, MANI-
FESTLY AND LAMENTABLY, THE PRESENT SITUATION OF 
BROADCAST I NG IN EUROPE FAILS TO DO THAT: IT 
CANNOT BE IN THE LONG-TERM INTERESTS OF THE 
EUROPEAN TELEVISION INDUSTRY THAT ITS MARKET JS 
SO SEGMENTED AND INCONSISTENTLY REGULATED, THE 
OVERALL PHILOSOPHY OF THE INTERNAL MARKET FINDS 
ITS APPLICATION IN THE FIELD OF BROADCASTING 
JUST AS MUCH AS IN THE FIELD OF, SAY, FINANCIAL 
SERVICES OR MANUFACTURED GOODS - AND THE NEED 
FOR A REAL I ZED INTERNAL MARKET FOR TELEVISION 
BROADCASTING IN-EUROPE IS JUST AS PRESSING, 
,/, 
e 
e 
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THERE IS A GREAT TEMPTATION, PERHAPS 
PARTICULARLY IN TH IS COUNTRY, TO I MAG I NE THAT 
THE PRESENT AGREEABLE AND EVEN SUCCESSFUL 
STRUCTURE OF EUROPEAN BROADCAST I NG CAN GO ON 
FOR EVER. Bur THIS IS AN ILLUSION. DIRECT 
BROADCASTING BY SATELLITE, THE SPREAD OF CABLE 
TELEVISION AND INCREASING COMMERCIAL PRESSURES 
FROM OUTSIDE EUROPE ALL POSE PRESSING PROBLEMS 
WHICH WILL INEVITABLY ENSURE THAT THE NEXT TEN 
YEARS OF EUROPEAN TELEVISION BROADCASTING WILL 
BE AN EXCEPTIONALLY TURBULENT ERA, WITH THEIR 
NARROW MARKET BASE, THEIR LIMITED EXPOSURE TO 
COMPETITION AND THEIR ENDEMIC FINANCIAL PROB-
LEMS, THE VARIOUS NATIONAL TELEVISION BROAD-
CASTERS AND PRODUCERS OF THE MEMBER STATES BEAR 
A WORRYING RESEMBLANCE TO THE WIDE SECTORS OF 
EUROPEAN INDUSTRY WHICH HAVE BUCKLED BE'FORE THE 
JAPANESE ONSLAUGHT OVER THE PAST TWENTY YEARS, 
Do NOT THINK THAT YOU - MORE THAN ANYONE ELSE -
CAN STAND OUT AGAINST PROGRESS. DBS ALREADY. 
CASTS ITS LONG SHADOW BEFORE IT, THE RIGHT 
ANSWER MUST LIE IN SEIZ I NG THE NEW OPP ORT UN J -
TIES; NOT TRYING DESPERATELY TO BOLSTER UP A 
WAY OF LIFE ALREADY U~DER SIEGE, 
,/, 
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THE COMMISSION'S DIRECTIVE SEEKS TO DO IN 
SPHERE OF BROADCASTING WHAT IS THE COMMUNITY 
FUNDAMENTAL GOAL IN ALL FIELDS, TO DRA~ ON TH~ 
STRENGTHS AND RESOURCES OF 320 Ml LL I ON EURO-
PEANS TO PROVIDE SOLUTIONS WHICH WOULD BE 
BEYOND ANY INDIVIDUAL MtMBER STATE, FOR EUROPE 
TO BE CONFIDENT THAT IT WI LL NOT IN TWENTY 
YEARS HAVE DECLINED TO MARGINAL IMPORTA~CE AS A 
TELEVISION PRODUCER, THAT IN THE YEAR 2000 WE 
• WILL NOT BE DEPENDENT UPON THE ENORMOUS 
I 
RESOURCES AND PRODUCTION OF THE AMERICAN 
INDUSTRY - FOR THIS tUROPE MUST STAND TOGETHER 
MORE COHESIVELY THAN IT HAS BEEN ABLE TO UNTIL 
NOW, 
THE TELEVISION BROADCASTERS OF EUROPE ARE 
RESTRICTED BY A THICKET OF VARYING NATIONAL 
REGULATIONS, NOT YET ADAPTED TO THE INCREASING-
LY INTERNATIONAL NATURE OF THEIR MEDIUM, AND 
SERVING SIMPLY IN MANY CASES TO LIMIT CROSS-
FRONTIER RETRANSMISSION OF THE COMMUNITY'S RICH 
AND VARIED RANGE OF TELEVISION PRODUCTION, THE 
LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK OF BROADCASTING IN THE 
COMMUN I TY REFLECTS THE INTELLECTUAL WORLD OF 
THE NINETEENTH CENTURY: THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION 
WANTS TO BR I NG TELEVISION BROADCAST I NG IN THE 
COMMUN I TY INTO THE TWENTIETH AND TWENTY FIRST 
CENTURIES, IT WOULD BE A GRAVE ERROR MERELY TO 
JUDGE THE DIRECTIVE IN TERMS OF TODAY; THE 
COMMISSION'S PRIMARY CONCERN IS WITH THE FUTURE 
- AND WITH THE FUTURE OF EUROPEAN BROADCASTING, 
le 
! 
e 
e 
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UNTIL NOW, MY ANALYSIS HAS BEEN PRIMARILY 
ECONOMIC, IN THE INTERESTS OF ALL EUROPEANS, WE 
NEED TO CREATE A UNIFIED AND OPEN MARKET FOR 
TELEVISION BROADCASTS, Bur BEFORE I FINISH 
THESE INTRODUCTORY REMARKS, AND COME TO DISCUSS 
THE DIRECTIVE ITSELF, I SHOULD LIKE TO MAKE IT 
CLEAR THAT THE COMMISSION DOES NOT tN ANY SENSE 
NEGLECT OR JG.NORE THE CULTURAL, SOCIAL AND 
POLITICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF BROADCASTING, LAST 
VEAR, THE ADONNINO COMMITTEE PRODUCED A WIDELY 
PUBLICIZED REPORT ON "A PEOPLE'S EUROPE", 
.HIGHLIGHTING WAYS IN WHICH ORDINARY EUROPEANS 
COULD BE BROUGHT TO A FULLER AND MORE IMMEDIATE 
SENSE OF PARTICIPATION IN THE EUROPEAN COMMUN-
ITY, THIS REPORT, WELCOMED AND ENDORSED BY THE 
EUROPEAN HEADS OF GOVERNMENT AND THE . COMM Is-
SI ON, STRESSED THE PARTICULAR IMPORTANCE OF 
EUROPEAN BROADCAST I NG AS A FACTOR IN EUROPEAN 
"CULTURAL INTERPENETRATION", As THE MASS MEDIUM 
OF TODAY PAR EXCELLENCE, TELEVISION CLEARLY HAS 
A CENTRAL ROLE TO PLAY IN EUROPEAN INTEGRATION: 
THIS INTEGRATION JS AT ONCE AND INSEPARABLY 
ECONOMIC, SOCIAL, CULTURAL AND POLITICAL, IT IS 
IMPOSSIBLE TO OVERESTIMATE THE IMPORTANCE FOR 
. 
EUROPE'S CULTURAL AND POLITICAL FUTURE OF A 
SUCCESSFUL AND FREE TELEVISION INDUSTRY, WE 
BELIEVE THAT THE DIRECTIVE WE ARE PROPOSING 
CREATES THE BEST POSSIBLE CONDITIONS FOR THE 
PROTECTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE EUROPEAN 
TELEVISION MARKET, 
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OUR UNDERLYING OBJECTIVE IN THIS DIRECTIVE 
WAS CLEAR, WE WANTED A DI RE CTI VE WH 1 CH WOULD 
PROV I DE A LIGHT REGULATORY FRAMEWORK, AND THE 
VERY EXISTENCE OF WHICH WOULD PREVENT MEMBER 
STATES FROM KEEPING OUT THE TELEVISION PRO-
GRAMMES OF THEIR NEIGHBOURS SIMPLY BECAUSE THEY 
DID NOT CONFORM TO THE NATIONAL STANDARDS OF 
THE RECEIVING STATE, WE WANTED TO INTRODUCE A 
MINIMAL DEGREE OF REGULATION IN THE INTEREST OF 
FREEING THE~ MARKET, lN THAT THERE IS NO 
PARADOX, SIMPLY A RECOGNITION OF POLITICAL 
REALITY, THE DIRECTIVE IS A BALANCE BETWEEN THE 
LEGITIMATE DESIRE OF THE MEMBER STATES TO 
PRESERVE AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE OF THE STANDARDS 
AND PRACTICES THAT THEY HAVE BUILT UP OVER THE 
YEARS AND THE ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL NECESSITY 
TO PROVIDE FOR THE FREE CIRCULATION OF SERVICES 
IN THE COMMUNITY, WHAT WE HAVE DONE IS TO 
PROPOSE, IN EFFECT, A FRAMEWORK OF BASIC 
COMMUNITY STANDARDS, WHICH WILL BE ENSHRINED IN 
THE NATIONAL LAW OF THE MEMBER STATES; EVERY 
MEMBER STATE WILL KNOW, THEREFORE, THAT THE LAW 
ON TELELVISION BROADCASTING OF EVERY OTHER 
MEMBER STATE IS AT LEAST AS STRINGENT AS THE 
MINIMUM CODE OF COMMUNITY STANDARDS, 
,/, 
e 
e 
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THIS HARMONIZATION, IN ITS TURN, CLEARS THE WAY 
FOR FREE CIRCULATION. WHEN THE DIRECTIVE HAS 
BEEN IMPLEMENTED, MEMBER STATES WILL NOT, WITH 
A VERY FEW NARROWLY-DEFINED EXCEPTIONS, BE ABLE 
TO REFUSE ANY TELEVISION BROADCASTS TRANSMITTED 
FROM ANOTHER MEMBER STATE IN CONFORMITY WITH 
THE NATIONAL REGULATIONS OF THAT TRANSMITTING 
COUNTRY, WHAT IS GOOD ENOUGH TO BE TRANSMITTED 
IN LUXEMBOURG WILL BE GOOD ENOUGH TO BE 
RETRANSMITTED IN HOLLAND; WHAT IS ACCEPTABLE IN 
BONN WILL BE ACCEPTABLE IN LONDON AS WELL. THIS 
POINT IS SO IMPORTANT THAT I SHOULD LIKE TO 
DWELL ON IT FOR A MINUTE, 
THE DIRECTIVE PROPOSES THAT IN JUDGING THE 
ACCEPTABILITY OF A PARTICULAR TELEVISION CHANN-
EL IN A RECEIVING COUNTRY, WE SHOULD NOT ASK 
WHETHER IT CONFORMS TO THE REGULATIONS OF THE 
RECEIVING COUNTRY, BUT WHETHER IT CONFORMS TO 
THOSE OF THE COUNTRY OF ORIGIN. As A RESULT OF 
THE HARMONIZATION IN NATIONAL RULES INTRODUCED 
BY THE DIRECTIVE, ALL TRANSMISSIONS EMANATING 
FROM ALL COMMUNITY COUNTRIES WILL MEET CERTAIN 
MINIMUM STANDARDS, IN RESPECT PRINCIPALLY OF 
ADVERTISING, AND THE PROTECTION OF YOUNG 
PEOPLE, THE OBVERSE SIDE OF THIS COIN WILL BE 
THAT All NATIONALLY ACCEPTABLE TRANSMISSIONS 
MUST, ( I REPEAT MUST) BE ALLOWED INTO FREE 
CIRCULATION WITHIN THE COMMUNITY, UNTIL NOW, 
_:[!{:\ 
CONFUSION AND DISAGREEMENT HAVf'HELD THE FIELD, 
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SINCE IT HAS BEEN DEMANDED OF BROADCASTS THAT 
THEY CONFORM TO THE REGULATIONS OF BOTH THE 
TRANSMITTING AND RECEIVING (OR RETRfNSMJTTJN~ 
STATE, THE CONSTRUCTION OF A CLEARER AND 
SIMPLE~ LEGAL BASE, THAT IS THE HARMONIZED 
STANDARDS OF THE TRANSMITTING STATE, JS THE 
MAJOR AIM OF THIS DIRECTIVE, !T IS OF A PIECE 
WITH OUR GENERAL PHILOSOPHY FOR THE EUROPEAN 
INTERNAL MARKET, THAT WHAT IS GOOD ENOUGH FOR 
CONSUMPTION IN ONE COMMUN I TY COUNTRY OUGHT TO 
BE GOOD ENOUGH FOR CONSUMPTION IN ALL, 
J REMARK IN PASS I NG THAT THE BASIC 
PHILOSOPHY OF THE COMMISSION'S DIRECTIVE CAN 
AND WILL BE APPLIED TO THE DEVELOPING FJELD OF 
SATELLITE BROADCASTING: IT WILL BE THE RESPONS-
IBILITY OF THE MEMBER STATE IN WHICH THE 
SA TELL I TE BROADCASTER IS BASED TO ENSURE THAT 
THE BROADCASTER'S MATERIAL MEETS NATIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS IN lHE TRANSMITTING COUNTRY, SINCE 
NATIONAL REQUIREMENTS IN THE TRANSMITTING 
COUNTRY WILL INCORPORATE THE MINIMUM STANDARDS 
LAID DOWN IN THE COMMISSION'S PROPOSED DIRECT-
IVE, THE SATELLITE BROADCASTER'S MATERIAL WILL 
THEN ENTER FREE CIRCULATION WITHIN THE COMMUN-
ITY, 
,/, 
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IT IS TO THE MINIMUM STANDARDS OF THE 
DIRECTIVE THAT I NOW TURN, THEY COVER FOUR 
AREAS: PROGRAMME ORIGIN; ADVERTISING; PROTEC-
TION OF YOUNG PEOPLE; AND COPYRIGHT, NATIONAL 
BROADCASTING REGULATIONS WILL NEED, WHEN THE 
DIRECTIVE IS ADOPTED, TO CONFORM TO AT LEAST 
THESE MINIMUM STANDARDS; IF INDIVIDUAL COUN-
TRIES WI SH TO APPLY IN THEIR INTERNAL BROAD-
CAST I NG MORE STRINGENT STANDARDS THEY WILL 
NORMALLY BE ABLE TO DO so. Bur I RETURN TO THE 
CENTRAL POINT, THAT UNDER THE DIRECTIVE, MEMBER 
STATES WILL BE PREVENTED FROM KEEPING OFF THEIR 
OWN TERRITORY BROADCASTS WHICH DO NOT MEET 
THEIR OWN STANDARDS, AS LONG AS THE SE BROAD-
CASTS MEET THE MINIMUM STANDARDS LAID DOWN BY 
THE COMMUNITY, 
i COME NOW TO THE FIRST OF THESE STAN-
DARDS, NAMELY PROGRAMME ORIGIN, THE STIPULATION 
IN THE DIRECTIVE RELATING TO PROGRAMME ORlGIN 
HAS BEEN GREATLY MI SUNDER STOOD IN PUBLIC 
COMMENT, To ENTER INTO FREE CIRCULATION WITHIN 
THE COMMUNITY, A BROADCASTING SOURCE IN A 
MEMBER STATE MUST INITIALLY ALLOCATE 30% OF ITS 
OUTPUT IN TERMS OF TIME, APART FROM NEWS, 
SPORT, GAME SHOWS A-ND ADVERTISING, TO PRO-
GRAMMES PRODUCED WITHIN THE COMMUNITY, THIS 
PERCENTAGE WILL RISE TO 60% THREE YEARS AFTER 
THE DIREC~IVE COMES INTO FORCE, 
.I. 
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THE AIM OF THIS PROVISION JS TO ENSURE THAT THE 
OPENING UP OF THE EUROPEAN MARKET DOES NOT WORK 
OUT EXCLUSIVELY OR PRIMARILY TO THE BENEFIT OF 
OUR COMPETITORS, PARTICULAR THE AMERICANS, IT 
LEAVES A SUBSTANTIAL MARGIN FOR PROGRAMMES 
IMPORTED FROM OUTS I DE THE COMMUN I TY, BUT 
RIGHTLY FAVOURS THE COMMUNITY'S OWN PRODUCERS, 
I THINK IT, WORTH POINTING OUT IN PASSING THAT 
NATIONAL BROADCASTJ NG STATIONS IN THE MEMBER 
STATES ARE ALLOWED TO COUNT PROGRAMMES THEY 
HAVE PRODUCED THEMSELVES AS COUNT! NG TOWARDS 
THEIR COMMUNITY QUOTA; THE 86% OF BRITISH-MADE 
AND EEC-PRODUCED PROGRAMMES WHICH ITV COMPANIES 
HAVE TO TRANSMIT UNDER THE IBA REGULATIONS 
GOVERNING BRITISH AND OVERSEAS MATERIAL, CARRY 
THEM WELL OVER THE 60% QUOTA, NOR WILL THE BBC 
FIND THE SLIGHTEST DIFFICULTY IN MEETING THE 
QUOTA, PROBABLY FROM ITS OWN PRODUCTION ALONE, 
NONE OF OUR TRADITIONAL COMMUNITY TELEVISION 
CHANNELS ARE NEAR TO FAILING THE QUOTA: NOR IS 
THERE ANY IMMEDIATE PROSPECT OF ONE DO I NG SO, 
THE QUOTA IS SIMPLY AND SOLELY A SAFETY 
MECHANISM IN THE INTEREST OF THE COMMUNITY 
INDUSTRY AS A WHOLE, 
,/, 
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SECONDLY, I TURN TO ADVERTISING, ESSENT-
1 ALLY, THE DIRECTIVE LAYS DOWN MINIMUM STAND-
ARDS COMPARABLE TO THOSE OF THE IBA ADVERTISING 
RULES AND PRACTICES, INSISTING FOR INSTANCE 
THAT ADVERTISING SHOULD BE CLEARLY RECOGNIZABLE 
AS SUCH, SHOULD NOT BE OFFENSIVE OR DISCRIMIN-
ATING, SHOULD NOT UNREASONABLY INTERRUPT PRO-
GRAMMES, SHOULD NOT ENCOURAGE EXCESSIVE ALCOHOL 
CONSUMPTION AND ~HOULD NOT TAKE ADVANTAGE OF 
THE IMMATURITY OF YOUNG PEOPLE, THE DI RECTJ VE 
DOES NOT ITSELF LAY DOWN A MAXIMUM PROPORTION 
OF AIR-TIME THAT MAY BE DEVOTED TO ADVERTISING. 
IT DOES, HOWEVER, ALLOW COUNTRIES TO REFUSE TO 
ACCEPT FOR RETRANSMISSION ADVERTISING ON TELE-
VISION CHANNELS WHICH EXCEEDS 15% OF AIR TIME, 
ONCE AGAIN, THESE PROVISIONS CAN HARDLY BE 
DESCRIBED AS ONEROUS, 
THIRDLY, MEMBER STATES WILL BE OBLIGED 
UNDER THE DIRECTIVE TO ENSURE THAT THEIR 
INTERNAL BROADCASTS, WHICH MAY THEN BE RETRANS-
MITTED ELSEWHERE, DO NOT INCLUDE PROGRAMMES 
WHICH MIGHT SERIOUSLY HARM THE PHYSICAL, MENTAL 
OR MORAL DEVELOPMENT OF YOUNG PERSONS, 
,/, 
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THIS IS A SELF-EVIDENTLY DESIRABLE PROVISlt. 
WHICH PUTS THE OBLIGATION FIRMLY WHERE I\ 
BELONGS, ON THE ORIGINATING MEMBER ST/'TES, TO 
ENSURE THAT PORNOGRAPHY, GRATUITOUS VIOLENCE, " 
INCITEMENT TO HATRED ARE KEPT OFF TELEVISION 
SCREENS, IT MEETS AN IMPORTANT CONCERN OF MOST 
MEMBER STATES, THE WHOLE OF THE INTERNAL MARKET 
PROGRAMME, WHICH IS, IN ITS ESSENCE, A PRO-
GRAMME OF STEADY TRANSITION TO A UNIFIED SINGLE 
MARKET BY 1~92, BEARS WITNESS TO THE SENSITIV-
ITY OF THE COMMISSION TO THE LEGITIMATE 
CONCERNS OF THE MEMBER STATES, WHILE WE WISH TO 
REDUCE REGULATION TO A MINIMUM, we CERTAINLY DO 
NOT EQUATE ECONOMIC LIBERALISM WITH MORAL OR 
POLITICAL ANARCHY, 
FOURTHLY, ANO FINALLY, THE COMMISSION HAS 
TAKEN UP THE THORNY QUESTION OF COPYRIGHT, JT 
HAS OBVIOUSLY BEEN A PARTICULAR CONCERN OF THE 
COMMISSION AND THE MEMBER STATES THAT THEIR 
CI TI ZENS AND BROADCASTING STATIONS SHOULD 
RECEIVE APPROPRIATE REMUNERATION FOR THEIR 
PROGRAMMES NOW TO BE TRANSMITTED ON A MUCH 
WIDER SCALE THROUGHOUT EUROPE, THE CRUCIAL 
QUESTION HERE IS WHETHER COPYRIGHT SHOULD BE 
SOLELY A MATTER OF• PRIVATE NEGOTIATION OR 
WHETHER THERE SHOULD BE SOME SYSTEM OF COMPUL-
SORY LICENSING, 
,/, 
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IN THE LIGHT OF THE VIEWS EXPRESSED DURING THE 
CONSULTATIONS ON THE GREEN PAPER, THE COMMIS-
SION : HAS ACCEPTED THAT THE NORMAL PATTERN FOR 
THE dPENING UP OF EUROPEAN BROADCASTING SHOULD 
BE N~GOTIATION BETWEEN THE OWNERS OF COPYRIGHT 
AND R~LATED RIGHTS AND THOSE WHO RETRANSMIT THE 
PROGRAMMES, AT THE SAME TIME THE DIRECTIVE 
PROVIOES THAT OWNERS OF COPYRIGHT AND RELATED 
RIGHTS SHALL NOT BE ABLE TO PREVENT RE TRANS-
M ISSI ON I NDEF IN I TEL Y, ACCORDINGLY A PROCEDURE 
IS LAID DOWN PROVJPING FOR COMPULSORY LICENSING 
IF NEGOTIATIONS FAIL TO PROVIDE. AN AGREED 
SOLUTJON, THIS PROCEDURE INVOLVES ARBITRATION, 
As ALWAYS, WE HAVE SOUGHT TO BE EVEN-HANDED AS 
BETWEEN PRODUCER, CONSUMER AND ENTREPRENEUR, 
,/, 
• 
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THERE, IN FOUR PAGES OF TEXT, AND IN AS 
MANY MINUTES OF EXPLANATION, YOU HAVE THE BASIC 
CONTENTS OF THE DIRECTIVE, SIMPLE IN CONCEPTION 
AND LIMITED IN ITS IMMEDIATE APPLICATION, OF 
COURSE THE IMPORTANCE OF THE DIRECTIVE LIES NOT 
SO MUCH IN WHAT IT IS, BUT IN THE POSSIBILITIES 
IT CREATES FOR THE FUTURE, THE ADOPTION OF THE 
DIRECTIVE WILL MEAN THAT THE DECISIVE POLITICAL 
AND LEGAL STEP WILL HAVE BEEN TAKEN TO OPEN ·up 
THE EUROPEAN MARKET IN TELEVISION BROADCASTING, 
I MAKE NO PRETENCES TO CLAIRVOYANCE AS TO THE 
WAY EUROPEAN BROADCASTING WILL LOOK IN TEN 
YEARS TIME: Bur, HAVING ANALYSED THE DIRECTIVE, 
I WISH TO LEAVE YOU IN CONCLUSION TWO REFLEC-
TIONS ON IT I 
FIRSTLY, THERE IS NOTHING TERRIBLY RADICAL 
OR UPSETTING IN THIS PROPOSED DIRECTIVE FOR THE 
BRITISH BROADCASTING INDUSTRY, THE ESTABLISHED 
BRIT I SH TELEVISION PRODUCERS CONFORM, AND 
ALWAYS HAVE CONFORMED, COMFORTABLY, WITH MOST 
OF ITS PROVISIONS; NOR, FRANKLY, CAN I EASILY 
IMAGINE CIRCUMSTANCES IN WHICH THEY WOULD NOT, 
,/, 
,, . 
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I SHOULD MUCH REGRET IT IF, FOR EXAMPLE, THE 
BBC OR ONE OF THE COMMERCIAL COMPANIES WERE TO 
IMPORT MORE THAN 40% OF ITS MATERIAL FROM 
OUTSIDE THE COMMUNITY, PRESUMABLY FROM THE 
UNITED STATES, THAT BEING SO, I AM FRANKLY 
PUZZLED BY THE FUSS THE PROPOSED DIRECTIVE 
SEEMS TO HAVE AROUSED WITHIN CERTAIN PARTS OF 
THE TELEVISION , INDUSTRY, BROADCASTERS ARE 
UNDERSTANDABLY SUSPICIOUS OF REGULATORY AUTHOR-
ITY, BUT SUCH REGULATING AUTHORITY IN FACT 
EXISTS AND IT EXISTS IN EVERY MEMBER STATE, 
WHAT WE HAVE TO DO IS TO ENSURE THAT IT 
OPERATES AS LIGHTLY AS POSSIBLE AND THAT IT 
OPERATES UNIFORMLY .THROUGHOUT THE COMMUNITY, 
BROADCASTERS IN THIS COUNTRY HAVE NOTHING TO 
FEAR FROM THE KIND OF REGIME THE COMMISSION 
PROPOSES, THE BRITISH TELEVISION INDUSTRY HAS 
NOTHING, I SAY AGAIN NOTHING, TO FEAR FROM 
COMPETITION IN THE EUROPEAN FREE MARKET EITHER, 
IT WOULD SURELY BE PERVERSE INDEED IF THE 
BR IT I SH TELEVISION INDUSTRY WERE TO TURN DOWN 
THE BEST CHANCE IT WILL EVER HAVE TO ESTABLISH 
AN OPEN AND COMPETITIVE MARKET IN EUROPE, 
SIMPLY BECAUSE OF SOME ABSTRACT AND UNSUSTAIN-
ABLE RESERVATIONS ABdUT THE ROLE OF THE 
EUROPEAN COMMUN I TY IN BROADCAST I NG, . OR A 
MISCONCEPTION OF THE COMMISSION'S PROPOSALS, 
,/, 
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SECONDLY, AND IN CONCLUSION, I WOULD LIKE 
TO SAY THIS, You ARE AN EXPERT AND EXPERIENCED 
AUDIENCE, NEITHER THE COMMISSION NOR I HAVE THE 
SLIGHTEST DES I RE TO TELL YOU HOW TO RUN YOUR 
INDUSTRY; ITS SUCCESSES AND ITS FAILURES WILL 
BE YOURS AND YOURS ALONE, WHAT THE COMMISSION 
WANTS TO DO JS TO ENSURE THE MAXIMUM POSSIBLE 
SCOPE FOR YOU AND YOUR COLLEAGUES ELSEWHERE IN 
EUROPE TO GET ON WITH RUNNING YOUR OWN INDUSTRY 
, 
IN THE tUROPEAN MARKET, FAR FROM SEEKING TO 
CONTROL OR CURB YOUR INDUSTRY, WE SEEK TO FREE 
IT FROM THE RESTRICTIONS NOW IMPOSED UPON IT BY 
VARY I NG, OFTEN ARBITRARY NAT I ONAL REGULATIONS 
AND BOUNDARIES, THE ROLE OF THE COMMISSION IS 
IN GENERAL TO HOLD THE RI NG FOR THE UN IF I ED, 
SINGLE INTERNAL MARKET; IT IS THEN UP TO THE 
ECONOMIC ACTORS TO DEVELOP THEIR OWN THEMES AND 
POLICIES, WHAT l HAVE TRIED TO DO IS SET OUT 
THE VERY GENERAL, THE VERY UNDEMANDING REGULA-
TORY FRAMEWORK WHICH THE COMMISSION PROPOSES AS 
A POLITICAL PREREQUISITE FOR THE FREE AND 
COORDINATED DEVELOPMENT OF EUROPEAN BROADCAST-
ING, To ACCEPT AND ENDORSE THE DIRECTIVE WILL 
COST THE BRITISH INDUSTRY NOTHING, BUT WILL 
GAIN IT A GREAT DEAL, IF MY ADDRESS HAS BROUGHT 
HOME TO YOU THE REAL CHOICE THE INDUSTRY FACES 
IN REGARD TO THE COMMISSION'S DIRECTIVE, I 
SHALL NOT HAVE WASTED MY TIME HERE TODAY - AND 
NOR WILL YOU, 
'\ 
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MEMO 35/87 
Brussels, 20 March 1987 
PREPARA_IION OF TRANSPORT COUNCIL 23-24 MARCH 1987 
The dominant Issue of this Council Is expected to be Community pol Icy 
on clvll 1v1at1on. Work has continued within COREPER but substantial 
dlfflcultles stlll remain, blocking an agreement. The Commission has 
already decided that If the ~ouncll falls to reach an agreement 
consistent with the Commission's proposals by the end of the Belglan 
Presidency, then the proposed regulation on granting of group 
exemptions from competition pollcy would be withdrawn. The 
discussions In the Council are scheduled for Tuesday March 24, but the 
subject wlll also be raised at the dinner on Monday evening. 
The proposals cover four main Issues: 
- fares 
- capacity 
- access to the market 
- competition 
There has been substantial agreement on many detailed aspects of the 
dossier, but a number of key Issues remain unresolved. Among these 
are the criteria under which alrllnes could set discount and deep 
discount fares without fear of a government block. Here there Is 
still resistance from some Member States to criteria which would allow 
a wide range of new fare posslbll ltles and offer substantially cheaper 
deals for the travelling public. 
Access for new alrllnes to the market presents another dlfflcult 
problem. The states furthest. from the centre of the Community, 
Denmark and Ireland, would llke jo see fifth freedom rights written 
Into the new rules, allowing alrllnes to pick up and put down 
passengers In a second Member State before flying on to a flnal 
destination In a third Member State. 
The most urgent Issue on road transport Is the Increase In the number 
of Community Quotas, under w.hlch services are granted to operators to 
carry goods throughout the Community. The council has already agreed 
In prlnclple on a 40 per cent a.nnual Increase In order to allow the 
complete removal of quantitative restrictions on road haulage as from 
the beginning of 1992, 
The German government Is Insisting on a llnk between ellmlnatlng 
"distortions of competition" In road transport and agreement on 
Increased quotas, and Germany, Spain, France and Italy suggest that 
the Councll should take an annual decision on the 40 per cent Increase 
rather than making It automatic, taking account of progress In 
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harmonlslhg the conditions of competition - a view strongly resisted 
by the !lberal governments. The Commission's report on fiscal 
harmonisation, which covers vehicle tax, fuel tax and road tol Is, will 
also be discussed In the Council. Transit through third countries 
on which the Commission wlll be making proposals by June - Is raised 
by some governments. 
Ministers wlll also be discussing a regulatlon on financial support In 
the framework of the medium term programme for transport 
Infrastructure. Five delegations (the southern countries of the 
Community plus Ireland) strongly support the establlshment of a 
transport Infrastructure fund, whlle six countries are opposed. The 
Commission believes strongly In the need for the establishment of such 
a fund. 
A number of points have been signalled under any other business, 
Including declarations of the Belgian Presidency on maritime safety 
and on speed llmlts and a British declaration on vehicle thefts. e 
e 
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Bruxelles, le 24 mars 1987 
NOTE BIO (87) 72 (suite 1 et fin) AUX BUREAUX NATIONAUX 
CC. AUX MEMBRES DU SERVICE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
-------------------------------------------------------
Transport Councl I 23-24 March 1987 (M. Berendt) 
Monday afternoon·s session of the Transport C6unci I was 
almost entirely unproductive. Despite the commitment made 
last June by the ministers to Increase community road 
transport quotas by 40 per cent a year up to 1992, so 
opening up the common market to al I Community haul lers, the 
Councl I continued to discuss the need for progress in other 
areas of road transport pol Icy as a condition of their 
agreemeDt. Although accepting the need to develop Community 
pol Icy In areas such as harmonl~atlon of fuel and vehicle 
taxes, the Commission does not bel leve that this should be a 
condition of agreeing the 40 per cent annual Increase. 
Discussion of fiscal measures and the quotas wl I I therefc~e 
go to the June· 24-25 Councl I for further discussion 
anddeclslon. 
·Convnlsslon proposals for al location of Community fund$ to 
develop transport Infrastructure projects a~so ~et with 
I lttle response, as seven member states questioned the need 
for such a Community fund. This wl I I also go forward to a 
future Councl I. 
Tuesday's discussion of air fares was a different story. 
Useful progress was made on two main elements of a package 
and Council president De Croo announced, in order to 
forestal I Commission legal action as he told the press. that 
a special meeting would be held on June 9 In an effort to 
reach agreement. 
Tangible progress was made on fares and on capacity, 
although always subJect to final agreement on an overal I 
package. After movement on al I sides, the fol lowing criteria 
emerged as a formula acceptable to.al I. These criteria set 
the scope for alrl Ines to fix discount and deep discount 
fares without fearing obstruction from the country of 
destination ... I must stress that this I ist of criteria Is 
prov Is Iona I . 
I'. 
1. 
i ~ 
! 
i 
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CRITERIA FOR DISCOUNT AND PEEP DISCOUNT FARES 
(Round trip and six month maximum stay) 
,. D1scouNT: ss-9o oer cent of normal tares 
eeatc oerfods 
Minimum stay of not less than Saturday night or six nights 
ou oeale · 
14 day advance purchase, 20% fee for cancel lat Ion or change of 
reservation (APEX) 
2. PEEP PISCOUNT 45-65 nor cent of normal fares 
Peale oer1ogs 
Minimum stay of not less than Saturday night or 6 nights and one 
of the following: 
- reservation, ticketing and payment at the same time. 20X 
cancel lat Ion fee 
- 14 day advance purchase, ticketing and payment at the same time. 
20X cancel~atlon fee 
purchase of single ticket on day prior to departure. 
Return ticket under same conditions 
- passenger not more than 25 or less than 60. 
Off oeale 
APEX and one of the.fol lowing conditions: 
- not more than 25 or less than 60 
faml ly of at least three Including father and/or mother with 
children not more than 25. 
- group of six on a single ticket 
OR 
SUPERPEX 
- 28 day advance booking, reservation, ticketing and payment at 
the same time; 20X cancellation fee outside 28 days; 
SOX within 28 days. 
1~ 
\ . 
... 
'· 
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The key element Is that off-peak fares wl I I become much more 
wldely aval I able for the travel I Ing pub I le - a crucial 
break through as far as the Commission •s concerned. 
On the Question of capacity, whlch·essentlal ly determines 
how far an alrl lne can bid for a bigger share of the market, 
the Councl I has already agreed that during the first two 
years 9f the new pol Icy, the share could change to 45.55, so 
the more successful company could push up Its market share 
to 55 per cent without obstruction. By the end of the third 
year, the I lmtts should move to 40.60, but there was some 
doubt about the power of member states to block this. At 
today's meeting, 10 ministers were able to accept that this 
change In capacity could only be blocked on a proposal ~rom 
the Convnlsslon. Only Greece had a ful I reserve on the point;. 
Italy has referred the matter for consideration. 
One element stl I I unresolved concerns the criteria to be 
taken Into account In approving (or not approving) new 
fares. The Convnlsslon Is restst1ng a formula which might 
al tow a government to block a lower fare because of the 
higher prices of competing carrier. A formula has been 
propose to resolve this; only Greece appears to have 
difficulties. 
No decisions were reached on market access, but the pattern 
of an agreement began to emerge, albeit with some 
significant reservations. For both Ireland and Denmark, 
fifth freedom rights, which al low an operator to embark and 
disembark passengers at an Intermediate airport, should be 
Introduced at once. A major Issue on opening up fl lghts 
between central and regional airports Is the size of 
aircraft which can be used (50 seats or 70 seats) without 
the traffic being Included In the capacity share 
calculatlons between the two countries. 
An arrangement Is I lkely to be agreed which wl I I exempt from 
these provisions a certain number of smaller airports 
according to specific criteria. Work wl I I continue on these 
matters In COREPER. 
Amities, 
I 
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ANNEX 4 
THE SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL POTENTIAL 
OF THE EEC 
--------------------------------------
In 1982, the Commission proposed a new line of action aimed 
directly at strengthening scientific competitiveness in the 
Community by concentrating support more on cross-berder 
teamwork and structures of R + D than on the development of 
subject-based research and development activities. 
"Clear in its objectives, general in its methods and open-
ended in its choice of subject", the stimulation programme 
has a purpose which distinguishes it from the various other 
activities covered in the research programme. The 
decompartmentalization of disciplinary research, opening it 
up to the Community's multinational dimension and the 
elemnt of cross-fertilization, the exploitation of 
promising discoveries or the response to unforeseen needs -
all are elements which presuppose the capacity to react 
promptly when faced with new situations. 
In 1983 an experimental 2 year action was launched. 
The success of the 7 million ECU experimental phase (during 
which more than 600 proposals were received of which only 78 
could be funded) prompted the Commission to propose to the 
Council the adoption of a plan to stimulate European 
scientific and technical cooperation and interchange 1985-
1988 with a budget of 60 million ECU. This plan was formally 
adopted by the Council of 12 March 1985. (1) 
During 1983, 1984 and 1985 therefore, the stimulation action 
has provided 100% funding, amounting to 32.4 million ECU 
to date for 265 joint projects involving 650 teams of 
researchers. This means that almost 2 000 researchers are 
engaged on joint projects or visiting another laboratory 
abroad. 
One can indicate here that there are: 
17 operations (where the specific goals that have been set 
include the development of the world's first optical circuit 
elements for use in computing, and in screen and projection 
technology, the development of prototypes using a new iron-
rich rare earth magnet material and the development of micro-
ionic, solid state batteries); 
----~---------------
(1) OJ L83 of 25.3.85. 
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191 laboratory twinnings (in fields including bio-
cornmunications, solid state physics, surface physics and 
chemistry, mathematics and information technology, earth 
sciences, scientific instrumentation and oceanography); 
49 "research grants" to individual researchers from an 
EEC country to go work or develop a specialisation in 
another; 
8 subsidies (under the experimental phase) to 
initiatives aimed at strengthening information·exchange 
within the scientific community (3 in biology, 2 in solid 
state physics, 1 in combustion, 2 in interface phenomena). 
e 
e 
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ANNEX 5 
MOBILITY OF STUDENTS AND TEACHING STAFF 
1. On the basis of the Commission's proposals for the COMETT 
~ro9ramme (COM(85)431 final), the Council in December 1985 
reached an agreement on policy whose operational content 
broadly corresponds to the measures proposed by the 
Commission to strengthen, at Community level, cooperation 
between higher education and industry in advanced techno-
logical training, both initial and continuous. This agreement 
is expected to be formalized in a Council Decision in the next 
few weeks. 
The measures proposed for the COMETT programme (with a 
preparatory phase, 1986, and an operational phase, 1987-89) 
include management on the same footing as engineering. This 
applies especially in COMETT fields C (joint continuous 
training programmes) and D (multilateral initiatives in 
multi-media training), particularly as regards technology 
management education for industrial, technical and commercial 
executives in firms, including senior management. Broadly, 
the essential theme of the measures to be implemented under 
the COMETT programme is to ensure the interface between 
industrial innovation processes and their economic progress. 
Based on intensive training courses and encouraging the 
planning and implementation of specific training programmes 
in the industrial, economic and social management of techo-
logies (technology management education), including strategies 
for exploiting R + D results, the COMETT should help to 
improve the quality of human resources at high and very high 
levels. 
2. The ERASMUS programme project aims for a better use of 
the intellectual potential of universities with a view to 
improving Community competitiveness on the world market. 
Various types of measures are envisaged, in particular the 
encouragement of mobility of students and lecturers between 
universities and the growth of common study programmes. 
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ANNEX 6 
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
1. The problem 
The protection of industrial property such as patents and 
trade marks is in full accord with the general objectives 
of the common market. Patenting promotes innovation and 
the dissemination of research results; trade marks, by 
individualizing products, are a factor of commercial 
dynamism operating in favour of economic integration. 
Nevertheless, contradictions between the objectives of the 
Treaty and the protection of industrial property have come 
to light. The exploitation monopoly granted to the holder 
of the right conflicts directly with the principles of the 
free movement of goods and of free competition. This is because 
the privileged position of the holder of the right has so far 
been assured on a national territorial basis. 
2. Action by the Community 
-----~~----------------
Faced with this contradiction, the Community has reacted in 
different ways with varying success: 
- a large body of case law has grown up aimed at ensuring 
that the exercise of industrial property rights is compatible 
with Treaty objectives; 
- efforts have been made to introduce industrial property 
rights which would be valid throughout the territory of the 
Community and which would comply with the Community's 
objectives without involving the obstacles inherent in 
national rights. These are the Community patent and the 
Community trade mark. Neither of the texts is in force, 
although the preparatory work goes right back to the very 
beginnings of the Community in the early 1960s; 
- it is planned to harmonize national bodies of legislation 
with a view to improving the protection of industrial 
property in the Community. 
(a) The case law of the Court of Justice of the European 
Communities 
~-~-----------------------------------------------------
In its judgments the Court of Justice has sought to reconcile 
the requirements of the directly applicable Treaty Articles 
concerning the free movement of products (Articles 30 et seq.) 
and free competition (Article 85 et seq.) with the prerogatives 
e 
e 
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conferred upon the holder of an industrial property right 
by national legislation. The Court has decided that the 
exercise of a right is justified under the Treaty only in 
so far as it meets the specific object of the patent, 
namely the remuneration of the creative effort of the 
patent holder in the form of the exclusive right to use 
the invention for the manufacture of products and their 
first release for free circulation, or fulfils the essential 
function of the trade mark, which is to guarantee the origin 
of the product for consumers. Any exercise of the right 
which does not meet the specific object or serve the original 
function is to be regarded as an abuse and therefore cannot 
be replied on against the Treaty rules. 
(b) The Community patent 
The Community patent would be introduced under a Convention 
between Member States signed in Luxembourg in December 1975 
(OJ N° Ll7, 26.1.1976), which has not yet entered into force 
because two Member States (Denmark and Ireland) have not yet 
ratified it. The patent would present obvious advantages for 
industry and research by considerably simplifying the 
administering and protection at law of the title, which 
would be subject only to a single body of legislation for the 
whole Community, and the costs of obtaining the patent and 
extending its validity would be reduced. The Intergovernmental 
Conference held in Luxembourg from 4 to 18 December 1985 was 
unable to comply with the mandate given by the Council to 
arrive at an agreement for bringing the Convention into force 
between the Member States which were able to ratify it. The 
Council is continuing its work on this matter. Nevertheless, 
the Conference did adopt a protocol on disputes concerning 
counterfeiting and the validity of Community patents which 
supplements and amends the Convention signed in 1975 and which 
is to enter into force at the same time. (This text will be 
published shortly in the Official Journal, C series). 
The preamble to this new txt expressly refers to the 
establishment of a European technology Community, of which 
it will be an element. 
(c} The Community trade mark 
---~~-----------------------
The Community trade mark would be instituted under a Council 
Regulation which the Commission proposed in 1980 (OJ N° c 
351, 31.12.1980}, this proposal being amended in 1984 (COM 
(84)470 final} following Parliament's opinion. The provisions 
concerning collective trade marks and guarantee trade marks 
could be of great interest to firms in different Member 
States. The provisions would enable different firms to use 
a single mark or symbol throughout the Community in accordance 
with conditions decided upon jointly. 
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(d) Legal protection of high-technology products 
Harmonizing legislation will certainly help to eliminate 
these obstacles to free movement and free competition. 
But the aim must also be to maintain in the Community the 
conditions which will genuinely guarantee the protection 
of industrial property in the Member States, especially 
in new technical fields. This is the purpose of the 
proposal for a Directive on microcircuits which the 
Commission recently put up to the Council (COM(85)775 final). 
Similarly, the proposal for the protection of biotechnologies 
announced for 1987 in the White Paper on the internal market 
will seek to resolve the current problems of seeking to 
guarantee adequate protection for interventions in the 
specific field of biotechnology. 
e 
-
e 
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ANNEX 8 
INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION 
The "European Economic Interest Groupings" (EEIG} 
The aim of this regulation is to make possible and to 
encourage cooperation between enterprises from different 
member States at a Community level, in other words under 
Community law. The mandatory provisions of the regulation 
are as limited as possible. For the rest, the Regulation 
frequently leaves problems to be settled by the constitutive 
contract. The national law of the country where the grouping 
has its head office will only be applicable as a subsidiary 
law. This possibility of using a Community statute instead 
of a national law should be an encouraging factor for 
cooperation between Community enterprises, since the fact of 
having to choose a national legal structure usually places 
one of the partners to the contract on unfamiliar ground. 
The legal structure of the EEIG (which gives it the capacity 
to enjoy and be bound by rights and obligations, to make 
contracts or accomplish other legal acts and to sue and to 
be sued) does not affect the separate legal personalities of 
its members nor their economic independence. The EEIG serves 
only as an auxiliary to its members. Its activities are 
aimed at making profits for them. The EEIG has few governing 
bodies. The supreme body is the general meeting of members 
which, subject to certain mandatory provisions of the regu-
lation and the constitutive contract, has wide-ranging powers 
to realize the aims of the grouping. Similarly, the rules 
governing formation, operation and winding-up leave conside-
rable scope as to the provisions contained in the contract. 
The activities of the grouping may consist of the provision 
of services exclusively for its members, such as: 
- common buying offices; 
- common sales offices; 
- provision of specialized services. 
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ANNEX 9 
COMMUNITY COMPETITION POLICY CONCERNING COOPERATIVE 
AGREEMENTS AND STATE AIDS IN R&D 
-~-~-----------------------------------------------
When assessing R&D cooperation between undertakings with or 
without a grant of state aids under the competition rules 
the following areas of particular relevance should be taken 
into account: R&D cooperation, specialization, patent 
licensing, rules concerning SMES and state aids for R&D. 
1
• E!E-~22E~~~~!Q~ 
Competition relies inter alia on the creation of new or 
improved products and services. The introduction of new 
processes and products on the market stimulates competition 
within the common market, and strengthens the ability of 
European industry to compete internationally. In both 
contexts R&D plays an essential role in that it promotes 
and maintains dynamic competition, characterized by initiation 
and imitation, thus assuring economic growth. 
The Commission has always shown a favourable attitude towards 
R&D cooperation, provided that competition is maintained by 
the existence of different independent poles of research. 
These principles guided the Commission in the elaboration of 
the block exemption regulation on R&D agreements, which 
entered into force on 1 March 1985. 
The fegulation covers three types of agreements concerning: 
(i) joint research and development of products or processes 
with joint exploitation of the results of that R&D; 
(ii) joint research and development of products or processes 
with joint exploitation of the results (if, exceptional-
ly, such "pure" R&D agreements fall within Article 85; 
(iii) joint exploitation of the results of prior R&D 
agreement between the same undertakings. 
The notion of "joint exploitation" includes joint 
manufacturing and joint licensing to third parties, but not 
joint distribution and selling. 
e 
e 
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Under the regulation, joint R&D must be carried out in the 
framework of a defined programme and joint exploitation is 
only allowed where the know-how resulting from the common 
R&D contributes substantially to technical or economic 
progress and constitutes a decisive element for the 
manufacturing of the new or improved products. Furthermore, 
the block exemption is only applicable: 
(i) if all the parties have access to the results; 
(ii) if, where there is no joint exploitation, each party 
is free to exploit independently the results and any 
preexisting technical knowledge necessary therefore; 
(iii) if, in the case of specialization in the manufacturing 
of the new or improved products, each party has the 
right to distribute those products. 
To evaluate the impact of the block exemption Regulation and 
particularly of the 20% market share threshold the following 
considerations are essential: 
The threshold only applies in cases where the parties 
entering into the agreement are already actual competitors 
in the market of products or services to which the R&D 
programme is focusing on. This means: 
- Agreements between non-competitors are not subject to 
this limitation whatever their market share and importance 
may be. 
- Where actual competitors develop a new product or service 
for which a market does not yet exist they equally are not 
subject to the criterion at the beginning of the cooperation. 
- In cases where this threshold applies account has to be 
taken of four considerations: 
a. Where the relevant geographic market is large, i.e. 
Community-wide or even larger, only the common market 
and not a substantial part thereof will constitute the 
basis of reference. 
b. In order to take into account competition from outside 
the EC, imports of the products in question into the 
Community enter into the calculation of the market 
share. 
c. If at the time of the conclusion of the agreement the 
firms are below the 20% market share they are allowed 
to subsequently exceed the threshold without any limits 
for the whole duration of the R&D activities plus 
during the first five years of the exploitation of 
the results. 
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d. In cases in which participants exceed the threshold at 
the beginning of the agreement the Commission can 
grant an individual exemption for the agreement and 
will generally be prepared to do so, especially when 
a project of general Community interest is involved, 
where parties to the agreement are facing world 
competition or particular circumstances prevail in 
the manufacture of high technology products. 
The regulation contains a detailed list of permitted 
restrictions and obligations and, on the contrary, provisions 
which may under no circumstances be included if the parties 
want to benefit from the block exemption (the "black list"). 
An accelerated opposition procedure of six months is 
included for agreements containing restrictions not 
expressly exempted or prohibited. 
2. seecialization 
On 19 December 1984, the Commission adopted a new block 
exemption regulation on specialization agreements, which 
replaces Regulation (EEC) n° 3604/82 as of 1 March 1985. (1) 
In order to expand the legal framework within which small 
and medium-sized enterprises can cooperate in the manufacturing 
of goods, this regulation contains the following provisions: 
(i) the total turnover threshold has been raised from 300 
million to 500 million ECU; 
(ii) the market-share threshold, which was 15% in a 
substantial part of the common market, is now 20% in 
the entire common market or a substantial part thereof. 
Furthermore, for cases in which the turnover threshold is 
exceeded, an opposition procedure has been introduced 
according to which agreements notified to the Commission are 
deemed to be exempted if the latter does not raise any 
objections within six months. The aim of this provision is 
to provide legal security for agreements which do not pose 
major problems from the point of view of competition policy. 
The 20% market-share threshold is, however, an absolute one 
which must always be observed. 
Similar considerations as those underlying the block 
exemption regulation on R&D led the Commission to adopt the 
block exemption regulation on patent licensing agreements, 
which entered into force on 1 January 1985 for a period of 
-------------------(1) Regulation (EEC) n° 417/85 of 19 December 1984 on the 
application of Article 85(3) of the Treaty to categories 
of specialization agreements, OJ L53, 22.2.1985. 
e 
e 
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10 years. (1) This regulation is characterized by three 
main principles: 
(i) It recognized the need for a certain degree of 
protection for the holder of a patent (licensor) and his 
licensees. This will create a favourable environment for 
the transfer of new technology throughout the Community and 
at the same time stimulate and reinforce R&D activities of 
undertakings, thus generating advanced techniques and new 
products; 
(ii) It tends to assure effective competition and the free-
dom of infra-Community trade for the patented products; 
(iii) It provides legal security for the contract partners. 
As to terrltorial protection for both the licensor and the 
licensee, the regulation exempts the grand of exclusivity 
by the licensor to the licensee and allows each party to be 
protected against any competition, active or passive, from 
the other party throughout the duration of the agreement. 
The licensee may be granted the same full protection against 
competition from other licensees for up to five years from 
the time the product is first put on the market within the 
common market. 
4. gules_aeelying_for_small_and_medium-sized_undertakings 
Small and medium-sized firms should be aware of the fact that 
many of the agreements they conclude will not be considered 
to violate the competition rules because the economic effect 
involved is not significant enough. This can be measured by 
market share and turnover. 
As a guideline, the Commission has issued a notice (2) 
("Notice concerning agreements, decisions and concerted 
practices of minor importance which do not fall under 
Article 85(1) of the Treaty establishing the EEC") indicating 
that normally agreements will not be caught by Article 85(1) 
if two conditions are met: 
(1) market share: the products which are the subject of the 
agreement and other products of the participating undertakings 
considered by consumers to be similar by reason of their 
characteristics, price or use (broadly speaking competing or 
substitute products) ,must not represent, in a substantial 
part of the common market, more than 5% of the total market 
for such products, and 
(2) turnover: the aggregate annual turnover of the partici-
pating undertakings must not exceed 50 million ECU. The 
Commission envisages to increase this threshold in order to 
take account of inflation. 
(1) Regulation (EEC) N° 2349/84, OJ L219, 26.8.1984. 
(2) Communication (EEC), OJ C313, 29.12.1977 
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such so:..called "de minimis" agreements are normally safe, 
even though they involve certain restrictions. A caveat 
must be added: the criteria indicated by the Commission 
are by way of guidance only. 
Small and medium-sized firms can also benefit from specific 
provisions contained in block exemption regulations: 
- the patent licensing block exemption regulation both 
allows small firms (as licensees) to gain access to new 
technologies and also encourages the innovative activities 
of small firms, who (as licensors) can thus exploit their 
inventions throughout the Community via (bigger) licensees; 
- the block exemption on specialization agreements was 
specifically created to allow SMEs to improve their 
production processes and thereby strengthen their competitive 
position; 
- the research and development block exemption regulation 
provides that competing undertakings who together have a 
market share of less than 20% may engage in the joint 
research and development and joint exploitation of the 
results; this criterion implies that nearly all agreements 
if this type involving SME's will be covered. 
5. Aids_for_research_and_develoEment 
Community_Framework_on_State_Aids_for_Research_and_DeveloEment 
In December 1985, the Commission adopted a Framework on 
State aids for R&D. 
The Commission has a favourable attitude towards State aid 
proposals for R&D notified to it. This is because of the 
contribution that these aids can make towards achieving 
Community goals as set out in Article 2 of the EEC Treaty; 
The risks attached to R&D, the long payback periods which 
may be involved so that the activity would often not take 
place without aid; and finally because of the fact that aids 
for R&D, by their very nature, are less prone to distort 
trade between Member States than aids for investments which 
have a direct impact on production capacities and volume. 
Furthermore R&D is necessary to provide a constant stram 
of new products so as to bring about the growth, welfare and 
worldwide competitiveness in Community industry. The 
Commission has fully recognized the role that state aids can 
play in this process. 
In the light of this background the new Community Framework 
while underlining the traditionally favourable attitude of 
the Commission to State aids for R&D and acknowledging the 
importance of R&D in the Community context, emphasizes the 
importance of correct prior notification of all such aids. 
The first aim of the Framework, by allowing the Commission 
e 
e 
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to examine existing and new aids for R&D in the Member 
States is to obtain transparency in this field. The 
Framework also lays down certain basic ground rules which 
the Commission will apply in future. In particular, the 
principle that the nearer the R&D takes place to the market 
place the lower should be the level of aid intensity granted 
by the Member States; and it defines the type of costs which 
may be aided. 
The intensity of aid that may be accepted will be assessed 
by the Commission on a case-by-case basis. The assessment 
will take into consideration the nature of the project or 
programme, overall policy considerations related to the 
competitiveness of European industry, and the risks of 
distortion of competition and effect on trade between Member 
States. 
Taking account of these factors, and considering that it is 
necessary to ensure that there is a substantial volume of 
own funds from the recipient firm involved in the project, 
the Commission considers that, as a general rule, the level 
of aid for Basic Industrial Research should not be more than 
50% of the gross costs of the project or programme. As the 
activity being aided gets nearer to the market place, i.e. 
covers the areas of applied research and development, the 
Commission in ts examination and evaluation of national 
proposals will look in principle for progressively lower 
levels of aid. 
The Commission will favourably consider higher aid levels in 
cases where particular projects are recognised to be of 
special economic importance, linked to relevant Community 
projects or programmes, located in the least favoured areas 
of the Community and related to specific welfare services or 
where they imply a very high specific risk. Availability of 
the results of the R&D involved on the widest possible basis 
will also be taken into account. Special allowance can also 
be made for aids genuinely for the benefit of smaller and 
medium-sized enterprises; in such a case for example, aids 
may be acceptable at levels 10 percentage points higher than 
in other cases. However, in no case should the total value 
of aid be so high that the contribution of the recipient 
firm from its own resources is so reduced as to diminish 
that firm's commitment to the project in question. 
All aid proposals must be notified to the Commission by each 
Government concerned pursuant to the terms of Article 93(3) 
EEC. As a result of its examination of the notified proposal 
the Commission concludes which derogation of Article 92(3) 
EEC may be applied. In cases of cross-border cooperation 
to which the derogation of "an important project of common 
European interest" applies the Commission has stated in the 
framework that it "may consider such aid to be compatible 
with the common market solely on that basis". 
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The Framework lays down the principle that very large 
individual projects receiving aids should be subject to 
individual notification and examination. As part of the 
follow-up of work to the Framework the Commission proposes 
to examine special aspects of government intervention in the 
R&D field, for example, the role of contracts placed by 
government sponsoring specific research projects. 
The policy guidelines laid down in the Framework apply to 
all state aids, whether they are granted in the context of 
purely national measures or involve cross-border cooperation 
with the participation of non-EEC countries. Special 
problems could arise if different governments involved in 
projects propose different levels of aid to their national 
participants in joint projects. National aids granted in and 
by the EFTA countries participating in EC projects can if 
necessary be covered by the procedures laid down in the 
relevant articles of the Free Trade Agreements between the 
European Community and each of these countries. 
e 
e 
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Brussels, 4 February 1986 
BRITE - THE COMMUNITY PROGRAMME OF RESEARCH 
IN INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGIES - GETS UtJOFR WAY 
The BRITE programme (Basic Research in Industrial Technologies for 
Europe) is now actually under way. 
In January 1986 contracts covering the first seven of 95 projects 
selected were sent for signature by the partners involved and all 
the corresponding research work will shortly be in progress (1). 
The first tranche consisting of 95 projects selected from the 559 
proposals received following a call for proposals represents a 
total of some 120 million ECU half of which is contributed by 
the community. 
The projects involve 432 organizations from all P'!ember States, 
i.e. a little over four organizations per project on average. The 
organizations can be broken down into 60\ industrial firms 
(including 24% small and mediwn-sized firms), 21\ research 
institutes and 19\ universities. 
The programme involves nearly all the main industrial sectors, 
e.g. motor industry, aeronautics, chemicals, textiles, 
metalworking etc. 
The BRITE programme was adopted by the European Community on 12 
March 1985 with Community funding of 125 million F.CU for the 
period 1985-1988, to which industrialists will add an identical 
sum. 
The programme aims to stimulate the developMent of a soliri 
foundation of advanced technologies to support traditional 
Community industries. Hore specifically, the aim is to promote 
the development in industrial technologies of a tradition of 
transborder cooperation between finns, universities and research 
institutes, by encouraging them to work together on certain 
particularly promising projects. 
The BRITE programme covers "precompetitive" research, an 
intermediate stage between fundamental research and development 
work immediately preceding marketing. 
(1) A full list of the projects in the first tranche of the BRITE 
programme is annexed. 
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SEVEN RF.PRESENTATIVE PROJF.CTS 
The types of research concerned, and the number and diversity of 
the partners, make the seven first projects fairly representative 
of the work that is to take place under the BRITE programme: 
For example, two British and two German firms have joined forces 
to develop polyimide compounds which can withstand high 
temperatures (250-350°). These compounds, which have applications 
··.iJ/in aeronautics in particular, are not yet produced in Europe and 
~~ have at the moment to be imported from the United States. Five 
laboratories (one French, one British, one Belgian and two German) 
are cooperating to study flexible products for industrial or 
agricultural use based on synthetic fibres and materials (textiles 
for industrial filtering, agri-textiles, etc.). In the clothing 
industry, one German and three British partners are to work 
together on the development of a fully automated assembly and 
sewing system, in which 60\ of the operations can be carried out 
in two-dimensional (flat) mode to minimize costs. 
As these three examples suggest, the BRITE programme is aimed 
specifically at manufacturing industry. The spectacular boom in 
information technologies and biotechnologies sometimes overshadows. 
the importance of research and development in nearly all the main 
industrial sectors (motor industry, aeronautics, chemicals, 
textiles, metalworking, etc.). This work is nevertheless 
essential, since it. is the only way to develop new products and 
processes. Innovation often means adapting certain recent 
developments in other fields to the specific requirements of these 
industries. In any event, a whole range of new technologies 
offers possibilities for profound changes in these areas. 
A WIDE RANGE OF RESEARCH TOPICS 
over the next few weeks the contracts for the remaining projects 
in the first tranche of the BRITE programme will be sent for 
signature. These projects cover a wide range of fields. For 
example, a project involving university and industrial 
laboratories of five different countries aims to develop 
reliability testing methods for the design and operation of marine 
and offshore structures, four French, one Italian and two Britis;i 
partners have joined forces to study friction in 
internal-combustion engines; an Anglo-Franco-Greek project aims to 
develop noise and vibration imaging methods for gas turbines. 
Four laborato~ies of three Member States aim to develop a surface 
treatment process for ceramic components using a CO2 laser to 
improve their mechanical strength, nine different partners 
(including several motor and aeronautical manufacturers) are 
working together on a project to use lasers to weld sheet metal, 
two university laboratories (one British, one French) and a 
British company plan to develop new biocompatible polymers based 
'• 
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on the imitation of cell membranes, a Franco-Italian project 
involving three industrial firms and a research insitute plans to 
develop an automatic system for the manufacture, pre-correction of 
defects and matching of pieces of cloth, five organizations from 
three different countries (Netherlands, Germany and Ireland) are 
working on the development of a computer-aided system for 
designing clothes, etc. 
BRITE HAS co~ AT THE RIGHT TIME 
~ high technological level and the numerous possibilities for 
-~~- ··. 'industrial applications of the few research projects mentioned 
here by way of example are fairly representative of the general 
quality of the proposals adopted. This high quality bears witness 
to the interest aroused by the European Community's initiative. 
It seem~ to indicate that the BRITE programme has come at the 
right time and that it has every chance of successfully achieving 
its threefold objective: 
- to stimulate European industry to equip itself with the 
technological base necessary to regain its competitiveness, 
- to act as a catalyst for technological research by creating the 
conditions for bringing together research institutes across the 
borders of the Community Member States. 
- to encourage cooperation between firms and research institutes 
across the borders of the Community Member States. 
·• * * 
BACKGROUND 
The BRITE programme was launched by the European Community early 
in 1985 and is inspired by the Community programme on information 
technology, ESPRIT. A preliminary survey of the industry has 
enabled a list to ~e made of priority schemes in new technologies 
in traditional sectors. 
These themes cover nine major technological fields: the problems 
of reliability, wear and deterioration of materials and systems, 
laser technology and powder metallurgy; joining techniques; new 
testing methods, including non-destructive testing and 
computer-aided testing, computer-aided design and manufacturing 
(CAD/CAM)1 polymers, composites and other new materials; membrane 
science and technology1 catalysis and particle technology; new 
technologies applied to articles made from flexible materials: 
because the problems it is currently facing present a good example 
of the way new t~chnologies can be applied, the sector chosen to 
benefit primarily from this initiative is the clothing industry 
(cutting out, handling and assembly techniques, etc.). 
Initially, the BRITE programme is planned to run for four years. 
The Community financial contribution to each project is up to 50\ 
of the cost of staff, equipment, materials, computer services, 
etc. The rest is paid by the firms involved in the project. The 
rules require each project to have at least two partners from 
different countries, at least one of which must be an industrial 
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firm. In practice, the projects group together an average of four 
partners in three or four countries and at least two industrial 
firms.are involved in most cases. 
The conditions of access to the information and exploitation of 
the results are based on the principle that the industrial 
property rights resulting from the research work belong in the 
first instance to the contrac·:c,r who has carried out the work. 
Preferential access to the information and patents directly 
obtained thanks to the contracts with the COlllllunity, is granted in 
~reaaing order of priority, to other contractors on the project, 
--~- :·, ·other participants in the BRITE programme working in the same 
field, and other firms established in the Community. 
,· 
.. 
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11.lII l1iH.l .tul.B.t .f.B~i SELECTED f.J2.B. COHHUHJIX SUPPORT 
The BRITE Programme (Basic Pesearch in Industrial Technologies 
for Europe) has recently ei,;randed its portfolio from 95 projects 
to 103. The extra funds required have come from savings made 
during pre-contract negotiations on the projects selected for 
support last year (see IP(86l50). 
The eight additional projects were selected from the reserve list 
of ~ubmissions which were highly rated during last year's 
evaluation, but for which not enough funding could be found. As 
such, they have all been through exactly the same scrutinizing 
process as the earlier batch of proposals. The topics range from 
surface fatigue crack prediction through laser technology, dyeing 
processes, membrane engineering, catalytic isomerization by new 
zeolites, and numerically-controlled sewing machines. The full 
list of these new projects to be supported under BRITE is 
attached. 
This coincides with the publication in the Official Journal of 
the EC (O.J. No C 153, 19 June 19861 of an advance notice of the 
second call for proposals for BRITE in order that those 
interested, in particular small and medium-sized enterprises, 
will have sufficient time to find partners and prepare proposals. 
The formal call is expected in late 1986 or early 1987 with a 
probable deadline on 31 Harch 1987. 
Full details of the programme and how ta apply are available in 
the Information Package for the second phase, available on 
request. 
The Commission Services will help prospective applicants, 
particularly SHEs, to participate in the second phase of BRITE. 
Hindful in particular of the difficulty which companies may have 
in finding partners for BRITE projects, potential participants 
are encouraged to send in ·eKpressions .Q.f interest" which should 
include a short description of the project in preparation. In 
this way prospective applicants can get advice in advance on 
whether their projects fall within the limits of the BRITE 
programme and the Commission will help tc, arrange partnerships 
based on the eMpressions of interest. 
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TITLE 
TITLF. s 
TI'rLF: I 
LIST OP PROJ'EC'l'S 
P-1436-1-85 
Methods for predicting the effect of surface 
~egradation of fatigue and fracture hehaviour 
At:G AKTIEtJGFSELI,SCIIAFT 
GEC FF.SF.ARCH 
LABOPATOIUCS DF M~RCOUSSIS 
PIA¢ NATIONAL LABORATORY 
UN r V • n fJ 'AL I N 
n 
UK 
F 
Df 
IRL 
************************************************* 
P-1354-2-85 
High Power 15-20 kN CO2-lasers for materials 
processing 
OFVLR 
LABORATOIRES DE MARCOUSSIS 
n 
F 
************************************************* 
P-1075-3-85 
The development of a flexible laser-robot system 
for the welding of formed sheet steel components 
under production line conditions 
PSA 
FRRRANTI INOU$TRIAL FLFCTRONJCS 
THr. WP.LOING INSTITUTE 
F 
tJI( 
UK 
************************************************* 
P-1287-4-85 
Computer control in continuous dyeing 
UCO S,A, 
CFNTEXTiFL 
ICI 
MAHI,0 GMRH 
R 
B 
UK 
r 
************************************************* 
P-1092-5-85 
Low cost CAD· station·s for generating tool 
trajectories of a cutting/welding laser robot 
PRH1A INDUSTRIF. 
F.UROSOFT 
PJHA 
I 
F 
e 
·--' 
e 
Tl';'LT 
TITLE i 
TITI,T:' : 
e 
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P-1566-7-85 
ti e w r,te m b r a n t• r10 d u 1 t! s a n d f l u i 11 cl y n a m i c s i n 
memhranc systems for liquid sHparation 
1,/~ Dr:' D/,1''f.TU: S!TKY.f.PFADP.IKrr.p 
ror. IYONNAIS~ ~r~ FAUY 
IRCHA 
TH~rRJAL COLLFGF or SCtFNrr & 
'l' EC llll OI.OG Y 
mav. COLLF:G[; i;J\LT.S 7'.J~fr.Y~\·JVT.~! 
1 .., :.'\ ri ~·1 ?\ ~J: s Tr.nTI:: 1::c: P ¢J s :tc:OL r. 
r,i.:: 
F' 
F 
tll{ 
TJK 
nr. 
************************************************* 
P-109e-e-es 
Preparation of new zeolite ~aterials for the 
de-paraffining and i$omerization of petroleum cuts 
CERTH 
ElTS CHIMJ'P. f'E HONTPF.LLIER 
UNIV, KARI,SRUHJ::.: 
UNIV, ciT~, ~E LOUVAIN 
F 
F 
[) 
B 
************************************************* 
P-1089-9-85 
Loading and guiding systems for traditional and 
N•C sewing machines 
NF.CCHI f>PA 
TIP.RTlt~ & en: 
CREJ\TI 
P~I~A PFOGETTJ SPA 
CAF.RT:RA SPA 
I 
F 
F 
I 
I 
"E"O S~/86 Brussels, 1~ Nay 1986 
The Caaaission believe there is now• need to revise thr•• 
recent research progra•mes, for various reasons of which ane 
is th• success with which they have aet. A large nuaber of 
proposals of a generally high quality have been subaitted 
under each of th••• programaes, and the Coaaission has been 
unable to select all of th••· One of the •i•s of revising 
the proora•••s would be to increase their budgets 
sufficiently ta enable the Coamission to include• nuaber of 
projects of ••Jar scientific value which it has had to pass 
over initially. 
ln ter•s of content and b•caus• they are based an 
cooperation between countries, sectors and scientific 
disciplines, th••• pragram••s - BRITE, biotechnology 
research and the •sti•ulation plan• .far research - are 
indicative of the aore vigourous r•••arch policy which the 
Comaunity hopes to be implementing soon. The review of th••• 
prooraames gives an opportunity to integrate their aias and 
technical detail• even more closely with two of the ••Jor 
topics of the 1987-1991 framework proor•••• : helping to 
••k• Coaaunity industry more competitive and speeding up the 
creation of• •research-workers• Europe•. 
The Coaaission has, accordingly, asked th• Twelve 
Governments to revise th• BRITE programme, the programae of 
biotechnology research and the plan to stiaulate scientific 
and technical cooperation and interchange. 
BRITE is the Community'• progra••• of research in industrial 
technology; its start-up at th• beginning of this year was 
highly proaising, Its approach is to associate the private 
sector and universities systematically in work on appliyng 
new technologies <lasers, computer-aided design and 
••nufacture> in the leading sectors of vehicle manufacture, 
the aircraft industry, chemicals and engineering. 
-.e 
- a 
Th• biotechnology research progra••• is a continuation and 
aaplification of the progra••• of research in bioaolecular 
engineering which has Just been coapletedJ it produced 
results of high quality <particularly in the genetic 
engineerint of plants> ans stiaulated th• appearance of• 
Coaaunity-wide network of biotechnology r•••arch, 
The •stiaulation plan• is an interdisciplinary pro1ra••• 
de1igned to incr•a•• contact• between r•s•arch workers in , 
diff•rent European countries, It cover• re1earch in aany 
advanced field• which are interdisciplinary in character 
such a1 optical coaputers, ••onetic alloys and ainiaturtzed 
batteri••• 
Both BRITE and th• •1tiaulation plan• are planned to ru" for 
four years c1,e&-1988), At the aoaent, they have budget, of 
125 Million ECU and 60 Million ECU r••P•Ctively, Th• 
biotechnology research proor•••~ is plann•d to run for five 
year• (1985-89) and curr•ntly has• budget of && aillion 
ECU, 
Gc11t1c iD~9l~1l1Dt gf 11111 ~WliDIII ID~ tbl 1Dtt¥ gf IRliD 
1nt1 e1u:twa11 
Another purpose of th• revi•w is to adapt the cont•nt of 
th••• progr••••s to changes which have tak•n place in 
several areas 1ince they were first drawn up : progress in 
the state of th• art in variou, fields, the appearance or 
ct.velopaent of new direction• of research, etc, as w•ll as 
the entry of Spain and Portugal into the Coaaunity and th•; 
con1equent heed to bring th•• into the proora••••• The 
I 
I 
review will also aak• it possible to involve industry, which 
is showing growing interest in Coaaunity research, aore 
closely in the biotechnology proor•••• and the •stiaulation j 
plan• and to iaprove ace••• to BRITE for saall and ••diua-
stzed business, 
Th• thr•• coa•unicatton• r•c•ntly adopted by the Coaaisston 
are intended to open initial discussion• about the content 
of th• revi••d progra••••· One• th• Co11111is•ion ha• drafted 
its foraal propo•als for th• 1987-91 framework progra•••, it 
will be forwarding draft decisions on the revised 
program•••, with detailed figures, to the Council and ta 
Parli•••nt. · 
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ESPRIT: A TECHNOLOGICAL PUSH TO MAKE EUROPEAN INDUSTRY 
CATCH UP WITH ITS AMERICAN AND JAPANESE COMPETliO~S WITHIN TEN YEARS (1) 
On the initiative of Vice-President DAVIGNON, the Commission finalised 
the ESPRIT programme (European Strategic Programme for Research and 
Development in Information Technology), to see to it that the European 
Information Technology industry takes its normal share of the world market, 
thus saving and creating millions of jobs in the Community. 
The fundamental aim of the programme, set up after l~rge consu~tations with 
industry, small and medium sized companies, universities and Member States 
administrations, is to mount a "technological push" across the Community 
to achieve parity with if not superiority over American and Japanese com-
tetitors, within the next 10 years. 
A first 5 year phase, starting in 1984 should, in the Commission's view, 
be allocated a global financial support of 1.5 billion ECUS, financed on 
a 50~ - SOX basis by the Community budget on the one hand and industry 
on the other. This"catching up" strategy must stop the declining process 
the European IT sector is faced with. 
If things remained unchanged, t~e situation could dramatically worsen: 
in 1975, the Community still ha~ a trade surplus in IT products. B; 1981 
the trade deficit had reached 5 billion Sand the 10 billion S mark was 
passed in 1982. 
The broad research programme of ESPRIT must establish a new techno~ogical 
basis for the next generation of products and systems in the IT sector. 
Research activities will be achieved in the so-called "precompetitive" 
phase. 
The programme sets out S key areas for action: 
- advanced microelectronics 
advanced information processing 
- software technology. 
These three technologies are central : their mastery is the key to ma~e 
the strategy succeed. 
Two other action areas are specific applications: 
- office automation 
computer integrated manufacturing. 
(1) COM (83) 258 
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The reality: industrial dependency threat for Europe' 
.• 
~· 
Eight out of ten personal computers sold in EuroP,e are imported from 
the USA; nine out of ten videotape recorders s9ld in Europe come from 
Japan. 
European-based integrated circuit ~nufacture·rs supp Ly 30% of their 
own home market and represent 13% of world production, half of which 
is manufactured in the USA by subsidiaries of.European companies. 
Large mainframe computer manufacturers in Europe have, without exception, 
entered agreements with overseas companies in order to benefit from 
their technological advance. 
In the field of electronic data processing, office and factory automation, 
process control and telecommunications (these are the sectors broadly 
encompassed by the term "Information Technology"), compared to the 
limited number of "niches" in which Europe is performing fairly well, 
the list of the areas in which Europe is struggling to catch up is 
lengthy. 
Since the post war reconstruction period Europe has lagged behind in 
the industrial application of many high technologies and notably 
electronics. 
Because of the increasing direct or indirect influence of electronics 
in practically all aspects of industrial life in the western world, 
what was in the past just technological dependence in a few specialized 
areas is now threatening to become industrial and economic dependence 
plain and simple. 
In these conditions the cultural identity of Europe and eventually 
its political independence will be seriously at stake. 
At a time when, on the one hand US and Japan are taking new initiatives ~ 
and increasing their investments (1) to improve their technological, industrial , ~ 
and commercial predominence, and on the other hand the emerging economies, 
in Asia and the Americas, are taking over more and more of the traditional 
manufacturing activities, Europe cannot afford to remain an observer. 
The effects of the electronic revolution that is now taking place will impact 
directly on Europe's social and economic structure regardless of whether 
it has an active or passive role in it. 
Changes offer new possibilities, but bring about alterations that are not 
always without problems: only those who can control the determining factors 
of the changes can hope to minimize the problems. Europe must therefore 
assume a positive role to be master of its future. 
Being first in the line of fire, industry has been awa~ of this for some 
time and has tried, often assisted by its respective governments~ to remedy 
the situation. 
(1) e.g. the Japanese Government is investing USS 500 million on the Fifth 
Generation Computer programme; in the USA the largest semiconducter manufacturers 
have formed the Semiconductor Research Cooperative to which theyPLan to contri-
bute some 25 to 35 million $/year to be spent on pure research • 
.. 
.. 
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Measures taken so far, however, have not been sufficient to reverse the 
trend, and by and large have only managed to slow down the deteriorating 
process. The situation threatens now to get dramatically worse: our 
balance of payments in IT products and services, still positive in 1975, 
suffered a substantial deficit of USS 5 billion in 1981 and this is said 
to have doubled for 1982. 
Industry sounds the alarm 
Representatives of the largest European companies active in the Information 
Technology field took the initiative in approaching the Commission in order to 
try to find a.solution of a scale matching the problem. 
In early 1983 they jointly wrote to Vice-President Davignon depicting the 
situation as follows: 
"The figures of market share, i.e. European Industry commanding only 10% 
of the world market and less than 40% of its own indigenous market, make 
stark reading. Not only is the situation in itself of great concern but 
the low market share means that the volume of sales and profit is 
inadequate to provide the essential investment needed to safeguard the future. 
Even worse, all the indications are that the situation is deteriorating 
rather than improving." 
"The situation is not a new one but has been developing over a period of 
years and many attempts have been made to reverse the trend. These include 
such things as acquisition of foreign technology and joint business ventures 
with Japanese and American firms. Whilst these may hold short-term benefits 
for those involved, they cannot be considered as providirga long-term 
answer." 
In any case their contribution to the European economy as a whole has been 
slight; in some cases the effeci may have been adverse. 
"National champions" are not the answer: a joint European effort is needed 
"Some of the nations, recognising the dangers, have instituted Cor are 
instituting) their own national programmes - so far the impact has 
not been great but it is growing. The situation has, however, reached 
such a state that even programmes on the scale of those now being 
considered in some of the larger Member States are unlikely in themselves 
to solve unaided the problem in Europe." 
Confronted with such a situation the companies see merging of efforts at 
Community level as a fundamental element of any remedial action: "unless 
a cooperative industrial programme of a sufficient magnitude can be 
mounted, most if not all of the current IT industry could disappear 
in a few years time." 
The Commission shares this view and has formulated a proposal for the 
promotion of a concrete programme of action. 
Long lead-time R&D at precompetitive level, sufficiently upstream of the 
product development phase, would appear a suitable domain for such 
cooperative action, and one which could be started without delay. 
- 4 -
The strategic objective of the current action was agreed with industry 
and Member States to be : "thP. achwement of technological parity with, 
if not superiority over, 1,rotld competitors within 10 years". 
Consultation with industry and academia has enabled the Commissior, to 
identify the technical objectives, define the methods for carrying out 
the programme and estimate the resources required. 
The financial resources that, according to the estimates, would hav~ to be 
mobilized for a first pha$P of five years are some MECUS 1 500 of which the 
Community would have to r,rovide SOX i.e. 750 MECUS. 
To sustain the development of the technologies on which most of the European 
high-added-value transformation economy is going to depend for its efficiency, 
the proposed Community intervention may appear almost negligeable given an overall 
industrial research expenditure in the sector in Europe of some 5 billion S per year 
and given the fact that the largest American companies active in the fi'eld invest 
every year, individually, some USS 2 billion. 
If Community intervention is focussed on promoting work of every advanced nature, 
however, and if a carefully selective approach is taken, the Commission believes 
that it will be adequate to stimulate strategic thinking, a growth of self-confidence ~ 
and the joint efforts that are required to stop the decline and regenerate growth. ~ 
The Commission is now proposing to launch the first five year phase of the ten 
year R & D programme called ESPRIT: the European Strategic Programme for Research 
and Development in Information Technologies. 
The programme includes the coordination of R & D activities in IT in the Member 
States and direct financial contribution for cooperative R & D projects to be 
executed within the Community. 
!!_!~~~~I~r_1_!!£!!_!~2-!is~!!!_!h2~_!e!£!!£~l!r..sr2~!h-!!!!! 
IT is already a major industry in its own right, comparable in size CS 237 billion 
1982 annual sales worldwide> and value added to the automobile and steel industries. 
As a manufacturing sector the IT industry has been one of the fastest growing 
industries world-wide in the last decade, a decade which has seen general recession 
otherwise. 
Growth is expected to continue at about 8% - 10X overall until 1990 by which date, 
with an overall turnover of some S 500 billion Cat 1980 prices>, IT will be one 
of the world's largest manufacturing sectors. 
Occupations concerned with information*>are becoming the single most important e 
part of employment. The US Bureau of statistics estimated that in 1980 nearly 
SOX of the employed civilian workforce were in "Informetion", and Europea,• figures 
are similar. IT manufacturing alone employs SX of the total Community work force, 
i.e. about 5 million pers9n~. · 
The whole economy is sign1f1cantly affected in its performance by IT although 
not always directly: altogether nearly two thirds of Community GNP is in one 
way or another influenced by IT. Less immediately influenced sectors like 
agriculture can also greatly benefit from IT, for example, from satellite 
observation followed by computer analysis for agriculture production monitoring and 
computation of optimal crop~onditions. By the end of the century there will be 
no significant aspect of the economy that will not be affected by IT. 
Telecommunications, Off ice Automation and Factor·y Automation play a key role 
since they provide crucial infrastructures for the whole economy. 
•>This includes activities like TV broadcasting and the press that, although 
not encompassed by the term "information technology", are heavily dependent 
on it. 
.,. 
e 
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FIVE KEY AREAS: DECISION EXPECTED IN AUTOMN 
The particular focus of the programme is a function of two conclus;ons drawn 
from the current trends in the development of IT: one is that more and more 
people will have to learn how to use this technology; the other is that the 
technology itself will have to become easier to use and better integrated into 
the entire pattern of our daily lives. 
~~~!D~2..!!.i£!2!!!£!!2Di£! 
This will aim to develop smaller, more reliable and more powerful circuit 
technology so that devices can perfonn more functions or operations than 
tho5eavailable today. Europe absorbs a fifth of the world's integrated circuit 
market but produces only 6X. Europe needs a design, manufacturing and test 
capacity for very large scale integrated (VLSI) circuits. 
!2~!D£~2-in!2r.ll!!i2n_e!2£!!!i!!S_i!!~l 
This will uncover new kinds of direct communications between man and machine 
- such as speech and pictures - with functions that will resemble human thought 
processes like association and inference rather than just calculation and 
storage of information. 
~2!!~!!!_!~£hD2i2Sl 
A new generation of software is required for AIP as well as a modular form that 
allow it to be "re-usable" in other programmes for which the functions are required. 
The mastery of these three technologies gives the key to any application and repre-
sents a fundamental factor of competitivity. 
Qf!i£~-!~!2!!!i2D 
Aspects of intelligent interactions between man and machine such as integrated 
image test speech communication, document creation .and distribution will be 
researched. Machine translation is of particular importance at the Community 
level. 
£2!!QY!~CiD!!S!!!!2-!!Q~f!£!~!iQS 
Research for factory automation use will relate to the architecture of integrated 
systems, robotics among others. This will need further developments in microelectronics 
and software. 
--·· The Commiss;on expects a decision by the Council of Ministers ;n October 1983 • 
.. 
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ESPRIT : the eommlssion approuves the 11st of 
projects for 1'984 
---------------------------------------------
The Co•iaaion or the European Co111unitiea today announced the 
launchin& of' 90 new transnational R and D projects to start the -in 
phase or the 10-year ESPRIT infonaation technolo&Y programme. 
Subject to the final aianature of contracts, the Community will c011111it 
up to ECU 200 million this year to a total of well over 100 ESPRIT 
projects1• Thia awn will be matched by the industrial participants in 
the programme. 
The 90 projects for the main phase or ESPRIT were selected by 
independe~t experts out of a total or 441 proposals put forward 
earlier this year. These represented a total tunding requirement of 
nearly ICU 1.9 billion, as compared with the total or ICU 1.5 billion 
qreed tor the first five years (1984-88) of the ESPRIT main phase. 
The response to this first call for proposals has therefore been very 
encouraaing. 
Contracts tor 1984 will shortly be sianed with the participants in 
each project. ESPRIT brings together industry, research laboratories 
and universities across Co111111unity frontiers_. In some cases the 1984 
contracts include up to 10 partners, although the averaae number is 
1 
... / ... 
As compared with commitments tor 1984, the Cotmnuni ty budget ~llows 
payments of' ICU 45 million. Besides the 90 new projects, a number or 
ESPRIT pilot projects launched in 1983 will be taken up under the. 
main phase of the programme, 
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four. There are no exceptions to the basic ESPRIT rules of 50% co-
tundina by industry and the Co•uni ty, with at least two separate 
industrial partners from different DC countries in each project. 
The proara1111e focusses research on the key IT enablina technologies -
microelectronics, software and advanced information processing - and 
on the two major application areas, office syste• and computer 
intearated manutacturina. Th~ae five Rand D areas are all covered in e 
the 1984 contracts and projects were submitted troa all the EEC 
countries. The response in the aicroelectronics area has been 
particularly strong. 
Coaaission services are already drattina next year's ESPRIT workplan, 
which will be the subject of' a further call tor proposals. Details ot 
the 1984 projects will be ude available on final signature of' the 
contracts. 
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The Commission has Just approved a communication to the Counci 1 
describing In detal I the progress and results of the first phase 
of the ESPRIT Programme. Among other Issues the report also 
touches on the potential economic Impact and Industrial 
appl !cation of projects. 
~-----.. ··· 
A gulck start-up and steady progress 
Since ESPRIT was launched and based on annual cal Is for 
proposals, 201 precompetltlve R&D projects are underway in the 
areas of Mlcroelectronlcs, Information Processing Systems 
(Software Technology and Advanced Information Processing) and IT 
Appl !cations (Computer Integrated Manufacture and Integrated 
Off Ice Systems). 
ESPRIT has been successful In promoting trans-European 
cooperation between IT organizations. Aside from universities 
and research Institutes there are now 240 different industrial 
partners, 130 of which are smal I and medium-sized' enterprises. 
The hlghly qual I fled researchers assembled by ESPRIT have reached 
an estimated 2,900 by mld-1986. 
Representative Examples from the five Suborogrammes 
The trans-European cooperation fostered by ESPRIT Is now 
beginning to produce concrete, del lverable results. Projects 
nearing completion have real I zed al I or almost al I of their 
targets and most of those started later are meeting their 
envisaged ml lestones on schedule. Although only 3 years into a 
10 year Programme, specific results with major Industrial Impact 
are already being Implemented. 
In Microelectronics. an example of a tangible result Is a 
demonstrator chip containing 10,000 (lOK) basic elements In a 
chip and 200 plcosecond access time. This so-cal led lOK array 
bipolar chip has characteristics which compare with the best in 
the world. As a splnn-off from this R&D project a new I ine for 
the production of these arrays Is being bul It by Siemens, at a 
cost of around 100 MECU. The development of prototypes is 
planned for next year, to be fol lowed by fut I production. 
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In Software Technology a shift Is now dlscernable In the product 
development strategies of some key European companies attempting 
to ensure maximum benefit from the col laboratlve work being 
undertaken within ESPRIT. A most significant output so far has 
been the result of work on a Common Software Development System, 
PCTE, which brought together six of the major computer companies 
within Europe (Bui I, GEC, IC, Nixdorf, 01 lvettl, Siemens) with 
the goal of producing software faster, safer, and more 
efficiently than the current state of the art. The results 
obtained have already gone beyond meeting the original goals to 
spawning extensive complementary work both within ESPRIT and 
elsewhere, I.e. prototypes of the system were developed and 
evaluated, whl le a commercial Implementation of a software 
product cal led EMERAUDE, was produced by GIE-Emeraude and 
released to the market In September 1986 - a prime example of 
timely exploitation of ESPRIT R&D results by Industry. This work 
Is having wide Industrial Impact as wet I as on Member States R&D 
programs. 
In the Advanced Information Processing work was carried out In 
Knowledge Engineering, External Interfaces and Computer 
Architectures. As an example of work In the first of these 
areas, advantage was taken of Europe's strong position In Logic 
programming languages by producing state-of-the art versions of 
such languages to be used in knowledge based systems which Is 
I I lustrated by the fol lowing examples which relate especial ty to 
the language Prolog: 
As a direct result of an ESPRIT project the Belgian Institute of 
Management has recently released BIM-Prolog, a computer based 
Protog development system with a comp I ter producing code which 
executes faster than code produced by any other Prolog comp Iler 
In the world. 
In another project Daimler Benz, Bosch, GIA 7 GIT and Prolog IA 
came together to further develop Prolog Into an enhanced new 
language, Prolog I I I, with the Intention of using It to but Id a 
knowledge based system for the diagnosis offal lures In 
automobl le engines. 
In the IT Appl lcatlons area results on standards are of 
particular Interest. 
The work in the Multimedia Office Document Architecture based 
systems (ODA) was aimed at defining a multimedia document 
standard. It was an early ESPRIT project (Hand I Ing of mixed 
text/Image/voice documents based on a standardized office 
document architecture - HERODE) which developed the European 
(ECMA) and worldwide (ISO) office document architecture 
standards. Whl le further work Is being done to expand the ODA 
Standard, a powerful on-I lne editor and tools were bui It to 
define, manipulate, store, retrieve and transmit documents In the 
ODA format. It was Implemented on a commercial ty aval lab le 
workstation equipped with a specially designed picture scanner 
for the Input as part of ODA documents and with a bit-map printer 
for output. This system has been demonstrated at technical 
exhibitions. 
e 
e 
e 
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Although a smal I part of the overal I Computer Integrated 
Manufacturing effort, standardization work In this area has also 
been particularly promising. The Communication Network for 
Manufacturing Appl !cations project has brought together major IT 
vendors and users with strong I Inks to the U.S. Nat Iona I Bureau 
of Standards and the General Motors standardisation plan (MAP) to 
Implement factory communications protocols, which wl I I be 
appl lcable not only In the automotive Industry, but In most other 
Industries entering the era of factory automation. 
The Impact of ESPRIT on standardisation 1s being felt 
international iy. By finding a common voice, European Industry now 
Is In a very good position to take a leading role In the 
definition of world standards In IT and to exploit the resulting 
market opportunities. 
SME paticloatlon In more than 50% of ESPRIT Prolects 
ESPRIT Is paving the way for a European Technology Community. 
This means creating and promoting transnational opportunities for 
European companies, leading to technological renewal and economic 
competitiveness. As such the dynamic role of smal I and medium-
sized enterprises Is self evident. ESPRIT Is laying the ground 
for technology transfer, and encouraging smal I and medium sized 
enterprises to participate. Over half of ESPRIT projects count 
the participation of at least one SME (defined as a company with 
under 500 employees). In the case of some smal I industrial 
organisations ESPRIT work often accounts for the greater part of 
their R&D activity. Without ESPRIT such organisations would not 
have the funds aval lable for significant research activity nor 
would they be able to benefit from International col laboratlon. 

e 
e 
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.I.Hi SECOND .e.tiAll .Q.f. ESPRIT - TRIPLING lt1i EUROPEAN 
RESPONSE .U AHERICAN .Atm JAPANEH, COMPETITION I 11 
By 1990, Europe will no doubt be the largest market for 
information technology IITI products and services. 
It should in fact represent 30 X of the world market for all 
sectors, ranging from data processing to office and 
industrial automation, including the new generations of 
electronic chips. 
By way of comparison, in 1985 the market of the. OECD 
countries for IT products alone was worth some 440 000 
million ECU. Moreover, eKperts generally eMpect the market 
to grow by 15 to 25 X a year up to the end of the decade. 
Nevertheless, unless appropriate measures are taken quickly, 
European suppliers will see their share of the European 
market drop from 22.J in 1985 to 21 l in 1990. 
At the same time, according to the latest estimates, 
worldwide eKpenditure on R&D in information technologies, 
estimated at 35 000 million ECU in 1985, should reach some 
90 000 million ECU by 1990.This means a huge financing 
effort by governments. Thus it is estimated that 40 X of the 
funds allocated to the United States Strategic Defence 
. . ., -; ... ,.. . . . . 
Initiahv:e,., .. l<__n~wn as Star Wars , w1ll go 1nto IT. •. 
In response to this challenge, the Commission of the 
European Communities wants to speed up and intensify the 
strategic effort in information technology launched in 1984 
in the form of the Esprit programme. 
The Commission considers that the effort required to achieve 
the objectives of the second phase of Esprit will be 30 000 
man-years, which actually represents a threefold increase in 
relation to that for the current phase of the programme. 
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In this connection, ViCB·President Karl Heinz Narjea 
stressed that "industry, with the confidence gained through 
experience, is ready to undertake much more ambitious R&D 
projects than hitherto, in order to respond to th• 
acceleration of technological progress• \nd increased 
pressure from competitors in this area". He added that not 
only industry, but also administrations of the Community 
countries has asked for the programme to be stepped up. 
Essentially, Hr Narjes believes that the success of Esprit 
justifies an earlier start than planned for the second phase 
of the programme. 
"In ~pite of the short timespan since the programme was 
launched", he said, "(two and a half years, whereas the 
objectives refer toe ten yedr perspective), it is already 
possible to state that this programme has enabled us to 
bring forward common standards, develop systems and produce 
results, including patents, and to encourage and stimulate 
promising new technological and industrial cooperation 
within the Community", 
"In short," stresses Hr Narjes, "compared with action taken 
at national level, the Esprit strategy offers added value, 
both by pooling financial and human resources that have so 
far been dispersed and by broadening the range of options". 
Greater emphasis on users' need 
applications and support to small and medium-
sized firms 
The three main objectives of Esprit remain 
· to provide European IT industries with the basic 
technologies to meet the competitive requirements of the 
nineties; 
- to promote European industrial cooperation in 
precompetitive R&D; 
- to pave the way for the introduction of international 
standards of European origin. 
Furthermore, in the second phase of Esprit, the Commission 
intends to attach greater importance to IT applications and 
technology transfer, especially in support of small and 
medium-sized businesse~. and in general to take greater 
account of users' needs. 
e 
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Here the lesson of Esprit is clear r for many industrial or 
university organizations, participation in an Esprit project 
constitutes the greate~ part of their research effort. 
Without Esprit, these organizations would not have the 
necessary resources to conduct research and would not be 
able to enjoy the advantages of international cooperation. 
Indeed, at least on• small or medium-sized firm is involved 
in over half of the Esprit projects, and such firm carry 
out over 25 x·of the work in 60 1 of the projects in which 
they take part, which demonstrates their key role in 
technology transfer. 
·Thi approach proposed by the Commission aims to cover 
pr1competitive R&D in the following areas in particular a 
· microelectronics and computer peripherals, 
- data-processing systems, 
- applications technology, including industrial and office 
automation. 
Among the range of applications that will be necessary to 
keep European industry in the race with its American and 
Japanese competitors, the new generations of ~lectronic 
chips have an essential part to play. · · 
Thus, European industry must be capable of :· 
- supplying integrated circuits for compleK specific 
applications, containing up to four million basic components 
on a single chip; 
· producing data-processing systems quickly and 
economically, reducing by a factor of ten the development 
cost of certain ·sub-products" such as .microprocessors and 
software modules; 
- e~ploiting the prospects of industrial and office 
automation by supplyina specific - or what the ,~perts call 
•generic· - components for a wide range of information-
technology applications. 
4 
laal . .&.DJl information techno1pgi•1 
In its communication addressed to the Twelve Hember States, 
the Commission pointed out that IT, besides being an 
important industry in its own right, 1110 Makes a 
significant contribution to the competitivents1 of most 
ec~nomic activity. The following sectors already depend 
heavily on JT to maintain their competitive position: 
- banking and insurance 
- telecommunications 
- machine tool1 
• the motor industry 
• aeronautics 
- medical and optical instrumenta~ion. 
Furthermore, IT is increasingly becoming a cause of social 
change. Its integration with other technologies has led to 
be emergence of new.applications and services in sectors 
such as education, transport and medicine. 
.. 
The Commission also draws attention to aome interesting 
employment figures : jobs in the Community, d1ta-proc111in9, 
office-automation and semiconductor industri11 rose by 40 X 
between 1980 and 1984. 
e 
• 
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MEMO 41/86 Bruaaela, 9 April 1986. 
S8PRIT1 Coaa14erable pro9reaa achle•e4 
Pollowin9 the aeetin9 of the Miniatera of Reaearch yesterday 
which welcoaed the conaiderable pro9re•• already achieYed in 
the area of transnational cooperation by the ESPRIT 
Pro9ramme (European Strate9ic Pro9raaae for Reaearch and 
Development in Information Technolo9y), Vice-Preaident 
Narjea announced that the Commission intended to meet the 
requeat aade by the Council to ensure that the Pro9raame 
would continue to provide an effective reaponae to the 
ever-increasing challenge in the field of IT. The·· 
Commiaaion intends to preaent a propoaal for the •econd 
phaae of ESPRIT in the near future. The only way to provide 
an effective challen9e within the context of tough 
international competition was to broaden and subatantially 
atrengthen the Pro9raame, thereby buildin9 on the results 
achieved ao far. 
Nr aarjea atated that the Council reconfirmed the ••in ai•• 
of the programme, which are 
- to proaote European industrial cooperation in 
precompetitive research and development in the field of 
information technolo9y, 
- to provide the baaic technalo9iea required by the luropean 
information technolo9y industry to ensure it• 
competitivenesa, 
- to pave the way for the introduct,i.on of European atandarda 
in the field of inforaation technology. · 
Re then gave examples of four project•, where· ambitious 
tar9ets had already been achieved by the third year of thi• 
10 year Pro9raame, and which tranalated the objective• of 
the Pro9ramae into concrete technical reaults. 
Pirat exaaples A conaortium of the aajor •••!-conductor• 
manufacturers LEP (Prance), Plessey (UK), Sieaen• (Germany) 
and Thomaon-CSP (Prance) are poolin9 their reaourcea and 
have produced a fully operational Gallium Araenide chip 
using new technologiea to rival the traditional ailicon 
chip. With lower power conaumption and hi9her apeed 
circuitry, the new chip re,.Preaenta a aajor achieveaent, and 
it is hoped that it will aoon be commercialiaed in a new 
generation of advanced coaponenta. 
.. 
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Second examples The ESPRIT Portable Common Tool Environment 
(PCTE) project has reaulted in the production of one of the 
firat·commercially available truly integrated project 
•upport environment•• The ESPRIT project included the 
production of the •pecificationa for a new generation of 
development •upport environment for complex eoftware •Y•teme 
and the firet prototype models for evaluation purpoeee. 
The PCTE project provide• the opportunity for convergence 
onto a number of key important interface• for the eoftware 
indu•try in Europe, and aleo provide• the baeie for 
inte9ration of many of the prototype tool• eaer9ing from the 
rest of the ESPRIT aoftware technolo9y projecte. 
Third examples ESPRIT Project RERODE ha• been inatruaental 
in the eatabliahment of the firet European etandard• (ECMA 
101) in the area of multi-media me•eage handling. Theee' · 
were the Office Document Architecture (ODA) and Office 
Document Interchange Format (ODIF) etandarde. In view of 
the fact that the etandarde are of direct application to 
future information eyetem• in buein••• and adminietration, 
the project baa aleo produced an editor for guiding the ueer 
at the terminal in producing and manipulating electronic 
document•• Thia third example ehowa in practice how the 
etandarde objective ineide ESPRIT ia working. 
Induetrial and univereity partner• fro• Prance, Germany, 
Italy and the UK are cooperating in thia project. 
Mr Narjee recalled that the haraoni•ation of nor•• and 
etandarda on a European •cale •uch aa thie one would 
represent an important contr~bution to the goal of 
e•tabli•hing an internal market by 1992. 
Fourth examples A project led by IMBC, an SME •p1noff fro• 
the Univeraity of Leuven (B) ha• made a breakthrough in the 
area of de•i9n of digital •ignal proceaaing chipa. It ha• 
developed·• eilicon compiler, a complex •oftvare programme 
capable of automatically converting technical apec1.ficationa 
for auch applications into an operational chip in leaa than 
one week, four ti••• faater than any previoualy known 
method. Typical application• include the deai9n of digital 
voice filter• uae4 in telephone •eta and other home 
electronic• equipment. 
Mr Narjea concluded that the new propoaal foraulated for the 
aecond pha•e of ESPRIT would allow the European Information 
Technology indu•try to consolidate and maintain the •ucceaa, 
aa repre•ented by project• of thi• quality ~lready 
eatabliahed. Europe would fully juatify the truat put in it 
by induatry to ac~ aa a full partner in meeting the IT 
challenge in the international aarket place in the coming 
decade. 
• 
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TBLBCOIUIUNICATIOWS a PREPARIBG wo, 1995 
COMMISSION ADOPTS RACE DEFINITION PHASB (1) 
At the initiative of Viee•President Karl-Heinz NARJES the 
Co~miaaion adopted the fir1t phase of a Conununity•wi~e 
program••. on ~eaearch and Development in Advanced 
Com•unications technology for F-urope - P.Acr.. 
Thi• 1985 ,~cg definition phase will prepare the ground for 
Rand~ required to give the Co~munity the advanced, 
integrated, high•apeed telecommunications networks on which 
its •conoffly will depend, Indeed, total community inveatrnent in 
new teleco~munications ia eati•ated at more than 
!CU 150 billion in the next 10 years, during ·which 
tel•cu•munlcation equlpfflent and •ervicea will become the 
bigqe•t buain••• in the fEC, 
~hi• preraratory rhasa ii for 18 months, starting on ·1 July 
1985 1 and will cover 11 projeets to be co-financed on an equal 
baaia 1:ly the Community with companiea, network operator• and 
r•••arch eatabliahm~nta in the ~ember States. ~he Collllftunity 
contribution will b~ ?CU 22,1 11illion out of a total of · 
42,9 million !CU. 
nACP. ie part of a far-reaching atrategy aimed at concertin9 
the different· ,telecummunicationa sy11te1J1s and service• now 
developinf in t:uropn. IIY combining tJ,e Colft111unity'a Rand Din 
key technolo9y &reap and accelerating the emergence of a 
1tron9, co11petitive Com111unity market for telecom111unication• 
equi~ment and aervicea, RACE is designe~ to help Euro~ean 
telecommunication,._manufacturing and service industrie11 to 
maintain a leading po•ition on the world market in broadban4 
communieations. 
The definition phaae ~overa the initinl work required to focu• 
the main Rand D ~rogrA~me on the working requirement• for a 
Colftlllunity•wide integrated broadband communication (IBC) 
network, including tar~inala and future applicattqn•• R•searah 
will al•o begin during this phase on key item• of recoqniaed 
ur9ency. 
(1) COM(85)113 
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~h• RAC• ~•tinition ~h••• ha• a twofold ~urpo••, 
• on th• one han~ it ia to ••tabli•h • 1uropean rafarencft 
111ndel for inte9rated hroad~and co~~unication•, i,e, 
rr•r•ring the Puropean telacoffl•infraatructure capable to 
au~port both cxiatin9 eervioes •nd a broad •ariety of new 
••r•ices integratinff newest tachnlo9ies for voice, data and 
•ideo tra~A~isaion, !n the•••• cbntext, deCinin9 and 
conceiving n~w ter~inala using thoae services, one of the 
challenges. facinq·Rurore will ~e its capability to provide 
tha ~•rket with nuweroua,-profitablo and up of all 
u•er•frlrndly.ter•inala, 
• on the other hand it ii re~uirea a ~•jor technnlogical ru1h 
on the ~11ia of ~r,ent-tranaeurorean cooperation, Jndecd, 
tnchnology ia widely J10t ava ilal'i~o, not even at the - · 
i\· ~·. 
\ 
rreclevelop~ent ata,:e, · 'J'hi1 Jl&t. effnrt will be benef itin9 ·.~ 
al10· fro111· the results of the r.BPJUT ttro9ra111111e, ~to9ether 
B 1ector1 have beer identi f iecl • :· 
· Phaae l (1981•1,91) ot RAC! woul~ h••• th• following 
ol\jectivee i 
• ctev•loptn, the technoloqy baae r,u·· l~~, 
• preco11ti,et;itive 4eve1op111ent naceeaary for the rrovi1lon of 
trial eQuipaent lftd 1ervice1 to dltlon1trate JICJ 
-• .,,_..,... -. wor11 ot •• carr1 .,.i ccinl in the tor&11a,~on ot 
.... "' prep01al1 tor 1ptoltica,,-. 111d 1tindard1, 
10. . 
...... II (lNl-1111), d•pencliftl Oft the IUIOON ot ..... l, WOl&ld 8'1Ve -· 
· enrall •~•''" of developina · the 1:1ahno~oa, ltaU tor, • ......, IIC 
- .. , ... , 111d .... , ... -- ,... ,. 
' ' . ... 
' . 
MCK&IIOUND 
_TIie C01111Unity•1 po1ftion in the world telec01111Unic1tion'1 INlrket it good. 
IC•countrie, have been world pioneere ·1n telec01111Unic1tion1. A1 the vorld'• 
.'bi ... ,t exporter, the C0111tUnit1 ha•• trade 1urplu1 of 1oae 2 billion !CU 
in telec01111Unication'1 equip .. nt. lut 11 technology evolve• Ind .. ,ket1 
a.coae worldvi•, the C01111unit1 telecoa. - industry•, favourable position 
11 beint challenged. COIIIIUnfty •u1t face a nLlllber of handicap, • 
• ooapar1a111WiNd naU-1 Mrket1 aioh. ,_., ev,plr and dtMftda 
·• unoenuat, o, ,....,,. .... and • .,1111ea over what deYelOPlllftt 1tratea&• 
to clleolea ~ 
... illc ..... 1na· WNknn•, relative to tl'la UI ancl Japanffe NIIP•t'i.Uon, '" 
1:tle MW fwldwntal ttohnolqln ot teleao..anioaUtMI 
• beokWINl.-1e of 1ea1 tavowrect Naion• in Sl,aro,e wlt:l'I re1pec\ to 
,aeworka, INl'lilNNll'·--•dvanoecl telee011111111i.oaticane HrvloN, 
. .., 
,, 
i •. 
. .. ,. 
' 
,. 
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llpl.d deoiaion1 Ind ao,ton •• c,...,.1,, level .,., nHded to ov1row 
••• hand1oa,•, Aelin, alon,, the Ne.a.er ltatH oan no iona•'-' Ht,11 au 
11111 .. J•r iae111a in t1 .. to enau ... th• n10111ary tf'&ntnatlonal 
develo,111nt of adVlftOtcl tel.....-antoatlone lntr .. tru~tur .. and 11rvloe1 
fb•• deol1ion1 hav• been p..,.,..d b)' th• Colllll1Hion and l'\111'\-l•vinl 
ettloiala wol'klq 0101,11 wt th tilt •dniat•ra for- econa11ic1, induat:r, ~-,d 
teltoo-.anloatton1 (tl'ae hnlor Ottlolalt OrD\lp tor Ttltc01111Nnic1tion1), 
,ill oon11u11:a,1.on w$th • wide r1111• ot 1acp1rt1 tl'Ofl luN>Ptan indu1try and 
ffl rea,anb aentNa, 
a,no• 1111, • ltrNd oOl'l1tn1u1 ot .,,n1on h•• "'" r1ach1d lay the Ntlllbtr 
ltatea, th• luroptlft ParU•en• and the t11taoaun1cation1 11ctor on tht 
need tor• oonoerted, Collll\al\11y•w1da ettort, ln latn 19M th• CounoU ot 
N1n1•tll'I IIHt f. a tint-ever reooaenclaticm• on t1l1c:OtM1un1c1t1ona and 
a,reed an th• loJ.lowina lftaln o&IJ1etiv111 
•> the or1a,1Dft ot • Colllll\lnlt, Market tor ,,1eoot111unioatlon 1quiP111n, and 
t1ralnal1 v,a, 
• • 1tandardi1ation pouo, a111ed •t the 1tt1c:tiv1 i111ple111ntation in 
the Co111111i1nitv ot coD1on etandard1 derived trom intern1tion1J 
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RACE OFF TO FLYXRG START 
The Definition Phase of the RACE programme got off to a 
promising start in December 1985 when the RACE Management 
Committee, representing Member s,tatp ,administrations, approved 
the launching of 31 projects valued at 40 million F.CU which 
will help lay the foundations for Furopean Telecommunications 
in the Twenty-first Century. All of the contracts have now 
been negotiated by the Commission of the European Community anc 
the majority are signed and running. Approximately 50\ of 'he 
total funding will be provided by the Community • 
Just over two months after .a formal decision by the Member ' 
States, the RACE Definition Phase(1) is underway. As stressed 
on several occasions by Vice-President NARJES, Commissioner 
responsible for Re~earch and Science it will define the 
objectives and modus operandi of the technological effort 
required to establish an operational pan-European Advanced 
Wideband Telecommunications Network by 1995. The European 
Commission has launched this package of research contracts in 
record time; the results should form the cornerstone of 
F.uropean telecommunications in the twenty-first century. 
The RACE Definition Phase will establish the outline of a 
future pan-European Advanced Wideband Network, and define the 
technologies necessary to make it a reality in 1995. It 
features a multi-disciplinary approach, harnessing the combined 
expertise of telecommunications administrations, manufacturers, 
broadcasters and university researchers. These will all be 
working together with the Commission and associations such as 
F.CTF.L, the manufacturers' body, and CE~T for the 
telecommunications administrations • 
. From a standing start in September 1985, 171 organizations 
responded to the call for proposals with 80 project suggestions 
covering the whole gamut of telecommunications. Leaoing 
experts whittled these down to 31 proposals and 109 
organizations during one hectic week of assessment meetings •. 
The ~roposals were converted into projects which together form 
a coherent programme. - Work began before the New Year on some 
projects, as soon as contracts could be signed. All contra~ts 
have now been negotiated and the majority are signed and 
running. 
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The RACE Definition Phase will run for 18 months ana by then .f 
the technological requirements for the implementation of the • 
Europe-wide advanced telecommunications infrastructure will b~ 
established. The results will fall into two categories: the 
• specification of the integrated advanced network is being 
designed by the telecommunications administrations, while the 
manufacturers will develop the sophisticated terminals 
necessary to delive~ advanced services, such as • 
videoconferencing for businesses.and high quality flat screen 
television for consumers. 
The results of the RACE Definition Phase will serve the Council 
of Ministers in making further strategic decisions towards the 
end of 1986. 
'BACKGROUND 
,· ' ., .. 
The RACE Oefiniti'on Phase is the first part of a major 
programme to establish a pan-European Advanced Wideband 
Telecommunications Network by 1995. This will provine the 
. art-eries for to111orrow' s information economy. Today's networks 
were designed only for analogue voice telephony, the future 
F.uropean network needs to integrate the transmission of 
information.in many different forms - voice, text, graphics and 
video. Digital technology makes it possible to have a single 
network, and economics make that a necessity.' To have separate 
networks for each function would make new services 
unaffordable, to continue the present situation whereby each 
Member State's network has different standards would also be 
ruinously expensive and a duplication of effort. 
The RACE programme will make available the full benefits of 
advanced telecommunications at reasonable cost to both business 
and domestic users by exploiting Co~munity-scale production, 
while permitting a decentralized approach by service 
providers. The technological development necessary for RACE 
calls for considerable advances in areas such as 
optoelectronics, advanced semiconductors and the software 
needed to control such an effort and integrpte the perspective( 
of different interests in F.uropean telecommunications so that 
they will respond to the challenge of the technology and the 
market opportuhity. 
The Commission is very aware of the importance that the 
information technologies hav~ in overall economic performance. 
Telecommunications is especially important because European 
companies have performed well1 only a coordinated approach will 
succee4 against international competitors who are already 
taking steps to establish a lead. Europe must not be left 
behind the US and Japan.· 
RACF is the second major project launched by the Task Force and 
is entirely complementary with ESPRIT, which covers areas such 
as advanced computing, microelectronics, software and 
manufacturing systems. 
A list of contracts is given separately. 
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RACE i PREPARING THE GROUND FOR 
INTEGRATED BROADBAND cot,tAUNICATION IN THE so•s (1) 
For the emerging global economy, telecommunications represents 
the single most Important Infrastructure. requiring an Investment 
which runs Into hundreds of bl I I Ions of ECU. In Europe alone, 
establ lshlng an Integrated broadband communications by 1995 Is 
estimated to necessitate an Initial Investment of wet I over 100 
b I I I I on Ecus. 
Clearly, the fundamental Importance of a telecommunications 
Infrastructure and associated European and even International 
standardization for the creation of the unified Internal market 
by 1992 cannot be overestimated. 
Furthermore, the telecommunications system and services are 
playing an Increasing role In the evolution of social and 
economic structures - as wel I as for defence. This gives this 
sector a fundamental strategic Importance, where Europe cannot 
afford to be second to any other region In the world. 
Obviously, a task of such magnitude and strategic Importance 
cannot be approached without thorough coordinated planning and 
preparation. 
Conscious of this the Commission has for two years been holding 
discussions with the Member States, the network operators and the 
sector's Industry, directed towards the evolution of an overal I 
telecommunications pol Icy. One aspect of this pol Icy Is the 
Implementation of a development programme covering the 
technologies required for the establ lshment of broad-band 
networks. 
It Is against this background that the Commission has Just 
approved for submission to the Councl I a proposal for a programme 
of Research and Development In Advanced Communication 
Tecii'nologles In Europe, known as the RACE Main Programme, which 
fol lows on the RACE Definition Phase adopted In July 1985 and due 
to expire at the end of this year. 
The proposed programme wl I I cover the period 1987-1991 and 
foresees contributions to the financing of pre-competitive and 
pre-normative work up to a maximum of 800 ml I I Ion Ecus which 
corresponds, at a cost-sharing of 50%, to about 10 000 man years 
of effort. 
The specific goal of RACE 
The thrust of RACE Is towards establ lshlng on the world market a 
strong, or even leading position of the Community 
telecommunications manufacturing, operating and service 
Industries In Integrated and broadband communications, that Is 
the use of advanced technology to transmit voice, data and Images 
at high speed and at low cost. 
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This wl I I be on the basis of the accelerated development of a 
strong and competitive Community market foi:, telecommunications 
eQulpment and services. 
Based on this the specific goal of RACE Is to make a major 
contribution to: the Introduction of tnteocnted Broadband 
Conmuntcotton CIBC) taking Into account th& evolving· Integrated 
Services Olgltal Networks and r.tltlonal Introduction strategies. 
progress Ing to COO'fflun I ty-w I de serv Ices by' 1995. 
Clearly, advances In telecommunlcatlons wll I contribute to 
reg Iona I deve I opment w I th In the Commun I ty·, and the deve I opment of 
the IBC offers a wide range of opportunlt1es for smal I and 
medium-sized companies In manufacturing and In the provision of 
spec la I I zed services troughout the Community. 
Paving the way £or the RACE Progcanme 
The RACE Def In It I on Phase has been succes,s:.fu I I y Imp I emented. 
About 400 lea.ding experts from 109 admlnls.tratlons, companies and 
organisations have worked closely together In order to establ lsh 
a base for a common strategy of operators~and Industry with 
respect to serv Ices, Infrastructure and s.t·andards; to exp I ore the 
main technology options both on the lev~I of baslG technology as 
wet I as that of systems; and to initiate an eya!yat!on of the 
economics of advanced telecommunlcatlons. 
The contents of tbe·BACE Pcogranme 
Of the required Initial Investment for establ I sh Ing IBC about one 
tenth, I.e. 10-15 bl I I Ion Ecus wl I I be dedicated to developing 
the technology to be able to offer advanced services at 
reasonable costs. Of this amount by far the largest part wl I I be 
Invested by Industry In R&D towards commercial products and by 
operators and service providers to deveto.p· attractive services. 
Within this, RACE addresses selectively, but Inside a coherent 
overal I concept, those activities which offer a significant 
advantage when ta.Ken up at a community 1ave1, 
• Thus, bul ldlng on the results and dynamics of the Definition 
Phase, RACE Is divided Into three parts 9ach having their 
spec If I c ro I e and emphas Is In the over a I: I context: 
Part I : /BC development and Implementation strategies 
This part relates to the development of functional specifications 
Identifying the logical Interworking and performance of a system 
without necessarl ly relating to a particular one. It further 
addresses systems and operations research towards the definition 
of proposals for IBC standards, concepts and conventions 
conforming to an open systems approach p•rmlttlng the connection 
of eQulpment of different origins. It fl.n:al ly covers the 
analytical work necessary to help establ lsh lnteroperabl I lty for 
IBC eQulpment and services. 
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Part II : /BC technologies 
These cover the technotoglcal cooperation In pre-competitive R&D 
addressing key requirements of new technology for the tow cost 
real tzatlon of IBC equipment and services. This comprises 
enab I Ing and support Ing te.chno I og I es I Ike spec If I c Integrated 
circuits, optoelectronic devices, broadband switching techniques, 
etc.; communications software technologies; basic technologies 
for IBC users I Ike audio/video processing, communications di splay 
techno I ogy. d I g I ta I Image record Ing techn I ques. etc., as we I I as 
subsystems. 
Part Ill : Pre-normative functional Integration 
This part covers pre-normative cooperation In the real lzatlon of 
an "open verification environment", designed to assess functions, 
operational concepts and experimental equipment with respect to 
functional specifications and standardization proposals arising 
from work In part I. 
Complementarity with the ESPRIT Programme and relevant results 
from that programme wl I I be used to the utmost to enhance work 
under the RACE Programme. 
The Commission wl I I establ lsh for each year of the programme -and 
update as required - a workpian defining the detat led objectives 
and the types of projects and actions to be undertaken. 
Projects wt I I normally be executed by means of shared cost 
contracts with a maximum Community contribution of 50% of the 
total expenditure. The contracts wt I I be awarded by open 
tendering procedure and shat I Involve the participation of at 
least two Independent Industrial partners not al I establ lshed In 
the same Member State. The Intention Is to achieve the same kind 
of cross-ferti I izatlon through trans-frontier cooperation which 
has resulted from the ESPRIT Programme. 
A review of the programme after 30 months Is envisaged. 
RACE and other European col loboratlve undertakings 
In order to achieve the goal of the RACE Programme as stated 
above work under this programme wl I I be coordinated where 
appropriate with that taking place In the framework of EUREKA. 
One exempte ts the development of High Definition Television. 
In addition to thl~ participation of companies establ I shed In 
EFTA countries In RACE projects wl I I be possible based on 
modal I ties to be negotiated. 
Further, the Community may conclude agreements with non-Member 
States participating In European cooperation In science and 
technology (COST) with a view to ensuring concerted action 
between the Community activities under the RACE Programme and the 
relevant programmes of such states. In fact, telecommunications 
Is already the subject of COST actions. 
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for industrial products 
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This study was originally commissioned by WRR for the purposes of its 
report on the unfinished integration of Europe. 
1986 
Shortened and adapted English version of De lnterne EG mark, ,oor 
industrii/e produkten, published by the Government Publishing Office 
(Staatsuitgeverij), The Hague, as WRR V oorstudies en Achtergronden 
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PREFACE TO 11IE SHORTENED ~GLISH VERSION 
The Netherlands Scientific Council for Government Policy (WRR), a public 
institute reporting to the Dutch Council of Ministers but enjoying guaranteed 
autonomy under a special legal statute, commissioned several studies on European 
integration in 1983. Four reports were eventually published• by the Dutch 
Oovemment Publishina Office. The report on 'The internal EC market for indus-
trial products' was finished before the EC Commission issued its White Paper 
(June 1985) and was published in book format, in Dutch, in December 1985. 
1bis English version differs in several important respects from the Dutch publi-
cation. First, the manuscript has been drastically reduced to one third of the 
length of the Dutch text. Therefore, this booklet is essentially an extended sum-
mary and a great deal of detail (frequently indispensable in internal market 
affairs) bad to be left out. Second, although the Commission, and in particular 
Commissioner Narjes, bad already begun to reinvigorate the internal market 
dossier in 1983, activities greatly increased in 1984 and 1985 culminating in the 
ambitious White Paper, presented and pursued with determination by Com-
missioner Lord Cockfield. Hence, an unaltered translation of the proposals in the 
Dutch venion has meanwhile become less interesting, given the acceptance by the 
European Council of the detailed White Paper as an action programme until 1992. 
Chapter 4 represents an adaptation of the Dutch study in that it occasionally 
refers, in a sketchy fashion to the relevant White Paper proposals. Third, the 
English venion also ignores a few chapters about and numerous smaller references 
to the Dutch policy position in EC policy proceues. The present book ia geared to 
a European readership. 
The author wishes to acknowledge his gratitude to the WRR for their willingness 
to transfer the copyright and for financial support of the cutting. rewriting and 
adaptation of the original text. I am indebted to the European Commission for 
financially supporting the English translation and for enabling wide readership by 
including it in the 'Documents series'. I also thank Rene van Sloten for resean:b 
assistance and Pat Arpino for the English translation and corrections. The re-
sponsibility for any errors, omissions and assessments in the text lies entirely with 
the author and should neither be attributed to the European Commission nor the 
WRR nor the European Institute of Public Administration. 
I Tbe final overall report by the WRR is entitled 'De onvoltooide EuropCIC intcp'atie' (April 
1986) and ia available in an English version under the title 'Tbe unfinished European 
intcpation' from the Dutc:b Government Publiahina Oft"ice (StaatsuitpvcriJ) in Tbe Hque. 
In December 1985 three specialimd studies were publiabed by the Staatauitpverij: 
(i) G. Meester and D. Strijkcr, Het Europe.re I~ ,oo,biJ de ,clwicl(/n van 
ulfvoorzienblg (The CAP beyond self sufficicnc:y); 
(ii) J. Pcltmans, De blterne EG markt voor industrllle prot/11/cten (Tbe internal EC market for 
industrial products); 
(iii) J. Fecnatra and K. Mortclmana, Gedijferentlnrde bltegralie en G~ 
(Differentiated intcaration and Community law). 
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SUMMARY 
The present document is a short, English version of a Dutch-written study on the 
internal EC market for industrial products, published in 1985. Its ICOJ)e is ti.. 
fore more restricted tban that of the Commission's White Paper. 1be objectives of 
the Dutch study were to present an overview of the achievements and omissions of 
that crucial and large part of the internal market; identify the nature and, if 
pouible. the direct and indirect coats of the fragmentation resulting from the 
omissions; investigate the economic case for 'c:ompleting' the internal product 
market; and make a number of policy proposals that could be used by the DUldi 
Government, the EC institutions and public opinion. 
The essential elements of the study have been retained in the present version, be it 
with much less detail. Chapter I presents a brief overview of the achievements, 
omissions and resulting fragmentation of the internal market for industrial prod-
ucts. Despite the considerable and too frequently underrated accomplishments of 
the EC in this respect, omissions are many and fragmentation is significant. 
Schematic tables are used to show what the exhaustive requirements in terms of 
negative and positive integration are in order to obtain a 'complete' internal 
product market, the omissions when comparing the Treaty obligations with those 
requirements, and other omissions, because Treaty obligations have not, in all 
cues, been fulfilled. Broadly, omissions are classified as those hindering formal 
market access and those caused by domestic interventionism. It is also shown that 
the omissions are, in part, the consequence of inappropriate allocation of econ-
omic competences between the EC and national level of government, yielding a 
number of incoherences which are briefly set out. 
Chapter 2 attempts to make the economic case for completion, on the basis of 
direct gains from oven:oming fragmentation but especially built upon the great 
importance of the internal market in restoring and upholding the permanent 
competitiveness of European industry. The attention for permanent competi-
tiveness is analytically embedded in a framework in which growth and innovation 
are aeen as being promoted by reducing sectoral barriers to entry and exit, by 
enhancing intersectoral, interregional and intertemporal mobility of resouroes and 
by promotion of effective rivalry subject to strictly temporary cushioning of 
advene social effects. 
A simple empirical methodology is developed to establish a link between waning 
competitiveness and the fragmentation of the internal product market. This meth-
odology is applied in some detail for a group of 28 high-tech sectors at three-and 
four-digit SITC statistical level. Although the method is simple, the results form a 
striking confirmation of the assumed link. The need to complete the internal 
market is therefore especially important for innovation, economic growth and the 
quality of jobs in the near future (given the quality of industrial production that 
can be profitably maintained and developed in the EC). 
Chapters 3 and 4 address the question: how to complete the internal market for 
industrial products? Chapter 3 analyses the many demands at the two levels of 
government (EC and national) and between pairs or clusters of economic policy 
functions for the process of 'completion' to be coherent. To keep the analysis 
manageable, the focus is on formal access policies, competition policy towards 
enterprises, industrial policy and trade policy, whilst fiscal issues and transport 
policy will only be briefly touched upon. 
In the four policies the negative integration at EC level is juxtaposed with the 
positive integration needed in the same policy field. In addition the demands upon 
policy coordination (be it at national or EC level, or both) with other fields is set 
out as well. 
However, the fundamental question of coherence between macroeconomic policy 
cooperation and product market integration is also addressed at some length. 
What the chapter will bring out emphatically is the pervasive and comprehensive 
nature of 'completion'. The mixed economy, prone to regulate an!J protect, be it 
often for justifiable and honourable reasons, has raised enormously the demands 
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CHAPTER J 
THE INTERNAL MARKET FOR INDUSTRIAL PRODUCl'S: 
ACIUEVEMENTS, OMISSIONS AND FRAGMENTATION 
A 'common market' between sovereign nations can be defined ideally as that 
degree of market integration over the joint space of the countries concerned 
whereby neither the national frontiers, nor residency or nationality of economic 
apnts assume any differential economic significance. This defmition is applicable, 
in principle, to the mixed economies of the Member States of the European 
Community. The concept points to government interventions at the frontien as 
wdl as in the domestic economy, but also to rigidities in national supply and 
demand conditions as well as other market imperfections - related to national 
distinctions in one way or another. The description is comprehensive in the sense 
that it relates to all markets, i.e. products, services and factors of production. It 
should be observed that the concept does not assume a classical, non-intervention- · 
ist economy. The three economic functions of the State, as traditionally dis- . 
tinguished, can be maintained, be it that the national exercise of those functions 
will be (severely) constrained so as to uphold the required degree of market 
integration. These three functions are allocation (i.e. influencing how markets 
actually function by means of direct interventions or regulation), redistribution 
(directly, by taxes, social security and various forms of welfare payments, or 
indirectly, in combination with market interventions and regulation) and macro-
economic stabilization (i.e. pursuing high if not 'full' employment with low, if 
not :zero, inflation, while maintaining economic growth in the medium term). 
However, if the ideal concept of the common market would be considered as 
imperative and overriding, both economic theory and federal practice in countries 
such as the USA, Canada and the Federal Republic of Germany show that the 
constraints on the exercise of some of these functions at the national level would 
be so severe that the scope for effective policy would be reduced to little or 
nothing. Effective policy-making would then require transfers of competences to a 
common level of decision-making. This study does not deal with that question 
however. I 
The ideal concept of the common market can be utilized as a measuring rod 
against which the state of European market integration can be compared and 
a1aessed. Indeed, the policy debate in the EC today has incorporated the notion, 
taken from the White Paper of the Commission, 2 that the internal market should 
be 'completed' by the end of 1992. Obviously, one ought to have an appropriate 
and dear definition of what a complete internal market is before such an action 
programme can be assessed. There are two degrees of ambition in 'completing' the 
internal market of the European Community. One is to define what principles are 
aimed at and, in sufficient detail, what policy measures are deemed necessary by 
the group of Member States to implement the set of principles. The two key 
documents in Community policy-making, pertaining to this approach, are the 
EEC Treaty (and the ECSC Treaty) and the recent White Paper. When ratifi-
cation will be completed one could add the Single European Act, particularly 
Article 8. The Rome Treaty and the White Paper could be viewed as formulations 
of the final aim: what is written in the Treaty and, much more specifically, what is 
let out in the White Paper, is then defined as the •completed' internal market. 
A much higher degree of ambition is to compare the state of European market 
integration, or even the concept of the 'common market' as implied in the Rome 
Treaty or in the White Paper, with the ideal 'common marlcet', as defined at the 
outset of this study. It can be shown that both the Rome Treaty and the White 
t See Pelkmans, 1986-a and, for instance, Oates, 1972. 
2 EC Commission, Communication from the Commission to the European Council, meeting in 
Milan, 28and 29 June 198S, Completing the internalmarlcet, White Paper, COM (8S)310ofl4 
June 1985. 
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Paper fall short of realizin1 the concept of the 'ideal' common market. The 
omillions can be identified and traced back to differences in deep-rooted econ-
omic, social, lqal and political traditions and pref.-ces. Tberefore. it ii unlibly 
that the 'ideal' commoa JDll'ket would also be an optimum for the Burol*D 
society, unambipously ruins overall welfare and well-belna beyond tbole in any 
other alternative. 
In short, there are different dc,rees of 'incompleteness' of the internal market. 
Whereas serious incompleteocsa may be cosdy in economic, social and polldeal 
terms, striving for the ideal common market may well turn out to be the emny of 
the 1ood. in that it will give rise to different costs. 
A common market relates to free movements of soods. .-vices and facton of 
production (includina money nows). The present study concentrates on ind'Ultrial 
product markets and the regulatory and policy measures pertaining to them. 
Tberef'ore, it is not entirely comparable with the White Paper which allo deala 
with services markets and factor markets. NcvertheJcsa, the cmpbasia in the Rome 
Treaty and the White Paper is heavily on issues of industrial market integration or 
more gcncral proposals touching upon it (such as indirect tu propoals) so that 
this study deals with a central aRa. Occasional refcnmcea to the Wbite Paper 
proposals can be found in Chapter 4. 
I. COMPLETE PRODUCT MARKET INTEGRATION 
The integration of product markets will not merely result from pun boeralmtion 
but from a combination of joint policies and 'thou shalt not' ruleL What combi-
nation will be chosen, may differ between sectors, liven replatory and inter- · 
vcntionist traditions which are politically considered to remain indispemable. 
Table 1 gives a stym.ed picture of five degrees of ambition of product market 
integration, with the 'negative' and 'positive integration' indicated in every CIiio 
Neptivc intesration denotes the removal of dilcrimination in (national) f!COllOIDic 
rules and policies under joint and authoritative surveillance. Politive intepation 
refers to the transfer of public market rules and policies from the Member S&alel 
to the common institutions. , In detailiq the moves to achieve 'undistorted prod-
uct market integration', one has to make arbitrary assumptions about the • 
timal desree of disaggregation of all the necessary steps. For ~ should ODO 
utili7.e an aggregate such as 'industrial policy' or should one dilagrepte it into 
'public procurement policy', 'public aid to industry', etc.? Undentanding the 
complexity of trade liberalization constitutes an argument to delve deeper and 
specify further, whereas, on the other hand, a morass of detail will tend to oblcure 
the major economic issues involved. 
The aequencc of the staaes is based on certain assumptions that cannot be dil-
cuued given the space constraints. 4 
The logic of Table I is cumulative, that is, at every stage the major additional 
nepdve and positive intesration decisions 'requind' are listed on the aaawuptioa 
that the previous stage is completed. 
Stap 1 aims at the customs union, as defined in GA1T, Article 24, wbicb ii 
C88CJltially a 'tariff-union' (including, of course, removal of quotu). Stqo 2 
achieves security of customs clcarancc which requires, above all. a common cm-
toms code (amountins to a considerable administrative accomplitbment). Stqe 3 
should assure free 'physical market access', that is, the phyaical properties of the 
product (including its origin. and its being transported) can no 1oqer comtitute a 
reason to impede free trade. The fourth stage would do away with CUltoml at tbe 
inner frontiers, which will entail implications for the indirect tu repne and for 
exchange controls (if somehow impinaiq upon trade). Finally, a host of111p. 
tive and positive intcsration measures are required before •undistorted product 
market integration' will be reamed in Stage 5. The lop: of intepatiq product 
J See Pelkmans, 1984, p. 4. 
4 This is elaborated in Pelkmana, 1986-a, esp. pp. 334-336. 
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markets or mixed economies implies that 'distortion' does not ncceuarily ref• to 
aome form of auboptimality caused by monopolies, market rigiditia or policy 
interventions - after all, a mixed economy will be charactemed by several c1epar. 
turea from tbia benchmark model in trade theory - but rather to the lack of 
uniformity of competitive conditions in different Member States. Such a lack· of 
uniformity may be caused by the various interventions (in terms of nature. form, 
intensity and sectoral application) in different Member StatCII and tbia may artifi• 
cially encourage or discourage intra-sroup trade flows. Thus, Stage 5 aims for the 
uniformity of public influence on competitive conditions throughout the internal 
market. . 
An important conclusion that can be drawn from Table I is that negative and 
positive integration will occur simultaneously in every one of the five stap of 
product market integration. This inference, based on economic losic, has political 
implications because experience has shown that it is frequently l• sensiti"Ye to 
agree politically on negative integration than on positive integration. Convenely •. 
if agreement on positive integration is achieved, the opportunities for dcmaacling 
derogations, special treatment or extra expenditures in the light of domoatic: 
political considerations usually lead to higher costs than originally foreeeen. In 
any event, 'complete' product market integration among mixed economies ii 
.ambitious and the difficulties to realize it should be well understood. 
2. 11IE ACQUJS COMMUNAUI'AlllE BEFORE 11IE WIDTE PAPER 
Despite the sometimes harsh and perhaps not even wtjustitied criticisms of the 
state of European integration, it would be completely misleading to overlook or 
downplay the considerable accomplishments of the Community in the rust quarter 
century of its existence. This section offers a bird's eye view of those accompljab-
ments with respect to product market integration. Table 2, based on the same 
methodology as Table I, provides a rough summary aisessment of the obligations 
in the BBC and ECSC Treaties as well as the accomplilhments in 1984, that is, 
after more than 25 years of integration. Tables I and 2 refer to market integration 
'from above', in other words, the activities of public economic agents at EC and 
Member State level. It goes without saying that markets are in fact integrated by 
private economic agents, when their activities will be(come) geared, directly and 
indin,ctly, to supply and demand conditions in the entire European Community. 
The emphasis on the integration 'from above' is justified by the need to know 
wbat omissions in this integration 'from above' can be identified and bow they 
can be oven:ome. 
The description in Table 2 is, of course, rather crude and can merely serve to 
acquire an overall impression. The main achievements may be briefly reiterated 
here. The acquil in terms of negative integration roughly amounts to the following 
(letters refer to Table 2): 
(i) fully tariff-free intra-EC industrial trade (N.1); 
(Ii) fully quota-free intra-BC industrial trade (N.l); . 
(m') prohibition of 'measures with equivalent effects' as tariffs or/and quotas; 
strict case-law of the European Court on munerous technical and other · 
barriers (N.7); 
(iv) complete freedom of payment of trade-related intra-BC transactions (N.2); 
(v) an appreciable measure of freedom to conduct transport services across 
frontiers inside the Community (N.6); 
(vi) a complex set of prohibitions that aim to facilitate the economic (rather than 
the formal) access to markets of other Member States; examples include a 
general prohibition of subsidies (with important exceptions), of discrimi-
natory public procurement and of protective practices of national distri-
bution monopolies of the State (N.13; N.15; N.12). 
The acquil in tenns of positive integration roughly amounts to the following: 
(i) a common external tariff for all industrial products (P.I); 
(ii) a common trade policy (with exceptions) (P.5); 
(Iii) common policy (via the Commission) and judicial review (via the Court of 
Justice of the EC) with respect to (national) industrial subsidies (P.19); 
11 
Table I 
y ...... ,.,...... .... 1,11 ...... 
..... ., ....... 
I. Pure tarlft'-llllioa N.I. abolition or tariffa. quotu on P.l. common external tariff 
tariff' ............. ll'ldl intra-union trade acbedule 
N.2. freedom or payment for intra-
2. Tariff'........ N.3. 
aecurity ol --- cleuaace 
wi1bin the IIDion N.4. 
union trade, except fiaancial 
llfepard claUIOI 
abolition Of autODOlllOUI CUI- P .2. 
klllll rules P .3. 
limitation or safeguard and P.4. 
abolition of ac:ape cla111e1 for 
intra-union trade 
common c:ustoma code 
common auneillance 
common adjustment uaist-
ance 
3. ,_. CllltOIIII IIDion N.5. 
free intra-union .,....., of 
producta, .... ia ... ......, 
abolition of national non- P.5. common trade poliey 
tariff' trade policy to third P.6. common tramport poliey 
countries 
ftlcal .,..._ or hi pla,-1 N.6. 
~ ... 
abolition or tramport dit-
crimination 
N.7. prohibition or technical P.7. harmonization of technical 
border interventions (meu- obstadel to intra-union trade 
urea with equivalent effocu to 
N.8. 
tariff's or quotas : health, 
safety standards; leCbnical 
apocifations; import prohi-
bitions due to State distri-
bution monopolies. etc.) 
prohibition or CU1to1111 cbecb P.a. 
at inner frontien 
P.9. 
P.10. 
P.11. 
N.9. abolition or exchaqe con- P.12. 
troll, etc.; minimization of P.13. 
flnaneial safeguard claulCI OD 
commercial payments 
5. Undilaorted product marbt N.10. abolition or autonomous P.14. 
imepadon sector regulations 
appn•ined1111 ol..._. llDion N.11. limitation or autonomo111 P.15. 
• in dleary:............. sector funds 
ol pulJlic haflnncw • GCIIDPlli- N.12. limitationofStatediltribution 
1M CODdidw monopolies P.16. 
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N.13. liaiitation of autonomoua aid 
to industry 
N.14. limitation of autonomous re- P.17. 
p,nal policy 
N.15. abolition of diacrimination in P.18. 
public procurement P.19. 
N.16. abolition of automatic deficit 
finlDcina of public firma P .20. 
P.21. 
P.22. 
P.23. 
harmoniation or aad ooc,per-
ation in ancillary CUltoma 
tub (atatilticl; drup; crimi-
nu; eac:.> 
1wmoniation or indirect tu 
aysteml 
equalization or harmoniz. 
ation of tu bue for indinct 
taxation (and cxc:iaca) 
approximation, where ap-
propriate, equalization or in-
·c1nct tu rates (and excise 
duties) 
common surwillance 
common borrowina faciJitia, 
swaps 
parallel union imlrument; 
union ltandarda 
hannoniation of product 
liability and other .... 
conditions 
barmonization/unificatio of 
property rights IUCb u pat-
ents. trade marks, copyript 
common policies for J'IIUlated 
leCton . 
common sector funds 
common policy for public aid 
to industry 
~ of rep,nal 
policy imtrumeata 
common reponal ftmd 
harmoniation or public ta-
derina procedures 
common oompedtion policy 
toward firma 
e 
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Tobk2 
""-t -*et I lib ... II ... EC: Tnaty 111& 11• _. an, srl I r tr 
.. 
Nepdw -.-,0 Polidw ...... 
Meuure PnlcriplioD Ttaty Accamplilbed 1983 Measure Pnaiptioa Trmty Aile mplilhed 1913 
I N.l. abolition tariffs obliptory alXlCllllplwed P.I. common tariff obliptory IIIXXIIDPilbed 
N.2. free .. ymcnta trade obligatory accomplished 
2 N.3. abol. aut. c:ust. rules cooperation CODliderable P.2. comm. c:ust. code some obligation COllliderable 
N.4. mm. esc. dauaes conditional obligation accomplished P.3. comm. survcill. obligatory 11CCC1111plilbed 
P.4. comm. adj .... conditional obligation accmnplilbed 
3 N.5. no aut. trade pd. obligatory comidcrable P.S. comm. trade pol obligatory comiderable 
N.6. abol. transp. discr. conditional obliption comiderable P.6. comm. transp. pol. conditional obligation IOIDC 
N.7. abol. teclm. obst. c:onditional obligation comidaable' P.7. harm. tecbn. reg. conditional obligation considerable' 
4 N.8. prob. cust. checks not included some P.&. harm. c:ust. tasks not included none 
P.9. harm. ind. tax syst. IOIDe obliption aot'lDalplisbed 
P.10. equal. ind. tax bue endeavour comiderable 
P.11. approx. tu rates not included DODe 
P.12. comm. suneiJl. eadcavom IOIDC 
N.9. abol. safeg. clauaea endeavour none P.13. comm. borrow. cooperation IOIDC 
s N.10. abol. sector reg. conditional obligation' COllllderable' P.14. union standards not included none/lOIIIC' 
N.11. lhn. sector funds conditional obligation comidcnble P.ts. harm. sales c:oncl. IOIDC obligation some 
N.12. lhn. State distr. obligation accomplished P.16. harm. property rights not included aome 
N.13. Jim. aid ind. conditional obligation comiderable' P.17. comm. sect. reg. c:oncl. oblig./not incl. I aocomplillled/none• 
N.14. Jim. reg. pol. conditional obligation some P.18. comm. sect. funds conditional obligation• aocomplished' 
N.15. abol. proc. discr. obliptioll none P.19. comm. aid pol not included 
-N.16. no deficit rmanang IOIDC obliption none P.20. harm. reg. pol. 101De obliption IOIIIC 
P.21. CCIIDIIL n:,. fuad notindu4ed --.,nillwl 
P.22. harm. public tend. not included 
-.P.23. comm. comp. pol. &nm obliptory acccmplilbed 
-
..., 
s-«: 
(iv) common competition policy vis-a-vis enterprises (P.23); 
(v) an emerging aet of joint regulations in the r1eld of industrial policy, n,moviq 
market distortions or facilitating market ac:ccu (standards, teclmk:al n,p-
lations, patents, trade marks, corporate law) (P.14; P.7; P.16}; 
(vi) a rudimentary common raearch and technolol)' policy (partly implicit in 
P. 18; othcrwiae not included); 
(vii) a modest common regional poliey (P.20); 
(viii) modest common adjUltmellt aaistanc:e (via the Social Fund) (P.4); 
(ix) barmoniation or indirect tax systems (into the VAT) and of their formal tu 
base (with material exceptions) (P.9; P.10); 
(x) ex.tensive cooperation among the national customs on the basis of a number 
of EC directives and regulations as well aa special intergovernmental conwn-
tions (P.2). 
The ambition of the Rome Treaty notwithstanding, closer inspection of Table 2 
shows immediately that the Treaty prescriptions fall short of complete product 
market integration. The table also shows that not all prescriptions have been 
implemented, causing 'omissions' in the acquls as compared to the internal market 
prescribed by the joint law. In other cases, the achievements are termed 'con-
siderable' but 'complete' implementation has not been accomplished. 
Therefore, even when considering the Treaty prescription as tantamount to a 
completed internal groduct market (which is economically incorrect), ODO can at 
the same time appreciate the substantial accomplilbments of the period up to 198S 
and lament over the manifold 'omissions'. 
On the other hand, some accomplishments or modest achievements can be ident-
ified despite the absence of preecriptions in the Treaty. In tbeae cues, the Rome 
Treaty has apparently served the traditional constitutional function of a eet ot 
guidelines capable of being interpreted very flexibly, obviating or at least moderat-
ing obsolescence. It is conceivable that some general prescriptions and principles 
aet out in the Single European Act may come to serve a similar function with -
respect to industrial product market integration. 
3. OMUmONS BEFORE THE WHITE PAPER 
For preaent purpoaes the term 'omissions' refen to the elements-oCneptive and 
positive integration needed to obtain one internal product market (u for instance 
in Table I) which have not or only partly been implemented. Claaifiecl in two 
categories, the major omi8$ions will be briefly listed with the balest minbnum of 
explanation in view of space constraints.' The categories are: 
(i) omissions in formal market access; 
(Ji) ommissions, caused by domestic interventions. 
3.1. 
Formal prohibitions of access to other Member States' markets and formal re-
q~ts or other measures making access to QUUbts mans diff'ICUlt than for 
domestic economic qents obviously c.onflict with the aim of one internal product 
market. A cursory treatment may clarify the main issues although, by nature, it 
doea not suffice to identify all tbe actual problems economic apnts will be con-
fronted with. 
Omlulons In the C118tom& 11111on 
Al la clear from Table J, the notion of a 'completed' internal.(product) market 
comprises a customs union in the literal aense of the_ word: no intra-union euatom 
' The oriliaal report (in Dutch) contains a more detailed oxplanation; aee Pelkmant, 19854, 
Qaptcn 2 and 3, where allo numerous refe.-cea an liven to the litcrat\lle. 
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checb (eee N.8 ud Stap 4 as a whole). However, Table 2 shows thal the llomt 
Treaty does not 10 nearly so far (see especially the weak Artide 27 EBC, merely 
apeakina about 'cooperation' among the national customs services). Tbis cooper-
ation was lint strictly intergovernmental, baaed on a 1967 Convention for Mutual 
Auistance between Customs Administrations (which even excluded the Commis-
sion as a formal participant at the time!). After transposing a substantial part of 
this so-called Naples Convention into an EEC Regulation {which came into fon:e 
in 1981), the situation bu gradually begun to improve. In the followins years a 
WF number of directives and regulations have been adopted with respect to 
numerous technical customs matten, resulting in a significant reduction of dis-
parities of customs treatment and or uncertainty for traders. By far the most 
impressive accomplishment has been the. agreement on a Single Administ.rative 
(customs) Document, coming into force on I January 1988 at the latest. This 
document is identical for all EC Member States and will contain standardi7.ed 
information, greatly facilitating the paperwork for traders and transport firms, as 
well as the cooperation among national customs services. Moreover, the deaip is 
such that it can be ·utili1.ed for purposes of customs automation (in the so-called 
Caddia and CD programmes), 6 which, in tum, may greatly facilitate proposals for 
deferred-VAT payments for regular exporters and importers (i.e. obviatina the 
queuing at frontiers), as is already practised inside Benelux. The utility of the 
Single Document is further enhanced by the l 98S Convention on the Harmona.ed 
System of Product Cassification which has also been signed by the USA, Japan 
and EFr A countries. The latter point is important because the serious disadvan-
tage of the Single Document is that it does not (yet) apply to extra-BC export· and 
import (although there is agreement, in principle, to realize this as well). 
Throughout the years, also the Court of Justice of the EC has built up cue-law, 
greatly limiting the freedom of customs services to render formal access to 
national markets more difficult than for domestic economic agents (lee, for in-
stance, Lasok and Cairns, 1983). Nevertheless, judicial review is, by its~ 
not suited to solve the fundamental questions of formal access: the omillions 
have to be tackled at the Council level. 
Intensive cooperation among national customs services, harmona.ed procedures 
and documents as well as judicial review can be effective in reducing transaction 
coats for enterprises, traders and transport firms, enhancing perceptions of lepl 
certainty for cross-frontier (intra-EC) trade and hence fostering product exchange 
and competition in the Euromarket. Yet. it does not do away with the reasons for 
residual customs controls. In order to pursue credibly the target of prohibiting 
customs checks (P.8 in Tables I and 2) inside the Community, harmonization is 
needed in fields where customs officers have been given extra tasks outside the 
strict execution of commercial policy. Examples include harmonimtion of indirect 
taxes and excises, trade statistics, certain technical specifications (e.g. of lorries 
and buses). anti-drug policies, public security policies and exchange controls. The 
list is 1oqer when agricultural markets are also considered, especially because of 
veterinary and phyto-sanitary controls. These matters will now be taken up very 
briefly. 
Omls.flons in technical harmonization 
The given physical properties, including the actual performance, of a product may 
render market access more difficult or, occasionally, impossible, if there is national 
legislation imposing specific physical properties. When aiming to realize one 
internal market one either has to prohibit such legislation or to harmonu.e its 
specif'ations or at least mutually recopize each other's specif'ications. According 
to Article 36 EEC, Member States have retained diacretion to legislate for health 
6 For the CD programme the Commission communication to the Council on the 'Coordinated 
development of computeri7.ed administrative procedures', COM(84) 556. as in Official 
Journal of the European Communities, C 15, 16 January 1985. For the Caddia programme ICC 
the Commission communication of 16 March 1984, in 0/frci,aJ Journal of the Eur..., 
C°""""""lu, C 112. · 
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and aafety protection of their citizens and for a few less important reuona. Thia 
article serves u a major exception to a general prohibition. ex Article 30 BBC, of 
'measures with an equivalent effect' to quantitative restrictions, such II tecbnicil 
barriers to trade. 
The matter at issue is whether and bow the European Community can orpni,Je 
itself in such a way that the Member States can keep their own respomibilities, 
while at the same time a true common market of products will come into exist-
ence. This depends on the authoritativeness and inventiveness of the cue-law, 
ex Articles 30 to 36 EEC (the legal regime), and on the officiency and efTectiwaess 
of the chosen method of harmonization, ex Article 100 EEC (the policy repne). 
The 'legal regime' turns on the prohibition of 'measures of equivalent effect' 11 
quantitative restrictions and the liberal or non-liberal interpretation of ArticJe 36 
EEC, which indicates the exceptions to this prohibition. It is not possible to aet 
out here with sufficient care the interesting and liberalizing case-law of the Euro-
pean Court of Justice. 7 At any rate it is important that, in juric:w:al procedures, 
the burden of proof lies with the importing Member State to show that products 
which are lawfully produced and put on the market somewhere else in the Euro-
pean Community do not comply with the demands of health or safety, or at any 
rate to an 'incomparably' lesser extent. But even then the measure taken should be 
'in proportion' to the aim, which may, for instance, mean that a prohibition to 
import should be replaced by certain information on the label. 
In other words, there is absolutely no question of an 'actual deregulation• by 
European case-law because of the undermining of national regulations by (lea 
regulated?) imports. A number of national measures may indeed be brought 
before the Court because of their unnecessarily restrictive trade efTects. Thia in 
itself may stimulate Member States to agree as yet on an originally oppoeed 
harmonization in these cases, so as to have some influen<:e on the technical 
requirements of the imported products. 
The 'policy regime' is derived from Article 100 EEC. If essential aims of societal 
importance, such as health, safety and protection of consumers, lead to s~ 
difTerences in national regulations that intra-EC trade is being hindered or ia 
becoming more expensive than disposal of the products at home, Article 100 EEC 
provides the possibility to adopt (unanimously) directives 'for the .approximation 
of such provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action in 
Member States'. This is called harmonization (although this vague concept is not 
mentioned in Article 100 EEC). · · 
For some IS years or longer the European Community bas been trying to follow 
an ambitious harmonization programme, based on the greatest possible uniform-
ity. 
Until the so-called mutual information directive was adopted in 1983, incndibly 
much offacial and professional energy was dedicated to a rather limited stock of 
Council directives. During this period the EEC attained an average of (a litde 
over) 10 directives a year. Many of these directives are focused on aapects of 
products and do not solve all the problems of access to a product market. It is 
doubtful whether in this way the technical trade barriers will diminish within the 
EC. since regulation in the Member States is continuing as usual. To put it ewn 
more strongly, one might reasonably assume that the tempo of national seguiation 
bas for years been .higher than the yearly produce of aspect directives at the BC 
level with respect to a limited group of products. Meanwhile, the professional 
capacity for regulation in all the Member States was extended and the social 
prd'erence for more stringent and broader regulation in the field of protection of 
the enviromnent and consumers, tended to rise, at least until the early 1980a. So, 
besides being inefficient, because of the very minute consultations about technical 
specuteations, the method was also. inefTective: a general improvement in the 
mutual market accea was not achieved. Many conaider a alowina down of. th.I 
7 See, for instance, Gormley (1985) and Oliver (1982). 
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incnue of technical trade barriers to be a more accurate formulation. The omia-
liona in this field are theret'ore numerous and their economic impact - tboup 
peat - is not quantitatively known even by approximation. 
Otlw OWlbslons In formal acuu 
Formal market acceaa may also be made more costly or impossible by omissions 
in related EC policies or by complete absence of EC competences. The following 
items may therefore overlap with observations made in Section 3.2 of this chapter. 
(i) lnduatrial, commercial and intellectual property rights have remained a 
national competence, ex Article 222 EEC. This is most unfortunate. Al-
though the market fragmentation that could rault from this very serious 
omission baa been kept somewhat in check by cue-law of the Court of 
Justice of the EC (respecting the existence of property rights but limiting the 
exm:iae of them in so far as it would lead to induce market fragmentation), 
both patents and trade marb are still national. Not only is this wuteful and 
may it inhibit tecbnical proare11 at the maqin, it may also eft'ec:tiwly block 
ecceu to specific national product markets. An attempt to agree on a Com· 
munity patent failed in the 1960s and the only (signif'lcant) reduction of 
transaction coats, accomplished since that time, is a unified and centralized 
application procedure under the Munich Patent Convention of 1973. How-
ever, patents remain national and (distinct) national laws apply. 
(d) Clearance of excisea and VAT payments at inner frontiers is probably the 
most important reason for maintainina the customs there. Again, having 
harmonized the indirect tax system and (at 1eut, formally) the bue in terma 
of taxable products, reduces significantly the waiting times and enhances 
economic and legal certainty Pis-a-vu the national customs services. But it 
does not do away with all transaction costs and, in this way, renders croa-
frontier intra-EC trade more costly than domestic trade (uteri., porlb,u). The 
problems are even puter in the case of excisea where little harmonization 
baa been achieved in the EC. 'Fiscal frontiers' are an important omiaion 
becauae they relate to very many products and becauae they mab it easier 
for Member States to employ the 'residual' cuatoma services for oth« checb 
or interventions (like the 'monetary compensatory amounts' in apiculture, 
for instance) and so prevent a cuatoms-leu intornal market. Even attempts to 
defer VAT payments for regular traders and shift clearance to inland tax 
offices (as is established practice in Benelux, and was prectued by the UI{ 
until 1985) have failed at EC level. 
Insofar as wide disparities in indirect tax rates lead to distortions in intra-BC 
trade despite the application of the destination principle (entitling exporters 
to a full tax rd'und), some approximation of tax and exciee rates may ave a 
double purpose: it would permit especially the high-tax Member States to 
giw up their resistance to customs-less trade and it would virtually eliminate 
IUCb distortions by removing their cause. But no approximation of indirect 
tax rates and virtually none in excises has taken place. 
(di) &change controls of Member States are required not to inhibit intra-EC 
product trade but in fact they have implied extra paper work, waiting time 
or even interest Jouea on deposits, causing intra-EC trade to be leu attract· 
ive than domestic trade. Moreover, also exchange controls may stiffen 
Member States in their resistance to give up customs controls at frontiers. 
More generally, exchange controls can create or maintain a general percep-
tion that riab and thresholds for intra-EC exchange are fairly high, so that 
small enterprises and new entrants may well be discouraged in exploiting the 
internal market; also, individual arbitrage may be effectively blocked by auch 
measures. 
Of course, exchange controls are a consequence of macroeconomic policy 
dift'erences and their removal is dependent upon spontaneous alignment or 
explicit coordination of such policies. After very modest attempts in the 
19608, little or no joint surveillance of exchange controls (especially on 
financial capital movements) was exercised until, in December 1984, the EC 
Monetary Committee resumed this function. Today's Community baa m 
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Member States with exchange controls that may, directly or indirectly, dia-
couragc intra-EC trade: France, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Ireland and Gnecc. 
(iv) The common trade policy is, in fact, not so common. This unfortunate fact 
does not impinge upon free intra-EC trade of products of Community origin. 
However, certain products from certain third countries are subject to • /«to 
or even ek Jure national trade policies and hence do not eitjoy free drculatioa 
inside the EC. Important examples include virtually all textiles and clotbina 
products from exporten under the Multifibre Agreement, can from Japan 
and various consumer electronics and leather and sporting goods from IISY-
eral East Asian countries such as Taiwan, Bona Kong, South Korea and 
Singapore. The complexity of the mixed EC/national trade policy regime is 
too great to explain here. a Crucial is that Article 115 EEC is used u a legal 
base for pennitting Member States in a number of cases to interrupt free 
circulation inside the internal market. Not only does this tend to create 
differences in competitive conditions in the various national markets (hence, 
it violates the notion of one internal market), it also leads to frontier checks 
on intra-EC shipments in order to find out the origin of the products traded, 
even if they do not come from those third countries. This amounts to a 
serious setback in that such origin controls are a characteristic of (much I• 
ambitious) free trade areas, rather than of a customs union like the EC. 
In case national trade policies utilize so-called 'voluntary export constraints', 
Article 115 EEC can not be invoked and 'parallel imports' from other EC 
Member States remain possible. Typically, the 'voluntary' restraint will in-
clude a promise not to exploit the transit trade opportunities in the EC (by 
imposing a maximum market share) and individual arbitrage by independent 
traders or consumers tends to be discouraged by administrative and technical 
controls, whenever possible. 
(v) The physical transport of products is not entirety free in the Community, 
unlike the payments for intra-EC trade. Unrestricted transport of products is 
a necessary condition to realize one internal market and the present state of 
EC accomplishments leaves lamentable omissions. Ruling in 1985 on a case 
brought before the Court by the European Parliament, the Court convicted 
the Council of Ministers, declaring that it had 'failed to act' (in the sense of 
Article 175 EEC) because no common transport policy had been adopted in 
violation of Articles 74 and 15. In other words, accomplishments in 1985 bad 
not removed discrimination in transport of products, particularly not in road 
haulage and air transport. Serious derogations from the principle of un-
restricted provision of transport services are the national road transport 
quota and permit systems, and the effective denial to non-resident road 
carriers of 'cabotage' (i.e. intra-country transport by non-residents). In air 
transport, busin~ travel (i.e. scheduled air traffic) is governed by a very 
restrictive and anti-competitive system of (secret) bilaterals, preventing easy 
entry into the sector, limiting product innovation, virtually freezing the route 
structure and ca~ty and weakening seriously the incentives for price com• 
petition. 9 Air fmpt transport has a less restrictive regime but these NrVices 
are of lesser importance for intra-EC transport. 
It should be realized that transport is a bigbly regulated sector. Hence, the 
freedom to supply transport services throughout the internal market will 
depend on agreement about the common regulation of the aector. Experience 
has shown that prosn,ss oil the latter is slow and difficult. 
In this category one is confronted with public economic barriers, although form-
ally there is no problem of access to a Member State's product market. Dis-
• See the eaaya in V61br (od.), 1983, Pelkmans, 1984 (Cliapter 8) and Pelkmam, 1986-b ror 
elaboration. See alao Hine. 1985. 
9 For recent ana1yaaa, -. for .imtance Pelkmans, 198k, Midaaud and '1boelllt. 1982 and 
. Sic:bdlcbmidt, 1984. 
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criminatory interventions by national governments cause distortions of competi· 
tion in that non-resident or non-national compctiton are put at an artific:ial 
diaadvantage. Many replatory possibilities to maintain such diacrimination can be 
(and haw: been) eff'ec::tively eliminated by Commission surveillance and the Coun'a 
judicial review based on several articles in the BBC Treaty. It is eapecielly the 
financial capabilities of Member States that have continued to eqondcr .-io111 
economic fragmentation of the internal market. The omiuions should be looked 
for in inadequacies and weaknesses in the factual Commiaion auneilJance, includ· 
ing ita capacity to assemble all the relevant information and ita political authority 
to anploy sanctions or other credible threats. To be sure. this is frequently a 
result of unwillingness of Member States or insufficient Commisaion powen. 
Three categories will be briefly mentioned: 
(i) surveiUancc of national aids to industry; 
(ii) surveillance of public enterprises; 
(m') surveillance of public procurement practicea. 
Natlllnal aids to industry 
During the 1970s and early I 980s a sharp contrast developed between the Com-
mission surveillance of public aids to industry, on paper, and the actual distor-
tions of the internal market. 
For the details of the aid regime the reader is referred to the literature. 10 On 
paper the key provisions are a few Treaty articles and the Commisaion'a official 
policy criteria. Article 4 of the BCSC Treaty prohibits public aids to coal and 
ateel, in principle. Article 92 of the EEC Treaty declares as 'incompatible with the 
common market' 'any aid ... which distorts or threatens to distort competition'. 
Articles 92 and 93 EEC provide for a few major exceptions and a few marpia1 
ones, particularly for regional policy (subject to criteria that are to be developed 
by the Commission), sectoral policy ('facilitate the development of certain econ-
omic activities ... where such aid does not edwnely affect tradin& conditiona to an 
at.ent contrary to the common interest') and special cues ('the execution of an 
important project of common European interest' or in cue of the need 'to remedy 
a .-ious disturbance in the economy of a Member State'). 
Although problems may ariae with regard to regional aids. pertic:ularly when 
regions in diff'erent Member States attempt to overbid one another in attractina 
direct inwstments or when the sectoral composition of reaional aids tends to 
undermine the surveillance of sectoral aids, the real problem& are to be found in 
general and sectoral aids programmes. The Commiaaion bas tended to take a 
fairly strict view on general aids. This position was endoned by the Court in the 
Philip Mo"is case:' ... State aids are in principle incompatible with the common 
market. The discretionary power of the Commission should only be exerciled 
when the aids proposed by Member States contribute to the achievement of the 
Community objectives and interest set out in Article 92 (3) EEC. The national 
interest of a Member State or the benefits obtained by the recipient of aid in 
contributing to the national interest do not by themaelves justify the politiw 
exerc:iae of the Commission's discretionary powen'. 11 With respect to sectoral aid 
appropriate guidelines have already been publisbed in 1972. Sectoral aid baa to be 
seloctiw:, temporary and degressive over time. Plnly conaerving aid, propping up 
rmm without reference to restructuring or reconversion programmes bas to be 
abolished. In sectors with adjustment problems, aid ought not to have capecity-
inc:reasing effects. Finally, aid ought not to hinder structural industrial chanae, 
Thus, on paper aid surveillance in the EC appean to aim to facilitate rationaliz. 
ation processes in industry. Aid is strictly conCGved so as to strengthen the 
adaptive capacity of firms and lower the tangible and intangible social coata of 
10 See, Inter alu,, Winter (1981), Seidel (1984), the contributions of eapecially Z.ippel and 
Renpling in Borner and Neundorfer (eds), 1984, and V6lbr ,, al., 1986. 
II Cuc 7'30/79; quotation taken from EC Commilllion, T,ntll kport °" ~ Pollq, 
Bn111c1s. 1981, p. 1Sl. 
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transition. Therefore the problem of a possible diatortion of competition in the 
internal market would seem to be bearable. 
In the economic reality, especially after 1973, distortive aids in the Community 
have rapidly multiplied, in some sectors to plainly ridiculous levels. In shipbuild· 
ing. textiles and clothing and steel, so-called 'crisia aid' has come to be accepted 
that was at times so high that non-aided competitors had no chance to exploit 
their efficiency and competitive edge in the internal market. In shipbuildins and 
steel it ia no exaggeration to state that, for many years, competition wu not 
merely distorted but throttled by national aids and recurrent 'matching' by other 
Member States. Of course, the Commission was well aware of this frapnentation 
(and undermining of the functioning) of the internal market 12 but for yean it had 
to struggle against the unwillingness and resistance of many if not all Member 
States to respect the surveillance criteria, and even notification obligations. IJ The 
situation has improved later in the 1980s but aids in steel, shipbuilding and the car 
industry are still substantial. Helped by a change in the socio-economic climate 
and budgetary constraints of Member States, the Commission has become much 
more strict in using its powers and has significantly stepped up the number of 
infringement procedures before the Court. 
Public enterprises 
Article 222 EEC specifies that Member States are free to regulate their systeml of 
property. But the exercise of these property rights is subject to Community law, 
including the rules on competition. Thus, Article 90(1) states that national ,own• 
ments are not to make public enterprises behave any dift'erent from private firms 
except when explicitly provided for. Particularly the overt and covert financial tiea 
between public authorities (including public banks and special credit institutions) 
and public enterprises are a major source of concern in the internal market. The 
most worrying aspect is undoubtedly the practice of automatic underwriting of 
losses of some public firms in countries such as Spain, Portugal, Italy, Fl'IDCI and 
Greece and, for public steelmills, in all relevant Member States. More subtle and 
less visible distortions of competition may also result from the special financ:ial ties 
between governments and 'their' public firms. 
The 'transparency directive' of 1980 14 signalled the beginning of <::ommission 
surveillance of public aid to public enterprises irrespective of the channela of 
transmission. The directive (upheld in Court in 1982) obliges Member States to 
collaborate in supplying all the relevant data and other information on the finan. 
cia1 ties between public firms and public institutions so as to enable the Commis-
sion to exercise surveillance and prevent or eliminate distortions of competition in 
the internal market. 
The Commission has initiated investigations in five sectors (motor vehicles, ~-
made fibres, textile machinery, manufactured tobacco and shipbuilding). In 1985 
the Commission adopted a directive ts extending the coverage of the tramparency 
directive to sectors (hitherto excluded) such as water supplies, energy, posts and 
telecommunications, transport and credit institutions. 
Now that the informational and procedural problems in the question of aids to 
public enterprises are gradually reduced, the policy problem begins to oonveqe 
more and more with the general one of public aids to industry, to wit, bow to 
make the surveillance effective in getting rid of the distortions in the internal 
market. 
12 See, for instance, the statement in EC Commission, E/nentl, Report on Competition Polley, 
Brusaels, 1982, pp. lll-115. 
13 See for instance a Commission communication on cases of non-notification and late 
notification, in Official Joumal of the European Commwlitiu, C 252, 30 September 1980. 
14 Directive 80/723/EEC as published in the OffrclaJ Joumal of the Europ«III C,,,,.,,,,.,,., 
L 195, 27 July 1980. 
U Directive 85/413/EEC as published in the Official Journal of the Ellrop«llt Cor,,,,a,nlda, 
L229, 28 August 198S. 
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Public procuremmt 
Neither the formal prohibition of discriminatory public procurement in 1969 nor 
the harmoni:zation of procurement and tendering procedures (in 1971 and 1977) 
bas bad any diarnable impact on the actual (virtually complete) frapiontation 
of the markets for supply of products to governments and for public works. The 
ftnt report of the Commission on the matter 16 demonatratea that there is no IUcb 
thing as an internal market for these goods, i.e. intra-EC crou-frontior public 
procurement (for products falling under the procodunl directive) is barely above 
aro percent. Since this compares with large absolute intra-EC industrial trado and 
also with penetration rates for intra-EC exports in Member States ranaing bo-
CWND roughly 20°/o and 40"/o or oven higher, the failure to remove diac:rimination 
in public procurement amounts to a cardinal omission in tbe internal market. Not 
only is the omission striking in that tho failure is ao 'complete', it is also lamen-
table bocauae the economic importance of public procurement ia big: 
'g,,eaatim•tes' amount to some 400 billion ECU or more! 
Yet. tho Commission will have a hard time to overcome resistance. Data are 
extmnoly difficult to come by and discretion is almost always such that infriqo-
ment procedures will remain unauccoaaful. Even more importandy, tho unwilling-
noas to liberali7.e has to do with ' ... a deep-rooted feeling ... that taxpayers' money 
should be used to purchase domestic goods and not foreign goods', as Charpentier 
and Clark (1975, p. 15) obeervod in their penetrating survey. 
There are at least three arguments mitigating the economic importance of this 
large omission. First, budgetary conatraints have increased the sensitivity for large 
cost differentials, hence competition may perhaps be indirectly effective throlllh 
tendering with non-resident suppliers (even though they do not obtain tho order). 
Socond, market interdependence in the EC is so great that nearly all 'domeatic' 
awards of contracts still lead to foreign subcontracting or imports of compononts. 
Third, in high technology sectors or defence, domestic supplies may not be am• 
able or may in fact serve as consortia with little or no effective diacrimination 
resulting. Data do not bring out those considerations. 
Of coune. this does not in the .least undermine the inference that this omiuion 
nooda to be tackled before tho internal market can ewr be 'completed'. 
4. POUCY INCOHERENCE AND MARKET FRAGMENTATION 
The perhaps somewhat encyclopaedic treatment of a long list of 'omissions' in the 
internal market acquls may obscure the fundamental nature of the problem. It 
would be mistaken to believe that the 'completion' of the internal market could be 
reamed by merely agreeing on a list of 'thou shalt not' rules, improving market 
access and eliminating distortions. The economic insufficiency and political im-
possibility of this approach is attributable to the fact that the Community is 
composed of 'mixed economies'. In a schematic way the severe requirements of 
coherent economic policy integration, necessary for removing the 'omiaaiona' in 
tho internal market, are also brought out by Tables 1 and 2. 
Thorefore, it may be insightful to approach the problem of 'incompleteness' of tho 
internal market from the other end. The question posed in this section is: which 
incoherences in economic policy integration should be overcome before the con-
sequent market fragmentation will be removed? Putting the question like this 
emphasi7.es the fact that the incompleteness of the internal market is inseparably 
linked with insufficient integrative ambition in a number of important economic 
policies. An exhaustive treatment is unfortunately impossible in this study. 1be 
analysis will concentrate on the needed coherence among four EC policies: compe-
tition policy, industrial policy, trade policy and formal market access. As will 
become doar from the requirements for formal market accoas, a more com-
prehensive analysis should also trace the demands on positive integration (lwmo-
ni:zation and coordination) for transport policy, filCal policy and macrooconomic 
16 COM(84) 717, Public supply contracts, conclusions and pcrspcctive, 14 December 1984.· 
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stabilization policy. Although this study will be relatively short on macroeconomic 
issues, while referring to the literature in the cases of transport policy and filcal 
policy, one central conclusion becomes evident already at this point: 'completing' 
the internal product market is a highly ambitious objective, requiring an inter-
dependent programme of economic integration in a number of important polic:ies. 
This conclusion is elaborated in Chapter 3. 
Figure I gives a schematic view of the fragmentation of the internal market 
resulting from the incoherences in the four economic policies at BC level. 
The central idea is that combinations of formal market access, trade policy, 
competition policy and industrial policy at Community level are possible whim 
will lead to complete industrial product market integration in the economic aense. 
Various grades of governmental intervention are conceivable; the proviso is, 
however, that no fragmentation takes place, in other words, that neither the 
national frontier nor the connected residency or nationality of economic agents is 
the differentiating criterion in this governmental intervention. This means that for 
all national interventions the compatibility will be stipulated at Community level. 
Obviously this also implies that Community decision-making - prefederal as it is 
- does not lend to the de facto fragmenting national measures a formal cover of 
jointness squeezed out by threats of vetos. How ambitious both conditions are can 
be perceived at a glance from Figure I. 
The core of the figure is the integrative policy rhomb which stimulates the main 
goal - market integration, in the centre of the figure. In short the internal market 
regime, as defined here, consists of the elimination of border interventions and 
other barriers to access (formal market access), uniform protection towards third 
countries, uniform competition policy with respect to enterprises and neptive and 
positive joint industrial policy. Measures within the policy rhomb are integrative; 
the omissions, as shown outside the rhomb, fragment the internal market. 
Each of the four policy sections of the internal market regime has imperfections or 
exceptions in the assignment of functions to the EC level, that lead to market 
fragmentation. Figure 1 aims at giving a simplified inventory. That the fragment-
ing effects of all sorts of national measures or Community exceptions dift'er quite 
strongly cannot be deduced from the figure itself. The attraction of Figure I lie8 
primarily in the fact that it provides a clear picture. In fact each discontinuation 
of a fragmenting omission comes down to the 'internalization' of~ policy 
question within the integrative policy rhomb. The internal product market is 
completed should all omissions be 'internalized' by policy changes. 
In Chapter 3 Figure I will therefore be used as guideline. In this section the fapre 
will be briefly discussed with respect to competition policy, trade policy and 
industrial policy. For an explanation of formal market access we refer to the 
previous section, be it that the questions described there concerning technical 
regulations and standards are included here under industrial policy. 
Competition policy and market fragmentation 
Community competition policy is generally differentiated with respect to the 
conduct of undertakinp (Articles 8.S and 86 EEC;! Article 90 EEC) and that with 
respect to the distortion of competition due to Member States (Articles 92 and 93 
EEC; Article 4 ECSC). Both aspects are included in the same BBC Treaty chapter 
under the title 'Rules on competition'. From an economic perspective this joining 
is arbitrary. Thus, similar, if not more serious infringements of competition in the 
internal market by Member States can be countered by rules and cue-law on 
'measures having equivalent effect• such as quantitative restrictions (Articles 30 to 
' 36 EEC) and by perfecting the Community trade policy. It seems a better idea to·· 
take competition policy in a narrower sense to mean the policy concerniq the 
conduct of undertakings in the internal market and to consider the supervision of 
public aid as 'negative' (for imposing restrictions on Member States) indUltrial 
policy. This distinction is adhered to in the following. 
If one investigates the extent to which the common competition policy cooccrnina 
undertakings still leaves significant scope for fragmentation of the interaal market, 
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Figure I 
Remallllac ,...._ .... el die EC Anl bW ,...._ 1WU1 
(Residual) rormalitiea at frontier 
Exchanp controls 
VAT clearing 
Transport permits 
Trade protection, Art. 115 EEC 
(deflection via EC partners) 
Not in tclecom 
EC product 
market Integration 
Art. 115 EEC 
• Amorphous' protection 
Negatl<tt Industrial polky 
lncfTcctive EC 
surveillance in: Too little in transport (cap. air) 
Exclusive distribution (esp. can) (i) public aid to (national) industry 
(ii) (national) financing of public firms 
(iii) public procurement . 
Positi'tt industrial polky 
Insufficient EC aid (u a substitute) 
No EC corporate law 
No Ee.wide patent; trade mark 
Lackina EC 1tandardl 
Note: Integration in the rhomb, frapnentation by omissions of the EC !'Clime still outside the 
rhomb. Completion or the internal product market comilta or the 'intcrnalimtion' of the 
frapnentating omissions into the rhomb. 
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then three problems can be mentioned: the (in)sufficiency of EC competences in 
certain kinds of markets, the exemption policy and questions of application and 
implementation. 
The competition policy competences of the EC are not applicable in all markets of 
importance for the internal market. So they are not operative in factor markets 
(e.g. for labour and financial capital) and only to a limited .extent in a number of 
service markets. These markets are often strictly regulated by the Member States 
so that factor or services interchange in the EC cannot by a long shot be ascribed 
the integrative significance trade has in the internaJ product market. Consequendy 
segmentations of or differences between services and factor markets of the 
Member States can lead to divergent competitive conditions for undertakings from 
the various Member States which, for what concerns their market conduct in the 
internaJ product market, do fall under the Community competition policy. Neither 
has the Community competition policy any relation to government interventions 
which arise from macroeconomic stabilization or redistribution policy, such as 
credit policy (whether or not quantitative), tax policy, social surcharges or wage 
structures. However, because trade and establishment are liberalized to quite an • 
extent within the Community and market interdependence has increased stroqly, 
these formal policy freedoms of the Member States have in fact shrunk to small 
margins of autonomous policy. This does not detract from the fact that when 
eventually intra-EC trade and/or establishment is restrained - often with other 
legitimate goals in mind - the pressure of competition will disappear and symp-
toms of market fragmentation emerge. 
For instance the EC market for private cars (as opposed to that of automobile 
spare parts) is seriously fragmented by the combination of exclusive distribution 
systems on a national basis permitted by the EC, national technical inspection, 
fiscal differences and differences in macroeconomic and factor market policy 
between Member States. 17 In a federal economy the exemption of car dealen 
from Article 85 EEC could not easily cause large price differences which are 
indicative of market fragmentation. In the prefederal EC of 1983 the Commission 
felt compelled to propose that the exemption of the dealers from Article 85 be 
linked to maximum price disparities between national auto markets. That this is 
somewhat of a threat for dealers is apparent from the sometimes considerable 
differences in business cycles between Member States, and the regularly occurring 
changes in exchange rates in the EMS (and floating rates of exchange for the 
pound and the drachma). Obviously it cannot be stipulated that competition 
policy ought to reach all factor and service markets unless one wants to dismantle 
the prevalent mixed economic order in the Member States. None the less divergent 
insurance tariff.'l and telephone tariffs between Member States bring market frag• 
mentation costs with them, which, with the current intensity of trade, are not so 
marginal as one would presume at first sight. One can also point out all sorts of 
market fragmenting effects of the omission of competition policy in air transport, 
pardy in freight but primarily in regular passenger traffic. 
The exemptions policy is primarily of importance for Article 85 EEC which 
forbids cooperation, collusion or concertation of conduct between otherwise in-
dependent undertakings. Three important group exemptions are allowed: exclusive 
distibution (in a Member State, and per region), cooperation between undertak· 
ings to promote specialization in the production sphere or joint research and 
product development in the so-called pre-competitive phase and the sale of re-
strictive licences to other undertakings in the internal market. Ultimately all three 
are based on retaining and strengthening high quality production and distribution 
and the promotion of innovation, goals which are instrumental for • ... a continuous 
and balanced expansion' and ' ... an accelerated raising of the standard of living' as 
mentioned in Article 2 EEC. However they can have market fragmenting effects 
which go further than a marginal curtailment of competition. This is namely the 
case with the group exemption for exclusive distribution. If one prevents arbit-
11 Sec Pelkmans, 1984, pp. 214-216; for more extensive and legal·tcchnical treatmenta, llOe tbe 
papen by Joerges, Glatz and Sharpe in Goyens (ed.), 198S. 
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ration between two 'national' car markets, then price discrimination can result 
which must be seen as a prejudicial by-product of the group exemption for car 
dealers. Personal arbitration " is allowed but for all sorts of other reasons, such as 
gowrnment interventions at the borders; VAT clearance; inspection, is strongly 
discouraged while the exemption is not connected to the aeneral obligation to 
carry out repairs and controls falling under the guarantee independent of tho place 
where the proof of guarantee has been issued. As stated previously all of this can 
be agravated by diverging business cycles and changes in exchange rates. 
In the application of the Community competition rules the scope is in fact being 
further restricted. In principle the competition rules are applicable to all five types 
of transport (rail, road, inland waterways, sea and air). However this was only 
acknowledged in the 1970s after the pronouncements of the Court of Justice on 
sea transport which mutatls mutandi.r can also be applied to air transport. In the 
EC the implementation measures for air transport have as yet to be agreed in the 
Council. The resutar passenger air transport, and to a lesser extent freight traffic, 
remain for this reason subject to bilateral agreements with extremely restrictive 
regulations concerning route access, landing rights, prices and route capacity. In 
addition the national air transport authorities allow far-reaching cartel formation 
which would be extremely pernicious in other markets even if one considers the 
social and regional functions of public (air) transport. The functioning of the 
internal market is certainly not furthered by this frapnentation of the internal 
transport market, because the passenger-kilometer price in the EC has become 
relatively high due to these practices (for instance in the USA the price for routes 
of comparable distance is lower even if one leaves the complex landing and take-
off routes in Europe and the airport taxes outside consideration). 
The implementation of EC competition policy is relatively unproblematic, at least 
with regard to private undertakings. The Commiuion and the Court of Justice are 
unanimous in strictly refusing cartels or concertation of conduct along national 
lines, e.g. by agreed export and/or import bans. The fines in these cues are high 
in order to generate the required shock effect. Despite this, incidental cases are 
still being found in industries with relatively homogeneous products (bulk chemi-
cals, glass, zinc, cement, etc.). In November 1984 the European Commission 
imposed the highest fine ever in the EC on a cartel of hydrogen peroxide and 
derivatives producers: five companies together were punished for 9 million ECU 
because for 20 years ( I) they had divided the market up along national lines, with 
fixed quotas and harmonized prices. Also the segmentation of product markets of 
Member States and price discrimination by dominant multinationals (ex Article 86 
EEC) has been repeatedly punished. Supervision of public enterprises is much 
more difficult. There are many public enterprises in the EC which, in their econ-
omic behaviour, cannot be distinguished from private enterprises. Other public 
enterprises are however under government control or indirectly benefit from 
government policy, admittedly often to serve as instruments for the implemen-
tation of social and regional industrial policy. It seems more correct to list these 
problems under the incoherencies of internal market and industrial policy. 
Taken altogether the market fragmenting effects of the shortcomings in EC com-
petition policy for undertakings are limited, although in some cases, whether or 
not by interaction with other omissions in the negative or positive integration, 
certainly not marginal. 
Trade policy and market fragmentation 
Community trade policy has two sorts of omissions which (can) have market 
fragmenting effects: all disparities in trade policy sanctioned by the Commission 
arising from Member States, ex Article 115 EEC, and informal forms of national 
11 Arbitrage is trade between markets with different pric::es (tending to exert a pfice.()onveJJinl 
pressure between the two markets). Personal arbitrage indicates non-professional trade by 
individuals; it is, in the case of cars, usually based on transactions of one piece at a time (liwn 
rules for technical inspection). 
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protection vis-a-vis imports from third countries. The two omissions are diatinct 
according to grade and durability of the resulting market fraamentation. Article 
115 EEC makes it possible for Member States to resort to intra-EC border 
interventions in order to hinder certain imports from third countries deflected Yia 
other EC countries. The informal forms of protection, e.g. voluntary export 
restraints with certain third countries or their sectonl export orpnizadons, do not 
make this intervention possible. Should here trade shifts threaten to undermine the 
'voluntary export restraint', then the Member State concerned will have to come 
to an understanding with the exporting country. This fundamental 1epl differeDce 
may well be of much smaller economic significance because product substitution 
remains possible. It is for instance known that the voluntary limitation of 
Japanese car exports to the United Kingdom entered into by the British auto 
sector and the Japanese auto exporters has led to 'trade diversion': the impou-
ibility for the United Kingdom to carry out border interventions within the 
internal market gave continental European auto exporters the chance to increue 
their share in the British market considerably. Thus a disparity in EC trade policy 
led to an artificial increase of intra-EC trade. Such a trade diversion ii actually 
better for the British consumer than a national protective screen but inferior to 
relying on limited tariff protection at EC level with otherwise free import from 
Japan. 
Article 115 ought only be used in extremely exceptional cases: a known, but at the 
same time unique example was the temporary flood of synthetic carpets from the 
United States in 1980 which were only exported to the United Kiqdom. Because 
of a temporary fall in the dollar, the use of certain retailing networks in the 
United Kingdom (which quickened market penetration) and the then still ap-
plicable subsidy on oil produced in the USA as raw material for synthetic fibres, 
an equally dramatic as well as short-lived import peak arose whic:b juatified 
(temporary) protection (under EC supervision) for the United Kingdom. If Ardde 
115 were only used for these exceptional cases, with strict EC supervision, then tbe 
fragmenting effect of trade policy would hardly arise. For that matter the Com-
mission can vary the nature and intensity of the border interventions within the 
internal market quite considerably: e.g. the Commission can empower a Member 
State to introduce 'national' protection while on the internal borders of the 
internal market only statistical surveillance is permitted (so-called 'monitofflll') u 
long as no serious trade deflection threatens to arise. 
Industrial policy and market fragmentation 
Insufficiently effective EC supervision of national aids, national government pro-
curement and the conduct and financing of public enterprises have a fragmentiJl& 
effect on the internal market. This is discussed in Section 3.2. If the neptiw 
Community industrial policy is ineffective this means that the competitive con-
ditions in the Member States are unequal. This not only leads to distortions in the 
trade flows within the internal market, but will also hinder market intopation or 
could lead directly to disintegration. In some cases it can even cause or belp to 
maintain serious distortions in the competitive position on third market,. 
National technical regulations, because of their precision or connection with· 
nationally agreed industrial standards, can hinder or even block trade. The re-
quirement for national test certificates can raise costs or sometimes lead to hardly 
contestable import restrictions. Industrial standards for products for which no 
legal regulations exist can in fact acquire a quasi-industrial policy significance: the 
national government advances the standardiz.ation process only in a sene,al NDle 
and on the basis of general objectives, such as efficiency, but reali7.es at dlltaame 
time that the domestic and quite often the international competitive pi)litiOil ia 
enormously strengthened by tying the domestic demand to the domestic standard 
by homogenizing specification and quality requirements. This point is primarily of 
importance in the four large EC countries. 
Differences between national company law are, strictly viewed, not of direct 
importance for product market integration. Economically viewed this concept\lal 
division between the free movement of aoods and the mobility of production· · 
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factors or parts of undertakings is not particularly adequate nowadays. Not only 
does trade in the internal market quite often lead to such intensive cooperation 
between companies over Member State borders that quasi-vertical connections are 
created which meet all kinds of legal problems. but at the same time the trade 
pattern is the outcome of the integration of commerce and industry in the EC. 
Momentarily this integration is only possible by means of direct investments; 
mergers across borders remain extremely unattractive and other fonns - such as 
a European limited company - are still blocked. This repercuases on the trade 
pattern, e.g. because it cannot allow the specialization and cooperation po~tial 
to be exploited completely. This leads to product and marketing being 
Europeanil.ed to a lesser extent than is possible and that indirectly maintains 
fragmentation. 
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CHAPTER2 
ECONOMIC ARGUMENTS FOR COMPLETION 
Despite considerable and laudable achievements in building one Community prod-
uct market, Chapter I ineecapably leads to the conclusion that numerous caua 
for continued fragmentation of the internal market have remained in eutence. 
Tbere are good legal and political arguments to go further down the road towards 
'completion', if only because Treaty pracriptiona. joindy adhaed to, have to be 
fulfillod. The credibility of the European Community would be at stake if it would 
fail to accomplish the common market, conceived in the Rome Treaty as the 
economic core of in1egration as well as a major political expreuion of the aim of 
doeer togetherness of the peoples of Europe. 
This chapter will stress, however, the economic ar,uments for completing the 
internal market. Althoup there bas been ample attention for the compuatiwly 
poor economic performance of the EC since the mid-1970s, the link with the 
(fragmented) internal market bas virtually always been dealt with in a casual way. 
The praent analysis certainly makes no claim to fill this pp, but it does attempt 
to solidify somewhat the economic underpinning of the arpments for 'com-
pletion'. The need to do this is apparent from the rather acant attention, intB flllo, 
in the White Paper I for the economic case for a completed internal market. Wba& 
is laddng is not so much an exposition of the economic wb11ua in terma of 
European economic growth and employment, or, for that matter, the wanina 
competitiveness of the Community's industry - such analyses are available - but 
attempts to attribute these weaknesaes, to a significant extent, to the frqmen-
tation of the internal market Conversely, it bas to be arped what economic 
stimuli a complete internal market is likely to engender. A modest bepming to 
answer these questions is attempted below. 
Fint, the direct advantages of completion will be briefly discussed. Unfortunately, 
no thorough empirical reeearc::h seems available so that it is bani to pt beyond 
roqb .,_.imates'. Second, the indirect advanta,Ds - i.e. the impact on the 
behaviour of economic agents in the markets - will be discussed. In the longer 
nm it is in this category that the true gains oupt to be looked for, perticularly as 
they relate to compedtivenell of EC 6nm and own1l ecoaQIDic growth. · · 
I. DIUCI' ADVANTAGD or COMPLETION 
By direct advantages we mean the economies arising from the abolition of border 
interventions and the avoiding of short-term com of distortions cauaed by dolnes-
tic interventions such as aid, hidden or not, gowrnmeot procunment policy and 
special advantases for public enterpriNS. 
At the start of 1983 2 the European Commission estimated the social costs of 
border interventions within the EC at about 12 000 million BCU. In these COIII, 
obtained by means of extrapolatiq roughly estimated awraps. elements have 
been included such u the waiting time of trucks (estimated at about I billion 
BCU). delays, extra personnel or the man-houn needed to fill in documents. and 
the COits and the waiting time for various technical controls. Apart from thal,. this 
total includes all cross-border trade. for example, trade in agricultural aoods and 
in qro-industrial products. Potential economi• in the total costs of national 
customa Nrviccs with the completion of the internal market have not been coun-
ted. Tbe gradually diminishing and, in the course of time, unnecessary customa 
work on the intra-EC fronticn would presumably be compensated for by a mar-
psal strengthening in the VAT control on busiDellel (m the cue of the 
• See White Paper, p. 5; COM(BS) 310 or 14 June 1985. 
2 See COM(83) 80 or 28 February 1983. 
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implementation in the entire EC of the VAT deferred payments scheme); 
moreover good re-training facilities should be set up before customs ofTICel'II an, 
incorporated elsewhere in the public administration. The changa requinld in the 
si7.CI of the national customs services diverge sharply with Luxembourg at the one 
extreme - Luxembourg hu only EC frontiers - and Greece, Ireland and the 
United Kingdom at the other extreme, with no immediate EC borders; alao Italy 
and Denmark, and later Spain and Portugal cannot in thinespect be compued 
with, for instance, BeJaium and Germany. 
Economies in coats caused by a lack of bannoniation in technical repladom an, 
not known. These coats are extremely difficult to calculate, even per enterprile, 
because larger companies literally produce tho111811ds of product, of all abapea and 
sizes which are moduled according to varying technical regulations, but allO 
according to intrinsic or commercial business requirements for reuom of marbt 
strategy. Extrapolation is also not possible, even by rough approximation becaUN 
scale and product speci(acation can diverge quite sharply. In induatrial aecton such 
as pharmaceuticals, automobiles and consumer electronics. the coats of imufflc:ient 
bannonization of regulations and atandarda can run quite high becaWIC it is 
known that technical requirements are not completely (and IOlbltimea not at all) 
bannonir.ed there, while at the same time scale production is in most CUN decilive 
for the coat-price. However, a number of cases haw been aolwd by 'apontaneoua' 
standardization in industry, standards which quite often appear u national tep.. 
lation (e.g. by reference). Everything considered, enormous potential aavinp are at 
issue but how much these could be cannot be stated. > For example. in the Dekker 
Plan (Dekker, 198S) it was reported that 30"/o of the working capital of Pbilipl ii 
stock. Unfortunately Mr Dekker makes no estimate of the expected aaviap in this 
should the internal market be completed. 
The short-term coats of national interventions which aim to prewnt or delay 
adaptation to Community and other competition are probably even peaa tbaa 
the costs connected with border interventions. 
Firstly there are the 'invisible' costs of discriminatory government procurement 
policy. As stated earlier, relevant statistical information on this subject is not 
available. Nevertheless even the simplest calculations show that in this raeld enor-
mous savings are possible. In their report to the European Parliament Albert 
and Ball (1983) start from a calculated total EC government market for goods 
and services, including public works contracts of 400 billion ECU in 1982. Ac-
cording to Albert and Ball, should 100/o too much of this purchue price have been 
paid by giving preference to national producers, then the potential savings is 
40 billion ECU, a gigantic sum. In 1982 this was twice as much u the entire EC 
budget! It is just speculating to try to establish any certainty with such sums. For 
simple consumer goods 100/o scema fairly high; the government is a hup buyer 
and with good coordinated procurement is likely to obtain diecount. Howewr in 
the case of advanced or stronaly differentiated (thenfore not compuable) prod-
ucts. military equipment purchases and special public works, this penmfaae 
could sometimes be on the low to very low side· becaUIC in these cues then ii 
usually little competition to be expected on the national lcale while in the interml 
market this would certainly be poesible. Moreover it should be reaued tbat 
actually only France has a central procuremont policy and even the quite uniqm 
Dutch State Procurement Office does not by any nan, coordinate all apecial 
purchases. The question can also be asked of whether the entire sum of 40 billion 
ECU can be considered u wasted money. In the current world relation, or 
induatrial politics procurement policy plays an important role in a number of 
sophisticated industries. This certainly applies to the USA (NeJaon, ed., 1983) and 
Japan. It is therefore realistic, and under certain conditions even adviaable that the 
actual liberaliz.ation of government procurement policy in the EC Member Statea 
be accompanied by a European procurement policy for sopbiaticated products, 
prototypes, capital goods for power stations and military equipment. The political. 
technical and psychological barriers to such a policy cannot be UDdenstimated. 
3 See Pelkmana, 1986-d, for elaboration. 
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Whatever happens a limited part of the estimated 40 billion ECU would then be 
ncccssary for European procurement policy. It i11 not possible to judp whether 
this should be considered as necessary 'investment' in the competitiveneu of 
European industry or as unnecessary costs; ideally, positively the rmt. 
Secondly, tremendous economies are possible in the social costs of go\'el'Dlllellt 
aid. Two types of costs are mentioned: budgetary costs and 'welfare Iola' (i.e. 
overall output losses). Although it is often said that politicians prefer 'invisible' 
instruments, like trade protection, to financial aid, which is 'visible' on the govern-
ment budget, it is undeniable that financial aid to enterprises in BC countries bas 
increased substantially ever since the 1973 oil crisis. In addition governments haw 
done their very best to channel this financial aid through so many institutions, in 
80 many forms and by means of so many measures, that we can speak of a 
confusing and unclear picture. Accurate studies concerning financial aid in the 
entire Community do not exist, at least not publicly (as a matter of fact, the 
European Commission should be formally informed of all aid granted! Whether 
this really happens is doubtful). • If sectoral, regional, export and general aid (e.g. 
fiacal investment measures, which aim for a stimulating effect) are added up, the 
most reliable estimate for 1981 is about 32 billion ECU of budgetary support to 
European industry. This estimate was presented to the author by well-informed 
circles but to his best knowledge it cannot be verified from documentation on tbe 
subject. Also the following information broken down per Member State was 
given: aid, expressed as percentage of the country's industrial production, wu 
between 2"/o and S"/o for Greece, The Netherlands and Germany; between S"/o and 
10"/o for France, the United Kingdom. Denmark., Italy and Luxembourg; between 
10"/. and 15% for Ireland and over IS"/o for Belgium. Now that it is pnerally 
realized in the EC that aid on this scale cannot be maintained nor does it make 
senae, these estimates show clearly the huge economies which can be achieved by a 
policy aimed at adaptation, with only minimal and strictly temporary and degresa-
iw aid. In the very short term one may not merely define reduction in aid as a 
savings considering that it will be accompanied by temporary social costs. On the 
other hand aid leads to 'welfare loues' as well, because the efficient enterpriael ue 
inhibited in their expansion o"Yer the Euromarket. Estimates of these •welfare 
loam' haw similarly not been documented. However it should be kept in mind 
that steel subsidies are a conaic:lerable part of the aid reported ( one-third, prob-
ably): in the steel sector underproduction losses are mentioned w~. at least in 
the 19808, ran into many hundreds of millions of ECU even in the larger efficient 
enterpriael. Reduction in aid, and conaequcntly restructuring, would reduce the 
underproduction lOIIICS of the efficient enterprises (frequently not subsidiad) 
quickly or tum them into profit. 
The European automobile industry bas been running at a loss for many years (m 
1984 alone, around 1.2 billion BCU) sand receives what is in fact aid to cover 
underproduction losses, or if you prefer, overcapacity losses. In this sector reduc-
tion in aid would also benefit efficiency in addition to obvious budgetary savings. 
1be fragmentation of the internal market because of the aid granted is much 
greater than many have reali7.ed or have wanted to reali7.e until just recently. This 
fragmentation could be stopped by ending sectoral aid (both direct as well u 
fiscal), by strictly limiting the so-called 'general' aid and really coordinating 
regional aid. Over time billions ofBCU could be saved in the budget and, by the 
better use of the Euromarket, the healthy firms' efl"tciency in the relevant sector 
would be considerably stimulated. 
Thirdly economics are possible by only allowing public enterprises to be protected 
from BC competition in special cases, ex Article 90 EBC. Although this question 
is politically and legally more complicated than the granting of aid to private 
enterprises, it does not appear to be economically different from the previous two 
points. Mostly protection of public enterprises is in the form of preferential 
treatment with government contacts, aid, hidden or otherwise, and capital par-
4 See DOie 13 of Chapter I. 
5 The Economist, 12 January l98S, pp. S9-60. 
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ticipation, etc. Where moreover regulation is employed, it must fall under tho 
cummt 'omissions' of the internal market (such as telecom). 
All together the roughly estimated direct economies with completion of the int«-
nal market might perhaps reach about 2% to 5% of the Community poss prod-
uct, which can certainly be referred to as considerable. If this 'auesatimate' would 
be correct, it is worthwhile to undertake empirical reaearc"1 to obtain more reliable 
outcomes. 
2. COMPLETION OF THE INTERNAL MARKET, ECONOMIC GROWIH 
AND COMPE'ITflVENE§ 
The completion of the internal market also leads to indirect advantaaee, which are 
mostly operative in the medium and long term but will continue to influence 
industrial development favourably. The connection between market intepation, 
competitiveness and growth is primarily concerned. 
2.1. Growth and compedtlftlle8S 
Economic growth can be referred to as a process of 'creative destruction' (a term 
of Josef Schumpeter). It is in fact a mixture of processes of quickening and 
slackening growth in the sales of products on the one hand and of decline in 
unsuitable or (relatively) unwanted products on the other. A strategy of growth 
for a region, country or group of countries, but also for multiproduct enterpriaea. 
should permanently anticipate shifts towards more suitable or new products by 
making use of the scale technology available, the development of new process 
technology or comparative advantages of other countries, or as the cue may be, 
enterprises with a specific location or market advantage. 
This process of creative destruction leads simultaneously to new and diuppeariq 
products, to new, old and disappearing production techniqUN, to intruectoral 
factor mobility and factor mobility among entirely difl'erent aecton, but also 
among regions. The more rigidities there are in this anticipation and adaptation 
process, the more difficult it is for these transformations to take place and the 
more economic growth is held in check. These rigidities can be caused by all kinda 
of barriers to entry, such as limited access to technical knowledge, imufficient 
specific 'human capital' (employee training plus experience), inadequately de-
veloped risk capital market, regulations as to entry or government limitations on 
sales. Besides this rigidities can arise from barriers to exit, such as employment 
contracts, dismissal law, bankruptcy law, limited labour mobility (which can again 
be influenced by the housing market, social relationships, unemployment allow-
ances, etc.) and too costly private and infrastructural capital destruction. 
Both types of rigidities can be mitigated a great deal by adaptations in prices and 
earnings. For instance the process of replacing old products by new ones can be 
slowed down by a relative reduction in the prices of the old products. Such 
relative price reductions require apin improvement in process technology and 
distribution - if no technical progress, innovation or product difl'erentiation tam 
place there then (relative) price reduction is often only possible by a (relative) 
reduction in earnings. If for example waps are sticky and unlikely to m<M 
downwards then price reduction does not take place fut enough or the technical 
progress will be at the expense of labour. In the rant case the substitution of 
products speeds up again so that the 'old' product branch sbrinka; in the ICICODd 
case an increase in output will go topther with a reduction in employment in the 
branch (or both drop or rise but in distinguishable tempo). In addition intersec-
toral labour mobility and for instance financial capital mobility is a poaitiw 
function of wage flexibility. If growing sectors offer a higher wa,e for a certain 
type of work, then this will promote mobility; at the same time this can reduce 
the barriers to exit in the stagnating sector. Insofar as waps are linked to the 
human capital 'stored' in the worker, intersectoral labour mobility can lead to 
'capital destruction' because the growing sector requires other aector-spec:ific 
experience. This will lead to lower wages and broken careen; rigidities will then 
lead to slower adaptation and more limited growth. 
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Economic growth is thus promoted by lelling the economic system react flexibly 
to sales and profit impulses which in fast-growing industries are in fact greater. At 
the same time the exit costs of undertakings in stagnating or shrinking sectors 
should be kept as low as possible because the marginal factor input can deliver a 
greater contribution to the added value elsewhere in the oconomy. Growth comes 
about through for instance intertemporal factor mobility between declining and 
expanding sectors. 
If we study the 'golden' 15 years between 1958 and 1973 of economic growth in 
the European Community then apparently 6 a number of sectors in all six EC 
countries, plus the United Kingdom, did well: intermediary products such as non-
solid fuels, chemicals, rubber and plastics; the electric and electronic equipment 
industry and automobiles; and services such as telecom, banking and insurance. 
Besides these 'growth triggers' there was a group with no clear picture. In steel, 
for instance, the average annual production growth rate over 1960 to 1973 per EC 
country diverged sharply, from 0.4% in the United Kingdom, and 3.8% in 
Germany and 4.8% in France to 7% in The Netherlands and even 8.2% in Italy. 
The low growers contained mainly final consumers articles, mostly mature pro-
ducts (i.e. where little manufacturing is necessary) in strongly competing markets, 
such as food, drinks, tobacco articles, textiles, clothing, catering services, etc. In 
the golden period only one branch can be found in which production decreased: 
solid fuel, mainly coal. But generalizations should not be made too soon about the 
low growers; while the textiles and clothing sector hardly increased production in 
for example Germany and the United Kingdom, this was certainly the case in 
Italy. The anatomy of the growth can for that matter be exercised at different 
levels of disaggregation. If one looks at sub-sectors then it appears for instance 
that the Italian leather industry grew strongly in the high quality products and 
decreased in very simple footwear which (for example) competed with rubber and 
synthetic substitutes. One would also find that the German machine tool industry 
grew weakly in mechanical instruments and strongly in electronic instruments. 
In the enterprise growth is important, if not the most important aim, under the 
constraint, which should not be taken too lightly, of sufficient gross profit for 
depreciation, new investments, dividend and capital growth. Naturally growth and 
profits are not independent. A well-directed investment policy leads ceteris paribus 
to growth in sales and as a rule growth need not be at the cost of adequate profit 
but profit is more likely to be linked with growth. Detailed treatment of corporate 
strategies obviously cannot take place here but some observations cannot be left 
out. The most important condition for growth with adequate profit is permanent 
retention of competitiveness. This is only possible in the multiproduct enterprise, 
with the apparent wage rigidities, by constant shifts within the product package in 
the direction of growing product markets; for products in stagnating markets this 
is only possible through (relative) drops in pri~ (or quality improvement for 
current prices) which are possible because of scale enlargement, better process 
technology and partial contracting out to countries where lower wages are paid. 
If the market shrinks, or foreign competition increases, then even the prioe reduc-
tion strategy cannot prevent a process of restructuring. This process will be faster 
the more limited exit barriers are, in other words as the alternative utilii.ation of 
product factors such as entrepreneurship, financial capital and labour are not 
p'Clltly hindered, the capital market works better and human capital depends more 
on (re)training rather than on experience only. If restructuring is postponed by 
encroaching on capital or by government subsidies then this must hinder growth, 
and in the long term can reduce growth, independent of recovery in competi-
tiveness by product quality improvement or reconversion. Restructuring in stag-
nating or shrinking sectors is therefore a normal and healthy part of, but at the 
same time a condition for economic growth. 
In expanding or new markets in highly developed economies permanent competi-
tiveness will mostly be defined by investments in sector specific human capital and 
in research, product development, process improvement and marketing. Onoe their 
6 See Maldaguc et al .. 1978. 
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products and processes are standardu.ed then worldwide entry into theae markets 
will be simpler (although with regard to capital intensive brancha the transitional 
period in newly industrialii.ed countries can be extremely lonl); at the same time 
with standardi7.ation the price of the product will be decisive. This must mean that 
wages corrected for productivity differences will define c:ompetitivenms to a con-
siderable extent. If products are differentiated and procc11es complex and partially 
variable then there are numerous specific determining facton of c:ompetithmea. 
An undertaking should certainly be aware that product improvement and/or 
process improvement will be needed permanently bccaWJC otherwise one ll'l'MII in 
the course of time in a atagnating market segment of standardized products eo 
that growth and profit will both come under preutn 
2.2. Emopeaa ........... eempedthaea: • rw .... .._ 
Ever since the initial phase of post-war reconstruction in Western Europe ended, 
repeated surges of concern about the competitiveness of industry could be wit-
nessed. The fint one emerged from what looked like a stubborn 'dollar shortqe'. 
A number of national productivity centres, established under the aUlpiccs of the 
OEEC, discovered large differences in productivity at plant and aector level be-
tween European and US enterprises. Apart from reflecting an arrean in induatrial 
investment, caused by the war, a subatantial part of the pp was attributed to the 
fragmentation of European and world markets. This reasoning supported the 
OEEC drive to get rid of intra-OEEC quantitative restrictions as quickly as 
possible. Scitovsky baaed his forceful plea (Scitovsky, 1957) for European inte-
gration on this remarkable technical inefficiency of the industry in OEEC coun-
tries. Most prominent of all, the Spaak Report (Spaat et al .• 1956), laying the 
foundation for the EEC Treaty negotiations, introduced the innovatiw concept 
of the common market with succinct references to the advantages of the bis 
US internal market. 
The second wave occumd in the mid-1960s when it was feared that the Atlantic 
comparison showed a 'technology' and a 'manqement pp', explainina apeciftc 
elements of the insufficiency of European competitiveness. The preoccupation was 
especially directed at the high-tech sectors. with high value-added and the hipest 
growth rates. It was maintained that American firms enjoyed decisive. me ad-
vantages and were also better at exploiting the common market than EC finm, or 
UK fmns for that matter, appeared to be. The third wave began in the late 1970a 
and has not subsided yet. Were the previous two relatively easy to oven:ome, mm 
at the time, given the favourable macroeconomic climate? Dwina both waves, 
growth rates of European economies were in general higher than thoee of the 
USA, and also high by historical standards. Present concerns have been aura· 
vated by faltering economic growth until very rcamtly and unsatisfactory relative 
economic performance compared to Japan, Asean and the USA after 1981 both in 
terms of growth and employment increments. 
And once again, industry and politicians have turned to the 'common market' u 
the core of a strategy to improve the competitivenea of European induatry. Tbe 
Round Table of European top industrialists was founded, the Esprit proarammc 
was jointly initiated and act up by the European Commilllion and induatry, 
UNICE loudly called for completion of the internal market and indiviclul bis 
companiel launched effective campaigns with cogent papen. ' SUCCllllw European 
Councils since the one held in Copenhagen (December 1982) have emphatically 
stres8ed the priority objective of completing the internal market, a aepuate Inter-
nal Market Council of Ministen was established and, in June 1985, Commiuioner 
Lord Cockfield published an ambitious White Paper, meanwhile embraced at the 
highest political level of Community decision-making, aiming to achieve a 
completed internal market by late 1992 by means of more than 300 lllbltantiw 
policy proposals. 
7 For quotes, see Pcltmana, 1985-a. 
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There is. therefore, every reason to study somewhat more carefully the relation-
ship between the completion of the internal market and the improvement in the 
competitiveness of European industry. I shall do this in several stepe. First, a brief 
review will be provided of the economic effects of the existing internal market for 
industrial products, incomplete as it is, yet not without aignificancie. Second, a 
bird's eye view of some indications, commonly used as an underpinning of the 
low-competitiveness thesis, will be given. Third, the relation between competi-
tiveness of European firms, especially in high-tech secton, and the state of the 
internal market will be worked out. Fourth, an attempt will be made to show that 
the present fragmentation in the EC internal market for high-tech products co-
incides with weak positions both in the internal market and worldwide for EC 
export.en of these products. Despite the use of simple statistical indicators -
preventing any analysis of correlation - the results are striking. 
2.3. Ecoaomic effectll of JS years COIIIIIIOD aarll.et 
European integration has achieved substantially 'freer' trade among EC Member 
States than anywhere else among sovereign States. The so-called acquis com-
rnunautaire, both in terms of negative and positive integration, is comprehensive 
and has led economic agents in the industrial markets to respond forcefully. Thus 
one should not dismiss the present achievements in the internal market as econ-
omicaJly insignificant. The following is merely a brief reminder of the more 
important effects, as based on empirical economic research and other careful 
observations: 
(i) Academic literature has concentrated on the effects of market integration on 
trade flows. A large number of statistical or econometric studies can be 
found, different in many respects.• From the survey by Mayes (1978) it 
appears that the trade flow concept of 'trade creation' was estimated to lie in 
a range of 8-22% of the total industry imports of the EC-Six of 1970 (with 
one study even at 34'Y..), whereas the trade flow concept of trade diversion 
moved in a range up to 15% of the external imports of the EC-Six in 1970. If 
one i~ interested in the growth of intra-EC-Six trade, attributable to market 
integration only, trade creation and diversion have to be added, hence giving 
an order of magnitude of between a quarter and one half of the intra-EC-Six 
industrial trade of 1970. Measuring from 1959 in constant prices, the EC-
induced trade increase ranges from SO"fo-100"/o of intra-EC-Six industrial 
trade of 1959. In agricultme even larger increments have been found, be it 
that the trade diversion component tends to dominate. Studies of the British 
and Spanish accesaion come to rcaults not dissimilar to these orden of 
magnitude. 9 
(ii) Insufficient attention bas been paid to economic 'welfare' effects, directly 
connected with the performance (i.e. competitiveness) of industry. It is some-
what doubtful whether the conventional theory of customs unions is the 
appropriate guide but the full appreciation of that point might be better 
dilcussed elsewhere. 10 Three welfare effects can be said to have been promi-
nent in European market integration : 
(a) Static reallocation: in the theory of customs union, trade creation and 
diversion are 'welfare effects'. In other words, they measure changes in 
the allocative efficiency caused by the establishment of the (EC) cus-
toms union. The empirical measurements of thellC welfare effects have 
clearly shown that they are uninterestingly amall: ranging from 0.15% 
of GNP to, at most, 1% of GNP, 11 realized after the transition period 
had been completed. 
(b) Technical economies of scale: even when one assumes that 
entrepreneurs/managers are well-informed about the available options 
I For surveys see, for instance, Balasea (1975) and Pl:lkmans (1985-a, Chapter 5). 
t For instance, Miller and Spencer (1977), Mayes (1983) and Viaene (1982). 
10 See Pelkmans, 1984, Part I. 
II See Balaua, 197S, op. cit., and Johnson, 19S8. 
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in proceu-technolol)' and practiae cost minimization as if there were 
perfect competition, a taritT-ridden European economy may impoee 
such market frapnentation that plants/finns remain tochnioaOy ioef. 
ficient, because they cannot reap (all the) technical economies of ICale. 
Cost reduction etTecta due to technical economies of scale, made 
possible by opening up a continental market of a multiple or the me or 
the home market, can be substantial. Studies by Pratten (1971) and 
others have shown that there is no escape from diaagreption when 
measuring these etTects or at least the potential for scale economies. In 
a number of sectors, however, these etTects can be important. Owen 
(1976), in employing an indirect indicator, has found evidence that 
economies of scale were widespread in the EC-Six of the mid-I~ 
(c) Reduction in technical inefficiency: there is abundant evidence in worb 
describing the European industry in the mid- l 9SOa that domestic com-
petition in European countries was anything but fien:e, that market 
research, distribution methods and marketing were hopeleNly under· 
developed, that entrepreneurs were not investing in the permanent 
search for the beat technology and that coat minimization was not 
being pursued as if there were perfect competition or at leut auff'acient 
rivalry. European intepation has caused a healthy 'cold shower' etTect, 
engendering great advances in technical (also called 'X·') efticieDcy, 
especially in countries with a traditional and overly inhibitive regulated 
competitive environment such as Italy and France. These two countries 
had also introduced (diverging) methods of indicative planning that, it' 
anything, fostered concerted practices and collusion. 
Although no good empirical analysis of this cold shower effect ia avail-
able, it is conspicuous to say the least that, delpite widespread expec-
tations to the contrary, precisely Italy and France extracted by far the 
most from the transition period of the common market, in terms or 
trade increase and economic: growth. Thus, intra-EC industrial aporta 
of France and Italy over 1958-63 increased with an annual •'Vll'III of 
23.2°/o and 27.1% (far higher than Germany or Benelux), and over 
1963-73 still with 16.4% and 17.1% reapcctiwly (again higher than 
Germany). Given the relatively higher technical efficiency or the 
German economy in the 1950s, the conclusion of a drastic: incnue in 
technical efficiency induced by the competitive threats and ,oppor-
tunities of the common market seems to be the only plausible 
explanation (there are, of course, other indicationa pointina in the ume 
direction). 
(iii) Adjustment processes and secondary etTects of a large increue in trade, as 
apparent from a high rate of investment in physical capital, physical infra-
structure and means of light and heavy transport. Such investments tend to 
have relatively high multiplier etTects, sustaining economic: growth and tend· 
ing to reduce the unit costs of products. 
(iv) Terms of trade improvement vis-a-vis the rest of the world. One crude • 
timate put this at roughly 1%, 12 in the light of trade liberalimtion in GA1T. 
(v) Other etTects such as the attraction of substantial flows of US direct inwat• 
menta. Repeated empirical attempts to trace the determinants of thele inwat-
ments have aingled out (continental) market siz.c as the only atatiadcally 
lipificant one, whereas the growth of the market or tariff' diaimination (of 
the EC; the common taritT discriminates US firms in their acceu to the 
French market vis-a-vis, say, German firms in their accaa to the Prmcb 
market, hence, the expectation would be to 'jump over the tariff wall') 
remained insignificant in practically all studies. 13 The 'American da•lleqe' 
in turn has had a favourable impact on the competitiw behaviour of Euro-
pean (U'IIUI of the day. 
12 See Petitb, 1977. 
IS An mttcoaive survey ii in Chapter 5 of Polkmans, 1984. 
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2.4. 'Ille compedtiftmll of F.aropeaa ladUltry 
In 1986 the world economy, obstacle-ridden as it still is, should be ncvertbeleu 
charactemed as a fairly open one. For this reason it is appropriate to auume 
that, sooner and later, the underlying forces of comparative advantage will exert 
their powerful influence. If exchange rates are sufficiently flexible, it will be 
economic nonsense to maintain that the entire industry of a divenified modern 
economy would become iotemationally uncompetitive. Therefore, 'the' European 
industry canoot be competitive or uncompetitive, at least not in terms of the 
current account. 
The statements about its competitiveness usually are: 
(i) in terms of market shares, almost always referring to the extra-BC trade 
shares in the world or OECD economy; 
(ii) based on an implicitly desirable relationship with economic growth, if not 
employment, derived from the structure of exports (i.e. what type of sectors 
retain or increase their market shares; which ones do not). 
With some 32"/o of world trade, the EC-Ten is by far the largest exporter in the 
world economy. Excluding intra-EC-Ten trade (in the EC and in world exports), 
the EC share is still more than 18%, with the USA barely getting to 13% and 
Japan 9"/o. These figures immediately put the whole debate into perspective: the 
Community has neither shrunk to insignificance nor lost its leading position as a 
world trader. 
Yet, an anthology of inferences from a number of studies does not convey a 
satisfactory picture: 
(i) In EC (1979) it appears that the EC share in total OECD exports of indus-
trial products between 1963 and 1977 steadily decreased from 58.1% to 
SS.36%. 
(ii) From GATT (1984; 1980) it can be calculated that the EC share in world 
exports of industrial products between 1973 and 1983 decreased from 46.3% 
to 39.1%. 
(iii) Io BC (1982) statistical evidence of drastic declines in EC export shares in 
the total OECD exports between 1968 and 1980 can be found for important 
sectors such as cars; consumer audio and video sets; chips and tubes (etc.), 
iron and steel and machine tools. 
(iv) Also in EC (1982) it appears that the EC specialimtioo index•• for 28 hip-
tech (three- and four-digit SITC) products as a aroup fell quite dnmatic:ally 
between 1963 and 1980 from 1.02 to 0.88. 
(v) From an analysis in European Economy, July 1983 (No 16) one can learn 
that the BC has failed to strengthen its export specialimtioo in the products 
subject to favourable demand conditions (irrespective of receasioo) while, at 
the same time, the EC imports of these products has increased more than 
proportionately. 
(vi) Peeters (1984) found, when utilizing a variant of the speciali7.atioo index, 
that the BC performs weakly io products that may be associated with tech· 
nological leadership, compared to US or Japanese export performance. 
(vii) Io the crucial information technology sector the Community has experienced 
a rapidly increasing deficit and has occupied a weak position in the internal 
market itself (Kalbheo. 1984). 
It is possible to counter these inferences in various ways. For instance, the uac of 
speciali7.ation indices is not without problems. The famous table of the Com-
munity's high-tech specialimtion indices between 1963 and 1980, published in EC 
(1982, p. 19), exhibits a fall from 1.02 to 0.88, but it is most curious to find that, 
of all EC Member States, it is Ireland having both the sharpest increase and the 
highest 1980 score (namely 1.03). The reason is known (foreign ioveatments in 
hip-tech assembly plants for exports to the EC and elaowbere), yet the index ia 
totally misleading for policy conclusions. Another oblervation can be made by 
emphasizing that the BC did well in increasing or maintaining laf88 market lhanl 
14 Tbe definition is the same u in Table 4 (further). 
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in sectors such as motor vehicle components, aircraft, plastics and resins, orpnic 
chemicals and telccom equipment. Other counter arauments can be found in 
Pelkmans (1985-b). 
Nevertheless it is hard to cacapc the impression that a problem of European 
competitiveness exists. Table 3 shows that the problem is not meNly one of 
defending market sharcs in third countries; it is also manifest in the internal 
market itlelf. 
Table 3 
J...-, ... us....,...._a,..a.111e...._._... 
Japan/BC (%) USA/BC(9/J 
1973 4.9 13.S 
1979 6.0 13.9 
1984 9.7 17.3 
Notu: - ColUDIIII 2 111d 3 indicate pen:mlapl of the trlldc values in c:oluma 4, 
- Internal market • intra-BC-Tea trlldc of indllltrial producta, 
- All llowa an taUD fiom impon llatiltic:I, 
iatra-BC (lliDlaa S) 
79.12 
213.19 
199.0S 
- Since l1owa an dollar-buecl, the intra-BC trade_. to llaw declined; it baa aot dlcllad .._ 
conwrted to ECU. 
SOIIIUI.' OATI (1985; 1980). 
For 11 years now there has been a steady increase in the combined (and aeparate) 
market shares of the USA and Japan on the internal market, up from 18.4% in 
1973 to 27% in 1984. Given the lack-lustre performance of the internal market in 
the 1980s, this must mean that US and Japanese exports arc more receaioo-
reaistant than intra-BC exports, in other words, arc better adapted to thole 
acgments of demand that have continued to increase. It might also imply tbat 
their price/quality combination increasingly outperformed European compctiton 
in their own home market. 
A recent contribution by Buigucs and Goybct (1985) has shed further light on the 
matter. They have avoided one of the serious dift"ICUltics with the various ap-
proaches dcacribcd above: rather than base market shares on trade flows -
indeed, frequently merely extra-BC trade flows - they have studied ayttemadc:ally 
developments in market shares in terms of 'apparent consumption' (output plua 
imports, minus exports), disaggrepted over 13 industrial aecton for Japan, the 
USA and seven BC countries. 
Table 4 provides some interesting indications of the weak capacity of BC firma to 
orientate themaclves on rapid growth aectora, and withdraw from atapant or 
shrinking 0DC1, whether at home or abroad. 'The three strong demand aecton in 
the table arc all amoq the leadiq high-tech sectors and between the three of 
them account for 50"/. of all R&.D expenditure in the OECD. 1bo BC powth of 
demand in these secton is much lower than that in Japan, but llightly hiper than 
in the USA. The key question for competitiveness is whether EC r1nn1 haw been 
able to beat other competitors in supplying the demanded products. >.. Buipm 
and Goybct, op. cit. (p.18) show, the cover rate for domestic (BUR. 7) demand in 
tbelO sectors has steadily declined from 90.7°/o in 1972 to 83% in 1982, wbereu 
both the USA and Japan have resisted import competition much better. In mod-
erate and weak demand sectors cover rates have not declined u fut (bcnce, eitber 
competitivenea is better or there is some form of protection). 
Table 4 enables us to link the usual import and export specialiation indices to tbe 
sectoral growth performance over 11 years. It appean that, relatiw to awn,e 
OECD eectoral import rates, the EC has tended to incrcaae its import rate in 
strong demand secton (with 0.13) whereas it has marginally lowered the import 
rates in moderate and weak demand sectors. The differences with the USA are 
minimal and even with Japan not particularly striking. Looking at individual 1eo-
ton, however, the rapid increase of the import index in information teclmoloa, 
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Table4 
.................. .,a: ......................... : 1'72-12; Ul3 
Volampowdi 
72-82 
EUll-7 USA JAPAN 
Stronc """""'1 11eeton · S.2 4.8 13.S 
- elcctr. cq.; electroaica 3.7 s.s IS.I 
- inf'or. tec:h.; precilion inst. 8.9 S.7 6.8 
- chem.; pbarmac. s.s 3.7 11.8 
Mod,ate dtimtad 11«1on 1.9 2.3 4.8 
- nabber; plutic:I 3.2 s.o 1.2 
:..... tn.Dlp. cq. 3.2 1.4 7.1 
- paper; pedaging; print. 1.8 2.9 3.7 
- food, tobacco 2.0 1.7 3.8 
- iadmtrial madl . 0.2 3.2 3.6 
........ ll«IOn 0.2 o.s 3.0 
- mile. prod. 1.3 1.8 1.4 
- ...... liatber. doth. 0.2 1.5 2.7 
- ..a.maa1ona 0.7 -0.7 3.7 
- metal ID(JCla -0.S 0 4.2 
- COllllndion. etc. 0.9 u 1.8 
,,.,__. _ BU1l 7 • F, D, I, UJC, NL, 8 aad DK. 
laport aad apar1I specialialioa ...... ......ec trade. 
laport ....... Inda -
...... ol.:torqiaC1Mm7A/talaliapartlolA. 
Import 
specieJnation inda 
83-72claenae 
EUll-10 USA 
+0.13 +0.13 
+0.23 +0.12 
-0.04 -0.06 
+0.20 -0.13 
+0.16 +0.21 
-0.04 -0.04 
+0.16 +0.01 
-0.13 -0.10 
dhicW by ..... <>BCD imponl of-q/talal Ol!CD imports. 
Blpolt ................ ,. ...... 
..... ..... & ao,INlt (1985); .......... (aidapal). 
inda 
JAPAN BU1l·IO USA 
+0.08 G.96 1.18 
0.89 1.20 
-0.44 0.64 1.62 
1.16 l.G3 
+0.01 0.97 1.12 
-0.01 0.84 1.04 
-0.09 1.25 1.29 
+0.03 1.11 o.ss 
+0.12 1.06 0.38 
+0.33 0.95 0.44 
&port speci•Jnation 
dlaFIJ.72 
JAPAN BUR-10 USA JAPAN 
1.16 -0.11 +8..06· -0.01 
1.82 -0.08 +8..06 +0.12 
1.44 -0.19 +G.13 +0..14 
0.49 -O.o2 +G.02 -o.25 
0.96 -0.03 -0.10 +o.23 
I.SI -0.08 -0.22 +O.o9 
0.87 -0.0S -0.10 +0.27 
0.84 +0.17 -0.M -0.38 
0.69 +0.13 +0.02 -0.4S 
1.216 +0.10 -o.m -0.12 
and precision instrumenta ( + 0.23) cc,mpaNI unfaYOUl'IIJly with die USA ( +0.12) 
but is totally dUTerent to Japa'1 decNue (-0.441). TIie lllitiDa clitl'IRnoll ue in 
the export specialiation iadiml. .,.. mucla ..._ in die USA IDd Jlpa for 
strona demand sectors than in the BC.1Dd.., flliDa lllllltudlU, in the BC, 
apinst constancy in Japa and an iacnue in die USA. Jap11t'1 ....._ • 
emphasis on chemicals bu caUlld a coaaidnbll flll la the iDda; .... dia 
out, the improvement ia pater than in the USA. TIie EC aport ... Mntiall 
index in 1983 ror information tecbnolosY and pnlCilioa illlarumllltl n1 low (0.64) 
and falling (-0.19), in sharp contrast to the USA and Japa. In moderate dwend 
aecton the Community nearly beld ita own. Japa ilDprovld hi perf'OIIDIDOI 
laqely - u it aeems - at the COit or the USA. It ii bud1y palifyina to N11M 
that the EC is the export champion or the wak cllllland 11Cton with a 1"3 iDda 
double that or the USA. and an inawe or 0.17, with rapid ..... in Japa. 
Although part of the explanation or thele data bu to be buod on the IIIICl'OCIIXIII 
omic performance and the l'lltrictive monetary policy combined with INclallt 
cutting, cover rates and extra-EC trade specialiatioa indices are DOI diNcdy 
affected by that. It followa tbat the Community ii compeddw in dlca llCtoll 
that grow little or not at all. and ii UDOOmpladw, IDd ........, IO, ia....., 
demand IC'JCton· with ....... employment or ..... quality. 
Also the geographical orientation conveys a picture with lipala of--. compe-
titiveness. A well-known illustration of dectilflll Britilb competithm IIOllnd 
1900 is that, while Britain still aported locomoliwl to Arlendu. it alnlldy 
imported the 01ost advanced oms from Gormany. Table 5 mia1at W.U be iafllr. 
pmed in the same vein. 
TobkS 
e1111'1111!1dilll .. h O OW ..... 1 ltD 5) 
OBCD USA IC JAPAN .. LDCa M ORIC Ok Alla 
EC-Ten 48.5 43.4 
Stroaa demand 14.5 3.6 - 0.9 10 IU 1.2 4..1 6.6 
Moderate demand 19.8 6.9 
-
0.9 12 20.1 u u IG.2 
Weak demand 14.3 4.4 
-
0.7 9.2 lo.I 0.9 4.S S.4 
USA 59.2 33.2 
Stroaa demand 22.9 - 10.9 3.5 a.s 13.2 4.2 2.4 6.6 
Moderate demand 28.1 - 8.9 3.2 16.0 IS.I 2.1 S.I • Weak demand 8.2 - 2.1 1.6 3.9 4.3 0.9 1.2 2.2 
Japan 51.4 40.6 
Stroq demancl 21.6 11.5 6.6 
-
3.S 12.S S.1 3.4 3.4 
Moderate demancl 23.1 13.1 .... - 4.S 16.6 4.1 6.S 6 
Weak clcmand 6.1 4.2 1.2 - 1.4 11.S 3.1 .... 3.1 
NO#I: - BC apo,11 to Iliad_... OIIIJ, 
-borilamllddilladoelaotp _____ fll .............. <-.. 
7.s-;..a.tX). 
S-W: ..... A ao,1111& (INS). 1'1111117 (8lllplad). 
The strona demand aector exports of die EC rorm a low....._ ot total ..._... 
aporta than ror the USA and Japa; wbat ii wone. they ... to be ......... 
to OBCD countries than the compedton are (14.S-I. • apinlt 22.9'1. and 2111.. 
respectively). A similar picture....,. for modlra1m dwend IICton - • die 
share or tbeae exports that ii directed to LDCs ii mucla ...... far the BC (20.1%) 
than the US share (15.1°/J or the J..,.._. lhue (16.'9.I.). la die OammllllitJ -*· 
ina to avoid the hardelt and mOlt competitive marbla? .......... die IIIIO, 
tioa of LDC marbta is Dot V11J ........ tldllr: die llll ..-.. IDla lut 
Allan markets are relatively...__.. by Jap11t ad die UM..._ 1111 
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problematic OPEC market hu receivod much more attemioa from BC apona. JI 
anytbiq, tbia does not auaur \WII for the near future. 
Decompoaina the intra-OBCD industrial exports, strmatbea• the impnlllion that 
BC firml may export lower quality or less advanced proclucts in ltrOD8 and 
moderate demand aecton, bec.:a111e the performance on the toupmt muba (USA 
and Japan) ii relatively weak, wbenu it ii stroqer in the ftllt of the OBCD. '1111 
1trOa8 demand sector abares in all industrial exportl of the USA llaipped to BC 
and Japan (14.4"1.) and of Japan lbipped to USA and BC (18.1%) compuw W1J 
favourably with that of the BC, shipped to Japan and USA (4.5°1.). Tbil lllo 
holdl for the moderate demand IOCton but lea lU'OIIIIY: 12.2°/o and 18.6°/o cam-
p&Nd to 7.B°J.. Apparendy (althoup the IOUl'CI providel DO detailed llalildcl). 
the 1972 BC shares were more favourable. 
Finally, another way of looJdna at it is to study the export lbaN of iaduatria1 
output. It ii reveaJina that, in strong demand secton, BC aport abanl of oatpat 
baw incNued rapidly, yet 1- npidly than tboN of its trldma .,.,..... IO dllt 
marbt abares bad to fall. 
2.5. 
Curioully enoup, the European Commiaion baa newr attempted to nilate 
tbroup empirical reaearcb, the wanina competitiveDIII of European indUltly in 
high tec:bnoloSY goods and the frapientation of the intemal market. Ffllllllll-
tation ia however said to be precilely a major reuon for European competi-
dveneu being low. Knowledae about intra-BC trade ia rather limited; inteNlt 1111 
alwa:,a been in the Community'• world trade. " In the foJlowiaa an attmpt will 
be made to verify and clarify thil nilationahip. 
Pint, it would be a mistake to underwrite general ltatementa about the incllplcity 
of the BC to adjust intenectorally. The queation ia really one of sufficient or 
imuftic:ient adaptation, and at what level of dilqpepdoa. Without toiDI into an 
emDliw tratment of ltatiltb, in Pelbnana (1985-a, Qaptln 6 and 7) it ii 
lbown that at the one-diait SlTC lewl between 1963 and 1982 111bltaatial ...... 
mmta among Member States and among IOCton can a1reldy be found. Thm, the 
lbaN of SlTC 6 (traditional producta and relatiwly limple intlrmediuy ,oodl) In 
the BC-Nine 1, declined between 1963 and 1982 from 36°/o of the IDtra•BC iada-
trial trade to 21°/o, with macbinery and tramport oquipmm down to 41% (from 
4r/.) and c:baicala and pbarmamuticala up to 17% (from IC)91.). Couatrill Jib 
France and Belgium reduced their SITC-6 abares from 4r;. and S9'/. ,llplCtffllly 
to 30°/. and 39°/. reapectiwly. 
Second, it will be neceaaary to make a rather crude dildDction betWIID low, 
medium and bigb technoloo ac,odl. and aubeequently employ a ........ 
empidcal aaalyaia of the bigb-tech oompetitivewa. The central tbla wldab 
CIIIDOt be lllbltantiated bore in full detail 17 ia the foJlowiaa: 
(i) although the intra-BC indvatrial trade ia almolt competely flit of..._ 
in traditional, low-tech producta (moat of SlTC 6; aome of SlTC 8). the 
acljullment ia slowed dowa by a combination otmernal protection (ltlll; 
tatilfll. clothing; ad /toe VEila) and national aid to indllllry (aalin 1t111, 
tmilel and dothing, cenmica, ...... etc.). . 
(a) whlnla the large group of matme, Jnedium-tecb proclucts hu IUllllaOIIII 
problem, of acceaa to other Member Statee' marbts, Cl&IIIICI by ilallldlat 
BaN,pan atandantiadon, inlufticient harmonizadoa of lldtnnl ....... 
and almost no mutual J9COlllitlc,ll of national teat Cll'li8oatea, 
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(ill) whillt high-tech producta suffer from accea diff'lCUlties of this kind, in 
addition to distortions of competition due to discriminatory aove,mmat or 
public qonciea' procurement, national aid, patcmta and monopoly politiau 
of certain public enterprilea. 
Put in simple temll, the tint element of the central thesis can be demed dimcdy 
from traditional arguments of comparative advantap. lnJra-BC fne trade bu 
worked itself out (except for the southern enlaraement), baviq c:amed a Nladw 
(and lately ewn an ablolute) sbrinka,e of the size of IIOllle of tbele aecton and a 
shift to relatively low-wqe countries in the EC. However, the owrall ....._.., 
to NIC competition bu not been fut enoup to repin competitiwnea in 'up,, 
market' producta of these sectors in all CllNI, and the shift to the 'IOUth' bu Ml 
accentuated by trade diversion behind Community protection. 
The second group bu not been able to reap sufficiently the gains of an evm more 
intensified division of labour and, more importantly, has frequently not exballlted 
technical economics of scale behind technical barriers to trade. Thia is at the same 
time the main cause of the slowness of European standardization and barmoniz. 
ation, since product-specific lobbies vehemently protect their vested interelts on 
the basis of artificial arguments of 'health and safety' (see Article 36 BBC) and the 
unanimity required by Article I 00 EEC in the case of hannoniatioa. 
In both groups the perceived costs of adjustments in times of high unemployment, 
frequently with high sector/region concentrations, lead to a political ~ to 
conserve employment rather than face the i11ue of permanent compedtivenea 
squarely. There are euentially two complementary policy stratepl tbat may 
restore tbe growth-inducing properties of tbe common market. One ii an improw-
ment in the macroeconomic climate so that job markets become tipter, relathe 
wap flexibility increuN and modernization investments will not be purely of the 
labour-saving type. The other is that high technology industries are giwn ner, 
possibility to compete and grow over a continental home market, so u to improw 
the competitivena -,ts-a--,is import competition u well as worldwide. It ii tbe 
second strategy that will be di8CUlled in some detail. 
The relation between the completion of the internal market and high-tech comp. 
titiveaess binges on the decisive significance of the turnovor per unit of time in the 
introduction and growth stages of the product cycle both for tbe market position 
of the new product and for (further or entirely new) product ~L In 
many high-tech sectors process and/or product innovation is a major tool of 
competition. This context reduces the well-known concept of tec:hnical economiel 
of scale to one of several interacting determinants of competi1iW11111 at the firm 
level. 
Technical economies of scale state a negative relation between the &ftl'all costs 
per unit and the volume of output, for a p,en product and a liven Ill of PIOOIIII 
techniques at different scalel. The relevance of the frqmentation of the interul 
market is then that scale economies cannot be exhaUlted became the laraat ale 
process technology - though known - cannot be iDltalled or, if inltalled, DOt be 
Uled at full capacity. In hiah·tech secton where both product and prooea tech-
nology would be (or have become) standardized, the problem is tberef'on DO 
dift'erent from the one mentioned for medium-tech industries. It is. however, 
cbaracteriatic of bigh·tech sectors that they are in a permanent state or ftux with a 
great deal of uncertainty about the moat 'consumer or user frieadly' deliaD of the 
product and the 'right' process technology for each one of the various competiq 
goods in tbe market. or course, this turbulence by recurrent upbeavaJa mjpt calm 
down in the mature stages of the product cycle, but by then rapid market growth 
will subside as well and market positions will have become more enlRDCbed. 
Therefore, besides technical economies of scale, three other determinants will 
simultaneously play a role: 
(i) Leaming effects 
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After a product bu been invented, the firm's problem is to find tbe u-
sociated plOClell technology, product routing, etc. It is almost certain that 
imitaton or competing inventors will fmd a different process teclm*8,· 
also initial scale effects may dift'er among competiton. The initial .... ot 
e 
_.,, 
e 
e 
e 
the product cycle will be characterized by enerptic probifta to improw 
product design, the technk1al featurea of the product (indudins bomol· 
option, which has a direct bearing on procea tecbnolou) and the proc,ea 
technology, includiq the problems of larlll' ICIJe. sreater predlion, auto-
mation, etc. 
Hence, the initial scale curve will tend to shift down because of learniq 
effects. But so will thole of competiton. In industrial economica there is 
evidence that learning effects are a positive function of the cumulative output 
over time. It follows that security of (large) market acceu will ac:t u a 
positive inducement to invest heavily in these learning effects so u to adliew 
or retain (temporary) absolute cost advantages. giving a greater market 
share, in tum helping to enjoy further learning effects. 
Observe that learning effects depend not only on market size; c:onaumer, or 
user acceptability (a known problem at the beginning of product cydea). 
should also be overcome. The latter can be facilitated if problems of incom-
patibility can be overcome before the product actually bits the market or in 
the very early stages. Thus, early or anticipatory standardiation over a larp 
market can be crucial for competitivenees. 
(ii) Technological renovation 
The scale curve can also shift down by interaction with subcontractors, by 
introduction of partial inventions done elsewhere and by imitation. To IOIDI 
extent this applies, mutatu muttllldis. to products. The rate of coet-reduction 
per unit of time depends on the organimtional, technical and finandal 
capacity to introduce these improvements smoothly and on a regular buil. 
This will imply a further burden on management, plant orpniation and tbe 
R&D capacity of the firm, and will require a sufficiently high cub flow to 
finance it. Again, this requires high turnover early in the product cyde. 
(iii) Once user/consumer acceptability and the tint scale problems have bem 
solved, a growth market will emerge. In an optimal corporate ltrafe&Y, it ia 
euential to conquer large market shares in growth markets in order to 
sustain the necessary R&D base for permanent competitivcnea Tbele aie 
two elements: 
(a) sufficient turnover to recuperate the (usually high) R&D investments 
incurred to invent and develop product and process as well u to en-
gender learning effects and technological renovation; 
(b) sufficiently rapid reamation of the high turnover so as.to 
- make R&D recuperation of competiton more difficult, 
- prevent competiton from exploiting fully their ale and leamina 
potential, 
- finance new product development, as well the associated proceN 
technology. 
The completion of the internal market is crucial apinst this economic back-
ground. On the one hand, it is reasonable to suppose ( ceteru parib,u) that a )up 
European home market will offer advantages to European firms given tbar pro. 
found knowledge of market preferences, their marketing networks, loc:a1 tub-
contractor networks, smaller diatances, etc. On the other band, the eecurity of 
aa:ea to a completely unified Euromarket without divergent tecbnical ~ 
without purely national standardiz.ation, without diacrbninatory public procure. 
ment (especially in equipment products, such as aircraft, armaments, medical 
equipment, telecom products, etc.) and without distortive national public aid will 
undoubtedly greatly lower the threshold for rums to usume ( ceterl8 ptll'I/Na) 
higher R&D expenditure, higher risk ventures, aet up wider networks of sub-
contracton, agree to specializations with similar firms and cooperation in (i.e. 
Ibale the burden of) R&D. This can be expected to lead to both higher and faster 
interpenetration (with inevitable victims in every inatance of new product c:ydea to 
be sure). yielding the desired turnover rate, hence letting into motion the cumu-
lative effects deacribed above. This would strengthm competitiveness both ia 
intra-EC trade and in the world market 11is-a-vu US and Japaneac competitors. 
Furthermore it would also accelerate and augment ICCODdary effects of emeqins 
growth markets. When high-tech products are capital goods or intermediuy 
aoods, aectora1 interdependence will lead to spread-effects (through the input/ 
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output relations). Thia miaht lead to special applications in doeely related product 
markets, that mipt later aeparate and develop on their own, pollibly with UD• 
expected t\lrther developments. In other cues, more traditional product NCton 
may be 'repnerated' or at leut be aubjec:ted to technological renovadoa. 
2.6. Fnpn111t1daa ... low .......... :-,lrlcll_.,. .... , ... ••• 
In a strict 9ClllO, the politive relation between frqmentation of the internal 
market and low competitiveness cannot be 'proved'. Neverthelela. tbe indications 
pneented below are tel1in& and even miking in the liaht of the economic cue for 
completion, set out in Section 2.S. 
Table 6 provides a qualitative overview of the nature of the internal market 
frqmentations in 28 hip-tech aecton at three- and four-diait level. 
Table6 
fnpl11lllhl II die EC ............. ,_.,..._,...... 
public (dia.) indl'. DU. DU. SJTC product marbt mono- public ECuv. 
....... 
......... 
poly procur. Dlt. aid nplat. 
S23 oth. anorg. chem. 
S24 radioact. mat. 0 0 
S41 med./pbann. pr. 0 OorOO 
714 non-electr. eng. OorOO 
716 rotat. electr. macb. 
718-7 nuclear RIIM:t. 00 00 0 0 
736 mada. tools 0 OorOO 
7S2 data proc. ma 0 0 
761 TV NII 0 0 
763 audio eq. 
764 tdec:oal eq. 00 00 0 00 
771 electr. q. (not 716) 
773 electr. netw. eq. 0 0 0 
774 med./X-ray eq. 0 0 0 
77S bouaeh. dom. appl. 0 
776 chips. valwa 0 
781 can 0 0 
782-1 trucb 0 0 
791-1 electr. toe. 00 0 0 
792 aircraft + puta OorOO 0 ? 0 
871 opt. illatr. 
872 med. app. 0 0 
874 meuur. inltr. 0 
881-1 photo cameru 
881-2 ftlm camera 
882-2 ftlm mat. 
884-1 .......... 
BBS-lwatcbel 
This owrview is impcaaionistic:, in the sense that it could not be bued on 
thoroup empirical research, but is derived from literature and interviews. The 
table is meant to give a global impression only and is almost certainly iDcomplete. 
For instance, surveys on fragmenting standards and tecbnical replationa do not 
exist as such; also, Table 6 does not include frontier formalities as they may, but 
need not be specific to the product market. None the lea, only 11 out of 28 
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NCton mipt perhaps not sutTer from fragmentation of the internal market. 
Together they repreaent only 13.5°/. or the 1983 intra-BC exports of hip-tech 
products - in other words, more than 85% of tbe preeent intra-BC hip-tech 
trade is subject to one or more national rcatrictiona. If _this picture is rouply 
comet, it will be clear tbat tbe potential of tbe intra-BC acbenp in hiah·tecb ii 
ltill very large. 
A lea impreuionistic approach can be attempted by comparina intra-BC hiab· 
tech trade with some 'normaluJecl' value for the purpoeo. What underliea Tablea 7, 
8 and 9 is a comparison, in .relative terms. of intra-BC high-tech trade with 
indx:aton for what, on the buis of certain assumptions, couJd be considered u a 
minimally expected 'normal' intra-BC trade. Following the warning llipals of 
Table 6, Table 7 applies simple statistical indicaton about a posllible 'under-
development' or intra-EC high-tech trade compared with certain 'normal values'. 
Tables 8 and 9 relate the so-found indicaton explicitly to various alternative 
indicaton of compotitiveneu. and hence attempt to establish the souabt relation 
(although. strictly, merely u a coincidenc:ie, be it IOCtor by eector). 
Tabk7 
lladll lar 1"3 of J.,.... ... US ex,orta to llllnl-EC ...... of ............. far 
wllldl ... lllllall mrket -1 lie d •n11,1d 
,...- USaporta 
srrc Gpol1I in ia" of 
" of iatra-EC iatra-l!C 
cxporta eaportl 
523 35 110• 
524 2 196· 
541 12 91 
714 80 327• 
716 ISO- 119• 
736 117 69 
764 243• 153• 
771 158• 78 
773 133• 105 
774 87 243• 
782-1 257• 54 
791-1 3?0-b 0 
792 4 302• 
871 164• 75 
872 57 105 
874 44 177• 
881-1 624• IOI 
881-2 109 121• 
884-2 403• 80 
885-2 1st• 25 
NOi#: For dlftnitioaa, • text; 
• • be,-1 critical valuo (for Japu: 12591.; US 110"1.). 
1 • widloat incra-BC trade. 
b - ....., low vol.- of trade. 
Sowa,: Pelkmau (19854). 
inlra-llC 
... la 
BCaportl 
38 
35 
37 
26 
29 
29 
33 
32 
34 
31 
45 
14b 
39 
45 
42 
41 
42 
42 
40 
35 
atn-EC 
tndeu" 
of lCICII 
OECDaport1(a) 
42 
40 
46 
40 
41 
44 
28 
37 
36 
37 
19 
41b 
31 
29 
39 
33 
15 
35 
22 
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For the purpose of Table 7 intra-EC trade in a high-tech product market ii con-
sidered u 'possibly underdeveloped' if the intra-EC share in the BC exports of the 
aector remains below the average intra-EC share of all BC high-tech exports: for 
1983 the latter was 47"/.. The 20 sectors included in Table 7 all exhibit a lower 
intra-BC share in the total BC exports of that product (see column 4). An objec-
tion apinat this method of selection is that, in some CUN, a high extra-EC share 
in total BC exports may rather point to a stroq competitivo poli&ion. Tberef'ore, 
column 5 pvea tbe 1983 abarea of extra-EC exports in tho toCll OBCD exports. 
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The 'nonnal values' are related to Japenae and US exports of hip-tech products 
because, in high-tech marketa, the BC can virtually only be compared with the 
USA and Japan (for the cases in which BFf A and Canada would also be ellaible. 
the risk of sizeable and incidental variatiou at three- and four-diaft 1'vel would be 
too lalp). Normal valUN have been defined as l2S°/. of intra-EC trade and 110-/. 
of intra-EC. These critical values have been established in two 1tep1: ftnt. ia 1913 
total Japaneae high-tech exports amounted to 115% and total US bip-tecb •· 
ports to 101% of the intra-EC high-tech trade; IOCODd, in view of the crudenea of 
this approach. these percentages have been arbitrarily increued to llS°/. and 
110"/. respectively so as to minimim random variatiom. Table 7 aiJm to indicate 
that, in the cases of Japanese and or US exports in product i amounting to more 
than llS°/.. respectively 110"/.. intra-EC trade in i mipt be coaaiclered u 'abaor-
mally' low and below potential. 
Table 7 shows that, in 1983, no leu than 17 out of 20 high-tech product marbta 
with an intra-EC share in total EC exports of less than 47% seemed to luff'• from 
'abnonnally' low intra-BC trade, in the statistical SCDle that the critical val• for 
Japanese and/or US trade in i compared to intra-EC i-trade are exceeded. In 10 
product markets Japanese exports are beyond the critical values and in 9 cues (2 
of which overlap with Japan) the US exports are hiper. The ratio, are not 
infrequently very much hiper. All this 111gest1 that the acbanp of high-tech 
products inside the BC remains far below potential in the tarae majority of 
product groups that export relatively more to the world ma.rket. This tentative 
conclusion is only strengthened if Tables 7 and 6 are read together. 
or course, this approach bas no predictive value for the external competitiwnea, 
certainly not with a snapshot of one year. Column S is a uaef'ul nminder of this 
point. For a proper assessment of column S the following should be taken into 
account: the 1983 EC share in total OECD exports of industrial products (both, 
excluding intra-EC trade) is 34%, but only 28°/. for the high-tech group. Thia ii in 
accordance with the data in Table S. In order to facilitate adjuatmeot procnm, 
not only should the Community try to eliminate the disparity ia external competi-
tiveneu between traditional and high-tech products by stepping up uports of tbe 
latter, it should aim to move beyond that and establish and maintain a hip 
than average EC/OECD share in high-tech products than in all industrial prod-
ucts. 
or the 17 product markets in Table 7 with 'abnonnally' low intra-EC trade there 
are 8 with an extra-EC trade share in OECD exports below 34%, but there are 
also S with a share of 40"/o or biper. Thus, the jump from apparent 'under-
development' of the exchanp in the internai ma.rket - by mcam of two crude 
indicaton - to 'low' competitivene. worldwide does not bold in this simple way 
and needs further elaboration. 
This is done in Table 8, comprisin1 the same 20 IIOCton u in Table 7, with the 
common property of a lower than average intra-EC share in EC exports. Thia 
relative orientation need not imply greater competitiveness. Thia could be deduced, 
first of all, from the ratio of Japanese (respectively US) exports to the world 
market and extra-EC exports. Table 8 contains two such indicaton: the fint one, 
column I, is an index indicatin1 how much lower or higher the ratio of BC export 
of i to third countries (excluding Japan and the USA) to the Japaneae and US 
exports to third countries (without uports to each other and to the BC) ii ,w. 
'Vis the average ratio for all induatrial products (this avera,e ratio amounts to 
1.068 for 1983 and ia defined u 100); the second one, column D, ia an inda of 
the ratio of the EC exports of i to the USA 111.t-a-1118 the Japaneae exporta to tbe 
USA, related to the average for all industrial exports of Japan, respectiwly the BC 
to the USA (this average amounts to 0.789 for 1983 and is defined as 100). 
Underlying the second index is the assumption that the US ma.rket for hiab-tecb 
products is relatively open (m contrut to that of Japan) yet highly competitive, IO 
that its penetration can be comidered as a measure of competitiveneu. Tbil 
indicator bas two further advantages: there is no great dift'enmce in dittaace 
between Japan or the EC and the USA, whereas the picture is allo relatiwly 
undistorted by diacrimination in accea to third markets (after all, the BC bu 
preferential accea to EFf A and to some Mediterranean counmea. unlike Japa). 
On the other band, EC countries have at least in put IUbltituted tramatlatic 
trade by direct inYestment and Japan still seems to n1y more bNwy oa tnde 
penetration. 
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Tabk8 
hl1nt1n.,11., 1111 •• ., .... _. ..... ,. ...... ...._._...., .. 
........... 
IDda ot BC pGlidoll IDda of BC pGlidoui IDdaofBC,..._ 
- dalnl llllfflU aadleUSmadrlt .............. sm: ..... ... .. ..... 
JapaudtlleUSA 1....-apc1111 .,__. ... USA 
(I) (D) (Ill) 
523 127 .. 88 
52A 19 • 2S7 
541 292 S86 154 
714 92 • 
'°' 716 100 73 101 
736 183 19 l!O 
764 79 15 300 
771 101 41 IOS 
m 84 100 70 
774 72 
-
490 
782-1 54 7 61 
791-1 
- - -
m 57 1223 277 
871 29 69 147 
872 117 180 205 
874 75 335 269 
881-1 32 22 1028 
881-2 83 19 276 
884-1 53 45 753 
885-1 27 15 529 
N-.: IDda I • (ap. ied/ap. iju)/(ap. ted/ap. ~)X 100 
.._, • srrc ,.__....,. 
eel• BC apmt to dlild --_,. USA ad Japa, 
Ja - apGlt of ...... of USA, ......... to ... odllr ud to die BC, 
l - total iDdllllrill = IDda D • (ap. ilu/ap. iJ1-. ap. -,ap, tju)x 100 
.... , .. J•alNM. 
• • BCapon1toUIA, 
..... ,._ aponl to USA. 
IDda m • (ap. la/ap. illo},l(ap. .,.,.,. tile) X 100 
....... J•alNM. 
jm • apmt of Japlll ad USA to BC, 
1111 • iaaa-BC apoc11. 
• lll,-d 10000. 
- aollpMl~an .... oflll*oftndl. 
........... (19154). 
In tbe IICODCl place. tbe competitiw J)Olition of Qamunity indUltly can be -. 
med by tbe JaplMII and US compedtion OD tbe internal marbt itaelf, U is at-
tempted in column m. Column m liwa an inda, buN on tbe cmabined ahue 
of 1.,._ and US induatrial aporta ofintn-BC indllltdal aportl for 1983: tbll 
IUl'e ii 23.3% II and is defined U 100-/o. The JaplMII and US hip-tech apoltl 
to tbe BC are then calc:ulated u a peR)llltap thereof' for product i. 
Indicators for a weak EC compelitiw J)Olition of product i are indicol lower tban 
100 in columna I (OD third marketa) and II (oa tbe US marbt), and biplr tban 
100 in column m (on tbe internal market). In cohmm I 13 out of 19 at product 
poup1 aeon below 100. In other wonts. tbe nlatiw orieatadoD of tbele product 
poup1 OD tbe world marbt rather tban tbe intlnll1 marbt IIMldlelell eaim:idll 
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with a high-tech export performance on third markets (excluding the USA and 
Japan) relative to Japanese and US export performance on these third markets 
that is inferior to the average EC industrial export performance on these third 
markets. The only two really favourable cases among the other six product aroupa 
are medical and pharmaceutical products (SITC 541) and machine tools and 
robots (SITC 736). Seven of the 13 weakly performing ones also exhibit a low 
score in the US market (compared to Japan, there), as appears from column ll, 
and six out of seven experience relatively strong competition in the internal 
market (column III). Five out of the six ones, having a high score on the US 
market (against Japanese exports, there) but exhibiting weaknesses on third mar-
kets, also run up against heavy competition (by US firms) on the internal market. 
More generally, column Ill is worrying as a whole. Out of 19 high-tech product 
groups, no less than 16 experience import competition from Japan and the USA 
above the industrial average, usually far above it. In combination with the indi-
cators in columns I and II this points to an unsatisfactory if not, at times, weak 
competitiveness; in some cases, like photo cameras (SITC 881.1) and watches 
(SITC 885.1) Japanese dominance is so overwhelming that an internal market 
hardly exists anymore. It appears from column III that it is the strategy of US 
and Japanese tinns to exploit their comparative advantages in high-tech and to 
conquer a good position on the EC internal market in response to or anticipation 
of the rapidly rising demand for high-tech products (see Table 4) in the Com-
munity. It is of vital importance for the Community to. match this competitive 
drive in the internal market first and so Jay the foundation for the maintenance 
and improvement of the competitive position elsewhere. 
Taking Tables 6, 7 and 8 together, it is bard to escape the conclusion that there is 
a negative correlation between the fragmentation of the internal market (and 
hence, the 'underdevelopment' of intra-EC trade) and the competitive polition of 
the European high-tech industry. Surely, 11 out of 19 high-tech product lfOupl in 
Table 7 have an extra-EC export share in total OECD exports (without intra-BC 
trade) above the average (of 34rJ of industry as a whole, but it is telliq that 
there is only one having a good score in all three columns of Table 8 (SITC 523, 
other inorganic chemicals). Two other product groups (SITC 541, medical and 
pharmaceutical products; SITC 872, medical equipment and apparatus) ICOl'e high 
in third markets and in the USA but experience strong import competition in the 
internal market. It is reasonable to assume that these two sectors have wry 
refined intra-industry speciali7Jltion, due to extreme product diff'ercntiation, so 
that a three-digit disaggregation may conceal the robustness of the competitiwness 
at the product level while still permitting substantial imports on functionally 
different equipment. This accords well with the observation that precisely these 
three sectors are the only ones not having an 'underdeveloped' intra-BC trade as 
measured in Table 7. Apparently quality is so high that patents and health and 
safety regulations (and tests) constitute no real barrier. If this is accepted then the 
coincidence of 'underdeveloped' intra-EC trade and unsatisfactory or weak compe-
titiveness (in high-tech) constitutes an almost perfect match. 
This leaves 8 high-tech product groups with a higher than (industrial) awrage 
orientation on the internal market rather than on the world market. Mecbanic:ally 
spoken, one would expect that the greater orientation on the internal market 
would imply the exploitation of scale and teaming effects, in turn tendin1 to 
strengthen competitiveness. Although this is correct, it is not the only inference 
possible: 
(i) a relatively strong orientation towards the internal market is, in and by illelf, 
no proof that the internal market is not fraplented; or, in other words, that 
intra-EC trade in the product groups is not 'underdeveloped', as def"med in 
Table 7. If there is fraplentation then the expectation of satisfactory or hip 
competitiveness would not follow; 
(ii) it is also conceivable that, for some historical reason, competitiveness wu 
not high, having subsequently led to external EC protection to shield off the 
internal market from too heavy import competition. In this case regeneration 
of competitiveness would be possible if no fragmentation existed (or if it 
were removed, with all the necessary adjustments following it) and 
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appropriate reatructurina invatmeata would be made from tbe .... 
eqjoyed from tbe external protection. 
In Table 9 the iadicaton of Tables 7 and 8 bave been combined for tbe eipt 
biab·tecb product groupe with a relatively ltl'ODI orientation towardl tbe lateraal 
market. Tbe picture that emerp ia a sombre OM. From tbe fifth column it 
appean that four product groupa bave an "underdeveloped' internal market. 
according to the criteria of Table 7. In one group (SITC 776; 1V tubes, dupe, 
Yllvea) this even holdl true on tbe buia of a compuilon both with tbe USA and 
with Japan. One of tbe other four is a special cue (SJTC 718.7, nuclear IIICton 
and puts) pven minimal trade. with curious .-tteraa and IUCb a predominaDae of 
diacriminatory public procurement and countertnlde that ·comped~' ii 
bardly a udul concept here. 
Tabk9 
I I t,n fir ltl3 fill r1-,1dlh r of EC llllp ........ 111111 a ...... ,.., ...... 
............................... 
1111111 ol EC politioll fllda o/ EC politlon ladll o/ EC polidall 
OD dlird IIIIIUU OD Ille US market oallleiaterulmnct illdllllton .. 
srrc ... .... .... ....... SIIDJ Ht' 
Japu ud Ille USA Japu Japu ud Ille USA (•1'111115) 
(I) (D) (ID) 
718-7 556 
-· 
0 
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Tire awen other product poupe bave a modest or even a definitely weak compad-
tiw polition. Their economic lipificance is great. if only becau. of tbe trade '°" 
lumea: 57°/. (!) of tbe intra-BC biab·tecb exports tabs pllCll in tbele productL 
The competitiveness on third marbta (see column I) is howwr weak, if not -, 
weak. in the groupa out of aeven; in houaebold electrical apptiancel (SITC 775) 
and can (SJTC 781) the polition ia reasonable but far from llrOq. The poeitioe 
in tbe us market. compared toJapaneac exports (column mis bad:. out of 
leWll bave (-,) low acorea and one (SITC 882.2. photo and film material) ,. 
asonable. probably u a result or the strong BC polition in memicala Tbe 
Japaneac and US competition on the internal market is Car abow awrqe in four 
out of aeven groups (column ID). Where this is not so, a few semarka are in 
order: 
(i) 1V eeta (SITC 761): tbe internal marbt is split by two competina standards 
(PAL and Secam). yet (atill) protected by patmtl that lllll' their termialtioll. 
It is obvious that moving to one standard would improw competidvema. • 
(ii) Ho111ehold electrical appliances (SITC 77S): the 1tron1 position is not in-
cidental but a result of the exhaustion of economies or ale at one time 
(Pclkmana, 1984, pp. 81-83); yet there are lipa of price dilcrimination that 
are only pouiblc when frapientationa peniat. 
(iii) Can (SITC 781): 25 years or the common market baa eqenc:lnd a ...._ 
up or the structure and trade patterns of the European car markets; 
Japaneee competition now brings to light that adjuatment baa remained 
incomplete. The market for components and parts is well-intepated, indud-
ina standards and homoloption; the market ror final can ia atiJ1 fiqmented 
by national aid (prcventina sufficient capacity utiliation of ICUI pllllta), a 
few national tocbnical replations, repatration laws and VAT bolder clear-
ance; distortions or competition occur in addition becau. of aadoaa1 qua-
litative protection ,u-a-vis Japan. Restructuriq still p,ea on and tbe com-
pletion of the internal car market could ,ready improve competitiwna. 
Table 9 conveys the impreslion that the relatively stron, orientation towards the 
internal market is frequently the consequence of a weak external competitive 
position, forcing EC firms to 'withdraw' on the internal market, with or without 
some form of external protection. It l(>es without saying that, in this way, the 
internal market is prevented from playing the role it could play: offsing penpec-
tives for the high-tech sectors as job-creaton and propellers of ,rowth. The 
completion of the internal market, combined with appropriate investment and 
marketing activities of enterprises havina to compete fien)ely in price, quality and 
product innovation, can restore this beneficial role, renderin1 superfluous the 
protection that is, at times, still practised. 
Finally, two caveats should be mentioned. The analysis does not imply that 
market size (i.e. the completion of the internal market) is the sole and only 
determinant of competitiveness. Small EFT A countries, for instance, manqe to 
retain competitiveness in a number of industrial aectora, be it because of apecw-
ization or because of a 'follower stratesY' based on inward direct inWltmmta. 
However, this does not undermine the strong case for the completion of the 
internal market of the EC. The EC-EFT A free trade area agreements u well u 
EFT A countries membenhip of the European standardization institutes CBN and 
Cenelec (and EFT A's frequent copying of standards of laqe EC Member States) 
are indispensable for their being able to reap acale economies and eavoy 1eamina 
effects rapidly enough. 
A second caveat is that for the internal market to play its role, Europe needs a 
revitalized industry that assumes risks and enjoys competina. The latt.s task ia one 
that industry should accomplish itself, helped in the marpn by otbs (pn-compeli-
tive or conditionary) EC policies. 
3. CONCLUSIONS 
The previous analysis provides a 1troaa, thoup tentative, economic cue for 
completing the internal market. More data on the direct costs of fra,mentation 
and more rigorous statiatical methods with respect to the determinants of indus-
trial competitiveness are needed to establiab with peat.er confidence tbe quantita-
tive range of potential benefits. Furthermore, it is crudal to obecrve that the 
completion of the internal market serves u a necessary, probably .not u a aul-
flcient condition to realize permanent competitiveness. This chapter baa made 
implicit uaumptiona about: 
(i) the kind of intemal market the EC would construct; 
(ii) the responses of European industry to the termination of frqmentation. 
With respect to the latter, the analogy with the 19608 (that can be inferred &om 
Section 2.3 of this chapter) is certainly instructive: tecbnical inefficieDc:iel can be 
overcome and the dynamics of peat.er rivalry can be bighly beneficial. With 
respect to the former, it is assumed - if only, on the basis of the elimination of 
the direct costs of fragmentation - that unrestricted market access inside the BC 
and a minirnimtion of discriminatory distortions would c:baracteri2JO the completed 
internal market. Complementary elements of positive intepation (• Plpre 11 
Chapter I) would also be necessary, such u effective joint standardization, later 
so 
e 
e 
·-., 
e 
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technical harmonimtion and appropriate public and private cooperation in high 
technolOIY R&:D as well as in technological application in general - where 
suitable, at EC level. The Community for Technology may well be a policy 
packa,e worth embracing as an indispensable complement to internal market 
completion. 
In short, altboup the overall economies directly obtai-.ble via a completion of 
the internal market are considerable, in the light of the aim to foster secular 
economic growth it is espec:ially important to provide high-tech secton with the 
greatest market opportunities where possible, while also guaranteeing certainty 
about uniformity in the regulation of product markets of the EC, where necessary. 
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CHAPTERJ 
HOW TO COMPLETE THE INTERNAL MARKET: 
'DIE DEMAND FOR COHERENCE 
Completing the internal product market is .a demanding political, administrative 
and socio-economic exercise. Tliis chapter will present a synopsis of the many 
demands at the two levels of government (EC and national) and between pairs or 
clusters of economic policy functions that have to be addressed. A 'completed' 
internal product market between countries with mixed economies impoacs. above 
all, coherence. 
To keep the analysis manageable, the chapter will concentrate on the four econ-
omic policies, shown in Figure 1 (Chapter I) as the four main constituents of 
product market integration. Tnnaport and ruca1 policy will only appear in so far 
as 'formal market access' is at stake, but no attempt will be made to outline the 
demands for coherence in a similar fashion. On the other hand, the fundamental 
question of coherence between macroeconomic policy cooperation and product 
market integration will be addressed at some length. 
In the four policies the negative integration at EC level is juxtaposed with the 
positive integration needed in the same policy field. In addition the demands upon 
coordination (be it at national or EC level, or both) with other policies is set out 
as well ; for the sake of clarity these coordination requirements are split up into 
those within the 'integrative rbomb' .of Figure 1 and those with other policiea. In 
all four cases, tables are used to facilitate the presentation and use the available 
space economically. 
What the chapter will bring ~ut emphatically is the pervasive and comprehensive 
nature of 'completion'. The mixed economy, prone to regulate and protect be it 
often for justifiable and honourable reasons, bas raised enormously the demands 
for coherence, that have to be fulfilled before the internal product market can be 
aid to be complete. Politically and institutionally, very complex barpining will 
therefore result. Steering this process towards ! 'completed' internal product 
market is a great challenge that the Community hu to meet in the next six ycan. 
I. FORMAL MARKET ACCFSS 
Table JO shows concisely the integration and coordination with respect to border 
interventions and formal market access which are needed to complete the internal 
product market. It is noticeable that the removal of all border interventions is 
particularly ambitious and in addition that current incoberencies are rather nu-
merous. It is not an exaggeration to state that in each Member State half of the 
cabinet is concerned in completing formal market aux:eas. This leads irrevocably to 
choices which affect the '8~blisbed qomestic policy and administrative· traditions 
and for this reason give ·rise to technical and/or political resistance. Thus, the 
Benelux 'single administrative document' was introduced as of I July 1984, prob-
ably born according to the wishes of the statistical services of The Nethedands 
and Bolgium. Before t~t woe control took place with invoice copies, and there, 
fore without extra formalities. The question is: What bu priority? And can oae 
aboliah exchange and capital export controls simply in order to reduce border. 
interventions? What is the most imP!>rtant. and with what deadline? Can one for 
instance expect the Federal Republic: of Germany to follow another aocial.crus-
port policy by the German railways. or must other means be employed to protect 
the German railways from the competition of road traalport so that transport 
quotas can disappear? The question is not whether the completion of the imemal 
market calls for that - it clearly does - but whether the requircmenta in Table 
JO must be imposed in all caaea on a prefed~ Community. 
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Table IJ 
Compedtloa pollcy:,...,.. of ..._.,adrr 
Jlllepalion Coordination 
<>million 
Neptiw Poaitiw In policy rhomb Otller policiel 
Eldusiw Ban territorial Formal acc:ess F"IICal policy 
cliltribution protection in (border (VAT); 
(autos) guarantee, repair formalities) cxcbanae rate 
and for industrial policy policy 
individual (national 
arbitrap technical 
replations: 
recognition tcsts 
of other 
Member States) 
Non-application Prohibition of Harmoniution Industrial policy 
lela:om restriction network: tariff's; (aids; financing 
terminal harmoniution public 
equipment and, regulation enterprises; 
e.g., parts for market acc:ess government 
switchiq procurement; 
stations tech. reg.; tests) 
Non-application Prohibitory Harmoniution Industrial policy Social policy; 
transport measures, various (fmancing regional policy 
quotas, etc. regulations companies; 
technical 
' 
regulations; 
formal access 
(border 
formalities) 
Non-application Prohibitory Hannoniution Fiscal policy; 
other NrYices measures Member States consumer 
legislation; policy; capital 
establishment market policy 
policy; data and 
privacy 
protection 
Table 11 shows the most important implications of the eventual removal of omis-
aiona - these points (certainly with regard to services) are in no way exhaustive. 
Once again it is valid to state that negative integration is not a sutracient condition 
for attaining unifonn conditiona of competition. It is no exaggeration to state that 
negative integration in industry-related services will if anything be the final stage 
in a process that mainly consists of positive integration and coordination with 
other policy areas. The stimuli for the various ministries and private interests to 
bring this about are often very different. Table 11 consequently cannot exhibit in 
all clarity the serious difficulties of extending the scope of competition policy to 
such services in the internal market. Another example is the European car market: 
the EC has failed to let safety tests of autos originating in the Member States be 
recognized in the entire EC, despite the fact that nearly 35 (!) directives have been 
adopted for the hannonization of standards of car spare-parts and aspects of per-
formance and that there are only three problem areas remaining. Non-recognition 
of tests creates fragmentation, e.g. because of the extra formalities and increases in 
the costs for imported autos. In addition the side effect is that because of the ex-
clusive distribution it unintentionally strengthens territorial protection of dealers. 
A similar side effect unintentionally occun if the national tax authorities adopt an 
inflexible attitude in dealing with VAT (plus special surcharges). The Danish in-
hibition to agree to a VAT deferred payments scheme, with an indirect tax on 
autos in Denmark in the region of 175%, is illustrative. It increases the actual 
working of the territorial protection of national dealers. 
ss 
The application of competition policy to telecom is extremely complicated. If one 
refers to telecom products, then competition (in this caae free trade in the internal 
market) is upset by industrial policy aspects such as procurement policy, standards 
and tests. Moreover the existing network imposes requirements for some products 
(although the PITs often exaggerate here so that innovation in terminal equip-
ment and price competition are stifled). If one refers to telecom services then 
competition is only possible should the national monopolies be discontinued for 
the use of the network as well as for non-terrestrial communication. If one wants 
however competition throughout the entire internal market then surveillance can 
no longer remain national and moreover a joint basis for tariff calculation and 
market access must be laid down. This is only possible in the Iona term. 
However, the newest telecom/infonnatics services and the increasing digitalization 
of switching equipment are forcing, if for only technical reasons, towards com-
patible, if not uniform standards in the EC and EFT A. This obviously increases 
the scope for gradually introducing European competition in this field for the 
benefit of the commercial user. It is interesting that there has been movement in 
recent years in the telecom sector in the EC (sometimes in BFfA) primarily for 
industrial policy reasons, and not so much because, for example, the multinational 
large users have been bitterly complaining about tariff differences, tariff structure 
differences and discrimination between the Member States in the terminal equip-
ment or new services permitted. 
• 
3. TRADE POLICY 
Table 12 is analogous to Tables 10 and 11. Amorphous protection is (not exhaust-
ively) split up into three sections. Certain practices have been omitted, for instance 
tied development aid and import substituting joint ventures between domestic and 
foreign producers that are infonnally imposed through protectionist threats. 
At one glance one can see how demanding the reduction in the call on Article 115 
EEC to the minimum number of exceptional cases is for the sake of obtaming a 
non-fragmented internal market. If one leaves national aeasonal agricultural 
import quotas outside consideration (because these are at the most of indirect 
importance to the industrial market) then a great deal of political entrepJeneunbip 
and coordination is still necessary before conditions are created which make joint 
import regulations in this connection into something more than a rather formal 
EC codification of existing national practices. It will be necessary to set up a 
multi-annual programme in which the improvement of BC import reauJations 
arises from the abolition of the Multifibre Argreement, and similar ad hoc sectoral 
arrangements. The abolition of the Multifibre Agreement ought to beain with the 
gradual expansion of intra-EC quotas, linked to restructuring plam with special 
temporary and limited adjustment aid to companies and to worken. The pbaNs 
that follow ought to bring about the abolition of the Multifibre Agreement itaelf 
without it being replaced by bilateral voluntary export restraints (VER.a). The 
latter has again to be avoided by renegotiating Article 19 GAIT, aiming for 
multilateral supervision on the combination of decreasing volume protection and 
the required restructuring. The industrial programmes can be supplemented by 
suitable social and regional policy. It would be proper to set the time-frame for 
the latter two more liberally than for the programmes of capacity reduction. 'Ibis 
will all be difficult and demand a great deal of time and political energy. 
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Tabk 12 
lnlepation Coordinalioa 
Omillion 
Nepdw PolitM la pol,lcy rbomb Otbw pollcill 
Art. 115 BBC Ab9olutc .,_. of lmproY&llllellt Industrial ~ ~ 'urgent' own joint import (~ -,rilioii; 
lllelllUl'el rules restructuring (harmonization 
plan EC tatilea leUOll import 
and dothina) quota); EC 
Social Fund, 
social policy 
(adjustment 
lllistance); 
..,aalpolicy 
Ban intra-BC Abolition MFA Formal 11CC011 
quotuMFA (abolition oripl 
(until abolition) controll) 
Amorphous 
protection 
(I) voluntary Fint obliption More deleption Industrial policy Social policy 
export to report all to the (aid supervilion) (~ustment 
reltraints VBRs; then Commission ror uailtance) 
(•VBRs) absolute ban ECVBRs 
national 
VBRs without llcvision Art. 19 Competition 
EC supervision OA1Tpursucd policy (Art. 85) 
(2) clift'eren- Impromnent Industrial policy 
tiation joint import (llltinaand 
c:ustoms rules m1ific. u trade 
requiremonts policy weapon) 
(3) cooperation Stricter EC Directives JndUltrial policy 
agreements supervision <• f•to tyiq 
to pun:baaes; ,'6 
foeto link to 
national 
lltandards) 
TbeR are however other quite important cases which still fall under Article I IS 
BBC. The gradual increase in the Italian quota for the import of Japaneae can 
will raise the market share of Japan in Italy, after a while, to 10"/o (the share in 
Oermany) or perhaps even higher. At the moment it is barely beyond r.ero. In 
such a case, should one extend public aid to the Italian car industry (read: F'1at 
and Alfa Romeo) in order to cushion adjustment? This does not seem correct be-
cause Fiat, and to a lesser extent Alfa, are competitive throughout the entire 
Buromarket. That applies to a lesser extent to the Italian motor cycle industry. 
France protects just about all thinkable measuring instruments with quotas m-a-
,u a 'zone' comprising 45 countries including Australia, New Zealand, Japan and 
all (current) NICs. And so one can go on. The fact that 'misuse' of Article 115 
BBC is no longer rampant - favourable as that is in itself - is of lesser si~ 
ance than the reduction in the calls upon it. In the meantime the competitive con-
ditions on the internal market consequently remain unequal and even origin con-
trols at inner frontiers can be retained for a relatively large group of products. For 
years all kinds of exceptions will have to be added for Ireland, Greece, Spain and 
Portugal considering the respective accession treaties (Ireland still for cars and 
tractors, for instance). 
The VERs form the greatest problem of amorphous protection. Precisely because 
Member States have trade policy departments and independent customs offices, 
VERs can still credibly be negotiated with third parties. For instance the official 
BC list of permitted national quotas does not report the French and British VERs 
in autos with regard to Japan of respectively 3% and 11% of the domestic 
demand. The Commission has already been trying for many years to bring theae 
questions under Community control by getting procedures aa:eptcd concerning 
•statistical surveillance' (also called •monitoring') and thus gradually shifting the 
policy debate to Community level as well. For some years a •surveillance list' baa 
been published from which indeed appears that France keeps non-diac:riminatory 
supervision on imported can. The British however do not "do that offacially 
because the VBR has been entered into on a private basis. If that is so, the 
Commission should nevertheless institute legal proceedings, ex Article 85 EEC, 
and in that way force the VER to become a government affair and hence more 
visible. After all, won't price competition tend to decrease and be replaced by a 
token form of rivalry through advertisements and product differentiation, due to it 
being impossible for Japan to expand its volume of imports to the UK by price 
competition? Obviously, once the Japanese raise prices, what incentive would 
other car producers have to employ price-cutting strategies? This can lead to price 
discrimination in the internal market, something on which a great deal of evidence 
exists. ' In the automobile market in particular this form of fragmentation is 
difficult to undo by arbitrage. Besides this the artificially railed profit margins 
obtained by protection can be viewed as a disguised form of industrial aid. Thia 
disguised support is however not connected to Community industrial policy con-
ditions as imposed in case of overt public aid. 
In the long run infringements procedures are however makeshifts. If the internal 
market is to get rid of such fragmentation and differentiations then an obligation 
to report VERs will have to be introduced followed by a ban on national VERs 
without EC supervision. The latter can again be associated with industrial public 
aid programmes (national, under EC supervision) and social policy. What is even 
better is to shape Article 19 GAIT, ultimately, into an article which meticulously 
links selective protection to temporary aid under multilateral supervision. Within 
the internal market more powers ought to be delegated to the Commission to 
administer these VBRs in such a renewed GA IT framework. As mentioned earlier 
this approach is also of considerable importance for reducing fonnal quotas, a 
Article 115 EEC, in particular with respect to the abolition of the Multifibre 
Agreement. 
Table 12 shows still other examples of amorphous protection with again other 
specific problems which cannot all fall within the scope of this study. 
4. INDUSTRIAL POLICY 
Table 13 is analogous to Tables 10, 11 and 12. Although all tables suaat sol-
utions which in detail one can without doubt view differently, this ia applicable 
particularly to Table 13. Depending on the views held concerning the desired 
economic order, there can be differences in opinion about the 'best' industrial 
policy interventions. These arise to a large extent from divergent views on what 
industrial policy is and should be. In the European Community this is further 
complicated by the question of which industrial policy competence can be 
exercised at which government level - national (or even regional) or Community. 
Both the conceptual question as well as the question of the optimal allocation of 
competences has been discussed elsewhere (Pelkmans, 1984, pp. 252-257 and also 
pp. 170-175). Table 13 is a pragmatic elaboration of this: the suggestions are 
therefore not arbitrary, but there is a certain amount of room for alternative 
solutions for certain omissions. Also in these cases Table 13 can be used to clarify 
the hidden incoherencies which the omissions imply. 
I See, for instance. BEUC (1984) and Greenaway and Hindley (1985). 
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Table 13 
........... polcy:.......afllt11t r Ir 
llltepllion Coonluladoa 
OlllillioD 
Nlpdw POlillw Japol!cyrllomb Odlerpolalla 
lneffec:live 
auneillancc of 
aids 
(l)criail Strider Conditional Trade policy BCSCaid; BC 
aids application of upon Socia) Fund; 
Commission ratructuriog Competition social policy; 
supervision policy (criail n,p11181policy 
c:artell) 
(2) ratructwin& Trade policy 
aids 
(l)rep,aal More BCRepoaal 
(iadultrial) superviaory Fund 
aids competencea 
Commimon 
(4)ncw Stricter BC R&D policy Trade policy; ReNUdl policy 
indllltries application with BC aid c:ompeation 
Commilllion policy 
supervision (eumptiom) 
lneff'ec:live Extension Reciprocity and Aid policy 
mpervilion Directive 1977 apecieliration (above); trade 
,ovamnent propemmein policy 
procwemeut certain aecton; 
EC atendercla 
for govcmmmt 
pun:besea 
lneft'ective Stricter Aid policy 
auperviaion application (above); trade 
financing public Directive 1980 policy 
caterprisea 
Tec:hnicel Reduction Better Health policy 
repletiona end national implementation (mcludina work 
ltaDderda reguletion Directive 1983; impection) 
without greater emphuia 
ref'erencc on general EC 
aafety/bePlth 
demanda and 
atreDgthening 
BC 
atandanliDtion 
Mutual Trade policy Comumer policy 
recopition of (tcatl u trade 
telltiq policy weapon) 
EC staodarda EC R&D policy 
new industriel (aeeabove) 
National Harmonization Pilcal policy 
corporate law 
The problems of aid surveillance, checking the fmancial relations between public 
enterprises and government institutions and the monitoring of government pro-
curement are dealt with in Chapter I. It is of great importance to realm, that 
trade policy and aid can be both complementary and substitutive. In the fint 
place sectors such as steel and textiles and clothing combine national aid with ex-
ternal trade protect.ion. Stricter control of national aid in the tatile and c:lothina 
tends - ceteris parlbus - to put pressure on retaining and strengthening the 
Multifibre Agreement. The banning of Member State quotas in connection with 
the Multifibre Agreement will probably have to be 'bouabt' with •more• EC 
protection, and if that can be avoided, in any caac bu to be made acceptable 
by (temporary I) subsidies. Crisis aid and reorganization aid must become more 
conditional (preferably, it should disappear), but at the same time this must take 
place in the trade policy area: protection only temporary, decreaaiq and on the 
basis of a practicable reorganization plan with annual reporting. Atlunement of 
capacity reduction via crisis cartels should be allowed - as took place later in 
synthetic fibres; not as proposed in 1978 - but on the condition that trade 
protection and aid must also be considered in the evaluation before approval ii 
granted. 
Supervision of aid for new industries and for innovation is still in its infancy. nil 
supervision can be partly based on rules of thumb concerning the distortive 
· character of the aid and partly on coordination via Cemmunity aid progranums . · 
for R&D projects with open, competitive application. The stricter application of 
Commission supervision is primarily concerned with the problems of demarc:ation 
between R&D and 'ordinary' replacement investments. The rules of thumb and 
the greater strictness must once more be combined with the exemption policy for 
R&D cooperation between companies (large companies must ask permiuion for 
this and thus the Commission will know of these forms of cooperation), ex Article 
85(3) EEC, because the joint effect can give rise to possible distortions. This 
should apply with even greater force should trade policy become Uled to protect· 
ing new products within the Community, a consideration gaining more ground in 
Europe in view of the industrial policy behaviour of Japan and the USA. in 
particular for mass-produced, new goods with very large scale economics and 
great learning effects. 
At this point question marks can be placed at the splintering up of hiper acioa-
tific education in the EC and the near absence of a real European approach to 
achieve an effective rivalry between European researchers. It is still the cue that 
this deficiency - and primarily the lack of European infrastructure in this ... -
leads to the contacts between researchers in each Member State and those in the 
USA being intensified easier than those between European resean:hen from 
various Member States. Without a genuine European policy it is rational for 
individual researchers to continue to do this which bu negatiw repm:uaions on 
university research and industrial R&D as a whole in the EC. 
With respect to technical regulations and standards it can still be added that ta 
(i) can be used in harmoni7.Cd form as a tool in making national government 
markets more accessible (in any case the EC institutions should demand this for 
their own procurement and for that of Member States and others financed by the 
EC institutions), (ii) have to be set up for new products or processes, in as much 
an anticipatory fashion as possible, not only to prevent unwanted fragmentation 
of the Euromarket (think of the colour TV systems) but also to strengthen the 
worldwide competitive position. Besides this the so-called 'third countries' problem 
for technical regulations in the internal market, which results in cottly f'rqmen-
tation, must be prevented since the true problem lies in a trade policy issue of 
(mutual) market access vis-a-vis Japan. For this reason this external question 
should be assigned to trade policy so that the weight is taken off the internal 
market on this point. 
5. CONSOLIDATION OF 11lE INTERNAL MAau:r AND 
MACROECONOMIC POUCY 
The connection between fragmentation versus integration in the internal product 
market and fragmentation versus integration of the macroeconomic policy of the 
Member States is too complex to analyse in sufficient depth in this paper. The 
concise observations which follow give no more than a perspectiw in order not to 
lose sight of the macroeconomic conditions for the conaolidation of the internal 
market. 
· It bu first to be stated that the industrial (product) market integration in the BC 
cannot be bracketed together with the extremely vague macroeconomic cooper-
ation, contained in recommendations and statements of reacfina u dCICribed in 
Articles 103-109 EEC. Naturally one can imagine various degrees ofintemity or 
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dcgn,es of commitment in macroeconomic cooperation. but purposefully the 
Treaty does not go so far as to include macroeconomic integration. In addition it 
should again be emphasized how ambitious (politically, economically and imti-
tutionally) macroeconomic intepation is in view of the stabilization function 11 
well II with respect to (federal) redistribution. The macroeconomic conditions can 
therefore - in the medium term - only be dilCUl8ed in terms of cooperatiw 
options. . 
The following questions are posed: 
(i) Given the current internal market experience, what are the macroeconomic 
policy conditions at EC level which stabilize, or at least do not endanger, 
this experience? 
(ii) What is the interaction between the internal market and mac:roeconomic 
cooperation if market integration is expanded to include services and finaq-
cial capital? 
Tbc tint question refers to various relationships. Intra-EC free trade, as ac-
complished until 1985 Jed to complex industrial market interweaving in the EC 
Ten. This trade interdependence and related production, marketing and invest-
ment decisions bas not merely and only arisen from the breaking down of existing 
barriers, but also because of the credibility of the Community legal system which 
makes the revcnal or erosion of this negative integration extremely difficult and in 
many cases practically impossible. This credibility is greater than in ordinary 
international trade relations and lowers the barrier for trade and producers to 
make scale investments, to develop new large-scale processes, to build up long-
term trade contacts, if not permanent trade networks, to make direct investments 
and thus to try to achieve a spatial division of labour within the enterprise owr 
the entire internal market and to invest in European standardization in antici-
pation of reduction in costs by sales throughout the whole Euromarket. The 
greater the certainty of market access, the closer the estimated business risks 
approach the normal ones of economic intercourse within a national economy. 
The omissions in the internal product market aeqw and the remaining national 
competences in the field of competition, industrial policy and trade policy define 
the borders of this credibility. 
Macroeconomic instability can damage market interweaving in two ways. In the 
tint place macroeconomic instability can make the normal functiolling of the 
market more difficult. For instance price stability, almost full employment, secular 
economic growth and external stability are conducive for properly forecasting 
economic development which narrows down the margins of business risks and 
thus makes industrial change easier. Rigidities in product and factor markets can 
in their turn slow down the required microeconomic reactions to macroeconomic 
policy changes or cause high adaptation costs in bringing it about. 'In short, tbcrc 
is either a virtuous circle of microeconomic Ocxibility and macroeconomic sta-
bility, or a vicious circle of rigidity and instability' (OECD, 1983, p.23). 
In various national markets of the EC indications became apparent in the coune 
of the 1970. which pointed to the vicious circle of micro-rigidity and macro-
instability rather than the positive interaction, probably still relevant, between 
flexible markets and stable macroeconomic relationships in the 19608. 2 For the 
internal market as a whole this should in theory not need to have consequences 
for the acquis (but it certainly would for the economic performance and the 
attraction of the Euromarket) if macroeconomic instability were spread evenly 
owr Member State economies, and this irrespective of their industrial and export 
structure. Obviously this was and is not the case. 
Tbc result was that between the beginning and end of the 1970. large fluctuations 
occurred in exchange rates and ctTective demand developments differed grcady 
between Member States at any given moment, but also over the period. This raisN 
the question of whether flexible exchange rates are a suitable macroeconomic 
2 See OECD, 1979-a; OECD, 1979-b; Maldague et al., 1981; Albert and Ball, 1983; OECD, 
1983; etc. 
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condition for European product market integration. Without reducing this com-
plicated question , to a few simple observations it can nevertheless be stated that 
flexible rates are consistent with the vital wish in all Member States to retain a 
certain amount of autonomy in the macroeconomic policy. Another question ia 
whether the variability in exchange rates between the currencies of the Member 
States (which trade 50°/o of their industrial exports with each other; the EC import 
share is even higher) is also consistent with reasonable stability of acbieved market 
interwovenness. In academic literature the claimed negative effect of flexible 
exchange rates on the volume and the growth rate of international trade is con-
tested. A great deal of research bas been done into the effect of short-term (on a 
quarterly basis) variability of nominal and real exchange rates on a bilateral basis 
and as effective rates. From the survey in IMF (1984) it appeared that short-term 
· variability ·exertea -ne empirically dernoastrable .negative effects on trade. ' Some 
intuitive grounds may explain this result such as the existenClO of doep forward 
markets. long-term contracts and considerable intra-firm trade. Furthermore in 
the slightly longer term not the nominal but the real exchange rate is decisive for 
variations ( ceteris paribus) in competitiveness even though. lately theae real fluctu-
ations were hardly smaller, surprisingly. 
Notwithstanding all this it remains difficult to deny that the exporters' uncertainty 
will increase strongly, if they have to work in an internal market with gyrating 
exchange rates - and not in a predictable direction. Not only do the transaction 
costs increase with the term covered, great amplitudes over a period of some years 
will have considerable, although temporary, effects on competitiveness so that 
fluctuations in profits arise which - especially when concentrated on ClOrtain 
countries - will have a discouraging effect on investments. Furthermore, even 
with the propensity to invest being unaffected it remains unclear bow price sipala 
must be read causing the margins of profitability to become similarly larger so 
that ( ceteris paribw) less will be invested. All of this slows down structural 
changes, investments and growth in trade. For this reason a considerably larger 
amount of uneasiness has arisen concerning exchange rate shifts which for some 
years have under- or over-compensated for the differences between the inflation 
tempos of the important trade partners. In de Grauwe & Bellefroid (1986) it is 
likewise claimed that short-term volatility assumes properties of insurable riaka 
while long-run variability has more the character of a not-insurable form of 
uncertainty. The authors found that some 20-30°/o of the observed decline of the 
growth rate of international trade among the industrialized countries (1973-84) 
can be attributed to the substantial increase of the long-nm variability of real 
exchange rates. In any case it should be kept in mind that 'uncertainty• ia alwaya 
an ex ante conoept, which for the short term as well as the durable fluctuations 
can only be measured ex past: ex ante it is unpredictable for the businessman and 
dealer what ex past appears to have become greater or smaller variability. 
In the second place the governments of the Member States tend to respond to 
macroeconomic instability by pursuing measures softening the negative effects on 
employment and controlling the consequences for income distribution. These 
measures can consist of typical elements of redistribution in the Welfare State 
which leave the internal market as such unaffected. In the mixed economies of 
Western Europe, however, that is not all: discriminatory, often informal trade 
protection vis-a-vis third countries, subsidies of all kinds, capital participation in 
companies, rescue operations, compensatory government procurement and, occa-
sionally even spot strikes at the internal frontiers and in transport. Such (policy) 
reactions fragment the internal market further by allowing omissions in the acq"'6 
to grow in importance via conservative national policy. Recourse to theee instru-
ments increased for the first time when Italy and the United Kingdom, and to a 
lesser extent other Member States, gave up their conscious sean:h tor autonomous 
expansion behind a falling exchange rate and tried to break through the inflation 
spiral despite the indexation. The halt in the fall of the exchange rate (of the lira) 
and the fast rise in the pound (because of oil exports) was initially combined with 
3 See, for instance, Dornbusch, 1983; Cei.anne, 1983; etc. 
4 But aee Akhtar and Hilton (1984) and Gotur (198S). 
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domestic indexation so competitiveness suffered considerably. Both countriel 
clutcbed at the subsidy instrument in addition to rescue operations and a areater 
reliance on discriminatory trade policy •iNl-•u NICa and Japan. Followin1 a year 
of unilateral expansion in France under Mitterand similar phenomena aroae: after 
a couple of quickly agreed devaluations within the BMS attempts were made to 
pn,vent a third by means of an austerity propamme. capital export controll and a 
variety of industrial policy meaaures, in addidon to apot strik• of the French 
customs (video recorders via Poitien; sudden languaae requirements on docu· 
ments, etc.). Continuation of austerity and an EC loan combined with a third 
devaluation brought the return of the desired exchange rate stability in the EMS. 
The internal market thus benefits from exchange rate stability, preferably in a 
stable macroeconomic climate whereby the Member States avoid sharp divergen-
cies, for two reasons: the first is the avoidance of the presumed direct and indirect 
damage to the market interweaving; the second is to obviate the almost pre-
dictable response of national governments which will accentuate stronger than 
before the omissions in the internal market acqui8 and in this way undermine the 
acqui8 itself. 
After the turbulent mid- I 970s the European Monetary System (EMS) bas helped 
to bring about a return to a satisfactory nominal exchange rate stability. s It is not 
clear whether the EMS has also achieved similar 'comparative advantages' in 
terms of real, effective exchange rates. In any case the EMS exhibits shortcomings 
in structure and implementation. In structure it still focuses too strongly on 
external monetary stability with a great deal of freedom concerning the coordi-
nation of the domestic monetary and fiacal/expenditure policy. There is also no 
serious obligation to do more than consult. 
The Monetary Committee bas de facto gone further since 1982. The reasons for 
this are twofold: firstly one must decide jointly about exchange rate modifications 
and this has gradually led, mainly because of the forceful devaluation of 12°/o then 
proposed by Belgium, to the reciprocal need to diacusa in depth each others 
policy; secondly convergence bas taken place in the national policy thinking and 
preferences in the Member States - it is to be presumed that this convergence at 
civil service level is promoted by EC consultation; at political level it can probably 
be traced back to the failure of 'autonomous' employment policy behind flexible 
exchange rates, and the great need to curb inflation by de-indexation and govern-
ment budget cutting. Inflation in the EC bas in fact dropped drastically: from 
11% in 1980 to less than 4% in 1986. With the exception of Greece the inflation 
rates of the EC Member States for 1985 all lie below 9°/o so that convergence bas 
arisen which makes the exchange rate stability more permanent. 
In matters of implementation the EMS is weak and incomplete. A number of 
technical and legal weaknesses can be removed without there being a need for 
much willingness to make concessions; 6 others require policy decisions concerning 
the ao-called second phase of the system. The imperfection of the EMS ia that the 
United Kingdom and Greece do not take part in the exchange rate mechanism 
which causes the internal market still to be fragmented either by exchange rate 
fluctuations or by real interest fluctuations aiming actually to prevent exchange 
rate fluctuations. The former effects the internal market more strongly and more 
directly even though the unexpectedness of the latter (as in the case of the United 
Kingdom in the spring of 1985) is certainly not beneficial either for intra-EC trade 
stability. 
The first question posed in this section can be answered with the stipulation that 
the internal market acquis will be consolidated and market interweaving advanced 
if the EMS is strengthened and extended to all Member States, but in any case to 
the United Kingdom in order to increase the credibility and predictability of 
macroeconomic stability. 
5 See for instance, EC (1984) and Ecosoc (198S). 
6 Al propoeed in detail in European Economy, July 1982 (No 12). 
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Complementing product market intearation with that in aervicel, and above all 
financial capital, cannot be seen u a simple extension. The pouible turnowsr of a 
Community interbank loan market, of short-term Community financial markela, 
of an EC mortgage market, of a European network of interlinked stock ex-
changes, is such that their very existence imposes pn,cise ~x ant~ coordination or 
monetary, exchange rate and deficit-financina policies. Policy converpnce can 
then no longer be the more or less happy outcome or coinading polic:y insiahta in 
the various capitals but should be negotiated and agreed in detail in advance. This 
means that the domestic discretion which one nowadays may still pretend to haw, 
be it within the constraints of the current EMS, will not only be further reduced 
but by definition also be partly defined, controlled and, if necessary, adjusted by 
other Member States in the Council. In practice it is difTICult to imagine continu-
ing to combine this with decentrali7.ed decisions for the creation of 'baae money' 
and for the method of financing and the si7.e of the government budaet. In any 
case Article 68 EEC (this concerns mutual agreement of Member States for the 
borrowing of money in 'each others' financial markets) must be reviled. The 
inference is that with one European capital market this article will be rewritten in 
accordance with Community decision-making concerning the public sector bor-
rowing requirements or, as the case may be, the monetary tinanciag or each 
Member State. · 
Should one choose not to combine capital market integration with more stringent 
central decision-making in the macroeconomic area then quite large eaange rate 
fluctuations could arise in response to divergent measures. This would bold espe-
cially if underlying macroeconomic developments and policies of Member States 
would alter the exchange rate expectations of economic agents, particularly in 
financial markets. It follows that the internal product market doea not benefit 
from financial capital market integration unless it is irrevocably l'elOlved that: 
(i) safeguard measures remain strictly in the financial sphere with due consider-
ation given to the widest possible interpretation of Article 106(1) EEC 
(which prescribes permanent freedom of payment for all intra-EC tramac-
tions including services which do not arise directly from purely financial 
transactions); 
(ii) safeguard measures can only be entered into at Community lewl, even in 
crisis situations, and also terminated at Community level; 
(iii) policy conditions will be worked out precisely which will make the safeguard 
measures superfluous after a short period of time. · 
The requirements are so stringent that it is more etTICient, and Costen stability, if a 
central institutional structure is chosen with a European currency, a central bank 
(a la the Federal Reserve System) and a federal system (thus with two aowrnina 
levels) for budgeting, aggregate redistribution and the financing or deficits or 
Member States. 
Given present Community practice this 'great leap forward' is not to be expected 
in the medium term. Therefore what bas been described as dichotomy between 
integration in the internal market and cooperation in marcroeconomic polic:y is 
actually a spectrum of various grades of more or less intensive and strinpnt 
macroeconomic cooperation, with increasing integrative elements, together with 
advanced liberalization in the financial sphere, besides Community harmonization, 
or partial unification of the institutions and the permitted behaviour on the 
emerging European capital markets. It would be welc:ome if, in particular, the 
French and Italian restrictions in foreign currency dealings and with napect to 
capital transactions over the border were to be discontinued. From the viewpoint 
of the internal product market however it has to be stressed that this is only a 
good idea if this discontinuation does not take place simply unilaterally (hence, 
revocably) but is imbedded in Community regulation concerning the Community 
decision-making (including conditions) of the eventual application later or Articles 
73, 108 and 109 EEC (the safeguard clauses). Once again this requires further 
convergence and continuing, partially ex ante, coordination or macroeconomic 
policy in a stronger EMS structure. This point will not be fundamentally affected 
by staggering the capital control liberalization, for example, by only liberalizina 
private ECU denominated capital flows within the Community. 
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CH.4PTER4 
HOW TO COMPLETE TifE INTERNAL MARKET: 
GUIDELINm AND PROPOSAIS 
Thia chapter will summarize the guidelines and propoaals for 'completing' the 
internal EC product market, as were given in the WRR-study of the author. • It is 
good to realm that these guidelines and proposals were formulated in a period 
durina which the understanding of the problems was more limited than today and 
in any event tended to be fragmented among isolated specialists. In various 
Commission papers. initiated by Commissioner Narjes - dealing with internal 
market afl'ain, at the time - useful clarificationa had been made. 2 AJao, the 
Mon:au-von Wogau report in the European Parliament, and the useful Dekker-
plan • had contributed to the discussion. Nevertbelesa, the two functions of the let 
of guidelines and proposals in the WRR-study of the author were, fust, to pramt 
an overview of the many issues in order to improve the information contents of 
the debate and, second, to analyae the complexity of the integrative and coonli-
native n,quirements. Writing in the summer of 1986 the former function seems still 
necessary but Jess urgent than a little over one year ago. For the student of 
internal market afl'ain, this is likely to be the most interesting aspect ,.,f all: the 
preaent Commilllion - and, above all, Lord Cockfield - baa suaieeded to aet 
political and journalistic attention for the internal market, so that the overall need 
as well as the main issues are better understood and decision-making could be 
sped-up. 
In the following brief comparative references will occaaionally be made to the 
Commission's White Paper, where possible and useful .. However, the reader is 
warned that purpose, limitationa and timing of the orismaJ WRR differ from the 
June 1985 White Paper. The orismaJ WRR report's purpose was to provide an 
ana1ytical and knowledge base for a critical appraisal of the Dutch European 
Integration policy. The goal of the White Paper is to substantiate in a policy 
progiamine the aim of completing the internal market, formulated by several 
European Councils since Copenhagen (December 1982). Particularly, the Euro-
pean Council meeting in Brussels, 29 and 30 March 1985, called upon the Com-
mission 'to draw up a detailed programme with a specific timetable'. In view of 
the latter request the White Paper is all-embracing, whereas neither purpose nor 
reaourcea (mduded expertise) permitted the WRR to be nearly as comprehensive. 
Hence, transport and fiscal matters are not covered in any detail in the WRR-
report. As to timing the key ohlervation is that the topic baa become a 'moving' 
one. During the last years of the previous decade the internal market dossier was 
politically dead, economically uninteresting (because proposals meant only minus-
cule changes) and institutionally unimportant. But since 1982/83 (when the WRR. 
formulated its very first ideas) the dossier has become ever more dynamic and 
involving. 
The order of presentation will be based on Figure I, Chapter I, and the Tabla 
10-13 of Chapter 3. Space constraints lead to an emphasis on what is considered 
euential. 
I PeUanans, 1985-a, Chapter 11. 
2 For instance COM(83) 80 of 28 February 1983 on the functioning of the intcraal market; 
COM(84) 134 of 11 April 1984 OD cbecband formalities relating to intra-Community tradoin 
goods; COM(84) 305 of 13 June 1984 on the comolidatioD of the internal market. 
J Doc. 1-32/84 of 26 Mardi 1984 OD the ncceasity to Ralize one European internal market, 
European Parliament, F.conomic and Monetary Committee. 
• Deller (198S). 
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I. FORMAL ACC~ POLICIES 
The following five omissions will be discussed as indicated in the first column o( 
Table 10: border formalities; indirect taxes; exchange controls; trade protection; 
and transport. 
1.1. Border formdtles 
Besides cost economies in transport, and eventually in intra-EC trade, the sym-
bolic and psychological significance of borders 'within' the Community uo plays 
quite a role. It is important for politicians in power to be willina to go further 
than giving quite generally worded voluntary statements and leaving the im-
plementation of plans to civil servants and services that, for entirely under-
standable reasons, do not want to endanger their work, positioq and status by 
carrying out liberalizing proposals of their own accord. However boring or tech-
nical politicians may find customs problems, they cannot reasonably expect 
feasible, detailed and workable proposals from national customs services and 
finance ministries unless clear political instructions are given together with strict 
time schedules which force the politicians to keep track of and, if possible, guide 
the process. 
The final aim of a programme to overcome this technical (but intricate) omission 
should be a prohibition of customs checks at inner frontiers (N.8, in Table 1). 
This seems to be precisely what the White Paper proposes for 1993. For the 
movement of persons this requires a number of measures, in tum asking for 
bannonimtion of laws and policies as well as daily cooperation between customs 
and/or police in all the Member States. The WRR proposals do not clift'or in 
essence from the White Paper proposals, to which the reader is referred. 
For the movement of goods, more detail is needed. 
Improvement of the EC single document which will be introduced at the latelt on 
1 January 1988 (the White Paper takes a similar orientation): 
(i) Further simplification by requiring fewer data; this depends on other liberali-
zation measures in some Member States and)s therefore more ambitious 
than might appear at first sight ·, 
(ii) Automation of customs data transmission; automation is two-faced and 
should not be ignored by the Internal Market Council as being merely 
technical. On the one band automation permif:11 export companies u well u 
the customs and inland revenue services to inch2ae considerably the speed o( 
administrative operations relating to the single document and the VAT 
payment and to reduce costs for commerce and industry by the joinina of 
systems and compatible programming. On the other band the incompatibility 
of hardware already installed and the systems between Member States may 
increase the administrative complications unnecessarily and also binder Com· 
munity data exchange between the Member States' custom services. By 
making early decisions and Betting reasonable transitional periods a peat 
deal can be achieved in this field. 
Realimtion of an EC customs code, in which for instance the uniform treatment 
of goods from third countries bas to be guaranteed. 
Agreeing on this code has to be considered the most normal thing in an ambitioua 
customs union, which is what the EC happens to be. Work in 1984 and 1985 u 
well as the first decisions on the White Paper programme have contributed a 
number of building blocks (frequently even in tho fonn of Regulations). The 
White Paper's orientation is fully appropriate in this respect and ought to be 
followed. 
Further cooperation between the Community customs services conc:erning train-
ing. This can be done through an EC excbanae programme of civil aervanta 
(which is already happening on an incidental. basis), in-service trainiq and Nmi-
~ on a multinational basis for midd»-level civil aervanta and the establwnnent 
of a Community customs academy for the manqerial functions to comp1emeat 
the national training. Some measured fonn of integration of the bipeat policy-
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making ecbelons of the Member States' custom services with the EC customs 
eervicea should be considered in the 1990s. 
1.2. lalllnc:t toes 
The most important but also for political and techniad reasons the most awkward 
administrative frontier barrier is the complex of VAT controls and charges. and 
adae duties. National political interests can be summarized 88 follows: 
(i) The ministries of finance are apprehensive for Community measures regard-
ing the administrative conatraints for national taxes. Even greater appreben-
aion exists for complete harmonization of the indirect tax b88c and strong 
reaiatance against a Community scheme for convergency of indirect tax rates 
bowewr large the margins may be. This apprehension and negative attitude 
cannot be measured; they are the expression (bidden in technical objections) 
of the sacrosanct 'fiscal sovereignty' of the nation-state. Partly, they are 
genuine 88 high-indirect-tax Member States may have to alter their revenue 
structure drastically in order to avoid overall tax revenue losses. 
(Ii) Flexibility in national taxation should be looked for in indim:t taxation 
because many governments judge that the limits of income tax have just 
about been reached (in many EC countries the corporate tax rate is even 
going down); the consequence is that the emphasis on indirect taxation baa 
inc:Naaed, even in countries which traditionally bad a smaller proportion of 
this taxation in their total revenue. 
The technical aspects are extremely complicated and need special treatment elao-
wbere. Without the willingness to make conccsaions, satisfactory solutions are 
impossible and negotiations become bogged down: VAT rates still diverge con-
siderably, the tax b88c in the so-called 6th Directive is still not uniform enoush 
and the excise duties show wide disparities. The zero tariffs for articles of 'basic 
needs' in the United l(jngdom (and partly also in Portugal) fonn a specially 
clitracult problem, because from a political point of view they may be considered 
rather sensitive. 
The Commission is therefore to be congratulated with its determination to tackle 
the issue thoroughly in the White Paper. A key problem with the Commission's 
approach is that the 14th VAT draft directive is resisted by some five·or six 
Member States, primarily for short-term reasons of budgetary adjustment, whilst 
the Cearing House proposal is hardly more than a vague idea at the moment, is 
considered administratively as too ambitious by some specialists and in any event 
is only achcduled for 1989. There is a risk, therefore, to fall between two stools 
and still have fiscal frontiers for several years. Thia would throw the full weight 
for the elimination of fiscal frontiers on the harmonization of rates. Politically and 
buqetarily this barmonimtion will be difficult. However, if it would come to an 
agreement to harmoni2:e rates inside two VAT bands, the Clearing House pro-
posals appear to lose their fon,e, because clearing would only be needed for a 
brief adjustment period (if, at all) and be superfluous thereafter. Furthermore, a 
debate is emerging about whether harmonimtion of rates is really needed for the 
elimination of fiscal frontiers. s 
1.1 Excw• coatre1s 
Fragmentation of the internal market caused by quantitative and administrative 
restrictions on the movement of money still exists, in spite of the freedom in 
paying for delivered or to be delivered goods laid down in Article I 06( 1) EEC. 
For existing companies and colDIJlercial enterprises these restrictions do not 
5 See the papen by Alec Easson and by Dieter Biehl in the proceedings of the European 
University Jnstitute's colloquium on the internal market, June 1986. To be published in the 
FNropn,, Per1pec11Ya Series, OtT'JCC for OtTICial Publications of the European Communities. 
Luumbouq/Bruuela. 
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usually give riac to acrious problems but this is not so for new, small companie, 
and for incidental transactions of rcpi'esentatives, tourists or for t.est deliveriea. 
1be real problem - the balance of payments problem; given the exchange rates of 
and the confidence in the currencies - cannot however be solved by export 
controls on financial capital alone, because bidden capital export will take place 
by way of the money market and the banking system. 
Articles 67 to 73 and 108/109 EEC are a never-ending threat to the internal 
market and, moreover, for the time being they make the creation of a CollllDUllity 
capital market seem an illusion. If the macroeconomic policies of the Member 
States have been coordinated sutTICiently, we can expect tbcac controls to be 
abolished. Even though the recent inclination towards converpnce of the macro-
economic policy, especiaUy of the inflation rates, should be judged politivoly, the 
abolition of exchange controls should be considered u an ambitious aim with far• 
reaching implications. The following action could be taken: 
(i) Gradual reduction in the de facto fragmenting effects of exchange controls 
on the internal product market. This can be attained by tightening EC policy 
with regard to the safeguard clauses in Articles 73, 108 and 109 EEC, in so 
far as this would binder the trade in goods. In particular the amounts for 
small transactions and for tourists in the first instance should be railOd to 
such a level that they wiU rarely be considered as restrictions on trade. In 
addition obligations as to import deposits for intra-EC trade, and measures 
with similar effect, should be excluded, now and in the future. 
(ii) The freedom of payment for trade in industry-related acrvices libenlizecl in 
the EC should be accomplished. 
(iii) From the viewpoint of EMS consolidation (see Section S) a programme 
should be drawn up for the elimination of controls on capital export. 
Meanwhile, application of the safeguard clauses should be limited in time 
and scope, as also suggested in the White Paper. 
1.4. Tnde protection 
For about two decades many have been wondering why such an ambitious cut-
toms union as that of the EC, has found it posaible to go on without a complete 
common trade policy. The internal fragmentatio~ of the textile and clothing 
market in the EC, or of the EC marlcet for (Ja.,.nese) cars, for (Japanese) colour 
1Vs or for certain East European products mak~ market unity a.m unbelievable 
and blocks its consolidation. Still the question ariaes of whether it is really so 
surprising that Member States want to retain a ~ amount of elbow room in 
trade policy. Is it not a fact that the fundamental !qualms about agreeing to a 
single Community customs have not been overcome at all? 1be EC system does 
lead to far-reaching restrictions of national policy instruments, but it remains a 
prefederal system: in questions which are too sensitive both politically and socially 
the Member State's normal executive instnunents may be employed for special 
cases or in escape clauses which are extremely ~tent. 
Tben,fore, fragmentation cannot be expected to ~pear altogether before qree-
ment has been reached on the EC customs code, and before the EC customs 
service has effective judicial and administrative means available to check and 
correct each national trade policy implementation measure. (The White Paper 
speaks about intensive cooperation between national administrations and the 
Commission.) Moreover, elimination of fragmentation is cloeely linked to two 
other policy decisions at European level: the nature and extent of Community 
protection and the replacement of (national and/or Community) trade protection 
by public aid and adjustment measures primarily at national level but with EC 
approval and under Commission surveiUance. 
1be following points can therefore not be seen separately from thoae presented in 
Section 3. The fact that they are shown separately is to complete the discussion of 
formal market access. 
Invocation of Article 11 S EEC, by which controls on origin at the internal borden 
are sanctioned and national volume protection vu-a--.is third countries within the 
internal market are effected, should gradually be reduced to ad hoc special situ-
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ations. The priorities here should be set clearly: barring special situations, market 
integration is more important than the specific fonn of external protection with 
reprd to certain third countries. This means that: 
(i) no matter which arranpmcnt is chosen for the Multifibre Agreement, it 
should definitely be acknowledged as conununautalre, and any reference to 
even a potential return to so-called national powers .should be banned in 
order not to fragment the internal market (in so far aa this return is not 
already in defiance of Community law); 
(ii) the Commission should prepare a long-tenn plan to enable the Council to 
gradually reduce the number of products which are still subject to national 
restrictions; 
(iii) in addition a plan should be drawn up for bringing the safeguard clauses in 
bilateral agreements between Member States and third countries up to Com-
munity level. This does not necessarily imply that the application of the then 
necessary Community safeguard cannot at the outset take place in a dif-
ferentiated manner. But this national differentiation should be diacussed each 
year at Community level in order step by step to reach uniform application 
(including agreements with Comecon countries); 
(iv) the policy for more openness in the EC policy of surveillance and safeguard 
measures, which was introduced so tentatively a few years ago, should be 
expanded. The Commission should, accompanied by reasons, not only pub-
lish approvals but also rejections of requests for safeguards. 
1.5. Tnmport 
Because of the accumulation of numerous forms of national legislation in the 
transport sector, this field deserves specializ.ed treatment and therefore it will not 
be covered in this study. Nevertheless it will be clear that the EC can never be or 
become an internal market unless free intra-EC trade is accompanied by un-
reatricted transport. In the economic sense there is no essential difference between 
the freedom of payment for goods freely traded, guaranteed in Article 106(1) 
BBC. and the freedom of transport of these goods. 
2. TRADE POLICY 
The European Community does not have a solid basis for a healthy trade policy 
directed towards growth and competitiveness. Although trade policy is one of the 
Community's most important competences, the general policy statements of the 
EC are so rare that one can reasonably doubt whether there is a sound long-term 
policy. There bas never been an annual report on trade policy in spite of the fact 
that agriculture, the Regional and Social Funds and competition each have their 
annual reports, which not only contribute a great deal to understanding the policy 
problems but, first and above all, they force the Commission to make a systematic 
policy analysis and to sot out the strategy to be followed and its reasons. Up till 
now the general debate on trade policy in the Community bas only flourished in 
connection with the three OATI Rounds (Dillon, Kennedy and Tokyo). But the 
paucity is in fact even greater, because the sbort-tenn policy is also quite nebu-
lous. Many trade policy decisions of the Commission remain unknown because 
they tum out negatively: e.g. requests for extra protection by voluntary export 
restrictions or requests for (temporary) abolition of tariff protection or pressure to 
chanse the tariffs or tariff structure are neither published at the time of request 
nor of rejection. Just as serious is the fact that positive decisions are only pub-
lished in the OjJlclal Journal as a /ait accompli, without any further comment on 
the motivation behind the request and without any reference to the overall trade 
policy. 
All of this makes it impossible to get a good picture of the policy pursued and, 
even more important, to assess general policy in the light of the need for adjust-
ment and growth, and to compare the individual decisions with the overall policy. 
In addition, no democratic control of EC trade policy is possible, except in-
directly, incompletely and ineffectively via national parliaments and, extremely 
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marginally, via the European Parliament. Officially the European Parliament bu 
no advisory competences in the numerous small short-term decisions. 
A fundamental bottleneck in trade policy is the intermeshing of trade policy 
effects on the competitive conditions throughout the EC with the industrial policy 
effects and the competition policy effects on these conditiona. Thia demands 
coherent policy in all three policy areas. It is true that a~ of this inter-
meshing is increasing but the resulting necessity for policy coordination is in-
sufficiently addressed. The White Paper goes no further than a formal recognition 
of these effects without giving any detailed proposal. 
This study concerns the internal EC market for industrial products and will look 
at trade policy from this limited viewpoint. Trade policy can have considerable 
influence on industrial competitiveness and thus on economic growth in the 
medium term. A liberal trade policy creates permanent pressure to maintain 
competitiveness in the internal market and helps entrepreneun to anticipate future 
shifts in comparative advantage in relation to third countries by investing in new 
production processes (or in their R&D), in new products or in other special-
izations. Up to the start of the 1970s US trade policy initiatives served as a 
favourable complement to the internal liberalization in the EC, but since that time 
it has become increasingly obvious that the Community, as the largest trading 
block, should itself take initiatives. A too passive EC trade policy conflicts with 
the EC's own interest and will eventually lead to an increasing number of negative 
repercussions on the internal market. 
The following programme burdens the still prefederal Community with quite an 
ambitious strategy. An active policy is partly a condition of and partly com-
plementary to the proposals for the removal of access barriers due to protection 
(see Section 1.4). 
The Multifibre Agreement must be abolished; if not then the EC must withdraw 
from it. The best solution is for the EC to propose a phasing-out scheme to the 
exporting countries, described below. Should this apparently not be possible then 
the fourth MF A should be stripped of some restrictive clauses (such as the suqe 
mechanism), each safeguard vis-a-vis the poorest countries (definition UN/World 
Bank) should be excluded, a growth of at least a real 6% per year of all specified 
volumes should be made possible and the itemization according to quotas per 
Member State should be excluded. Further this fourth MFA for the EC should be 
explicitly connected to reorganimtion and adjustment programmes which should 
be discussed in the annual reports of competition policy and trade policy. 
The following major points should be included in the phasing-out scheme of the 
MFA: 
(i) the phasing out scheme is for five years, beginning as soon as possible; 
(ii) the itemization by quotas per Member State should be ended· during the fint 
stage of the phasing out; 
(iii) in the first stage the quotas for the poorest countries (definition UN/World 
Bank) should be abolished; 
(iv) the second stage consists of the last chance to restructure 'sensitive' prod-
ucts; during the first stage negotiations on this matter can take place, in the 
second phase the restructuring plan can be carried out. The nucleus of the 
plan is a combination of decreasing volume protection and national subsidy 
arrangements under EC supervision with a maximum of five years and with 
no renewal. The protection can for instance in the three years of the IOCOlld 
phase be reduced by allowing the quotas to rise by 100/o annually and then 
be abolished ; 
(v) the most sensitive products follow a similar restructuring process but at a 
slower speed. In the first phase the MFA 'surge mechanism' must be 
scrapped. In the second phase subsidy programmes for restructuring will be 
carried out simultaneously with a yearly rise in quota of 5%. After five years 
the quotas will be in principle abolished although for instance a two-year 
extension should be possible, be it in that case with 100/o increase in the 
quota volume per year. The subsidy programmes could continue if the 
quotas are dropped; if quotas are to be extended, then the subsidy arrana. 
ments are dropped; 
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(vi) for the problems of 'market disruption' and 'aerious injury', after the 
abolition of the MFA, reference is made to a (fast) procedure in a rewritten 
Article 19 GAIT (aee below). 
The Buropean Community should take the initiative with respect to rewriting the 
safeguard Article 19 GA1T, which should be directed towards adjustment and 
have good multilateral surveillance. During the last years 9f the 1970a the im-
preuion was received that in EC circles 'exemption from iltjurious market clil-
naption' was another term for exemption from competition arising from comparat-
ive advantages. This refusal to accept developments in the world division of 
labour is damaging for the Community as the world's largest exporter. 
The rewriting or Article 19 GAIT has to be baaed on the following principles: 
openness of requests, by holding hearings with (partly) neutral experts; the per· 
milted protection is temporary, decreasing and not directly renewable; surveillance 
and decision-making is strictly multilateral; non<0mpliance gives all exporting 
countries the right to impose immediate sanctions. Further tho rewriting should be 
accompanied by a programme for the gradual abolition of volume protection, 
such u the MFA (so-called 'rolling back'). 
P088ibly independent of the above a study should be made into how national 
'amorphous' protection with respect to third countries can either be eliminated or 
come under Community supervision. In any case the Commission should carry 
out an exhaustive inventory of all temporary and permanent 'voluntary' export 
limitations at national level. This inventory should, together with the specified 
reasons of protection, be compared with national subsidy schemes and the Com-
munity external tariff so that the total protection becomes clear. This inventory 
should be published in the annual report on trade policy (see before) or as a 
separate study. Furthermore the Commission should come forward with some 
proposals. 
Trade protection on new products must remain exceptional and based on explicit 
policy. This policy can be stipulated in such a way that, on the one hand, the 
pn,cedent of the 'compact disc' protection may be restrained while, on the other 
band. the lack of a 'high-tech code' in the GA TI - on artificially caused dif. 
fereoces in product and process development and in the early phases of the 
product cycle - would inflict no damage on innovating industry in the EC. 
The Japan policy of the EC mUJl be fundamentally reviewed. Starting point of 
this should be that trade protection in no case may be used as 'reward' for a 
worsening competitive position. Such protection delays adjustment, rewards lack 
of innovation and the ability. to anticipate in the sectors CODClfflled and contributes 
nothing to competitiveness on the third country markets which are of such im-
portance for the Community. Also, and in line with the remarks before, the Japan 
policy needs to be truly communitarian. But the common trade policy should be 
used as an instrument for retaliation for the non-tariff protection of the Japaneee 
market. The trade policy energy of the Community must not be concentrated on 
the 'organizing' of the textile, clothing, leather, steel, cars and TV and VCRs trade 
but on reducing serious competitive distortions and radical differences in the 
market access elaewhere of t.hoee products or sectors where previous negotiation, 
on tariff's and codes are nullified by amorphous protection. The diplomatic offens-
ive should be primarily directed at the newer and newest products because there 
scale and learning effects can be exploited on a protected market. The Community 
should see to it that in the introduction phase of young products between the 
laqe GA TI trading partners there are no extreme differences in protection. If 
product development and the introduction phase of product X takes place in 
Japan without the least threat of European or American (or other) competition, 
while the EC and the US market are open except for a low tariff, then an abaolute 
COit advantage can be achieved which cannot be overtaken and which makes 
research and development investments worthless. This exercises a shock effect on 
further reaearch and development investments in other new products for reasons 
which cannot be primarily blamed on the enterprise. 
Article 23 GA TT, and other articles, were not written with this in mind so are 
therefore unsuitable. The EC should formulate a policy which, as long as a high· 
tech code in GA Tr has not been agreed, makes trade retaliation p088iblo on the 
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basis of the above considerations. This retortion hu nothing to do with the 
'bilateral' deficit with Japan (which is irrelevant in a multilateral system) and 
primarily concerns young products and new products in their primary pbues. The 
retortion is temporary and not renewable; obviously it can be aboJilhed or • 
duced by negotiation. The retortion is not in terms of quotas but bued on tarifl'I. 
Finally the retortion can only be applied - becauae that is the induatrial policy 
and competition argument - to those young and new products f'or wbida a 
completed or almost completed internal market bu been ac:blned. 
Traditional patterns of retaliation and protection are still too stronalY adbered to 
in the BC. The retaliation suggested here is not a responae to an internal political 
problem (e.g. the threat of unemployment because of import competition), but to 
a serious disparity in the reciprocal market access, thus a diplomatic problem. 
Coneequendy retaliation must be discussed beforehand with Japan and only 
applied if this does not bring about improvement in the acceaa of' tbae products. 
Retaliation must remain shortlived because it is not there to protect BC industry 
but to get Japan to open up the market. Also it is the trade diplomacy wbida can 
end retaliation before this comes to an end administratively. 
Cases are conceivable for which the retortion would not be by way of tariff's bat 
by other means. One of which is a Community technical certif"ation policy wbida 
must be discretionary applied in response to excessive and non-reciprocal demands 
in Japan. This is discussed in short in Section 4 seeing that this policy maka 
certain demands of the new approach to technical harmonization. 
3. COMPETITION POUCY TOW ARDS ENTEllPlllSES 
Competition policy with respect to enterprises is one of the relatively succeasfol 
Community activities. The notoriously weak point of coordination with other 
policies (where economically justified) bu improved considerably primarily due to 
the adaptation of the exemptions policy in relation to licences, R.tD cooperation 
agreements and specialiution agreements between otherwiae independent buai· 
nessea. Coordination with trade policy is not yet suff'aciendy developed in the cue 
of so-called voluntary export restraints - certainly when tbae have been entered 
into between import competing industries and third country exporters. 
The remaining problems which deserve attention concern the inadequately effec-
tive application of competition policy in the sub-sector assembled private can (not 
parts), and the fact that Articles 85 and 86 EEC has hardly been applied to 
telecom, transport and other services. Furthermore the need to streqthen the 
hand of the Commission in its control of mergers continues to exist. Therefore, 
legislation to this effect should be adopted, especially since private barrien, 
maintained by powerful corporations, are inconsistent with the completion of' the 
internal market. 
More generally, competition policy •is-d-•is enterprises and the completion of' the 
internal market can and should strengthen each other, not only in policy-making 
but fll'St of all in the markets themaelves. 1bis is long recogniad by the Comm. 
sion and Court in their emphasis on the 'unity of the (internal) market'. Aa bu 
been stresaed in Chapter 2 it ia esaential for European industry to achieve 'per-
manent competitiveness', Inter alio, · by reducing barriers to entry and ait and 
overcome rigidities in large (and even more so in public) enterprises. Innovation, 
growth and adjustment require a set of policies promoting intenectoral mobilitiel 
of resources, access to markets and strict sanctions for anti-competitive behaviour. 
1bis broader perspective should underlie both competition policy and the ap-
proaches to improve market 8QCICS8. 
4. INDUSTRIAL POUCY 
By industrial policy we do not mean the drafting and promoting of a specific 
blueprint for European industry in the near future. To the contrary we mean 
attempts to achieve a legal framework and a coherent policy - with a diatn'butioa 
of tasks between EC and Member State levels, and between government policy 
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and the efforts of industry itself - which together guarantee equivalent competi-
tive conditions in the entire internal market, with in principle equal access to the 
eft'ective demand experienced in· the market concerned, as well as the use of the 
funds in the precompetitive phase of the products and prooesses as efficiendy u 
pouible to promote to the peat.est extent the (permanent) competitiwmeM of 
European industry both directly u well as indirectly. 
This approach to industrial policy overlaps, and is direcdy connected with compe-
tition policy and trade policy. This connection is shown schematically in Table 13. 
With regard to orientation the 'industrial policy' should be 'market-guided' with 
anticipation, stimulated by trade which is as free u possible, of a reapome to 
changing comparative advantages within and outside the EC and with a peat deal 
of emphasis on avoiding (national) aid except for R&D. It is essential that the 
economic advantages of the internal market should be thus exploited entirely 
which requires Member States to proceed to the neceaary positive and negative 
integration. The latter is taking place too slowly and too minimal. 
The following options concern policy relating to national crisis or restructuring 
aid, R&D aid policy, problems of standards. tecbnical regulations and tests, 
government procurement policy and industrial property rights. 
The MH:alled crisis aid in sectors such as steel. textiles and shipping should be 
terminated as soon as possible. The reasons can be sununari7.ed as follows: crisis 
aid bas a conservational character, discourages the relatively efficient enterprises 
in the internal market, prevents the better alternative use of this government 
money and induces the granting of matching aid to competitors. The social-
political reality in the Community demands that consideration be given to, for 
instance, the following impeding factors: every year in the EC elections in one or 
other Member State take place; regional concentration of crisis sectors arises in 
many Member States; the social adjustment costs accompanying the termination 
of crisis aid are politically evaluated in divergent ways; the granting of aid and 
protectionism in third countries is important; there is insufficient alternative 
employment in the labour markets. 
In any event, crisis aid has to be converted to restructuring aid, with detailed 
adjustment plans, which also have to be reported interim. In the special caee of 
steel this means that further capacity reduction is required after 1986. 
With restructuring aid the surveillance, which has been carried out for some years. 
must become stricter. Besides this particular attention must be paid to three 
elements which up to now have received too little attention : 
(i) recurrence of aid, at the end of periods with aid, should be more strictly 
controlled; attempts should be made in principle to exclude immediate recur• 
rencc; 
(ii) the automatic covering of the losses of State enterprises must come under 
strict surveillance in order to bring these practices to an end unless it can be 
specifically justified. The Commission must attempt to circumvent the 
smouldering opposition by eliciting rulings from the European Court on the 
interpretation of Article 90 EEC; 
(Iii) the cumulation of fmancial aid and various fonns of trade protection should 
be taken into consideration; this is even more applicable if such double 
protection also has or can have a fragmenting effect on the internal market. 
The policy with regard to aid for R&D deserves more attention. In contrast to the 
granting of aid for industrial production or normal business investments, where 
the EC's role as supervisor best serves the internal market, for many sections of 
R&D aid it is true that these can be given the most effectively and possibly the 
most efficiently at EC level. In addition to this a surveillance policy with regard to 
national aid should be further developed. Both should be consistent with competi-
tion policy with regard to enterprises and with trade policy as well as with other 
sections of Community industrial policy (e.g. government procurement and stan-
dards). 
In a world economy with constantly shifting comparative advantages, highly 
developed market economies, making use of their relatively abundant production 
factor of 'high-grade human capital', ought to create their own comparative 
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advantage. Al European level this role is almoal entirely missiq. No European 
structure for advanced multinational education exists, no 'centree of excellence' 
(except on nuclear energy), hardly any or no stimuli for EC-wide mobility of 
researchers (most university systems in the Member States are di facto aomewbat 
closed), and much too little money for real multinational European reaearda work 
(which is typically excluded by the national research foundatioaa). Europe ii often 
unattractive for the best (applied) researchers becauae a Ellropean dimemion and 
the link with industry is missing. These discouraging facton feed the 'brain drain' 
and have never been counteracted by a European strategy. By a pardal tranafer of 
national university budgets to programmes with a European buis, it does not 
need to coat more. The following points could be studied: 
(i) some competitive European research centres in the field of tecbnic:al or 
natural sciences; 
(ii) 'centrel of excellence', as far as possible in cooperation with European 
industry; 
(iii) vast expansion of the European public research funding; conversion of the 
European Science Foundation or the setting up of a separate Community 
one (with a maximum of two languages and adequate funding); 
(iv) the sponsoring by European organizations of researchers in certain dilci-
plines, and their publication policy; 
(v) a radical 'Europeanizing' of the best universities in the Member States. 
There is also a role for the government in promoting the distribution of know-
ledge to business men and enterprises, the absorption of this and the tranaform-
ation into applied research and eventually in product and procea developmenL 
This role has a more direct industrial policy character. 
The national level is not always the most suitable for this governmental role 
because of the lack of scale effects, the risks of market fragmentation in the EC 
when launching the product, the financial bottlenecks and the large amount of 
uncertainty with huge projects. The opinion that this can often take place better at 
European level is beginning to break ground, as is apparent from programmes 
such as Brite, RACE and Esprit. The scale of these programmes ii however 
somewhat limited compared with some Member State programmes (the German 
informatics programme is almost as large as Esprit) and compan,d with the USA 
and Japan. The European Community for Technology, providing for the fint time 
an overall vision with some coherence, should be supported not merely in words 
but in terms of financial support. 
A much stronger European emphasis on R&D is the required complement to the 
reduction in crisis and restructuring aid in shrinking industries. 
Surveillance of national R&D aid can be strengthened by: 
(i) letting the notification system function better also in thelC cam; 
(ii) forbidding disguised investment aid for technical renovation presented under 
the label 'R&D'; 
(iii) linking up with the Community programme, including Esprit, Brite. RACE 
and the biotechnology project, so that in these caaea guidance and coordi-
nation can be achieved without adding to the EC budget (ex Article 92(3b) 
EEC); 
(iv) establishing simple rules of thumb for aid ceilings for R&D, whereby atten-
tion should in any case be paid to the following: 
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(a) the aid ceiling (as % of the project's R&D figure) should be lower the 
closer one gets to innovation (the commercial stage after development; 
the Commission has meanwhile initiated this); 
(b) to develop a separate policy for government assignments of prototypes 
and applied research (because these are excluded from the public aup-
plies directive) on the grounds of possible competition distortion; the 
question is not so much to limit the freedom of the Member States to 
make these assignments - although with large-scale usigmnents one 
could in any case give some thought to this - as the later quui-
vertical connection which can arise between assigner and developer for 
a lengthy period; 
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(v) to keep a sharp eye out for R&D cooperation between enterprises in two or 
more EC countries (by means of an exemption ox Article 85(3) EEC), which 
can enjoy cumulation of aid in two or more countries; 
(vi) to include fiscal facilities, to the extent enjoyed, in the project aid. 
In some rare cases the scale and risk of product and process development and the 
comequent innovation investment is so large that aid surveillance ii an improper 
instrument. Indeed by limiting national grants it is possible that no production 
will get started. Aid as well as risk can be limited by early coordination of product 
development in a form of cooperation allowed under the competition regime. If 
the product is of public or quasi-public nature then the Member States could in 
one way or another be involved. Such large-scale, not-purely-private industrial 
products are thinkable in markets for energy products, telecom switching equi~ 
ment, airplanes (civil as well as military), fast trains, space travel, etc. They are 
suitable for the •geometric variable' method under explicit conditions which, 
considering the internal market acquis, ought to be stipulated, for instance in the 
raeld of competition. 
Thia study is not the right place to go into the precise modalities whether inside 
Eureka or separate from it. 
The so<ailed new approach to the harmoniz.ation of technical regulations deaerves 
strong support. This is above all of importance now that the Internal Market 
Council accepted this approach on 7 May 1985 and the first draft directives will 
soon be able to try out the reach of Member States' willingness. What has to be 
prevented with the greatest possible insistence is that, in the absence of existing 
European standards, lengthy technical specifications are inserted u the substitute 
for more general formulations of health and safety objectives. It is also the 
Commission's task to see that CEN and Cenelec function better by way of clearly 
dermed mandates and adequate financial support. CEN and Cene1ec should im-
prove their annual reports by means of presentation and analysis directed towanls 
policy. 
The internal market is not yet free enough for the food and pharmaceutical 
secton. For instance with pharmaceutical products the arguments for recuperation 
of RAD (and costs of tests, which are extremely hiah in this field) besin to weilh 
heavier so that the strong position of EC industry in the world market could 
eventually be endangered by continued fragmentation of the internal market. 
For instance the gradually improved harmonization of the national licensing 
policy ought to be completed in two steps: randy the speeding up of the pro-
cedure via the EC Committet for Proprietary Medicinal Products (CSP) - which 
with a doaier makes parallel requests possible in many Member States on the 
basis of the CSP advice, analogue to the Patent Convention of Munich; secondly 
the principle of reciprocal recognition of tests should be accepted, J)Ollibly with an 
eacape dause and on the basis of minimum quality criteria. 
Further the fragmentation of the proprietary medicine market should be more 
eff'ectiwly combatted by further harmonization of the applications in the social 
insurance system (concerning the refund scheme for medicines) and the price 
policy to be implemented. The emphasis here lies too much on the cue-law of the 
European Court which does not solve the central problem. In addition the intro-
ductkm of a European patent can reduce the fragmentation even further. 1be 
White Paper's proposal to extend the scope of the information directive (83/189/ 
EEC) to food and pharmaceuticals should also be followed up. 
The mistake should not be made to think that the ·o1d approach' to technical 
harmonization will disappear completely. In many cases the technical directiws, 
accepted between 1969 and 1984, are •aspect directives', under which trade ia not 
always guaranteed to be free; frequendy optional harmonization is applied 
whereby true freedom of the movement of goods ia streDgthened but not always 
the scale effects. 
The White Paper still mentions some 90 directives that need to be addressed under 
the 'old' approach (ignoring agricultural products). Moreover the Member States 
can continue to press for the ordinary procedure, ex Article 100 EEC (thus 
without reference to standards to be agreed by CEN) in cases where uniformity or 
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a great deal of certainty is required. Therefore the Council should set for itself 
strict time limits within which the question would be presented at Coreper level or 
at the level of ministers for final decision so that it can proceed through the 
Council as an A-document. 
Should a Member State insist on consensus then differentiation in the allowed 
transitional period should be negotiated in order to speed :up the decision. In some 
cases the majority voting, as foreseen in the Single European Act may solve the 
problem. 
The Commission is currently not obliged to report publicly on standards and 
technical regulations. That was quite reasonable in the framework of the 1969 
harmonimtion programme in which the simple reporting of technical requirements 
.in the General Annual Report can be considered sufficient. Currently there are 
· va,i~us reasons for the Commission to formulate an analytical and policy-directed 
annual report in cooperation with CEN and Cenelec and possibly CEPT. In short. 
the so-called new approach gives much greater flexibility as well as direct connec-
tion with case-law, ex Article 36 EEC but it is becoming much more difficult to 
evaluate actual improvement in market access in the EC. The neceaary infor-
mation is very fragmented and competence is required in the juridical (leld (for 
future case-law on the conformity of standards or manufacturen' declarations 
with the so-called essential requirements for safety and public health), the adminis-
trative field and the technical field (the CEN and Cenelec standards; and tan-
porarily even national standards). 
This form of reporting can be an important instrument in clarifying real prognu 
in this ditTacult field to everyone interested and to politicians in particular. Only 
progress reports accessible to decision-makers at the political lewl can sustain the 
political pressure with which the new approach was hammered out. 
In telecom the quite vague world standards of the CCI1T (the advisory body of 
the International Telecommunication Union) cannot sutrice. The provisional deci-
sions concerning the RACE programme do not offer enough certainty that the 
precise standardization programme for telecom terminals (for ISDN in the 64 
kilobit variant and the 35 megabit broadband variant) which CEPT ia currendy 
carrying out, and the standardization in telematics and the future digital network 
for the EC will be harmoni7.ed with each other in time. 
The interests of the P'ITs (above all of the four large countries), the interests of 
the user/consumer and the intra-EC and world export interests of the EC telecom 
industry are here in the medium term converging. This means that the Internal 
.Market Council, the Council of Ministers for industry and the Research Council 
should coordinate and possibly meet jointly to discuss these items. Moreover the 
Finance Council should consider whether switching from national to EC pro-
grammes cannot meet the budgetary objections. 
The Commission should work with energy and drive on a test and certification 
policy. Besides the announced register ('directory') of certification institutes, aen-
eral guidelines for quality control, testing and mutual recognition of tests and 
certiratea should be set up. Extra support (from the Regional Fund?) should be 
given for this to Greece, Spain and Portugal. 
Finally a Community test and certification policy should be developed for the 
diacretionary application of reciprocity requirements in inspection matten wbicb 
fall under the GA TT Code for Technical Standards. At the moment Japan ia the 
main problem. One possibility is to develop a variant baaed on a proposal made 
by the Commission in 1980 (at that time not approved) for a epecial Community 
approval procedure which can be connected with the new trade policy inatrument. 
However, attempts to use this combination for a conserving protectionism must 
on the one hand be prevented, while on the other hand trade diplomacy (e.g. with 
Japan) bas priority over the use of these two instruments together. The EC should 
however have this means at its disposal to correct extreme inequality of market 
access between Japan and the EC by retaliation. The importance of this, par-
ticularly with young or new products, is quite considerable. 
With government procurement the public supply directive should be applied in the 
following way: 
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(i) The market excluded up to now for transport material (for public tramport). 
utilities (water, energy), telccom and military procurement (ox Article 223{lb) 
EEC, 'not meant for specific military purpoacs') should be broupt under 
this directive and a solution for the legal obstacles oupt to be a,reod, 
(ii) Loopholes and poaibilities for circumvention (such aa the 1plittina up of 
contracts and heavy reliance on 'exceptional' non-competitive tonderin,; etc.) 
have to be cut ofT; local authorities have to be betterinfonned; infrinsmient 
procedures should come to be seen as an ordinary instrument also in this 
field. 
(iii) The Commission should have a study carried out into the extent to which 
national standards with transport material, water and power installations 
and 'civil' military purchases could fonn a hindrance to the def acto liberaliz-
ation under the modified directive; where necessary European standardiz-
ation should be begun. Liberalization for telecom terminals has meanwhile 
been agreed. Liberalization for telecom network material should take p)ace 
in two stages: firstly within the EC and then worldwide. 
(iv) With government procurement of standardiz.ed goods European standards 
should be made compulsory, where relevant. Above a certain limit with 
prototype purchases, etc., aid surveillance rules should be operative. 
Most important of all, public procurement should be taken out of the artiftcial 
atmosphere of secrecy and confidentiality. Where industrial policy motives play a 
clear role, industry should be brought in at EC level just as has become more 
customary in many other areas of the internal market. 
The European Patent Convention of Luxembourg has been lying waiting for 
ratification for 10 years - an unacceptable situation. The Commission should 
remain active to promote that this convention becomes operational among the 
countries willing to adhere to it. 
The modified proposal for the European trade mark law and a European Trade 
Mark Office should be accepted in 1987, as agreed. Should similar probleaps arile 
here then an option ought to be worked out in which not all Member States 
would be compelled to take part. 
5. MACROECONOMIC COOPERATION 
The credibility and predictability of macroeconomic stability in the European 
Community promotes the consolidation of the internal market ocquis and of 
market interweaving while facilitating the completion of the internal market. Now 
that a combination of (i) converging policy insights in the national capitals and 
(ii) the intensive consultation in and the relative success of the EMS have reduced 
quite strongly the average rate of inflation in the Member States in what is nota 
bene a time of high unemployment, it can hardly be denied that the time is ripe 
for consolidating established 'informal' traditions in the EMS and for strengthen-
ing macroeconomic cooperation. The proper approach is to consider the intensity 
of monetary cooperation and the tightness of the link between (EMS) currency 
excbaqe rates as a positive function of the extent of rapprochement or compati-
bility in the Member States' macroeconomic policy. 
It cannot be denied that some progress has been accomplished in the EC recently 
on the latter, and certainly under dilTtcult circumstances for all Member States. 
This 'convergence' has taken place, entirely in accordance with the 'economist' 
approach, without there being any formal obligation for this in either the EEC 
Treaty or the EMS. 
It is in the European interest to draw conclusions from these recent policy de-
velopments. Conditions are present for further cooperation with further macro-
~nomic policy convergence; if cooperation remains more intense and binding, 
then monetary integration initiatives can be based on this. The first is of prime 
importance for the internal market, the second forms a more fundamental deci-
sion, 'a big leap forward' with a much more far-reaching significance for all sorts 
of markets and policies. 
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In the following the 'big leap forward' is for the time being (i.e. in the medium 
term) considered to be premature and the emphasis is laid on further macroecon• 
omic cooperation and neptive market integration in the financial sphere. Pro-
posals have not been worked out in this study; these can be done elsewhere -
and indeed these have already been done many times in all Member States and by 
the Commission. 
The consolidation of the EMS should be actively promotell. The modalities for 
such a consolidation process, and the sequence of the steps, are of minor import· 
ance for the subject of this study. In any case these include the following: 
(i) carrying out so-called intra-marpnal interventions in EMS curreaciea; 
(ii) making the three-monthly swaps permanent between the European Fund and 
. Monetary .Cooperation (EFMS) with regard to the BCU equivalent of 209/o 
of the dollar reserves, and probably a special formula for the BCU equi-
valent of 2()01. of the gold reserves; 
(iii) administration of the very short-term and short-term credit facilities by the 
EFMS; 
(iv) formulation and gradual delegation to the EFMS of a joint dollar policy 
now that the inflation rates of the EMS countries are continuing to decreaae 
and the dollar will likely remain relatively low for a while. 
Rules concerning the acceptability limits and other questions (such as narrowing 
the liraband) can be applied when appropriate. Further the United Kingdom 
ought to become a member of the EMS exchange rate arraqement. To reduce the 
anxiety arising from 'petro currency' symptoms a more active policy could be 
carried out to invoice more oil and gas in ECU. 
Control regimes on all sorts of exchange transactions, including capital exports in 
the EC, should be gradually discontinued. An extremely modest and, hopefully, 
not simply a symbolic step has been taken by the Commission, after more than 15 
years, to again exercise formal supervision on the invoking of the eacape claU8e 
Article 108(3) EEC. Despite the extreme political aenaitivity of further liberaliz. 
ation in some Member States, it is apparent from the liberalizationa in Denmark 
(1983) and the United Kingdom (1979) that extreme prudence with Nprd to 
discontinuance is unfounded if the macro policy is stabilizing. ' 
In any case the call on the safeguard clauses should be terminated within three 
years. To do this step-by-step attempts should now be made to carry on with the 
liberalization programme started in the 1960s and this will only be posmole in the 
framework of stabilizing macro-policy and a stronger EMS. 
The private ECU should be encourapd where possible. Obvioutly it is a private 
initiative or a fut-growing number of banks, enthusiastically supported - as far 
as possible - by the European Commiasion and the European Investment Bank. 
Proposals should be considered for the faster progress of the liberalization of 
exchange controls and of the market for financial services (msurancea, mortpps) 
in so far as these are carried out in private ECU. The private BCU is not a 
currency forced from above nor is it pinpointed qua exchange rate. Political 
entrepreneurship serving European integration can here by way of an interesting 
diversion lead to market conducted developments which will stimulate the labo-
rious EC decision-making to go further than is currendy thought to be at:taiuble. 
In this way the EMS will be served as well. On the other hand further comoli-
dation of the EMS can again exerciae a favourable influence on the private BCU 
market. . . 
6 See Vanheukelen and PeJkmans (eds.), 1986, for cue-studies on both counlriel. 
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Seven years to build the real Common Market 
By 
- . * Jerome V1gnon 
How far will the Milan (June 198S) and Luxembourg (December 1985) European 
Council summits be seen as the start of a decisive new phase in building the 
EEC? The target they set was to complete the Large European market by 1992, 
boosted, above all, by the reforms in the Community's decision-making mechanisms, 
by the renewed competitiveness of EEC industry since the early '80s and by the 
consensus on both sides of industry and amongst all economic circles on the need 
to create such an "area without frontiers". After recalling the standstill in 
building Europe in the '70s and analysing the correlation between the 
competitiveness of EEC industry and progress on integration, the author reaches 
an optimistic conclusion on the EEC's chances of shaking off "Europessimism". 
*Jerome Vignon is an Adviser to the Cabinet of the President of the Commission 
of the European Communities. 
"The Community shall have as its task, by establishing a common market and 
progressively approximating the economic policies of Member States, to promote 
throughout the Community a harmonious development of economic activities, a 
continuous and balanced expansion, an increase in stability, an accelerated 
raising of the standard of living and closer relations between the States 
belonging to it. 111 
The opening lines of the 1957 Treaty of Rome establishing the European Economic 
Community say it all. 
These principles were the fruit of a political will inspired by contemplation 
of the bloody confrontations in Europe. 
In the minds of Monnet, Schumann, Adenauer, Spaak and de Gasperi, the European 
market was to be a driving force for peaceful innovation and competition and to 
generate sufficient momentum towards integration to preclude any further 
confrontation. 
Today, Europe is at peace. It has opened the door to economies as far apart as 
the United Kingdom (1973), Greece (1981) and, more recently, Spain and Portugal 
(1986). 
This attraction emanates entirely from the momentum generated by a coordinated 
economic bloc, bolstered by free competition and the ties of complementarity. 
But for all this, thirty years on is this really a common market? Nothing 
could be less sure. 
European tourists' hearts miss a beat every time they pass through a customs 
checkpoint in the Community on their way home from their holidays with the car 
boot overladen with French wine, Belgian chocolates or Italian leather. Very 
few know the exact national currency limit. But all feel threatened when the 
customs officer asks the ritual question. Consumer associations taught us long 
ago that the after-tax price of a Golf GTI ranges from 12 000 ECU to Belgian 
motorists to 21 000 ECU to Danish drivers. And there are similar discrepancies 
for all other consumer durables distributed through networks controlled by the 
producers. A host of technical barriers prevent free trade from correcting 
this sort of price distortion. 
1 Treaty establishing the European Economic Community ("EEC Treaty"), Article 2. 
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In practice, however, these disadvantages for consumers fade into insignificance 
beside the policy of allowing only national producers the right to supply 
undertakings with goods and services. This almost total reservation of business 
services (transport, insurance and financial services) and public contracts 
(defence, telecommunications and energy) to domestic manufacturers is a severe 
Limitation to the Common Market, however understandable it may be that abrupt 
deregulation of markets so inextricably bound up with the distinct history of 
each country is an unacceptable risk. 
By contrast, the tribulations suffered by Lorry drivers day after day as they 
wait, on average, an hour at each customs checkpoint are absurd.2 And it is 
more than just a run-of-the-mill "snag" when a French trade representative has 
to haggle for two hours with the Belgian customs authorities simply because 
his demonstration Leaflets were printed in the Federal Republic of Germany and 
should, therefore, have been declared on a separate form. It is an enormous 
waste, since incidents Like these only tempt tens of thousands of small firms 
in Europe to stick to national subcontracting, where the Laws are strict but 
at Least familiar. 
Why has the momentum for opening up the markets failed to sweep aside all these 
obstacles in thirty years? The answer is all the more complicated when one 
remembers that the same momentum played its full part in the boom in intra-
Community trade throughout the transitional period immediately after the Treaty 
of Rome entered into force (1957-69). 
There is no simple answer, such as inertia on the part of the authorities, 
resistance to change at a time of oppressive unemployment or the conservatism 
of the undertakings themselves. Nor is a combination of these causes a convincing 
explanation, for there is nothing to suggest that Europeans were more adventurous 
in the Late '50s than in the early '70s. 
i.._.. There are two sides to the correlation between economic growth in each Member 
State and interprenetration of their markets. Closer examination of this 
correlation makes it easier to interpret the key phases of European economic 
integration under the umbrella of a powerful common market and how they relate 
to the ups and downs of European competitiveness. 
This in turn will allow a firmer grasp of the scale of the political and 
institutional changes since 1982 which, by Late 1985, had shown that completing 
the single European market by 1992 was no Longer a dream. 
2Lorry drivers have to carry three types of document for the customs authorities 
in the Community: first, the customs papers proper (customs declarations, 
Community transit document or frontier transit note>; second, the documents 
required under the Community transport regulations (Community quota authorization, 
record sheets, way bill, etc.>; finally, any papers required by virtue of the 
nature of the specific goods carried (public and veterinary health certificates, 
certificates for chemical products, etc.>. Arid the fuel gauges of heavy vehicles_ are 
checked to stop the vehicles crossing the frontier with over 200 Litres of fuel 
in their tanks. 
Economic integration and European competitiveness 
The Treaty establishing the European Economic Community envisages a process of 
continued balanced economic integration. 
The combination of deregulation, harmonization and structural policies mapped out 
to achieve this in the Treaty is a masterpiece of balance and prudence. Staunch 
supporters and vociferous opponents of the free market economy alike could learn 
from taking a closer look at the Treaty. 
But just as much as the balance, the step-by-step approach adopted ensures that 
the plan will be carried out. The Treaty of Rome describes the development of 
the Community and the means of achieving it. It maps out four stages for the 
centrepiece - the large market without frontiers. The first two phases are 
explicitly mentioned in the "transitional period" described in the Treaty: 
Ci) the abolition of customs quotas on goods, the abolition of export duties and 
the establishment of a common customs tariff at the Community Member States' 
frontiers with third countries; 
(ii) from 1957 to 1969, four-phase abolition of all customs tariffs applicable to 
goods traded within the Community. 
Thereafter, the Member States are to agree detailed procedures based on the Treaty 
for embarking on two further stages to harness the momentum built up: 
(iii) harmonization of indirect taxation, based on general, uniform application of 
VAT3; 
(iv) approximation of "such prov, s1ons laid down by law, regulation or adninistrative 
action as directly affect the establishment or functioning of the common 
market"4. 
To accompany this movement, the Treaty provides for liberalization of services 
(transport, insurance and financial services) and the free movement of factors 
of production within the Community (freedom of establishment, free movement of 
capital, etc.>. Separate decision-making procedures are laid down for each of 
these cases, the degree of compulsion depending on the scale and severity of the 
obstacles to be overcome on the way to the ultimate objective of a single market. 
3EEC Treaty, Article 99. 
4EEC Treaty, Article 100. 
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In practice, construction of the common market got off to a good start. The 
first two stages were completed before the end of the transitional period. 
Encouraged by these results, lawyers and diplomats set about approximation of 
indirect taxation. 
It took them ten years, from 1967 to 1977, to progress 
general principles of VAT to one on application of the 
applied in every Member State. Imposition of the tax 
imposed on new States wishing to join the Community. 
so varied that the differences in the number and level 
country are still the chief reason for persisting with 
on goods and citizens alikeS (see Table 1). 
TABLE 1 
from an agreement on the 
tax. Today, VAT is 
is one of the conditions 
But the procedures remain 
of VAT rates in each 
frontier customs checks 
TAX SPREAD AND PRE-TAX PRICES IN THE COMMUNITY 
Dennark Netherlands Belgiun/ France Gennany Greece lhited Italy Spain Portugal 
Luxenbourg Kingdom 
Pre-tax price1 for a new car 92 92 100 108 109 112 147 122 116 107 (Belgian price = 100) 
Tax take a, a 
pre-tax price of 
100 173 50 B 5 33 14 156 25 18 31 39 
L14 
\,,,...Source: Twelfth EEC Report on Competition Policy. 
Approximation of national legislation and regulations <to combat technical barriers 
to trade) and the accompanying measures (notably deregulation of transport) soon 
became equally bogged down. Worse still, instead of declining, the number of 
obstacles increased throughout the '70s in the wake of the rapid expansion of 
national standardization prompted by the unprecedented technological boom. From 
the late '60s to the early '80s virtually no progress was made on interpenetration 
5Problems and opportunities in the European motor business - an EEC view" by 
Paolo Cecchini, The fifth world motor industry Conference, Geneva, 23-24 May 1985. 
of legislation in the European Community countries. And the same applied to 
the economic side too: from the first oil shock on, the European market ceased 
becoming increasingly attractive to Community producers (from the Ten) even 
though the United Kingdom joined the Community at around that time. Exports 
from the founder members (France, Italy, Germany and the Benelux countries) to 
non-Community countries even grew by more than average (see Table 2). 
TABLE 2 
INTRA-COMMUNITY TRADE AS A PERCENTAGE OF MEMBER STATES' FOREIGN TRADE* 
1958 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 
Belgium/Luxembourg 53.6 59.2 69.1 73.9 71.2 71.8 67.9 
Denmark 58.2 56.6 50.5 43.2 45.5 50.5 43.9 
Germany 35.8 38.5 43.8 47.4 44.8 49.1 47.3 
Greece 50.5 42.8 45.5 52.1 49.7 47.3 55.0 
France 28.6 36.5 47.8 54.8 49.9 51.9 48.7 
Ireland 81.6 80.4 83.0 73.7 79.5 74.9 67 .1 
Italy 33.1 38.6 48.0 49.3 46.6 49.0 45.3 
Netherlands 57 .1 60.3 67.2 71.3 71.6 72.2 71.9 
United Kingdom 20.3 21.5 27.0 30.1 32.9 42.7 44.5 
10 35.3 39.0 46.7 51.2 50.3 53.6 51.6 
*Measured Exports to the EEC 
as Total exports 
Source: Statistical Office of the European Communities. 
Correlation, however, is no explanation. Other far-reaching shifts played their 
part in slowing down integration within the Community, such as the downturn in 
domestic demand in Europe and changing relative raw material prices. 
Consequently, two broader phenomena coincided: a marking-time in construction of 
the common market combined with a general weakening of the economic dynamism of 
the European Community which, all the indicators suggest, slightly predated the 
first oil shock. 
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Consequently, the overall competitiveness of European industry emerges as a firm 
indicator of the progress made by the Community over the last 20 years. But 
what is the "overall competitiveness" of European industry? It is the capacity 
of European industrialists to turn out goods at the prices dictated by 
international competition on the European and world markets. 
This view of industrial competitiveness first took shape with the introduction 
of a common customs tariff and commercial policy towards third countries for 
all EEC countries (the birth of the Customs Union in the early '60s). 
Thereafter it steadily grew in importance, since expansion of international 
trade and reduction of barriers to trade were amongst the objectives set in the 
Treaty of Rome itself6. In reality, today the European economic Community is 
the market most open to foreign trade: the common market is the keystone of 
the world market (see Table 3). 
TABLE 3 
TARIFF PROTECTION ON THE MAJOR MARKETS UNDER GATT RULES 
Average level of Number of products Proportion of 
protection for subject to duties industrial trade 
industrial over 20% "bound"* 
products (%) 
Community 6.4 5 100% 
USA 6.3 many 100% 
Japan 6.0 10 83% 
. 
*"Bound products are subject to a protective tariff which has been notified 
to GATT and, therefore, cannot be changed until negotiations have been held 
and, if necessary, compensation arranged. 
Two further economic ideas complete this definition. 
The first is bedded in the theory of competing economies. It teaches us that 
in any open economy industrial competitiveness plays a leading role in medium-
term growth, investment and employment. 
The second is based on observation of the micro-economic mechanisms for opening-
up markets. The contribution made by this mutual opening-up of markets to the 
dynamism of industrial production in each Community Member State is a mixed 
blessing. It is undoubtedly beneficial in terms of direct reduction of 
production costs (e.g. by abolishing customs checks) or of modernization of 
services marketed within the Community but facing no competition from third 
countries (such as transport). 
6EEC Treaty, Article 18. 
By contrast, extension of the markets for industrial products beyond national 
frontiers in no way favours European suppliers. In practice, the result 
depends on the overall competitiveness of the branches of industry concerned. 
If they are not competitive enough, there is a danger that the opportunities 
opened up by liberalization will be seized by producers from outside the 
Community (Japan, the USA and certain developing countries) who will "pocket" 
the benefits of the much vaunted economies of scale. 
However sketchy, these general judgments help to explain the turn of the tide 
in the 1970s. 
Throughout the 1960s, European industry on the whole was in a very strong 
competitive position. Its raw material supply costs, unit wage costs and 
production structures, particularly in the capital goods industries, enabled 
it to withstand the American challenge without difficulty. What was more, the 
comparative advantages of "made in Europe" were powerful enough to attract a 
constant in-flow of foreign investment, particularly in high technology industries. 
In such a climate, it is hardly surprising to find vigorous mutually supporting 
growth in employment and investment, led by an expanding internal market and 
high export market share outside the EEC thanks to the competitiveness of 
European industry. This was coupled with rapidly expanding trade inside the 
Community in immediate response to the opportunities opened up by the abolition 
of customs duties. 
The turn of the tide in the late '60s was marked by a reversal in the determinants 
of European competitiveness. The historic decline in the exchange rate for the 
dollar in the wake of the Nixon declaration on inconvertibility in 1971 radically 
changed Europe's competitive position in relation to the USA. Just a few years 
later the tripling of imported energy prices hit Europe, which depended on imports 
for 70% of its supplies, far harder than the USA (15%). At the same time, real 
wage costs in Europe had been rising far faster than productivity since 1970-71. 
Although this was also the case in Japan, Japanese industry was so quick to adapt 
to the demands of new technologies that European industries soon faced a dominant 
rival on their own market and, even more so, on the world market in such strategic 
areas as automobiles and electronics. 
Finally, the declining competitive position of European industry in the course 
of the '70s helps to explain the deterioration in European industry's growth, 
employment and investment performance in comparison with the USA and Japan and 
the difficulties hampering further progress in building the common market and 
in breaking down technical barriers to trade. 
e 
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This lull in implementation of the Treaty of Rome coincides with a deliberate 
or inadvertent renationalization of industrial strategy. First, the reflex 
reaction of all governments and big businesses abruptly forced to balance their 
external trade was to preserve their domestic industrial base, complete with 
such assets as national standards. Second, nor could they overlook the real 
risk of exacerbating the penetration by third-country producers, particularly 
of public contracts. 
However, this line of argument still leaves unexplained the Community's failure 
to adopt measures which would have boosted the competitiveness of European 
industry by any reckoning. 
In essence, this boils down to abolition of customs formalities applicable to 
intra-Community trade. Close analysis of these formalities shows that the vast 
majority are connected with the collection of indirect duties (VAT, excise duties, 
etc.) on imports by each Member State. The only viable means of simplifying 
tax collection to some extent and collecting taxes at source is to approximate 
the VAT rates charged in each country. 
Easy, one might think. But none of it! First, because taxation is a sacrosanct 
preserve jealously guarded by the tax collection authorities. Second, because 
adjustments to indirect taxation have been one of the variables in the budgetary 
policies of each Member State throughout the '70s. 
This is why so many dark forces have combined to uphold a literally archaic 
system of payment at the Community's frontiers estimated to swallow up almost 
4% of the Community's total GDP in administrative costs and time wasted waiting 
at customs checkpoints. 
But the total cost of "non-Europe117 in the 1970s does not end there. By opting 
to do battle on the slippery national slopes rather than on the firm European 
platform, Community industry was able to restore the traditional industries 
hardest hit by the slump in world demand (for example, primary products, textiles, 
clothing and shipbuilding) and stem the loss of European market share by 
moderately-placed industries <such as automobiles, mechanical engineering and 
capital goods). By contrast, it deprived European industries benefiting from 
a heavy increase in world demand (particularly electronic engineering and 
telecommunications) of the economies of scale crucial to their competitiveness 
(see Tables 4 and 4a). 
7Expression coined by Michel Albert in "Pari europ~en". 
TABLE 4 
SIZE OF HOME MARKET IN INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS 
(as a percentage of total for EEC, Japan and USA) 
---- BeL-
Bel- Den- Ger- Italy giun/ LI< Camu USA Japan France 
gil.111 mark ma,y Luxem- nity bourg 
Size of hane 1,4 0,6 10,S 1,S 7,9 l,S 7,7 37 40,7 22,3 
market 
Pop.Jlatia, 1,6 0,8 9,9 6,7 9,1 2,3 9,1 43,6 37,3 19,I 
Source: Commission of the European Communities. 
TABLE 4a 
EFFECT OF SCALE OF PRODUCTION ON COSTS (IN PERCENT) 
! 
Product Reduction in unit costs if 
scale of production doubled 
Electronics and microcomputer 
components 30 
Industrial plastics 25 
Aerospace 20 
Source: Commission of the European Communities. 
As a result, in the ten years since 1973 the market penetration rate by high 
technology products rose 8 points in Europe, compared with 6 in the USA and 
1.6 in Japan. By contrast, the export market share rate for the same products 
fell by 2.5 points for Europe, yet rose by 2.7 points for the USA and by 5.6 
points for Japan8 (see Tables 5 and Sa). 
8
"La comp~titivit~ de l'industrie europ~ene: un bilan", Pierre Buigues and 
Philippe Goybet, Economie Europ~ene, No 25, September 1985. 
TABLE 5 
Export market share (1983) 
I EUROPE USA JAPAN Percentage Percentage Percentage 
change* change change 
between 1983 between 1983 between 1983 
1973-1983 % 1973-1983 % 1973-1983 % 
H1gh-demand sectors -2.5 25.6 +2.7 20.4 +5.6 18.8 
Electrical and 
electronics hardware -1.8 23.7 +2.4 20.2 +11.4 29.1 
Information technologies, 
office automati6n a~d 
precision equipment -5 17. +5 27 ~·4 +8 23 
Chemicals and pharma-
ceuticals -1 30.8 +1.9 17.6 +0.5 7.8 
Med1um-demand sectors -1.2 25.8. -0.3 18.5 +6.1 15.3 
Low-dr.mand sectors -+4.1 29.4 +1 9.2 +1.4 13.4 
TOTAL INDUSTRY 26.6 16.9 15.9 
* Percentage change: difference between 1973 market share and 1983 market share. 
Source: Eurostat and Commission departments. 
TABLE S(a) 
* Penetration rate : industrial products on the internal market in 1982 
EUR OPE 
ercentage 
change 
between 1982 
19?3-1982 % 
H1gh-demand sectors 
Electrical and 
electronics hardware +10.9 19.1 
Information technologies, 
office automation and 
precision equipment +14.7 33.6 
Chemicals and pharma-
ceuticals +3.6 11.8 
Med1um-deman sectors + • 
Low-demand sectors 
USA 
Percentage 
change 
between 1982 
1973-1982 X 
+6.7 15.5 
+4.5 14.1 
+2.9 I 6.8 
JAPAN 
Percentage 
change 
between 
1973-1982 
+1.7 
+1.3 
+1.5 
1982 
X 
3.8 
7.8 
5.9 
TOTAL INDUSTRY +3.6 11.6 +3.4 9. 5 +1 5.2 
*penetration rate= imports 
domestic demantl, 
Source: Eurostat and Commission departments. 
To sum up, a general reversal of the competitive position of European industry 
was the root cause of the blockage of the integration process after it had got 
off to such a good start in the 1960s. 
In turn, this blockage had an adverse effect on competitiveness and the expansion 
of the industries spearheading the third industrial revolution, for which 
economies of scale play such a crucial role. But for all this, the situation 
broke out of the vicious circle of "Europessimism". 
Fresh momentum for Europe 
Three major institutional, economic and social reforms marked the mid-'80s. 
They were no coincidence: they were the fruit of past imbalances, which opened 
up the way for a fresh phase of economic integration in Europe. 
The most tangible signs of this reawakening came in the institutional and 
political arena. At the Copenhagen summit in December 1982 the Heads of State 
and Government adopted a vigorous resolution to revitalize consolidation of the 
internal market. They instructed the executive Commission of the European 
Communities to draw up an all-embracing programme for completing the large 
European market and implementing the final two stages mapped out in the Treaty 
of Rome. The Heads of State chose rigorous wording, speaking of abolition of 
frontier checks and the removal of all technical barriers to trade, but set no 
timetable. 
The great merit of this first step was that it revealed the extent of the damage 
caused by ten years' inaction. In June 1984 the Commission submitted a detailed 
comprehensive programme setting out 45 basic measures indicating the path to be 
followed. And Community decision-making procedures were speeded up, particularly 
on standardization. 
The decisive steps followed in 1985. At the Milan summit in June 1985 the ~ 
Heads of State and Government adopted a Commission White Paper on completing 
the internal market (see Annex). This White Paper sets out the main thrust 
of policy, puts the objectives in order of priority and lays down a comprehensive 
timetable for 600 implementing measures spread over seven years starting in 1986. 
It marks the birth of the political objective of completing the large internal 
market by 1992. 
e 
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The same Milan summit decided to convene an intergovernmental conference to 
prepare the ground for a reform of the Treaty of Rome by the end of 1985, 
primarily to make the Community's decision-making procedures more efficient. 
The conference set about the task with a flourish: in just four months it 
covered a vast amount of ground and genuinely revitalized the task of building 
Europe, 30 years after the Messina Conference had laid the foundation for the 
Treaty of Rome. 
Driven by the same impetus, the Luxembourg European Council summit in 
December 1985 - the first attended by the Spanish and Portuguese Heads of 
Government - adopted a revamped Treaty. In particular, it made radical 
changes to Community decision-making procedures. Henceforth, the Member 
States will decide by qualified majority - no longer unanimously - in nine 
areas of Community policy, six of them with a direct hearing on the internal 
market.9 The internal market is described as "an area without internal 
frontiers" in the revised Treaty. This applies not only to the common market 
but also to the citizens' Europe, thus stressing the political dimension of 
opening up Europe's economies to one another. 
The new Treaty is still awaiting ratification by the Parliaments in each Member 
State. In the meantime, since the start of 1986 Europe has a revitalized 
institutional set-up which gives it every chance, though still no certainty, 
of attaining the objective of a fully-fledged common market by 1992. 
Will the leading forces which set the pace of economic and social change be able 
to seize this opportunity? At this point, two other undercurrents come into 
play. 
First, a series of key determinants of competitiveness in European industry 
have recovered enough to make up for the reversals in the early '70s. 
Four consecutive years' overvaluation of the US dollar have reversed the 
relative competitive positions of Europe and the USA. At the same time the 
President of the USA has made rejection of protectionism one of his leitmotivs. 
Following the far-reaching agreement between the five "most prosperous countries 
in the world" in New York on 22 September 1985 the exchange rates between the 
leading currencies should more closely reflect the relative economic performance 
of the countries concerned. However, past imbalances will affect their relative 
competitive positions for years to come. Above all, revaluation of the yen in 
keeping with Japanese trade surpluses and with the structural competitiveness of 
the Japanese economy is one key factor to restoring the balante in Europe. 
9
conclusions of the Luxembourg European Council in December 1985. The six areas 
directly connected with the internal market are customs duties (Article 28), 
freedom of establishment (Article 59), free movement of capital (Article 70), 
mutual recognition of diplomas and access to self-employed professions 
(Article 57), air transport and shipping (Article 84) and harmonization of 
national legislation (Article 100). 
-The anti-inflation policies pursued by every Community Member State over the 
Last few years are now producing spectacular results, particularly in terms of 
wage costs. Since 1984 wage costs (including social welfare contributions) 
have been growing slower than the average during the '60s in all the Ten except 
the United Kingdom and Greece. Since 1981 wage costs have been growing slower 
than Labour productivity to peg wage costs' share of the value added back to 
the 1960s average Csee Table 6). 
TABLE 6 
Unit wage cost trends in industry 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
uau at ve 
reduction 
over the 
period 
Real wage costs/unit 
output in national 
currency* 
AN 
-2.7 -5.2 -1.2 
-3.7 -1.4 -3.8 
-2.3 -1.8 -1.1 
-9.1 -8.7 -10.1 
ve u 
costs in the 
sa11e currenc ** 
UR USA JAPAN 
-
-3.6 2.7 8.6 
-8.4 10.7 0.9 
-3.4 6.8 -1.7 
-17.9 35.5 -8.0 f 
* Defined as real wages (per capita wages multiplied by the gross national 
product deflator>, divided by per capita productivity 
*.* Wage costs per unit output fo common currency (US dollars> in relation 
to the weighted average for the top 19 coapetitors. 
Source: co .. ission departments 
Since 1974, Europe has made a vigorous effort to save energy and diversify its 
sources of supply. The resultant reduction in Europe's energy depence far 
surpasses Japanese and US achievements in this field Csee Table 7). 
TABLE 7 
EEC (10) 
USA 
Japan 
* Imported energy 
Own consumption 
* Energy dependence 
1973 1983 
(%) (%) 
64,3 41,S 
16,9 12,0 
94,8 8S,O 
Source: Eurostat and the International Energy Agency. 
Percentage! 
chaQ! 
- 22,8 
- 4,9 
- 9.s 
I 
I 
'• 
e 
-
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Finally, the enormous modernization by Europe's traditional industries hardest 
hit by world competition and declining demand should bear fruit soon. In 
relative terms, more jobs have been shed in these industries in Europe than in 
Japan or the USA. And the export market share captured by these industries, 
both outside the Community and on the internal market, in the mid-seventies is 
holding firm. Consequently, gradually it should be possible to redeploy the 
public funds currently spent on restructuring these industries. 
Collbined, all these reasons suggest that the current upswing in the economic 
cycle in Europe, fuelled by productive investment and consumption, is 
different from the 1976-79 recovery. On this analysis, the relaxation of the 
balance of payments constraints heralded by this revival will erode the 
obstacles to further expansion of the internal market. 
Second, nowadays economic and social leaders in Europe are united behind the 
objective of a large internal market. For big businesses well versed in 
concentration and specialization to form pro-European lobbies is a welcome, 
but hardly surprising, development. But for the majority of workers' 
organizations in Europe to support the idea of unifying the national markets 
to initiate a revival which would generate jobs and growth is a less usual 
role. Nonetheless, this is what happened at the European Trade Union 
Confederation congress in Milan in May. 
For senior representatives of workers' and employers' organizations from 
different Community countries to join together to express support for a 
concerted economic growth strategy in Europe, including completion of the 
large internal market, is a very rare event. Nevertheless this was the spirit 
pervading the joint declaration by the European Trade Union Confederation 
CETUC) and the Union of ~ Industries of the European Community CUNICE) in 
Brussels in November 1985. 
These are the facts. 
reasons. 
Their ramifications will be far-reaching, for two 
Because they bear witness to an absolute confidence in openness rather than 
restraint and Malthusianism on the part of organizations who have no illusions 
about the difficulty of building Europe. 
10Joint declaration issued at Val Duchesse, Brussels, on 20 November 1985. 
And because this opening up will bear fruit only if the dialogue between the 
two sides of industry is renewed at Community level and in each Member State. 
Completion of the large internal market will entail enoraous upheaval for men 
and their businesses. Like any other revival creating large numbers of jobs, 
it will render some professions obsolete, necessitate modernization of 
production plant, call for further harmonization of social legislation and 
require greater effort on training, information and job motivation everywhere. 
These are the stakes for the national or European negotiations. The detailed 
timetable for completing the internal market offers a degree of 
predictability. 
After Europessimism will we now have Europhoria1 The aain difficulties to be 
expected before 1992 are just as clear as the new opportunities for a quantum 
leap in European integration. They are of two very different natures. 
First, there is no disguising that it will be very difficult to hoist the flag 
of the large internal market, i.e. effectively to break down customs frontiers 
within the Community. The Luxembourg text has fashioned new keys to the 
separate compartments of the internal market, apart from indirect taxation, 
where the Member States will still have to decide by unanimous vote. However, 
approximation of VAT rates - the sine qua non for abolition of frontier 
customs checks - is not just a question of raising or reducing the existing 
rates step by step. 
It also implies sustained convergence of economic policies throughout the 
Community. Any country far adrift from the average inflation rate would soon 
be robbed of any scope for adjusting its VAT rates. The room for manoeuvre in 
budgetary policy is squeezed at times of enforced reorganization. 
Although approximation of VAT in itself should not affect the budget, it will 
commit each country concerned to modest, yet regular, increasing restructuring 
of its statutory taxes for years ahead. To move towards the Community 
average, countries with heavy indirect taxation (e.g. Ireland and Denmark) 
will have to accept higher direct taxation or social welfare contributions. 
The opposite will apply in countries with relatively low indirect taxation 
Ce.g. Germany and Belgium). For all of them, approximation of VAT rates will 
imply grafting a Community approach onto the very heart of their budgetary and 
fiscal policies for years to come and forgoing manipulating VAT rates outside 
very narrow margins. This is by no means impossible. After all, the adoption 
of the VAT system by every Member State was a move in the same spirit. But 
the ultimate step - harmonization of the rates - would be a highly significant 
symbol of Europeans' political will to follow the path of no return towards 
coordination of economic policies. 
e 
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Another very different problem raised centres on the compatibility of 
increasingly opening up industrial markets in Europe with the other 
instruments for maintaining the competitiveness of European industry in 
relation to its non-Community rivals. 
Some of the general macroecono11ic factors which improved the competitive 
position in the course of the 1980s were described earlier. But these will 
not be enough, or will take too long, to make up some of the lost ground in 
the high-technology sectors where world demand is sti LL heaviest. Other 
means, also calling for a renewal of European policy, will be needed. More 
will have to be done to concentrate the research scattered between different 
countries and to tailor the sources of financing and legal structures to new 
forms of technological cooperation between businesses in different Member 
States. Whether run by an intergovernmental organization, as in the case of 
the Eureka programme, or fitting into a Community framework, like Esprit or 
the telecommunications programme, technological cooperation in Europe can no 
longer be divorced from the internal market. 
Businesses' relationship to their home market, the one on which they are 
culturally preprogrammed to develop, is like the relationship between plants 
and their seed-bed. Their strength and vitality depend on their ability to 
spread their roots and draw sustenance. 
Enlargement of Europe's internal market is like transplanting each bloom so 
that it can have more space. It strengthens the plant for fresh growth. But 
it cannot succeed in just any conditions. Anyone who has tried knows the 
risks and the host of precautions that have to be taken. 
The latest bright spell 
transplanting - quickly! 
gardeners. 
in Europe is an invitation to try some more 
All that remains is to put our faith in Europe's 
ANNEX 
The four •in aias of the internal •rket 
The Luxembourg summit on 2-3 December 1985 adopted •measures intended 
progressively to establish the internal market in the course of a period 
expiring on 31 December 1992... the internal market shall comprise an area 
without internal frontiers in which the free movement of goods, persons, 
services and capital is ensured in accordance with the provisions of the 
Treaty,• (conclusions of the European Council). 
From the point of view of businesses, there are four fundamental aspects to 
the measures mapped out in the White Paper: 
Abolition of inspections at the Community's internal frontiers (removal of 
physical barriers) 
The aim is to ensure that taxes and inspections (especially health 
inspections) are the same for goods sent to another Community country as for 
goods traded on the home market. 
Approximation of VAT rates is the principal precondition in order to achieve 
this. But complete harmonization of the rules on veterinary and plant health 
inspections will also be needed, as well as steps to simplify the Community 
transit system. 
Timetable: in phases, from 1986 to 1992. 
Harmonization of quality and safety standards (removal of technical barriers> 
The aim is gradually to establish a standardization system covering every 
sector of industry, laying down reference standards so that producers anywhere 
in the Community can comply with the standards in force in any other 
Member State. 
This system will be built up either around specific Community standards or on 
the basis of mutual recognition of the standards set by the national 
standardization institutes (such as AFNOR in France). Preference will be 
e 
e 
given to Community standards in cases where not only harmonization but also 
compatibility is sought (e.g. telecommunications). 
Timetable: continuous from 1986 to 1992, with particular emphasis on motor 
vehicles, tractors and agricultural machinery, food, pharmaceuticals and 
chemicals. In each of these sectors, the first stage (1986-87> will 
concentrate on the more advanced products and the second (1988-92) on products 
already covered by standards. 
Definition of new legal structures to encourage cooperation between European 
businesses 
"European company" as an optional 
This wi LL be of great benefit to 
marketing centres spread between 
The long-term objective is to instate 
alternative to national company status. 
companies with research, production and 
different European countries. 
Timetable: harmonization of direct taxation regulations relating to mergers 
and transfers of business assets and to taxation of the profits of 
subsidiaries (1986); introduction of the European Economic Interest Grouping 
CEEIG) system (1989). 
Liberalization of public contracts 
Purchases by public-sector undertakings and authorities account for around 20% 
of GDP in the EEC. But a host of restrictions mean that only a tiny fraction 
of this amount - around 7% or 0.5% of GDP - is put out to tender amongst 
producers from other European countries. There is a great deal to be gained 
from progressive liberalization of sectors such as telecommunications, energy 
and medicine, where economies of scale play an important part. However, these 
industries are also the centre-piece of the national industrial strategies. 
What is more, since 1981 the Community has been a contracting party to the 
GATT agreement on government purchases. Consequently, under certain 
conditions, liberalization measures could benefit non-Community producers. 
As a result, the timetable follows an extremely cautious approach, built 
around progressive strengthening of supply within the Community (measures to 
encourage the establishment of European consortia and to harmonize standards) 
by extending the liberalization Directives to a number of areas excluded at 
present: telecommunications and energy (1987-88), services (1987-89) and water 
supply (1989-90). 
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Firms' Optimisrp Contrasts 
With Lags in EC Reforms 
By SCO'r J. PALTROW 
Slo/f Rl'portf'r o/THE w ,.1.1. ST11$ET JOURNAL 
BRl'.SSELS- European corporate exec-
utives seem confident that, when it comes to 
market fragmentation. the worst is over in 
Europe. 
In a survey conducted jointly by The 
Wall Street Journal/Europe and the man-
Arement consulting firm of Booz-Allen & 
Wamilton Inc., 70% of top executives \\'ho 
. r~po~d~ said they expect marketing and 
di' ,ut1on costs in Europe to decrease or 
r - the same during the next five 
Y1..-,'S. 
Moreover, 32% believe manufacturing 
for _the European market will get easier, 
against only 16'Yo who expect it to become 
more difficult. 
The European Panel's optimism, how-
ever, comes at a time when a massive new 
~ri~e by the European Community to unify 
its internal market may be faltering. · 
The EC Commission's White Paper on 
Completing the Internal Market by 1992 was 
ratified in principle at the EC's Milan 
summit conference last June. But according 
to one analysis b)· EC officials, the member 
states subsequently approved only 24 of the 
61 proposals that should have been endorsed 
by the end of 1985 to keep up with the paper's 
detailed timetable. And Hans van den 
-
Broek, the Dutch minister of foreign affairs 
o currently holds the presidency of the 
cision-making EC Council; has raised 
d~ ; about catching up in 1986. 
1 -tination of ,;rade Barriers 
The commission's study wasarawn up in 
response to a renewed conviction among 
community leaders in the early 1980s 
that it was at last time to do something 
· towards eliminating barriers to the free 
movemept of goods, services and capital 
across Europe's borders. If long-overdue 
progress wasn't made soon, they reasoned, 
the community and air of Western Europe 
risked a permanent loss of · economic 
competitiveness with the U.S. and Japan. 
In a recent interview, Lord Cockfield, the 
EC's internal market commissioner and 
author of the white paper, predicled that the 
1992 goal will be reached. But he acknow-
ledged, "We are as of now a bit behind 
schedule." And he added: "This is going to 
Le a testing year."· · · 
· . The ministerial council will have. to 
adopt about 90 decisions in 1986 if it is to 'gef 
back on schedule. These range from eli.rm-· 
nating unnecessary duplication of border 
formali~ics to coming up ""ith a common 
standard for electric-powered toys. 
High Standa.J:d 
Mr. van den Broek said in January that 
the only hope for making these decisions on 
· schedule would be for the EC governments, 
on a de facto basis, immediately to begin 
following the new decision-making rules 
outlined at last December's Luxembourg 
· summit. .These rules would allow more 
matters to be decided by majority voting in 
the ,council of ministers. But the reforms 
still haven't been • formally approved by 
three countries, and it is unclear whether all 
of the member states will abide by thein 
before formal ratification. · · 
Some of the steps envisioned in the white 
paper, such as standardizing value-added~ 
tax rates by 1990, may be difficult for· 
member countries to accept at all. This is 
because alterations to tax rates would have 
a major impact on national budgets. But · 
Lord Cockfield and the commission main-
tain that roughly equal rates throughout, 
the community are necessary to eliminate 
market distortions. · 
In principle, a truly common market 
among EC countries should have been 
completed l(?ng ago. The Tr,eat)t'of Rome, 
drawn up in 1957, provided for the elimina-
tion of tarriff barriers and other obstacles to 
the movement of goods, people and capi-
tal. . 
· But the EC's history in this regard has 
been one of a promising start followed by a 
long period of torpor. The treaty provided 
for ;J. 12-year transition period, but most 
internal tarriff barriers were eliminated 
and a common .external tarriff put into 
effect 18 months ahead of schedule. Atten-
tion then turned to adopting a more or less 
common system of indirect taxation in the·· 
.fo~ of a vaiue added tax. 
Slowing Down 
In the mid-1970s, however, the drive to 
complete the internal market ran out of · 
: steam. Wh~e tariffs had been the most· 
· important obstacle to trade, new, non-tarriff 
. barriers had sprung up or become increas-
ingly important. 
Europe, following the first oil shock in . 
1973, was hlt by a tenacious recession: 
National governments rushed to protect . 
enda!1~ered domestic industries by granting 
subs1d1es that undercut competition from 
· outside. 
On top of that, for more than six 
years a raging controversy over Britain's 
share of~ EC budget preoccupied EC 
ministers, drawing their attention away 
from steps necessary to build the internal 
market. 
As this period of inertia dragged on, the 
European · Court of Justice - the EC's 
JOURNAL. 
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PANELISTS RANK 
EUROPEAN COUNTRIES 
(BASED ON COSTS OF MATERIALS ANO SERVICES) 
MOST EXPENSIVE: LEAST EXPENSIVE: 
SWITZERLAND 28% 
WEST GERMANY 25% 
SWEDEN 25% 
FRANCE 13% 
ITALY 26% 
PORTUGAL 21% 
WEST GERMANY 17% 
SPAIN 15% 
Note: West Gennany appears at both ends of 
the spectrum because some types of materials , 
and services are costly there. while others are 
relatively cheap because of efficiency and 
economies· of scale, according to an analysis of 
the survey. 
court- delivered a decision which should : 
have dramatically reduced one .of the major : 
obstacles to free movement of goods· the 
different national standards cou~tries 
maintain for products. 1n 1979, in a 
case known as "Cassis de Dijon," the court 
held that except when essential to protect 
such vital interests as public health, a 
product that met one country's standards 
should be admitted to all E;C countries. 
! Lawyers such as Stanley Crossick, who 
. speci~lize in community law, say the 
decision should have largely eliminated the· 
need to manufacture products to a different 
set of specificatior1..s for each country. But,• 
he said, national governments continue to. 
get 3!0und the d~cision by more cleverly_ . 
disgu1smg protectionist standards as health 
or safety regulations. 
Litigation-Shy . ! 
European companies, more hesitant ! 
than their American counterparts to use : 
litigation to solve business problems, ha· ! 
ven't gone to court in large numbers ! 
to. get the precedent enforced.· I 
And, Mr. Crossick says, the court itself ! 
-currently seems to be exercising caution : 
"not to usurp the political and legislative : 
_functions . of the council of ministers." : 
The court this spring, · however, ls 
expected to deliver a landmark decision on 
the right of insurance companies to operate 1 
freely throughout the community. If the 
right is upheld, EC officials say, it would . 
provide a precedent that could be used by 
European service industries in general to 
eliminate national regulations that keep out 
foreign companies. . · 
,; 
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Eli~OPEAN PANEL OF CHIEF EXECUTIVES - BY COUNTRY AND INDUSTRY 
6 5 
THE TOT AL SAMPLE 
IS 106 COMPANIES 
In the latest European Panel survey. chief executives throughout 
Europe were contacted by HR&H Market Research International Ltd. of 
London. One hundred six executives participated, completing a comprehen-
sive questionnaire designed by Booz~Allen & Hamilton Inc. and . 
The Wall Street JournallEurope. 
Respondents include executives from seven of the 12 European 
Community member nations (Spain, Portugal. Ireland, Luxembourg and 
Greece are the exceptions). and from Switzerland, Sweden, Austria, 
Norway, Finland, Spain and Turkey. All major industries are repre-
sented. 
Booi-Allen & Hamilton and staff of The Wall Street Journal/Europe 
analyzed the results. Wall Street JournaliEurope correspondents conducted 
nearly 20 follow-up interviews with executive,s in IO countries. · 
The latest findings on·Europe's fragmented market mark the fifth 
survey of the European Panel of chief executives. The four previous surveys 
examined their attitudes towards technology, white collar productivity, 
diversification and the competitiveness of European industry. Copies of 
these surveys may be obtained from Boaz-Allen. 
...... 
Reprints of this survey are available from: 
Booz-Allen & HamiJtori Inc. 
' 58 Ave. Kleber 
75784 Paris 
France 
or:. 
The Wall Street Journal/Europe 
. Hilton Tower. Boite TA 
"Boulevard de Waterloo 39 
......... 
B·lOOO Brussels 
Belgium 
t 
! 
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I 
fore in the Jong nm would benefit from free 
restrictive national banking regulations. competition. But tor the moment, different 
,"A united Europe would relieve all of this," specifications "benefit Steetley in the U.K. 
he says. and German producers in Germany and 
In the manufacturing sector. 38'7<, of the French producers in France," he says. 
executives polled said that if trade within Some clearly would go out of business if the 
Europe were completely free. they would different standai;ds were scrapped, he 
char:1;e their production strategy. adds. , 
For example, the survey results showed Monique Lefebvre, of the European 
that compames would eliminate duplication Federation of Refractory Manufacturers, 
of rt•search and development efforts cur: says that a few years ago the organization 
rently nt:>eded to meet different countries' backed an unsuccessful drive to set common 
standards. Producing to a single standard product standards. It failed because refrac-
also would permit longer nms on assembly ,. tory makers, hit hard by the steel industry 
line!>. recession, feared that drawing up uniform 
In the survey, panel members were standards would require them to divulge 
asked to list the non-tariff barri(-'rs that secrets, thus aiding competitors. The 
give them the most trouble. Not surpris- . best the industry was able to do, she says, 
ingly. they enumerated many of the govern- was to set uniform guidelines for testing. 
mental problems that have received milch In fact, in response to one survey 
atte1:tion from the EC and in newspaper question, the largest number of execu-
artirles for preventin~ a unified market. tives (16%) ranked national industry pur-
The>-<' mclude red tape and delays at ·chasing practices as the chief single 
bore:~rs and different health and safety obstacle to achieving their ideal manufac-
spe, .:1catic1r1s for products. turing structure. In interviews, a number 
!::ut fact"~s generated by industry,. itself of executives explained that they were 
. also :-anked high. For example, tht lack of referring to companies' entrenched habits 
'1petitior. among-------------------........ ~~---. 
-·r,pJiers. the result OUTLOOK FOR INTERNAL MARKET 
.. de facto industry 
cartels and monopo- Over next 5 years: 
lies, were considered 
as more :mportant 
sources of :ncreased 
costs than :roubles ai 
borders. Thus indus-
trv·s ov.'tl efforts to 
evade EC and Otl!er 
competition laws ap-
pear to contribute 
significantly to the 
divided market 
Manufacturing for 
European market 
will become: 
Costs o1 marketing 
and distribution in 
Europe will: 
Technological 
protectionism 1n 
E:urope wiil: 
% ~f Respondents 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 
Easier j 32% 
Stay the same I 25% 
Haroer I 16% 
Decrease I 28% 
S'5y the same 142% 
k:rease I 16% 
--
t--· 
Decrease 'J7% 
Stay the same 
' 
··l 39% 
Increase I 11 % 
' 
Among thost· who 
replied, 42'% said 
that different specifi-
cations established 
by national law or 
regulation are A signi11cant portion of panel members expects improvement 
among tht' most im- over next 5 years. A clear majority expects that things won't 
portant sources of get worse. ""tr  costs in operat- a.;; _______________________ _ 
. . across Euror,t•an borders. But 19% of buying only from certain, often local, 
'- ievt•d that the biggest problem results suppliers. ·Jn the survey response, this 
,rorr. difkreut standards set by national pral'tice was viewed as even more nettle-
industms themselves. · "':· some than other non-tariff barriers. 
Companies also acknowledged that they Yet even the varying health and safety 
charge significantly different prices in standards set by governments themselves 
different countries, thus helping to maintain often have a lot to do with the protectionist 
.different national market5. Price variations sentiments· of their domestic manufac-
frequently exceed 20%, even after consider- turers. Sibille Torber of BEUC. the associa-
ing diHerent rates of value added tax and tion of European consumers' organizations. 
transport costs. points out that advisory boards set up by 
In fol~.;w-up interviews. companies in governments to help them draw up new 
gener,, l favored new mfosures proposE-d by standards commonly include many industry 
the- Et1ropean Cornmunity Commi~sion to representatives. These representatives, shP 
create a single ma,·ket. Foremost among says, often help ,~nsure that the standards 
tl11'St' is the conJJni:<sion·s white paper of not only protect the public but also protect 
last June, which fixes a de~ailed timetable the companies from outside competition. 
of ~lt::ps tl,.ct must be completed by 1992. But There are many examples of companies 
ma:1y executi\'es say sc,me businesses are that fear their very existence will be 
rell:ctant to i.,'ive up national markets for threatened by elimination of national 
imf~ttered competitlon. protectionism. In West Germany, officials 
01,r mdicati;,n of that. says Mr. Miles.of of the Bundespost, tht> state-run telephone 
Stedley . .ire the difft-re,11 srwcifications for and telecommunicaions monopoly, say that 
ste,·1 mill rdractorh.·s. "It's a problem of some ~IXl.i;l,11 telecommunicatwns companies 
industry standards. not government stan- that supr.,Jy the German PTT simply would 
dards," he says. go out of business if the market were opened 
Mr. Mil~s maintains that Skelley can up. 
prn-.:uce rt.>f ractories at lower cost than In a recent interYiew, Lord Cockfield, the 
otl,c-r E•.!:•,1,e,rn m:,;:uf;,cturtr:., ,,nd tl,ere- EC internal market commissioner and 
author or tht' rnnunission·s VVhite Paper, 
says industry's response to the document 
has been r-verwhelmingly favorable. But, he 
acknowledges, "There are many things that 
industry is responsible for which create 
problems." 
Aside from helping to promote the 
diversity of national standards, Lord Cock-
field says, somf segments of European 
industry simply seem to lack entrepreneur-
ial drive. He ctiticized them for not ! 
recognizing that "there is a much better 
opportunity to a company if it can operate in 
an intergrated market of 320 million peo-
ple." 
In addition, some manufacturers say 
that while they strongly favor a more 
unified market, over time they have 
developed expertise at producing and sell-
ing products built simultaneously to differ-
ent specification: . This expertise gives 
them a competit.·:e advantage, thPy say, 
that would be Jost tf the daunting variatiens 
in national standards are scrapped. 
Lome R. Waxlax, former chairman of 
Braun AG of West Germany, says the ; 
company. a maker of small electrical 
appliances, has developed techniques for 
building up to Ii versions of each model of 
cof!ee makers and shavers to meet different 
national electrical specifications. Mr. Wax.-
lax, now an executive with the Braun's 
parent company, Gillette Co., says "For 
Braun, the lack of standardization is less of 
a problem than for some large competitors 
that haven·t gone to the trouble of learning 
how to produce for all of these · mar-
kets."' 
Executives emphasized some market 
. divisions are culturally determined and 
have nothin·( to do with either govtrnment 
or mdustry. Such factors appear to be most 
important in the consu:ner products and 
food sectors. · 
For example, German consumers prefer· 
to buy frozen chickens, while t~e French• 
favor fresh ones. according to Rene Gouin, 
head of a subs:diary of Ets. Guyomarc'h 
S.A., a French poultry dealer and maker. 
of pet food and cattle feed. "We have to 
adapt the product to each market," he 
says. 
The same is true in cosmetics. Paul 
Hudson, an executive in charge of a 
consumer products unit of Croda Interna-· 
tional PLC, a U .K. company, says that when 
it comes to lipsticks and nail polish, "the 
Germans don't like the colors the French' 
like and the French don't like the colors 
the British like, and the Italians" have their 
own preferences. . 
Aside from cultural factors affecting 
consumers, however, Mr. Gouin agrees that 
a large part of the problem is the outlook of 
industrv executives themselves. "The larg-
est obstacle is each country has its habits, 
and a producer's first reflex isn't to 
export - he starts at home," Mr. Gouin says. 
"He doesn't yet think of Europe as a 
market." 
When askN.i about such sentiments 
among industry leaders, Lord Cockfield 
acknowlt:>dges the pr'1blem, and then recites 
what has become one of his favorite 
maxims: "In the end, a free-enterprise 
system works effectively only if it Is both 
free and enterprising. We (the EC) are 
trying to put the ·rree· into the· phrase. It's 
up to them (Europe's companies) to put the 
'en!erprising."' 
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·wide Price Fluctuations Indicate 
Firms Charge What They Can Get 
By ScoT J. p Al.TROW 
Staff RPpOrter of THE w ALL STRJ::irr JOVl!l'IAL 
BRVSSELS - Something other than 
. -costs is influencing prices m Europe. 
In a survey of top European corporate 
exeeutives, 53% of the respondents said 
the,r companies sell products at mate,ially 
different prices in different European collll-
t ,, even disregarding different value-ad-
--,-tax rates and transport costs. 
'. Only 25% said they don't sell at different 
prices, according to the poll conducted by 
The Wall Street Journal/Europe and the 
management consulting firm of Booz-Allen 
& Harnilton Inc. And a large group-22%-
declin~d to answer the question, suggesting 
that it may be a sensitive subject. 
Asked to explain why their prices vary, 
so:ne executives did cite cost factors. These 
included different production costs for 
products manufactured simultaneously in 
different countries, different wage levels 
and government price contols. 
But most responded with answers indi-
cating that the European market is still · 
divided enough to enable companies to 
charge what they can get away with in each. 
country. The largest number- 32% - said 
they adjust their prices to ke.ep pace with 
the local competition. Another 29% simply 
r 11 ed the fact that prevailing price levels are 
· '-· erent from one country to another. 
· And 14% said prices vary according to 
demand in each country. · 
Asked to say by how much their prices 
change . from one European country to 
another, 43% said variations average be-
tween 5% and 10%. But one-fifth of the 
executives who answered said divergences 
or more than 20% are common. 
· Studies carried out by BEUC, the associ-
ation ,of European consumers' organiza-
tions, appear to confirm that wide price 
fluctuations are common. A BEUC report 
earlier this month on home computers 
showed that prices vary by as much as 50% 
among European Community countries. 
For example, the average price in Denmark 
is 26% higher than in Holland, after 
subtracting differences in value added tax." 
(The difference is wider if 1he tax is 
included,) 
There is an even larger gap between 
relatively low-priced countries such as 
Holland, West Germany '·and Belgium, and 
high-priced home-computer countries such 
as Greece .and Spain. 
OtherBEUC reports have found similar 
price differences for consumer goods such 
as cameras, .electric razors and compact 
disc players. 
According to the BEUC computers re-
port, the results show ''that price differ-
ences in the EEC can't be attributed to 
Sources of,Extra Costs in Doing Business 
Across European Borders 
. 
Different Specifications 42°/o Cost of Complying with 18°/o set by National Laws "Country of Origin'.' rules 
Extra Warehousing & Inventory 
25% Sheer Cost of Paperwork Costs due to Distance and 1 8 % Logistical Factors ' 
Extra Warehousing & Inventory Distance and lack 
Costs due to Different 20o/o of Adequate International 14°/o Product Standards Transport System 
-:·-;i· 
I D:tte•er;t Spe::.ifications set 1901 Different Consumer 13'?b I t,: l'-a:,cna .. ·,,;c.s,r1 .:;,·~ups r . ,.,'G), F:·,;;rer6nces er ~c,r;; 
•. ,IJllllal.N 
% of Panel Citing 
.. ~ ..... 
Factor as One of Top 
Two Sources of Extra Costs. 
differences in (value added tax). but rather 
to the desire of manufacturers to fnsulate 
national markets." 
Backing up this contention, Sibille 
Torber of BEUC notes that many companies 
won't honor guarantees in a consumer's 
home country for products bought across 
the border. She also cited instances of 
threats by manufacturers or distributors 
against retailers who attempt to sell below 
standard price levels. 
In the EC, selling at different prices in 
different countries isn't illegal. But deliber-
ate price-fixing and· establishment of de 
facto cartels are violations of EC competi-
tion rules. Ms. Torber asserts that such 
violations are common and have a large 
influence on national price variations. 
The few executives who agreed to talk 
· about the subject in inten•iews, however, 
disagreed. An executive at Ford Espana 
S.A. in Spain sclid car prices differ from 
country to · country because different na-
tional regulations require different safety 
equipment. According to Ford, consumer 
preferences also vary for standard equip-
ment. , 
Peter Vogtlander, president of Belgian 
Shell S.A., a unit of the Royal Dutch/Shell 
Group, said prices generally are deter-
mined by "local market circumstances." 
He said these include such factors as 
storage costs, distance from the source of 
supply and the tendency of people in some 
countries to pay with credit rather th an 
cash, which raises costs. 
In an interview. Lord Cockfield. the EC' s 
r internal market commissioner and autho 
of the EC's plan for eliminating trade 
barriers by 1992, said there's no need fo r 
prices to be uniform throughout Europe. He 
notes that within the U.S., prices vary from 
region to region. The same is true within 
individual EC countries. 
What is necessary, he said, is simply tha t 
r prices fall "roughly" into line.· Once othe 
trade barriers are eliminated. large price 
differences - those of more than about 5%-
would cause significant distortions of the 
market. That's why the commission, for 
example, . is pressing for EC countries' 
value-added-tax rates to be brought approx-
imately into line. 
In the meantime, Lord Cockfield said. 
,:,::;--...1-:1~.; ill ::~ :::...~ ~lbw ,::nnµ;;.'11~ .:u· 
charge artificially high prices in many EC 
states. "At the moment, there is no doubt 
whatsoever that the fragmentation of the 
market allows the process of differential 
pricing to flourish," be said. 
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175% of panel believe lack of a unified 
1 . .European market leads to higher R&D 
J costs. The chief reasons cited included: 
Unnecessary 
duplication of 
R&D laboratories 
--1 lnsuff1c1ent oublic funds 
made ava,lable for R&O I 
Extra costs of· R&D 
-
to meet different national 
technical soecif,cations 
Costs incurred because of delays in' 
getting products to the market because 
• 
of need for extra R&D. 
Fragmentation 
Adds to Cost , 
-Of Research 
different countries was the most frequently 
cited problem confronting businesses in 
their research and development efforts. But 
"'.many panelists also complained about the 
inefficient duplication of research and 
development efforts in Europe. . 
Numerous research teams ai" national 
·companies around Europe often simulta-
neously tacltle the same problem in differ-. 
ent laboratories. This means money is spent 
· several times on the same research. 
More important. the · money spent is 
often not enough. Increasingly, small na-
tional markets do not generate the revenues· 
necessary to support massive research and 
development effo~ for high-technology 
. products.- . 
For example, the cost to develop a mod-
ern telephone exchange can run as high as 
Sl billion. European telecommunications 
companies - such as Siemens AG in Ger-
many, Alcatel-Thomson S.A. in France, 
Plessey PLC in Britain, and Italtel ·s.p.A. 
In Jtaly- have traditionally catered to the 
government telephone standards in their 
home markets. While those markets are 
now too small to finance major devel· 
opment work, neighboring telecommunica-
tions markets-guarded by national gov-
ernments protective of their own compa· 
nies-are still usually off-limits to out· 
slders. · 
By PAUL HEMP · Financial constraints are not the only 
Sta/f.Reportero/THEWAL1-S~J0U11NAL . ~ay a fragmented European market hin-
BRUSSELS-Chemists at Bntish-based· ders research and developme_nt. An execu-
Cromano Consumer Products Ltd. spend tive is likely to be bolder in taking chances 
months formulating ~ new sh~poo for dry • with an untested product if the potential 
hair. At a trade fair in Birmmgham the payback ts high "A home market of 240 
,~ampoo, desi~ed for the ~ritish mark~t, million people ~ an important element in 
gets an enthus.1astic reception ~d a big the risk-reward equation," says Gijs 
order from a German cosmetics com- ·Bresser chairman of Gist-brocades N.V., a 
pan~e· price has been negotiated and the Dutch biotechnology company. . . 
._ ·al nearly closed when the German buyer . Cautious Optimism 
. ,eeks the Ingredients. He says that a The panel expressed a cautious optimism 
certain emulsifier used in ..the shampoo, about the future, though. Nearly 40% 
while legal for use in Germany. is allowed think technological protectionism will de-
to constitute no more than 1% of the prod- crease in the next five years, while only 
uct. about 10% believe it will increase. 
· To save the 50,000-bottle order, Cromano European Community efforts-like the 
must do a costly and time-consuming Esprit and RACE programs to finance 
reformulation of the shampoo, a 3% solu- research in the information technology and 
tion. In the end. "the tech guys may throw telecommunications fields-have at least 
up their hands and say, 'Jt won't work the highlighted the need for more cooperative 
other way. It doesn't leave the hair feeling· research, even tf some are dubious about 
clean."' says Paul Hudson. group managing their ultimate results. 
director of the company, a unit of Croda More effective may be research partner-
International PLC. · ships between European companies, often 
This kind of scenario is all too familiar competitors, that span Europe's splintered 
to Mr. Hudson, and he is not alone. More markets .. For example, Italtel, Alcatel- . 
than 75% of the panelists in a survey Thomson, Plessey and Siemens·· began 
conducted by The Wall Street Jour- working last year on a new generation of 
nal/Europe and the management-co11sulting telecomunications sv.itching system. The 
firm of Booz.-Allen & Hamilton Inc. sald the so-called pre-competitive research is done 
absence of a unified European R'tl\.rl.et before work begins on particular applica-
makes research and product development tions, enabling participating companies to 
more expensive for their companies. · rem~~ompetltors while using the re-
Duplication of Efforts search to design their own products. 
The added cost of designing products to 
meet different technical specifications in 
For many European compani.es, such 
cooperation in research - and possibly even 
outright mergers -will be necessary for 
survival. Analysts predict that the world 
market for digital-switching sys!ems can 
support only six or seve~ con:ipames; there 
are nine companies making digital switches 
in Europe alone. 
But joint ventures do not ~arant~e suc-
cess. For one thing, national Jealousies and 
other differences can make living together 
difficult. A partnership between German 
steelmaker Hoesch Werke AG and Dutch 
steelmaker Hoogovens B.V., aJm~d in part 
at improving research capab1Ut1es, floun-
dered because of different national steel 
policies. $ays a cautious Jan D. Hooglandt, 
chairman of Hoogovens, "You only have to 
look at those who tried and were unsuccess-
ful." 
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Bruaael•, February 1~86 
1•••ov1•0 TBB CONPBTITI9B8BS8 OP I•DUSTRIAL STRUCTURBS I8 
TBB COIINU8ITY (1) 
A• announced in its 1985 work pro9ramme, the Coami•sion has 
decided, in reaponse to the wish expressed by the European 
Council of 28 March 1984 1~ Brus•el•, to consider ways of 
providin9 the Community with better indu•trial structures in 
order to ia~rove it• economic performance and offer a more 
effective response to social and employment concerns. 
Thia Communication therefore for•• part of a general process 
of reflection on the Community's economic and •ocial 
atrate9y, which began with the work on completing the 
internal market (2), the •trengthening of the technological 
base (3) and the implementation of a concerted strategy for 
9rowth and employment (4), and which will go on to include a 
detailed analy•is of a social and job creation strategy for 
tbe co-unity. 
~- -.... , 
Industrial competitivene••·i• • complex concept, but it is 
normally taken to cover the ability of firms to stand up to 
their competitors on domestic and world markets. At world 
market level this ability does not only depend on the 
capacity to produce at coats which enable the products in 
qu••tion to be sold at a profit, there is also a dynamic 
a•pect to it, namely the ability to keep abreast of, and 
even to influencce, the processes of adaptation so as to 
supply the range of products for which demand is mo•t 
dynamic. Any worsening of the competitive situation of 
European industry will, by definition, have adverse effects 
on growth and employment. 
In this document the Commission has endeavoured to identify 
the key elements which determine the Community's 
competitivenes• and the factors likely to assist its 
improvement, namely 
( 1 ) COM ( 86 ) 4 0 
(2) COM(85) 310 final: Completing the internal market 
(3) COMCSS) 84 and COM(85) 530 final, Towards a European 
Technology Community • 
C4) COM(85) 570 finals ,~nnual Economic Report 1985-86 
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on the one han4, the poaition and the specific 
characteriatica of the Community industries in an 
.international context both in teraa of general economic 
factor• and in terms of technology and business perforaance, 
with particular attention being paid to SMEsr and 
on the other hand the strategies employe4 by its main 
trading partners. Clearly, what is said here about tho•• 
strategies is not meant to imply that they are an example to 
be followed, firstly because they are not transferable and 
alao,·aore iaportantly,_because,they do not necessarily 
correspond to the Comaunity's own ebjectiv~a and in .. , 
particu.lar to its c.oncern. to· reconcile the .atri9ia9 f-0r 
economic efficiency wi~h-~ai~taihiag and developing social 
progress. 
ltaturally, a number of the.factors that determine 1nduatr1-1 
competitiveness have major social iinplicatiori,. That. ie wh·P 
~he Comaisaion is at p•ins··td emphaeize the benefit to the 
Coaaunity of a cooperation strategy baaed on a concerted 
approach to the problems :by:the two aides of induatry, trade 
unions and firms' ·representatives, the Member States and t.h.e 
Community institutions. 
The Comaiaaion believes that this ia the approach that must 
be adopted towards making Eu·ropean firms more competitive if 
.,rowth and employment are to be improved. · 
Ita purpose in this communication is to provide '.all the 
parties concerned with a ba~is for discussion f~~. which 
operational propoaala can emerge. The ideas set out in this 
document must not therefoz:e .. be cons.t·rued as eit.her 
recommendations or as rep.resenting the definitffve poaitiou 
o~ the Commission, but simply as arguments designed ·to · 
provide substance for a di~logue and which are susceptible 
to improvement in the process. · 
The conclusions of this Communication can be sum111ariae·c1 as 
~ollowa a 
1. After going through a difficult decade and sufferin9 a 
loss in momentum on the fastest growing markets, European 
industry baa begun, since the beginnirig of the 1980'8, a 
new period of growth and dynamism. 
Thia revival has been marked by the re-establishment of 
profitability, the acceleration of the diffusion of new 
technologies, the progressive improvement in the 
situation of certain sectors in difficulty and recent 
growth in investment, which, however, must be confiraed. 
It has been facilitated ·by effforts to promote a more 
favourable environment for enterprises in the ·c·ommun!:ty, 
and by the convergence 91,, political priorities towards 
industrial development, ·t·so far, however, · this revival has 
not been reflec~eed by any significant reversal of the 
trends in jobs and unemployment. 
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2, Thia induatrial revival should not, neverthelesa, maak 
the threata poaed by atronger international competition 
and the 9rowth strategiea of competitors major 
induatriea (USA, Japan, "Pacific" areas) for European 
·tirma. 
The Commission considers that the only way for the 
Coamunity to meet theae challen9ee and to set an example 
of dynamic development of ita industry, mindful of 
aocial constraints and respectful of international 
balance•, ia by m~king bettef use of its induatrial, 
technological and commerctal aeseta. 
Baaed on theae findings, the areas to be examined with a 
•iew to improving the Community'• industrial 
oompetitiveneas are: 
• coapleting the internal market of the Community 
• reaffirming the Community's commitment to free 
international trade, which ia embodied in the GATT 
system 
• atrengthening the industrial base of the Community 
-·'·~romoting the adjustment of production structures 
• encouraging the revitalization of European industry 
• making a firm commitment to achieving the objective of 
eco_~:>r~"~:Ji,ff'.~,~:f,!},, .~~hes ion in the Community 
- makin'g tr ~asier to adapt the ,.~ommuni ty. s human 
resources .•..• '.'; 
• stimulating dialogue and concertation on economic and 
social matters in the Community. 
These operational aspects will be described in detail in 
s~bseq~ent presentations. 
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Introduction 
I 
264. This part of the Report is devoted to two topics: the recent trend of 
merger and joint venture activity in the Community and the results of the 
Commission's 1985 programme of economic studies. 
Section 1 analyses empirical data on mergers, acquisitions and joint ventures 
in 1984-85 and examines the main motives behind such operations. The scope 
of the survey is limited to cases involving at least one firm operating on a 
Community scale and focuses on the (mainly manufacturing) industrial sector; 
however, for the first time the survey covers three service sectors as well. 
Section 2 describes the 1985 programme of studies. This was the first to use 
the new thematic (as opposed to sectoral) approach, which it is hoped will 
increase the programme's impact on competition policy and broaden the 
economic frame of reference on which the policy is based. 
In Section 3, a closer look is taken at the results of the 1985 studies in three 
areas: R&D collabocation, acquisitions of minority stakes in companies and 
their implications for competition policy, and the relative competitive situation 
of private and public-sector enterprises in certain industries in the Community. 
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§ 1 - Mergers, acquisitions and joint ventures involving 
Community-scale firms in 1984/85 
265. This section analyses data gathered from the specialist press on three 
types of operation involving at least one Community-scale firm: 1 
{i) mergers (including both takeovers and volui:itary amalgamations) and 
acquisitions of majority holdings in companies, 
(ii) acquisitions of minority holdings, 
(iii) industrial and commercial joint ventures. 
Compared with previous years when only the industrial sector was covered, 
the scope of the survey has this year been widened to include three service 
sectors, the distributive trades, banking and insurance. 
The reference period is June 1984 to May 1985. The results in the industrial 
sector are compared with those for 1982/83 and 1983/84 . 
• The data are analysed to show the number of operations in different categories 
and industries and an attempt is made to interpret these findings and to 
investigate the motives behind the operations. 
General picture {Table 1) 
266. A total of 480 cases were recorded in the three categories. The largest 
proportion (57%) were mergers, about 22% were acquisitions of minority 
holdings and about 21 % joint ventures. 
By sector, three quarters of the cases were in the industrial sector. Banking and 
distribution each accounted for about 10%, with the smallest number of 
operations, 5%, taking place in the insurance sector. 
1 Sec definition given in Thirteenth Competition Report, point 293. 
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TABLE 1 
National, Communiry and international mergers (a), acquisitions of minority holdings (b) and 
joint ventures (c) in the Community in 1984/85 · 
National Community International Total 
Sector Grand 
(a) I (b) I (c) (a) I (b) I (c) ,., I (b) I <•> (a) I (b) I (c) IOtal 
Industry 146 45 40 44 10 15 18 12 27 208 67 82 357 
Oistriburion JO 7 J J 2 1 1 0 0 34 9 4 47 
Banking 10 10 9 6 6 2 2 5 2 18 22 13 52 
Insurance 7 5 1 7 3 0 I 0 0 IS 8 1 24 
Tora! 193 67 53 60 21 18 22 17 29 275 106 100 480 
The majority of cases involved firms from the same country. These outnum-
bered cases involving other Community firms by over three to one. The 
predominance of national operations was especially marked in the distributive 
trades, suggesting a trend towards increasing concentration of national markets 
in this sector. 
International operations, i.e. those involving a firm from outside the Com-
munity, differed from national and Community operations in showing a larger 
proportion of joint ventures than of mergers and acquisitions. Joint ventures 
accounted for 43% of international operations as against only 17% of national 
and 18% of Community operations. 
Mergers, acquisitions and joint ventures in industry 
Mergers (including acquisitions of majority holdings) [fable 2) 
267. Mergers (including acquisitions of majority holdings in companies) rep-
resented around 60% of all operations in the industrial sector, with 208 cases 
recorded. This total was again considerably up (34%) on last year's figure of 
155, slightly more even than last year's increase of 32% over 1982/83. This 
increase in merger activity suggests that the trend towards increasing concen-
. tration of industry in the Community is continuing. 
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TABLE. 2 
Nacional, Communicy and in1cma1ional mergers 
(including acquisicions of majoricy holdings) 
in the Community in 1982/83, 1983/84 and 1984/8S (by sector) 
Industry 
Narional C.ommuniry 
S«mrl 
1'1112/ I IYN.\I I IYk•/ IYHV , .~ •. \I I 
HJ H4 Hj HJ H4 
1. Food 1 7 20 2 2 
2. Chem. 10 21 25 13 13 
J. Elcc. 5 9 13 J 2 
4. Mech. 12 16 24 5 3 
5. Meta. 7 9 13 I 0 
6. Trans. 2 5 8 0 J 
7. Pap. 7 II 10 I I 
8. Extra. 4 4 7 3 2 
9. Text. 4 5 7 3 0 
10. Cons. 6 IJ 14 4 J 
11. Other I I J J 0 
12. Comp.2 2 
Total 59 IOI 146 JS 29 
1 Kev· 
Fc,;.j, Food and drink 
O,m,.: Chcmkals, fibres, Jl•u, ceramic ware, rubber 
Eke.: El ... -.rical and clccrronic cnginccrin11, uff,cc ma,hincry 
Mech.: Mcchankal anJ insrrummr m11inccrin11, m><hinc rools 
Mera.: PruJuaion and preliminary pro,:nsin11 of metals, mcral 11oods 
Trans.: Vehicles and rransporr cquipm,.,,r 
Pap.: WooJ, fomirurc and paper 
Exrra.: Exrra .. 1'i\·e industries 
Text.: Texrilc.-s, dorhin1t, learhcr anJ fomw.:ar 
Cons.: Consrrucrion 
Other: Orhcr manufacturin11 indusrry 
l'/1141 
H.I 
I 
23 
5 
4 
3 
2 
5 
0 
0 
I 
0 
0 
44 
Comp.: Cumpurcn anJ Jara proccssin11 cquipmmr. 
l In 1982,B.\ anJ 198.\184 incluJcJ under mechanical cn11onccrin11 (Ak,h.). 
lnrcm:arion:a.l 
l'lllli 
1 
..... ,, 
1
.'111., 
U H H5 
0 l I 
3 11 5 
7 2 4 
2 4 J 
2 0 I 
I 2 0 
I I 3 
2 2 0 
2 0 0 
' 
0 I 0 
0 0 0 
I 
20 25 18 
Tut•I 
l~Hli 11'111.\I I l'IIW 
H.I H IS. 
3 11 22 
26 45 53 
15 13 22 
19 23 31 
10 9 17 
J 10 10 
9 13 18 
9 8 7 
9 5 7 
10 17 IS 
4 I J 
J 
117 HS 208 
There is no automatic correlation between the degree of concentration of an 
industry and the intensity of competition. In a declining industry, for example, 
takeovers of small ailing firms by others may help to maintain workable 
competition. 
On the other hand, where the market is highly oligopolistic and closed to 
international competition, an increase in concentration may spell a potential 
reduction in competition. 
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The increase in merger activity was accounted for entirely by national (up 45%) 
and Community (up 51 % ) operations. Mergers involving a non-Community 
firm were down and represented under 10% of the total. This was different 
from the picture found in 1983/84, when Community operations had fallen and 
international ones increased. In two years the proportion of purely national 
mergers has risen from 50% (in 1982/83) to 70%. 
As in 1982/83 and 1983/84, the highest number of cases was found in the 
chemicals industry, largely reflecting the extensive restructuring taking place in. 
the sector. The next highest totals were in mechanical and electrical engineering 
and in the food and drink industries, where the increase was particularly 
marked. In the chemicals industry, a very high proportion of the mergers were 
with firms from another Community country. 
A breakdown of the mergers by the size of the firms involved (Table 3) shows 
a further decrease in the proportion involving very large firms (having a 
combined turnover of over 1 000 million ECU). These accounted for only 49% 
of the total in 1984/85, down from 75% in 1982/83. The sharpest increase was 
TABl.E 3 
Breakdown of mergers (including acquisitions of majority holdings) 
by combined turnover of firms involved 
Industry 
< SOOm F.CU 500 ro I 000 m f.Cll > IOOOmf.CU TutnoYcr n.a. 
Sccrc,rl 
198211198.l/ 11984/ 1'8.?111983/ 1198~/ 1982111983/ 11984/ 1983/ 11914/ 
8.l 84 IS Bl 84 85 8J 84 BS 84 IS 
Food -
-
7 - 1 2 J 10 13 
-
0 
Chem. 4 i 15 2 2 II 20 28 23 8 4 
Elc:c. I 3 6 - I 5 14 8 8 I 3 
Mech. 2 6 6 s 5 5 12 9 17 3 3 
Meta. I I 7 
-
I I 9 5 7 2 2 
Trans. 
-
2 4 I 2 I 2 5 2 I 3 
Pap. 1 4 8 I 2 2 7 3 4 4 4 
Extra. 
-
3 0 
- -
0 9 4 7 1 0 
Text. 4 1 3 
-
1 2 5 2 0 1 2 
Cons. 2 2 3 2 3 2 6 10 8 2 2 
Other 1 - 3 2 - 0 I I 0 - 0 
Comp.2 
- -
0 
- -
0 
- -
3 
-
0 
Total 16 29 62 13 18 JI 88 85 92 23 23 
I For kcv, sec Tahlc l. 
In IYBirS.l anJ IYHJ/84 indudcJ un.kr ma:hanical cni:incerin~ (M«h.). 
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198.?i I ltlJ/ 11984/ 
Bl 84 IS 
J 11 22 
26 45 S3 
IS 13 22 
19 23 31 
10 9 17 
3 10 10 
9 13 18 
9 8 7 
9 5 7 
10 17 15 
4 I 3 
- -
J 
117 155 208 
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found among firms with a combined turnover under 500 million ECU. This 
pattern was generally repeated in individual industries, except for mechanical 
engineering and the extractive industries. 
The higher level of merger activity among smaller firms could be a positive 
development, in that the resulting groups may compete more aggressively with 
the industry leaders. 
Of the 92 large mergers involving firms with an aggregate turnover of over 
1 000 million ECU, the largest number were centred in the United Kingdom 
(42% ), France (25%) and Germany (16% ). The majority continued to be purely 
national affairs. The 92 cases involve 86 'acquiring' firms, six of which were 
involved in two operations and 80 only in one. 
Acquisitions of minority holdings (Table 4) 
268. In 1984/85, 67 cases of acquisitions of minority holdings in the Com-
munity by or in Community-scale firms were recorded. While this was 25% 
TABLE 4 
National, Community and international acquisitions of minority holdings in the Community 
in 1982/83, 1983/84 and 1984/85 (by sector) 
f 
Industry 
Narional Community lntcmarional Tow 
Scctorl 
1982/ 11983/ 11984/ 19821 11983/ 11984/ 1982/ 11983/ 11984/ 1982/ 11983/ 119841 
8J 84 8S SJ 84 85 SJ 84 85 SJ 84 8.S 
Food 3 3 9 0 I 1 0 0 2 3 4 12 
Chem. 0 4 4 3 1 4 I 2 0 4 7 8 
Elcc. 0 6 J 0 0 3 1 I 2 1 7 8 
Mech. 2 6 lJ 0 2 0 1 I 4 3 9 17 
Meta. 4 2 2 I 3 0 0 2 0 5 7 2 
Trans. 1 3 2 0 0 1 1 0 2 2 3 s 
Pap. 4 5 5 0 0 0 0 1 1 4 6 6 
Extra. 2 2 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 2 4 J 
Text. 3 3 2 I 0 I 0 1 0 4 4 3 
Const. 1 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 J 0 
Other 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 2 
Comp.2 
- -
1 - - 0 - - 0 - - 1 
Total 20 37 45 9 8 10 4 9 .12 33 54 67 
I For key, sec Table !. 
In 1982/SJ and 1983/84 included under mechanical engineering (Mech.). 
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up on 1983/84, the increase was less than the increase seen in 1983/84 over 
1982/83 (63%) and than the increase in mergers (34% ). 
Other firms from the same country continued to be the preferred targets for 
such acquisitions, accounting for about two thirds of cases. 
By sector, the largest number of acquisitions of minority holdings was found 
in the food and drink and mechanical engineering industries, which showed a 
sharp increase in such operations, as they had for mergers (see above). The 
sectoral distribution of mergers and minority acquisitions was nevertheless still 
somewhat different: there were proportionately fewer minority acquisitions in 
the chemicals industry. 
Joint ventures (Table 5) 
269. The number of joint ventures, at 82, was again up on the previous year, 
but by a smaller margin (19%) than in 1983/84. 
Cases were broadly classified into industrial and commercial. 1 There were 
significant differences between the two categories: 
(i) a high proportion of commercial joint ventures involved partners from 
different Community countries, a trend not observed before. Industrial 
joint ventures continued to be mainly with domestic or non-EEC partners; 
(ii) the number of industrial joinc ventures rose, that of commercial joint 
ventures fell slightly. 
The chemical and engineering (electrical and mechanical) industries continued 
to show the high incidence of joint venture activity. 
I On rhe basis of rhe joinr vcnrure's funcrion rclarivc ro rhc acrivirics of the parenrs: i.e. industrial joint 
vc:nrures = rhose at leasr partially producrion-relared; commercial joinr ventures = those mainly 
concerned wirh distribution of the parents· products. 
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TABLES I!::: 
"' 
Joint ventures in the Community in 1982/83, 1983/84 and 1984/8S (by sector) I~ l11d11slr)' 
< rn 
Commcn:ial I lnJusuial I Total 15 
"" 
J Narional Jeommuni11J 0!~:~1 I ? Scctor 1 I . I (Co . I lnrcr- I Toca! I Nation;al I Communiry I ln~c:r• I I Tmal To<ol rn Nauona mmumry . I ~ nauona n:auona 
su1sy1sv1su1w1•v1au1syl~'lsv1syl~'lav1u1sv1av1sYIWIKu1•Y1•v1•v1sy1s~1sv1•Y1•v1av1sy1w1sv1u11~'l'u~~, 0 .., U~UU~UU~UU~UUMUUMUU~UUMHUMUUMUUMUUMU () 
0 
z 
() 
Food I I 0 
-
0 - 0 I I 0- I I I 0-- I- 2 2 I 2 I I 0- - I I J 2 rn z 
Chem. J 3 I I I 0 I I 0 5 s I I I 4 I 0 2 4 7 J 6 II 4 4 s I 2 0 J s 7 I JI 12 -I 
"' Elcc. 2 ,_ 2 I - I 3 I J 2 7 3 I I I 4 to 6 7 18 to 4 8 J I I 3 S 10 7 10 19 IJ >- ::! 
Mech. I 2 J - 2 I - I 2 2 6 2 3 s I I I - J 4 J 7 to J s 8 I I 3 I 3 s s 9 16 0 z 
Meta. 2 CJ 2 I 0 - 0 2 .l 0 2 4 8 I 2 I 2 I I 5 7 IO 2 6 8 3 .J I 2 I I 7 10 10 
Trans. I I - 0 - 0 - I I 2 2 2 I I - J 2 2 6 5 2 J J I I- J 2 2 7 6 
Pap. 
- 0 - l 2 0 - 2 2 2- 4 2 I 2 - I 2 4 2 8 2- 4 2 I 4- J 2 .. 4 10 
Exrra. 
- 0 - I - 0-- I 2 2 J - 0 I- I J 2 
" 
2 l .J - I I- I J l 5 
. 
Texr. 
- 0 - 0 - 0-- 0-- 0 - I I - 0 I- 1-- 0 - I I- 0 I 
Const. I 0 I 0 - 0 - 2 0 I I 2 - I I - I 2 I 4 I 2 l I I I- I l J .. 
Other 2 - 0 - 0 I I 0 .l I 0- - 0 - 0-- 0- - 0 2- 0 - 0 I I 0 J I 0 
Comp.z I 0 0 I 2 0 0 2 J 0 0 3 
0 
0 Total I 9 II 6 I J J 1 I 4 4 2116 IH 15114 21 J4l5 8 11111 22 z.sl.10 51 67l2J J2 4ol s II HI 15 26 27 I 46 69 82 ~ 
:v 
::0 I For kry. sec T•blc l. 
m l In 19Rl!H.1 .and 19R.l/H4 indu,lcJ under mn:h•mk.11 cn~inccring IMcch.). :v 
m 
n 
~ 
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Main motives for the mergers and joint ventures (Table 6) 
270. The mergers and joint ventures recorded were classified by main motive, 
whenever this was clear from the press reports. 
TABLE 6 
Main morivcs for mergers and iqdusuial 
joinr vcnrurc:s in 1984/85 
Mergers (indudin,: acquisition, 
of m•joriry holding•) 
Expansion 
Diversification 
Specialization 
Srrcngrhening of market position 
Profirabilir~· 
lnrcgrarion 
Complc:mc:nrariry 
Rarionali:r.arion 
R&D 
Orhc:r 
Nor specified 
32 
9 
12 
IS 
4 
2 
19 
61 
3 
4 
47 
lndURrial joint ventures 
Proc:lu<."tion 
Production and marketing 
R&:D 
R&D and production 
Rationali:r.arion 
Specialization 
Expansion 
Other 
Not spccifit.-d 
·. Mergers (including acquisitions of majority holdings) 
8 
s 
10 
3 
14 
7 
4 
4 
12 
Rationalization remained the commonest motive for mergers in the industrial 
sector overall. This was generally the case also in individual indusn:ies, with 
·the exception of the food and drink and extractive industries. The relative 
importance of rationalization as a reason for mergers had indeed slightly 
increased since 1983/84. 
Expansion was again the second commonest motive, and was frequently report-
ed for mergers in the food and drink and construction industries. 
Strengthening of market position was also a relatively frequent motive. 
Research and development, integration and profitability were least often cited 
as the main reason for mergers. 
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Joint ventures 
The distribution of motives for industrial joint ventures differed from that 
found for mergers. 
Whilst rationalization was also the motive most commonly reported for indus-
trial joint ventures and was more frequent than in the past, it was less important 
proportionately than for mergers. 
Research and development remained an extremely important motive for indus-
trial joint ventures, indicating that in some cases joint ventures may stimulate 
innovation and also have a beneficial effect on competition. Commercial joint 
ventures were formed mainly for reasons of marketing, rationalization and 
expansion. 
Mergers, acquisitions and joint ventures in services 
271. The mergers, acquisitions and joint ventures found in the three service 
sectors studied in 1984/85, distribution, banking and insurance, arc now ana-
lysed. The data, from the specialist press, cover only operations within the 
same sector. 
Mergers (including acquisitions of majority shareholdings) (Table 7) 
• 
272. Mergers and acquisitions of majority holdings represented about 63% 
of all acquisitions (i.e. these plus acquisitions of minority holdings) reported 
in the three sectors. 
TABLE 7 
National, Community and international mergers (including acquisitions of majority holdings) 
in the Community in 1984/85 
Stri•icts 
S«ror N:uion.11 Comm unary lnrcm:uion3J Toc1J 
Distriburion JO J I 34 
Bankini: JO 6 2 18 
Insurance 7 7 I IS 
Total 47 16 4 67 
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A striking feature was the high proportion of domestic mergers in the distribu-
tive trades: almost nine cases out of ten involved firms from t.he same country. 
This suggests that national markets are growing increasingly concentrated and 
may reflect a trend towards the acquisition of increased buying power by large 
retailers. If this process went so far as to reduce the intensity of competition, 
it could eventually affect price levels and the co·mpetitiveness of goods and 
services. 
The mergers were also analysed by the size of the firms involved, using the 
criteria adopted in the proposed merger control regulation, namely: 
(i) in the distributive trades, the parties' combined turnover, 
(ii) in banking, one tenth of the parties' assets, and 
(iii) in insurance, the parties' combined premium income (Table 8). 
Scc1or 
Distribution 
Banking 
Insurance 
TABLE 8 
Breakdown of mergers (including acquisitions of majority holdings) 
by combined tumovcr1 of firms involved 
Seri•ices 
< 500 m ECU 500 1u I 000 m ECU > I OOOmECU 
II 2 21 
3 5 10 
5 1 9 
Toral 19 8 40 
I One u~n,h of HIC'l:S in rhc c;i~ of banks .anJ premium income: in rhc c:Jsc of insurant:c companies. 
To,al 
34 
18 
15 
67 
In all three sectors, che majority of mergers involved firms at the larger end of 
the size scale. 
Acquisitions of minority holdings 
273. A total of 38 cases of acquisitions of minority holdings in the Community 
by or in Community-scale firms were recorded over the period (Table 9). Two 
main features stand out: 
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(i) The predominance of national operations was not so marked as with 
mergers; here, 42% of cases involved firms from another EEC or a third 
country. 
(ii) The largest number of minority acquisitions was found in banking, and 
under half involved other domestic institutions, reflecting the increasing 
international scale of financial services. 
Sccror 
Distribution 
Banking 
Insurance 
Joint ventures 
TABLE 9 
National. Community and imcmational acquisitions 
of minority holdings in the Community in 1984/85 
Strvicts 
N.1rinnal C".ommunirr lmcrnari<•n.11 
7 2 
10 6 5 
5 J 
Total 22 11 5 
Taral 
9 
21 
8 
38 
274. Banking also accounted for the majority of joint ventures (Table 10). 
However, joint ventures were proportionately much less common than in the 
industrial sector. This is probably due to the fact that the main motives for 
setting up joint ventures in industry, namely restructuring and R&D, do not 
exist to the same degree in the three service sectors considered. 
TABLE 10 
Joint ventures in the Community in 1984/85 
Seri,ices 
SC'\:'t<>r N:ition:al CommunU)' lncc:rn.ar1un.i.l Tor•I 
Distribution 3 1 4 
Bankini: 9 2 2 13 
lnsuran.:c I I 
Total 13 3 2 18 
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Results 
275. The main findings emerging from the analysis of mergers, acquisitions 
and joint ventures reported in the specialist press in 1984/85 which involved 
Community-scale firms were as follows: 
(i) there was a further sharp increase in merger activity in industry, most of 
the growth being accounted for by acquisitions of other domestic com-
panies and by firms at the lower end of the size scale by turnover. While 
this suggests a continuation of the growth of concentration, it cannot 
necessarily be taken as evidence of a general diminution of competition in 
Community industry; 
(ii) joint ventures were increasingly being used as a vehicle for rationalization. 
Nevertheless, the frequent association of industrial joint ventures with 
R&D was a feature which continued to set them apart from acquisitions; 
(iii) of the three service sectors studied, banking and insurance showed higher 
incidences of acquisitions of minority holdings and of operations involving 
companies in other EEC countries than were found in industry; 
(iv) the distributive trades showed a much higher level of domestic merger 
activity than either industry or banking and insurance. 
This could indicate a push by large retail chains to increase their share of the 
domestic market. Most of th~ mergers were large in turnover terms. Other 
motives often associated with industrial link-ups, such as the pooling of 
technology with foreign firms, are mostly lacking in the distribution sector. 
COMP. REP. EC 1985 
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COMM1ss10N ACTION PRQ§RAMME 
FOR SMALL AND MEDIUM-SIZER ENTERPRISES 
Th• C011111i1sion has adopted1Tn action progra ... for s•all and llediua-sized enterprises f which it wishes the Council to 
approve. This initiative by the Commission is in keeping with the 
approach adopted by the European Council which recently placed 
emphasis on the promotion of small bu1ine1se1 11 part of a growth 
and employement strategy. 
Thia prograllllt8 - which has been drawn up on the basis of a 
detailed analysis of the requirements of small bu1ine11e1 and 
consultations with the European organizations representing small 
busine11e1, the trade unions, independent research centres and 
the Hember Stat•• - identifies two main objectives for C011111Unity 
action: 
la> IA cgntribyt• tp th• craation of• favpyrablt 1nvirgD91ot tor 
•1111 byain••••• within th• CAflllllunity'a int1rn1111tktt, Thia 
objective is reflected in seven projects: the prOIIOtion of a 
spirit of enterprise and recognition for the social role of the 
private businessman, the improvement of the administrative 
environment, the completion of the internal market, company law, 
a healthy competition structure, the fiscal situation and 
i11Prove ... nt of the social environment. 
lb) IR 11kt I positiy• contribution to th• o••d for ,1,x1b111tv 
in th• casa of sma11 bysin1ssas. This objective addresses both 
the problem of the creation of firms and the develop ... nt of . 
eMisting small businesses. It will be translated into practice in 
six majors projects : training, information, exports, the 
creation of firms and innovation, cooperation between businesses, 
and the provision of capital, 
CQIIIYnity action with raaard to sma11 bysin1ss1s 
The Co11111unity institutions have for a long ti11e recognized the 
iMportant contribution which small businesses can make to growth 
and especially the ,ort of growth which creates 110re jobs. They 
have therefore already undertaken a series of initiatives 
designed to help small businesses IEuropean Small Business Year, 
C0111tission c011111unication of 22 Ha~ 1984, European Parliaaent 
Resolution of 24 Hay 1984), 
11) CON (18) 445 
KOMMSSIONEN FOR OE EI.RJPIEISKE FIELLESSKABER - KOM\tSSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMSSION OF THE ElR:lPEAN COMMlNTES - COMMSSION DES COt.t,,U,IAUTES EUROPEENNES - ErllTPOflH TON EYPOflAIKON KOINOTHTON 
COMtvlSSIOl'E DELLE CCM.NTA EUROPEE - COMMSSE VAN OE ElR:lPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
At the beginning of 1986, on the basis of instructions given by 
the European Council, the Commission decided to step up its 
endeavours in this area. It gave one of its members, Hr Hatutes, 
specific responsability for small businesses, set up a working 
party of Commissioners to define a strategy for future work 
concerning small businesses and established a small 
administrative unit known as the Small Business Task Force to 
coordinate activities concerning small businesses, to promote the 
convergence of national and Community policies, to establish a 
framework for contact and dialogue with the organizations 
representing small businesses and to help establish at European 
level machinery capable of providing solutions to the practical 
problems of small businesses. 
Problems and needs ot sma11 businesses 
The many studies carried out brought to light, despite the 
diversity of national situations, three chief needs: 
la) the need for an administrative environment which is 
sufficiently simple and open so as not to handicap firms in terms 
of costs and profitability; 
(b) improved availability of capital for small businesses to 
enable rapid introduction of new technologies into production 
processes; and 
Cc) preservation of fleKibility as a basic factor in adapting to 
demand and to the competitive challenges of the market; in 
particular, this requires information for firms to be quick and 
effective and the training of businessmen to be tailored to the 
special needs of small businesses. 
Ibt action programme proposed by the Coflflission 
An analysis of these requirements has guided the Commission in 
the formulation of the objectives for the proposed action by the 
Community which is designed to: 
a) contribute to the creation of a favourable environment for 
small businesses within the Community's internal market; this 
concerns both the administrative and regulatory, as well as the 
cultural and social, climate; and 
b) make a positive contribution to the needs of small businesses 
in terms of fleKibility and the provision of capital. This second 
major objective addresses both the problem of the creation of 
firms and the development of eKisting small businesses. 
Hr Hatutes stated that the Commission wishes to pursue a small 
business policy which does not seek to confer privileges but to 
overcome discrimination against small businesses as a result of 
their size. The Commission wishes to develop this policy in close 
cooperation with business associations and all the organizations 
directly or indirectly connected with small business to ensure 
constant and constructive feedback between the Community 
institutions and the small business world. The consultations held 
in conjunction with the preparation of the small business action 
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-progra11111e are evidence of the Commission's commitment to this 
principle. 
·Healthy, innovative small firms capable of expanding and 
coapeting are essential in Europe in order to provide a solution 
to the problems of young people, to strengthen the social fabric 
and to improve our quality of life. Their success will add a new 
Community dimension to industry and the services sector in the 
form of millions of European businessmen putting their faith in 
the future, day after day·. 
Over the next few months, the Commission will be focusing on a 
few specific measures among which Hr Hatutes mentioned, by way of 
example: 
a) community information centres ; the idea is to make available 
in one place information concerning the Community which is likely 
to be of interest to small businesses (legislative provisions 
concerning the internal market, EEC grants, loans and research 
programmes, etc.). Offices of this kind could rapidly be set up 
in the form of pilot information centres (three in the larger 
countries, two in the smaller ones) with the help of the 
Collfflission's information offices. 
b) Programme of transnational cooperation between training 
centres for sma11 businessmen: the aim is to set up a 
transnational network of business management training institutes 
and work out ad hoc programmes with these institutes. 
c) Promotion of the spirit of enterprise in Europe: the 
intention is to work out European training programmes for use in 
secondary schools and vocational training schools in each 
country. 
d) Mobility of heads of businesses within the community: the 
Commission will compile a practical handbook on the setting up of 
businesses in Europe indicating in nine languages the formalities 
involved in each country. 
Hr Hatutes also stated that the Commission would endeavour to get 
the Council to adopt rapidly the proposal concerning a special 
tranche of the New Community Instrument for small businesses (NCI 
IV) and that the Co1111ission intended to submit to the Council 
proposals designed to improve the fiscal environment of small 
businesses. 
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The action progr111Re which the Commission wishes th• Council to 
adopt falls into two parts, each serving on• of the two 1111jor 
objectives of action by th• Community .: 
6, Prpyiding, t1voyrab1e enyiroom,ot for 1ma11 bysin••••• 
Co11111unity action to provide I favourable envir~n .. nt for •••11 
businesses will cover 111 factors - institutional, 
administrative, legal and social - which determine how firms 
operate. It will consist of positive measures to promote the 
spirit of enterprise and steps to adapt the general provisions 10 
as to render the regulatory framework in which business operate, 
less of I burden, and to compensate for' th• handicaps inherent in 
1111111 size. This part of the action progra1111t1 is in seven 
section, : 
.A,J Pr91Dgtina the spirit pf enterprise: the co11111ission should 
help to bring about• change in attitude by me1n1 of specific 
measures and by eKplicitly bringing the concerns of small 
businesses into its general measures. The Co11111i11ion is proposing 
in particular I project to promote the spirit of enterprise 11110ng 
young people and promote self-employment, possibly via European 
training progr1111111es in schools. 
6,Z, Imprqying the administratiy• 1oviroom1nt: the co11111ission 
has already made I first positive move by adopting the principle 
that every Co11111ission proposal for legislation sent to the 
Council must be accompanied by the results of an assessment of 
its impact on businesses, especially small businesses. Th• 
Commission is 1110 engaged in ascertaining the obligations 
imposed upon small businesses by the C0111111unity legislation in 
force, analysing the coats and benefits for firms. The COllllission 
will draw conclusions from thia 1ppr1is1l and make 
propo1111,where necessary, for more fleKible solutions. 
A.3. comp1etipn of the internal market with• yiew to helping 
•m111 bysinessas :just 11 the f..-pval of red tape and of 
regulatory barriers is of special" importance to 1111111 budneuH, 
10 too is completing the internal market. AIIIOng the objectives, 
mention should be made of the removal of physical barriers, 
fltxibility and transparency in the harmonization of technical 
standards - here the Co11111ission will endeavour to be more 
systematic in issuing information - and real access to public 
procurement contracts for 1111111 businesses. In preparation for 1 
specific programme on the last point, it is planned to make an 
inventory in the near future of national eKperience, including 
experience in Japan and North America. 
A.4. Adapting CPMYoitv law: tht community will continue to 
provide special treatment for 1111111 businesses in the context of 
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European company law. In particular, in 1988 there will be a 
further review of the criteria for derogations for small 
businesses in the accountancy directives. In addition, the 
Commission will run a publicity campaign concerning the 
Regulation on the European Economic Interest Grouping, a legal 
instrument aimed at encouraging cooperation between small 
businesses in different Hember States. 
A.5. A spynd competitive structure: the commission will take 
steps to ensure that the activities of small businesses are not 
hindered 11 a result of compliance with the Connunity rules on 
competition. The Commission communication on agreements of minor 
importance which are not subject to Article 85 was revised 
recently along lines even more favourable to small businesses. In 
addition, the Commission has made it clear since 1979, by means 
of a general COftllltunication directed at small businesses in 
particular, that subcontracting agreements do not normally fall 
within the scope of Article 85. 
A.&. Jbt tax •oviroomtot: some of the proposals on tax matter• 
already submitted by the Commission are of direct relevance to 
small businesses (e.g. the proposal for a Directive on setting up 
an arbitration procedure to eliminate double taxation affecting 
associated firms, the proposal for a Directive on the carrying-
forward of losses for tax purposes, etc.). The Commission has 
also recently submitted a proposal concerning simplified 
procedures for levying VAT and a more realistic exemption 
arrangement (see Hemo P-&7) which was adopted at the same time as 
the small business action programme. 
A.7. JfflPrpvina the social environment pf sma11 pusiness1s ; the 
rola pf copparativ•s : the Commission wants the European 
organizations representing small businesses to be involved in the 
necessary social dialogue. In addition, the Co1111tission will 
endeavour to draw on their wealth of experience for the purpose 
of implementing policy with regard to small businesses. Jt will 
also examine possible ways of creating a more favourable 
framework for producer and service cooperatives. 
a. Flexibility and tbt provision of capital as• baais £pr the 
creation ang gev110DMant of sma11 businesses 
This part of the pro9ra111111e is designed to respond directly to the 
specific needs of small businesses by giving priority to schemes 
conc•rning the provision of capital for small businesses and 
achievement of a high degree of adaptability. There is immense 
scope for such schemes, as experience in the Hember States shows. 
The option proposed .by the Commission is to develop a series of 
projects that can easily be integrated into existing Community 
and national programmes ; it is therefore mainly a question of 
projects which introduce a specific small business component to 
Connunity activities already in progress, to which certain 
specific aspects should be added : 
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B.1. Training: the intention is to take account of the inherent 
characteristics of small businesses in the national and COlllllunity 
training programmes, in particular through the resources of the 
European Social Fund, and with technical assistance fra11 the 
European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training. With 
regard to management training, the Co111111ission will organize a 
network of training institutes dealing with the specific probl.,.s 
of training managers of small businesses. 
8.2. lpfgrmatign: the intention here is to provide information 
.fat sm,11 businesses as well as .iJlsult. small businesses. &iv1n the 
vast r•na• of information on Community activities concerning 
small businesses, the Commission wishes to develop the concept of 
·one-,top-offices·, or information centres, liaising between 
small businesses and the Community authorities. Th• Commission 
also proposes to improve the statistical machinery for the 
collection of information on small businesses. 
8.3.EKports : the Commission intends to organize a aeries of ad 
hoc measures to facilitate the access of small businesses to 
markets in non-member countries (pilot export-training projects 
for small businesses, courses and awards for small businessmen, 
group participation in trade fairs, cooperation between bodie1 
concerned with the promotion of small businesses on external 
markets, etc.). 
B.4. Establishment of firms ; innovation: the co,..i11ion is 
proposing to support efforts to establish new firms and to 
facilitate access to new technologies by means of initiative, 
such as : 
a) the organization of a European conference on the establish1118nt 
of firms and the setting-up of a European association for 
pr011otin9 the establishment of firms in order to coordinate 
action in this area; 
b) extension and integration of European business and innovation 
centres ; and 
c) the development of contacts between universities and firms. 
B.5. Business cgqperatign; regions: the C011111ission is proposing 
to assist the creation of a regional and local framework 
favouring the development of small businesses and to facilitate 
their relations with large firms, in particular by 
a) establishing the computerized European Buainess Cooperation 
Network (BC - Net) ; and 
b) generalizing projects to develop ·endogenous· potential (joint 
services, reception areas, service centres, etc.). 
8.&. Prpyisign pf capital: the objective of this aspect of 
co .. unity endeavour is to facilitate the access of small 
businesses to finance. To this end, wider use should be made of 
•global• loans in the context of the Community institutions' 
lending activities, and venture capital operations 
I : 
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should be stepped up. Th• Co11111ission has already submitted 
propo1al1 concerning lending activities INCi IVI and ii in the 
proce11 of consulting interested parties where •financial 
engineering• operations are concerned. 
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-CENTRES FOR EUROPEAN BUSINESS INFORMATION 
I. COMMUNICATION WITH SMALL FIRMS : A PRIORITY AREA 
An important priority in the list of measures proposed in the Commission's 
Action Programme for SMEs was to set up channels of communication and 
information on Community activities and on the needs of small firms. 
The Centres for European Business Information will not only supply firms 
with information but also gather their suggestions or requests for speci-
fic services. 
The Council resolution of 3 November 1986 (2) approved the broad lines 
and overall strategy proposed by the Commission. The Council has also 
acknowledged the flow of information as a priority; in its resolution 
of 22 December 1986 (3) the Council called for rapid implementation of 
the Action Programme for SMEs, and in particular for more information to 
be made available on Community programmes directed towards small firms. 
General information on Community policies in the Member States, and that 
addressed to particular groups, has been developed by the Commission through 
its Information Offices in the different Member States. 
In the framework of a policy to promote SMEs and to improve relations between 
the Commission and such enterprises, it has clearly become necessary to create 
better adapted channels, in both directions, between the Commission and SMEs. 
Moreover, such specialised information in no way calls into 
activities or wider purpose of the Information Offices. 
question the 
Priority is thus to be given to SMEs from now on within tQe framework of the 
development of general information policy of the Communit~4)Jhe pilot scheme 
"Centres for European Business Information", which constitutes a priority area 
of policy towards SMEs, is to be seen in this context. Indeed, while becoming 
more ande more aware of the importance of the European dimension, in 
particular with regard to the internal market, SMEs do not always have at 
their disposal the information and services they need to take advantage of it. 
(1) COM(86)445 final, 7 August 1986; 
(2) OJ C 287, 14.11.1986, P. 1 
(3) Action Programme on Employment Growth, OJ C 340, 31.12.1986. 
(4) SEC(86)1841 : The Commission's Information and Communication policy 
priorities and coordination proposals. 
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II. THE PILOT PROJECT ON CENTRES FOR EUROPEAN INFORMATION 
To fulfil this commitment by the Community, the SME Task Force will 
be conducting a pilot scheme to test the feasibility and effectiveness 
of spreading information on Community activities of interest to small 
firms through the traditional channels afforded by institutions offering 
services to business. 
2.1. There are two chief objectives 
· Ci) to bring the Community closer to firms by making available -
in the most readily accessible form possible - all the infor~ 
mation on the Community that is likely to be of use in 
day-to-day business management: market intelligence and infor-
mation relating to public contracts, legislation, technical 
standards and rules, research and development programmes, 
industrial cooperation, financing and training; 
Cii) to build the service around existing channels of information 
the provision of information about the Community must be 
integrated within the services provided by the host institu-
tions. Making the Centres on integral part of reliable 
decentralized offices and network already providing infor-
mation for local SMEs will ensure that they can cater for 
firms' day-to-day concerns. 
2.2. The basic tasks of the Centres will be 
Ci) To meet the demand for information on Community activities. 
Most enquiries from small entrepreneurs concern one of two 
main areas: 
Ca> the internal market, i.e. the legal, regulatory, social 
and technical aspects governing intra-Community trade today 
and the changes likely to be brought about by the comple-
tion of the internal market. 
e 
• 
e 
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Cb) the Community's operational policies, in particular 
Community grants and financial instruments, research and 
demonstration programmes, sectoral measures, training 
schemes, regional policy measures and trade relations 
with non-Community countries. 
Cii) To help and advise firms in their contacts on Community matters. 
When the information obtained enables the firm to make a direct 
contact under a Community measure, the Centre can help and 
advise it at various levels • 
In the pursuit of its information task the Centre will make 
available sets of replies and applications to take part 
in Community events or programmes. The Centre will help the 
firm complete the necessary formalities. Depending on the 
complexity of the question and the degree of specialization 
of its services, the ~entre may direct the firm to other 
bodies able to supply appropriate adv~ce and assistance. 
(iii) Cooperation with the Community's Information Offices will be 
sought for information campaigns directed at a wider public, 
on trade and commercial events for example, and for occasional 
or regular newsletters to firms or their usual information 
sources such as the trade press, local and regional authori-
ties, trade associations and trade unions etc. 
2.3. The guiding principles of this Community activity are based on the 
objective of ensuring that the Centre is fully in~egrated into the 
activities of an organization which already has a secure place in 
the local industrial fabric : 
(i) the host organisation will make available specific staff 
resources (equivalent to about two posts), equipment (ordinary 
office supplies and communications software), and premises. 
But the Centre will itself be responsible for managing the 
resources it needs. 
.. 
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c;;) ;n return, through the intermed;ary of its Task Force for SMEs, 
the Commun;ty will provide the Centre with basic Community do-
cumentat;on, regularly updated and adapted as need be for present 
purposes; ;t w;ll allow the Centre access to certain Community 
data bases; it will publicize and promote this new activity; 
it w;ll be responsible for training the staff wh;ch the host 
body assigns to the Centres; and it will meet part of the mar· 
ginal costs of opening the Centre, with a limited financial 
contribut;on in the first year. 
2.4. The implementation schedule for the pilot operation and the procedural 
details are annexed hereto. 
The procedures will serve the operating principles which the Centres 
must respect, in particular the general interest nature of their task 
and their accessibility to all types of firm. 
The Centres will give priority to developing their services for firms 
employing fewer than 500 people. They will also make special efforts 
to inform potential new entrepreneurs, including job-seekers and young 
people. 
III. THE RESULTS EXPECTED AND POSSIBLE FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS 
The operation has two aims 
- to improve the flow and quality of information on Community activities 
to Community firms, testing the capability of the bodies involved to act 
as decentralized channels of information; 
to bring firms into closer touch with the Community dimension by opening 
up a listening post for their enquiries, requests and proposals. 
•• 
e 
-e 
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Once the pilot phase has been assessed the operation could Lead to 
important developments : 
- with a better understanding of firms' requirements Community action to 
assist them can be defined and targeted more accurately, which will 
enhance the impact of new measures; 
- the tools developed in the pilot phase - documentation, training modules, 
promotional kits - could be made accessible to a wider range of bodies in 
response to demand emerging in the pilot phase; 
- the promotion of Community activity by the Centres and the improved supply 
of information will stimulate demand from firms: more bodies will be. 
encouraged to perform similar services, making for general progress 
towards better communication between the Community and the business world 
through the growing network of cooperation between business advisory and 
information bodies, or, in a second phase and i~ response to demand, 
through an increase in the number of Centres. 
' 
LAUNCHING THE PILOT STAGE 
OF THf: 
ANNEX 1 
"CENTRES FOR EUROPEAN BUSINESS INFORMATION" 
17 March 1987 
20 March 1987 
17 March to 2 May 1987 
May 
27 May to 22 June 1987 
22 June to 10 July 1987 
July to September 1987 
29 September 1987 
··-
Publication of the invitation to submit 
proposals in the supplement to the OJ CS.53) 
Dispatch of the contract specifications to the 
Information Offices 
42-day period for submission of proposals 
Assessment of proposals and selection of the 
28 pilot Centres 
Appointment of staff to Centres by the select-
ed host organizations 
Training of the staff for the Centres (3-week 
course in Brusseli) 
Finalization of technical aspects between the 
host organizations and the Commission 
Official opening of the first,.Centre 
-ANNEX 2 
OPERATION OF CENTRES FOR EUROPEAN BUSINESS INFORMATION 
I. RESOURCES REQUIRED BY EACH CENTRE AND ITS HOST ORGANIZATION 
Document at ion 
The documentation function is essential and will entail 
(i) storing the documen~ation supplied by the Commission; 
,.- (ii) keeping the directory provided by the SME Task Force for this project; 
(ii;) running a documentary reference service; 
(iv) preparing general information sheets; 
<v> preparing special packs in response to requests for assistance and 
. _advice; 
i ~ 
, <vi) monitoring local publications and selecting information useful in a 
·-
L 
I 
I 
Community context. 
Staff 
Staff must be specially assigned to run the Centres within the context of the 
activities of the host organization. Staff may be reallocated by the host 
organization or new staff may be recruited. 
Eventually the Centres will require the equivalent of two full-time posts, 
one specifically assigned to the project. t~ 
These staff members should have a basic knowledge of Community activities 
and of documentary reference and data retrieval methods. They will receive 
additional training in a programme organized by the SME Task Force. 
r 
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Premises and equipment 
The host organization should provide the Centre with premises to house the 
documentation. It should also provide an MS-DOS microcomputer with TTY 
annulation software for operation on the X25 network, together with c0111111U-
nications software, file management software, a printer, and telex and 
telefax facilities (and if they are not already available, a photocopier 
and a microfiche reader and copier>. 
II. RESOURCES REQUIRED BY THE TASK FORCE TO SET UP AND OPERATE THESE CENTRES 
A central unit in the SME Task Force will be responsible primarily for 
Ci) continuous compilation and analysis of information on Community acti-
vities for dissemination to the Centres (documents and computerized 
data>; 
Cii) planning a campaign to publicize the Centres and coordinating its 
implementation, in particular by making available a promotional kit 
whi·ch Centres carr use arid adapt to suit their owri strategies; 
(iii) sending Centres a guide to information sources, which will include 
a directory based on a set of likely typical inquiries from firms 
that should. produce the Community information required; the central 
unit will develop the means of communication with and between the 
Centres so that inquiries from firms can be dealt with rapidly and 
satisfactorily through cooperation between the Centres and if neces-
sary with the Commission; 
(iv) the training of Centre staff in the following areas 
operation of a Centre 
fields covered by the Centres (Community activities which of interest 
to businesses> 
• the content of Community databases and how to use them. 
The SME Task Force will be responsible for general evaluation of the project. 
It will also help host organizations to set up the Centres. 
e 
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